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Introduction

Molly McGarry and George E. Haggerty

When we began planning A Companion to Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, and 
Queer (LGBT/Q) Studies, we intended to gather innovative new essays by established 

and emerging scholars. Imagining a volume that would animate the queer studies 

classroom as surely as it would further advance debates among scholars in the fi eld, we 

were less interested in defi ning – or even surveying – LGBT/Q studies than asking 

what sexuality stands in for, what work it does, and how it continues to structure dis-

cussions in various academic disciplines as well as current politics. While many of us 

now take for granted the importance of the study of sexuality, this volume insists on 

returning to the category of sexuality as always interconnected with other markers of 

social position and (dis)privilege, of race, gender, class, religion, and  nationality.

In the early 1990s, the term “queer” seemed almost magically to animate both the 

streets and the academy. This Blackwell Companion is situated at a very different 

moment. We led, then, with the seemingly simple question: is queer inquiry still 

relevant? What we received from our contributors was less a direct answer than a col-

lective meditation on the term “still.” Indeed, analyses of sexuality are more relevant 

than ever. More than still here, these writers refuse to be still, inasmuch as that term 

suggests the static, frozen, and silent. The still, fi xed time of the past is re- enlivened 

such that even those contributors addressing the contemporary present suggest at 

once a rethinking of histories and genealogies and also an attention to futurities – 

even utopian futurities. What emerges from the insistence on the ineluctable presence 

of sex is at once a revisioning of queer historiography, politics, and ethics, as well as 

an imperative relationship to the dead, the not yet born, and the still living. Trou-

bling the boundaries between past, present, and future, these essays mark a pause in 

an unstill moment.

Because of the hard- won successes of the past two decades, courses on sexuality 

have become a mainstay of college curricula. At the same time, certain representa-

tions of queerness have proliferated on the stage, screen, and page, such that the once 

vaunted category of “visibility” has become a kind of banality, if not also a limitation 

to queer politics. Even the designation LGBT threatens to appear as less an inclusive 

rubric of specifi cation, under which intellectual or activist projects might be organ-

ized, than a shopping cart in the marketplace of ideas.

The United States is ostensibly enjoying a time in which there are more  mainstream 



representations of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender lives than ever before. This 

proliferation of certain forms of representation – and, importantly, the exclusion of 

others – is happening in the context of expanding globalized capital and a newly 

intensifi ed American imperialism. Given this fractious world, it would be easy to 

forge a dichotomy between the geopolitical as the properly political and sexuality as 

the frivolous fodder of lifestyle and entertainment. Indeed, the truism now circulat-

ing mutually but differently from both the Right and Left in the United States is 

that “everything changed after September 11th.” This diluvial declaration of change 

admonishes that it is now time to get serious and that sex, by defi nition, is never 

serious. What the essays in this volume demonstrate are the many ways in which 

sexuality studies remain as crucial, if not more so, to questions of politics, war, and 

homeland insecurities as it was to intimate culture and public bodies before that puta-

tive moment when “everything changed.”

The burden and boon of LGBT/Q studies is that we eventually, inevitably, fi nd 

ourselves talking about sex. If talking about sex still appears too close to gossip, innu-

endo, sensation, and all the seemingly unseemly, then it is important to remember 

that academic sexuality studies were founded by insisting on the very seriousness of 

sex. The best practitioners of 1990s queer theory resisted its instantiation as a “fi eld” 

precisely because its practice disrupted and deconstructed the implied differences 

between gossip and history, innuendo and subtext, sensation and performance.1

To take sex seriously demanded an interrogation of all that was serious and disci-

plinary about standard academic disciplines. And it also demanded thinking politics 

 differently.

Two decades after Gayle Rubin declared, “The time has come to think about sex,” 

this simple statement persists as a political and intellectual imperative. Over and 

above its context in the splintered feminisms of the “sex wars,” Rubin’s point is not 

that 1984 was the time to think about sex, but that the time to think sex is always now. 

In the fi rst decade of the twenty- fi rst century, Rubin’s thesis about the centrality of 

sex to politics seems uncannily  proleptic:

To some, sexuality may seem to be an unimportant topic, a frivolous diversion from the 

more critical problems of poverty, war, disease, racism . . . But it is precisely at times 

such as these, when we live with the possibility of unthinkable destruction, that people 

are likely to become dangerously crazy about sexuality.2

To apply Rubin’s counter- intuitive insistence – that sexuality matters precisely in 

times of “unthinkable destruction” – to our own moment demands addressing differ-

ent manifestations of poverty, war, disease, and racism, as well as different, and not 

always obvious, valences of exactly what is serious about sex.

Those of us who teach LGBT/Q classes are always in need of a new anthology 

that gathers cutting- edge work in the fi eld. One of the goals of the present collec-

tion is to juxtapose the newest work of senior scholars with emerging voices in the 

fi eld. Upon completing this volume, we are struck by the scope and diversity these 

contributors have brought to the project as well as the resonances between these dif-

ferent writers and different visions, which we never could have planned in advance. 

No single version of queer studies is in prominence here. Instead these essays chal-
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lenge each other and, hopefully, challenge the reader to determine what, at its very 

best, queer studies might be.

Queer Politics in the Time of War and Shopping or 
Why Sex? Why Now?

We begin with the politics of the present. Janet R. Jakobsen opens the volume with 

“Sex, Secularism, and the ‘War on Terrorism’: The Role of Sexuality in Multi- Issue 

Organizing.” Here she considers why sex, which seemed crucial to understanding the 

political culture of the 1990s, has been cast in the twenty- fi rst century increasingly 

as a frivolous diversion from the life and death issues of war, terrorism, and state-

 sponsored violence. Posing the question “Why sex?” and implicitly “Why now?” she 

fi nds that “sexuality has remained central to both electoral politics and US public 

discourse,” from George Bush’s courting of “values voters” in the 2004 Presidential 

election to the conduct of the War on Terror itself. Even as sex remains key to poli-

tics, it has at the same time been dismissed as “irrelevant to issues of serious public 

importance.” Jakobsen locates this seeming contradiction – this simultaneous over-

 valuing and undervaluing of sex – in the multiple meanings of “value,” which is 

at once an economic category hailing from industrial capitalism and a secular cat-

egory with a deeply religious past. Both forms of “value” are linked to a genealogy of 

“freedom” with roots in the Protestant Reformation. Jakobsen’s challenge is an activ-

ist one, urging us to center questions of sex in multiple arenas of organizing. To do so, 

she argues, “would also allow us to question what freedom means, to ask why a value 

like freedom must so often imply not just a disciplinary society, but one marked by 

coercion and violence. And to ask ourselves what vision we would offer instead.”

David L. Eng asks similar questions in his essay, “Freedom and the Racialization 

of Intimacy: Lawrence v. Texas and the Emergence of Queer Liberalism.” Track-

ing a genealogy of Enlightenment modernity haunted by the history of unfree labor, 

slavery, and colonialism, Eng locates “the disavowed racial ground of our contem-

porary political moment in the US.” This political moment has witnessed, among 

other things, new rights of inclusion for some gay and lesbian US citizens. If an earlier 

generation of feminist, gay and lesbian, and queer activists insistently critiqued mar-

riage and family as disciplinary institutions, a new movement has petitioned the state 

under these terms for rights of recognition and inclusion. This confl uence of polit-

ical demands for liberal enfranchisement with an ascendant privatizing impulse of 

globalized “free market” capitalism constitutes the conditions for what Eng terms 

“queer liberalism.”

Queer liberalism vows allegiance to a universal blind justice, sightless of the his-

torical exclusions it carries forward in our putatively “post- race,” “post- identity,” 

“colorblind” age. In response, Eng insists we recognize “how queer liberalism secures 

its legal, social, and moral claims through the dismantling of affi rmative action and the 

folding- in of normative gay and lesbian US citizen- subjects into the mandates of US 

Empire.” Many of the contributors to this volume note the convergence of what Eng 

calls “queer liberalism,” with powerful and ascendant neoliberal economic  conditions, 
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coalescing in a new assimilationist, “homonormativity.”  Homonormativity, as Lisa 

Duggan has argued, is “a politics that does not contest dominant heteronormative 

assumptions and institutions but upholds and sustains them.”3 If queer liberalism 

and homonormativity offer a limited menu of choices, including gay marriage, private 

domesticity, and the freedom to consume, many of the writers in this volume decry 

the conditions of this particular “place at the table.”4

In “‘No Atheists in the Fox Hole’: Toward a Radical Queer Politics in a Post- 9/11 

World,” Sharon Holland asks: “Where is the space in queer studies for a feminist who 

still believes that state- sanctioned marriage is one of the most insidious forms of insti-

tutionalized racism? Where is the place for the atheist at the table where (black) queer 

studies meets African American studies and the church becomes an important and 

necessary center for a discourse on the politics of black bodies, black subjects, black 

lives?” If the phrase “no atheists in the fox hole” references a time of war in which 

those under fi re cannot afford not to believe, then in the current moment of unending 

war, Holland proposes a new queer politics, radical in its refusal to center religious 

belief in analyses of family, race, and  belonging.

Holland notes the simultaneous publication in 2005 of major volumes on Black 

Queer Studies and Queer of Color Critique.5 Explored in this volume by contrib-

utors including Holland, Ferguson, Gopinath, Muñoz, Rodríguez, and Tongson, 

both Black Queer Studies and Queer of Color Critique trace their critical genealo-

gies through women of color feminism, which inaugurated “intersectional” readings 

routed through theoretical interrogations of “home” and “nation” across the borders 

of time and space.6 Holland challenges queer studies to “recognize its debt to decades 

of theorizing about difference in works by both feminists and people of color.” Hol-

land’s hailing of this formative and ongoing work fl ies in the face of the much reported 

“death of theory” as well as the professional melancholy that attends the perennial 

announcement of the death and dying of queer studies itself.7

Interrogating mainstream culture’s voracious appetite for dead queers who might 

have lived otherwise, Martin Manalansan provides a reading of the fi lm Brokeback 
Mountain as symptomatic of a new mainstreaming and marketing of gay lives, from 

Hollywood to network television (Will and Grace) and cable TV (Queer Eye for the 
Straight Guy and The L Word). Critically lauded as a “romance like any other,” Broke-
back deploys generic conventions to universalize this gay love story as a “timeless” 

tale, isolating the lovers (literally and fi guratively) from the time of family, the space 

of racialized others, and “the messiness of history.” If this fi lm’s tragic ending set in 

a mythical past points forward to the potential promise of an identitarian future in 

which gay lovers might meet, love, and marry, then Manalansan challenges the limits 

of this scripted happy ending, which vanquishes the fi lm’s unhappy end: “We do not 

need a ‘romance like any other’ but new forms of love motivated by collective wishes 

and aspirations and unscripted by heteronormative institutions.” Refusing cultural 

narratives, etched in timeworn patterns, Manalansan asks, with Hardt and Negri, 

how we might imagine love otherwise, opened toward “unforeseen kinds of relation-

ships” in lived time, as an expansive and generative ethics rather than the closed 

world of private  romance.

The collusion of neoliberal economics – whose key fi gures are always presented 

in terms of timeless values and private spaces – with a bourgeoning gay consumer 
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lifestyle is hardly a new phenomenon. Beginning in the 1970s, a post- Stonewall, post-

 celluloid closet opened, spewing forth gay visibility and even a short- lived 1990s 

moment of “lesbian chic.” Yet as American viewers sat in front of the TV to see Ellen
come out and Cindy Crawford got behind k.d. lang on the cover of Vanity Fair, the 

art world was mired in an ongoing battle with the federal government over censorship 

and funding. The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA), which provided federal 

grants to individual artists and art institutions, became a fl ashpoint in what came to 

be known as “the culture wars.” For perhaps the fi rst time in American history, queer 

art was exhibited on the Senate fl oor as Senator Jesse Helms seized the moment to 

decry federal funding for the “obscenities” of queer and feminist art. Lost alongside 

a larger dismantling of the welfare state, the NEA could appear as a casualty of col-

lusion between neoliberal privatization and the late 1980s and early 1990s censorship 

campaigns. Yet as Richard Meyer argues, the NEA “crafted a survival strategy that 

severed it from any form of potentially controversial art.”

In the halls of Congress, art controversy is no longer generated by the likes of Karen 

Finley’s yams or Andres Serrano’s “Piss Christ.” In his essay, “Who Needs Civil Lib-

erties?” Meyer charts the post- September 11 battle over the arts in the United States 

in which moral discourse has morphed in a new context of national security. Meyer 

joins the other writers in this section in refusing the narrative that terrorists have 

replaced queers as the enemies of the state. As US domestic policy continues to be 

dominated by the rhetoric of “family values” and foreign policy increasingly markets 

American “freedom” at the end of a gun, what Martin Manalansan calls “queer love 

in the time of war and shopping” offers a powerful sexual and political hermeneutic 

that theorizes civil liberties beyond borders and beyond state  recognition.

Histories, Genealogies, and Futurities

The previous section’s engagement with the politics of a queer present by no means 

forsakes a queer past and the historiographic interventions that continue to be so 

crucial to sexuality studies. The writers in this section insist that queer historiography 

is a Janus- faced project that opens itself both to rigorous self- interrogation and to an 

uncanny haunting by the past, present, and future. In “The Relevance of Race for the 

Study of Sexuality,” Roderick A. Ferguson examines the modes by which a generation 

of scholars has established race and sexuality as mutually constitutive. Interrogating 

the work of the axiomatic in confi ning such epistemological interventions in queer 

studies to the dead category of “self- evident truths,” Ferguson insists that “inter-

sections” be rigorously historicized rather than merely asserted as structural. This 

process involves fracturing dominant narratives of both sexual and racial formation, 

as well as their imbrications, to expose forgotten or incomplete sites of mutual con-

struction. Ferguson’s project is to reanimate intersectionality, both refusing it as an 

already constituted category and refusing to abandon it. The study of racialized sexu-

alities, in this framing, revises Foucauldian histories of sexuality and reworks the 

relationships between sexuality and epistemology and between sexuality and power. 

In entwined genealogies of the intersectional analyses that have  historicized racial 

formations and monocultural Foucauldian histories of sexuality, Ferguson forcefully 
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elaborates the ways in which race rewrites the history (and present future) of sexu-

ality  studies.

In “The Present Future of Lesbian Historiography,” Valerie Traub returns to quest-

ions that have vexed the fi eld of lesbian and gay history since its inception. From the 

time of the publication of Michel Foucault’s History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An Intro-
duction, scholars have variously critiqued, augmented, and nuanced his narrative, 

while simultaneously forwarding their own. Whereas some fi nd continuities in same-

 sex sexuality and gender nonconformity across time, others implicitly adhere to the 

Foucauldian “Great Paradigm Shift,” which introduced the discursive categories of 

homo-  and heterosexuality at the end of the nineteenth century.8 Yet the fi eld has 

evolved such that even those theorists most associated with social constructionism 

would critique a catechism that creates an indelible divide between premodern sub-

jects who committed sexual acts and modern people who were named and claimed by 

sexual  identities.

Traub intervenes in this binary – alterity versus continuism – to offer what she 

calls “cycles of salience” specifi c to lesbian historiography. She argues that “the rela-

tive weight one accords to alterity or continuism has perhaps had a more pronounced 

impact on the practice of lesbian history than any other issue (including debates about 

what counts as evidence of same- sex desire).” The constancy and familiarity she fi nds 

in women’s bonds over time is neither self- evident “nor are these cycles, precisely, 

continuity – if by that we mean an unbroken line connecting the past to the present.” 

Rather, she recasts historiographic impasse as dialogue: “Would the dialogue I have 

advocated create a single lesbian historiography, which produces multiple histories 

that intersect at different points? Or would it create multiple lesbian historiographies, 

which refract and bounce off of one another in continual oscillation? Whatever our 

answers to these questions, the future of lesbian historiography will require a more 

ambitious and capacious response to our growing historical knowledge. The past 

deserves no less than this; the future demands this and more.”

To the extent that this section captures futures of the fi eld as well as past currents, 

David M. Halperin’s essay performs a genealogy of queer pedagogy. Reminding us 

what kind of confrontations gay scholars risk every time they enter the classroom, 

Halperin articulates the concept he calls “deviant teaching,” which he traces back to 

Dante’s Brunetto Latini, a soul in Hell, a character that Dante praises as a teacher and 

condemns as a sodomite. Halperin traces the specter of sodomy into the twentieth 

century, considering its various permutations in Cold War America and its resonances 

in George Stevens’ 1953 movie Shane. Halperin connects these disparate works with 

the tribal details of the initiation of young boys in Sambia (New Guinea) culture in 

his notion of “deviant teaching.” For Halperin, “Teaching has always been the queer-

est profession, especially the male teaching of boys, which since ancient times has 

seemed to require the farming- out of boys to male role models from outside the family 

in order to assure the boys’ initiation into manhood.” His essay addresses some of the 

anxieties inherent around the question of homosexual teachers, and the ways in which 

knowledge about an instructor’s sexuality can undermine the very real bond between 

teachers and students that queer studies enables. Halperin looks beyond the homo-

phobia of a specifi c situation to consider the institutional structures “that organize 

and underlie our culture.”
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“Deviant Teaching” might be a useful subtitle to the next essay as well. Ann Pel-

legrini’s “After Sontag: Future Notes on Camp” is written as both elegy and return. 

Returning to camp after Susan Sontag’s death is complicated in a contemporary 

moment when irony is increasingly hard to track in the postmodern public sphere. In 

such a context, “where politics is so openly and cynically performative,” Pellegrini asks, 

“what remains of camp as an oppositional strategy?” In a detailed genealogy of critics, 

including eventually Sontag herself, of the apolitical and markedly un homosexual 

thesis of “Notes on ‘Camp,’” Pellegrini delineates camp as a performative analytic 

whose political import depends deeply on the historical context and social circum-

stance of its uses. In her unlikely reading of camp through Sontag’s essay, “Fascinating 

Fascism,” she locates an enforced separation between “Jewish moral seriousness” and 

“homosexual aestheticism and irony.” Yet the separation she fi nds may not be such a 

gulf after all. Pellegrini calls on a version of camp with a complicated charge, at once 

conjuring the nostalgia of summer camp with the history of concentration camps, and 

eerily and implicitly invoking Guantanamo and other neo- concentration camps: “This 

dialectical tension – between past and present, morbidity and camp, morality and aes-

thetics, sympathy and revulsion – is a space of ethics. It is also a reason to hold onto 

camp in a time of terror. With camp, the past may yet awaken to charge the present and 

reimagine the future.”

The moral imperatives delivered by reawakened pasts occasion Carla  Freccero’s 

“Queer Spectrality: Haunting the Past,” which asks how living with ghostly remain-

ders, and reminders, might forge an ethical ground for both a renewed queer 

historiography and a reimagined futurity. Jacques Derrida’s idea of “hauntology” 

allows Freccero to “explore how those of us who live on might better honor the ethical 

and political challenges posed for the present and the future of queer survival.” This 

queer hauntology at once invites ghosts and ghosts the past by asking: “To what 

ethical imperative do spectral fi gures respond, and how might an openness to haunt-

ing guide, not only our historiographic endeavors, but our present and future political 

and ethical practices as well?” Freccero’s nuanced engagement with such disparate 

sources as New World encounter narratives, queer communities’ melancholic incor-

poration of Brandon Teena, and critical theory’s struggle with the seething presence 

of the past opens into an insistence on the social. In addressing what history makes 

strange in both the past and the present, she aims “not so much to ‘solve’ a problem 

of temporal accountability as to suggest alternative ways to respond to – and survive 

– the not strictly eventful afterlife of trauma in a just, queer, fashion.” This queer his-

toriography at once embraces strangers and the inherent strangeness of sociability as 

an imperative that refuses to entomb the past and ignore its harrowing  signifi cance.

Desire for Gender

This section opens yet another capacious, and ultimately uncontainable, category. 

To place “gender” in a single section belies the ways in which many of the essays in 

this volume engage queer feminisms, transgender embodiments, and the myriad ways 

of representing and living sex/gender. In “The Desire for Gender” which gives the 

section its name, Robyn Wiegman registers what, for at least some practitioners, has 
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been a return to gender in both academic sexuality studies and queer communities. 

The fi rst part of her argument is disciplinary, or more precisely, anti- disciplinary, 

as Wiegman notes a “shift from an interest in sex and sexuality disaggregated from 

gender as the primary terrain of analysis to gender itself.” The gender she locates is 

“not heteronormative gender in its dyadic coupledom, but sexy, mobile, proliferate, 

transitive gender.” Queer genders – female masculinities, female- to- male (FTM), 

trans, boi – have proliferated while such stalwarts as butch–femme drag the past into 

the future. Wiegman asks of an earlier queer studies: “to what extent was the transi-

tivity of gender a language of and for sexuality itself? And when and for whom might 

this be said to be so?” Her project reverses this trajectory, outlining “queer desire for 

gender transitivity” in theory and social practice. She offers an object lesson about the 

diffi culties of containing a desire for gender and the profound and deceptively simple 

conclusion “that the desire for gender will leave none of us alone.”

Where Wiegman tracks the vicissitudes of gender in theory and community, Dean 

Spade’s “Methodologies of Trans Resistance,” examines new articulations of gender 

in a legal rubric. Tracing “the articulations of transgender identity emerging in ‘suc-

cessful’ litigation and anti- discrimination laws,” Spade interrogates the means and 

ends of anti- discrimination laws that many states have adopted in the name of trans 

rights. As trans visibility moves from such victim narratives forwarded by Boys Don’t 
Cry and Law and Order to documentary representations like the TV series Trans-
generation, trans activism has forced the reconfi guration of queer organizations to 

reimagine their boundaries of inclusion. In this context, Spade questions the effi cacy 

of a “litigation and legislation- based struggle for gender rights” as a means for (eco-

nomic) equality and political  representation.

While Spade examines the failure of the legal system to adequately address either 

the discrimination or the economic barriers to trans rights, Vernon Rosario chron-

icles the medical profession’s approaches – many painfully, tragically failed – to 

non- conforming gender expression. In “The History of Aphallia and the Intersex 

Challenge to Sex/Gender,” Rosario revisits the treatment of intersexuality through a 

discussion of his clinical practice. Intersexuality has become a central fi gure in gender 

theory and activism in the past decade. Despite increased media attention, includ-

ing representations like Jeffrey Eugenides’ Pulitzer Prize- winning novel, Middlesex,

and the pioneering work of groups such as the Intersex Society of North America, the 

issue is still met with shame and secrecy in most medical contexts. After surveying 

the medical history and current controversy surrounding “genital sex reassignment of 

intersex infants,” Rosario turns to the case of an aphallic child as a means to examine 

theories of intersex gender identity and “reconsider the role of biology in sex and 

gender.” He discusses case after case in which the “desire for gender” was no less than 

ruthless in its erasure of the desiring  subject.

Juana María Rodríguez closes the section, and returns us to Wiegman’s claim that 

desire is always with us, by asking how we might “construct an archive of desire.” 

“Gesture and Utterance: Fragments from a Butch–Femme Archive” is at once a med-

itation on what it means to reimagine an archive and a performance of writing desiring 

bodies: “this archive, produced through memory and translation, imagination and 

interpretation, offers an invitation to think along, to play with the possibilities of 

sexual inquiry.” Rodríguez’s archive refuses identitarian mandates. She does not claim 
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to “represent” or be representative; instead, she stages a scene, makes an entrance, 

“saunters unabashedly into those minute spaces of intimate interaction, the fl eeting 

gestures and utterances that perform their own complex designations of desire that 

always exceed the names and categories we assign them.” Exceeding the categories 

that might name or contain it, this is archive as performance, marked by language, 

accent, scent, and the touch of bodies. With gender- bent performances working as 

museums of lost gender possibilities, this sexual archive is passed on and sustained by 

the fragmentation and recombination that move it across space and through time.9

Queer Belongings

Elizabeth Freeman lends her term, “Queer Belongings,” to the essays in this next 

section, which collectively interrogate forms of affi liation and connection. Apply-

ing kinship theory – derived from cross- cultural anthropological understandings of 

familial and non- familial bonds – to queer theory, Freeman fi nds a paradox in the pos-

sibility of “queering” kinship theory: “Any responsible family policy, any meaningful 

ethnography of gendered and sexualized social life, and any comprehensive theory of 

kinship must therefore answer to the paradox that lesbians and gays both inhabit and 

exceed the matrix of couplehood and reproduction.” If queer kinship can be imagined 

in time, “within larger formations like affairs, ménages à trois, friendships, cliques, or 

subcultures,” Freeman asks how these bonds might be extended across time. Is repro-

duction – or the adoptive relations that approximate it – the only means to secure 

the future? Echoing Rodríguez’s formulation in many ways, Freeman’s answer recon-

fi gures kinship as process, centering desire rather than procreation as the means to 

extend bonds trans- temporally: “Queer belonging,” she argues, “names more than 

the longing to be, and be connected” as presence, but rather “also names the longing to 

‘be long,’ to endure in corporeal form over time.” This queer kinship is also a radical 

engagement with time, a “dragging” of the past into the future through gestures and 

embodied stances rather than through genetics or family law.

Judith Halberstam likewise questions the limits of traditional kinship in “For-

getting Family: Queer Alternatives to Oedipal Relations” by charting its various 

reifi cations and undoings in contemporary popular culture and fi lm. Comparing “the 

Christian right’s perverse readings” of the documentary March of the Penguins with 

current campaigns for same- sex marriage, Halberstam argues that we might “do well 

to forget family in our theorizations of gender, sexuality, community, and politics.” 

Halberstam submits traditional queer interrogations of “family values” to a critique 

of neoliberal economic policies via the US dismantling of the welfare state: “[T]he 

family takes on new signifi cance in this scenario as it becomes a sole source of support 

in the shift away from public and toward private networks of economic relief.”

Refusing easy dichotomies between heteronormative mainstream and marginal 

queer culture, Halberstam casts forgetting against “memory as the motor of national 

belonging” by tracing amnesia’s various political deployments in fi lms ranging from 

Fifty First Dates to Finding Nemo? In these unlikely sites for queer inquiry, Halber-

stam sees “popular culture texts which refuse the normative temporal logics of 

progress, deterioration, supersession, replacement, and hindsight while recognizing 
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other possible non- Oedipal logics including a focus on the ephemeral, the momen-

tary, the surprise, simultaneity, contradiction, intergenerational exchange.” In doing 

so, she is mining an already richly, though often disavowedly, queer popular  culture.

Jennifer Doyle’s “Between Friends” begins with Edith Wharton’s House of Mirth,

ends with Andy Warhol’s Blue Movie, and between these bookends takes the reader 

on a trip through queer bohemia in a catalogue of unexpected queer belongings. 

The loves, friendships, and forms of “sexual generosity” Doyle discusses tether men 

and women in attachments “that are otherwise invisible or incomprehensible.” As 

she argues, “The ‘queerness’ of queer friendship is surely composed of more than 

the sexual identities of its practitioners.” Cast as impossible love between impossi-

ble people, these relationships are also ways of sustaining livable lives. Dependent 

upon mutual commitments to feminism and existing beyond the traditional sexual-

ized couple, the multiple bonds she describes refl ect the world- making possibilities 

of queer communities “in which mutual recognition converts not into a proposal, but 

into a lifeline.” The potentialities inherent in these seeming impossibilities and illeg-

ibilities speak to the utopian promises that queer theory offers in forms of connection 

beyond what has come to be called simply “community.”

Gayatri Gopinath’s “Queer Regions: Locating Lesbians in Sancharram” extends a 

queer feminist analysis to other mappings of connections, both across national borders 

and between fi lm and its viewers. The author begins with her own uncanny experi-

ence of seeing her family’s small town in Kerala, a state on the southwestern edge 

of India, portrayed in a lesbian fi lm screened for “an appreciative queer San Fran-

cisco fi lm festival audience.” For Gopinath, “this familial, familiar landscape, oddly 

defamiliarized in the context of viewing” becomes an occasion for reconsidering the 

investments and modalities of transnational feminist and queer inquiry. Reading the 

tangential relationship of “regionality” to nation in conjunction with the circulation 

of lesbian identity as a globalized commodity, Gopinath examines how cultural and 

sexual specifi cities are subsumed by “diasporic representations of ‘India’ that circu-

late transnationally and that ostensibly stand in for the nation writ large.” The ways 

that transnational “circuits of reception and consumption” deploy the regional as 

the sign of the Indian nation- state’s legibility, even as actual regional differences and 

confl icts are obfuscated, she argues, parallels global human rights discourse’s reifi ca-

tion of the category of “woman” wrought over and through disparate non- normative 

gender and sexual  formations.

While all of the writers in this section are interested in how belonging seems 

 ineluctably to evoke a sense of boundary, Karen Tongson joins Gayatri Gopinath in 

insisting that queer studies cannot ignore the ways in which space is employed in the 

work of cultural formation, queer or otherwise. In “The Light That Never Goes Out: 

Butch Intimacies and Sub- Urban Sociabilities in ‘Lesser Los Angeles,’” Tongson 

remaps “traditionally urban and cosmopolitan queer topographical imaginaries” in 

order to excavate “the narratives of queer sociability and self- creation being written 

beyond the vertical metropolis in lands of sage and sprawl.” Tongson’s evocation of 

a Smiths’ song about teenage alienation and angst pulls the concept of citationality 

from the maw of “memory born of the bustling nostalgia industry epitomized by the 

endless loop of commemorative programming” and puts it in the hands of the Los 

Angeles- based queer performance group Butchlalis de Panochtitlan (BdP). Tongson 
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fi nds in BdP’s performance a negotiation of specifi cally racial and gendered “desires 

that compel the remote, queer sub- urban subject to seek out that somewhere else 

‘where there’s music and there’s people and they’re young and alive.’”

Because US queer historiography has been so dominated by narratives of the queer 

subject’s transit from “nowhere” (the small town, rural South or Midwest) to “some-

where” (New York or San Francisco), Tongson argues, we have lost track of the lives 

that exist far from this storied “metronormativity.” Tongson turns this historiogra-

phy on its side, resisting the queer urban lore of personal and cultural ascendance, 

critiquing the manifest destiny of gay neoliberal gentrifi cation, and resituating 

“compensatory forms of motion and contact in less obviously navigable space.” Her 

centering of “racialized bodies, accented idioms, and the ephemeral material of per-

sonal archives” effectively converts the product of queer inquiry into an ongoing 

process, wherein we may “never, never want to go home.” If this section on Queer 

Belonging longs for an inclusion otherwise, then it can only happen in an elsewhere 

that appears less as a place than as a connection, a  network.

Performing Theory or Theory in medias res

The very idea of “theory” marks a particularly American response to post- World War II 

continental philosophy’s effect on humanities scholarship. A term both lauded and 

maligned, critical theory transformed the purview of twentieth- century academic 

disciplines while bringing to a broader US readership a heady mix of psychoanalysis, 

media studies, idealist philosophy, post- Marxist critique, and writings of thinkers 

directly engaged in the global political confl icts of the day. This section, borrow-

ing the usage from Miranda Joseph and David Rubin’s essay, asks what queer theory 

might look like in medias res: unfi nished, incomplete, and  ongoing.

A dialogue between Judith Butler and Jordana Rosenberg demonstrates the dynam-

ics of theory and opens this section with a conversation designed to give readers entry 

into Butler’s current thinking and past work, which has set the terms for so many 

ongoing questions in queer studies. As Rosenberg frames their discussion: “In con-

sidering such wide- ranging topics as political transformation, lived resistance to 

social norms, desire, alterity, and the intersection of psychoanalytic and philosophico-

 ethical paradigms, Butler reminds us that sexuality is at the root of her theorization of 

subject- formation and social existence.” Crucial to Butler’s formative work in gender 

and sexuality studies is both a deep engagement with contemporary politics and a 

futural gesture, “a move beyond the politics of subversion and toward a politics of 

transformation.” Refusing the Right’s monopoly on the discourse of “life,” Butler 

addresses the concept of a “livable life” as a form of becoming that links capacities for 

self- transformation and transformation of the social order itself.

In her essay “Materiality, Pedagogy and the Limits of Queer Visibility,” Amy Villa-

rejo takes the work of theory in a different direction while also, like Butler, attending 

to the category of materiality that subtends what she calls “the pedagogy of the 

visual.” Placing “queer” alongside “media studies,” Villarejo insists that queer media 

studies as a fi eld needs to “make good on the promise of ‘queer’ as a term that opens 

onto multiple relationships, multiple ways of understanding the visual logic of queer 
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representation, sexual rhetoric, ideas of affi liation and kinship, and modes of indebt-

edness . . . in a world in which ‘difference’ and ‘hybridity’ are routinely commodifi ed, 

along with our very capacity to pay attention.” She explores at length the television 

phenomena, The L Word, which she argues “is characterized . . . by moral polarities, 

an emphasis on sentiment, a calculus of suffering and victimization, a strong depend-

ence upon non- verbal modes of expression (gesture, music, looks, costuming), and 

the coding of public antagonisms or confl icts into personal or individual terms, all of 

which are tied to the domestic sphere and to femininity.” She develops the notion of 

televisual melodrama and embraces the very qualities of The L Word that some schol-

ars object to. She explains that even the most politically empty gestures have a way of 

moving the viewer with “a kind of insider sisterly empowerment, a way of transcod-

ing lesbian belonging into a form of connection that may seem politically vacuous but 

is ultimately enabling.”

If the lesbian soap opera is an enabling cultural form, then so too is the rock 

musical, at least as James Tobias describes it. Tobias’ “Melos, Telos, and Me: Trans-

positions of Identity in the Rock Musical” shows how John Cameron Mitchell’s 2001 

fi lm, Hedwig and the Angry Inch, brings the genres of drag and rock together to retell 

the rock opera as a negotiation of transgender performance. For Tobias, “Hedwig pro-

ceeds not by citing the narrative rules of melodrama or musical, but through multiple 

violations in both substance and form whereby those classical fi lm genres are fi ltered 

through post- classical formulae like rock opera and rockumentary.” Tobias opens up 

these archives and demonstrates how Hedwig consolidates and re- imagines the queer 

role of the rock opera in contemporary culture. As Tobias argues, “The fi lm marks 

the ways that ‘coming out’ through shifts in gender expression has taken on a new 

set of meanings, affi rmed in terms of transgender discourse, rather than produced in 

opposition to dominant homophobia or heterosexuality.” Hedwig itself becomes the 

occasion for the theorization of futurity and an extended discussion of the queer alter-

native to future- thinking.10

Miranda Joseph and David Rubin provide an agenda aligned with the queer legacy 

of street activism and institutional incursion in their contribution, “Promising Com-

plicities: On the Sex, Race, and Globalization Project.” In this essay, Joseph and 

Rubin describe the Sex, Race, and Globalization Project, which took place at the Uni-

versity of Arizona from 1999 to 2005. “What the SRG Project helps us to argue for,” 

they claim, “is a conception of queer studies situated in medias res, in the midst of 

the work, working out new strategies and tactics, identifying the points of weakness 

and strength, the paradoxes and aporias, and the potential sites of intervention made 

possible by the uneven histories and enfolded textures of the present.” This account 

explores not just “what our relations to others and otherness might mean but also, and 

more importantly perhaps, of what our relations to others and otherness might be able 

to do.” If these writers are interested in interrogating the “formulation of the problem 

of contemporary queer studies as an undelivered promise,” then they attempt to 

meet this challenge, while also asking: can a project like this one succeed in escap-

ing disciplinary boundaries and oppositions?11 Rather than give in to the pessimism 

sometimes associated with radical queer critique, Joseph and Rubin remind us that 

“while the inherently radical queer subject is challenged, another promising subject 

occasionally appears: the subject of collective struggle.”
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José Esteban Muñoz embraces that collective struggle in his contribution, “Queer-

ness as Horizon: Utopian Hermeneutics in the Face of Gay Pragmatism.” Muñoz also 

looks to futurity and despairs at the ways in which LGBT conceptions seem trapped 

in what he calls “straight time.” This is the time, he argues, “of reproductive major-

itarian heterosexuality, the spectacle of the state refurbishing its ranks through overt 

and subsidized acts of reproduction.” Instead, Muñoz dares to imagine something 

more than gay marriage and equal rights: “what I am suggesting is that we gain a 

greater conceptual and theoretical leverage if we see queerness as something that is 

not yet here. In this sense it is useful to consider Edmund Husserl, Phenomenology’s 

founder, and his invitation to look to horizons of being. Indeed to access queer visu-

ality, we may indeed need to squint, to strain our vision and force it to see otherwise, 

beyond the limited vista of the here and now.”

If the access to queer visuality is limited, those who have contributed to this volume 

have helped to improve that access in a number of different ways. In a sense, such 

squinting, “to strain our vision,” is exactly what we hope this collection may enable us 

to do. No one essay answers every question that scholars are asking in the twenty- fi rst 

century, but together they offer a kind of queer vision that looks beyond the limits of 

the here and now. The challenges, as these essays remind us repeatedly, are huge, and 

the pitfalls are many. These essays point again and again to the problems inherent in 

doing queer studies in a post- 9/11 world. Each essay struggles within itself to fi nd a 

way of saying something that can have meaning in this time of violence and victimi-

zation. But by their combined act of powerful intellectual engagement with the issues, 

these works together may give us hope: hope that differences can be recognized; hope 

that queer studies can have a practical, even activist application; and hope that we can 

speak to others beyond  ourselves.

We are grateful for the opportunity to bring together such wonderful contributors, 

and we would like to thank all of them for making this such a fascinating and challeng-

ing collaboration. Beyond our acknowledgments, though, we would like to dedicate 

this book to all those academics who are struggling to make LGBT/Q Studies a reality 

on their campuses. We cannot predict the future of LGBT/Q Studies, but we hope it 

will fulfi ll its promise of intellectual and political activism. As it does, these sites of 

local struggle offer one of the most important testing grounds for the visions articu-

lated in a volume such as this one.
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PART I

Queer Politics in the 
Time of War and 
Shopping or 
Why Sex? Why Now?





CHAPTER  ONE

Sex, Secularism, and the 
“War on Terrorism”

The Role of Sexuality in 
Multi- Issue Organizing

Janet R. Jakobsen

In the decade of the 1990s, mainstream political discourse in the United States seemed 

utterly focused on sexuality. The major economic change of “welfare reform” was 

accomplished through a discourse focused on young, poor women and their sexu-

ality; the President was impeached for lying about a sexual liaison; and issues like 

abortion and gay rights occupied the public imagination. In the fi rst decade of the 

twenty- fi rst century, however, supposedly more serious issues of economic globali-

zation, “terrorism,” and war have moved to the fore, leaving those of us who study 

sexuality to once again come to terms with the question, “why sex?”1 Why does the 

study of sexuality matter now, in the twenty- fi rst  century?

We must remember that even with the advent of war as the central issue of the day, 

sexuality has not receded into the background. Sex remains at the center of public 

life because the politics of sexuality and the politics that drive issues like econom-

ics or war are fundamentally connected. The beginning of the new century has been 

marked by the repeated reappearance of sex as the key to national politics. Whether 

in the battle over gay marriage that was central to the 2004 election cycle and the 

emphatic assertion that the “values” Bush represents swung the election or in the 

Democrats’ attempts to reposition themselves for 2008 by shifting toward the right on 

the politics of abortion, sexuality has remained central to both electoral politics and 

US public discourse.2

These two discursive moves – the dismissal of sexuality as irrelevant to issues 

of serious public importance and the persistent reappearance of sex at the center of 

public life – are part of a conjoint dynamic that makes up the politics of sexuality 

in American public life. As Lauren Berlant and Lisa Duggan have succinctly stated, 

US public discourse “simultaneously overvalues and devalues sex and sexuality.”3

Take, for example, remarks made by The New York Times foreign affairs columnist, 

Thomas Friedman, when interviewed by Katie Couric on the fi rst anniversary of the 

September 11 attacks. In a typical dismissal of sexuality he stated:

The nineties were a decade of real silliness. It was a decade preoccupied with Monica 

Lewinsky, O. J. Simpson, and ultimately Gary Condit on the eve of September 11. So, 

there is no question we took our eye off the ball as a country and as a  society.4



Friedman fi nds that since September 11, Americans, as a society have fortunately 

become more  serious.

In the choice of his examples, however, Friedman displays more of the American 

ambivalence about sex than he might have intended. No doubt, for example, Gary 

Condit was an embarrassment of a US Representative, and no doubt the fact that the 

poor man’s sex life came to the attention of the nation was distasteful, but the issue 

which produced this attention was the all too serious disappearance and murder of 

a young woman, who had worked for him, Chandra Levy, just as the issue behind 

the infamous trial of O. J. Simpson was the murder of his wife, Nicole, along with 

her friend Ronald Goldman. Monica Lewinsky was apparently a frivolous person like 

Condit, and the country’s concern with her was equally frivolous. And yet, the issue 

that brought her to the public’s attention was important enough to impeach the Presi-

dent. Clinton was supposedly impeached for lying under oath, but presidents lie about 

all kinds of things. They have even been known to mislead the Congress. Yet these 

lies do not produce impeachment. Lying, it seems, matters most not when it is about 

serious issues of US policy, like war and peace, but when it is about sex.5

This ambivalence over sexuality has not been limited to the mainstream. Those 

committed to progressive and even radical politics often display a squeamishness 

about sex similar to Friedman’s. Progressives too often remain invested in single issue 

politics. For example, issues of gender and sexuality have barely been mentioned by 

the major organizations opposing the war in Iraq. Progressives often worry, along 

with Friedman, that sexuality is truly unimportant. Even in gatherings explicitly 

dedicated to the politics of sexuality, I have heard the question raised as to whether 

those of us with progressive political commitments need to turn our attention away 

from questions of sexual freedom and justice and toward the more important issues of 

war and economics. And yet, the dismissal of sex in progressive politics has often left 

progressive movements open to attack when sex and gender are used to contain pro-

gressive efforts on the supposedly “real” issues.6 Rather, than asking: can we afford 

to think about sex at the current historical moment? perhaps we should ask: can we 

afford not to do so?

If the politics of sex and the politics of war or economics are fundamentally con-

nected, we certainly cannot afford to leave sexuality aside. We need to form social 

movements that can effectively connect these issues and draw together broad support. 

In other words, our failure to break out of single issue politics and form progressive 

alliances is not just because alliances are diffi cult in practice, but because we haven’t 

provided an adequate analysis of how various issues are connected. As a result we are 

caught in constantly trying to justify the importance of issues like sexuality in move-

ments that are supposedly focused on more inclusive or more important  concerns.

The politics of war and the politics of economics are mutually constituted in and 

through sexuality but, as critics and theorists, we have not shown fully how this 

mutual constitution works. Take the issue that is currently supposed to be paramount 

above all else: that of the “war on terrorism.” Nothing it seems could be further from 

the foreign policy issue of terrorism than the domestic and putatively private politics 

of sexuality. So, how are these issues  connected?

The most common view of their connection is that the Republican Party uses sexu-

ality as a wedge issue in electoral politics. The Republicans made opposition to “gay 
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marriage” a central issue for the 2004 election, but then seemed to drop it until the 

next election cycle. It is diffi cult not to conclude from such behavior that Republican 

dedication to sex is deeply cynical and unconnected to their real agenda of pursuing 

the war and a particular set of economic policies. The Democrats seem to be equally 

Machiavellian when it comes to sex, willing, for example, to sacrifi ce the protection 

of women’s right to reproductive freedom, all in the name of protecting their real 

agenda. Although what the real agenda might be – beyond getting elected, that is – 

seems less clear.

As appealing as this analysis of the perfi dy of political leaders in the United States 

might be, it does not go very far in explaining the role of sex in American politics. 

It does not explain, for example, why a signifi cant number of American voters care 

enough about sex to wed them to a coalition between social and fi scal conservatives 

that enacts policies against their economic interests.7 Nor does it explain why this 

deep concern about sex always seems to run to the conservative side. Sexual liberals 

within the Republican Party, such as Republican Women for Choice, don’t value the 

issue enough to break with social conservatives within the party. Here we see how the 

dynamic between overvaluing and devaluing sex has produced such extreme conserv-

atism on sexuality as an issue of public policy.

To intervene in this dynamic we need to explore the possibility that something 

more is going on than either political perfi dy or confusion on the part of some social 

conservatives about their interests and on the part of some fi scal conservatives about 

their values. We need to explore the possibility that sexual politics is central to the 

overall program of the Bush Administration and to the policies of the Administration 

on issues like the “war on terrorism”; that, in fact, the war could not be conducted 

without the politics of sexuality. To put the case most strongly: the politics of sexu-

ality has been crucial to the American self- understanding that created the initial 

support for the war and the politics of sexuality has been a factor in the conduct of the 

war as it has  proceeded.

The linchpin here is freedom. Freedom is, of course, the central legitimation for 

the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq and for the “war on terrorism” in general. Terror-

ists are supposedly at war with the US because “they hate freedom.” When the claim 

that Iraq held weapons of mass destruction was proved false, the idea that the US is 

bringing freedom to Iraq became the major justifi cation for the initiation and contin-

uation of the war. The idea that the United States is the exceptional home of freedom 

is also a crucial part of sexual politics in the United States. Americans understand 

ourselves to be a free people, and part of the proof of that freedom lies in the way 

we pursue our sexuality. It may seem strange to claim that sex provides the proof of 

American freedom given that the one place where the value of freedom is not applica-

ble in American public discourse is in the arena of sexuality. There seems to be not a 

single politician in the United States who would invest any political capital in the idea 

of sexual freedom. But, if we explore further the meaning of freedom as it is used in 

mainstream American public discourse, we fi nd that the dominant meaning is tied 

to the market- based freedom of capitalism. With the advent of neoliberalism, the tie 

between democratic freedom and market freedom has become virtually impossible to 

sever. And, as we learned long ago from Max Weber, the freedom of the market always 

entails its own forms of regulation. American freedom is not of the libertine sort. It is 
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a highly moral proposition, and the proof of that morality is the self- regulation that 

accompanies freedom in America. For reasons that I will explore below, sex is the 

primary site where this type of highly regulated freedom is embodied. Thus the regu-

lation of sexuality is actually tied to American ideas of  freedom.

Sexuality is not a side issue that allows the Republican Party to win elections and 

thus carry on the real work of waging war and controlling economics. Rather, the 

American national conception of sexuality is central to the idea of America as a free 

nation, as a nation that offers economic and political freedom to its citizens and that 

can similarly offer (at the point of a gun, if necessary) freedom to the rest of the world. 

To understand the relations between sex and war then, we need to understand the 

value of freedom, including the paradoxical relation between American ideals of 

freedom and the national commitment (regardless of what individuals do) to sexual 

regulation. And to understand this connection, it is important to think about the role 

that religion plays in American  politics.

The Question of Freedom

In saying that we need to look at religion to understand how the regulation of gender 

and sexuality work in the American context, I am not saying anything new. However, 

my argument runs counter to the predominant myth about why religion matters to 

gender and sexuality in America. This predominant narrative is that religious repres-

sion, grounded in the religious heritage of the United States, is the root of sexual 

regulation in US public life. “Puritanical” is the name not just for the religious tradi-

tion on which US politics is founded; it is, at least in the popular imagination, also a 

synonym for sexual repression.8 While I agree in part with the idea that religion is at 

the base of sexual regulation in the United States, I think the traditional story mis-

leads us about how this regulation works.9 For, if religious repression is the problem, 

then freedom from religion is the answer. This traditional view plays into the larger 

Enlightenment narrative in which freedom from religion and the development of sec-

ularism bring about human liberation. In contrast to this view, however, I will argue 

that our problem is as much secular freedom as it is religious  regulation.

People care so passionately about sexual regulation in the US because sexual reg-

ulation is constitutive of American freedom. It is not that religious regulation and 

secular freedom are the same, but they are mutually constitutive. I make this argument 

because modern freedom, even the Enlightenment freedom that is fi rst and foremost 

supposed to be liberated from religion, has religious roots. Those roots can be found 

in the Protestant Reformation, and they inform not just the “religious Right” but also 

the secularism that draws upon the Enlightenment (and its religious heritage). In other 

words, American secularism is a Christian, and specifi cally Protestant,  secularism.

This idea of Christian secularism as the discursive framework for US politics is 

one that Ann Pellegrini and I elaborate in the Introduction to World Secularisms at 
the Millennium.10 Ann and I argue that secularisms are infl ected by the religions over 

against which they are defi ned, and in the United States that infl ection is specifi -

cally Christian. Christian secularism is a dominant mainstream cultural formation 

in the United States in which the values of Christianity are articulated as the secular 
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values of the dominant society. Christian secularism is not Christianity in disguise; 

it is a separate social formation (as Talal Asad has made clear in his work on secular-

ism).11 But, it is also a secularism that is specifi cally Christian. It is different than, for 

example, the Hindu secularism of Hindu nationalist politics in India or of the Muslim 

secularism of Turkish communism.12

One of the things that has made the Republican Party so powerful in the last 20 

years is its masterful conjoining of conservative Christianity with Christian secular-

ism. Ronald Reagan was particularly eloquent in linking Christian religious values 

to secular political projects. Reagan allied with the religious Right, and in doing so 

connected that particular form of Christianity to the more general Christianity of 

American public life: he made explicit the Protestant ethic of the spirit of capital-

ism, directly linking ethical values with economic policies. This connection of ethical 

and economic has funded the alliance between fi scal and social conservatives in 

the Republican Party, two groups which otherwise have little in common. George 

Bush said the word “freedom” 27 times in his 21- minute 2005 inaugural address.13

“Freedom” is the key word that strengthens this connection between the capitalism 

that legitimizes the global spread of market forces and the morality that is supposedly 

the ground of American action in the world. It is once again important to investigate 

the idea of freedom in the Reformation, not just because George W. Bush is Presi-

dent (Clinton also subscribed to this connection between Christianity and capitalist 

freedom), but also because this form of freedom has enjoyed renewed dominance with 

the advent and expansion of neoliberal  globalization.

As we know from Max Weber’s The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism
(1930), the freedom that dominates life in the US is dependent on the regulated activ-

ity that makes the market possible, an activity that Weber names worldly asceticism.14

As Weber notes, this form of freedom requires both immense self- discipline – the 

disciplines that Foucault chronicles as indicative of modernity – and social regula-

tion – what Weber documents as “earnest enforcement.”15 This market- based sense 

of freedom becomes dominant in modernity. Self- discipline and earnest enforce-

ment regulate activity along particular lines; far from being repressive, self- discipline 

means freedom from priests and kings, and creates individuals and communities 

ready to participate in the free market.

While the disciplinary nature and even the religious roots of market- based freedom 

may be familiar, less commented upon is the fact that the Reformation also marked 

a major change in sexual relations, one that instituted a particular form of sexual 

freedom. This sexual freedom is intertwined with the market and is constituted 

through its own forms of regulated activity. Specifi cally, the Reformation ties the 

idea of individual freedom to the institution of marriage. The free individual is the 

individual whose sexual activity is regulated in marriage – a relation that is earnestly 

enforced, particularly over and against the option of religious celibacy, by the reform-

ers.16 This connection between freedom and sexual regulation is maintained in the 

shift to a modernity that remains marked by the Protestant ethic. Regulation, then, is 

internal to the meaning of modern freedom, including the meaning of sexual freedom. 

Most importantly, in a United States dominated by Christian secularism, religion is 

not just responsible for our ideas of sexual repression; it has also crucially formed our 

understanding of sexual  liberation.
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One of the major changes instituted through the Reformation was a shift in the 

ethical ideal for sexual life. From the twelfth century onward, the sexual ideal for 

religious life in Catholicism was the celibate life of the clergy and those with reli-

gious vocations – monks and nuns. The Reformers, most notably Luther and Calvin, 

denounced celibacy as part of the Catholic perversion of the Gospel and encour-

aged marriage as the ideal. The fact that “family values” are now normative in the 

twenty- fi rst century would not be possible without this major shift in Christian 

understandings of the ideal of sexual relations in the seventeenth.17 Both Luther and 

Calvin took the position that everyone should enter a married state, and Luther, who 

had himself been part of a religious order, was especially adamant that clergy should 

marry. Marriage, then, like the market, is part of a reformed world: freedom from the 

norms and values of the Church marks the beginning of modern sexual life.

Like the discipline of the market, the elevation of marriage as the ideal – and free 

– organization of sexual life, also invokes disciplines. In particular, this change high-

lights what Foucault tells us is a new form of moral discourse in which the moral ideal 

and what we now call the statistical norm converge. When it comes to sex, marriage 

was long the norm in terms that we would now defi ne statistically, but it was not the 

ideal of sexual morality within Christian societies. Foucault is so interested in this 

convergence because it sets up a particular type of moral problem. Normative disci-

pline – rather than, for example, the cultivation of virtue – becomes the centerpiece 

of moral life.

The move toward ideal as norm/norm as ideal is also a move toward the particular 

understanding of individual freedom that reaches full fl ower in the Enlightenment, 

particularly in the Kantian understanding of the individual who gives the law to 

himself. For Foucault, this freedom as autonomy requires self- discipline in which – 

to put it schematically – the ideal of freedom induces us to produce ourselves through 

the norms of the human sciences. Those are the norms of autonomous individualism, 

including the discourse of sexuality. We become autonomous individuals by freeing 

ourselves from the imposition of the law, because we give the law to ourselves. Thus, 

self- discipline becomes the hallmark of the modern individual and, importantly, of 

modern freedom – including sexual  freedom.

In Luther and Calvin we can see versions of freedom that stand in between jurid-

ical law and self- discipline. Luther, in the preface to his translation (into German) of 

Paul’s “Letter to the Romans,” states that the freedom from the law offered to Chris-

tians does not mean that Christians don’t follow the law: “Our freedom is not a crude, 

physical freedom by virtue of which we can do anything at all. Rather this freedom is 

a spiritual freedom; it supplies and furnishes what law lacks, namely willingness and 

love.”18 Christians follow the law, but they do so because they want to.19 For Luther, 

spiritual freedom is wanting to do the right thing. It is a discourse of desire.

The disciplines of this form of freedom become apparent in Luther’s next para-

graph, which is a reading of an analogy in “Romans” between the position – and 

freedom – of a wife after the death of her husband and the position of Christians 

who have “died to the law.”20 “The point,” Luther writes, “is that [the wife] is quite 

at liberty for the fi rst time to please herself about taking another husband.”21 Luther 

extends this point, arguing that, “the woman is not obliged, nor even merely permitted 

to take a husband” but rather she is at liberty to please herself. The Pauline author is 
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not at all concerned about the wife pleasing herself.22 The only concern that the bibli-

cal text expresses is that the wife would be called an adulteress if she lived with another 

man while her husband was alive and now she is free to marry again and live with 

a second man without fear of adultery. Luther, however, nowhere states whether the 

woman will or will not take another husband. And yet, in Luther’s conclusion to the 

analogy, Christians are free to “really cling to Christ as a second husband and bring 

forth the fruit of life.”23 The analogy only makes sense if it is obvious to Luther that in 

her freedom to please herself, the woman will choose not only the conjugal relation of 

matrimony for a second time, but that she will also procreate with this new husband, 

bringing forth the fruit of life.

In other words, Protestant freedom is an incitement to sexuality over against the 

celibacy of priestly and monastic life, and it is an incitement specifi cally to matri-

monial and reproductive sexuality. Clergy and those with religious vocations are now 

free to marry, but it is important to note that there are losses in this freedom. There 

is a loss of alternatives to marriage, a loss that has particular implications for how 

women might please themselves. As a number of feminist historians have noted the 

Protestant destruction of monastic life meant an end to a major alternative to marriage 

for women.24 It is not that marriage is bad, that people, including women, in their 

freedom would never choose marriage, but that marriage becomes the only expres-

sion of sexual freedom. Calvin takes the further step of connecting this freedom to 

economic relations. Protestant marital life indicates that the individual will not be 

excessive in either his relation to God or to worldly goods. In enumerating his “con-

siderations against ancient monasticism,” Calvin makes clear that monasticism is 

a problem not because of its self- denial, but because it is spiritually and materially 

excessive.25 Calvin fi nds “ancient monastics” to be somewhat better than his contem-

poraries, whom he accuses of “superstition” in their way of life, meaning that they 

follow the ritual and edicts of the Church without appropriate reference to what the 

Gospel actually says. They follow the community, rather than reading the Gospel for 

themselves. The early monastics, those early Christians who practiced celibacy before 

the edifi ce of the Catholic Church was constructed cannot be accused of  superstition:

Yet, I say that [ancient monastics] were not without immoderate affectation and per-

verse zeal. It was a beautiful thing to forsake all their possessions and be without earthly 

care. But God prefers devoted care in ruling a household, where the devout house-

holder, clear and free of all greed, ambition, and other lusts of the fl esh, keeps before 

him the purpose of serving God in a defi nite calling.26

The ideal of the moderate householder is, of course, the connecting point between 

sexual life and economic life, showing the interdependence of the two. Marriage, 

devotion to a family and to a calling, allows this individual to be free – free from 

greed, ambition, and other lusts of the fl esh. This ideal of the married householder 

condenses in the single individual the world of Reformed social relations, allowing 

Calvin to use his critique of the vow of chastity to stand in for a critique of all monas-

tic vows. He chooses not to discuss his objections to the other two vows – of poverty 

and obedience – but, rather, fi nds such critique unnecessary after the error of celibacy 

has been demonstrated. Having completed his long critique of celibacy he  concludes:
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I shall not stop to assail the two remaining vows. I say only this: besides being, as con-

ditions are today, entangled with many superstitions, these vows seem to have been 

composed in order that those who have taken them may mock God and men. But lest 

we seem to criticize every little point too spitefully, we shall be content with the general 

refutation that has been given above.27

The claim – “lest we seem to criticize every little point too spitefully” – is made in 

a text that in its English translation is over 1,500 pages long. It is no accident that 

Calvin chooses this point on which to restrain himself. In the end he does not need to 

criticize the other two vows – of poverty and obedience – because sex comes to stand 

in for right relation to the material world and right relation between God and com-

munity. The Protestant can fi nd prosperity in ruling a household rather than poverty 

in communal living, and the Protestant relation to God is defi ned by the individual 

freedom to marry rather than by obedience to the  community.

Thus, sexual relations, and reproductive marriage in particular, come to epitomize 

the Protestant ordering of the world. Undisciplined sex replaces gluttony as the sin 

extraordinaire; undisciplined sex (which, remember, includes celibacy) is the sign of 

gluttony and dissolution. The marriage vows also replace the vows of poverty and 

obedience as the sign of right relation to both God and community. Sex becomes the 

premier site of morality.28

The connection between freedom and the right kind of sex is a profound one. The 

idea of Protestant freedom relies heavily on the elevation of marriage to the norma-

tive ideal. Luther and Calvin do not encourage those with a religious vocation to leave 

the monastery and convent and live alone in their faith, as pure autonomous indi-

viduals. Luther and Calvin encourage them to get married, and this is because, as 

feminists have long pointed out, autonomous individuals do not actually exist auton-

omously.29 Rather they depend on the labor of others, and in what is now called the 

“traditional” family, they depend on the labor of wives and servants. The particular 

form of freedom dominant in American public discourse encourages sexual regula-

tion. It specifi cally encourages the disciplines of  marriage.

What difference does it make that sexual regulation is central to the  Protestant 

concept of freedom? It has some important consequences for both feminist and lesbian 

and gay politics, and I have pursued those issues elsewhere.30 But, for my current con-

cerns, this connection between freedom and regulation also has vital consequences 

for how we think about the “war on terrorism” and the politics that legitimate the 

war. The interest in sexual regulation displayed by the President, the Republican 

Party, and many of the voters who re- elected the President in 2004 is not simply a side 

issue to the war. When in his 2004 State of the Union address, President Bush men-

tioned opposition to “gay marriage” as the primary domestic issue in a speech that was 

mainly concerned with the war, he was not simply attempting to shore up his base so 

that he could win re- election and proceed with the war as an unrelated matter. Rather, 

if we take seriously that this war is to President Bush not just a war “on terrorism” but 

also a war “for freedom,” then we must also take seriously the idea that sexual reg-

ulation is a crucial part of that project. In particular, sexual regulation is a part of 

constructing the United States as the “land of the free.”

We need to determine the ways in which sexuality matters in the wars now being 
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fought by the United States: the war on Afghanistan, the war on terror, and the 

“preemptive” war on Iraq. While relevant to all three wars, gender and sexuality are 

particularly important with regard to Iraq. Iraq is the more diffi cult war to justify 

and the one that has come to depend totally on the idea of freedom. The war against 

Afghanistan was undertaken in the extreme period after September 11 and was 

directed at the known site of the group – al Qaeda – that had perpetrated the attack. 

There were still problems: the US was not going to war directly against al Qaeda, 

but against a government that was charged with supporting this particular group of 

terrorists. To further justify the war, gender and sexuality were brought into play, 

as President Bush and the First Lady were, for a moment at least, deeply concerned 

with the oppression of women in Afghanistan. But, the case of the war in Iraq is much 

more diffi cult. Despite the Administration’s claims to the contrary, it is now widely 

acknowledged that there were no connections between Saddam Hussein’s government 

and al Qaeda. Moreover, the defensive justifi cations for the war – particularly the sup-

posed existence of weapons of mass destruction – disappeared once the narrative that 

the US would be welcomed as liberators had gone horribly awry, and once the abuses 

of Iraqis by US soldiers in the Abu Ghraib prison had been widely exposed. The only 

substantive justifi cation that remained was the Bush Administration’s position of the 

war as an effort to spread freedom around the world.

Why do so many Americans continue to see the United States as the purveyor 

of freedom, despite everything: the failure to fi nd weapons of mass destruction, the 

abuses of Abu Ghraib, the protracted nature of the violence in Iraq? There are many 

answers to this complex problem. Here I argue that understanding how Americans 

connect sex, sexual ethics, and freedom are crucial to an understanding of our twenty-

 fi rst- century wars.

The Scandal of Freedom

We know the United States to be a free country in part because of the ways in which 

we regulate sexuality as a nation. This myth of sex in America is a complex one; it 

is not simply sexual regulation, but the combination of regulation and freedom that 

matters. The Protestant ideal of sexual regulation in marriage is an ideal of freedom. 

Those who choose marriage and who discipline themselves accordingly, are more, 

not less free than those who do not. That “earnest enforcement” by the community 

enforces this discipline simply reinforces marriage as a norm, as what everyone should 
want. Neither discipline nor regulation per se make one unfree. Rather, the appropri-

ate type of regulation is a sign of freedom itself.

This is the sense of freedom invoked to cast the “war on terrorism” as a war for 

freedom, particularly when this view is positioned over against the supposed oppres-

siveness of Islam, as Andrew Sullivan did in the pages of The New York Times 
Magazine in October 2001.30 The claim being made in arguments like Sullivan’s is 

that the type of freedom dominant in America, including its attendant disciplines, is 

a better freedom than anything that could be offered by what Sullivan terms “Islamic 

civilization.” In this confi guration, sexual regulation can stand in metonymically for 

appropriately disciplined freedom tout court. The metonymic role of sex in US public 
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discourse is one of the reasons for the obsessive media focus on questions of sexual 

regulation in Islam, particularly the veiling of women, which shows Muslims to be 

sexually repressed. Although mentioned less often in the press, the specter of polyg-

amy (Osama bin Ladin’s multiple wives are often mentioned in media accounts of his 

“private” life) shows Muslims to be inappropriately  disciplined.

The results of the scandal surrounding prisoner abuse at Abu Ghraib exemplify 

this dynamic. Why didn’t the scandal have more of an effect on either the conduct of 

the war or on the 2004 Presidential elections? Sources ranging from PBS’ Frontline
to Vanity Fair have claimed that various forms of prisoner abuse, including sexual 

humiliation, continue throughout Iraq and at Guantanamo Bay, but to little effect.32

Through a reading of the photographs from Abu Ghraib and of the response that 

they provoked, I will suggest that one of the reasons the scandal faded is because even 

those who were most critical of the military’s actions played into dominant ideas about 

the US as the site of freedom in relation to the oppression and constraint, particularly 

the sexual constraint, of Islam.

The usual way in which gender, sexuality, and religion are analyzed in terms of 

Abu Ghraib is by focusing on the victims. In a narrative that pretty much lines up 

with the claims of the US military, the public believes that because the victims of the 

torture are Muslims, they are particularly vulnerable to the forms of sexual humilia-

tion to which they were subjected. As Seymour Hersch reported in The New Yorker
(May 24, 2004), the overarching conceptual framework for the military in fi ghting 

this war is taken in part from Rafael Patai’s book The Arab Mind,33 which claims that 

Arabs are particularly susceptible to sexual humiliation. This narrative is problematic 

for a number of reasons, including the way that it positions all Iraqi prisoners in Abu 

Ghraib as fi rst and foremost Muslims, a positioning that plays into the presumption 

that all Arabs are Muslims. This presumption further plays into the all too common 

confl ation between Muslims and terrorists. The overarching narrative of Muslim 

sexual conservatism has rarely been challenged by critics of the  photographs.

In particular this narrative about the victims tells us very little about what should 

be a primary concern to Americans: the perpetrators of the abuse, their responsi-

bility for these acts, and our broader social responsibility for actions undertaken in 

the name of the United States. Susan Sontag famously said of the photos from Abu 

Ghraib, “the photographs are us.”34 Placing the photos in broader historical contexts 

– both the tradition of wartime photography and the context of sexualized violence in 

war – allows us to read the photos in a way that brings the perpetrators as well as the 

victims into view. In so doing, we can also see ways to shift the commonly told narra-

tive about the Iraqis.

There are a number of questions that we need to ask about what went on at Abu 

Ghraib. Why did this violence take place? Why was the violence sexualized? And 

why was it photographed? The photos are, of course, not unique in kind to the 

history of war. Rather, as The New York Times documented shortly after the photos 

were fi rst published, there is a propensity, demonstrated across a range of twentieth-

 century wars, for captors to take their pictures with their prisoners and sometimes 

with their tortured prisoners. The Nazis photographed atrocities, ranging from their 

own development of instruments of death and torture to the destruction of Jews by 

Poles in the village of Jedwabne.35 Similarly, the Times displayed photos of Japanese 
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soldiers with their dehumanized prisoners.65 The purpose of such photos seems to 

be not just to humiliate the captive but to display the captor in his capacity as victor. 

We also know that the US military purposefully released pictures of shackled pris-

oners at Guantanamo Bay and was surprised at the negative worldwide response. We 

can only suppose, as Judith Butler has pointed out, that the military expected these 

pictures to show the United States in a positive light, to show the United States 

as a nation which was not vulnerable but had utterly vanquished its enemies.37 In 

other words, photos of tortured and humiliated enemies say something not about 

the enemy, but about those taking the photos. This reading, in which the photos are 

as much about celebrating the victory of the captors as displaying the defeat of the 

captives, explains why the victor so often appears in photos that might otherwise be 

seen as  incriminating.

The idea that photographs of prisoners can be used to establish a particular rela-

tion between captor and captive is furthered by placing the photos in the broader 

context of how sexualized violence is used in wartime. I have been infl uenced by 

Darius Rejali’s synthetic analysis of sexual violence in wartime.38 Rejali has argued 

that it is possible to track when sexual violence is likely to be used in wartime. Sexual 

violence is not just one in a bag of effective tools that are pulled out randomly, depend-

ing on the predilections of the victors. Sexual violence is more commonly used in 

particular types of situations. Here Rejali pulls together the work of Cynthia Enloe 

and Julie Phillips on militarized rapes in Latin American contexts to argue that eth-

nicity can, along with gender, be a crucial component to sexualized violence in war 

zones.39 Drawing on an analysis by Phillips, who mapped the use of sexualized vio-

lence in long- running guerilla confl ict in Peru, and then mapping the sites of rape 

camps in Bosnia, Rejali argues that the camps are most often located in areas where 

ethnic divisions between groups are “unranked” rather than “ranked.”40 Where 

ethnic divisions are “unranked” there is little segregation in housing or employment 

and inter- marriage among ethnic groups might be common. In such situations, sexu-

alized violence is used to create enmity between groups that are not strongly divided 

by other means.

In other words, sexual violence is used to create particular types of subject posi-

tions between the victims and the perpetrators, and it is used to create positions that 

are not just sexualized, but are also racial and ethnic. Sexual violence not only creates 

racial and ethnic enmity, it creates a new type of racial and ethnic relation. Where 

once ethnicity did not fundamentally organize social relations and created neither 

intense segregation nor intense hierarchy, through the use of sexual violence ethnicity 

becomes paramount, intensive and radically  hierarchical.

Rejali’s work is useful in thinking about sexual violence in Iraq because it opens the 

possibility that one of the effects of sexualized violence in Iraq was similarly to create 

subject positions by creating a particular understanding of the relations between 

the US military and the Iraqi captives. Rejali’s work is helpful because the common 

sense of American public discourse – where Iraqis are particularly vulnerable to 

sexual humiliation because they are Muslims – was not, in fact, the obvious context 

for thinking about members of the Ba’athist Party before the war. Iraq was a secular 

polity, not dominated by the kind of Islamism that the US associates with the Middle 

East in general and “terrorism” in particular. In other words, while the American 
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public has taken Islam as the overriding context for interpreting the meaning of the 

violence at Abu Ghraib, it may not have been the most salient for those who experi-

enced the violence. Rather, just as sexual violence created particular types of ethnic 

subject positions in the Balkans, so in Iraq sexual violence created particular kinds of 

religious subject  positions.

These subject positions needed to be created because, of course, the connections 

between the war in Iraq and the war against terrorism were tenuous at best at the 

start of the war. One of the biggest problems for the Bush Administration was that 

not only were there no weapons of mass destruction, there were no real connections 

(Vice President Cheney’s repeated assertions notwithstanding) between the Hussein 

regime and al Qaeda. This means that the subject position of Iraqis as terrorists had 

to be created – and that is one of the things that the war has done incredibly well. 

The war has shifted the Iraqi government from a predominantly secular framework 

to one dominated by Shiite Muslims. It has made it possible for Islamic law to be 

part of the Constitution. It has diminished women’s rights and even women’s ability 

to move safely about the streets, owing to both harassment and violence. And it has 

taken people who were arrested and placed in Abu Ghraib because they were part of 

the Ba’athist government or perhaps part of the Ba’athist resistance or perhaps for 

no reason at all, and made them into Muslims who could be humiliated in a partic-

ular way. It has used this religious identifi cation to intensify the American racialized 

idea that Arab = Muslim. The sexual violence at Abu Ghraib embodied – it made 

real – this confl ation, by, for example, treating Ba’athists, members of a secular polit-

ical party, as if they believe in the particular sexual proscriptions of Islam (at least as 

Americans understand them).

The Bush Administration had to make claims counter to the facts of the situation 

in order to support the idea that Iraq was a crucial piece in a war against terrorism. It 

did so by playing on this racial idea Arab = Muslim and Muslim = terrorist. But this 

reality had to be created. It was not a description of the existing situation in Iraq.

One of the effects of the circulation of the photographs was to solidify a particular 

understanding of the relation between Americans and Iraqis in mainstream US public 

discourse. The fact that not only the US military, but also critics of the abuse, saw 

Muslims as particularly vulnerable to sexual humiliation positions Americans as less 

vulnerable. This conception is particularly powerful when connected with the fact 

that one of the few things the American public “knows” about Islam is that Muslims 

are supposed to be sexually conservative in comparison to Americans. Most Ameri-

cans may not know when Ramadan is or what the Hajj means, but they are showered 

with press reports that obsessively focus on “veiling” in Afghanistan or similar issues 

for female members of the armed services in Saudi Arabia. All of this press interest 

contributes to a picture of all Islam as deeply conservative and of Americans as sexu-

ally  liberated.

Obscured by this story are the facts that Americans are themselves deeply worried 

about sexual humiliation, and that the American military is a particular site for 

expressing these worries. From concern about the potential rape of female soldiers in 

combat, to the depth of concern over the homosexual gaze in the shower, American 

public debates about the military repeatedly return to fears of sexual humiliation. 

Fear of sexual humiliation is not unique to “the Arab mind,” and is a central feature 
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of the American imagination of the US military. But, as any number of social theor-

ists have shown us, freedom is a concept that is developed in relation to those who are 

unfree, and one thing that the entire scenario of sexual abuse and its documentation 

through photographs did was position the Americans as those who were sexually lib-

erated and the Iraqis as those who were unliberated and hence particularly vulnerable 

to the type of humiliation that they experienced. Press coverage of the Abu Ghraib 

photographs was deeply critical of the American soldiers and even of those higher up, 

but promulgating the pictures extended their underlying message about American 

 freedom.

How can I argue that the sexual abuse and humiliation of “Muslims” in Abu 

Ghraib, clearly represented as scandalous, nonetheless advances the idea that Amer-

icans are free because American sexual activity is appropriately regulated? First it is 

important to note that there is another set of pictures taken at Abu Ghraib, pictures 

that have not circulated in the mainstream press, pictures that have in fact been sup-

pressed by the US government. These are pictures of American service personnel 

having sex with each other, apparently in combinations other than those of mutually 

monogamous marriage. We know of the existence of these pictures because the Penta-

gon was forced to show the full range of pictures in a closed briefi ng to those members 

of Congress who chose to view them. The Pentagon was scheduled to release more 

Abu Ghraib photos over the summer of 2005 but fought against such a move on the 

argument that to do so would damage the efforts of the United States.41 Not only have 

the photos not circulated, but there has been very little discourse around them either. 

The only time these photos are mentioned in The New York Times, for example, is 

briefl y within the article on the Congressional viewing.42 I would suggest that this 

group of photos does pose a particular problem, not just to the Pentagon, but also 

to the discourse around the photographs themselves. Why would this set of photos 

need to be kept from the American public? We know from the photos that have been 

released that the soldiers involved in the scandal at Abu Ghraib were out of control 

sexually, so why would it be particularly shocking that there is a group of photos that 

show only Americans engaged in sexual acts?

To answer this question, it is helpful to place the photos from Abu Ghraib in yet 

another historical context for photography, that of lynching photos. The connec-

tion between the Abu Ghraib photos and the photographic tradition of lynching 

photos has been suggested by Sontag and by academic critics like Hazel Carby and 

Luc Sante.43 Lynching photographs share with those from Abu Ghraib the fact that 

they often depict graphic sexuality – in particular the sexual torture and mutilation of 

the victims – in support of a sexually conservative dominant culture. The practice of 

lynching and the circulation of lynching photographs showed that the sexual order, in 

particular the chastity of white women that was supposedly threatened by black men, 

had been restored and was being protected. Rather than showing the perpetrators to 

be sexually perverted in some way, lynching photos were taken with the intention of 

showing that the perpetrators defended sexual conservatism and they were presum-

ably read as such by their primary audiences. In other words, the sexual excess of 

lynching photos was a sign of sexual constraint and  conservatism.

We can never fully know what purposes the photos taken at Abu Ghraib were 

intended to serve, although those purposes were probably multiple. Private Lynndie 
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England said that they were basically taken in fun. Whether they were also intended 

to intimidate prisoners into providing information we do not know, although England 

claimed that the soldiers were told that they were doing a “good job” and should con-

tinue. Captain Michael Drayton who took over as commander of the 870th MP unit 

after the scandal said that, “[the soldiers involved] put these pictures on disc and they 

were pretty proud of it . . .”44 The photos were also circulated through email or used 

as screen savers on soldiers’ computers.45 After the Congressional viewing, Senator 

John Cornyn, a Republican from Texas said, “I got the idea that they were sort of 

taken in the nature of souvenirs, because they were all taken from personal cameras. 

They didn’t appear to be organized.”46

It is this sense that the photos served as “souvenirs” that leads Sante to connect 

them to the tradition of lynching photography. Just as the Abu Ghraib photos were 

put on disc and circulated in email, lynching photos were printed on postcards in 

the early twentieth century. In other words, the Abu Ghraib photos are similar in 

content and form to lynching photos, and thus we may read their effects as similar 

as well. Like lynching photos, one of the things that the photos taken at Abu Ghraib 

do is depict the American soldiers as defenders of the dominant sexual order. After 

all, in the photos that the world has seen, it is the Iraqis not the Americans who sim-

ulate sexual acts that are taboo in American culture. At one level it does not matter 

that they were made to do so by the US soldiers, just as the fact that white people 

performed the sexual torture of lynching did not simply redound back on them as 

perpetrators. As Jasbir Puar points out, the context for both the taking and the circu-

lation of the photos was marked by the history of Orientalist discourses that already 

associated Arabs and Muslims with perversity.47 If this context makes it all the more 

likely that the photos will work to position Americans as defenders of the sexual order, 

then the photos of American GIs engaged only with each other present a problem, 

because they would undo the economy in which the photos position the American 

soldiers as defenders of American freedom by showing them to be participants in an 

unregulated, un- American form of  freedom.

As we have seen through the wars of the twentieth century, propaganda that depicts 

one group of people as particularly perverse tends to dehumanize those depicted much 

more frequently than it dehumanizes those who make such perverse depictions. We 

might wish that it were otherwise, that the making of such depictions automatically 

undid the position of those who made them, but unfortunately, it is mainly with his-

torical hindsight, and rarely in the moment, that such negative judgments are made. 

While condemnations were made of the Abu Ghraib photos in the moment, the 

scandal faded, and it had virtually no effect on the 2004 elections. As Michael Kim-

melman noted in reporting on an art exhibit that included the photos just a month 

before the election: “The Abu Ghraib photographs have passed from the headlines to 

the art pages in half a year. One can only imagine how much further they may retreat 

in six more months.”48 The negative judgments initially elicited by the publication of 

the photos appear to have few lasting  effects.
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The Identity of Freedom

Why? While there was immediate outcry, why didn’t this scandal affect the course 

of the war or the outcome of the election? Why was the talk of resignation by Secre-

tary of Defense Rumsfeld so brief that Rumsfeld would remain in the cabinet into the 

second term, while Alberto Gonzalez, who wrote one of the memos that seemed to 

pave the way for these abuses became Attorney General? Why did this scandal make 

little or no change in how Iraqi prisoners or other prisoners in the “war on terrorism” 

are treated? In the months and years following the release of the photos, abuse that 

entailed sexual humiliation was also reported at Guantanamo Bay.49

I think there are a number of reasons why the scandal faded away, ranging from the 

effectiveness of the strategy of blaming the individuals involved and putting them on 

trial relatively quickly, to the fact that, while there is an extensive paper trail to show 

that this kind of treatment was condoned in a general sense, there is no direct paper 

trail to show that either the Secretary of Defense or the President knew about these 

specifi c activities. But, I think the deepest problem, and the one most relevant to the 

analysis I have offered is this: Americans fundamentally see themselves as promot-

ers of freedom; so while the photographed sexual abuse is distasteful, even disgusting, 

the actions did not abrogate that fundamental value. On more than one occasion, 

President Bush stated that the photos and the acts they represent do not refl ect the 

“nature of the American people.” President Bush apparently meant this claim as part 

of an apology.50 But in saying that the photos didn’t represent the true “nature” of 

America, he was also reiterating the idea that these actions could in no way impinge 

on American self- understanding.51

We need to get to the heart of why it is that many Americans accept the freedom 

narrative to begin with if we are to understand this apparent contradiction. The idea 

that America is the site of freedom and a beacon to the rest of the world as such is 

not dependent on particular actions of the nation, but is rather an expression of what 

the nation is, of whom the American people are, not what they do. Freedom is an 

expression of American identity, not action. Just as good works are not in themselves 

salvifi c for Calvin, but rather are a potential sign for an already determined salva-

tion, so also sexual regulation is not itself the act of making America free, but is a 

sign of an already determined freedom. The reason that it would be worth amending 

the Constitution in order to protect the “sacrament” of marriage, as Senate Majority 

Leader Bill Frist put it, is because marriage is so central to who the American people 

are.52

The enthusiasm for sexual regulation – specifi cally for the protection of marriage 

– demonstrated in the election emphasizes this American identity as the beacon of 

freedom. Given that the United States has chosen to engage in the violence of war as 

the means of protecting the nation, “the American people” need to know that they are 

a people worthy – morally worthy – of protection. And busily regulating the nation’s 

sexuality is one means of assuring that this is so. It is extremely important to note here 

that the point is to regulate the sexuality not of individuals, but of the nation, and now 

in the era of globalization, perhaps our mission is to project freedom- as- regulation 

on the world. This distinction between the regulation of our own sex practices and 
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that of the nation shows up in the way in which sexuality plays out in US politics. It 

is not just that some of the most vicious promoters of family values have themselves 

often had affairs, been divorced, and remarried. It’s a larger phenomenon. As Frank 

Rich has repeatedly pointed out, the culture of the Red states seems pretty much as 

sexually liberated, if not perverse, as the Blue states, even if the politics of the red 

states is deeply dedicated to sexual regulation. So, for example, various types of sex-

ually provocative programming on the Fox network raises barely a ripple of dissent, 

or mail- order sex shops report that the volume of sales of sexually explicit videos and 

sex toys is virtually the same in Red and Blue states. How do we account for these dis-

parities? One way of thinking about it, would be that for those dedicated to Red state 

politics, the issue is not so much about their personal sexual activities, but is rather a 

dedication to a particular idea of America – the land of the free and the home of the 

brave – and sexual regulation is crucial to this idea of America. In the Blue states, it is 

not so much that sexual liberation has taken greater hold as that this idea of America 

has less purchase than it does for those dedicated to Red state politics. The crucial 

divide is not over sexual practice but over the idea of sexual regulation as crucial to the 

American national  project.

In the end, gender and sexuality are not frivolous concerns, but go to the heart of 

American national identity as a free people and of America’s right to use violence as 

it sees fi t in defense of that freedom. This means not only that it is important to take 

gender and sexuality seriously as sites of analysis, but also as central to a wide range 

of political issues. For activists and scholars who wonder why sex matters in a time 

of unending war and intensifying globalization, we can answer that we ignore sex at 

our peril. We can point out the folly of a policy like an amorphous unending “war on 

terrorism,” but these arguments will have little effect if we do not directly challenge 

the worldview that makes such a war acceptable to American voters. Taking on sexual 

politics directly, integrating sex into anti- war activism for example, would at least 

allow us to address the underpinnings of policies that remain supportable despite the 

fact that they have proven ineffective and morally questionable. Building our politics 

at this level would also allow us to question what freedom means, to ask why a value 

like freedom must so often imply not just a disciplinary society, but one marked by 

coercion and violence. And to ask ourselves what vision we would offer instead. Sex 

can be a site for the construction of positive ethical values, because sex puts people in 

relation to each other.53 Sex is crucial to the critique required by effective multi- issue 

organizing, but sex can also be a key for new and alternative visions that might sustain 

such politics over the long- term.
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CHAPTER  TWO

Freedom and the 
Racialization of Intimacy

Lawrence v. Texas and the 
Emergence of Queer Liberalism

David L. Eng

In the “Intimacies of Four Continents,” Lisa Lowe initiates an investigation of the 

universalism through which European man was progressively freed into an “enlight-

ened” modernity.1 The universalizing of modern European humanism disavowed 

and subsumed the coterminous slave and colonial labor relations on the New World 

plantations of the Americas. In The Black Jacobins, C. L. R. James observes that the 

eighteenth- century slave societies of San Domingo connected Europe, Africa, and 

the Americas.2 The profi ts created by slave labor in the New World provided material 

support to the French bourgeoisie, producing the political conditions for the emer-

gence of the “rights of man” demanded in the Revolution of 1789.

Lowe extends James to consider Asia and Asian- indentured labor in relation to 

Africa and African slave labor. She notes that in 1807, just after the Haitian Revolution 

and the British abolition of the slave trade, the fi rst Chinese coolies were transported 

to the West Indies as a new labor force for the plantations. The presence of Chinese 

indentured servants in Trinidad following two centuries of African slavery served to 

erect a racial barrier of ostensibly “free” labor between the white British and their 

black slaves, marking a signifi cant though largely forgotten shift in the global man-

agement of race and labor in the colonies. These are the intimacies of four continents 

– Europe, the Americas, Africa, and Asia – denied in the story of modern European 

humanism, its liberal narratives of progress, development, and freedom. Lowe writes:

The affi rmation of the desire for freedom is so inhabited by the forgetting of its condi-

tions of possibility, that every narrative articulation of freedom is haunted by its burial, 

by the violence of forgetting. What we know as “race” or “gender” are the traces of this 

modern humanist forgetting. They reside within, and are constitutive of, the modern 

narrative of freedom but are neither fully determined by nor exhausted by its ends.3

Trans- Atlantic and trans- Pacifi c labor migrations to the New World, Lowe observes, 

constituted the conditions of possibility for Enlightenment philosophy to posit the 

universality of human freedom, however much freedom for slave, colonized, and 

indentured peoples was foreclosed within that liberal European tradition. The 

 “intimacies of four continents” thus marks an alternative way to think about the world 



division of labor and freedom emerging in the nineteenth century. This historical 

legacy, I would suggest, also constitutes the disavowed racial ground of our contem-

porary political moment in the US.

Our putatively “colorblind,” “post- race,” and “post- identity” age is replete with 

assumptions that freedom is made universal through liberal political enfranchise-

ment and the rights of citizenship, and through the globalization of capitalism and 

the proliferation of “free” markets. This discourse of human emancipation makes 

it exceedingly diffi cult to imagine alternative knowledges, political possibilities, 

and social communities – especially so in a post- 9/11 world order. Today, ideals 

of a unifi ed and ascendant US national culture on the world stage are mobilized to 

distinguish a “freedom- loving” and “civilized” US nation- state against its “freedom-

 hating” and “uncivilized” Muslim other. Such a genealogy of freedom simultaneously 

underwrites the current historical emergence of what I would describe as “queer lib-

eralism” – a confl uence of political and economic conditions forming the basis of 

liberal enfranchisement and inclusion for certain gay and lesbian US citizen- subjects 

willing to comply with its normative  mandates.

This essay situates the intimacies of four continents in the context of queer liberal-

ism. It examines the landmark June 2003 Supreme Court decision Lawrence v. Texas,
striking down Texas’ statute banning same- sex sodomy as unconstitutional, while 

reversing the infamous 1986 Supreme Court ruling Bowers v. Hardwick. Here the 

Court had earlier affi rmed the constitutionality of a Georgia statute under which 

Michael Hardwick had been convicted for engaging in sodomy with a consent-

ing adult male in the privacy of his Atlanta home.4 In Bowers, the majority opinion 

(written by Justice Byron White) formulated its judicial task in the following – and, 

as many have noted, disingenuous – terms: whether the US Constitution “would 

extend a fundamental right to homosexuals to engage in acts of consensual sodomy.”5

In reversing Bowers, the majority opinion in Lawrence (written by Justice Anthony 

Kennedy) reformulated the legal problem instead not as a question of sodomy but as a 

fundamental right to intimacy – as an issue of whether one could be criminalized for 

loving someone of the same sex: “The crime before the Court is the validity of a Texas 

statute making it a crime for two persons to engage in certain intimate sexual conduct.”6

In conferring on gays and lesbians the Constitutional right to “intimate sexual 

conduct” as couples (“two persons”), and by describing this right to privacy “as an 

integral part of human freedom,” the majority opinion in Lawrence confi gured gay 

and lesbian political enfranchisement, liberation, and inclusion in the polity of “We 

the People” as a privileged relationship between freedom and intimacy, domesticity 

and coupledom. In this manner, under the banner of rights, queer liberalism becomes 

linked to a normative politics of citizenship, (heterosexual) family, and marriage. But, 

along with Lowe, we need to ask how a constitutive “violence of forgetting” resides at 

the heart of queer liberalism’s freedom. While the intimacies of four continents might 

at fi rst glance seem far removed from this landmark legal victory, repressed legacies 

of race, I suggest, constitute the core narrative of freedom and intimacy inhabiting the 

Lawrence decision. Indeed, I will argue, a long history of racialized intimacy subtends 

liberal narratives of freedom – ones now extending themselves through Lawrence and 

its normative discourses of citizenship, family, and marriage into privileged spheres 

of gay and lesbian life.
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My essay is divided into two parts. I begin with a historical elaboration of the 

emergence of queer liberalism onto the contemporary US political stage. Depart-

ing from John D’Emilio’s well- known analysis of “Capitalism and Gay Identity,” I 

examine the logic of late capitalism and gay identity as a function of the neoliberal 

political economy of globalization, of which queer liberalism is but the most recent 

symptom. Next, I follow with a detailed reading of Lawrence in order to delineate how 

queer liberalism’s freedom is predicated on the systematic dissociation of race from 

(homo)sexuality as coeval historical phenomena – one requiring not only the domes-

tication of gay and lesbian intimacy but also, and equally important, its differential 

distribution as a racialized property right.

Queer Liberalism, or Late Capitalism and Gay Identity

The contemporary emergence of queer liberalism marks an unsettling, though per-

haps not entirely unexpected, attempt to reconcile the radical political aspirations of 

queer theory’s “subjectless” critique with the liberal demands of a gay and lesbian 

US citizen- subject petitioning for rights and recognition before the law.7 Indeed, our 

current historical moment is marked by a particular coming together of economic and 

political spheres that form the basis for liberal inclusion: the merging of an increas-

ingly visible and mass- mediated queer consumer lifestyle (emerging post- Stonewall 

and ascendant during the 1980s and 1990s) with recent juridical protections for gay 

and lesbian rights to privacy and intimacy established by the Lawrence v. Texas ruling 

as well as Massachusetts’ legalizing of same- sex marriage in the same year.8

In his well- known 1983 essay “Capitalism and Gay Identity,” John D’Emilio argues 

that gay identity fi rst emerged at the turn of the nineteenth century through the 

ascent of wage labor in industrializing cities and the independent sexual lifestyle 

this wage labor afforded.9 The creation of urban zones of gay life was facilitated by 

the movement of individuals away from agrarian- based familial units and actualized 

through the severing of family and kinship bonds – a severing later mirrored, even 

embraced, in the politics of gay liberation and “coming out.” As the material bases 

for family as an independent, self- suffi cient unit of production eroded in the face of 

an ever- expanding capitalist “free” labor market system, the ideological weight of 

family and family values, as well as the division between the public sphere of work 

and the private sphere of family, only intensifi ed. In this historical context, D’Emilio 

observes, family took on increasing signifi cance as an “affective unit,” a social insti-

tution meant to produce “emotional satisfaction and happiness.”10 Sanctifi ed as the 

source of love, affection, and emotional security, family became defi ned against the 

heartlessness of a capitalist system that was in fact the material base for its ideological 

evolution. It is all the more so, I suggest, in our present political moment (a point I 

will explore further below).

It is clear that, while capitalism may have been instrumental to creating the condi-

tions for the emergence of gay identity, it has not at the same time established a laissez 
faire attitude toward (homo)sexuality. If the 1980s and 1990s witnessed the signifi -

cant emergence of gay identity and visibility as a function of the free market, along 

with the development of a political movement for rights and recognition (especially 
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in relation to the AIDS pandemic), it also marked the simultaneous consolidation 

of Right- wing ideologies under the sign of “family” and “family values.” From this 

perspective, (homo)sexual regulation cannot be thought as the antithesis of queer 

liberalism and freedom but in fact as constituting their very conditions of possibil-

ity. “Sexual regulation,” Janet Jakobsen observes, “is such a passion in US politics 

because sexual regulation is constitutive of (secular) American freedom.”11

Today, we fi nd ourselves at a remarkable historical juncture concerning queer liber-

alism and the politics of family and kinship. To come out of the closet still places family 

and kinship bonds at risk. At the same time, however, gays and lesbians are reinhabiting 

structures of family and kinship not only in growing numbers but also in increasingly 

public and visible ways (including since 2002 the “Weddings/Celebrations” announce-

ment section of the venerable Sunday New York Times).12 The continuing AIDS crisis, 

the lesbian baby boom of the 1980s, the emergence of same- sex partnership recogni-

tion on the corporate, municipal, and state levels, and present- day legal claims to gay 

marriage, adoption, custody, and inheritance seek to transform the politics of kinship 

into “Families We Choose,” to invoke anthropologist Kath Weston’s important study 

of queer kinship in 1980s San Francisco.13

While in prior decades gays and lesbians sustained a radical critique of family and 

marriage, today many members of these groups have largely abandoned such criti-

cal positions, demanding access to the nuclear family and the rights, recognition, and 

privileges associated with it. Paradoxically, prior historical efforts to defy state oppres-

sion and to oppose state regulation of family and marriage have, to a striking extent, 

given way to the desire for state legitimacy, sanction, and authorization of same- sex 

marriage. Once considered anathema to family and marriage, homosexuality in our 

current political moment is being legally and ideologically reconciled to its normative 

mandates. In this calculus, the state emerges as the central locus through which previ-

ously criminalized sexual identities are liberated, freed, protected, and reconfi gured, 

in the words of conservative gay pundit Andrew Sullivan, as “virtually normal.”14

Seen from this perspective, queer liberalism’s appeals to the state mark a signifi -

cant moment in which the politics of “Queer Nation” and “US citizen” are no longer 

antithetical, a fact evident in the astonishing August 2004 coming- out statement 

(scripted with the assistance of the Human Rights Campaign) of former New Jersey 

Governor James McGreevy: “My truth is that I am a gay American.” As Hannah 

Arendt defi nes it in The Origins of Totalitarianism, citizenship is nothing less than 

“the right to have rights.”15 And from this viewpoint, queer liberalism’s present claims 

to state- sanctioned rights and privileges thus implicitly reinforce a normative politics 

of not just family and kinship but US citizenship. In the process, the state’s role as the 

legitimate arbiter of rights and guarantor of freedoms and protections remains uncon-

tested and is, in the process, strengthened. If, as Judith Butler observed in 1993, the “I 

pronounce you . . .” of the wedding ceremony is a performative invocation that seals 

the heterosexual social contract through the implicit disavowal of “you queer,” today 

we witness the historical undoing of this antithetical bind: “I pronounce you . . .” and 

“you queer” are no longer necessarily at odds.16

It might prove diffi cult to resist our interpellation as law- abiding subjects – capable 

of intimacy, no longer criminalized, worthy of national belonging, deserving of judi-

cial respect. However, it also seems crucial at this particular historical juncture to 
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remind ourselves of Giorgio Agamben’s insight that “the spaces, the liberties, and the 

rights won by individuals in their confl icts with central powers always simultaneously 

prepare a tacit but increasing inscription of individuals’ lives within the state order.”17

To be a subject of the law, Butler suggests, requires a “passionate attachment” to our 

subjection.18 And, as Saidiya Hartman reminds us in the context of slavery and eman-

cipation, “the failures of Reconstruction cannot be recounted solely as a series of legal 

reversals or troop withdrawals; they also need to be located in the very language of 

persons, rights, and liberties.”19

In other words, we need to explore the critical assumptions and limitations of queer 

liberalism’s freedom and progress. We need to remind ourselves that decriminaliza-

tion and full citizenship are not necessarily one and the same thing (as contentious 

same- sex marriage debates and various state propositions, initiatives, and amend-

ments against same- sex marriage immediately underscore).20 We need to examine 

the political and economic costs that underwrite the current (re)inscription of queer 

citizens into the national order, the instability and ambivalence of a rights- based 

discourse that not only enables political legitimacy but also exacerbates continuing 

relations of capitalist exploitation, racial domination, and gender subordination in 

both a domestic and global context.21 In short, we must challenge our conceptions of 

queer freedom and the implicit values we place upon them.

Departing from D’Emilio, we might ask: what is the contemporary mode of pro-

duction that allows for queer liberalism’s reinhabiting of family and kinship, its logics 

of material and social reproduction? What, from a different angle, is the relationship 

between late capitalism and gay identity? Signifi cantly, in moving from the politics of 

the closet to the privileges of family, and from pre- war industrialization to post- war 

globalization, gays and lesbians are also said to have moved from wage labor to new 

modes of consumer capitalism. It is clear that gays and lesbians come from multi- class 

backgrounds. Nevertheless, in the age of late capitalism, the evolution of “gay iden-

tity” into “queer family and kinship” demands a concerted analysis of the ways in 

which post- war forms of fl exible production and accumulation are the very conditions 

of possibility for this  emergence.

We cannot underestimate, that is, the ways in which neoliberalism both  constitutes 

and confi gures the limits of gay and lesbian political enfranchisement in a global 

economy predicated on increasing disparities between the global North and the global 

South. Put otherwise, we might ask how neoliberalism organizes the unequal distri-

bution of social goods and human labor, indeed human life and freedom, through 

the biopolitics of global capitalism as well as by instituting new “multicultural” for-

mations, of which an ascendant queer liberalism is now a privileged rather than a 

stigmatized form. Emerging in the late 1970s, alongside the ascension of various iden-

tity politics and “multicultural” movements, neoliberal policies and programs were 

predicated on the expansion of markets and the dismantling of barriers to “free” trade 

in a globally- integrated economy. Linked to structural adjustment programs meant to 

overhaul the economies of the southern hemisphere and former Comecon countries, 

neoliberalism facilitated the fi nancialization of currency regimes, demanded the pri-

vatization of the public sector, and enjoined the commodifi cation and capitalization of 

biological life.22

The evolution of a mass- mediated consumer capitalism, Miranda Joseph points 
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out, might be described not in traditional Marxian terms of “productive labor” but 

in terms of “consumptive labor.” Consumptive labor, she writes, “is productive, but 

it is organized very differently from productive labor: it is not organized, procured, 

or exploited as wage labor.”23 In the world- historical shift from industrial to late cap-

italism, consumptive labor serves to produce and to organize social community as a 

supplement to  capital.

In the age of queer liberalism, homosexual identity is increasingly produced as a sup-

plement to late capitalism. Queer family and kinship emerge in the historical context 

– indeed, as an effect – of this new ordering of political economy and the governance of 

social and biological life. To resituate D’Emilio’s insights in our current moment, queer 

family and kinship increasingly emerge as an affective social unit, now absorbed into 

what Lauren Berlant, analyzing the conservative regulation and privatization of family, 

heterosexuality, and good citizenship during the Reagan/Thatcher era, has called the 

“intimate public sphere.”24 The practice of transnational adoption – the affective labor 

provided by the transnational adoptee to shore up the idealized boundaries of white 

middle- class nuclear families (straight or gay) in the global North – might be consid-

ered one particular example of this contemporary phenomenon.25

Shifting from a politics of protest and redistribution to one of rights and entitle-

ments, queerness is rendered more and more an aestheticized lifestyle. It has become a 

mass- mediated commodity, a culture of beautiful objects (bodies, fashions, food, and 

furniture) to be consumed, a “Queer Eye for the Straight Guy,” to invoke the title of 

Bravo’s popular television program in which fi ve gay men work tirelessly to makeover 

the fl agging masculinity of one heterosexual man.26 Organized around the principle 

that the heterosexual family needs all of our support, Queer Eye for the Straight Guy
defi nes good citizenship as never- ending consumption in the free market, serving as 

an uncanny reminder of George Bush’s infamous directive to the American public 

after 9/11 to fi ght terrorism by shopping (rather than, say, voting). A product of late 

capitalist rationalization and state control, queer liberalism functions as a supplement 

to capital, but in a desexualized, repackaged, and contained form. In short, we might 

say that neoliberalism enunciates (homo)sexual difference largely in the register of a 

“culture” – a culture that is freely exchanged (purchased) and celebrated (consumed). 

Thus, from the legal perspective of Lawrence, we might say that as sodomy is trans-

formed into intimacy – coming together with a neoliberal logic of domesticity as an 

aestheticized ideal – homosexual particularity and difference are absorbed into a uni-

versalized heteronormative liberal humanity, an abstract national identity, a unifi ed 

national culture and  community.

That the emergence of queer liberalism comes at a historical moment of extreme 

Right- wing US politics on the domestic and global stage should give us immediate 

pause. Given the negative referendum on gay marriage in the 2004 Presidential elec-

tion that witnessed George Bush’s “re-election” on a platform of “family” and “moral 

values,” rights, recognitions, and privileges might indeed be, to paraphrase Gayatri 

Spivak, something gays and lesbians “cannot not want.”27 Yet, it would be premature to 

embrace wholeheartedly what Lisa Duggan has aptly labeled “homonormativity,” the 

gay and lesbian liberal platform advocating for “progressive” causes such as same- sex 

marriage, while rhetorically recoding freedom and liberation in narrow terms of privacy, 

intimacy, domesticity, marriage, and the unfettered ability “to shop until you drop.”28
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From this perspective, homonormativity collaborates with a neoliberalism willfully 

blind to the pervasive structures of global inequity and the increasing international 

gendered division of labor upon which it prospers. Importantly, this is a political 

economy that remains unchallenged by US conservative and liberal agendas alike, 

indeed the place in which the two agendas converge (the Reagan/Bushes meet the 

Clintons). The privatization of family underwrites the withdrawal of state funding 

and resources as the promotion of “traditional” marriage is meant to replace state 

dependency and employer support. A larger world- historical context demands that 

we ask how queer liberalism’s current turn to rights furthers rather than thwarts the 

logics of neoliberalism – its political economy of capitalist development as liberal 

freedom, its multicultural mandates as “anti- racist” progress. Such an investigation 

demands a more sustained critique of capitalist exploitation and domination, state vio-

lence and nationalist expansion, and religious hate and secular violence on the global 

stage.

Before turning to my reading of Lawrence v. Texas, I would like to gesture to the 

ways in which queer liberalism’s turn to normative forms of family and kinship – its 

folding into a liberal state project – is constituted against the fi gure of the racial-

ized immigrant “over there” as well as “over here.” Chandan Reddy, for instance, 

notes how discourses of “family” and “family values” increasingly serve to mediate 

contradictions between the US nation- state and the global economy. He argues 

that, since the 1980s, the state has produced a racialized and gendered non- citizen 

immigrant workforce for domestic and low- end labor markets through the rubric of 

“family reunifi cation.” This turn toward family and family values was initiated by the 

reformation of the 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act, which moved US immi-

gration policies away from a quota system based on national origins to one predicated 

on principles of family reunifi cation. In the process, it served to bring into the US 

nation- state not only an expanded transnational capital class (the middle- class pro-

fessional brain- drain) but also a transnational laboring class largely from Asia, Latin 

America, and the  Caribbean.

From the perspective of this laboring class, we might note that, while the Immi-

gration Act of 1990 capped the number of immigrant visas for so- called unskilled 

workers at a paltry 10,000, it increased family- based immigration visas to an annual 

480,000 starting in 1995. Facially neutral, these immigration policies create in fact 

an enormous pool of racialized and gendered low- wage non- citizen labor for a met-

ropolitan service economy. By coding immigration as essentially produced by the 

petitioning activities of resident immigrants in the US, family reunifi cation thus 

appeases “capital’s need for immigrant workers while projecting the state as either a 

benevolent actor reuniting broken families or an overburdened and effete agent unable 

to prevent immigrants’ manipulations of its (mandatory) democratic and fair laws.”29

At the same time, it also shifts state responsibility for welfare and social services 

– such as workplace injury insurance, childcare, and healthcare – back onto the shoul-

ders of the petitioning immigrant families themselves. In this way, Reddy concludes, 

“the state is absolved politically from having created and expanded the conditions of 

noncitizen life within the territorial boundaries of the United States and, at the same 

time, distinguishes itself as the apotheosis of Western Democracy by achieving the 

status of depoliticized neutrality.”30
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On one hand, the state manages to increase the numbers of immigrants arriving 

into the US for a domestic economy demanding low- wage non- citizen labor for the 

service and industrial sector. On the other hand, it simultaneously mobilizes a xen-

ophobic rhetoric of immigration panic to dismantle its welfare responsibilities and 

presently to overhaul immigration “reform” by presumptively criminalizing immi-

grants from the global South as well as any of those who dare to provide basic services 

to them (doctors, teachers, clergy, etc.). As social welfare programs for the racial-

ized immigrant as well as the racialized poor (who are pathologized for their “lack” of 

family values) rapidly disappear in the face of unchecked corporate welfare and greed, 

“family” must become that privatized institution that takes up the slack.

Importantly, as the state reconstitutes its power through discourses of family values 

and reunifi cation, it also reinforces heteropatriarchal relations in immigrant (as well 

as minority) communities. Immigrant workers brought to the US under family reuni-

fi cation programs have increasingly been forced to depend on family ties for access to 

room and board, employment, and other services. Reddy writes: “Family reunifi ca-

tion institutes and extends heteronormative community structures as a requirement 

for accessing welfare provisions for new immigrants by attaching those provisions 

to the heteronormative family unit.”31 In the process, the state can simultaneously 

blame immigrant communities for mono- cultural defi ciencies and pathological cul-

tural values brought with them from abroad – for being particularly homophobic, and 

queer immigrants (as well as queers of color) for being particularly willing to swallow 

homophobic silencing.32 To complicate D’Emilio’s earlier thesis: for these new immi-

grants, late capitalism and gay identity do not necessarily sever but often reinforce 

heteronormative family and kinship ties through the dependency on family support 

that privatization inevitably demands. Here we might also note the work of Étienne 

Balibar who observes that, while racism based on the nineteenth- century categories 

of biology and blood has receded, discrimination based on forms of perceived cultural 

differences have proliferated in our contemporary moment.33

These culturalist arguments serve to demonize immigrant communities as “illib-

eral,” while masking the neoliberal US state’s responsibilities for helping to engender 

the very homophobia that many claim is imported part and parcel from immigrants’ 

home countries. In the same political breath, these culturalist arguments also justify 

the exclusion of “intolerant,” “uncivilized,” and “illiberal” racialized immigrant 

communities from the US nation- state and civil society through a liberal language of 

citizenship as the guarantor of freedom and liberty for all – including now normative 

gay and lesbian US citizen- subjects claiming their rightful place at the table. In short, 

the production of queer liberalism in contrast to racialized immigrant homophobia 

are two sides of the same liberal coin.

Taken together, Reddy’s and Duggan’s observations underscore a signifi cant cleav-

ing between queer and critical race projects – political movements once thought in 

the same intersectional breath. They consequently demand that we rethink how race 

and sexuality are systematically dissociated in a putatively colorblind age, insisting 

upon a more robust politics of intersectionality in the face of a weak neoliberal multi-

culturalism. The turning away from a sustained examination of the vast political and 

economic inequalities in the state, civil society, and commercial life mark the par-

adoxes of queer liberalism. A renewed queer studies must insist that problems of 
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political economy and late capitalism cannot be abstracted away from the racial, gen-

dered, and sexual hierarchies of the nation- state but must in fact be understood as 

operating in and through them. In a post- 9/11 world order, a renewed queer critique 

would be ever vigilant to the fact that sexuality is intersectional and that “queer” is a 

political metaphor without a fi xed referent. It would insist that we ask to what extent a 

progressive queer politics is compatible with the notion of US citizenship and liberal 

rights. The current return to an unapologetic and militant US masculine heteropa-

triarchy on the world stage demands a renewed queer studies attentive to questions of 

not only neoliberalism and globalization but also empire, sovereignty, and terrorism. 

It demands a renewed queer politics focused on problems of immigration, citizen-

ship, welfare, the prison industrial complex, and human rights – the ways in which 

these issues collectively underwrite the contemporary emergence of queer liberalism’s 

claims on family and marriage, and on intimacy and  domesticity.

The Imaginary Waiting Room of History

I would like to remind us of two other signifi cant historical events of 2003: the United 

States’ invasion and occupation of Iraq three months prior to the Lawrence v. Texas 
ruling, as well as the Supreme Court’s Grutter v. Bollinger and Gratz v. Bollinger
affi rmative action decisions handed down only a week after Lawrence. How are these 

three signifi cant historical events – of queer liberalism, US Empire, and racial equal-

ity – connected to one another? I might phrase the question from a slightly different 

angle: how it is that the Supreme Court that “elected” George W. Bush President 

is the same Supreme Court that resoundingly overturned Bowers v. Hardwick only 

17 years after its ruling while upholding ever tenuously affi rmative action by institut-

ing a temporal limit to its  application?

Justice Anthony Kennedy’s majority opinion in Lawrence begins with “liberty” 

and ends with “freedom.” It starts: “Liberty protects the person from unwarranted 

government intrusions into a dwelling or other private places.” And it ends: “As the 

Constitution endures, persons in every generation can invoke its principles in their own 

search for greater freedom.”34

I am interested in the slippage from the abstract liberal individual (“the person”) 

deserving of liberty from unwarranted government intrusion into his/her private 

home to disparate social groups (“persons in every generation”) in search of “greater 

freedom.” First, we need to remember that, in the context of Lawrence, “liberty” 

is neither a positive nor a substantive liberty. The right to be left alone from state 

interference and criminalization is a negative liberty that does not, unlike affi rma-

tive action, require the material redistribution of resources. In this sense, liberty for 

the individual is not about material or substantive equality for all. Even more, liberty 

might be said to imply, indeed constitute, an intended social group to whom rights, 

recognition, and privileges are granted. And from this perspective, the liberty of 

some can be in confl ict with the freedom of others. Hence, we need to ask: liberty and 

freedom for whom, where, and under what  conditions?

Lawrence v. Texas is lauded by legal scholars and the mainstream press alike as an 

unmitigated victory for gay and lesbian politics. Indeed, numerous commentators on 
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gay and lesbian rights call Lawrence our “Brown” (Brown v. Board of Education), nec-

essarily ignoring the fact that the plaintiffs in the case, John Geddes Lawrence and 

Tyron Garner, are a mixed- race “couple.”35 In fact, according to the legal scholar Dale 

Carpenter, Lawrence and Garner were not a couple at all but actually part of a vexed 

one- night love triangle.36 This material fact, largely ignored by Lawrence commenta-

tors, insists that we analyze this landmark legal decision for not only its queer but also 

its subsumed racial politics. In other words, what if we were to approach this ruling 

not as an unmitigated victory for queer liberalism but as a symptom of the US nation-

 state’s enduring inability to deal with problems of racial segregation and to come to 

terms with its ghosts of miscegenation? To put it differently, how does the contempo-

rary emergence of queer liberalism depend upon a constitutive forgetting of race?

One of Justice Kennedy’s central premises for overturning Bowers v. Hardwick 
is the “outdated” nature of sodomy statutes. Noting that of the 25 states prohibit-

ing such conduct at the time of the Bowers case only 13 remain, Kennedy observes 

that in “those states, including Texas, that still proscribe sodomy (whether for same-

 sex or heterosexual conduct) there is a pattern of non- enforcement with respect 

to consenting adults acting in private.”37 In his scathing dissent from the majority 

opinion, Justice Antonin Scalia argues that the non- enforcement of sodomy laws 

does not prove that they are outdated. To the contrary, Justice Scalia protests, non-

 enforcement is understandable given the fact that

consensual sodomy, like heterosexual intercourse, is rarely performed on stage. If all the 

Court means by “acting in private” is “on private premises, with the doors closed and 

the windows covered,” it is entirely unsurprising that evidence of enforcement would 

be hard to come by.

Scalia then immediately goes on to offer these telling parenthetical remarks: 

(Imagine the circumstances that would enable a search warrant to be obtained for a res-

idence on the ground that there was probable cause to believe that consensual sodomy 

was then and there occurring.)38

I would like to focus on Scalia’s sarcastic aside in order to remind us that it was not the 

report of “consensual sodomy” that provided the basis for the Harris County Sheriff 

Department’s intrusion into Lawrence’s Houston apartment. It was, in fact, the report 

of a weapons disturbance. Carpenter reports that Robert Eubanks, the jilted third 

in the Lawrence/Garner love triangle, called the Harris County police dispatcher 

with the following words: “There’s a nigger going crazy with a gun.”39 Scalia is right. 

People do not call the police when their neighbors are in fl agrante delicto. They do, 

however, call them when they see an unidentifi ed black man on their property. And, 

of course, under such circumstances, the police always respond. It is this enduring 

and far- from- resolved history of whiteness, private property, and black racial tres-

pass that provides the material and ideological background through which the queer 

liberalism of Lawrence emerges. How is it, then, that what begins as a story of racial 

trespass can end as a narrative of queer  freedom?

Let me begin to unpack this question by focusing on the legal genealogy of the 

Lawrence ruling traced out by the majority opinion and dissent. Both Kennedy and 
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Scalia place Lawrence in a legal genealogy of privacy cases related to reproductive 

rights and abortion: Griswold v. Connecticut (1965), Eisenstadt v. Baird (1972), Roe v. 
Wade (1973), Carey v. Population Services International (1977), and Planned Parent-
hood of Southeastern Pennsylvania v. Casey (1992). But what if we were to pursue a 

reading of Lawrence through an alternate legal genealogy, through the specter of race 

and the ghost of  miscegenation?

Here, let me note a central argument raised by the plaintiff’s attorneys (accepted 

in Justice Sandra Day O’Connor’s concurrence though ultimately dismissed by the 

majority opinion) concerned the issue of equal protection. Orienting their argument 

around the question of equality, Lawrence’s and Garner’s lawyers insisted that Texas’ 

same- sex sodomy law was a form of sex discrimination. That is, a sexual act commit-

ted by a man with a woman is permitted while the same act committed by a man with 

a man was criminalized. This equal protection argument emerges from the Recon-

struction Era Amendments to the Constitution – specifi cally, the equal protection 

clause of the 14th Amendment – and thus implicitly connects queer liberalism to his-

tories of race and  slavery.

Justice Kennedy gestures to this history of race and slavery when he cites Justice 

John Paul Stevens’ dissenting opinion in Bowers – that “neither history nor tradition 

could save a law prohibiting miscegenation from constitutional attack” 40 – to argue 

that Texas’ statute, too, was obsolete. Here, Justice Kennedy links Lawrence with the 

1967 Loving v. Virginia ruling, in which the Court struck down Virginia’s statute 

banning mix- raced marriages.41 In Loving, the Court held it unconstitutional for Vir-

ginia to allow a white person to marry a white person but not for a black person to 

marry a white person.

I am fascinated by Kennedy’s analogizing of homosexuality to race, of Lawrence 
to Loving. I am fascinated, that is, by the ways in which Kennedy as well as same-

 sex marriage advocates continually invoke civil rights cases as the legal and political 

precedents for Lawrence, the ways in which they insistently compare current public 

resistance to same- sex marriage in terms of “outdated” anti- miscegenation laws. As 

the stigma against mixed- raced couples proved legally untenable in 1967 so, too, will 

social and legal resistance wane against same- sex marriage in our present moment.

Ironically, by turning to Loving as a source of queer liberation, these advocates 

ignore the historical fact that the overturning of anti- miscegenation law in Loving 
was accompanied by a simultaneous hardening of defenses against homosexuality in 

Boutilier v. Immigration Services (1967). This Supreme Court ruling, handed down 

just prior to the Loving decision, affi rmed the constitutionality of a Federal law that 

excluded homosexuals from eligibility for immigration and naturalization as an issue 

of national security.42 Siobhan Somerville  observes,

In the eyes of the law, the interracial couple was imagined as having a legitimate claim 

on the state at the same time that the nation was defensively constituted as hetero-

sexual, incapable of incorporating the sexually suspect body. That the Supreme Court 

had reaffi rmed the exclusion of homosexuals from citizenship only three weeks earlier 

makes it particularly ironic that Loving is currently read as the precursor to gay and les-

bian rights.43
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To represent Loving only as an expansion of marriage rights is misleading, for Loving 
also simultaneously consolidated heterosexuality as a prerequisite for state recogni-

tion and the rights of citizenship. By analogizing Lawrence to Loving, we not only 

ignore this intersectional history of racial and sexual regulation but also overlook at 

our own peril the ways in which the US state consolidates (and continues to consoli-

date) heterosexuality precisely through the language of  colorblindness.

Even more, by analogizing same- sex marriage to this “settled” history of interracial 

unions, queer liberalism, rights, and freedom are embedded in a narrative of temporal
development. That is, homosexuals are fi nally allowed to exit, in Dipesh Chakrabar-

ty’s phrase, the “imaginary waiting room of history,” emerging as queer liberals while 

underscoring in the process the unending march of liberal progress.44 In this his-

toricist narrative, racial liberation is confi gured as a politics of the past while queer 

liberation is confi gured analogously as a politics of the present. Racial liberation is 

thus deemed a completed project, consigned to a prior historical moment. And from 

this perspective, queer liberalism’s emergence simultaneously underwrites affi rmative 

action’s demise. In short, such analogizing forecloses the possibility of reading homo-

sexuality and race as intersectional, as co- constitutive, as coeval with queer  freedom.

Let me elaborate upon this foreclosure by turning, once again, to Scalia’s scathing 

response to Kennedy’s invocation of Loving. Scalia dismisses the heightened scrutiny 

claims associated with race as inapplicable to Lawrence’s claim of sex discrimination, 

refusing to fi nd any plausible connections between Loving and Lawrence. He notes 

that the Texas statute applies equally to all persons – men and women, homosexu-

als and heterosexuals alike. Scalia concedes that, although the statute distinguishes 

between the sexes insofar as the partner with whom the sexual acts are performed is 

concerned, “this cannot itself be a denial of equal protection, since it is precisely the 

same distinction regarding partner that is drawn in state laws prohibiting marriage 

with someone of the same sex while permitting marriage with someone of the oppo-

site sex.” He  continues:

The objection is made, however, that the antimiscegenation laws invalidating Loving 
v. Virginia, similarly were applicable to whites and blacks alike, and only distinguished 

between the races insofar as the partner was concerned. In Loving, however, we cor-

rectly applied heightened scrutiny, rather than the usual rational- basis review, because 

the Virginia statute was “designed to maintain White Supremacy.” A racially discrim-

inatory purpose is always suffi cient to subject a law to strict scrutiny, even a facially 

neutral law that makes no mention of race. No purpose to discriminate against men or 

women as a class can be gleaned from the Texas law, so rational- basis review applies.45

Here, it is important to note that Scalia’s legal reasoning, like that of Kennedy, also 

functions within an analogical frame – only reversing its conclusions. The facially-

 neutral Virginia statute was in practice “designed to maintain White Supremacy,” 

so heightened scrutiny, Scalia contends, had to apply. But no such argument can be 

made in Lawrence, “No purpose to discriminate against men or women as a class can 

be gleaned from the Texas law,” and hence, rational- basis review, not heightened 

scrutiny, must obtain.

Despite this signifi cant divergence of opinion, Scalia and Kennedy’s  perspectives 

ultimately converge insofar as both Justices implicitly endorse a liberal narrative of 
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temporal development in regard to racial progress. Kennedy seeks to extend this 

liberal narrative of inclusion to gays and lesbians; Scalia will not. Nevertheless, in 

juxtaposing queer and racial liberation through a logic of temporal analogy, both 

Kennedy and Scalia implicitly consign racial liberation to the past, a political project 

both settled and achieved. In the process, the fact of Garner’s blackness – the “nigger 

going crazy with a gun” – must necessarily be forgotten, its troubling presence ban-

ished in the face of queer liberalism’s freedom and  progress.

We must deconstruct such analogical reasoning, which resides at the heart of legal 

analysis. For in confi guring homosexuality and race as historical analogies – parallel 

issues that never cross – Kennedy, Scalia, same- sex marriage advocates, and indeed 

the law itself deny the ways in which sexuality and race function as supplements to 

one another. Unable to recognize their points of intersection and convergence both 

then (Loving) and now (Lawrence), racial history is rewritten. While numerous critics 

have argued that identity categories are not analogous but intersectional, legal know-

ledge and precedent nevertheless remain insistently organized by analogy and by the 

notion that “sexual identity is in most ways, or at least in the most salient ways, like 

race.46

Legal scholar Janet E. Halley points out that “like race” arguments “are so intrin-

sically woven into American discourses of equal justice that they can never be entirely 

forgone.”47 It is important to recognize the “like race” comparisons are appeal-

ing precisely because of the argumentative power of race in Federal Constitutional 

jurisprudence and the distinct racial history of the 14th Amendment. Neverthe-

less, Halley emphasizes, an effort to move beyond the persistence and intractability 

of “like race” arguments in legal reasoning offers the possibility of moving beyond 

identity- based frameworks altogether, to emphasize not “who we are but how we are 

thought.”48 From another perspective, and in the context of late capitalism, Joseph 

identifi es analogy as the dominant trope of post- Fordist globalization processes.49

Building upon Spivak’s insights on questions of value in Marx, she observes that 

analogy in late capitalism functions to render an inchoate, emergent alterity into a 

known, recognizable, and internally continuous other. In the process, analogy levels 

what is heterogeneous and discontinuous in the objects of comparison, between 

what is known and what is unknown, and what is burdened and unburdened. Such a 

deployment of analogy disables a politics that would focus on the interdependence of 

difference and alterity across legal categories and social  movements.

In this regard, when queer liberals insist that Lawrence is “our Loving” or “our 

Brown” they foreclose the possibility of reading the Lawrence decision as part of a 

long legal tradition bent on maintaining interlocking – indeed constitutive – systems 

of white supremacy and heterosexism foundational to (neo)liberalism’s unending 

march of progress. We cannot regard the Lawrence decision as an unmitigated victory 

for queer recognition and rights. For insofar as Lawrence and Garner are a mixed-

 raced, and not just same- sex “couple,” the ruling insistently points to the unfulfi lled 

promise of Loving, insofar as Loving is persistently read as ending the stigmatization 

of cross- racial intimacies dissociated from a politics of (hetero)sexual regulation and 

consolidation. From another perspective, this repressed history of race in Lawrence
might be said to indict the unfulfi lled dream of racial desegregation itself proffered by 

Brown. Why, in other words, must we think about the Lawrence case only in terms of 
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queer liberalism’s victory rather than in terms of race, miscegenation, and desegrega-

tion unresolved in the past and persist in the present? This forgetting – this confl ation 

of Lawrence and Loving as temporal analogy – underwrites freedom and progress in 

the age of queer  liberalism.

The Racialization of Intimacy

My intersectional reading of homosexuality and race in Lawrence v. Texas must also 

be examined in regard to the insistent slide of homosexuality into discourses of inti-

macy and family, and marriage and coupledom, as they are expressed throughout the 

opinion and dissent, as well as the social and political commentary that the ruling has 

 generated.

Kennedy’s majority opinion underscores the right to privacy as the sine qua non of 

gay and lesbian self- determination. He writes,

The petitioners are entitled to respect for their private lives. The State cannot demean 

their existence or control their destiny by making their private sexual conduct a crime. 

The right to liberty under the Due Process Clause gives them the full right to engage in 

their conduct without intervention of the government . . . The Texas statute furthers no 

legitimate state interest which can justify its intrusion into the personal and private life 

of the individual.50

The right to privacy in the privileged form of what the Court variously describes as 

“consensual sexual intimacy” or “intimate sexual conduct” is not just the founda-

tion from which contemporary notions of queer liberty and freedom emerge for gays 

and lesbians. The rhetoric of Kennedy’s majority opinion, as legal scholars Teemu 

Ruskola and Katherine Franke argue, ultimately speaks only to couples in the private 

domain of the monogamous bedroom, necessarily ignoring the material fact of the 

Lawrence/Garner/Eubanks love triangle.51

Throughout the majority opinion, Kennedy constructs a second analogy: compar-

ing homosexual relationships to heterosexual marriage. Kennedy writes: “To say that 

the issue in Bowers was simply the right to engage in certain sexual conduct demeans 

the claim the individual put forward, just as it would demean a married couple were 

it to be said that marriage is simply about the right to have sexual intercourse.”52

And again: “When sexuality fi nds overt expression in intimate conduct with another 

person, the conduct can be but one element in a personal bond that is more endur-

ing. The liberty protected by the Constitution allows homosexual persons the right to 

make this choice.”53 The legal question that emerges in Lawrence does not focus on a 

fundamental right to engage in “sodomy” but in “intimacy,” the latter becoming the 

requirement for having a Constitutionally- protected sex life.

In this shift from sodomy to intimacy, Lawrence converges with the consumer logic 

of late capitalism by desexualizing homosexuality not in the economic but in the polit-

ical- legal domain. The case, that is, deemphasizes acts (one night of sodomy) while 

inscribing a particular vision of acceptable queer identity and lifestyle (20 years of 

intimacy, domesticity, and coupledom). While it should not be a crime just to engage 
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in homosexual sodomy, the legal rhetoric of Lawrence, Ruskola suggests, “leaves little 

or no justifi cation for protecting less- than- transcendental sex that is not part of an 

ongoing relationship.” The implicit bargain the Court proposes is plain: the Court 

and the Constitution “will respect our sex lives, but on condition that our sex lives be 

respectable.” In the process, “our sex lives begin to turn into entitlements recoded as 

part of universal human intimacy,” a kind of “compulsory heterosexuality in its new, 

second- generation form.”54

By domesticating our sex lives, Lawrence removes queer liberalism from the public 

domain as an issue of homosexual equality and difference. Instead, it relocates it in 

the private sphere of intimacy, family, and bourgeois respectability. From another 

angle, Lawrence not only inducts gays and lesbians into the time of liberal progress but 

also places them into the space of the liberal nation- state. In other words, it reinscribes 

the traditional divide between the public and private, upholding conventional liberal 

distinctions between the state and the family, and between civil society and domes-

ticity. Nevertheless, it seems patently clear that, while intimacy confers the rights and 

privileges of queer citizenship on those willing to conform to its temporal and spatial 

mandates, intimacy is not conferred on all involved. It emerges precisely as a function 

of the sublation of race – what I am describing as the “racialization of intimacy.”

Intimacy has had a philosophically central role in the evolution of the liberal human-

ist subject, the universal European man. In this genealogy, intimacy is indexed to a 

notion of privacy, insistently fi gured as relations of family and kinship in the space of 

the bourgeois home, as opposed to the distinctly separate public realm of work, the 

state, and civil society. Lowe remarks that the emergence of the nineteenth- century 

distinction between the private and public spheres characterizing European and 

North American societies depended on the subordination of African slaves, inden-

tured Chinese labor, and native peoples to a bourgeois logic of private and public. One 

only needs to think about the social organization of the slave plantation to appreci-

ate the ways in which bourgeois intimacy was secured through the exploitation and 

domination of racialized labor. A form of racialized governmentality through which 

colonialism administered the enslaved and colonized, bourgeois intimacy was pro-

duced by the intimacies of four continents insofar as “the political economy of slave 

and indentured labor in the colonies founded the formative wealth of the European 

bourgeoisie, and in the sense that the labor of enslaved and indentured domestic 

workers furnished the material comforts of the bourgeois home.”55

In The Philosophy of Rights, Hegel defi nes modern personhood as the  development 

of individual self- consciousness through political forms of property, family, civil 

society, and the state, in which each successive dialectical stage marks the sublation 

(Aufhebung) of contradictions into a more inclusive whole.56 Through property, Hegel 

contends, the liberal individual’s right to self- possession – of body, interiority, mind, 

and spirit – is established. And it is through the development of property in more 

complex social forms, most notably marriage and family, that freedom and moral 

action are cultivated and actualized. “In this sense,” Lowe writes,

Hegel defi ned freedom as a condition achieved through a developmental process in 

which the individual fi rst possessed him-  or herself, his or her own interiority, then 

put his will in an object through labor, and then made a contract to exchange the thing. 
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Marriage and the family were primary and necessary sites of this investment of will in 

civil institutions; the “intimacy” within the family was the property of the individual 

becoming “free.”57

For European subjects in the nineteenth century, this notion of intimacy in the private 

sphere became central not only as a defi ning property of the modern individual. Ideals 

of privacy in bourgeois domesticity were confi gured as the individual’s “possession” 

to be politically protected, as in “the right to privacy.” It is this longer colonial history 

of intimacy as the “possession” of the liberal individual to be politically protected – a 

history built on the repressed legacies of slave, indentured, and colonized labor – that 

serves as the backdrop for my comments on the racialization of intimacy that secures 

Lawrence’s queer  freedom.

Intimacy’s unfolding on the terrain of queer freedom and progress through the 

political rights of property, marriage, family, and children is an entitlement now being 

extended to domesticated gay and lesbian US citizen- subjects, an entitlement that 

continues to displace its racialized conditions of emergence. Ultimately, it is this highly-

 regulated and dichotomized public/private social formation that Lawrence invites 

queer liberals to join.58 And it is no surprise that what begins as queer liberation has 

now ended up at the political doorstep of same- sex marriage. Neoliberalism as a world-

 historical moment universalizes freedom in the language of choice. More specifi cally, 

in the intimate realm of family and kinship relations, we are free to choose whom to 

marry. Jakobsen observes, the “Reformation ties the idea of individual freedom to the 

institution of marriage . . . Marriage, then, like the market, is part of the freedom from 

the church that marks the beginning of modernity. . . It is through marriage – by being 

able to say who we freely choose to marry – that gay people fully become individuals.”59

In tracing this longer genealogy of intimacy in liberal political thought to Law-
rence and to the contemporary emergence of queer liberalism, I would like to suggest 

that intimacy must be regarded as a type of racialized property right that remains 

unequally distributed among gay and lesbian populations. In other words, queer lib-

eralism extends the right of privacy to gay and lesbian US citizen- subjects willing to 

comply with the normative dictates of bourgeois intimacy – indeed, able to afford the 

normative comforts of bourgeois domesticity in their reconfi gured globalized forms.

Legal formalists will most certainly take issue with such a claim observing, for 

instance, that privacy is inalienable, that it can neither be bought nor sold as prop-

erty. But, as the important work of critical race scholars such as Cheryl Harris, 

Patricia Williams, and Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw collectively illustrates, certain 

traits also thought to be inalienable, such as “whiteness,” have come historically to 

assume the status of property.60 In her groundbreaking 1993 article “Whiteness as 

Property,” Harris offers us a genealogy of this emergence.61 She notes how whiteness, 

initially constructed as a form of racial identity, evolved into a kind of property pro-

tected in both explicit and implicit ways by US law. Whiteness and property, Harris 

notes, share a common premise in the right to exclude. During the historical period of 

slavery, “white identity became the basis of racialized privilege that was ratifi ed and 

legitimated in law as a type of status property.” While black slaves themselves were 

literally considered to be objects of property, whiteness was the “characteristic, the 

attribute, the property of free human beings.” After legalized racial segregation was 
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overturned, “whiteness as property evolved into a more modern form through the 

law’s ratifi cation of the settled expectations of relative white privilege as a legitimate 

and natural baseline.”62 Whiteness was, and continues to be, a valuable and exclusive 

property essential to the self- possession of the liberal individual and the normative 

US citizen- subject. Whiteness and property, liberty and freedom, are, and continue 

to be, inextricably  intertwined.

I would like to connect Harris’ conception of white privilege as a natural base-

line for freedom – “the property of free human beings” protected by US law – to my 

longer philosophical discussion of bourgeois intimacy in European Enlightenment 

thought as a racialized property right now being brought together and reconfi gured 

in queer liberalism’s narrative of freedom and progress. Connecting these two argu-

ments from Enlightenment philosophy and critical race theory, I would suggest that 

the intimacy as a racialized property right, one predicated on a long US history of 

slavery and the legal protection of white privilege, now serves to constitute normative 

gay and lesbian US citizen- subjects as “possessive individuals.” It inducts them into 

an enlightened realm of “proper” US citizen- subjecthood, into an abstract and uni-

versalizing liberal narrative of political enfranchisement and inclusion, and into the 

proper time and space of the modern neoliberal and multicultural nation- state.

When queer liberalism is declaring victory in the name of freedom and liberty, we 

are at a moment of critical urgency for sustained intersectional analyses. To rethink 

Lawrence v. Texas from this supplemental perspective is to return the ghost of misce-

genation to queer liberalism’s putative legal victory. To deny the analogy of Lawrence
to Loving and Brown is to refocus our attention on the intimacies of four continents 

that provide the material, philosophical, and ideological support to our current polit-

ical moment. To resist the analogy of homosexual to racial progress is to challenge, 

along with Walter Benjamin, queer liberalism’s unending storm of progress, to under-

stand what is politically at stake in a “colorblind” US society in which, to borrow from 

Wahneema Lubiano, “race no longer talks about race” but is sublated into a normative 

discourse of sexual intimacy, domesticity, family, and marriage.63

“Our Western Civilization”

I would like to conclude by offering a few comments about the racialization of inti-

macy in a more global frame. In a post- 9/11 world order, as Leti Volpp observes, the 

opposite of the US citizen is no longer the “illegal alien” but the “terrorist.”64 From 

this perspective, the discourse of queer liberalism and family values during an infi -

nite “war on terror” serves to decriminalize queer identity, placing it under the aegis 

of Constitutional recognition, rights, and protection, at the very moment that racial-

ized immigrants are presumptively criminalized, subject to indefi nite detention and 

illegal surveillance, in the name of US security, security for civil society, and protec-

tion for the US citizen-  subject.

Lawrence comes at a moment when the enfranchisement of the normative gay and 

lesbian US citizen- subject “over here” as “free” and “liberated” is accompanied by 

the simultaneous annihilation of Muslim populations deemed “unfree” and “unciv-

ilized” “over there.” This dialectic of inclusion and exclusion, I argue, are two sides 
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of the same neoliberal coin. That is, neoliberalism legitimates its global mission by 

coding the political power and the economic wealth of its benefi ciaries as the just des-

serts of multicultural and cosmopolitan world citizens. At the same time, it justifi es 

the plight of the dispossessed through the rhetoric of mono- culturalism and other 

pathological cultural defi ciencies, ones demanding military force to save lives, to 

rescue women, to provide basic needs, and to promote  democracy.

Let us remember that the majority opinion in the Lawrence decision is remarkable 

not just for its insistence that “Freedom extends beyond spatial boundaries.” (Such a 

statement is ironic given the fact that the liberty interest at stake is insistently fi gured 

as a bourgeois intimacy tethered to the private and the domestic.) The decision is 

equally notable for its gestures toward the European Court of Human Rights and the 

Canadian legislature, international and national legal bodies that have upheld the 

right of homosexual adults to engage in intimate, consensual conduct and same- sex 

marriage – rulings not only at odds with the stated premise of the Bowers decision but 

also the stated mission of our current Presidential administration and the numerous 

fundamentalist US religious groups to which it is beholden. From this perspective, 

the assertion of queer liberalism on the global stage may be less about the promul-

gation of gay rights and privileges and more about codifying across the planet liberal 

humanist ideals of a European and now US Enlightenment  tradition.

In a time of intense US exceptionalism, unilateralism, and isolationism, what does 

this turning toward a global community suggest? How does such a turning under-

write the collective and superior liberal achievements of, in the words of Kennedy’s 

majority decision, “our Western civilization.”65 What kind of truth claims do state-

ments about freedom and liberty have in the face of our current Administration’s 

abrogation of international laws and treaties; its secret policies on torture, spying, 

indefi nite detention, and the right to have no rights; its unending political disasters 

in Iraq; and its evisceration of welfare, healthcare, and other social services with the 

upward redistribution of wealth to the already richest few? What kinds of unstated 

logics of civilization and barbarity, of the humanity itself, are being animated by the 

decriminalization of same- sex intimacy at the precise moment when racialized immi-

grants and the racialized poor – “over there” and “over here” – are presumptively 

criminalized or killed? What type of political response would be adequate to a moral-

ity tale of “good” and “evil” that passes itself off as international relations, foreign 

diplomacy, and human rights? What does it mean when Right- wing pundits such as 

Charles Krauthammer employ the language of gay liberation and freedom to describe 

in dulcet tones contemporary US imperialism, militarism, and the politics of force: 

“People are now coming out of the closet on the word empire.”66

It means that those of us committed to a renewed politics of identity must concern 

ourselves with the problem of intersectionality in a putatively colorblind age. It means 

that we must reconsider how the emergence of queer freedom is produced in rela-

tion to whiteness as property and the promulgation of an abstract and universalizing 

equality in which “race no longer talks about race” but is displaced in the language of 

intimacy and property, family and kinship. We must recognize, in other words, how 

queer liberalism secures it legal, social, and moral claims through the simultaneous 

dismantling of affi rmative action and the confi guration of normative gay and lesbian 

US citizen- subjects as a new model minority on the global stage.
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Such an account tracks the folding- in of the once sexually stigmatized and crimi-

nalized into the normative mandates of US empire, whether in the form of territorial 

occupation, the exportation of democracy and the rule of law, or the rights of free 

trade and unfettered consumption in a new politics of global capitalism. The dissoci-

ation of queer liberalism from its racialized genealogy constitutes the new neoliberal 

multiculturalism of our “colorblind” age. Freedom and the racialization of intimacy 

mark queer liberalism’s normative politics of family and kinship as only the most 

recent incarnation of the intimacies of four continents. It is this particular confi gura-

tion of US self- fashioning – not the maligned triumvirate of race, sex, and class – that 

constitutes the most virulent form of identity politics on the global stage today.
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“No Atheists in the 
Fox Hole”

Toward a Radical Queer Politics 
in a Post- 9/11 World

Sharon P. Holland

We might begin to think about sexual difference not in terms of naturalized identi-

ties but as a form of dissent, understood not simply as speech, but as a constellation of 

nonconforming practices, expressions, and beliefs. Here, again, I am drawing from reli-

gion. The right to religious dissent has been understood not solely as the right to belief 

but as a right to practices expressive of those  beliefs.

Lisa Duggan, “Queering the State”

If there is a God, what is he for anyway?

William Faulkner, As I Lay Dying

The Future (Preamble?)

Out as an atheist

In a lecture for my home institution on the Lawrence decision, I emphasized the 

need for the queer left to critique seriously the religiously infl ected agenda of both 

its enemies and its friends. I spoke to how the fi eld was missing an opportunity to 

seriously engage and constructively use certain forms of religious ideology and dis-

course in decisions and rhetoric about queer acts, queer bodies. I had recently given 

a version of the same paper at the University of Missouri- Columbia. What is most 

poignant about both experiences is that while audiences were, to some extent com-

fortable with being “out” in a public space, those participants who supported my 

views about religion and atheism in particular only felt comfortable contacting me 

after the day’s discussion, and in “private.” Are we now living in a nation where we 

have certain sexual freedoms, but not others – like freedom of speech and assem-

bly? Given that still, the most segregated hours in America are between 11 and 1 on 

Sunday morning, how do we intervene in broadening the quest for justice and respect 

for all living forms?

CHAPTER  THREE



Back to the future

On several occasions, I have heard from friends and colleagues that Chicago is now 

the (un)offi cial home of black queer studies (BQS). To be honest, I have not said 

much in response to such pronouncements. I certainly agree that Chicago is under-

going a Renaissance on several levels; during the last fi ve years the city’s academic 

hubs have been able to attract a cadre of critics, writers, and artists to this place I now 

call home even in these diffi cult post- September 11 times. Don’t get me wrong; I am 

honored to be in the company of my (black) queer studies colleagues in Chicago. But I 

have always wondered what would it take to make Chicago’s BQS the new “home” for 

queer studies? Surely I am not the fi rst person to make this observation. I am remem-

bering a famous line from Mr Baldwin here, “What is the price of the ticket?” I am 

also aware that at the moment I challenge the “center” of queer studies, I understand 

how burdensome that belonging can be. The intersection of race, ethnicity and queer 

studies is always already crowded and based upon a set of assumed relationships that 

sets the stage for discord, for the question at the center of the center is always already: 

“prove to us that you belong”; “that you understand the larger picture”; and “that you 

do what we do.” In his assessment of queer theory, Michael Hames- Garcia notes his 

own frustration with the terms of inclusion/exclusion. He  remembers:

it did not take me too long to begin to have questions about this new academic discourse 

[queer theory] . . . particularly in relation to issues of race and class . . . Later would 

come other patronizing responses from journal reviewers telling me how valuable my 

“personal insights” were and how important they felt “my particular perspective” to 

be, but that my theoretical disagreements with famous queer theorist X were “under-

developed.”1

And if we can’t provide the “proof,” for we all know that queer studies has not re-

 envisioned itself from the center out or else we would have no need for yet another 

conference on the intersection of (fi ll in the blank) – then we are called upon to create 

a separate sphere, whether spontaneous or intentional (let’s call this place/space Chi-

cago’s BQS) so that we can readily recognize the outside of the  outside.

Like the rhizome – a category Deleuze and Guattari borrowed from the font makers 

– that goes beyond the three- dimensional and so catches the outside of the outside, 

the questions at hand are indeed part and parcel of that 4th dimension to which I 

refer. The questions on my lips have everything and nothing at all to do with one 

another. And this is precisely my point. Where is the space in queer studies for a fem-

inist who still believes that state sanctioned marriage is one of the most insidious 

forms of institutionalized racism? Where is the place for the atheist at the table where 

(black) queer studies meets African American studies and the church becomes an 

important and necessary center for a discourse on the politics of black bodies, black 

subjects, black lives? Unlike the relentless Iago, I have ceased whispering at the ear 

of colleagues and friends, phrases like “God is dead” or “God doesn’t exist.” It is no 

longer funny. And fi nally, when is the appropriate time to have a discussion about all 

of these things that surely have their parallel in the principles of connection and het-

erogeneity that describe the (Deleuzian) 4th dimension. Out there, our nation chases 
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a phantom menace called terrorism that is a cover for a “holy war.” And if you wonder 

what I’m talking about, just check out Jerry Falwell’s latest missive on his website: “At 

this critical time in our nation’s history, it is imperative that Christians join together 

in prayer for our troops who wage war against a merciless enemy.” Under cover of the 

fi rst menace, fundamentalists everywhere are waging (an)other war against another 

menace – the queer, the freak, the one who sits at the outside of the  outside.

This essay is an attempt to think imaginatively about a radical queer  politics.

“God is dead.” Try uttering this statement at a “queer” cocktail party and see what 

kind of nervous laughter you elicit. While we might be talking about butt plugs and 

lubricant, sodomy and the Supreme Court, hate crimes and state sanctioned violence, 

we eschew conversations that challenge beliefs that appear to be almost universally
held and fundamental to our way of life. In the present climate, “queer studies” schol-

ars have called for a further reckoning with our non- secular world, an engagement 

with the importance of “religion” in our daily lives. Religion has become so funda-

mental, so natural that we have been asked to reconsider the possibility of its infl uence 

as part of our intellectual agenda, which has generally marched along in a secular 

fashion. While I do believe we ought to have a greater reckoning with the wider world, 

I am also of the opinion that this reckoning should have a more radical politics. I 

am not the fi rst queer studies scholar to do so – Michael Warner, Janet Jakobsen, 

Ann Pellegrini, Lisa Duggan, Judith Butler, and Janet Halley have all questioned 

the viability of a religiously infl ected discourse for a truly radical politics of sexual 

freedom.2 In addition, a recent special issue of Social Text, showcases queer of color 

critique (QCC) with articles by Teemu Ruskola (“Gay Rights versus Queer Theory: 

What is Left of Sodomy After Lawrence v. Texas?”) and Michael Cobb (“Uncivil 

Wrongs: Race, Religion, Hate and Incest in Queer Politics”) specifi cally focused on 

gay rights, civil rights, and religion.3 There is much to be said about the intersection 

between BQS and queer of color critique and the ironic simultaneous publication of 

Black Queer Studies (Duke University Press, 2005) and the Social Text special issue. 

We might be wondering what the intersection or overlap between BQS and queer of 

color critique might be – both recognize that whiteness has a pernicious effect upon 

queer theorizing; it appears that the former seeks an “intervention at home” while the 

latter understands its own intervention as decidedly and necessarily “transnational.” 

I do not think that these simultaneous locations are mutually exclusive – as the term 

“diaspora” circumscribes both a notion of home and a place beyond its borders. In 

addition, both BQS and queer of color critique acknowledge their debt to women of 

color feminism. This is a debt that Cathy Cohen emphasizes in her brilliant call for 

a radical queer politics in “Punks, Bulldaggers, and Welfare Queens: The Radical 

Potential of Queer Politics?”4 My question here is: does the rest of queer studies 

(whatever that might be) recognize its debt to decades of theorizing about difference 

in works by both feminists and people of color?

For many queer scholars engaged in upholding the fi rst amendment right to pro-

tection for religion and from it – commonly known as separation of church and state, 

the concern has always been with how sexuality alters the space between church and 

state. For example, Jakobsen and Pellegrini ask: “Why does religion seem like the 

natural and appropriate basis for public policies concerning sex, but not for other 
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ethically charged questions? Poverty, the death penalty, the exploitation of the earth’s 

resources, international trade policy – it is not as if these issues have no moral bearing. 

And yet religion is not the primary language for debating them. Why do the assump-

tions change when it comes to sex?”5 In other words, when sex or sexual practice 

enters the space between religious ideology and jurisprudence, the waters get muddy. 

Jakobsen and Pellegrini echo Cohen’s earlier charge: “to challenge the very way that 

people understand and respond to sexuality.”6

The title of this essay comes from the contentious and oft- quoted military adage: 

“There are no atheists in the fox hole,” which suggests that as soldiers confront the 

possibility of death on the battlefi eld, each and every one of them turns to some kind 

of belief, usually in God. But the larger inquiry I embark upon here resides in the 

space between my two epigraphs – on the one hand, Duggan’s call for a queer politics 

that can outwit the Right’s insistence on homosexuality’s deviance and on the other, 

Darl’s plaintive question in Faulkner’s modernist cacophony of marginal voices at the 

edge of a woman’s dying wish. My attempt is to take Duggan’s call even further, if not 

in a different direction. Duggan borrows from the cherished doctrine of dissent found 

in the separation between church and state and suggests that queer struggles for lib-

eration can be mapped onto this discourse. She “draws upon religion,” not as a formal 

structure in contradistinction to a queer poetics, rather she utilizes what is thought to 
be fundamental in the difference between church and state for a new queer politics. 

On the other hand, Darl’s cry puts the utilitarian aspect of religious belief in focus, 

drawing us back to the inevitable and quotidian evidence of God’s non- presence, or at 

least “his” desertion. In essence, the metaphor is both military and militant.7

It is not enough to think through organized religion and its place in our society 

– what we need is a new politics, a better approach. What this essay offers is an explo-

ration of a radical queer politics from an atheist’s perspective; a perspective that is 

not fashioned in the negative or against “God,” but a perspective that in and of itself 

is radical in an age where the majority of the nation’s culture yokes itself to some kind 

of organization of its religious feeling(s).8 What can be more “queer” than offering up 

an analysis of the paradigmatic presence of religion through an atheist lens? I hope to 

recognize how organized religion directs our everyday logic around family and com-

munity and to articulate a formula for how to circumvent such persistent intervention. 

In order to think through a new queer politics, I offer a series of temporal (queer) 

readings, in an attempt to shift our gaze from the heteronormativity of religiously 

infl ected ideas/ideals of family, of race, and of being.

The Present

Left

In her ethnography of two Protestant congregations, Dawne Moon suggests that: 

“perspectives are naturalized . . . people make their own beliefs feel timeless, natural, 

unquestionable, things to be taken for granted.” She continues: “I came to realize 

that politics worked as a code word for things that threatened to denaturalize peo-

ple’s foundational assumptions, to expose them as ‘not universally true.’”9 In Moon’s 
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formulation, to have a politics is to always already move against the grain, to think 

outside of our religiously infl ected script. Cultural studies scholars and its queer 

(studies) critics have long exposed the myth of civil society, or democratic plural-

ism.10 But something in the realm of the popular draws queer bodies ever closer to the 

idea of participation in a political structure that we know is always already a national 

fantasy.11

In the decade before the millennium, separation of church and state was usually 

confi ned to “pledge of allegiance” issues. In these fi rst years of the twenty- fi rst century, 

we see a plethora of crossings: faith- based initiatives, the Ten Commandments at the 

courthouse steps, and daily prayers for our troops in the fox holes of Iraq, to name a 

few. What is more disturbing is the extent to which queer studies, or queer scholarship 

has failed to address the presence of religious fi ctions in our lives, opting for a quid pro 

quo response to religiously infl ected attacks on homosexuality. As Jakobsen and Pel-

legrini argue, “We need to develop a richer language of sexual values and ethics, one 

that does not require coming out for or against the Bible. Can sexual values only speak 

through the language of Christianity?”12 Indeed, that “language of Christianity” 

is used time and again in black civil rights activists’ protestations against gay rights 

claims to “like race” arguments. Jakobsen and Pellegrini, like many of their queer 

studies counterparts, see a movement for “freedom” as antithetical to that of “toler-

ance”; and I agree with their claim that tolerance is highly suspect, if not pernicious. 

Many BQS scholars however, understand these issues through a radical conceptu-

alization of “the language of Christianity,” as a recent conference at the University 

of Chicago demonstrated to me.13 Why aren’t these queer studies scholars talking to 

one another and exchanging ideas? Part of the division has to do with a repudiation 

of that “language of Christianity” by many of us who vehemently protect our right 

to be free from religion, and see all religiously infl ected discourse as somehow anti-

thetical to the struggle for freedom. Although I am no religious scholar, I do believe 

that a radical politics of the black church does exist and that this movement is being 

led by courageous queer bodies. So again, why the disconnect? I believe that it has as 

much to do with ideas of community and belonging as anything else. For those queer 

studies scholars who speak to issues of sexual and religious freedom, religious affi lia-

tion is contextualized through an idea of a community of believers. For queer studies 

scholars operating within the framework of black religious traditions, the community 

is not just comprised of those who believe, but those whose oppression in the larger 

society has brought them together as a community of believers. I propose that this is a 

crucial difference between queer studies work on religious freedom and BQS work on 

religious freedom. The impasse here is not religion, but “race” writ large. The next 

question is: how much of this understanding of race, on either side of the church wall 

is political, and how much of it identifi es with corrupt notions of racialized belonging. 

In other words, in order for the two to speak to one another, a concerted conversation 

about race and racism would have to occur – a conversation wherein both sides of the 

wall would be obliged to interrogate some of their own truth claims about race.

As many scholars of religious studies have argued in the last fi ve years, we need an 

understanding of the “coarticulation of race, nation, and religion – and, more broadly, 

to develop a theoretical and methodological understanding of the complex ways such 

categories intersect in the construction of collective identity, difference, and hier-
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archy.”14 From an atheists’ perspective, a conversation about these intersections cannot 

occur without exposing the fi ctitious underpinnings of the “public” discourse about 

 religion.

Since September 11, 2001, Americans here and elsewhere have had to think seri-

ously about where they stand in our nation’s “war against terrorism,” which was once 

described as a “crusade” against “evildoers” – a stance our illustrious President had 

to abandon after that fi rst speech at ground zero on September 14, 2001. Nevertheless, 

a holy war it is; both at home and abroad, religious zealots are “fi ghting for the soul of 

America” while liberals and leftists alike have all but abandoned their interrogation of 

church and state for more moderate positions that counter public disapprobation of 

sexual difference by offering alternative readings of biblical verse.15 We proceed as if 

the mixing of the two is inevitable. To be fair, it makes absolute political sense in the 

era after September 11 for leftists to go where the people have gone, so to speak. As 

Cornel West observed in the late 1990s, no movement on the Left will succeed unless 

it deals with the fact that 90 percent of the nation’s people believe in God or have some 

kind of religious (organized or otherwise) affi liation.16 According to a 1997 Univer-

sity of Michigan Institute for Social Research survey, 44 percent of American adults 

attend worship weekly, making us the industrial nation with the highest percentage of 

weekly churchgoers. There are indications that while 11:00 on Sunday morning is the 

most segregated hour of American life, organizations such as the Promise Keepers 

and Mega- Churches attempt to deliver a multicultural, anti- racist agenda.17 When 

you say that you are an atheist, when you tell someone you don’t believe in “God,” 

there is often a vacuous silence. People with whom we’ve loved and struggled for our 

place at this nation’s table, often cannot fathom a space where questioning the exist-

ence of “God” is anything but a deeply personal, deeply intimate matter. But aren’t 

queer politics and queer cultures in the United States, about the deeply personal, 

the absolutely intimate? Why then the psychic prohibition on discussions of religious 

belief? Questioning “God” is simply not a matter for public discussion, and when it 

does become “public,” the silence is overwhelming. What is a radical politics that does 

not take into account a radical questioning from without, rather than from within? 

What might a world without the belief in “God” be? What would hold us together? 

What would tear us apart?

What does it mean to be absolutely queer? Is queer studies still about the outside 

of the outside, or is it, at its core, a discourse about structures of belonging? In a 

guest column for PMLA, queer studies scholars Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner 

attempt to resist a reading of “queer” in its proper place. They  observe:

By publics we do not mean populations of self- identifi ed queers. Nor is the name queer
an umbrella for gays, lesbians, bisexuals and the transgendered. Queer publics make 

available different understandings of membership at different times, and membership 

in them is more a matter of aspiration than it is the expression of an identity or a history. 

Through a wide range of mongrelized genres and media, queer commentary allows a lot 

of unpredictability in the culture it brings into being.18

In other words, they conclude: “queer commentary has refused to draw boundaries 

around its constituency.”19 It is this space into which I’d like to travel by utilizing a 

few fl ashpoints in the last decade of queer discourse on civil liberties and civil rights. 
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I would also like to lead with one small caveat: if we think outside the box, we might 

see that our focus on the category of the human might be more problematic than we 

would like to think. The overwhelmingly humanistic discourse of organized religion 

leaves little space for alternative ways of re- thinking hierarchy. There are many other 

beings on this planet besides human ones (other animals, the biosphere, to name only 

a few), and a politics that de- centers the human would most certainly take us away 

from the kind of narcissism inherent in a focus on humanity and its progress. I would 

argue that our focus on the human condition – on refl ections of ourselves that must 

therefore mirror the “self” – is both short- sighted and ultimately detrimental to a 

truly radical politics around the family. I say this while being well aware that in the 

history of particularly American practices, enslaved beings were outside the category 

of the human – even as the human was defi ned for and against the animal. If the 

human family is the only one we show concern for, where will this human family live, 

thrive, grow outside of this planet we call home?

Right(s)

In a study of the popular Left Behind series of apocalyptic fi ction, Amy Johnson 

Frykholm interviews Carissa, an African American woman in prison who is a con-

sumer of Left Behind literature. Carissa recalls her mid- teens: “My Mom is an 

activist. She has always been one. When I was younger, I was the one going to church. 

On Sunday, she’d be planning her next move against the state; I’d be in church. When 

I was about fi fteen or sixteen, I was really religious – Bible study, prayer, every-

thing.”20 While there is certainly more to ask here – like why is the only person of 

color in Frykholm’s book a black woman in prison? – I am intrigued by the juxtaposi-

tion between church and state. For Carissa, she can do one or the other, but to actively 

ignore religion is to go against the state. The irony here is that while there seems to be 

an erosion of separation between church and state in our present tense, Carissa’s anec-

dote articulates that separation as if it were absolute.21 This juxtaposition gets back to 

Moon’s observations about how “politics” are considered antithetical to the Church, 

and yet black religious experience has always been highly political – and that’s a part 

of the black church that helped inform my own radical vision.

Recent movements/moments in the politics of the black Church’s discourse on 

“gay marriage” indicate that we have abandoned some aspect of this radical vision and 

entered a space where going against the state has become all but impossible. Speak-

ing to Michael Dyson on what used to be National Public Radio’s “the Tavis Smiley 

Show,” Smiley took issue with Dyson’s support for gay marriage by saying something 

like, “I don’t know brother if a lot of church going black folk like myself agree with you 

on that one. We’ll have to agree to disagree.” All of this in the same week that Smiley 

highlighted a black woman’s work on African Americans’ roles in settling the West 

and praised our endeavors there – with no mention of what “settling” the West cost 

native peoples in the Americas, or their Afro- native descendants. Smiley attempts to 

speak for a blackness that is cast as heterosexual and enterprising – but at what cost? 

We need a politics that does not subscribe to the kind of tunnel vision – the kind of 

racialized belonging that is prescriptive, rather than  descriptive.

This quagmire of racialized belonging, and (radical) politics is never more evident 
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than in the current struggle over the application and “appropriation” of the nation’s 

civil rights discourse. In one of the most important essays to be published on the 

analogy between ‘race’ and sexual orientation, Janet Halley argues that

“[l]ike race” pictorialism is, moreover, bad coalition politics because it concedes that 

groups that aren’t “like race” have no claim to courts’ equal protection solicitude; and 

it is bad for the development of equal protection theory, among judges and elsewhere, 

because it promotes the idea that the traits of subordinated groups, rather than the 

dynamics of subordination, are the normatively important thing to notice.22

In her brilliant overview, Halley seems to argue that these assumptions depend upon 

a discourse that relegates queer bodies to acts – to “traits.”23 Regardless of whether 

or not such claims are politically or morally effi cacious, we have to also consider the 

psychic life of the connection being made. Halley continues by asking the question: 

“how is identity imitation a way of becoming involved, indirectly but materially, 

in racial struggles, and how should we understand the resulting representational 

opportunities and normative tensions?”24 When lesbian, gay, bisexual and trans-

gendered subjects yoke their claim to citizenship through an appeal to “civil rights,” 

or “equal protection under the law,” there is the implicit demand that the psychic 

dimension of that connection also have its place. Such a connection between peoples, 

between groups is visceral; such a connection necessitates a simultaneous emotion 

and responsibility: to feel, and to act on that feeling. Halley calls upon us to think 

about “distributive justice,” but I am less convinced that a legally based approach to 

this understanding between groups is suffi cient, nor is the “can’t we all get along?” 

approach of the racially mixed mega- Church. An atheist politics might help us to 

understand the quotidian nature of this reckoning – not the amazing grace of the 

Sunday pulpit or the neoliberal recognition of “the other” that comes through the 

font of guilt – an always already pernicious emotion that substitutes for feeling. An 

atheist politics might locate us outside the structures that shape that feeling – far from 

the defense of traditional civil rights embedded in a black church tradition and away 

from state sanctioned and religiously infl ected understandings of what gay and lesbian 

can and do mean in the context of freedom, liberty and justice for all.

While much of Halley’s argument serves to disentangle the various threads of the 

debate between civil rights groups and gay liberation advocates, I did run across a 

peculiar and off- putting  statement:

It seems extremely plausible to me that gay men and lesbians – who, relative to Afri-

can- Americans, are whiter and far more likely to be economically just fi ne, thank you 

– don’t need anti- discrimination protection as acutely as racial minorities but are more 

likely to get it.25

It is clear that for the sake of argument, Halley pits African Americans against 

“white” gay men and lesbians; however, there are other fi ner questions to be raised 

here. In this scenario, we see gay men and lesbians grouped together as if they share 

the same piece of the homosexual pie – they do not – try going to the same “lesbian 

bar” in any town outside of New York City and you’ll fi nd that bar closed down. 

Women simply do not have access to the same resources as their male counterparts. In 
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 addition,  notwithstanding the fact that some gay men and lesbians are actually African 

American, whiteness here is used as a standard – one that immediately implies a kind 

of habitual wealth. If the majority of poor people in this country are actually white, 

but the number of poor African Americans is disproportionate to the numbers of black 

people as a whole, then we have another scenario altogether. Moreover, focus on the 

gains that the black community has made through civil rights overshadows the extent 

to which such “gains” have only trickled down to a few – those who are from landed 

and established bourgeois backgrounds. The assumption here on both sides is that 

“gains” have meaning across class lines, when statistical evidence clearly outlines which 

black people actually benefi ted from civil rights legislation. Finally, Halley observes 

that fi nite resources for civil rights initiatives have meant that “in minority business 

enterprise programs, blacks and latinos have had ample opportunity to observe white 

women speed ahead of them in contests for fi nite resources.”26 What we have here are 

two problems – that of race/racism and resources. Some attention to the redistribution 

of wealth would alleviate some of the concerns and pressures evidenced in the fi ght for 

scant resources between already- struggling groups. This refocusing is part of a radical 

agenda – one that does not see class over race, or race over class, but the complemen-

tary hierarchies that keep us from seeing difference in its most disturbing form(s).

I am not sure that queer studies, as a discipline, has ever fully considered what it 

means to be connected to the fate of “minority” peoples in this particular and some-

times visceral way. I am anticipating that such an understanding is beginning to take 

shape. In their introduction to the collection, Left Legalism/Left Critique, Wendy 

Brown and Janet Halley offer the following  scenario:

So left, feminist, queer, and liberal constituencies together have celebrated these reforms 

[in same sex and domestic partner recognition and adoption] as a way for the law to rec-

ognize brave, exploratory “families we choose” as they evolve into ever new forms of 

intimate attachment. But our loose, fl uid normativity stiffens when, in the aftermath of 

a breakup between lesbian coparents who had not secured a second- parent adoption, the 

biological mother asserts a unique status as parent to deny her legally unprotected lover 

access to the(ir) child.27

Brown and Halley interrogate the fantasy of a “fl uid normativity” that exposes the 

catch- 22 of law and family. For the editors, civil liberty is not only about the law; it is 

also about the very idea of “family,” a space/place where the emotions that engender 

calls for legal justice or legal reform might reside. What is the point of jurisprudence 

that does not recognize the devastating subtlety of feeling(s)?

The Past

On the bedroom

Talk of queer rights/civil rights/women’s choice often moves in and out of the 

bedroom: we often yoke the privacy of our homes to the inherent right to freedom in a 

democracy. I want to take a moment here to move back in time to an earlier “bedroom” 

scene, a place where freedom and sexual agency are locked into the feminist canon in 
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the body of a black woman. This feminist framework for how to understand black 

female presence has been inherited by queer studies. I want to revise that inherit-

ance somewhat, so that we might begin to see other possibilities for the bedroom’s 

dis- articulation from the sphere of the couple’s domain. Michael Warner has also 

called for a reevaluation of the couple in the context of queer work on sexuality by 

thinking through the archive – the pre-  and post- Stonewall literature. Warner notes 

that in 1972, the National Coalition of Gay Organizations “called for the ‘repeal of all 

legislative provisions that restrict the sex or number of persons entering a marriage 

unit and extension of legal benefi ts of marriage to all persons who cohabit regard-

less of sex or numbers.’28 It is my hope that this (re)- interpretation of one of the most 

important texts about black female experience in the context of slavery might queer
our understanding of black (female) experience, while at the same time disrupt some 

of the prevailing assumptions about consent that map themselves onto a (queer) femi-

nism seeking to engage a black body mired in the scene of violation and simultaneous 

transgression. I also want to suggest that our readings of this particular narrative have 

remained the same through generations of practicing feminists – black and white – 

even though, I would argue, the author’s own redaction of this episode in her life 

provides real fodder for a case of mis- reading and mis-  recognition.

In the account of her escape from slavery (Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (1987 

[1861]), Harriet Jacobs makes a diffi cult decision: under the threat of violation by 

her white master, Dr Norcom (Dr Flint), she chooses another white man, the fam-

ily’s neighbor Samuel Tredwell Sawyer (Mr Sands) to be her lover and eventually to 

father her children.29 She writes: “There is something akin to freedom in having a 

lover who has no control over you, except that which he gains by kindness and attach-

ment.”30 Jacobs’ “choice” is neither consensual nor non- consensual – its context of 

slavery’s economy puts consent in limbo, as the very idea of agency’s discursiveness 

is challenged by her decision, or lack thereof. Saidiya Hartman also notes that Jacobs’ 

“consent” is in limbo in the text. What I argue here is how this marginalization of a 

consent narrative places a particularly feminist paradigm in harm’s way. Here I want 

to emphasize that a feminist notion of consent is not only in peril, but also relatively 

useless in articulating black female resistance to male domination.31 The neither/nor 

paradigm of this critique stands in the shadow of Hortense Spillers’ assessment of 

the mulatto/a fi gure in American literature. In “Notes on an Alternative Model – 

Neither/Nor,” Spillers writes:

But it seems to me that the mulatto fi gure, stranded in cultural ambiguity, conceals the 

very strategies of feministic violence and displacement that have enabled a problematics 

of alterity regarding the African- American community in the United States. Created to 

provide a middle ground of latitude between “black” and “white,” the customary and 

permissible binary agencies of the national adventure, mulatto being, as a neither/nor 

proposition, inscribed no historic locus, or materiality, that was other than evasive and 

shadowy on the national landscape. To that extent, the mulatto/a embodied an alibi, an 

excuse for “other/otherness” that the dominant culture could not (cannot now either) 

appropriate, or wish away. An accretion of signs that embody the “unspeakable,” of the 

very thing that the dominant culture would forget, the mulatto/a, as term, designates 

a disguise, a cover up, in the century of Emancipation and beyond, of the social and 

 political reality of the dreaded African presence.32
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Spillers considers the neither/nor hypothesis as the centralized agency of the term,

mulatto/a within “dominant culture”; she tries to tease out the embeddedness of 

a literary convention rather than articulate a subjectivity. The fact that Jacobs is 

from mixed parentage is hardly a secret in Incidents, as Jacobs explains in her fi rst 

chapter, “my parents were a light shade of brownish yellow, and were termed mulat-

toes.”33. Her use of the word “termed” also signals a difference between public label 

and private self- articulation. At the same time, Jacob’s slave narrative uses fi ctional-

ized names for actual fi gures, blurring the boundary between character and subject 

at every opportunity. But it is the phrase “feministic violence” that arrests my atten-

tion, as Spillers seems to allude to a feminist narrative of the mulatto/a – one in which 

the word “tragic” is always in tow, a space where literary convention meets aboli-

tionist subject. My endeavor is similarly located – in a decidedly feminist narrative 

– although my qualifi cation of the scene (of the crime) as violent or “violence” might 

differ from that of  Spillers.

While neither/nor provokes the boundary between black/white and mulatto/a, it 

does little to unsettle Spillers’ treatment of sexual agency in this paradigm, as female 

characters of African descent are often “unvoiced shadowy creatures.”34 My use of 

neither/nor attempts to articulate another ground(ing) for sexual agency, as Jacobs’ 

pleasure, a “freedom” written in black and white, worries the other boundary with which 

mulatto/a discourse is obsessed: generation, as told through the story of family and its 

secret(s). Rooted in Spillers’ critique of mulatto/a character is the secret of “unnamed 

fatherhood made known” that Spillers cites from Douglass’ discovery of his father’s 

race as “whispered,” as “opinion.”35 As Jacobs’ parentage is an open secret, and as her 

sexual relationship with Samuel Sawyer (Mr Sands) is not, it is possible to understand 

her ‘choice’ as both a challenge to the mulatto/a’s inability to speak and a reconfi gura-

tion of her deliverance to us as the product of illicit sex, rather than the perpetrator of it 

– a dichotomy that insures the mulatta/o character’s ‘innocence’ in the face of slavery’s 

overwhelming tale of violation. This remapping of Jacobs’ sexual trajectory provides a 

conduit, or a loophole of retreat, through which Jacobs can speak about sexual agency 

– hers and others – under slavery. In fact, her loophole is so compelling that her text 

becomes a tapestry into which other narratives about enslaved subjects are woven.36 Her 

narrative is no longer a singular story, as she recounts other tales of sexuality’s revolu-

tionary conscription under slavery. In Incidents, the story of Luke’s enslavement reads:

[Luke’s master] became a prey to the vices growing out of the “patriarchal institution,” 

and when he went to the north, to complete his education, he carried his vices with him. 

He was brought home, deprived of the use of his limbs, by excessive dissipation. Luke 

was appointed to wait upon his bed- ridden master, whose despotic habits were greatly 

increased by exasperation at his own helplessness. He kept a cowhide beside him, and 

for the most trivial occurrence, he would order his attendant to bare his back, and kneel 

beside the couch, while he whipped him till his strength was exhausted. Some days he 

was not allowed to wear any thing [sic] but his shirt, in order to be in readiness to be 

fl ogged . . . As he lay there on his bed, a mere degraded wreck of manhood, he took into 

his head the strangest freaks of despotism; and if Luke hesitated to submit to his orders, 

the constable was immediately sent for. Some of these freaks were of a nature too fi lthy 

to be repeated. When I fl ed from the house of bondage, I left poor Luke still chained to 

the bedside of this cruel and disgusting wretch.37
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At every turn, physical violence is described in sexual terms – and the violence begins
with Luke’s master, who becomes “dissipated” by habits culled from the script of slav-

ery’s practice and appears before us as “a mere degraded wreck of manhood.” Jacobs’ 

use of the disabled, effeminate body as a trope for slavery’s vices is consistent with 

other late nineteenth- century conceptions of shrinking manhood in the face of indus-

trialization.38 Most notably, it is the sexual innuendo surrounding the phrase “freaks 

of despotism” that occasions the presence of the “constable.” The state- sanctioned 

policing structure, already present in slavery’s extra- legal vigilance – the overseer, the 

trader, the auction – appears precisely when violence of a sexual nature needs to be 

meted out. Notwithstanding, Jacobs’ redaction of Luke’s ordeal revises the gendered 

discourse of violation prevalent in twentieth- century conceptions of slavery and per-

petuated by the Moynihanian logic of a report on the (Negro) family. Jacobs’ revision 

works in two directions: it challenges the idea of sexual violation as particular to the 

female enslaved subject while it removes consent as an (im)possible boundary for the 

sexual practices of enslaved women in the nineteenth century. The violent violation 

of black womanhood has its contesting precedent in her strange consent and Luke’s 

sexual labor. The possibilities are exponential and fugitive rather than circumscribed 

by a fettered agency, and a predictable one at that.

In disciplining desire in our accounts of the nineteenth century, we hold black 

women as non- agents in developing feminist paradigms of pleasure and danger: we 

leave our complicating/complicated pleasure out- of- doors. More often than not, black 

females speak from the halls of institutionalized African American Studies where 

they can exercise a more appropriate belonging. How does a fi gure usually deemed 

beyond the boundary of legitimate national subjectivity gain a fl uid place in the con-

nective tissues of the nation’s erotic life – always a warehouse of its proliferating 

identities?39 What I am arguing for here is that the politics of black women’s exclusion 

from the appropriate coupling grated as one of many “freedoms” free people enjoy, 

might inform the queer studies notion of LGBT freedoms in the bedroom as well. 

What we often presume is that these histories – LGBT and “Black” – are separate but 

equal, even though a structure of inheritance has been fi rmly in place between fem-

inist and LGBT studies. That coupling structure that is so central to mainstream 

LGBT understandings of civil rights might have, in the narrative of Harriet Jacob/

Linda Brent’s quest for sexual freedom – a sexual freedom not entirely circumscribed 

by the institution of slavery – an even earlier precedent from which to organize if not 

shape a new radical queer assessment of what the couple means to that queer space 

known as the  bedroom.

In the bedroom

Generally speaking, feminist discourse on pleasure and danger, on power and sex 

tends to rely upon a conservative notion of consent – it is absent in cases of rape and 

molestation, it is present when one speaks of s/m and/or (queer) sex acts.40 At its 

center is the couple – in whatever position imaginable, exchanging language and bodily 

fl uids and forever on our minds; they keep the binary in play and make themselves 

the viable staples in the debates about “gay marriage” and in landmark jurisprudence 

like the Supreme Court’s Lawrence v. Texas decision in the June of 2003. The couple 
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comes straight to us from the Garden of Eden, from a religiously infl ected discourse 

of binaries that we ought to challenge. This ideology permeates the very notion of 

family, and dominant ideas of  coupling.
I have always found the early particulars of the Lawrence v. Texas case worthy of 

attention. I rehearse them here: On September 17, 1998, Harris County sheriff’s dep-

uties respond to a call of “a weapons disturbance.”41 At about 10:30 pm Deputy Joseph 

Quinn arrives at an apartment building east of Houston and meets Roger Nance, 41/

Robert Eubanks, 40 – who had phoned in a complaint of “a man behaving erratically 

with a gun.”42 (The phallic implications of this charge are obvious.) Nance/Eubanks 

directs Quinn to apartment #833 – the deputy enters through an unlocked door with 

his weapon drawn. After fi nding no one with a gun, he observes 31 year- old Tyrone 

Garner and 55- year- old John Geddes Lawrence “engaged in deviate sexual conduct, 

namely, anal sex, with another man.”43 Two months later, Nance/Eubanks would fi le 

another report against Garner, a history between the three men that often repeated 

itself. In an interview with the Houston Chronicle, co- counsel for the defendants 

(Lawrence/Garner) in what would become the Lawrence v. Texas case, Ruth Harlow 

pronounces, “[b]arging into a gay couple’s bedroom is just as offensive as barging into a 

straight couple’s bedroom. None of us should be at risk of that.”44 Since this instance 

of sodomy’s primal scene involved three, not two players – one to call the police, two 

to give us the “crime,” I often wonder where we would be if the police had discovered 

the three acquaintances locked in sexual embrace, in ménage à trois. Three players 

disrupt the consent implicit in the couple at the same time that calling the police on 

them assumes consent’s absence. This last act poses a troubling parallel to the consta-

ble in Jacobs’ redaction of Luke’s violation. Striving for the protocol of consent, those 

reading the (straight?) palimpsest of queer pleasure(s), fi nd their desire neatly pack-

aged, leaving subjects like Nance/Eubanks in the periphery of a scenario that fares 

better in the public arena without them. Moreover, the “inter- racial” nature of the 

relationship also articulates another part of the queer agenda here – as queerness can 

be seen as a kind of palliative for a nation ravaged by racism.

Consent’s coupling surfaces again in second wave accounts of (compulsory) hetero-

sexuality. Feminists like Atkinson and Brown and groups like the Radicalesbians 

thought of lesbianism in direct confrontation with patriarchy and heterosexuality.45

What the dichotomy between the two also spoke to (and somewhat paradigmatically) 

is consent’s articulation in the larger arena of sexual acts and sexuality. Returning to 

Adrienne Rich’s “lesbian continuum,” Rachel Blau Du Plessis fi nds that “the term . . . 

broadens the meaning [of the word lesbian] from a sexual minority to an oppositional 

and women- identifi ed behavior whose scope is much greater than had been suspected. 

The poles of dominant and alternative are shifted; more than a delegitimation of main 

culture by an oppositional stance, this is a capture of centrality by a perspective once 

falsely or ignorantly considered of only secondary importance.”46 Even if the terrain 

for “lesbian” expands, there is still the problem of its basic opposition: a better (if still 

coupled), alternative to a heterosexuality conceived as part of patriarchal power, and 

therefore implicating women’s non- consent in heterosexual union. In essence, lesbian 

sex stands in for the very idea of consent, so that its juxtaposition to heterosexuality 

frames it as the desired fantasy of relation(ship) and makes heterosexuality an inher-

ent problem for women’s sexuality. Even the “polymorphous sexuality” championed 
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by Rita Mae Brown, Shulamith Firestone and others had to pay its debt to the contest 

between lesbianism and heterosexuality.47 If feminism’s political ends manufacture 

varying consenting couples, its fi ctive endeavors attempt to do the work of uncoupling 

prevailing  paradigms.

Each week brings another article in the Sunday New York Times about how forms of 

fundamentalist Christianity are knocking at our back doors. In a debate among Demo-

cratic frontrunners for the 2004 Presidential election, Senator Joseph Lieberman 

narrowed the spectrum of morality and its life of values with the following challenge: 

“The republicans are afraid to run against me because they can’t say that I don’t have 

moral values, they can’t say that I don’t back faith- based initiatives.” While the other 

candidates stepped away from pronouncements about morality and organized reli-

gion, Senator Lieberman stepped into the fray and claimed the other side of family 

values and its moral life for faith- based initiatives and recognized organized religion. 

My question would be: why does being a part of an organized religion preclude one 

from being challenged on moral issues. In this country now, saying IS doing – now 

more than ever we need a politics, and a critique of the “norm” that unravels the 

problem inherent in the incredible gap between action and word. As you can see, I 

have little patience in these warring times for silence; for as Toni Morrison reminds 

us, this is serious and dangerous work. And in order to do it, we must change the way 

we think about the initial question(s) and their relations, literal or  fi gurative.
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 CHAPTER 

Queer Love in the Time of 
War and Shopping

Martin F. Manalansan IV

What’s love got to do with it?

Tina Turner

Today I believe in the possibility of love that is why I endeavor to trace its imperfec-

tions, its  perversions.

Frantz Fanon

It is love that can access and guide our theoretical and political “movidas” – revolution-

ary maneuvers toward decolonized being.

Chela Sandoval

“A Romance Like Any Other”

Love may be the idea that fuels a good part of this essay but it is a kind of love that 

is suffused with incongruity and paradox. This essay was fi nished a couple of weeks 

before Valentine’s Day. I insisted on fi nishing it to be sure that I would not be accused 

of being complicit with the vulgar marriage of love and commerce. However, in the 

spirit of a playful and ironic take on love, I re- emphasize the temporal proximity 

between this essay and its supposed object of scrutiny and  critique.

I write with two interconnected but unequal aims in mind. The initial one is to 

produce a symptomatic reading of the much heralded and recently lauded movie, 

Broke back Mountain. This textual exegesis is anchored around a critique of the limits 

and possibilities of love as a discourse in cultural production and as a political project 

in progressive social change. This exegesis links the fi lm to a broader context of cul-

tural production under a neoliberal capitalist  framework.

This reading of the cinematic text is merely a prelude to and an illustration of the 

more ambitious project and second aim that exceeds and bypasses the confi nes of this 

essay: the critical assessment and expansive analysis of the transformation of the cul-

tural and political landscapes of what most people would call the American LGBT 

scene. My use of the acronym does not suggest a cavalier deployment of facile align-

ments of identities and practices. Rather, I am utilizing an umbrella term that masks 
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the turmoil and complications of a world on the verge of a triumphant watershed his-

torical moment – a kind of second Stonewall – less riotous, more sedate; less urban 

and more suburban; less queer and more like everyone or anyone else. In short, we see 

a world transformed through neoliberal mainstreaming, taming or domestication of 

the radical potentials of queer desires, practices, and  institutions.

The title, “Queer Love” is an ironic reference to the advertised “gay love” between 

Brokeback Mountain’s main characters – the ill- fated lovers, Ennis and Jack played by 

Heath Ledger and Jake Gyllenhaal respectively. Queer Love aims to examine Holly-

wood’s commodifi ed and banal notion of love portrayed in the fi lm. One fi lm reviewer 

called it a “romance like any other,” while the fi lm’s ad touts it as “connecting with 

America’s heart.”1 Anthony Lane in his review of the fi lm argued that Brokeback was 

less a Western movie or a gay one as it was a love story.2

One of the concerns of this essay is to examine the articulation of love and romance 

in the fi lm. While it may be said that “love” is the most overused “brand name” in 

both mainstream and queer discourses, there has been, at least from the early 1990s 

on, a heightened critical assessment or an intensifi ed “revisiting” of the concepts of 

love, in particular romantic love, in the humanities and social sciences. Feminists 

and queer theorists, most notably Lauren Berlant (1998), Laura Kipnis (2003), and 

Stephen Seidman (1990) among others, have placed love on the spot, creating a not 

too pleasant or fl attering focus on this emotion and cultural practice.3 Following these 

thinkers, I am interested in the “turn to love, “taking a cue from the queer cultural 

geographers Bell and Binnie, at this historical juncture in America.4 Why love? Why 

now? How is Brokeback Mountain an instantiation of the current cultural mood or 

climate? In what ways can we think of the fi lm in relation to the dilemmas of our con-

temporary time such as war, consumption, and the struggle for rights and justice in 

the LGBT movement? I locate this work within this context and consider it as an 

intervention utilizing a critical view of “love” both as ideology and as queer practice 

with revolutionary potential. Thus I move through the analysis utilizing the range of 

recent feminist and queer critiques of love from an obfuscating ideology to a possible 

vehicle for establishing democratic structures and  futures.

The mainstreaming of the LGBT cultures and politics anchors this essay and the 

entire project. In my previous work, I emphasized the ways in which race has become 

the casualty of gay and lesbian mainstreaming and complicity with neoliberal forces 

such as the state and private enterprise.5 I have elsewhere argued that the disappear-

ance of race is more often than not hidden under the call for color blind objectivity 

and universality. Today, the critiques of identity politics, the veiled assessments of 

postmodern theory, and the emergence of the queer liberal have been mostly under-

stood in terms of a natural cultural and political maturation.6 Various efforts toward 

eliminating what has been called “political correctness,” the re- emphasis on the 

empirical and the “material” may all seem to be unrelated; but I would argue that in 

fact these transformations, particularly those in the academic factory, can be partly 

traced to the re- consolidation of white cultural, economic, and political privilege and 

the parsing out of race, class, ethnicity, gender and sexuality into manageable mar-

keting niches. I do not intend to fully describe the emerging contours of the current 

intellectual debacles. The insistent demand mostly from the Bush government and 

conservative university offi cials for a return to Cold War- like research arrangements, 
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particularly in the traditional area studies and in American studies, is an indication of 

this shifting volatile  climate.

First, I don my surgical gown and fl ay open the fi lm’s symbolic carcass. In the 

following section, I focus on the reception and dissemination of the fi lm as well as 

the internal textual construction of themes, fi gures, and contexts. Then, I move to a 

broader consideration of the fi lm in relation to current cultural productions and politi-

cal contexts. I argue how the fi lm is symptomatic of the neoliberal machinations of the 

movie industry and the mass media, and how it is part of what Lisa Duggan has called 

the homonormative transformation of the LGBT movement.7 In other words, the fi lm 

is complicit with the market mainstreaming and domestication of the radical poten-

tials of queer politics through its elicitations of and gestures toward tragic bourgeois 

love. Finally, as a way of concluding, I suggest a reading of alternative potentialities 

in the fi lm and briefl y refl ect on the alternative and more progressive notions of love 

brought forth by more critical scholars and  pundits.

“High Altitude Fucks”: Cowboy Love and the Colonizing of 
Time and Space

If Brokeback Mountain is both a prototypical “romance” or a “romance like any other” 

(as one reviewer labeled it), then it is also a quintessential textual embodiment of neo-

liberal doctrines and practices. The fact that Brokeback is a typical romance may seem 

to be a banal assertion as well, but the movie’s banality does not make it harmless or 

uninteresting particularly in terms of how the manipulation of the romance genre 

makes possible the domestication of difference and the privileging of whiteness in 

accordance to neoliberal cultural  politics.

Set amidst the soaring heights of Wyoming sheep country, the story of Jack and 

Ennis sheds a curious light on the uses of American icons such as the cowboy. The 

cowboy as the main fi gure of the fi lm has been fodder for some minor debate as one 

newspaper account suggested that the two main characters were in fact herders and 

not cowboys. Herders? Cowboys?8 What’s in a name? Perhaps, I suggest, a whole con-

tinent. In the original short story by Annie Proulx on which the fi lm was based, there 

was mention made of a Chilean herder who was tending another fl ock of sheep in 

the surrounding mountains.9 In the movie, we see the fl eeting glimpses of Chilean 

herders marked by their different dress and their rapid fi re Spanish conversations. 

The two main characters are iconically set apart from these herders not only by their 

whiteness but by their dress and their paradigmatic frontier masculinity. This iconic 

separation also gives way, as I will show further below, to a temporal and spatial hier-

archy between the white protagonists and racialized others.

The distinction made between herder/shepherd and cowboy in the popular recep-

tion of the movie sets the stage for the naturalizing and racializing of difference, 

the valorization and gendered coding of whiteness, and the temporal marginal-

ity of people of color. This was clearly marked in the marketing of the fi lm. Indeed 

the cowboy has long- standing valence in the American popular imagination and its 

deployment, rightly or wrongly, in the fi lm is nevertheless an instrumentalist one as it 
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inscribes an always already “natural” masculinity onto the two main characters. The 

word and fi gure of the “herder” was rarely if at all used for these characters particu-

larly in the advertisement – a “herder” or “shepherd” love story does not sell tickets 

nor tug at America’s heart more than a “cowboy” one.

Much has been made of Ennis, the Heath Ledger character whose taciturn ways, 

concise and measured gestures establish an uber- remote, forlorn yet ultimately attrac-

tive manliness – an ideal personality for the rough terrain and landscape. It is this 

measured stance and icy nobility that smooth the edge of the high altitude amorous 

tussles of Ennis and Jack. Their unquestioned masculinity coupled with their geo-

graphic and temporal isolation renders the story palatable by framing it within a 

traditional romantic  trajectory.

The social theorist Anthony Giddens suggests that romance is about colonizing 

of time, particularly the future. Giddens suggests that the realization of romance is 

through women’s (who are romance specialists) manipulation and attempts to control 

the trajectory of the love process and project it to some foreseeable future of happi-

ness and bliss.10 Giddens argues that this is an instrumentalist strategy on the part 

of women to enable them a measure of autonomy in a world that has otherwise mar-

ginalized them. I depart from Giddens’ narrow notion and deploy colonization with 

its original and more expansive imperial connotation – of subjugating minoritized 

colored subjects and spaces. It is precisely this idea of colonization in its broadest 

sense that reins my  analysis.

 In the fi lm, the romance between Ennis and Jack is framed as being “private” busi-

ness between two men. Protected by landscapes of bubbling brooks and majestic 

vistas, the scenery gives way to timelessness emblematic of popular romance stories 

as well as to privatized notions of intimacy. Literally and fi guratively, Ennis and Jack 

are away from it all, from the turmoil of everyday life (including women, family, and 

colored people) and from the messiness of history. This historical and cultural iso-

lation is at the core of the narrative. Ennis and Jack’s romance is rendered fi rst as a 

private struggle to go about their own business, albeit eventually futile, then it reverts 

to a fairy- tale shunning of worldly time.

The shielding of the story from the bedlam of history is clear when the fi lm marks 

the beginning of each phase of the lovers’ story with calendar years. It starts with the 

early 1960s and moves toward the 1970s in this mindless slow crawl, avoiding such 

historical landmarks as the Vietnam War, the Civil Rights Movement, explor ations 

of the moon, and the sexual revolution, among others. Indeed, it is as if Broke-

back’s geological formations made it possible for Jack and Ennis to wage their private 

yet bucolic war without regard to the challenges of history and at the expense of 

 difference.

The idea of colonizing time is crucial to the romance narrative because it enables 

audiences to see these two cowboys as universal fi gures in love as well as a “palatable” 

pair who have no regard to the historical underpinnings of their actions. However, 

Ennis and Jack are not unique in their situation. I think of other lovers less fortunate 

who are located in other sites and times. Consider the fact that men “loving” men, or 

at least having sex with each other, who do not identify as gay have existed long before 

and even long after the fabled Stonewall moment that ushered in an era of politicized 

gay  identifi cation.
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In the 1980s, during the height of the AIDS pandemic, the Centers for Disease 

Control after being infl uenced by activists and scholars established a category called 

MSM or men who have sex with men; a group that has disentangled practice from 

identity was seen to be quite anomalous in relation to the prevailing idea of that time. 

In most cases, these men were from immigrant and/or communities of color. More 

recently, there are a lot of alarming and sensationalized accounts of African American 

men, mostly working- class and masculine or straight- acting who indulged in sexual 

relations with each other. They are called DL or down low. Both groups of men – the 

MSMs and the DLs – are marginalized men who have been lumped by the popular 

media into a category that portrays them as anachronous beings, subjects out of time 

and out of synch with the modern world. Oftentimes, they are seen to be vestiges 

of tradition, lagging behind in the march toward sexual and gender cosmopolitan-

ism. At best, they are victims of cultural norms in need of education and rescue. At 

worse, they are internally homophobic, self- hating imposters getting the best of both 

worlds. Both DLs and MSMs are failed racialized masculinities that are placed in 

a subordinate and marginal location in the taxonomy of “manhood” and in an early 

development stage in the teleology of  modernity.

I would argue that the Brokeback lovers are not rendered in the same way as the 

MSMs and DLs. Rather, unlike their colored counterparts, Jack and Ennis do not 

exist in historical time but in romantic time. The Brokeback lovers do not need to 

follow a specifi c chronology or developmental trajectory. Neither are they subject to 

a hierarchy of personhood and identity. Their insulation or protection is made possi-

ble through a series of moves constructed upon difference, the hierarchy of racialized 

spaces and location of bodies of men of color bodies.

In the movie, Jack, the Jake Gyllenhaal character, goes to a Mexican border town 

where in one scene he walks amidst the squalor and din of another cultural space. He 

enters an alley where Mexican men lean in the shadows. Jack approaches a man who is 

not legibly masculine and this man says questioningly “Señor?” and Jack nods. They 

then move together and are engulfed by the darkness. This incident will resonate in 

the pivotal and fi nal scene between the two when Ennis, the Heath Ledger charac-

ter, enraged that Jack goes to Mexico for such purposes, says “I know what they got in 

Mexico for boys like you.”

The inevitable coding of Mexico as a space of deviance and as the antipodal loca-

tion to the Wyoming lair (fi lmed of course across the northern border – Canada), rests 

on the very construction of these lovers as classically tragic – virtually alone in their 

own pristine temporal and cultural space. Their romance is literally and fi guratively 

elevated by the whiteness of the space and memorialized in an immaculate postcard. 

Mexico stands in contrast to Brokeback’s whiteness, serenity, full of light, and visu-

ally expansive. Not only is it racialized as brown, it is chaotic, dirty, dim, narrow, and 

claustrophobic – brimming with history’s  detritus.

I would argue that this spatial and temporal colonization works to bring to audiences 

a neoliberal portrait of a gay love story. This neoliberal portrait is based on a privileged 

form of market- generated individualism that operates on ideas of universalism and 

similitude that are established at the expense of economic and racial inequalities. In 

other words, we are afforded a heroic and redemptive tragedy made possible through 

the elision of gender, racial, class, and ethnic differences. While people would argue 
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that Ennis is perhaps the epitome of white working- class or white- trash culture, this 

marginalized status is offset by the privilege afforded by his  whiteness.

Whose War? Which War?

To go further with this argument, it is important to frame the movie in relation to its 

location in present- day cultural productions. The movie is not a unique feature of the 

contemporary queer moment. In fact, it stands aligned with other similar cultural 

products that are “of the queer moment” such as Queer as Folk and Queer Eye for the 
Straight Guy. In an earlier essay, I argue that mainstream gay cultural productions 

such as these shows are complicit with the normalizing of the queer community.11 To 

further elucidate this contention, it is important to note that neoliberal processes are 

constituted by a particular kind of sexual politics that Lisa Duggan has rightly called 

homonormativity.12 Homonormativity is a chameleon- like ideology that purports to 

push for progressive causes such as rights to gay marriage and other “activisms” but 

at the same time it creates a depoliticizing effect on queer communities as it rhetor-

ically re- maps and re- codes freedom and liberation in terms of privacy, domesticity 

and consumption. In other words, homonormativity anesthetizes queer communities 

into passively accepting alternative forms of inequality in return for domestic privacy 

and the freedom to  consume.

In the previously published essay, I describe how homonormativity creates violent 

struggles around urban space by queers of color. These forms of violence are charac-

terized by their structural character spawned by neoliberal economic, political and 

cultural policies and practices. By structural violence, I mean the informal and formal 

processes by which institutions that promote what social theorist Roderick Ferguson 

has called “ideologies of discreteness” or practices that seek to demarcate and police 

racial, ethnic, class, and sexual spaces and boundaries at the same time create physi-

cal, emotional and symbolic brutalities and cruelties toward marginalized peoples.13

This kind of violence causes the transformation of the built environment including 

the eradication of spaces imbued with meanings that coalesce around marginalized 

identities. For example, Samuel Delany eloquently chronicled how new urban poli-

cies around Times Square have created new forms of policing that transformed not 

only the architectural landscape or built environment but also altered the lifeways 

of numerous groups of people of color that used to hang out on the sidewalks and 

corners of the area for sex, leisure, and other forms of commerce.14 Not only are these 

groups spatially disciplined but they are also sequestered at a safe distance and are 

typically dispersed when they are seen to be a “nuisance” or are suspected of causing 

public annoyance or disturbance particularly to patrons and owners of new swank 

 businesses.

To underscore the insidious ways in which homonormativity is inscribed in hege-

monic discourses and participates in these ideologies of discreteness, I suggest that 

established authorities and institutions such as police and city government are not the 

only perpetrators of this form of neoliberal violence, but they also include a motley 

crew of mostly white gay scholars from both sides of the political spectrum. I argue 

that the insidious forces of homonormativity encompass political affi liations of all 
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sorts. In her critique of gay pundits like Andrew Sullivan, Duggan argues not for 

dividing homonormative ideas in terms of conservative and progressive camps but 

rather in framing these seeming political extremes as part of a continuum of ideas and 

their proponents that are all complicit with the stabilizing and normalizing of specifi c 

forms of capitalist  inequality.15

To illustrate Duggan’s point, let us take a recent example. In Queer Wars: The 
New Gay Right and Its Critics, literary scholar Paul Robinson focuses on conserva-

tive gay pundits such as Sullivan, Michelangelo Signorile, and others to take issue 

with these gay men’s attempts to derail or prevent a more progressive gay future.16

In other words, Robinson is declaring, there is a war – a queer war and the enemy is 

the rogue group of conservative gays. While Robinson contributes very astute obser-

vations, he makes a disturbing fi nal move when he shifts from discussing these gay 

commentators to a discussion of the cable show, Queer as Folk. In the fi nal section, he 

holds up this show of upper- middle- class white gays and lesbians living in Pittsburgh 

(again, the actual fi lming location is Toronto – across the border) as an antidote to the 

gay conservative poison. In other words, he holds the friendships and romantic love 

that circulate between the members of this group as a possible redemptive script to 

the retrograde positions of the thinkers he has just analyzed. Robinson then is taking 

this privileged group obsessed with and having unbridled access to the amenities and 

products of gay market to be the exemplar of queer life.

Robinson is by no means alone. There are many others (of all political persuasions) 

heeding the now emerging call for “color- blindness” within the gay community and 

in the larger community. This call is based on the increasing privatization of gay 

struggles. For example, shows like Will and Grace and Queer Eye for the Straight Guy
enable the parsing of identity wherein freedom to be gay is mobilized through the 

specifi c operations of niche and racialized marketing.17 The emergence of the term 

“metrosexual” as part of this cultural assemblage illustrates this point. The metro-

sexual is not at all about sexuality but about “informed” shopping. Following this 

logic, to be gay and to be free in the contemporary moment means to wear Prada.

The market is so constructed to be the fi lter of freedom that dominant discourses 

in the gay community disregard how this kind of freedom is predicated on the abjec-

tion of other groups of people who are not free to consume and do not have access to 

these symbolic and material forms of capital. Therefore, if one were to construe the 

free market as a kind of competitive arena or war zone, then, the unnamed enemy in 

neoliberal warfare is not as varied as the proclivities and activities of diverse groups of 

activists and politicians might suggest. Rather, closer inspection of what is seemingly 

a chaotic assemblage of political culprits fuses into the fi gure of the female and fem-

inized, the foreigner, the colored, and the poor. In other words, queers of color and 

women are at the crux of veiled homonormative rhetorical machinations of mostly 

white gay commentators and  scholars.

Brokeback Mountain then is a palatable product made possible through the eradi-

cation or muffl ing of colored and female bodies and voices. Its market appeal is based 

on how it seems at fi rst glance to create “revolutionary” changes by remaining true to 

the scripts of family, romance, and nation. Again, similitude is achieved at the expense 

of inequality. It does not disrupt anything so much so it blends right into the national 

landscape. For example, noted journalist and political pundit Frank Rich, in an op- ed 
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piece for the New York Times, waxed poetic about the mainstream triumph of the fi lm. 

He describes his viewing experience in this way:

In the packed theater where I caught “Brokeback Mountain,” the trailers included a 

National Guard recruitment spiel, and the audience was demographically all over the 

map. The culture is seeking out this movie not just because it is a powerful, four- hankie 

account of a doomed love affair and is beautifully acted by everyone starting with the 

riveting Heath Ledger. The X factor is that the fi lm delivers a story previously untold 

by A- list Hollywood.18

However, I do not want to make it seem that gay men, lesbians, and other queers are 

no more than a market niche. I would like to go against the idea of throwing love and 

intimacy out the window and to see the interactions of queers as not mere reactive 

consumptive behavior. I follow Bell and Binnie and many other queer theorists who 

argue for an expansive notion of love into an ethics of collective care- taking. I would 

push for a move away from the ideas of individual competition and responsibility into 

a more democratic notion of feeling – and of love.

Love is the Answer?

People today seem unable to understand love as a political concept, but a concept of love 

is just what we need to grasp the constituent power of the multitude. The modern con-

cept of love is almost exclusively limited to the bourgeois couple and the claustrophobic 

confi nes of the nuclear family. Love has become a strictly private affair. We need a more 

generous and more unrestrained conception of love. We need to recuperate the public 

and political conception of love common to premodern traditions . . . Love means pre-

cisely that our expansive encounters and continuous collaborations bring us joy . . . 

There is nothing necessarily metaphysical about the Christian and Judaic notion of 

God; both God’s love of humanity and humanity’s love of God are expressed and incar-

nated in the common material political project of the multitude. We need to recover 

today this material and political sense of love, love as strong as death. This does not 

mean you cannot love your spouse, your mother, and your child. It only means that your 

love does not end there, that love serves as the basis for our political projects in common 

and the construction of a new society. Without this love, we are nothing.19

Modern love with all its imperfections and illusions has continually been accused of 

trapping people into “domestic gulags” and relationship black holes – always in a dis-

crepant position to the institutions which have been historically linked to it such as 

family, home, nation, and reproduction. These discrepancies and complications have 

not diminished its allure. If love is the question, then is it also the answer? Some 

scholars seem to think so. In this case, it is love that bypasses the restrictive confi nes 

of the public/private binaries into becoming the nexus for citizenship training. Hardt 

and Negri provide what seems to be a surprising ending to their book. Appearing 

to be a quasi “sermon on the mount” meets Empire,20 and despite their problem-

atic allusion to a Judeo- Christian love, these two unlikely love purveyors do provide 

some useful mean in mapping out a blueprint for a democratic future. That would be 

a future that is not colonized by private and privatized desires and entanglements, 
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but those that really refuse the romance with the family and nation that restricts 

them only in neoliberal terms. Thus, this love is about connections for a collectivity – 

affects that rein in common interests and alliances. Love as a political project becomes 

the fuel for forging multisectoral relationships within and among classes, ethnicities/

races, genders, and  sexualities.

However, my appeal for love does not amount to recuperating the fi lm as a whole. 

We do not need a “romance like any other” but new forms of love motivated by col-

lective wishes and aspirations and unscripted by heteronormative institutions. My 

appeal does hinge on a hopeful note. To paraphrase Bell and Binnie, this task is based 

on new scripts, fl ights of fancy, looking into “as yet unforeseen kinds of relationships” 

that rework what we mean by love, family, and friendship and rethink what we mean 

by citizenship or more appropriately, what we mean by “as yet unforeseen kinds of 

citizenship.”21

I wish to end this reading of Brokeback Mountain not with the iconic image that 

has been touted as the fi lm’s romantic emblem – that of a shirt folded into another 

resting on a hanger. This object d’amour merely re- inscribes the colonizing ethos 

inherent in the story. I would end with an alternative reading of the scene with Jack 

and the nameless Mexican man walking into the darkened alley. I see them languidly 

traipsing not toward an abyss of a romantic elsewhere but into the heat, dirt, grime, 

and blaring lights of history.22
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Who Needs Civil 
Liberties?

Richard Meyer

I was recently leafi ng through an elegantly produced art book titled A Creative Legacy: 
A History of the National Endowment for the Arts Visual Artists’ Fellowship Program.1

The book showcases the National Endowment for the Arts’ (NEA) support of living 

artists through a grant program initiated in 1966 and terminated in 1995 as a result of 

political pressure and public controversy. Among the works reproduced in the book are 

one photograph each by Robert Mapplethorpe and Andres Serrano, the artists most 

famously at issue in the culture wars that led to the dissolution of the Visual Artists’ 

Fellowship program. The photographs featured in A Creative Legacy, however, seem 

to repress the culture wars rather than recall them: a Mapplethorpe photograph of 

a calla lily in close- up (Figure 5.1), its white blossom and erect stamen set against a 

black rectangular backdrop; and a Serrano picture of an African American man taken 

from a series of studio portraits of the homeless. No mention is made of Serrano’s Piss 
Christ nor of Mapplethorpe’s photographs of gay sadomasochism. No recollection is 

offered of Republican legislators ripping up exhibition catalogues on the fl oor of the 

Senate or denouncing individual artists as “sick” or “fi lthy,” or “degenerate.” A reader 

otherwise unacquainted with the public controversies of the late 1980s and early 90s 

may wonder what all the fuss was about.

A Creative Legacy sanitizes the history of the NEA even as it marks the loss of the 

grants program that was once the hallmark of the agency’s support of living artists. 

In this sense, the book is symptomatic of our recent artistic and political climate. In 

January 2004, for example, the White House dispatched Laura Bush to announce 

a proposed $18 million increase to the budget of the National Endowment for the 

Arts, the agency’s largest boost in over 20 years.2 Almost all of the $18 million was 

to be reserved for an initiative entitled “American Masterpieces: Three Centuries of 

Artistic Genius,” an exhibition of art, dance, music and theater to tour all 50 states, 

including small towns and military bases, over three years. “Through American 

Masterpieces,” Mrs Bush affi rmed, “citizens will reconnect with our Nation’s great 

artistic achievement and rich cultural heritage.” The First Lady furnished no details 

about what the show would include but, as a columnist in the San Francisco Chronicle
wryly noted, “It’s a safe bet Piss Christ won’t be featured.”3

In the 15 years since Andres Serrano’s photograph of a plastic crucifi x in a lumi-

nous bath of urine inaugurated the culture wars over federally funded art, the NEA 
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has retreated ever further from its founding mission of supporting living artists. 

Faced with repeated calls for its dismantling by conservative legislators, the NEA 

crafted a survival strategy that severed it from any form of potentially controversial 

art. In 1990, the agency added “general standards of decency” to the factors under 

consideration when awarding grants with decency functioning in this context to pre-

clude sexually suggestive or politically oppositional art from eligibility. In 1995, the 

NEA discontinued all grants to individual artists, museum professionals, choreog-

raphers, composers, and solo  performers.

The effects of the culture wars thus remain with us to this day, albeit in ways that 

are most often left unspoken or not consciously recognized. No one bothers to protest 

the NEA anymore or expects the federal government to support socially critical or 

politically outspoken artists.4 Individual artists, curators, and museums continue to 

face the threat and act of censorship, albeit typically on the local rather than national 

level. Public visibility does not, however, accurately measure censorship’s  effectiveness. 

Figure 5.1 Robert Mapplethorpe, Calla Lily, 1988, silver gelatin © Robert Mapplethorpe 

Foundation. Used with permission.
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In fact, censorship may be most powerful when it is least palpable, when virtually no 

one knows that it has even  occurred.

In what follows, I suggest some of the ways in which censorship has operated in the 

US since September 11, 2001. While my examples range from the chillingly repressive 

to the seemingly absurd, they indicate an overarching restriction of visual images and 

information. The current political framing of censorship differs from the preceding 

attacks on Mapplethorpe, Serrano, and other federally funded artists in salient ways. 

Where the culture wars of the late 1980s and early 90s were fueled by a moral (and 

often explicitly religious) rhetoric of public decency and sexual degeneracy, censorship 

is now justifi ed in the name of public safety, national security and counter-  terrorism.

War

In the spring of 2001, the artist Alex Donis was offered a solo show at the Watts 

Towers Arts Center, a community- based cultural center in a predominantly African 

American neighborhood in South Central Los Angeles. The show, scheduled for 

September, was to coincide with the grand reopening of the Watts Towers, a monu-

mental work of outsider art that had undergone several years of renovation. Donis was 

selected for this honor in part because he previously worked at the Center as an arts 

educator and outreach  counselor.

The suite of paintings Donis created for the 2001 exhibit featured fi ctionalized pair-

ings of Los Angeles Police Department offi cers dancing with members of black and 

Figure 5.2 Alex Donis, Offi cer Moreno and Joker, oil and enamel on Plexiglas, 2001, 28 × 41 

inches. Courtesy of the artist.
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Latino street gangs. In titling the series War, Donis was recalling the violent, intensely 

adversarial standoff that has long existed between gang youths and the LAPD. 

(Figures 5.2 and 5.3) The title of the series recalls a long- standing “war” between men 

even as the paintings stage something dramatically different. Donis places each of his 

dancing couples against an undifferentiated white background, as though suspending 

them outside historical context and political confl ict. His dancers appear before us like 

lucid, Technicolor fragments from an otherwise indecipherable dream. The paintings 

restage adversarial relationships marked by hatred and violence as dances of joy and 

mutual pleasure. In so doing, they force deep- seated animosities between men to give 

way, however temporarily or tongue- in- cheek, to  affection.

After Donis had installed the paintings in the center but prior to the public opening 

of the exhibit, a local group called the Watts Community Action Council demanded 

that all the works be removed. The council warned the center that acts of violence 

(whether against the works on display or the center’s staff and visitors) might ensue if 

the paintings remained on view. On September 19, 2001, the center, acting in tandem 

with the Los Angeles City Cultural Affairs Department, canceled the exhibition. 

Without the artist’s knowledge or consent, the War paintings were removed from 

public view and placed in  storage.

According to Mark Greenfi eld,  director of the Watts Towers Arts Center at the 

time, the right to freedom of speech guaranteed by the fi rst amendment of the US 

Figure 5.3 Alex Donis, Lucky Dice and Offi cer Gates, oil and enamel on Plexiglas, 2001, 20 × 24 

inches. Courtesy of the artist.
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constitution did not protect Donis’ art because “this exhibition was akin to yelling 

‘fi re’ in a crowded theatre.”5 On this view, the work posed an immediate physical 

threat to public safety that superseded the artist’s right to free  expression.

But what, exactly, made these pictures so threatening? According to the Action 

Council, paintings featuring members of the Crips, Bloods, and other street gangs fl ew 

in the face of the affi rmative, civic- minded mission of the Watts Towers Arts Center. 

Other justifi cations held that Donis, a Guatemalan- born artist living on the West Side 

of Los Angeles, was an outsider to Watts, and his paintings were not appropriate for 

a community center in a predominantly African American neighborhood.6 Donis 

himself suggested that part of the reason the Watts Community Action Council nixed 

his paintings was that “they didn’t want a gay, Latino artist exhibiting, and they didn’t 

know of my long association with the Watts Towers.”7

The council never mentioned Donis’ homosexuality in print and descriptions of the 

War paintings in the press largely avoided what might seem to be a most salient issue 

in the context: namely, the paintings’ use of homoerotic fantasy to partner police offi c-

ers and gang members. To create these works, Donis photographed black, white, and 

Latino gay men dancing together at discos and outdoor dance parties (see Figure 5.4). 

In addition to these photographs, Donis also snapped shots of police offi cers in various 

LA neighborhoods in order to study their uniforms, badges and holstered guns, and 

photographed queer men and women dressed up as cops at the 2001 gay pride parade 

in West Hollywood. Given the genesis of the work, we might ask whether paintings 

such as Lucky Dice and Offi cer Gates or Shy Boy and Captain Brewer depict police 

offi cers and gang members, or gay men dressed like cops and thugs? Are we viewing 

racially marked subjects – black and Latino street kids and white, black and Latino 

police sergeants and captains – or fantasmatic bodies whose race is merely a matter of 

artistic assignment, of choosing this or that pigment and compositional device?

In a follow- up work to the War series, Donis draws on classical ballet (rather than 

disco) for choreographic inspiration and summons a rather different cast of dancers 

onto the scene. Abdullah and Sergeant Adams (Figure 5.5) presents a pairing that 

would seem, at present, all but impossible. An American marine in dog tags and 

battle fatigues performs a ballet with a barefoot and shirtless Iraqi soldier in a cloth 

headdress, camoufl age pants and a sash of automatic machine gun artillery. Abdullah 

strikes an arabesque position while waving his partner’s military- issue shirt in the air. 

The painting works, in part, by reconciling wildly divergent associations into a formal 

coherence. Or, to put it another way, we might say that Abdullah and Sergeant Adams
relies equally on pictures of contemporary warfare in the middle East (Donis drew on 

images from the web as sources for the military uniforms) and on photographs of the 

Royal Ballet touring Frederick Ashton’s La Fille Mal Gardée in 1963, a choreographic 

moment from which is now performed by Abdullah and Sergeant Adams.

Censorship typically insists that an image’s meaning is fi xed and locatable – this is 

“obscenity,” the censor argues, nothing more or less. But the very act of censorship 

provokes responses, especially in the form of subsequent works of art, whether by the 

artist under attack or by other practitioners. Censorship generates limits but also reac-

tions to those limits; the silence it imposes provokes its own responses. When Donis’ 

pictures of gang members and police offi cers were removed, he insisted that the Watts 

Towers Arts Center post a sign that said, “War is Cancelled.” I like to think of that 
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sign as an inspiration, however indirect, for Abdullah and Sergeant Adams. “War is 

Cancelled” and the soldiers, no longer opposed, celebrate together. Or perhaps we 

should say that, could we create a space where this partnering could occur, a utopia 

beyond conventional notions of national, social or sexual association, that space would 

be war’s opposite, its very  cancellation.

It was, of course, simply an art exhibition called War rather than any military oper-

ation or attack that was canceled in September 2001. The Donis episode attracted 

little press attention at the time, in part because it occurred in a community- based 

Figure 5.4 Alex Donis, photograph of Gay Pride Festival dance tent, West Hollywood, June 

2001; source material for Lucky Dice and Offi cer Gates. Courtesy of the artist.
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arts center in an African American neighborhood rather than a major museum in 

an elite cultural district. But the cancellation of War was also overlooked, I think, 

because of its temporal proximity to 9/11.

The PATRIOT Act, 2001

Six weeks after the attacks of September 11, 2001, Congress passed the USA PATRIOT 

Act, an omnibus piece of legislation whose name comprises an acronym for “Uniting 

and Strengthening America: Providing Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and 

Obstruct Terrorism.” The act allows, among other things, the federal government to 

investigate citizens without having to demonstrate probable cause. Among the tech-

niques authorized by the PATRIOT Act are covert phone and internet surveillance, 

“sneak and peek” searches of private homes and offi ces, and secret access to medical, 

fi nancial, and student records, library circulation records, sales receipts, and research 

database records.8 Since the passage of the PATRIOT act, more than 8,000 Arab and 

South Asian immigrants have been detained without charges, an unknown number of 

whom have been  deported.

The most publicized case of a contemporary artist facing criminal charges in the 

context of the PATRIOT Act is that of Steve Kurtz, a Buffalo- based conceptual artist 

who is a founding member of Critical Art Ensemble, an art collective whose work 

 frequently addresses issues of genetic and bioengineering. On the night of May 11, 2004, 

Kurtz called emergency medical services (“911”) because his wife had just  suffered a 

Figure 5.5 Alex Donis, Abdullah and Sergeant Adams, ink and gouache on board, 2003, 16 × 24 

inches. Courtesy of the artist
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fatal heart attack. After entering the Kurtz home, the paramedics noticed Petri dishes, 

test tubes, and lab equipment. They alerted local police who, in turn, called the FBI. 

What happened next, according to press reports, was that “federal agents detained 

Kurtz for 22 hours, they searched his home and offi ce at SUNY [State University of 

New York] Buffalo, where he is a faculty member. The bureau confi scated his wife’s 

body . . his car, equipment, computer hard drive, books, writings, correspondence, art 

projects and other items, even his cat.”9 The FBI also deployed its Hazardous Material 

Response Unit to extract bacteria from the Kurtz home (Figure 5.6).

As Kurtz made clear, the bacterial specimens and lab equipment in his home were 

part of a project by Critical Art Ensemble titled Free Range Grain, a “mobile labora-

tory to test store- bought food for possible contamination by genetically modifi ed 

grains and organisms.”10 Although the materials assembled to make Free Range Grain
were harmless and largely equivalent to what one might fi nd in a high school science 

lab, Kurtz was indicted on charges of bio- terrorism. While the charges were later 

reduced to wire and mail fraud, Kurtz currently faces up to 20 years in federal prison, 

not to mention hundreds of thousands of dollars in legal fees.

Restrictive laws (and lawmakers) tend to imagine the very threats they aim to deter. 

It is, after all, the federal government that sees the criminal threat of bio- terrorism 

in the practice of an established artist and university teacher whose work is critical 

of corporate agriculture and genetically engineered food. The prosecution of Steve 

Figure 5.6 The FBI’s Hazardous Material Response Unit of Quantico, VA, enters the home of 

Steve Kurtz to remove bacteria found inside in Buffalo, NY, Thursday, May 13, 2004. AP Photo/

Don Heupel.
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Kurtz bespeaks the power of the government not only to suppress dissident art but 

also to punish those who make it.

In 2005, a Chicago- based artist and graphic designer named Al Brandtner created 

a work titled Patriot Act that redirects the symbolic force of the “war on terror” 

onto the visual image of the commander- in- chief. Fashioned as a mock sheet of 37¢ 

postage stamps, the work offers President Bush against the red and white stripes of 

the American fl ag. A large revolver is pointed directly at his head (Figure 5.7). Brandt-

ner’s work was created for an exhibition entitled “Axis of Evil: The Secret History of 

Sin” mounted at Columbia College in Chicago in April 2005.11 Patriot Act aroused the 

concern of the US Secret Service, which dispatched agents to attend the opening of 

the exhibition so as to inspect Brandtner’s work and that of the other artists in the show 

fi rst- hand. According to the Chicago Sun- Times, “the agents asked what the artists 

meant by their work and wanted museum director CarolAnn Brown to turn over the 

names and phone numbers of all the artists. They wanted to hear from the exhibit’s 

curator . . . within 24 hours.”12 The point of this inspection was to gauge whether 

Brandtner or any other artist in the show represented a direct threat to the safety of the 

President. Although no charges were brought against Brandtner, both he and Colum-

bia College were effectively put on notice that they were under federal  surveillance.

Several months after Axis of Evil closed in Chicago, the show traveled to the 

Uni versity of Wisconsin at Green Bay. Just prior to the opening of the show at that 

Figure 5.7 Al Brandtner, The Patriot Act, 2005. Courtesy of the artist.
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venue, University of Wisconsin Chancellor Bruce Shepard ordered that Patriot Act
be removed from the college gallery. In response, some 30 students created t- shirts 

emblazoned with Brandtner’s work and wore them to the opening in protest. Stand-

ing just outside the entrance to the gallery, the students presented and proliferated the 

very image the Chancellor sought to remove from view (Figure 5.8). Prior to seeing 

any of the other works in “Axis of Evil,” visitors on opening night had fi rst to encoun-

ter both Patriot Act and the collective protest against its  censorship.

In explaining his decision, Chancellor Shepard claimed that Brandtner’s work “rep-

resents advocacy of assassination” and thus should not be displayed in a publicly funded 

university.13 Although Patriot Act was designed as a mock postage stamp (rather than 

a blueprint for action) within the context of an art exhibition, Shepard defi ned it as 

an incitement to criminal violence. In literalizing the symbolic content of the work, 

Shepard collapses the difference between representation and reality. At a University 

of Wisconsin forum on censorship organized in response to this episode, a visiting 

law professor noted that “Anybody who sees this as an incitement to assassinate the 

President is clearly reading too much into it. It is a statement along the line of burning 

an effi gy of the President . . . It’s in the great American tradition of criticizing our 

leaders.”14 I would add that it is the “great American tradition” of artistic and politi-

cal dissent, rather than the President’s life, that seems to be endangered at the current 

moment.

Figure 5.8 University of Wisconsin student protest at the University’s Lawton Gallery in 

Green Bay, WI, Thursday, September 15, 2005. Courtesy: Stephen Perkins.
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Crossing

In February 2003, the Bay Area artist Nancy Worthington was asked to participate 

in a group show of 17 women artists at the Alliance Française in San Francisco, a 

French language and cultural center. Each woman was invited to display a work of 

her own choosing. Worthington, a mixed- media artist who calls upon wide- ranging, 

often comical props and references to make politically charged works, opted to show 

a sculpture entitled The Crossing (Figure 5.9). The sculpture, which unfolds atop a 

bright orange traffi c pylon, inserts President Bush and Vice President Cheney into a 

reworked detail of Emmanuel Leutze’s canonical painting George Washington Cross-
ing the Delaware. Rather than leading his men with stoic resolve (as does Washington 

Figure 5.9 Nancy Worthington, The Crossing (detail), mixed-media kinetic construction, 2001. 

Courtesy of the artist.
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in the original painting), a vacant- faced Bush manifests his sense of confusion in a 

thought- bubble that reads “What Crossing? Where?” The scene is crowned by a Mr 

Potato Head toy and illuminated by a black desk lamp onto which American Flag 

decals have been applied. A child’s pink magnifying glass, held in place with red 

plastic screws, provides an optic to enlarge the  diorama.

Without Worthington’s knowledge or consent, the Alliance Française removed 

The Crossing from public view for fear that it would provoke reprisals against the 

center by the American government or its citizens. One of the French institution’s 

primary concerns, according to an article in the New York Times, was that “Americans 

offended by the sculpture might challenge the center’s nonprofi t status and put it out 

of business.”15 The suppression of The Crossing occurred just as American antipathy 

toward France for its opposition to the war in Iraq was reaching its height (remem-

ber “freedom fries”?). The director of cultural programs at the Alliance Française, 

Nadege Lafl emme, described the institutional context in which the decision to remove 

Worthington’s work was made:

Our board of directors, especially right now because of Iraq, has talked about not get-

ting involved in politics whatsoever . . . I have plenty of people calling about input on 

the situation in Iraq, how we feel as French. We are not allowed to speak. Zip. The 

board said to keep a low profi le and don’t make waves.16

The irony of this situation – in which a French cultural center should censor the anti-

 war work of an American artist for fear of reprisals from the US government, was 

not lost on the Paris- based newspaper Le Monde, which published an acerbic article 

on the incident.17 Worthington, for her part, has continued to produce sculptures 

with titles such as Texas Bull- Y that use visual humor to criticize both the foreign 

and domestic policies of the Bush Administration. Worthington conceives of her 

creative practice an “art of dissent” that is at once satirical and dead serious.18 In 

her sculptures and collages, Worthington variously directs her dissent against the 

American- led war in Iraq, Bush and Cheney’s links to the oil industry, the results of 

the 2000 Presidential election, and the suppression of creative freedom, among other 

political issues and social  concerns.

Line of Duty

In March 2003, the Pentagon issued a directive that prohibited “media coverage of 

. . . deceased military personnel returning to or departing from Ramstein [Germany] 

or Dover [airbase, Delaware, the military’s largest mortuary].”19 The directive effec-

tively suppressed what might seem to be the ultimate image of national sacrifi ce and 

patriotism – the fl ag- draped coffi ns of US soldiers killed in the line of duty. Requests 

fi led under the Freedom of Information Act (2001) by media activist Russ Kick and 

University of Delaware professor Ralph Begletier ultimately resulted in the release 

of hundreds of photographs of military caskets on the internet.20 Far from graphic 

images of slain soldiers, the pictures at issue are offi cial military photographs of the 

formal presentation of the caskets. In many of the photographs, the faces and insig-

nia of the honor guard (i.e., the soldiers carrying or saluting the coffi ns) have been 
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censored by the Pentagon (Figure 5.10). The result is an eerie deadening of identity 

within the visual fi eld of ceremonial images that have already been suppressed. The 

death of the soldier here meets the censorship (or, as the Pentagon prefers to put it, 

“redaction”) of the public image of the very honors he or she has been posthumously 

 accorded.

Anita Steckel, a feminist artist long involved with the struggle against censorship, 

has recently created a series of works that respond to the war in Iraq.21 In A Family 
Affair (Figure 5.11), Steckel inserts a newspaper photograph of the President and First 

Lady from the 2004 inaugural ball above a grid of 18 fl ag- draped coffi ns. The two 

central coffi ns in the top row are crowned by small photographs of the President’s 

daughters, Barbara and Jenna, each of who has been excised from the larger picture 

of the fi rst family above. Steckel refashions the original headline from the  newspaper 

article (“a family affair”) into a longer message: “What if it really was ‘a family 

affair’?” the collage asks, “What if their children were coming home in coffi ns!” 

By collapsing the image of the well- heeled fi rst family with military caskets of the 

war dead, Steckel suggests the indifference of the President to the suffering of those 

parents whose sons and daughters really are “coming home in coffi ns.”

The reproduction of A Family Affair in this book represents only the second time 

the work has been publicly shown or reproduced. Steckel has been advised by friends 

and colleagues not to exhibit this or any of her other anti- Bush collages for fear of legal 

or professional reprisals. Loss of employment, phone surveillance, and federal tax 

audits are among the potential repercussions that the artist has been warned against. 

Figure 5.10 Photograph of military casket with faces and insignia of honor guard “redacted” 

by Pentagon, released April 2005 (on-line at The National Security Archive, www.gwu.edu/

%7Ensarchiv/NSAEBB/NSAEBB152/). 
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I am grateful that Steckel has granted permission for A Family Affair to be repro-

duced in this essay. But the anxieties that reproduction provokes for the artist must be 

understood as an effect of the current cultural and political  climate.

Justice

I want to conclude this essay with one last example of the ways in which the federal 

government suppresses art in the context of the “war on terror.” The very absurd-

ity of the example reveals the degree to which censorship has now been naturalized 

as part of offi cial government policy. Throughout his tenure as United States Attor-

Figure 5.11 Anita Steckel, A Family Affair, 2005, photomontage, 16 × 20 inches. Courtesy of 

the artist.
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ney General, John Ashcroft often held news conferences and gave public addresses 

in the Great Hall of the Justice Department, a large auditorium designed for offi cial 

events. Several feet behind the podium stood an aluminum, art deco statue entitled 

Spirit of Justice (Figure 5.12) that was commissioned in the 1930s expressly for the 

Department of Justice building. The sculpture offers the allegorical fi gure of Justice
lifting her arms in a gesture of exaltation. Justice wears a classical toga draped over 

her left shoulder. One breast, her right, is exposed to view. In the weeks  following 

Figure 5.12 Photograph of John Ashcroft addressing employees of the US Justice Department, 

November 8, 2001 AP photograph.
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 September 11, the Justice Department became concerned that the sculpture was 

undercutting the gravitas of Ashcroft’s offi cial appearances, including his announce-

ments concerning the USA PATRIOT Act. In January 2002, the Justice Department 

purchased, at a cost of $8,000, a giant set of blue drapes for the express purpose of 

obstructing the Spirit of Justice from view during offi cial Department functions 

(Figure 5.13).22 Censorship, as I have argued elsewhere, projects its own fantasies 

onto the art it aims to suppress. In this case, John Aschroft’s Justice Department 

perceived and in a sense produced an aluminum, allegorical fi gure of Justice as inap-

propriately erotic. In covering over the sculpture with those giant blue drapes, the 

Justice Department theatrically staged the scene of prohibition. Within the context of 

the PATRIOT Act, the offi cial cloaking of Justice reveals the almost comic (but also 

absolutely chilling) extent of the current administration’s attempt to restrict images 

and  information.

At the university where I teach, each of the libraries has posted a small sign at 

its circulation desk cautioning patrons that their records may be accessed by federal 

agents and that “the Patriot Act may also prohibit the university from disclosing to a 

library patron that they are currently the subject of an investigation by federal agents.” 

Each time I check out a book, whether it is on Robert Mapplethorpe or Norman 

Rockwell, on radical Islam or Christian fundamentalism, I confront this notice. At 

fi rst, I thought the sign functioned as an extension and enforcement of the PATRIOT 

Act. After contacting the library division to inquire about the signs, I discovered what 

Figure 5.13 Attorney General John Ashcroft speaks in the Great Hall of Justice, February 20, 

2002. AP photograph.
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should have been clear in the fi rst place: the library was warning students, staff, and 

faculty that it was powerless to protect the privacy of our patron  records.

In the Architecture and Fine Art Library, a tiny, hand- written addition has been 

made to the bottom of the circulation desk sign. In it, a miniature stick fi gure waves 

an American fl ag next to the question “Who needs civil liberties?” (Figure 5.14). This 

particular sign has been up for nearly a year now, long enough (one would think) for 

library staff to have noticed the graffi ti and have the sign replaced. I like to think of 

the staying power of the annotated sign as a response, however tacit, however tiny, 

on the part of the library staff to the policies they have been compelled to adopt by 

the federal government. I like to imagine that it was, in fact, one of the librarians who 

penned this little stick fi gure and his rejoinder. In posing the question “Who needs 

civil liberties?” the anonymous graffi tist reminds us that particularly in light of the 

PATRIOT Act and the “war on terror,” we all do.

Figure 5.14 Patriot Act notice, USC Architecture and Fine Arts Library, February 24, 2005. 

Photo by Richard Meyer.
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CHAPTER  SIX

The Relevance of Race for 
the Study of Sexuality

Roderick A. Ferguson

If the rise of interest in work that traverses the boundaries of race and sexuality is any 

indication – an interest noted through publications, conferences, and conversations 

within interdisciplinary venues, it would seem that the argument that race and sexu-

ality are mutually constitutive is quickly becoming an axiom, passing into the realm 

of established and self- evident truths. But assumptions of transparency notwith-

standing, an axiom has layers that need to be reckoned with. Indeed, we may place 

the analysis of racialized sexualities under the umbrella of intersectional inquiries – 

under yet another rubric that many would consign to the grave of the axiomatic. But 

intersectionality is for many of us an ongoing mode of interrogation, ongoing because 

the social formations that it interprets constantly assume new types of imbrications. 

Consequently, intersectional critique requires patient and careful interrogation, the 

steady accumulation of historical knowledge, and the purposeful reformulation of 

theoretical structures. In addition, it means that we must engage sexuality as having 

multiple domains for its production, constituting several objectives in terms of power, 

enjoying numerous occasions for its incitement, and revealing various periodizations 

by which to analyze it.1

Historically, intersectional analyses have been used to critique the ideologies of 

discreteness that have characterized various social processes and movements. For 

instance, Kimberlé Williams Crenshaw captures this aspect of intersectional work in 

her article “Mapping the Margins: Intersectionality, Identity Politics, and Violence 

Against Women of Color.” In this article, Crenshaw addresses two forms of inter-

sectionality – structural intersectionality and political intersectionality. Structural 

intersectionality denotes the imbricated nature of structural formations around race, 

gender, and class. Applying a theorization of structural inequality to domestic vio-

lence among women of color, Crenshaw demonstrates how it is impossible to address 

the physical abuse of women of color while assuming that structural racism, patriar-

chy, and economic disfranchisement are separate domains. In such a way, “structural 

inequality” becomes a way of theorizing the material specifi city of women of color’s 

experiences with abuse. As Crenshaw states, “I discuss structural intersectionality, the 

ways in which the location of women of color at the intersection of race and gender 

makes our actual experience of domestic violence, rape, and remedial reform qualita-

tively different from that of white women.”2 We can say that structural  intersectionality 



retheorizes social reproduction away from homogeneous and monolithic conceptions of 

material structures. Such conceptions disable critical understandings of material ine-

qualities, understandings that are crucial to apprehending how certain subjects suffer 

social debilities across multiple areas. Structural intersectionality, therefore, does not 

seek to offer “woman of color” as a category of identitarian distinction but instead 

attempts to theorize how forms of disfranchisement achieve themselves through inter-

sections and  overlaps.

While Crenshaw uses structural intersectionality to theorize the braided nature 

of social reproduction, political intersectionality theorizes how liberal and radical 

formations obscure those processes. As she states, political intersectionality crit-

ically engages “how feminist and anti- racist politics have both, paradoxically often 

helped to marginalize the issue of violence against women of color.”3 (352). Femi-

nist and anti- racist political formations have typically been constituted through 

discrete ideologies. Observing this fact, Crenshaw writes, “[t]he need to split one’s 

political energies between two sometimes- opposing groups is a dimension of inter-

sectional disempowerment which men of color and white women seldom confront. 

Indeed, their specifi c raced and gendered experiences although intersectional, often 

defi ne as well as confi ne the interests of the group.”4 Political intersectionality, hence, 

identifi es those critical formations that would obscure broader intersectional proc-

esses as well as how their own formations arise out of those processes. Plainly stated, 

political intersectionality theorizes what ideological conditions are necessary for the 

reproduction of structural intersectionality and its intersecting disfranchisements. In 

this way, structural intersectionality and political intersectionality cohere with what 

Louis Althusser refers to as “descriptive theory.” For Althusser, descriptive theory is 

“the irreversible beginning of the theory; but . . . the ‘descriptive’ form in which the 

theory is presented requires, precisely as an effect of this ‘contradiction’, development 

of the theory which goes beyond the form of ‘description.’”5 Political intersection-

ality and structural intersectionality thus represent the initial phase of a theoretical 

effort that moves beyond pure description only after outlining the elements of a social 

 formation.

Women of color theorizations of intersectionality have advanced crucial under-

standings of sexuality and have critically reassessed the oppositional formations that 

have deployed it. Several scholars working on intersectional critiques of race have 

pointed to the ways in which such studies have reformulated received paradigms 

and frameworks for analyzing sexuality. For instance, in Queer Latinidad: Identity 
Practices, Discursive Spaces, Juana María Rodríguez reads such texts as José Esteban 

Muñoz’s Disidentifi cations: Queers of Color and the Performance of Politics and José 

Quiroga’s Tropics of Desire: Interventions from Queer Latin America as examples of 

the epistemologically disruptive intentions of “queer Latino Studies.” As she states, 

“Whether in single- author texts or edited volumes on queer Latino sexuality and 

identity, traditional disciplinary boundaries became inadequate containers for sub-

jects whose lives and utterances traverse the categories meant to contain them.”6

Rodríguez cites the particular confi gurations of racial, gender, and sexual differences 

that make up queer Latino sexualities as arrangements that exceed received analytics. 

Similarly, in Raising the Dead: Readings of Death and (Black) Subjectivity, Sharon 

Holland reminds us that 
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Black lesbian subjects and their women- of- color allies have always haunted feminism’s 

attempt to articulate itself, putting themselves in the position of challenging the racial 

inclusiveness of feminist theory and practice and at the same time pushing a developing 

lesbian/gay studies to describe the face of its constituency.7

As Holland suggests, black lesbian and women of color intellectuals have never been 

simple corporeal conglomerations but have always been critical constituencies that 

have motivated certain epistemic transformations. Eithne Lubhéid also makes this 

point in her introduction to the volume Queer Migrations: Sexuality, US Citizenship, 
and Border Crossing, writing, “Scholarship by feminists of color and queers of color 

emphasizes that interconnections among sexuality, race, class, gender, nation and 

imperialism transform each category, necessitating new modes of theoretical engage-

ment.”8 Likewise, Siobhan Somerville argues in Queering the Color Line: Race and the 
Invention of Homosexuality in American Culture, “the importance of understanding 

the intersectionality of race and gender has opened up space in turn to ask how sexu-

ality might also intersect with multiple categories of identifi cation and difference.”9

As the intersectional analysis of race transformed conceptions of gender, we should 

thus ask ourselves what that analysis yields for the study of  sexuality.

The Worldliness of New Queer Critiques

In their introduction to “What’s Queer about Queer Studies,” a special issue of Social 
Text, queer scholars David Eng, Judith Halberstam, and José Esteban Muñoz argue 

for a renewed queer studies that “insists on a broadened consideration of the late-

 twentieth- century global crises that have confi gured historical relations among 

political economies, the geopolitics of war and terror, and national manifestations of 

sexual, racial and gendered hierarchies.”10 In doing so, the editors of this special issue 

point to what we might consider a hegemonic struggle within queer studies – that is, 

the articulation of a queer studies that has “rarely addressed such broad social con-

cerns” and a renewed queer studies made of diverse work that advances theorizations 

of queer critique as engaged in racial and class analyses of national and international 

signifi cance. This new work represents a renewed queer studies that observes social 

formations for the purpose of staking positions. As Eng, Halberstam, and Muñoz 

argue, “In recent years, scholars in the fi eld have produced a signifi cant body of work 

on theories of race, on problems of transnationalism, on confl icts between global 

capital and labor, on issues of diaspora and immigration, and on questions of citi-

zenship, national belonging, and necropolitics.”11 Because so much of the work that 

addresses the processes outlined above does so as an interrogation of racial discourses 

and projects, in this essay, I place this diverse work under the umbrella of the study 

of racialized sexuality. By taking up questions of social formation, this renewed queer 

studies intersects with earlier theorizations of cultural studies. For instance, in his 

article, “Cultural Studies and Its Theoretical Legacies,” Stuart Hall attempts to 

promote what is for him a necessary feature of cultural studies. He writes,

Not that there’s one politics already inscribed in it. But there is something at stake in 

cultural studies, in a way that I think, and hope is not exactly true of many other very 
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important intellectual and critical practices. Here one registers the tension between a 

refusal to close the fi eld, to police it and, at the same time, a determination to stake out 

some positions within it and argue for them . . . That is to say, I don’t understand a 

practice which aims to make a difference in the world, which doesn’t have some points 

of difference or distinction which it has to stake out, which really matter.12

In many ways, we can say that a similar negotiation characterizes and must continue 

to defi ne the work on racialized sexualities and the historical contexts that give rise 

to them. Moreover, the work resists closure in its analysis of various racialized sexual 

formations. Simultaneously, such work declares its own political stakes through inter-

rogations of the circuits of power out of which those formations arise and against 

which they struggle. Indeed, the delineation of political stakes is as wide- ranging as 

the racialized sexualities held under analysis. Here we may count critiques that theo-

rize diaspora’s alliances with nationalism, postcoloniality’s collusion with neocolonial 

economic and political investments, liberal democracy’s management of queer of color 

subjects, homonormativity’s racial itinerary, and epistemology’s production of simul-

taneous colonial and racial  discourses.

The study of race would thus seem to be a way of rebelling against notions of queer 

life and sociality as homogeneous and therefore untroubled by historical differences 

and specifi cities.13 In fact, as certain versions of queer studies have eschewed analyses 

of race, nation, diaspora, empire, and transnationality, those versions have deployed 

notions of queerness that fail to challenge the notion of homogeneous empty time. In 

a discussion of how this concept distorts our appreciation of modernity in the post-

colonial world, Partha Chatterjee argues,

Empty homogeneous time is the utopian time of capital. It linearly connects past, 

present, and future, creating the possibility for all of those historicist imaginings of 

identity, nationhood, progress, and so on that [Benedict] Anderson, along with many 

others have made familiar to us. But empty homogenous time is not located anywhere 

in real space – it is utopian. The real space of modern life consists of heterotopia . . . 

Time here is heterogeneous, unevenly dense.14

As homogeneous empty time understands universality and homogeneity as the stan-

dard of modernization, this notion of time can only encounter difference and het-

erogeneity as the horizon of the premodern. In relation to homogenous empty time 

as a mode of interpreting capital, Chatterjee states, “When it encounters an impedi-

ment, it thinks it has encountered another time – something out of pre- capital, some-

thing that belongs to the pre- modern.”15 The concept of “homogeneous empty time,” 

which originates in the work of Walter Benjamin, has enabled critiques of develop-

mental narratives about post- colonial societies, narratives that help to constitute epis-

temologies that presume the standardization of Western social formations. While the 

critique of homogeneous empty time has different motivations and applications for 

the study of sexuality, it might still be a way of intervening into the racial unconscious 

of much of queer scholarship.16

As it relates to queer social formations, homogeneous empty time has led to devel-

opmental understandings of queerness that render Western queer identities and 

practices into the ideal types of modern homosexuality. In Global Divas: Filipino Gay 
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Men in the Diaspora, Martin Manalansan discusses the ways in which Filipino gay 

men “are not typical gay men who move from tradition to modernity; rather they 

rewrite the static motions of tradition as modern or as strategies with which to negoti-

ate American culture. Immigration, therefore, does not always end in an assimilative 

process but rather in contestation and reformation of identities.”17

Here, Manalansan implies that Filipino gay men violate notions of immigration 

that cast it as a linear and developmental process. As queer studies attains to a new 

worldliness, motivated in large part by intersectional engagements with racial for-

mations, that worldliness is marked by a critique of and departure from historicist 

discourses of homogeneity, linearity, and progress. Lisa Lowe and David Lloyd argue 

this about historicism: “Liberalism and Western Marxism, along with other emanci-

patory discourses of modernity, share a foundation in what Walter Benjamin refers to 

as ‘historicism,’ that is, the conception of history as the narrative of the development 

of modern subjects and cultures . . . Both superordinate one particular understand-

ing of what constitutes the ‘political’ over all other forms of opposition or sociality; 

in consequence, those other forms are relegated to marginality or temporal anterior-

ity.”18 Intersectional work on sexuality that critically departs from historicism reveals 

that uneven densities at the levels of class, race, ethnicity, culture, and gender charac-

terize the time and space of modern queer life.

As historicist discourses read non-Western and racially minoritized formations as 

premodern and engage with them accordingly, we may think of homogeneous empty 

time as a regulatory discourse as well that helps to constitute the problematic of 

power/knowledge. We might read Michel Foucault’s theorization of sexuality as his 

own challenge to what Marxism understood as “the political.” In the interview enti-

tled “Truth and Power,” Foucault addresses Marxism’s suppression of other forms of 

sociality and thereby engages Marxism’s historicist features. He states,

What rather threw me at the time was the fact that the question I was posing totally 

failed to interest those to whom I addressed. They regarded it as a problem that was 

politically unimportant and epistemologically vulgar . . . Medicine and psychiatry 

didn’t seem to them to be very noble or serious matters, nor to stand on the same level 

as the great forms of classical rationalism . . . [Post- Stalinist] Stalinism by excluding 

from Marxist discourse everything that wasn’t a frightened repetition of the already 

said, would not permit the broaching of uncharted domains.19

As Foucault’s remarks suggest, the problematic of power/knowledge arises out of a 

kind of politics and epistemology of dismissal, a politics and epistemology that deter-

mines what is intellectually and politically viable for critical inquiry and agency. As 

Marxism dismissed medicine and psychiatry, so it dismissed what would eventually 

become the study of power/knowledge. Here Foucault points to the fact that the study 

of power/knowledge, which also includes the study of sexuality, arose out of the great 

evasions of Marxism. But we can also say that as queer studies excluded the study of 

race from its critical endeavor, it – like Marxism – helped to evolve its own system of 

power/knowledge, one that prevented queer studies from recognizing that the “real 

space of modern queer life and analysis is heterotopic” and not containable within one 

geopolitical or disciplinary  terrain.
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Methodological and Theoretical Revisions

As the study of sexuality as a racial formation necessitates investigations of the dense 

and heterogeneous formations that make up sexuality, this particular engagement with 

sexuality retheorizes the problematic of power/knowledge and sexuality’s commence-

ment from it. Such analyses have permitted understandings of the multiple confi gura-

tions of power/knowledge. Indeed, such work has demonstrated how the problematic 

of power/knowledge organizes sexualized racial projects in various national, local, 

and global contexts. Most signifi cantly, this work has been a way for scholars to use 

the study of race’s imbrications with sexuality as a way to address the great evasions, 

silences, and distortions of nationalist formations. In doing so, this work has shown 

the various ways in which nationalist discourses commit themselves to notions of 

homogeneous time that obscure the very sexual formations that constitute the com-

munities that forms of nationalism claim.

If work that apprehends sexuality as a racial formation revises the problematic of 

power/knowledge, then we may say that this work revises that text that spelled out 

that problematic in relation to sexuality. That text is, of course, Michel Foucault’s The 
History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An Introduction. That volume probably more than any 

other laid the foundation for what we recognize as the study of sexuality and the re-

 theorization of power as a productive rather than negative operation. We might think 

of such work as revising many aspects of Foucault’s text, but I’d like to focus specifi -

cally on just a few chapters from that work. In doing so, I hope to suggest the ways in 

which work on the simultaneity of race and sexuality demands that we reconsider the 

relationship between sexuality and epistemology, sexuality and power – especially as 

power is manifested in state and economic practices – as well as the historiography of 

 sexuality.

Domain and the Diversifi cation of Instrumentalities

In the chapter entitled “Domain,” Foucault argues, “Sexuality is not the most intrac-

table element in power relations, but rather one of those endowed with the greatest 

instrumentality: useful for the greatest number of maneuvers and capable of serving 

as a point of support, as a linchpin, for the most varied strategies.”20 If Foucault 

cites sexuality as one scene within the broad enactments of power, in this spirit, we 

might think of emergent work on the intersections of race and sexuality as extend-

ing and revising Foucault’s citation. In this regard, such work reposes the question of 

sexuality’s instrumentality by asking how sexuality becomes instrumental for racial 

projects and formations. One demonstration of the broad maneuverability of sexu-

ality might be seen in Licia Fiol- Matta’s A Queer Mother for the Nation: The State 
and Gabriela Mistral. In this text – ostensibly about Chile’s 1945 nobel laureate – 

Fiol- Matta analyzes how Mistral’s sexual and racial identities – that is, her profi le 

as masculine and unmarried white Latin woman – were used in the Chilean state’s 

efforts to secure heteronormative citizenship through an investment in whiteness. As 

Fiol- Matta writes, 
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In a state project that Mistral helped articulate, reproduction meant not only maxi-

mizing women’s bodies to produce fi t laborers and to manage productive, patri archal, 

hetero sexual families but also establishing and enforcing the parameters of who be-

longed, racially speaking, in the nation.21

Mistral facilitated this alliance between heterosexual reproductivity and racial regula-

tion. In Mistral was the childless woman who forsook reproduction to become mother 

of the nation, a symbol that could be used in the state’s effort to regulate a racially 

mixed population made up of gringos, indigenous peoples and black Latin Ameri-

cans. In Fiol- Matta’s words, “Mistral ‘queered’ the nation, to be sure, yet this queer 

advanced not only heteronormativity but also the unspoken Latin Americanist racial 

project.”22

Inasmuch as the book is about a queer fi gure who facilitated the sexual and racial 

project of a state, we might think of A Queer Mother for the Nation as providing a pre-

history of homonormativity, a prehistory that marks homonormativity not only as a 

sexual formation but a racial formation as well.23 Homonormativity, in this instance, 

can be understood as the process by which queerness is put in the service of a hegem-

onic rationality that conveniently regards queerness as a satellite for citizen ideals and 

as a lever for the state’s regulation of racial  difference.

Fiol- Matta’s critique of the ways in which minoritized white subjects are seduced 

and manipulated by various forms of rationality has its prologue in women of color 

feminist critiques of Western feminism. For instance, in “The Theoretical Subject(s) 

of This Bridge Called My Back and Anglo- American Feminism,” Norma Alarcón 

discusses the ways in which white feminist subjects donned the trappings of the 

rational individual, a maneuver that ended in the polemicization and exclusion of 

“‘the native female’ or ‘women of color’ . . . from the discourse of feminist theory.” 

Ironically, white feminism’s adoption of the rational subject was a means of contract-

ing with white patriarchy. As Alarcón states

The most popular subject of Anglo- American feminism is an autonomous, self- making, 

self- determining subject who fi rst proceeds according to the logic of identifi cation with 

regard to the subject of man, a notion usually viewed as the purview of man, but now 

claimed for women.24

We might think of Mistral as a narrative about how the rational citizen- subject is 

claimed not only by a female subject but a queer one as well. Claiming rationality, 

moreover, reveals itself as a racial project. We might extend Alarcón’s insights and 

the groundwork laid by A Queer Mother for the Nation by insisting that the study of 

racialized sexuality be an analysis of how queer differences can be used to promote 

a logic of identifi cation that is consonant with rather than disruptive of citizenship 

and Western rationality. In our analysis of the intersections of race and sexuality and 

how those intersections promote often tenuous but still hegemonic queer studies, the 

“autonomous, self- making, and self- determining subject” of that version of queer 

studies becomes the object of  interrogation.

If sexuality is constituted out of the nexus of power and knowledge – as Foucault 

has argued – and if that nexus implicates certain epistemological procedures – psycho-

analysis for Foucault – Fiol- Matta’s text demonstrates the ways in which literature 
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was maneuvered for the specifi c racial and sexual projects of the Chilean government. 

In other words, the literary fi gure known as Mistral could testify to the benevolence 

of the Chilean government toward a multi- racial population. That fi gure could also 

swear to the heteronormative aims of that state as Chile symbolized its benevolence 

toward those multi- racial communities through the symbol of a Nobel laureate who 

mothered them with her literature and as a teacher to the indigenous who uplifted 

them with her tutelage. In sum, A Queer Mother for the Nation cites literature not 

only as an aesthetic technology but also as a part of the state’s effort to conjoin racial 

and sexual projects in an effort to advance state power. In this way, the study of race 

becomes a way of cataloging the multiple epistemological domains out of which sexu-

ality arises. This study also bears witness to the fact that sexuality can have no simple 

 origins.

Periodization and the Multiplication of Chronologies

A Queer Mother for the Nation asks us to reconsider the periodization and the location 

of homonormative social formations and the epistemological motivations for racial-

ized sexual projects. In doing so, the text uses the study of race’s intersection with 

sexuality to provoke historiographic reconsiderations. We can think of The History of 
Sexuality as inaugurating the study of sexuality as a historiographic venture bent on 

identifying hegemonic periodizations of sexuality and then reperiodizing sexuality 

to promote new theorizations of power. The hegemonic theorization of sexuality that 

Foucualt’s text sought to displace was what Foucault termed “the repressive hypoth-

esis.” That hypothesis posited a negative conception of sexuality emerging in the 

seventeenth century, one purportedly “characterized by the advent of the great prohi-

bitions, the exclusive promotion of adult marital sexuality, the imperatives of decency, 

the obligatory containment of the body, the reduction to silence and mandatory reti-

cences of language.”25 According to that hypothesis, sexuality takes a different turn in 

the twentieth century. In this period,

the mechanisms of repression were seen as beginning to loosen the grip; one passed 

from insistent sexual taboos to a relative tolerance with regard to prenuptial or extra-

marital relations; the disqualifi cation of “perverts” diminished, their condemnation by 

the law was in part eliminated; a good many of the taboos that weighed on the sexuality 

of children were lifted.26

Foucault displaces this narrative of sexuality’s original repression and its eventual 

liberation by asking us to reconsider this periodization by considering a chronology 

composed of “multiple datings . . . [that] will not coincide with the repressive cycle.”27

Foucault thus gives the history of sexuality a different chronology – one marked in 

terms of the penitential practices, confession, methods of ascetism, and spiritual 

exercise that constituted the sixteenth through eighteenth centuries. At the end of 

the eighteenth century, the technologies of sexuality went through another muta-

tion, one in which sexuality became a primarily secular matter of the state and of 

economy, medicine, and pedagogy. At the turn of the nineteenth century, sexuality 
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went through another mutation in which “the technology of sexuality was ordered in 

relation to the medical institution, the exigency of normality . . . and the problem of 

life and illness. The fl esh was brought down to the level of the organism” (117). For 

Foucault the study of sexuality is constituted as an observation of the historical muta-

tions of technologies of sex. In this spirit, we might say that critical interrogations of 

race and sexuality compel us to observe how race effects various mutations in technol-

ogies of sex. In doing so, such work promotes different chronologies and locations for 

the histories of sexuality and thus disrupts impulses to read sexuality as a homogene-

ous  formation.

One such example of this promotion of other chronologies and locations comes 

from the large and pioneering body of work offered by feminist and post- colonial 

theorist, M. Jacqui Alexander. For instance, in “Not Just Any Body Can Be a Citizen,” 

Alexander attempts to read the criminalization of queer, specifi cally lesbian, sex 

by post- colonial states in the British West Indies as an inheritance from the moral 

discourses of British colonization in the Caribbean.28 She then annexes the contempo-

rary criminalization of queer sex to neo- imperial economic processes in those states, 

 writing,

[The nationalist state legislates] against certain sexualities while [it relies] upon wom-

en’s sexualized bodies and a political economy of desire in private capital accumulation. 

Tourism is the arena in which the moves to privatize the economy through foreign 

investment, imperial constructions of masculinity and femininity and state construc-

tions of sexualized women all intersect.29

Alexander historicizes the emergence of discourses of sexuality within the periods 

of slavery, colonization, and postcoloniality within the Bahamas and Trinidad and 

Tobago. In the period of slavery and colonization, sexuality is the effect of colo-

nial bureaucracy and stereotype. In the period after colonization, sexuality becomes 

the fi xture of the legal sphere, in as much as queer sex is criminalized. In the same 

context, sexuality becomes the object of the economic sphere, in as much as heter-

osex is stroked, advertised, and exchanged through tourism. As with Fiol- Matta, 

we can see in Alexander’s work how the study of race applied to sexuality names the 

multiple periods and national locations that account for the diversity of sexuality, ren-

dering sexuality into a category characterized by spatial and temporal heterogeneity. 

We can see the ways in which Alexander’s argument about sexuality and neocoloni-

alism within the Caribbean extends Foucault’s arguments about periodization if we 

think of Alexander’s differentiation between sexuality under colonial bureaucracy 

and slave regimes and sexuality under neoimperial dictates and governance. “Not Just 

Any(Body) Can Be a Citizen” can be read as an observation of the historical mutations 

within technologies of sexuality, mutations caused by the imperatives of coloni-

alism and slavery and then by the legal and economic maneuvers that characterize 

neo- imperialism within the Caribbean. Alexander’s article, thus, offers chronologies 

and locations that exceed the chronologies and locations that have come to character-

ize the study of sexuality. Indeed, work like Alexander’s reveals that after the study 

of race, sexuality has to be regarded as a category admitting vast temporal and geo-

political diversity. The admission of this vast temporal and geopolitical diversity is far 

from a simple demographic matter. Indeed, this diversity has broad  epistemological 
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 repercussions as it explodes the presumed linguistic, national, ethnic, gender and 

racial homogeneity of the category “sexuality.”

In the context of immigration to the United States, as Chandan Reddy argues in 

“Asian Diasporas, Neoliberalism and Family: Reviewing the Case for Homosexual 

Asylum in the Context of ‘Family Rights,’” the legal sphere seemingly extends rights 

and privileges to South Asian queer immigrants as it narrates their homosexual dif-

ference through asylum laws. In such contexts, the law ostensibly extends protections 

to racialized queer immigrants that they did not enjoy in their countries of origin. 

Hence, the law promotes an ideology of the benevolent US state that guards the cul-

tural and sexual differences of its queer immigrants. But as Reddy demonstrates, we 

must understand asylum laws for homosexuality within the context of the Family 

Reunifi cation Act of 1986. That act bases the recruitment of non- citizen labor on 

family re- unifi cation, making queer immigrants dependent on family ties and dic-

tates. As Reddy states,

For immigrants recruited through family reunifi cation, patriarchal and heterosexual 

mandates have often become pre- requisites to gaining family or welfare support. With 

the effective dismantling of welfare benefi ts of non- citizen racialized workers, workers 

brought in through family reunifi cation have increasingly been forced to be depend-

ent on family ties for access to room and board, employment, and other services, such 

as (what amounts to) workplace injury insurance, healthcare, child care, etc. In other 

words, federal immigration policies such as Family Reunifi cation extend and institute 

heteronormative community structures as a requirement for accessing welfare provi-

sions for new immigrants by attaching those provisions to the family unit.30

While Alexander addresses state formations that pathologize queerness and Reddy 

addresses legal discourses that purportedly esteem homosexuality, Reddy’s argu-

ment about asylum law’s enforcement of heteronormativity builds on Alexander’s 

inscription of the law as the realm that consecrates heterosexuality and alienates 

queer postcolonial subjects and practices in the process. For Reddy the passage of the 

Family Reunifi cation Act provides a profound mutation to the technology of sex as 

that technology applies to racialized queer immigrants to the United States.

In Impossible Desires: Queer Diasporas and South Asian Public Cultures, Gayatri 

Gopinath’s understanding of “queer diasporic archive” converges with Reddy’s under-

standing of the legal sphere as an “archive of racialized sexuality.” Discussing the 

archival possibilities of queer diaspora, Gopinath writes,

The queer diasporic archive is one that runs against the grain of conventional diasporic 

or nationalist archives, in that it documents how diasporic and nationalist subjectivities 

are produced through the deliberate forgetting and violent expulsion, subordination, 

and criminalization of particular bodies, practices, and identities. This archive is the 

storing house for those “clandestine countermemories” . . . through which sexually 

and racially marginalized communities reimagine their relation to the past and the 

present.31

While the legal sphere, according to Reddy, registers the regulatory practices by 

which queer diasporic racial formations are pressed into the universal claims of the 

law, the queer diasporic archive, for Gopinath, might be understood as a  counterpoint 
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to the regulatory imperatives of the legal archive. In addition, we might think of 

Gopinath’s theorizations of the queer diasporic archive as a redeployment of polit-

ical intersectionality, inasmuch as that archive exposes how diasporic nationalism 

commits itself to discrete ideologies that end up in the disciplining of queer diasporic 

subjects. Alexander, Reddy, and Gopinath together illustrate the explosive hetero-

geneities that constitute national and diasporic terrains, thus theorizing the anti- racist 

study of sexuality as that enterprise that broadens our conceptions of technologies of 

sex and race.

Method and the Heterogeneity of Repression

For Foucault, a notion of history as composed of mutations warranted an understand ing 

of power as heterogeneous. Foucault’s revision of power as heterogeneous necessarily 

displaced a negative conception of power embodied in the repressive hypoth esis. This 

displacement was necessary since the repressive hypothesis posited power as single-

 minded and  uniform.

By power, I do not mean . . . a mode of subjugation, which, in contrast to violence, has 

the form of the rule . . . The analysis, made in terms of power, must not assume that the 

sovereignty of the state, the form of the law or the over- all unity of a domination are 

given at the outset.32

We might think of the repressive hypothesis as overdetermining our understandings 

of sexuality and power, suggesting that sexuality is pressed down by a uniform and 

homogenizing power. In contrast, Foucault proposed a notion of sexuality in which 

sex was the effect of multiple and heterogeneous forms of power. The chapter enti-

tled “Method” takes up the relationship between repressiveness and productivity this 

way:

Hence the objective is to analyze a certain form of knowledge regarding sex, not in 

terms of repression or law, but in terms of power . . . It seems to me that power must 

be understood in the fi rst instance as a multiplicity of force relations immanent in the 

sphere in which they operate and which constitute their own organization.33

Foucault also argues, “Indeed, it is in discourse that power and knowledge are joined 

together. And for this very reason, we must conceive discourse as a series of discon-

tinuous segments whose tactical function is neither uniform nor stable.”34 Repression 

is understood as the homogeneous and uniform tactic of structural entities like state 

and capital, a notion bound to ideas of state sovereignty, law, domination and its pre-

sumed unity. In contrast, to the homogeneity and unity presumed by the tactics of the 

state, law, and domination, Foucault offered a notion of power that emphasized the 

multiplicity and heterogeneity of tactics. Foucault parlayed this conception of power 

as heterogeneous and diverse into his considerations of  sexuality.

The notion of power and sexuality as heterogeneous also led Foucault to disable 

another component of the repressive hypothesis – that is, the notion of power as hier-

archical. He writes, “[p]ower is not something that is acquired, seized, or shared, 
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something that one holds onto or allows to slip away; power is exercised from innumer-

able points, in the interplay of nonegalitarian and mobile relations.”35 Here Foucault 

contrasts the limitless quality of power to an acquisitive notion of power, implying 

that an acquisitive and hierarchical notion of power is antithetical to power as heter-

ogeneous. In this formulation, a hierarchical notion of power can be placed under the 

repressive hypothesis as this notion suggests the uniformity and homogeneity of tactics. 

Thus, Foucault’s notion of power – leaning as it does on the heterogeneity of points – 

has to alienate the question of repression and hierarchy – leaning as it often does on 

the singularity of tactics and procedures. Put simply, the appreciation and theoriza-

tion of heterogeneity in Foucault nullifi ed inquiries around inequality. The study of 

racialized sexual formations means that we have to negotiate with these confl icting 

genealogies of the notion of power – one genealogy that presumes an economic model 

that tends to assume homogeneity and standardization and another genealogy of power 

that in an effort to eschew homogeneity often frustrates inquiries around hierarchy and 

 inequality.

Work by authors interested in the intersections of race and sexuality often becomes 

an occasion to parlay refl ections about racialized sexuality into alternative con-

siderations of power. This work oftentimes reveals that the productivity and the 

repressiveness of power are both sites of heterogeneous tactics. More to the point, 

these considerations hold onto the idea of power’s productivity and its manifestation 

in innumerable points but refuses to advance this argument while eschewing concep-

tions of power as hierarchical. The work on racialized sexuality – presuming diverse 

instrumentalities and multiple chronologies – refuses to do so as it directs attention 

toward the innumerable points of  repression.

The study of racialized sexuality compels us to observe both the repressive and 

productive natures of sexuality, understanding that both those natures presuppose 

heterogeneous and mobile tactics. The study of racialized sexualities, therefore, 

necessitates that we fi nd ways to engage both aspects of power, not privileging one 

over the other. For instance in a discussion about the fi gure of the Chinese prosti-

tute and the Chinese bachelor in nineteenth- century San Francisco, historian Nayan 

Shah argues in Contagious Divides: Epidemics and Race in San Francisco’s  Chinatown,

In the prevailing nineteenth- century ideology, respectable domesticity enabled the 

proper moral and biological cultivation of citizen- subjects necessary for American 

public life to fl ourish. The formation of respectable domesticity connected practices of 

individual health and sexuality to collective social well- being. Modern, healthy society 

was conceptualized as a series of heterosexual married couples and their children, who, 

as middle- class families, perpetuated the race and enriched the nation . . . Nineteenth-

 century white politicians and social critics characterized Chinatown as an immoral 

bachelor society of dissolute men who frequented opium dens, gambling houses, and 

brothels . . . [The] few Chinese women who had immigrated were considered to be 

prostitutes. Together their lives were considered contrary to respectable domesticity 

and capable of undermining American morality and family life.36

Shah’s text demonstrates the productive nature and heterogeneous locales of power 

as public health discourses produced knowledge about Chinese immigrants through 

the fi gures of the Chinese prostitute and the Chinese bachelor. At the same time, 
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the production of those discourses was indelibly linked to the racial hierarchies of 

local government, hierarchies that worked to suppress a racialized immigrant popu-

lation within a US city. For instance, Shah writes of the harassment campaigns that 

were directed at Chinese prostitutes, considered one of the most visible personae of 

Chinese moral and sexual degeneracy: “In the mid- nineteenth century, police har-

assment decisively reshaped the urban geography and the social lives of women who 

were presumed to solicit sex. From 1854 to 1865 the San Francisco police conducted 

aggressive campaigns to drive ‘crib prostitutes’ away from the high- traffi c thorough-

fares of Jackson and Dupont Streets.”37 Through the maneuvers of local medicine 

in the deployment of racialized, gendered, sexualized and classed discourses upon 

Chinese immigrants to the US, we can see how those discourses produced unprece-

dented forms of racial knowledge about Chinese sexuality. We might also understand 

the harassment campaigns as racial projects intending wholly new and historically 

specifi c forms of repression. As the case of Chinese racialization and sexualization 

through discourses and technologies of health illustrates, power was fl exible and
hierarchical, productive and prohibitive. As with Fiol- Matta, Alexander, Reddy and 

Gopinath’s work, Contagious Divides illustrates the multiple alliances of racialized 

and classed power that sexuality enables. The study of race’s application to sexuality 

represents the critical inventory of the possible and manifold confi gurations of power/

knowledge. Broadly considered, work on racialized sexuality fi nds ways to engage het-

erogeneity without abandoning the question of  inequality.

I have tried in the preceding pages to cite the study of race as an epistemologi-

cal intervention into the study of sexuality – that is, as something more than a lever 

for pluralistic and multiculturalist articulations of queer studies. In doing so, I have 

attempted to point to the epistemological pressures that the question of race places 

upon the critique of sexuality. I have not evoked authors that simultaneously engage 

race and sexuality to constitute any vanguard. Nor have I focused so much atten-

tion on Foucault to reinforce a personality cult. I have done so in appreciation of this 

observation: historically, the intersectional study of race has countered the presumed 

universality, benevolence, and innocence of categories like “woman,” “gender,” and 

“sexuality” with something that presumptions of this sort could only meet with con-

tempt, dismissal, patronage, or impatience:  rumination.
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CHAPTER  SEVEN

The Present Future of 
Lesbian Historiography

Valerie Traub

This essay attempts to think through some of the larger methodological issues that 

currently face the fi eld of lesbian history. It is motivated by the belief that the future of 

this fi eld depends on reconceptualizing some of the issues that thus far have informed 

our construction of the past. Given the interdisciplinary nature of lesbian/gay/

queer studies, it is odd that refl ections on historiographic method often seem silently 

embedded in our scholarship, present implicitly in the mode of argumentation and the 

means of marshalling evidence, rather than being fully aired. To the extent that his-

torical method has been a topic of debate, it largely has taken the form of the by now 

notorious distinction between acts versus identity, and its corollary, alterity versus 

continuism. Scholars whose historical accounts take a continuist form have tended to 

emphasize a similarity between past and present concepts of sexual understanding; 

those who instead highlight historical difference or alterity (as it is termed by literary 

scholars) have tended to emphasize problems of anachronism, changing terminolo-

gies and typologies, and resistance to teleology.1 I believe that the relative weight one 

accords to alterity or continuism has had a more pronounced impact on the practice of 

lesbian history than any other issue (including debates about what counts as evidence 

of same-gender desire). It has, I submit, outlived its utility.

Let us recall how this debate evolved within lesbian history. The fi rst implicitly con-

tinuist approach was Lillian Faderman’s groundbreaking 1981 Surpassing the Love of 
Men which, as its subtitle announced, traced romantic friendship and love between 

women from the Renaissance to the present. Terry Castle’s 1993 The Apparitional 
Lesbian, although it opposed Faderman’s desexualized paradigm of romantic friends, 

nonetheless reiterated her continuist premises by provocatively collapsing  eighteenth-

century representations with twentieth-century cultural formations.2 More recently, 

the continuist approach has been extended backward in time through Bernadette 

Brooten’s magisterial Love Between Women, which, even as it treads cautiously 

through the historical specifi cities of ancient Rome, in its effort to demonstrate a 

lesbian identity in antiquity nonetheless maps representations of 1970s lesbianism 

onto the early Christian West.3

Castle and Brooten, in particular, are critical of the infl uence of Michel Foucault on 

the periodization of homosexual identity, including his notorious pronouncement in 

The History of Sexuality, Vol. 1: An Introduction that “The sodomite was a temporary 

aberration; the homosexual is now a species,”4 which has served as a point of departure 



for the alterist position – a position, it must be said, that has enjoyed more promi-

nence in studies devoted to men than to women. The critique of methodologies that 

stress historical difference, however, has also taken a form less dismissive of Foucault 

and the historical methods he has inspired. In a thoughtful challenge to the practices 

of women’s history, Judith Bennett has argued that a “patriarchal equilibrium” has 

“worked to maintain the status of European women in times of political, social, and 

economic change.”5 Writing as a social historian who views history as necessarily a 

story of both continuity and change, Bennett proposes a distinction between changes 

in women’s experiences and structural transformations of women’s social status, while 

also proposing the term “lesbian-like” to resolve the issues of alterity posed by the 

distant past.6 Diagnosing various reasons for gender historians’ penchant for focusing 

on change, Bennett suggests that European women’s history may be profi tably viewed 

as “a history of change without transformation.”7 From a rather different angle, Carla 

Freccero and Louise Fradenberg, editors of the collection Premodern Sexualities, cri-

tique the fascination with alterity that, they argue, has taken hold of queer historical 

studies. Suggesting that identifi cation with the past is an important motivation for 

historicist work, they advocate a practice that observes “similarities or even continu-

ities” while eschewing “an ahistoricist or universalizing effect.”8 Carolyn Dinshaw’s 

Getting Medieval similarly advocates the affective need for apprehending similarities, 

this time through the metaphor of “touches across time.”9 And most recently, Martha 

Vicinus has echoed these sentiments in  Intimate Friends: Women Who Loved Women, 
1778–1928, maintaining that “attitudes toward and behaviors by lesbians show a rich 

combination of change and continuity.”10 Argu ing that “we gain a better sense of inti-

mate friendship by tracing repetitive patterns,” she notes that “[e]ven though the 

structures of intimacy remained in place, their meanings changed over time.”11

I rehearse these forays into lesbian, women’s, and queer history because I believe 

they indicate that, methodologically speaking, we are poised to enter a new stage, 

wherein some of the theoretically-motivated and archivally-supported claims that 

have absorbed the attention of scholars over the past 20 years can be reassessed. 

As archival materials come to light that support more nuanced concepts of identity 

and orientation than early social constructivist accounts allowed, debates about acts 

versus identities, alterity versus continuism, have, for some scholars, begun to recede 

in importance, while other scholars have given these debates new life in reconfi gured 

forms.12 I shall return to the problems posed by their reconfi guration at the end of 

this essay. For now, I want to suggest that what I call the present future of lesbian 

historiography – by which I mean those methods that might enable us to imagine a 

future historicist practice – necessitates analyzing recurring patterns in the identifi ca-

tion, social statuses, behaviors, and meanings of women who erotically desired other 

women across large spans of time. Doing so, I believe, could result in a new methodo-

logical paradigm for lesbian history.

I thus want to register a shift in my own thinking (which had fallen more on the side 

of emphasizing alterity) toward an engagement with the following tripartite hypothesis:

1  There exist certain recurrent explanatory meta-logics that accord to the history 

of lesbianism over a vast temporal expanse a sense of consistency and, at times, 

uncanny familiarity.
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2  These explanatory meta-logics draw their specifi c content from perennial axes of 

social defi nition, which become particularly resonant or acute at different histori-

cal moments.

3  The recurring moments in which these meta-logics are manifested might profi t-

ably be understood as cycles of salience – that is, as forms of intelligibility whose 

meanings recur, intermittently and with a difference, across time.

Such cycles of salience are what lead us to an encounter with what can look a lot like 

“lesbianism” in the distant historical periods in which we work. They indicate instead, 

I want to suggest, symptomatic preoccupations about the meanings of women’s bodies 

and behaviors. The appearance of consistency and familiarity produced by these meta-

logics, the axes of social defi nition from which they draw their content and energy, and 

the cycles of salience during which they reappear are not, therefore, simple or self-

evident. Nor are these cycles, precisely, continuity – if by that we mean an  unbroken 

line connecting the past to the present. It is less that there exist transhistorical cat-

egories that comprise and subsume historical variation than that certain perennial 

logics and defi nitions remain useful, across time, for conceptualizing the meaning of 

female bodies and bonds. Emerging at certain moments, silently disappearing from 

view, and then re-emerging as particularly relevant (or explosively volatile), these 

recurrent explanatory logics seem to underlie the organization, and reorganization, 

of women’s erotic life. Sometimes these preoccupations arise as repeated expressions 

of identical concerns; sometimes they emerge under an altered guise. As endemic 

features of erotic discourse, these logics and defi nitions, as well as the ideological 

faultlines they subtend, not only contribute to the existence of historically specifi c 

fi gures and typologies, but also ensure correspondences across time. At the same 

time, the forms these meta-logics take, their specifi c content, the discourses in which 

they are embedded, and the angle of relations among them all are subject to change. 

Social preoccupations come in and out of focus, new political exigencies emerge, dis-

courses converge and the points of contact between them shift – and in the process, 

the meanings of female–female desire are reconfi gured.

The methodological reassessment I am offering is made possible by a steady publi-

cation of studies over the past decade. Thanks to social and cultural history, as well as 

to an even larger body of work by literary critics analyzing cultural representations, we 

now possess a densely textured picture of what it might have meant for women to love, 

desire, and have sex with each other at various times in specifi c locales.13 The research 

that has taken place in almost every historical period, particularly for England, France, 

and North America, thus offers a heretofore unimagined opportunity to confront 

the conceptual challenges of change and continuity on a larger, more capacious scale 

than has typically been tried – including pushing against the analytical paradigms 

and geographic boundaries of the West. Lesbian history will continue to locate its 

subjects in specifi c temporal and spatial contexts, while also addressing how such his-

tories intersect and diverge across national, ethnic, racial, linguistic, and geographical 

borders. However, by identifying certain axes of defi nition that have developed largely 

in respect to white women in Western Europe and the US, analyzing the reasons for 

their recurrence, and then submitting these narratives to comparative analysis across 

the boundaries of race, religion, language, and geography, it may, over time, be possi-
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ble to fashion a broadly synoptic account of historical regimes of eroticism – without 

losing sight of each regime’s specifi city, complexity, relative coherence, and instability. 

In short, recognition of these periodic cycles of salience could provide us with a means 

to write that which, for good reason, has not been attempted since Faderman’s inaugu-

ral study: a transnational history of lesbianism over the longue durée.

A search for “types” has framed much of the scholarship on lesbian history of England 

and the US. From my own book on the relations between the “masculine tribade” 

and the “chaste feminine friend” in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, to Susan 

Lanser’s work on the “sapphist” as a fl ashpoint for modernity in the eighteenth 

century,14 to Martha Vicinus’ early delineation of four antecedents to modern lesbian-

ism and, more recently, her exploration of nineteenth-century familial models for 

female intimacy such as mother/daughter and husband/wife,15 to Judith Halberstam’s 

exploration of twentieth-century forms of female masculinity,16 an implicit typologi-

cal impulse has framed our efforts to render female–female desires intelligible – both 

in their own historical terms, and in ours.

In part this typological inclination results from the medical taxonomies from which 

the modern category of homosexuality was derived.17 Thus, a reliance on systems of 

classifi cation similarly has dominated studies of male homosexuality, both within 

the West and cross-culturally.18 David M. Halperin has provided the most explicit 

description and theorization of typologies of male homosexuality across a broad tem-

poral expanse. Halperin – previously one of the most infl uential advocates of historical 

discontinuity – attempts in How to Do the History of Homosexuality

to rehabilitate a modifi ed constructionist approach to the history of sexuality by readily 

acknowledging the existence of transhistorical continuities, reintegrating them into the 

frame of the analysis, and reinterpreting their signifi cance within a genealogical under-

standing of the emergence of (homo)sexuality itself.19

Revisiting his own historicist practice in order to balance the conceptual appeals of 

historical continuity and change, Halperin offers a sophisticated analytical paradigm 

based on four “transhistorical” “pre-homosexual categories of male sex and gender 

deviance”: effeminacy; paederasty or active sodomy; friendship or male love; and 

passivity or inversion.20 This rehabilitation implicitly relies on classical models of 

male–male relations, which are viewed as variously applicable at different times and 

places. Halperin proposes, however, a transhistorical model only up to the emergence 

of modern homosexuality – when, owing to a “long historical process of accumulation, 

accretion, and overlay,” the relations among these categories defi nitively changed.21

Although I have been inspired by Halperin’s engagement with continuist argu-

ments, my current interest lies not in creating a transhistorical taxonomy of categories 

or fi gures – or at least, this would only be one task in a larger project I envision. I 

am less interested in describing the contents of typologies and exposing the concep-

tual strands that contribute to them, than in investigating the cultural conditions that 

render such types culturally salient at particular moments.22 This refl ects my desire 

to build methodologically on the project pursued in The Renaissance of Lesbianism in 
Early Modern England while also moving beyond it. There I argued that, under the 

auspices of divergent discourses circulating in England, a symptomatic break in the 
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representation of female homoeroticism occurred over the course of the seventeenth 

century, a shift in the terms of female embodiment, which led to a “cultural perver-

sion” of female–female desire. This process of perversion, which involved particular 

negotiations of signifi cance and insignifi cance, articulation and negation, intelligibil-

ity and unintelligibility, provided some of the primary materials out of which modern 

identity categories were fashioned. I also argued, however, that early modern repre-

sentations are defi nitively estranged from modern conceptual categories. Rather than 

attempt to forge links between the tribade, the tommy, the invert, and the butch, for 

instance, I focused on certain conceptual axes that, within the temporal parameters 

of two centuries, organized the meanings of tribadism and female friendship. Build-

ing on the work of Annamarie Jagose on the terms of “lesbian inconsequence,”23 the 

book attempts to expose the fragile nature of a governing regime of visibility (and its 

corollary, invisibility) by focusing on the specifi c incoherences that have governed the 

intelligibility – and lack of intelligibility – of female–female desire.

The two fi gures whose genealogies I traced nonetheless appear strangely similar 

to subsequent emanations of female homoerotic desire. Figures that, since the foun-

dational work in lesbian history, have been treated as prototypical for the nineteenth 

century (the passing woman and the romantic friend), as fundamental to the pathol-

ogizing discourses of sexology and early psychoanalysis (the invert and the pervert), 

and as vital to twentieth-century self-defi nitions (butch and femme), seem to have 

been cut from much of the same cloth as the early modern tribade and friend. Noting 

such resemblances linking various manifestations across time, I asked in closing: why 

do such apparent resonances assert themselves?

It would seem that certain representational features of female bodies and bonds slip 

into and out of historical view; some acquire more importance and visibility as others 

decline and fade, only to reappear in a different guise under changed social condi-

tions. The discourses in which they are articulated shift and mutate as well. By the late 

eighteenth century, for instance, the sexually deviant fi gure that arguably had the most 

potential to signify transgressively – the tribade who supposedly used her enlarged 

clitoris to “imitate” the sex acts of men – had almost disappeared from the medical 

discourse that fi rst gave her prominence. Given the changes during this period to 

the practice of anatomy and physiology, it makes sense that she waned as an object of 

medical curiosity; but why did she linger in other genres, such as literature, and then 

later reappear in medicine (albeit in much different form) as the invert of sexology and 

psychoanalysis? The differences between the tribade and the invert, of course, are as 

considerable as those between Galen and Freud, but the meta-logic of a fi gure com-

posed by a masculinized style of desire persists. No longer diagnosed routinely, as she 

was in the early modern period, through the presence of an oversized clitoris, the trib-

ade’s “monstrous” abuse of her body and other women was refi gured by sexology as 

the mannish invert’s hypervirility, her masculine characteristics imbuing not only her 

physical nature, but her very soul.24 Nonetheless, the common recourse to a physio-

logical explanation for a masculinized desire, as well as the projection of such desire 

onto women of Africa and the Middle East in both the seventeenth- and nineteenth-

centuries, has been striking enough to invite continuist narratives.

In order to defend the hypothesis of continuity, however, one would need to analyze 

the intervening period and the discursive regimes at work within it. What happened to 
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the terms of cultural representation between the production of the masculine tribade and 

the masculine invert? For one thing: the emergence of a new type: the sapphist. Susan 

Lanser has located the cultural production of the sapphist in a historical moment when 

“private intimacies between women became public relations.”25 Rather than residing in 

the pages of medical textbooks, the sapphist’s “publicity” was largely a construction of 

a variety of fi ctional forms, from picaresque novels to satiric pornography, which alter-

nately celebrated and condemned her.26 By the latter part of the eighteenth century, so 

common was the fi gure of the sapphist that, as Martha Vicinus maintains, “women’s 

intimate friendships were divided into two types, sensual romantic friendship and 

sexual Sapphism.”27 Nonetheless, as Lisa Moore argues, sapphism and romantic friend-

ship “continued to exhibit a dangerous intimacy.”28 What separated romantic friendship 

from suspect sapphism, contends Lanser, was less the sapphist’s masculinized gender 

performance than her deviation from class propriety. Indeed, Lanser argues that it is 

only through a kind of backformation that fi gures suspected of sapphism – because of 

their violations of genteel respectability – were later deemed “masculine.”29

Over this same period, the intimate female friend was reconstituted as something 

both akin and alien to the innocent, chaste, yet desiring adolescent who is represented 

widely in sixteenth- and seventeenth-century literature. By the late eighteenth century, 

under the auspices of a culture of manners, sensibility, and taste, the idioms of chastity 

and innocence that fi gured early modern friendship seem to have been channelled into 

the twin virtues of propriety and sentiment. Fictionally immortalized by that hyper-

virtuous exemplar of moral womanhood, Samuel Richardson’s Clarissa, the “particular 

friend” of the Enlightenment appears to be both libidinally attached to, and tragically 

barred from, those female intimacies that might protect her from the worst abuses of 

patriarchal masculinity.30 A real-life Clarissa may have had access to “sensual romantic 

friendship” with such a friend as Anna, but it is the project of Richardson’s text – as it 

was of many eighteenth-century novels – to explicitly frustrate such desire.31

Yet, in their attempts to contain and stave off intimate female friendships, such 

texts had more in common with early modern literature than with what was to come. 

For, by the next century, sensual romantic friendship – or, to invoke its function as an 

effect of domestic ideology, the “female world of love and ritual” – subsisted hand-

in-glove with the Victorian bourgeois ideal of female passionlessness. Bolstered by 

a socio-economic investment in women’s domesticity and the separation of spheres, 

the expectation of women’s lack of interest in sex with men paradoxically fostered the 

fervid expressions of love and desire among girls and women characterized by Carroll 

Smith-Rosenberg as “socially acceptable and fully compatible with heterosexual mar-

riage.”32 Indeed, the nineteenth century, in Vicinus’ terms, “saw a concerted effort 

to spiritualize all love.”33 Out of the contradictory idioms of romantic friendship and 

sapphic sexuality, women in the nineteenth century were, as Vicinus asserts, able “to 

fashion something new – a personal identity based upon a sexualized, or at least rec-

ognizably eroticized, relationship with another woman.”34

This eroticized personal identity and public persona often depended on a form of 

gender inversion signifi ed through sartorial and behavioral style. As both objects of, and 

agents in, the formation of modern identity categories, sapphists and inverts sought to 

make themselves legible (to themselves and to others) through the adoption of mascu-

line dress. Yet, at the beginning of the modern era, as Vicinus argues, “gender inversion 
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was the most important signifi er of same-sex desire, but interpretations of the so-called 

mannish woman varied considerably.”35 As Laura Doan has shown, especially during 

the relaxation of gender conventions during World War I, certain British women who 

adopted masculine fashion neither perceived themselves, nor were perceived by others, 

as sapphists.36 Following the post-war tightening of gender ideology, however, and 

especially after the notorious 1928 obscenity trial of Radclyffe Hall, many sapphists 

proclaimed their erotic independence by means of closely cropped hair, starched shirts, 

jackets, ties, cigarette lighters, and monocles.37 Their manipulation of the tropes of 

masculine dress drew upon prior preoccupations with the cultural signifi cation of gen-

dered clothes, yet did so within the context of a different gender regime and by means 

of different material technologies. Tribades, in other words, did not smoke.

Why do certain fi gures and tropes of eroticism (and gender) become culturally 

salient at certain moments, becoming saturated with meaning, and then fade from 

view? Why do suspicions of deviant behavior sometimes seep in to the most  innocuous-

 seeming of friendships and why are such friendships at other times immune from 

suspicion? Why do specifi c fi gures, separated by vast temporal expanses, appear to 

adumbrate, echo, or reference one another? Which characteristics of their social for-

mation actually recur? Which social forces foster an interest in bodily or expressive 

acts among women, and through which discursive domains and by means of which 

material technologies are such intelligibilities circulated?

A focus on lesbian typologies, I have come to feel, enables only partial answers to these 

questions.38 For instance, from one set of concerns, the all-female “Society of Friend-

ship” formed by seventeenth-century poet Katherine Philips looks a lot like an avatar of 

late nineteenth-century Boston marriage; both social forms spiritualize female emotional 

bonds; both derive sustenance from women’s intellectual capacities; both arise from 

within the confi nes of feminine domesticity; both defer to class decorum in matters of the 

desiring body. But from another angle – say, the freedom to advocate for female intimacy 

as a political alternative to patriarchal marriage – the gulf between them is profound. 

Or consider the ways that the same-sex intimacies that occurred among certain 

women living in medieval and early modern convents appear to provide a prototype 

for the fervid romantic friendships of nineteenth-century women. In both cases, inti-

macies were authorized by a tight relation between spirituality and eroticism, and 

both were materially supported by gender segregation. Yet the erotic spirituality of 

the nun has a different focus from that professed by romantic friends, and the domes-

ticity enforced on bourgeois women as they were shunted out of the public sphere 

enjoined a different order of privacy than did the rigors of monastic life. Whereas the 

“particular friend” of the medieval monastery was debarred by the rules of her reli-

gious order to embrace or even hold hands, her nineteenth-century counterpart was 

likely to be encouraged by family and kin to kiss and caress her “particular friend.” 

So too, the gender bending common to the medieval virago, the early modern 

tribade, the female husband or the passing woman of the eighteenth- and nineteenth-

centuries, the mannish invert of sexology, the 1950s bar dyke, the stone butch, and the 

transgender subject of today suggests one powerful line of connection. Yet, several 

other lines – including concepts of bodily morphology, gender identifi cation, extent 

of gender passing, relations between secrecy and disclosure, economic imperatives, 

and claims of an erotic subjectivity – cross-cut them in such a way as to disrupt the 
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appearance of similitude.39 In this respect, rhetorics, vocabularies, and conventions 

matter as much as do wide-scale changes in material conditions. Within the frame of 

a particular set of identifi cations, for instance, a lesbian drag king might claim as his-

torical precursor the passing woman of eighteenth-century narrative; but if she were 

to submit herself to the narrative conventions structuring earlier discourses of gender 

passing, she quickly would fi nd that the gulf of history is wide.40 For one thing, as 

Sally O’Driscoll has argued, the passing woman depicted in eighteenth-century 

ballads is associated almost exclusively with heterosexuality.41

The ideological utility of body parts to social discipline is another case in point. 

The metonymic logic that governed the representation of the early modern tribade’s 

enlarged clitoris can be seen in the determination of nineteenth- and twentieth-

century sexologists to discover the reasons of behavioral aberrations in a particular 

bodily source. Like the tribade’s clitoris, the essentialized characteristics attributed to 

the invert attest to a will to discover in the body an explanatory mechanism for its own 

deviations. From this perspective, the quest, during our contemporary age of bio-

genetics and psychobiology, for a “gay gene” (supposedly manifest in a specifi c gene 

on the X chromosome or in the hypothalamus) and for hormonal sources of sexual 

orientation reiterates a desire to pin the mystery of sexuality onto a discrete physi-

cal essence. This twenty-fi rst century means of understanding the relation between 

desire and biology, psychology and the body echoes earlier cultural formations, as 

Siobhan Somerville has argued: “the current effort to re-biologize sexual orientation 

and to invoke the vocabulary of immutable difference” has its origins in the “histori-

cally coincident” yet “structurally interdependent” discourses of nineteenth-century 

sexology, comparative anatomy, and scientifi c racism.42 Those nineteenth-century dis-

courses, I would add, trace some of their structural components – for instance, their 

anatomical essentialism –back to early modern attempts to diagnose the tribade’s 

transgression as a function of bodily morphology and, at times, racial difference.43

At the same time, the material technologies by which gay genes can even be thought 

as such – much less investigated – are profoundly modern in orientation. Nonetheless, 

material technologies need not be particularly sophisticated or “scientifi c” to affect the 

range of available discourses. During the sixteenth and early seventeenth  centuries, 

for example, tales of tribades would have remained a fairly elite knowledge had they 

not made their way through the new genre of travel literature into vernacular medical 

advice books. So too, an even wider array of print media – newspapers, scandal sheets, 

published trial records, novels and pornography – disseminated an epistemology of 

suspicion about alleged sapphists in the eighteenth century.44

Equally important is the role of textual traditions in infl uencing subsequent articu-

lations of erotic knowledge. Anne Lister’s diaries record her efforts to track references 

to sapphic allusions in Juvenal, Martial, and Horace, references she used to gauge the 

extent of her potential sexual partners’ erotic knowledge; Katherine Philips boldly 

appropriated classical tropes of male friendship, including their expressions of mutu-

ality, equality, and similitude, to authorize her own ideals of female intimacy.45 Yet 

to date, the ways that social agents deploy prior rhetorics to legitimize their own 

desires and practices (or to delegitimize those of others) has been thus far an under-

 appreciated aspect of how the past was able to be queer.46

Resemblances, then, shimmer unsteadily and unevenly, moving closer or  receding, 
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depending on the axes of defi nition that inform one’s perspective or capture one’s atten-

tion. Such attention may be the result of forces extrinsic to sexuality itself. Certain axes 

of social defi nition may become more pronounced during eras when social discourse 

about sexuality draws into its orbit concerns and signifi ers external to it. Like the peri-

odic moral panics fi rst adduced by Gayle Rubin and Jeffrey Weeks,47 cycles of salience 

may be linked temporally and conceptually to moments of social crisis which have their 

source in anxieties peripheral to eroticism, such as reactions to feminism and changing 

gender roles, reservations about redefi nitions of the family, nationalist or racist fears of 

contamination, concerns about morality and social discipline, and violent upheavals in 

the political order.48 Conversely, a resurgence of relevance for other axes of social defi -

nition may be more likely to occur precisely when such anxieties are absent.

I do not propose that we create rubrics (e.g., a paradigm of bodily morphology or 

gender inversion or intimate friendship) under which all historical variants would be 

gathered, organized, and codifi ed. To offer the tribade, the invert, and the romantic 

friend, for instance, as transhistorical fi gures of lesbian history would move us only a 

small step beyond models of a single, unifi ed lesbianism. To do the history of sexuality is 

not to turn a blind eye to perennial features of the erotic system in the name of historical 

alterity. But neither is it to too quickly assume homology when not every facet repeats. 

Since Faderman’s foundational survey, a history of homosexuality over the longue durée
largely has been avoided.49 Such avoidance stems from the association of  overarching 

historical narratives with the “gay ancestors” approach to history, as well as from 

the extent to which the postmodern suspicion toward the explanatory power of meta-

narratives has taken hold in those subfi elds where the history of sexuality is most often 

written (social and cultural history, gender history, cultural studies, literary studies).50

There have, to be sure, been histories of sexuality more generally that traverse 

several centuries (such as Estelle Freedman and John D’Emilio’s Intimate Matters
and Richard Godbeer’s Sexual Revolution in Early America); Leila Rupp’s introduc-

tory overview, A Desired Past: A Short History of Same-Sex Love in America; as well 

as sourcebooks such as Alison Oram and Annmarie Turnbull’s The Lesbian History 
Sourcebook: Love and Sex between Women in Britain from 1780 to 1970.51 There also 

have been temporally broad, theoretically infl ected studies such as Jonathan Dolli-

more’s Sexual Dissidence, Lee Edelman’s Homographesis, and Annamarie Jagose’s 

Inconsequence: Lesbian Representation and the Logic of Sexual Sequence.52 None of 

these, however, has explicitly theorized the implications of connecting the strands of 

gay or lesbian history across multiple historical periods. To the extent that the suita-

bility of assuming a longer vantage has been raised as a methodological or theoretical 

question, it largely has been framed within the context of the acts versus identity 

debate. Dominated by the impulse to create densely local and socially contextualized 

interpretations, the fi eld’s center of gravity has resulted in some remarkable period-

based studies that will inform our understanding for a great while.

But note the phrase: period-based studies. Since the move away from the famous-

gay-people-in-history approach, the history of homosexuality – both male and female 

– mainly has been written by means of research segmented along traditional period 

lines. Even as queer theory, poststructuralism, and the “linguistic turn” have pres-

sured many of the methodological premises of literary critics and traditional historians, 
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the power of periodization has not been shaken – as titles such as Queering the Renais-
sance, Queering the Middle Ages, and Queering the Moderns attest.53 Although it has 

become a tenet of historicist queer theory to disrupt the “straight,” reproductive logic 

of sequential temporality, to expose periodization as a fetish, and to keep one eye on our 

contemporary situation, the ensuing conversation between past and present generally 

has been accomplished by relying on a period-bound concept of the past: one historical 

moment, situated in proximity to modernity (or postmodernity). To queer the Middle 

Ages, for instance, is also to historicize the modern – with the injunction to “get medi-

eval” pursued by considering how medieval concepts inhabit, resonate, or are at odds 

with contemporary categories and crises: the US military policy of don’t ask, don’t tell; 

the sexual politics of the Clinton impeachment; the discourse of HIV/AIDS; the love 

lyrics of rock star Melissa Etheridge.54

Queer historiography, in other words, has enabled a provocative conversation between 

the past and the present, history and (post)modernity. Notwithstanding this provoca-

tion, the retrospective fi ction of periodization has functioned as an epistemic force fi eld, 

permitting certain questions while occluding others.55 In particular, the common sense 

of periodization has kept our analytical attention off those problematic areas where his-

torical boundaries meet: the ragged edges, margins, and interstices of periodization 

that frame our narratives. It is here that historical claims, especially about the advent of 

change or novelty, can rub uncomfortably against one another – sometimes calling into 

question the basic premises and arguments of temporally discrete historical studies, and 

sometimes leading to charges of scholarly ignorance or special pleading. Yet, as under-

standable as is the desire to expose other scholars’ epistemic privileging of their own turf, 

a strategy of border surveillance does not help us learn to speak across period divides.56

I want to suggest a different strategy – one based on the acknowledgment of per-

ennial axes of social defi nition and their temporal appearance as cycles of salience, 

and which is in pursuit of the explanatory meta-logics that such defi nitions mani-

fest. Many of the issues in gay/lesbian/queer history that have structured the asking 

of questions and the seeking of answers traverse historical domains. Whereas these 

issues may not all function as axes of social defi nition, they provide one means of 

access to them, as well as to a better understanding of the moments when they accrue 

social signifi cance. Presented as a large set of substantive themes, they include:

•  the relationship between erotic acts and erotic identities;

•  the quest for causes of erotic desire in the physical body;

•  the status accorded to the genitals in defi ning sexual acts;

•  the relations of love, intimacy, and friendship to eroticism, including the defensive 

separation of sex from friendship;

•  the fi ne line between virtue and transgression, orderly and disorderly homoeroticism;

•  the relationship of eroticism to gender deviance and conformity;

•  the symbolic and social functions of gendered clothing;

•  the relevance of age, class/status, and ethnic/racial hierarchies to erotic relations;

•  the composition and effects of familial, marital, and household arrangements;

•  the role of voluntary kinship and familial nomenclatures in mediating and express-

ing erotic bonds;

•  the relationship of homoeroticism to homosociality;
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•  the role of gender-segregated spaces, including religious, educational, criminal, 

and medical institutions;

•  the existence of communities and subcultures, including public sexual cultures and 

spaces;

•  the division between public and private sexualities;

•  the effects of racial, geographical, religious, and national othering;

•  the effects of social and geographical mobility and “travelling” sexualities;

•  assessments of appropriate erotic knowledge, including the ambiguous line sepa-

rating medicine from obscenity;

•  the credibility of religious, medical, scientifi c, and legal discourses in the produc-

tion of sexual categories, including defi nitions of nature, the unnatural, normality 

and the abnormal;

•  the differences between concepts of erotic identity, predisposition, and habitual 

behaviors;

•  the dynamic of secrecy and disclosure, including covert signs, coding, and open 

secrets;

•  the effi cacy of representations of (homo)sexual contamination and/or predation to 

the body politic;

•   the impact of sexually transmitted diseases on anxieties about mortality and social 

catastrophe;

•   the interdiction against sexual prostheses and supplemental technologies of sex;

•  the relationship of hermaphrodites and the intersexed to same-sex desires and 

practices;

•  the attractions of aesthetic conventions of erotic similitude versus erotic difference 

and/or hierarchy;

•  the effects of narrative, poetic, and visual form on representations of homoeroticism.

Because of pervasive gender asymmetries, additional themes have had more consequence 

for the history of female bodies, experiences, and representations:

•  the misogynist logic of female imperfection, inconstancy, excessive appetite, and 

susceptibility to seduction;

•   the role of female anatomy, especially the clitoris, in cultural representations;

•  the import of chastity, marriage, and the sexual double standard on women’s erotic 

options;

•  women’s unequal access to sex education and sexual knowledge, including sexual 

language, anatomical defi nitions, and medical taxonomies;

•  the effects of reproductive choice and constraint on women’s erotic welfare;

•  the gendering of propriety, emotion, and sensibility;

•  the derivative, secondary order of lesbian visibility, which underpins conceptual 

misrecognitions such as lesbian “impossibility” and “imitation”;

•  the social power of lesbians (and representations of female homoeroticism) relative 

to that of men;

•  the relation of women’s erotic ties to their political subjectivity – that is, to feminism;

•  the potential threat that female–female eroticism poses to patriarchal relations and 

male dominance.
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This list may be unwieldy, but even so, it is not comprehensive. Each of these themes 

assumes different contours, contents, and emphases when examined from historically 

specifi c locations. Some of them have been discussed at length in gay/lesbian/queer 

scholarship; others hardly have been raised. Some have settled in one or another his-

torical location; others have been assumed to possess no past. Not only does each one 

provide a specifi c angle for investigating how subjects might have understood – or not 

understood – themselves, but in the aggregate they allow us to appreciate the extent to 

which their powers of defi nition extend across discrete historical moments, and thus, 

beyond the subjects so defi ned by them. They are substantive and constitutive: organ-

izing the self-perceptions and contributing to the intelligibility of same-sex desire (as 

both representation and lived experience) for people in the past, while also provid-

ing the terms by which we have identifi ed those subjects and made the past intelligible 

to ourselves. To the extent that they precipitate the establishment of temporal pat-

terns of meaning-making, they have been complicit in framing historical investigation 

as an inquiry into an already constituted object: as Laura Doan has put it, “identity 

history” as “a hunt for x.”57

At the same time, the range and diversity of these themes enable us to see that social 

constructivist claims regarding the emergence of modern homosexuality – whatever the 

date proposed – have been founded on the basis of a relatively limited set of preoccupa-

tions (e.g., identity, subcultures, medical concepts and legal codes) which have been used 

to stand in, metonymically, as evidence of homosexuality tout court. In the aggregate, 

they prod us to query whether the different dates that have been proposed for the “birth” 

of the modern homosexual may not result from these themes’ separate temporal arcs. 

Upsetting the premises of identity history by proliferating the range of relevant issues, 

they urge us to ask whether what is sometimes presented as whole-scale diachronic 

change (before and after sexuality, before and after identity, before and after modernity) 

might rather be a manifestation of ongoing synchronic tensions in conceptualizations 

about bodies and desires (and their relations to the gender system). As these tensions 

are confronted with the material realities of new social formations – for instance, attacks 

on monastic culture, the rise of empirical science, the emergence of print and media 

technologies, the public sphere, political satire and pornography, secularism, mandatory 

schooling, scientifi c racism, transnational gay and lesbian movements, the resurgence of 

religious fundamentalisms – they are played out, differently, yet again.

This argument, I hope, goes some way toward addressing a few of the objections 

recently made by Carla Freccero, Jonathan Goldberg, and Madhavi Menon to what 

they identify as an implicit teleology underpinning much queer historicist work on early 

modern sexuality.58 Purporting to fi nd in the arguments of several scholars (including 

me) a lingering attachment to identity that unduly stabilizes sexuality, they call for a 

queering of history that would be, in Goldberg and Menon’s words, an “unhistori-

cism” – or, to use Freccero’s term, an “undoing” of the history of homosexuality (an 

ironic homage to David Halperin’s work, one of the primary targets of her critique). 

In many respects, “unhistoricism” is defi ned in very familiar terms. Goldberg and 

Menon, for instance, call for “acts of queering that would suspend the assurance that 

the only modes of knowing the past are either those that regard the past as wholly other 

or those that can assimilate it to a present assumed identical to itself.” “We urge,” they 
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say, “a reconsideration of relations between past and present that would trace differ-

ential boundaries instead of being bound by or to any one age.” Further, we should not 

“take the object of queering for granted,” and we “should be open to the possibility of 

anachronism.” Nor should we “sacrifi ce sameness at the altar of difference nor collapse 

difference into sameness or all-but-sameness.”59

Although similar claims have informed the projects of other scholars, including some 

they critique, Freccero, Goldberg, and Menon charge these scholars with a failure to 

deliver: “the ideal of telos continues to shape even the least homonormative studies of 

Renaissance sexuality.”60 This alleged “ideal of telos” is symptomatized, in their view, 

by an implicitly developmental narrative that unwittingly treats early modern fi gures as 

unproblematic precursors of a “preemptively defi ned category of the present (‘modern 

homosexuality’).”61 Much of their critique hinges on uncovering in prior scholarship a 

homogeneous fi ction of “modern homosexuality” that inadvertently impinges on our 

readings of the past. 

I concur that one of the aims of queer historiography should be to deconstruct 

modern identity categories, indeed, to insist on all identity as unstable, contradictory, 

and in fl ux.62 Nonetheless, a queer genealogy that does not attempt to account for, much 

less credit, the existence of the category “modern homosexuality” is, I believe, a contra-

diction in terms. Whatever the incoherencies of modern identity categories – and there 

are many – this does not obviate their force as palpable social constructions.63 It is for this 

reason that a “genealogical analysis of homosexuality,” as Halperin has characterized it,

begins with our contemporary notion of homosexuality, incoherent though it may 

be, not only because such a notion inevitably frames all inquiry into same-sex sexual 

expression in the past but also because its very incoherence registers the genetic traces 

of its own historical evolution. In fact, it is this incoherence at the core of the modern 

notion of homosexuality that furnishes the most eloquent indication of the histori-

cal accumulation of discontinuous notions that shelter within its specious unity. The 

geneal ogist attempts to disaggregate those notions by tracing their separate histories as 

well as the process of their interrelations, their crossings, and, eventually, their unstable 

convergence in the present day.64

As a paradoxical corollary to the assertion that modern identity categories should be 

bracketed off from the subject of analysis, Goldberg and Menon advocate the cre-

ation of “homohistory,” which they defi ne as a history that “would be invested in 

suspending determinate sexual and chronological differences while expanding the 

possibilities of the nonhetero, with all its connotations of sameness, similarity, prox-

imity, and anachronism.”65 Privileging all that is conveyed linguistically by the term 

“homo,” they insist, as Menon later writes, that “[t]he temporal version of decoloni-

zation – what may be termed dechronolization – would involve taking anachronism 

seriously and defying difference as the underwriter of history.”66 Rather than history 

being defi ned as the tension between continuity and change, difference, in this view, 

is rendered irrelevant to queer historiography – indeed, it is something to be “defi ed.”

The difference internal to texts, however, is another matter: it is something to be 

celebrated. Indeed, both “unhistoricism” and historical “undoing” uphold deconstruc-

tion as the privileged technique of queer historiography. As Goldberg’s readings of 

Margaret Cavendish’s The Blazing World, Menon’s of Shakespeare’s “Venus and 
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Adonis,” and Freccero’s of Louise Labé’s love lyrics reveal, deconstructive readings 

yield ample evidence of queerness located within ostensibly heterosexual literary texts; 

they enable us to ascertain the “imbrication of alternative possibilities within norma-

tive sexualities.”67 Illuminating as these readings are in expanding our awareness of 

the nonhetero, however, they do little to elucidate the forms of queerness across, rather 

than in, time. Although Freccero, in particular, emphasizes non- sequential associa-

tions between the early modern and the modern in order to reveal how these two eras 

mutually manifest what she calls “queer time,”68 this procedure fails to break out of 

the temporal binary of “then” and “now” that thus far has constituted queer history’s 

engagement with the past. Insofar as it tends to produce synchronic, not diachronic, 

interpretations, deconstruction may be pre-eminent in its capacity to reveal and 

analyze textual difference, but it has not, at least not yet, offered an effective means 

for analyzing processes of historical temporality.69

Thus, it seems disingenuous that these critics’ engagement with the discipline of 

history, even in the postmodern modes through which it is often practiced in the work 

under critique, partakes of caricature. Posing “unhistoricism” against what they call 

“hegemonic history,” Goldberg and Menon take as “axiomatic” the critique of the tra-

ditional historical enterprise proffered by Hayden White70 – as if his critique had not 

been widely integrated into gender history and the history of sexuality, transforming 

their strategies, questions, modes of evidence and narration. Likewise, Freccero pro-

poses to not “take seriously the pieties of the discipline that would require the solemn, 

even dour, marshalling of empirical evidence.”71 But, given the widespread infl uence 

of the linguistic turn in history departments – especially those that employ historians 

of gender and sexuality – just what is that discipline that is currently dominated by the 

solemn marshalling of empirical evidence? This mischaracterization of the historio-

graphic enterprise is not only guaranteed to stall the productive convergence between 

literary and historical studies; it defl ects attention away from the substantive meth-

odological challenges faced by those interested in crafting a queer historiography. 

Achieving the diffi cult and delicate balance between historical sameness and difference, 

continuism and alterity; of resisting teleology while tracking change; of recogniz-

ing both the relative incoherence and relative power of past and present  conceptual 

categories; of integrating questions of representation with questions about lived experi-

ence; of attempting to create knowledge of the past while keeping the past productively 

unknown – all of this demands something other than an “unhistoricism” which sees in 

the effort to account for change over time only a hegemonic, if defunct, disciplinarity.72

Although the deconstructive approach advocated by Freccero, Goldberg, and Menon 

has much to offer, then, I am suggesting an alternative way to confront the challenges 

posed by teleology, chronology, and periodization. Taking seriously the questions posed 

by Carolyn Dinshaw and Karma Lochrie in their response to Goldberg and Menon 

– “How do we . . . trained in literary [or historical] periods, create and use non linear 

histories? How do we articulate them with one another?” – I suggest that, rather than 

“dispense with periodization,” as Dinshaw and Lochrie suggest,73 we instead use the 

signifi cant period-based studies published over the past 20 years in order to piece 

together the questions, concepts, and propositions that have emerged from them 

into a multilayered genealogy of sexuality. Poised between the options of attempt-

ing to manufacture a coherent, seamless, successionist meta-narrative or of eschewing 
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chronological temporality altogether, the genealogy I envision would derive out of, 

and retain, the questions, issues, arguments, and contradictions of our fragmented, 

periodized, discontinuous research. This process of piecing together would encour-

age us to scrutinize multiple points of intersection, both temporal and spatial, forged 

from a variety of angles, among different erotic regimes, while also requiring analysis 

of the ways these linkages are disrupted or cross-cut by other angles of vision. Viewed 

from a wide angle but with all the rough edges showing, this genealogy of fragments 

would necessitate a method of historiography that is literally dialogical; it would be 

motivated, in both form and content, by the question: how might we stage a dialogue 

between one queer past and another?74

It is, admittedly, diffi cult to imagine how such a multifaceted dialogue might happen 

or take place. Given the highly periodized institutional conditions within which we 

pursue our scholarly work, and given, as well, the mandate to examine such an enor-

mous temporal and spatial expanse, its creation clearly is not the task of any one scholar. 

Such a complex act of creation would require a collective conversation, or rather, 

many conversations imbued with multiple voices, each of them engaged in a prolif-

erating and contestatory syntax of “and, but, and, but.” This collaboration, born of 

a common purpose, would not erase friction, but embrace and use it. I imagine such 

voices and the histories they articulate coming together and falling apart, like the 

fractured images of a rotating kaleidoscope: mimetic and repetitive, but undergoing 

transformation as each aspect reverberates off others. Such a kaleidoscopic vision of 

historiography is, no doubt, a utopian dream. But like all dreams, it gestures toward a 

horizon of possibility, provocatively tilting our angle of vision and providing us with 

new questions and, perhaps, new ways of answering them.

Moving toward this horizon is not the sole direction for lesbian historiography; 

our approaches need not, indeed should not, be mutually exclusive.75 Not all ques-

tions related to the writing of queer history would be resolved by joining in this effort. 

Gaps in our knowledge remain to be fi lled; archives remain to be investigated; differ-

ent racial, national, geographic, and linguistic traditions call out for specifi cation and 

comparison.76 Signifi cant methodological problems require more analysis, includ-

ing the complex role of emotional affect in our construction of the past.77 Perhaps 

the largest questions of the moment concern how to develop methods appropriate to 

investigating homoerotic desires and experiences specifi c to various ethnic and racial 

groups78 (especially the construction of female–female desire in non-Western cul-

tures79) as well as how to best situate our histories of sexuality in a transnational and 

comparative frame.80 Just as the historical object of study is implicated in the tem poral 

issues addressed above, so too it is framed by spatial confi gurations. To the extent that 

teleological history has positioned non-Western sexualities as anterior, primitive, and 

inevitably developing toward Western models, our resistance to that paradigm must 

involve a decolonization that is simultaneously archival and methodological.81

It is my hope that the identifi cation of perennial axes of social defi nition and the 

meta-logics they refl ect will help scholars investigating different racial, ethnic, national, 

linguistic, and religious traditions to further develop methodological tools appropriate 

to their own questions and contexts. Which of these axes function across cultural as 

well as historical lines? Which are culturally specifi c to the West? What do such dif-

ferential presences and absences tell us about indigenous modes of comprehending 
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and organizing sexuality, and how does our recognition of them promote alternative 

genealogies of sexual modernity?

The implication of lesbian historiography in such questions of space and time 

thus raises some fi nal questions regarding its present future. Most pertinent to the 

dialogue I have advocated: would its aim be to create a single lesbian historiography 

which produces multiple histories that intersect at different points? Or would its goal 

be to create multiple lesbian historiographies which refract and bounce off of one 

another in continual oscillation? Finally, how might a reconceived lesbian historiogra-

phy pressure the development of a global history of sexuality?82 Whatever our answers 

to these questions, the future of lesbian historiography will require a more ambitious 

and capacious response to our growing historical knowledge. The past deserves no 

less than this; the future demands this and more.
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CHAPTER  EIGHT

Deviant Teaching

David M. Halperin

I

In a famous passage of The Divine Comedy, Dante represents himself as encounter-

ing, in the course of his journey through Hell, the soul of Brunetto Latini, a recently 

deceased philosopher, poet, and rhetorician who had been the secretary or notary – in 

effect, the State Humanist – of Florence. Dante the pilgrim, the dramatic character 

and fi rst- person narrator of the poem, converses intimately with Brunetto: in one of 

the tenderest speeches he ever makes to a damned soul in the Inferno, he more or less 

explicitly identifi es himself as having been, earlier in his life, the object of Brunet-

to’s painstaking and persistent instruction. “In the world, hour after hour, you taught 

me how man makes himself eternal” (“nel mondo ad ora ad ora / m’insegnavate come 

l’uom s’etterna”),1 which need not be taken to indicate that Dante studied with Bru-

netto in any formal sense. Despite this considerable show of affection by Dante the 

pilgrim, however, the authorial verdict of Dante the poet on Brunetto Latini – on his 

life, his work, and his infl uence (or, to adopt the preferred phraseology of academic 

committees on promotion and tenure, his service, his scholarship, and his teaching) – 

is clear and unequivocal: after all, Brunetto is in Hell, and it is Dante the poet, no less 

than Dante’s God, who has put him there. As Dante himself formulates it, in ostensibly 

lachrymose tones, Brunetto is irrevocably “banished from human nature” (“de l’umana 

natura posto in bando”)2 and is condemned to eternal torment without reprieve – 

even though Dante prayed fervently, or so at least he tells Brunetto, for a different 

and happier outcome.3 For all its cozy interpersonal tone, for all Dante’s extravagant 

displays of fi lial piety and gratitude to his former teacher, Canto 15 of the Inferno rep-

resents the fi rst and most literally damning student evaluation in European  history.

So what did Brunetto Latini do wrong? His sin is tellingly not named in Canto 

15, but other passages in the Inferno remove any doubts about its identity. Brunetto 

is damned for sodomy. (What exactly Dante understood by “sodomy” is far from 

apparent, and it has been extensively discussed by commentators since the fourteenth 

century, but deviant teaching, no less than deviant sex, features among the signifi -

ers that Dante uses to fi gure it.) In this, it turns out, Dante was an innovator: no one 

before him had accused Brunetto Latini of committing sodomy. As John Freccero has 

observed, twentieth- century Dante scholars “have strained, without success, to fi nd 

a shred of evidence from contemporary [mediaeval] sources of Brunetto’s vice.”4 The 



sort of reputation that Brunetto Latini continued to enjoy among many Florentines in 

the years after his death can be gauged from the following comment by a fourteenth-

 century Italian chronicler, who – in contrast to Dante – characterizes Brunetto as “an 

excellent teacher”:

In this same year, 1294, there died in Florence a most worthy citizen whose name was 

Ser Brunetto Latini. He was a great philosopher and an excellent teacher of rhetoric, a 

man who both spoke and wrote very well. . . . He was secretary of our commune [i.e.,
the city of Florence], and a very worldly man. We have mentioned him because it was he 

who was the initiator and the master in refi ning the Florentines, in making them aware 

of good speech, and in knowing how to guide and maintain our republic according to 

the art of politics.5

The lack of any previous scandal surrounding Brunetto, as Freccero points out, is 

precisely what motivates in the poem’s dramatic register the astonishment that Dante 

the pilgrim manifests at fi nding Brunetto in the particular region of Hell where 

Dante the poet has put him. “Sieti voi qui, ser Brunetto?” (“Master Brunetto, what 

are you doing here?”),6 famously asks Dante the pilgrim, in the classic form of utter-

ance – combining exaggerated incredulity with vindictive smugness (“Just as I always 

suspected!”) – that generations of students have used upon spotting their favorite 

closeted professor in the local gay bar, or tripping over his photograph in the local 

internet chat room. That is also, of course, the typical response we have all been 

encouraged to make to the now- routine, mass- mediated spectacles of sexual shaming, 

from Bill Clinton to Andrew Sullivan to Michael Jackson, by means of which our dis-

ciplinary society polices the lives of its celebrities and “role models” and, in this way, 

regulates our own lives as well.

To be sure, the more sentimental of modern commentators on Dante humanely 

detect in his horrifi ed and triumphant exclamation a feeling of mingled shock, pity, 

and grief. But we should not be deceived: even as Dante the poet uses Dante the pil-

grim’s rhetorical question to stage the latter’s supposed surprise and heartbreak on 

learning Brunetto’s terrible fate, he is in fact accomplishing it, for in the very act of 

performing that gesture of disbelief and chagrin he brings about the very thing that 

he pretends to lament – namely, the destruction of Brunetto’s reputation, the defi le-

ment of his memory and his name (as Freccero says) – by identifying Brunetto as a 

sodomite and by publishing his infamy to the world. Moreover, Dante “adds to the 

outrage,” Freccero goes on to point out, “by implying that the devastating portrait is 

repayment of a debt of gratitude toward his teacher: ‘Quant’ io l’abbia in grado . . . / 

convien che ne la mia lingua si scerna’ [‘How much I hold it in gratitude it behooves 

me, while I live, to declare in my speech’]”;7 “[S]uch perfi dy,” Freccero concludes, 

“requires explanation even from so uncompromising a moralist as Dante.”8

Well, I’m not in the business of providing justifi cations for the sort of student who 

proclaims how much he’s learned from me, how much I’ve meant to him, how grate-

ful he is to me for everything I’ve done for him, and who then gleefully passes along 

to the Dean some of my more fl amboyant or incautious displays of classroom wit, or 

who simply grows up and votes Republican. I’m already far too implicated in Dante’s 

portrait of Brunetto Latini not to take it personally – by which I mean, of course, 

 professionally. And that’s not only because, as an English professor who teaches queer 
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theory, I am obviously, like Brunetto Latini, both in the teaching business and in 

(some version of) the sodomy business. But also because, like Brunetto, I’m in the lit-

erary studies business as well. One of the many things that intrigues me about Dante’s 

verdict on Brunetto Latini is the emphasis Dante places on the contribution that the 

profession of literature makes to Brunetto’s moral and intellectual failure. When in 

the Inferno Dante asks Brunetto “who are the most noted and most eminent” of his 

companions among the Sodomites,9 Brunetto replies, “In brief, know that all were 

clerks [cherci or “clerics”] and great men of letters and of great fame [“litterati grandi 

e di gran fama”], in the world defi led by one [and the] same sin.”10 Brunetto goes on to 

name two of them and to allude to a third; of these, the only one that modern readers 

are likely to recognize without help from expert commentators is Priscian, the late 

antique grammarian. Sodomy, whatever else it may be in Dante’s eyes, is evidently a 

sin to which literary scholars, critics, and writers (such as Dante himself) are pecu-

liarly prone. It is a distinctively and characteristically literary vice. Brunetto Latini 

is the earliest example known to me of that perennially popular literary stereotype, 

which I fi rst encountered in the course of my adolescent reading in J. D. Salinger’s 

Catcher in the Rye (similar to Dante in its attitude of ostensible sympathy and casual 

condemnation), and which I have since come willy- nilly to embody myself: namely, 

the gay male English teacher, the professional corrupter of youth.

Dante’s earliest readers understood perfectly what he was up to. Boccaccio, for 

example, though surprised to fi nd Priscian mentioned among those sodomitical com-

panions of Brunetto whom Dante has Brunetto identify by name, did not fail to make 

the properly phobic connections among sodomy, teaching, and literary studies. In his 

commentary on The Divine Comedy Boccaccio reasoned as  follows:

I have never read or heard that [Priscian] was guilty of such a sin. Rather, I judge Dante 

put him here to represent those who teach his doctrine [i.e., who teach grammar, rhet-

oric, and literary interpretation], since the majority of them are believed to be tainted 

with that evil. For most of their students are young, are timorous, and obey both the 

proper and the improper demands of their teachers. [Not true, in my experience at 

least, but isn’t that what everyone outside the university, starting with the American 

Family Association, always imagines?] And because the students are so accessible, it is 

believed that the teachers often fall into this sin.11

Why else, Boccaccio seems to imply, would anyone go into the profession? Similarly, 

Cristoforo Landino, in his commentary on Dante, associates sodomy with grammatici,
teachers of reading, writing, and rhetoric, since they surround themselves (he says) 

with “copia di giovanetti,” “quantities of youths.”12 Although I don’t think Dante’s 

condemnation of Brunetto for sodomy turns on such a naively literal association of 

literary instruction with sexual harassment, it does accomplish a confl ation of teach-

ing, sodomy, and literary culture (or its degenerate offspring, “secular humanism”) so 

powerful and so toxic that the political fallout from it continues, seven centuries later, 

to pollute the professional lives of English professors who happen to be gay men and 

of queer theorists who work in the fi eld of literary studies. And of course the greatest 

harm is done to academics who belong to both categories, which is to say those of us 

who have made entire careers for ourselves in higher education out of being gay, those 

of us for whom being gay has literally become a  profession.
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II

Nowadays, of course, it is impossible to speak of homosexuality without invoking 

the phantom of child molestation, just as it is impossible to speak about teaching in 

the same breath as sex without conjuring up the fi gure of the homosexual predator, 

the despoiler of youth. Nor does the connection between homosexual seduction and 

teaching customarily remain unvoiced. It was actually written into law as recently as 

1995 by the government of the Australian state of Victoria (of which Melbourne is 

the capital). A new sexual anti- discrimination statute enacted there, and designed to 

protect gay people, explicitly exempts from its provisions those who work in profes-

sions that bring them into contact with children. The anti- discrimination law thereby 

in effect created a new right to discriminate, and it did so on the basis of both sexual 

identity and professional identity, the identity of being a homosexual and the identity 

of being a  teacher.

The sense of moral panic surrounding the imagined homosexual seducer of the 

young and the innocent is one of the enduring legacies of the Cold War era. Accord-

ing to a 1950 US Government report, entitled The Employment of Homosexuals and 
Other Sex Perverts in Government (the poisonous fruit of an intensive Congressional 

investigation by the US Senate Appropriations Committee), “One homosexual can 

pollute a Government offi ce,” because – as the best available legal and medical evi-

dence conclusively demonstrated – homosexuals “will frequently attempt to entice 

normal individuals to engage in perverted practices. This is particularly true in the 

case of young and impressionable people who might come under the infl uence of a 

pervert.”13 As Life magazine summed things up, rather darkly, a decade later, in a 

pioneering 1963 photo- essay on “Homosexuality in America,” “for every obvious 

homosexual, there are probably nine nearly impossible to detect . . . and parents espe-

cially are concerned.”14 Although these sorts of pronouncements may seem to have a 

quaint, outdated, or archaic ring to them, the preoccupations they express continue 

to fl ourish in the straight mind, as was memorably demonstrated by the outpouring of 

imaginary shower- room seduction scenes and assorted other fantasy- scenarios of gay 

male predation during the 1993 US Congressional hearings on “gays in the military.”

In short, no one who reads the newspapers or watches TV will have failed to reg-

ister the high charge of anxiety that electrifi es any and all connections between male 

homosexuality and teaching. It may still come as a shock to realize quite how ancient 

is the association between teaching and sodomy, between paedagogy and paederasty. 

The tendency to identify each of them with the other goes back at least to the time of 

ancient Greece. It is refl ected in the laws of classical Athens, which prevented slaves 

from courting free boys, protected students and athletes from abuse by their teachers 

and trainers, and regulated access to schoolrooms and gymnasia. Plato’s undecid-

edly ambiguous portrait of Socrates – who, after all, was tried, sentenced to death, 

and executed on charges of “corrupting the youth” – foregrounds the complex, fatal 

interplay between instruction and seduction. Indeed, the abolition of any clear or fi rm 

distinction between the relation of teacher and student and the relation of lover and 

beloved is one of the most notorious consequences of Plato’s metaphysical theory of 

erotic desire.
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The theme was not unique to Plato. It was taken up by a number of other writers 

from the same time period. For example, in a Socratic dialogue attributed to Plato 

but probably written by one of his contemporaries, called Theages, Socrates himself 

quotes one of his male interlocutors as telling him that “my intellectual progress was 

far the greatest and most marked whenever I sat right beside you, holding you and 

touching you.”15 Throughout antiquity, in fact, the branch of specialized knowledge 

or learning typically associated with paederasty was philosophy – Platonism, in par-

ticular. By late antiquity the stock fi gure of the outwardly austere and high- minded 

intellectual who fi nds in philosophy an ideological pretext and cover for his sexual 

pursuit of boys had become a staple of the erotic literature of both Greece and Rome: 

the paradigmatic example is Eumolpus, a character in Petronius’ Satyricon, whose 

famously witty tale of the Pergameme Boy relates how by a hypocritical show of 

moral purity he managed to become the tutor and seducer of his host’s good- looking 

son, never suspecting that the boy’s own sluttishness would soon reverse the roles of 

predator and victim. Other portraits of the philosopher as paederast reappear in the 

writings of late Greek authors such as Plutarch, Lucian, Alciphron, and  Athenaeus.

The specter of sodomy continued to haunt European traditions of humanism 

throughout the mediaeval and early modern periods, or so Leonard Barkan and Eliza-

beth Pittenger have argued.16 But by that time the identity of the suspect discipline 

had changed – or, at least, expanded. Maybe philosophy was no longer a suffi ciently 

common subject of youthful instruction to sustain singlehandedly its phobic role as 

a means of incriminating male instructors of boys; or maybe as it fell from its classi-

cal position of intellectual eminence, it rose in respectability and prestige. In any case, 

the fi eld of knowledge that supplanted, or supplemented, philosophy as a signifi er of 

sodomy was grammar and rhetoric. Dante’s text not only bears witness to that devel-

opment; it contributes powerfully to the consolidation of the connection between 

sodomy and the teaching of  literature.

In short, Canto 15 of the Inferno represents a signifi cant stage in the history of 

the forging of what is by now an overdetermined, inevitable, and damning associa-

tion in our culture among teaching, sodomy, and secular literary study. Rather than 

protest against that triple conjunction, or deny its grounding in truth (what good 

would that do, since any such denial would merely reinscribe the very thing that it 

seeks to refute?), my inclination is to work with it and to inquire into its historicity, 

its conditions of emergence, its ideological contingencies, the complex discursive and 

social processes by which those three orders of meaning have become irretrievably 

crossed, and the possible reuses of such a crossing for and by a scholarship, a paeda-

gogy, and a politics friendly to queers, to queers who are teachers, to teachers who are 

professionally queer, to professional humanists, to English professors, and to teach-

ers of lesbian and gay literary studies. A full reading of the passage in Dante, which I 

can only gesture toward here, would foreground, accordingly, not only the historical 

construction of sodomy or the sexual demonology of the classroom but also the ines-

capable perversity of the academic profession, the sodomitical operations of teaching, 

and the unnatural act of literary criticism itself.
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III

In the absence of such a full and ambitious argument, the most I can do here is to 

suggest that “deviant teaching,” the rubric I have chosen for these remarks, may be 

something of a redundancy. Teaching has always been the queerest profession. Teach-

ing has an extended history of association with deviance and has long fi gured as a 

deviant practice. That is truest of all in the case of the male teaching of boys.

The reasons for this are not far to seek. They begin with the social construction 

of separate spheres for women and for men, and the consequent gendering both of 

social space and of education. In traditional European (which is to say Mediterranean) 

cultures, women ideally occupy the domestic space of the household, and circulate 

outside it only under special circumstances. Men (including boys past the age of early 

childhood) are entitled, indeed required, to move in the extra- domestic world of 

civil society and civic space. At least since the time of ancient Greece, European cul-

tures do not seem to have strenuously objected to the practice of educating girls and 

women within the household; they have not considered it catastrophic if girls end up 

being raised entirely within the family. Because feminine identity has traditionally 

been a domestic identity – even today love is still to an astonishing degree women’s 

work – the initiation of girls into femininity can be practiced in the home, or within 

a network of female kin. But the possibility of boys being educated at home conjures 

up visions of disaster. Boys who are raised entirely within the family cannot grow up 

to be men. In order for the reproduction of masculinity to be successful, in order for 

male identity to be transmitted from one generation of men to the next, the repro-

ductive process cannot be confi ned to the home. The renewal of manhood has to take 

place, in signifi cant part, outside the family.

After boys have been born, physically, and reared by women, they must be born a 

second time, culturally, and introduced into the symbolic order of masculinity by men. 

The male relatives of each boy, belonging as they do to the boy’s immediate family, 

cannot embody the symbolic order of masculinity, not in its totality at least: they are 

tied too closely to the boy by blood and domesticity, by physical and social proximity, 

and so they cannot fully incarnate the more abstract, cultural ideal of masculine iden-

tity that is represented by the larger male world. This means that men other than the 

boy’s male relatives and family members have to play a role in his upbringing. Every 
proper boy has to have at least two daddies. Males outside the family are required to 

intervene – and to initiate the boy into the secrets of male authority. This practice of 

initiation constitutes, even today, an important part of what we call “education.”

We tend nowadays to play down, at least offi cially, the initiatory dimension of 

education. In fact, for reasons I will specify in a moment, it makes us nervous. We 

therefore consign it to the lower levels of schooling. “Higher education” is defi ned 

by contrast as training in a discipline, not as initiation into a practice – except for 

the practice of being an academic, the practice of the profession, as we call it. Even 

so, initiation into an academic identity is usually not undertaken in the classroom: 

it is left to the informal process of “mentoring,” the occasional workshop or depart-

mental seminar, ungraded oral presentations at academic dinner parties, and other 

largely non- institutional forms of apprenticeship. (And despite their comparative 
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 marginality, all those  initiatory  procedures still represent something of an embarrass-

ment to the formal defi nition of academic training, which is why they are coming 

to be ever more strictly routinized and policed.) “Higher education” distinguishes 

knowledge from skill, privileging “knowing what” over “knowing how,” and cheer-

fully skips over those practical arts, however highly developed in their own right, 

such as cooking or singing, that represent mere technical skills, and as such can be 

safely relegated to vocational schools or conservatories. What pointedly distinguishes 

those lowly practical arts from knowledge is that they are taught by means of initi-

ation, by master classes in technique, in which “masters” of the art initiate novices 

into a direct experiential understanding of the qualities necessary for successful 

performance. Brunetto Latini was one such master: it was not for nothing that our 

fourteenth- century Florentine chronicler called Brunetto “the initiator [cominciatore]

and the master in refi ning the Florentines, in making them aware of good speech, and 

in knowing how to guide and maintain our republic according to the art of politics.” 

Similarly, a proper master of an art is one who leads his students to experience in their 

own bodies the sensations required for a full and conscious understanding of how to 

practice the art itself.

In a discipline or science, by contrast, expertise is defi ned primarily by know-

ledge of an object, and only secondarily by a skill in relation to it. Close reading is 

an important talent for a literary critic to possess, but it takes more than that to earn 

a doctorate from an English department. The same logic applies to what for good 

reason are often called, within the context of any particular science, “the ancillary 

disciplines.” These subsidiary skills (e.g., epigraphy, palaeography) assist in the acqui-

sition of a knowledge that is not reducible to their practice. Sometimes, in fact, the 

ability to practice a skill actually undermines the initiate’s claims to knowledge. For 

example, an expert on sexual perversions (according to our notions) is someone who 

knows the varieties, the causes, and the cures of sexual perversions – not someone 

who knows how to practice all the sexual perversions, who can demonstrate them in 

performance, who can invent new perversions, or who can teach us how to be better 

perverts ourselves. In fact, the more personal familiarity with the sexual perversions 

a person has, the less likely we are to regard that person as a possible expert, since we 

defi ne expertise in part by the researcher’s personal distance from the topic of study, 

by the intellectual mastery of a remote body of knowledge, by the degree of disinter-

ested scientifi c objectivity brought to bear on a topic by someone who is personally 

disengaged from it. As the posthumous reversals of Alfred Kinsey’s professional for-

tunes illustrate, personal distance on the part of the professional “expert” is all the 

more imperative when the fi eld of study comprises such potentially discreditable 

topics as sexual perversion and  homosexuality.

The scandal of both feminist studies and lesbian/gay studies, in this context, 

derives in no small measure from the prominent role they accord to initiation in their 

paedagogic practices. The production and transmission of knowledge in these fi elds 

has a more pronounced initiatory character than it does in the standard academic 

 disciplines.

In feminist studies and queer studies, expertise is not proportional to personal dis-

tance from the material. No strict or formal disciplinary division is made between the 

subjects of knowledge (the authorities) and the objects of knowledge (whom social 
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scientists sometimes call the “subjects,” but not because these “subjects” qualify 

as knowing subjects in their own right: rather, as objects, they are subjected to the 

authority of experts). Indeed, lesbian and gay studies is the result of a strenuous effort 

to reverse the subject-  and object- positions of expert discourse, whose original dis-

tribution is well attested by the title of a work published in the United States in 1954: 

The Homosexuals: As Seen by Themselves and Thirty Authorities.17 It has been one of 

the principal aims of lesbian and gay politics to dismantle the disciplinary division 

manifested by that title, along with the noxious real- world effects that follow from it.

Both feminist studies and LGBTQ studies promote forms of knowledge that are 

not limited to the application of a disembodied understanding to a detached body of 

material but that include the researcher within the fi eld of research. They also value 

situated knowledges, which is to say knowledges acquired experientially and exis-

tentially through being in the world. As George Haggerty has written, “Experience 

must count in the gay studies classroom.”18 Emerging feminist and queer know-

ledge- practices have disclosed new possibilities for forging a different sort of relation 

between knowledge and subjective positioning, between truth and desire – a different 

distribution and articulation of subject position, site of enunciation, mode of authori-

zation, and access to truth.

In fact, it is a positive advantage for a practitioner of feminist studies to be a woman 

and a feminist, although that alone is no guarantee of success in the fi eld, just as it 

is an advantage for a practitioner of lesbian and gay studies to be a lesbian or a gay 

man, although one of the principal founders of lesbian and gay studies, Eve Kosof-

sky Sedgwick, happened to be neither. The practice of the discipline itself involves a 

critical refl ection on personal experience, the elaboration of a situated knowledge, a 

gradual heightening of awareness of one’s own personal, social, political, and discur-

sive positioning. This is a process in which “knowledge” is acquired through personal 

engagement, or initiation, and requires to be confi rmed through personal recognition. 

A lack of recognition on the part of the researcher or the student, should it occur, pro-

duces an impasse in the learning experience, which can be removed only by adjusting 

the discipline or by transforming the learner’s relation to her own experience. A suc-

cessful outcome consists not merely in an improved grasp of theory, method, and 

application, but in an altered self- understanding, an enhanced sense of possibility, 

and a transformed relation to one’s social, political, discursive, and personal situation. 

Other, more traditional disciplines have now altered their paedagogical and schol-

arly practices in similar ways, partly as a result of the infl uential example provided by 

work in feminist and queer studies – with the consequence that literary studies and 

academic research in general are coming more fully and complicitly into the dubious 

inheritance that Dante’s Brunetto Latini has bequeathed to them.

Still, it is signifi cant that even in the fi eld of queer studies I don’t have to persuade 

my students that I’m a great lover, that I have vast and various amounts of sexual 

experience, in order to get them to accept my authority in the classroom or my qual-

ifi cations to teach courses in the history of sexuality or queer theory. (They may well 

speculate about it in private, alone or among themselves, but such doubts as they may 

understandably entertain never rise to the level of a professional challenge.) In some 

learned traditions of erotic knowledge, of course, such a demonstration of technique 

would be essential. Unless I could display my erotic expertise through practice or 
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practical instruction, I would be a charlatan – equivalent to a chemist who under-

stands theoretically the physics of sauces but doesn’t know how to make even the 

simplest béchamel – and no amount of publications, university degrees, or invitations 

to scholarly conferences would make up for so much evident incompetence. But queer 

studies still resembles a science more than it does an erotic art. And so no one will be 

surprised to learn that when I was interviewed for my present job at the University of 

Michigan, where it was expected that I would contribute to the curriculum in queer 

studies, the topic of how good a lover I was never came up. It would have been a crime 

to ask me such a  question.

IV

As Boccaccio’s commentary on Dante makes clear, the younger the student, the 

greater the danger of his being abused by his teachers. More to the point, I would add, 

the younger the student, the less formal the method of education, and the more sig-

nifi cant the role played by initiation in the educational process. In any case, the sort 

of education of boys that takes the form of initiation into manhood and that requires 

the intervention of male outsiders (the education of women, as we have seen, has tra-

ditionally been able to dispense with both female and male assistance from outside the 

household) has represented a long- standing problem for male cultures. The initiation 

of boys into manhood by men is a traditional source of anxiety because the male out-

siders who perform it are both necessary to the family and independent of it, crucial 

to the boy’s development but not motivated to assist it. They are not bound to the boy 

by relations of unmediated benevolence, and they require a supplementary personal 

or professional reason to get involved – one that does not necessarily coincide with 

the needs, desires, and goals of the boy himself or his family. It is in this context that 

the possibility of corruption whether moral or sexual – the possibility of “sodomy,” 

in other words – comes to represent a perennial threat, and a perennial fl ash- point of 

 anxiety.

I want to argue that it is not the possibility of sex at the scene of instruction that 

is necessarily anxiogenic in and of itself. Nor would I want to reduce the baroque 

terrors of “sodomy” to the comparatively banal nuisances of homosexuality. In certain 

traditions, after all, the attraction of the male teacher to the male student has been con-

sidered a potential advantage as well as a potential danger. “According to the Persian 

philosopher Mullā S.adr al- Dīn al- Shīrāzī (d. 1640), the divine purpose behind the 

existence of refi ned pederastic attraction,” the historian Khaled El- Rouayheb informs 

us, “was precisely to induce men to frequent and care for boys, thereby ensuring that 

the arts and sciences of civilization would be transmitted from generation to gener-

ation.”19 If, then, sex turns out to be a perennial focus of anxiety in the paedagogic 

imaginaire, that is because it serves to materialize, to condense, and to express the 

larger, generalized, free- fl oating anxieties about deviant teaching that in many tradi-

tional cultures cluster around the male education of boys and that refl ect the structural 

tension between the family’s or the in- group’s proprietary claims on each boy and 

the rival claims on him by men belonging to an out- group whose intervention in his 

upbringing is required for the successful reproduction and transmission of mascu-
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linity across the generations. I’ll go on to speculate that such anxieties about deviant 

teaching come to single out the issue of sex and to focus obsessively on it in particular 

when the initiation of boys into manhood takes place within a specifi cally heterosexual 

and heteronormative  society.

Among a number of tribal peoples in Melanesia and elsewhere, by contrast, male 

initiation actually requires sexual contact between boys and men. Far from treat-

ing sex as corrupting, as constituting an abuse of the educational process or an alien 

intrusion upon it, the transmission of masculine identity from one generation to the 

next is effected by means of sex. Sex accordingly plays a signifi cant role in male initi-

ation rites. Among the Sambia, which is the protective pseudonym given by cultural 

anthropologist Gilbert Herdt to a small warrior society in a remote, mountainous 

region of Papua New Guinea, boys begin the long process of initiation into manhood 

when they are carried off into the forest by their male elders at the age of eight or nine 

and are forced to perform oral sex on adolescent boys.20

Underlying this practice is the notion, which is common to a number of differ-

ent tribal cultures in the highlands of New Guinea, that men are not born but made, 

that boys will not become men through a natural process of unassisted growth but 

must be transformed into men by other means, including elaborate ritual machina-

tions designed to transfer physical prowess and gender identity from one generation 

of males to the next. As is often the case in male initiation rites, the processes by 

which one generation of men gives birth to the succeeding one are explicitly fi gured 

by analogy with female reproductive functions. Among the Sambia, for example, boys 

are taught to regard cock- sucking as a kind of breast- feeding, by which they can ingest 

a life- giving substance necessary for their growth. Unlike actual breast- feeding, this 

phallic version is an entirely masculine form of nurture, inasmuch as semen is thought 

to have masculinizing properties and to transform the feminine boys who have been 

raised by their mothers, and who are at risk of being emasculated by maternal infl u-

ence, into real men who will be strong  warriors.

So this practice of initiation is one in which men give birth to the next  generation 

of men without the mediation of women, in which men transmit masculine identity 

and masculine power from one generation of males to the next, through the social 

institutions of male culture. This process presents itself as a form of male fertility, 

which fi guratively claims for itself the prestige of female procreativity (in this instance 

by its metaphorical appropriation of the paradigm model of breast- feeding), and 

thereby comes to represent a second- order form of reproduction, a kind of male par-

thenogenesis, a practice by which men can give birth culturally to men without the 

participation of women.

After the Sambia boys return from the forest, they continue to ingest the semen 

of older boys and young men on a more or less daily basis until they are about 15, 

whereupon they switch roles and spend another fi ve to seven years orally inseminating 

younger boys. Then they get married to women. (I should point out that I’ve radically 

simplifi ed the long process of male initiation in Sambia culture: actually, there are six 

specifi c stages of initiation that all boys have to pass through in order to become men. 

But the details of the whole initiatory curriculum don’t matter for the purposes of my 

argument here.) The social reproduction of manhood among the Sambia, as among 

European males, takes place entirely outside the family: a boy may obtain semen from 
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any willing male donor, except for members of his family – who include his father, 

brothers, cousins, and age- mates – or his ritual sponsor. The preferred donor is the 

boy’s older sister’s husband, who doesn’t count as kin, but in any case boys are encour-

aged to obtain semen from as many older males as possible and are discouraged from 

pairing off with one partner in particular. (It’s always a good idea to take classes from 

as many different instructors as possible, isn’t it, and not do all your work with just 

one teacher?)

Clearly, the particular way that Sambia men set about reproducing themselves 

socially, transmitting masculine identity to each rising generation of males and intro-

ducing them into the symbolic order of masculinity, presumes a total absence of 

heterosexuality and heteronormativity, at least in the case of men. The example of 

the Sambia teaches us how male initiation can proceed in a world without heterosexu-

ality. Now, when I say that, I do not of course mean to imply that Sambia males are 

all necessarily homosexuals. After all, once they have completed the six stages of male 

initiation and have become fully entitled men, all normal Sambia men get married to 

women and have children of their own. Furthermore, the boys who engage in sexual 

contacts with other males do not do so initially out of erotic desire: on the contrary, 

they are terrorized into performing oral sex, and they are given no choice. We would 

describe their initial experiences of same- sex sexual contact as oral rape. As time goes 

on, however, and the boys become convinced that they need to ingest the semen of 

their elders in order to grow up to be men, and to be strong warriors, they become 

willing and enthusiastic participants in the elaborate initiation rituals, eager sexual 

partners, and some of them even form life- long affectionate bonds with the older 

males with whom they have had habitual sexual contact. The imagery of Sambia ritual 

represents the younger initiates as “married” to the bachelors whom they fellate. As 

Herdt himself has emphasized, male initiation among the Sambia is powered by sexual 

excitement and desire.

So Sambia males may not be homosexuals, but they aren’t exactly heterosexuals 

either. In fact, exclusive heterosexuality among Sambia males is entirely unknown. All 

males who grow up to become recognized men in Sambia culture undergo, without 

exception, the required six stages of male initiation, involving some 15 years’ worth of 

daily blow jobs, given and received – an erotic career that isn’t exactly calculated to 

qualify you for promotion to a tenured position among the ranks of male heterosexu-

als, at least not in the sexual institutions that I’m used to working in.

As may be evident by now, I’m interested in the various ways that human cultures 

represent to themselves symbolically the means by which they reproduce themselves 

socially. In particular, and most relevant to the present discussion, I’m intrigued by 

how they fi gure that magic moment in which adults are imagined to transmit to the 

next generation the keys to cultural identity – and, specifi cally, the keys to gender 

and sexual identity. It is this moment of initiation that I earlier called “the scene of 

instruction.” It is also the scene that we fi nd portrayed, in demonic form, in Canto 15 

of Dante’s Inferno, which is very much concerned with individual and collective initi-

ation, with the trials and tribulations of male regeneration, and the processes whereby 

cultural identity is reproduced and transmitted from one generation of men to the 

next. A similar preoccupation with the transmission of masculine identity also crops 

up in the plots of countless American myths, novels, and movies, which share with 
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Dante and the Sambia a common cultural problem, the problem of how to represent 

symbolically the process whereby men reproduce themselves socially, along with the 

problem of how to identify and guard against the various perils that cling to that very 

process. A proper study of the symbolics, politics, and erotics of instruction – both its 

practice and its representation – in different human cultures would be as monumental 

an accomplishment as it would be a desirable one. I will have to confi ne myself for the 

present to one brief (though classic) example, simply to indicate the specifi c difference 

that heterosexuality makes to the sexual demonology of  instruction.

V

George Stevens’ 1953 movie Shane, like the 1949 Jack Schaefer novel on which it is 

based, is told from the perspective of a 9- year- old boy, named Joey in the fi lm. It is the 

story of “The cowboy who made me a man.” The cowboy in question is the title char-

acter, and Joey’s relation to Shane is the focus of the fi lm. Joey witnesses the events, 

gets caught up in them, plays a crucial role in their resolution, and is changed forever 

by the experience. The other themes running through the story are typical of the 

Western genre: the confl ict between cattlemen and farmers, between lawlessness and 

law- and- order, between a violent male world without (decent) women and a civilized 

society based on marriage, as well as other social forms and civil institutions. The 

movie invites us to see these confl icts as symptomatic of the friction between succeed-

ing stages in the historical growth of the United States. The slow but sure triumph of 

farmers, law- and- order, and civilized society over their opposite pairs, at once their 

predecessors and their antagonists, is the story of “How the West was won.” All that 

is entirely standard stuff. What makes Shane stand out from the general run of West-

erns, and makes it interesting for my purposes, is that its particular version of this 

mythological/historical scenario focuses on the problem of social reproduction, spe-

cifi cally the reproduction of masculinity, the transmission of masculine identity from 

man to boy. The movie argues that the West had to be won anew with each succeed-

ing male generation (a theme highly apposite to the era of the Korean War, when the 

fi lm was made, which dramatized the perpetual need for the periodic reconquest of 

masculinity, the need for each new crop of boys to experience at fi rst hand the manly 

ordeal of combat if it was to claim the same masculine credentials as the men who 

went before it). In the fi rst instance, Shane presents the reproduction of manhood lit-

erally, as an initiatory process in which each generation of males – Joey, in this case 

– has to learn from the previous one how to use guns, how to shoot them, how to fi ght, 

and how to stand up for its own independence. That version of male initiation may not 

be the most suggestive one that the movie has to offer but because it is the most literal 

I will begin with it.

Here is the background. It is the summer of 1889. Joey is growing up in a decent, 

self- respecting pioneer family trying to establish a farm in a remote Wyoming valley 

on the border between nature and civilization. His family is part of a larger, nascent 

community of farmers who have settled the land that had been won from the Indians 

by an earlier generation of cattlemen. The farmers know how to use guns, but not as 

well as professional gunfi ghters, and anyway they don’t need to use them, because 
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they are good neighbors, and they settle their differences by getting together and 

talking them out. Joey is too young to have a real gun, and Joe, his father, can’t spare 

time from his farm work in order to teach him how to shoot. Meanwhile, the farmers 

are menaced by the violent cattlemen and their hired gunfi ghters, who contest the 

farmers’ claims to occupy the land and to fence it off to cattle. The farmers resist 

bravely, but they are ultimately no match for the bad guys, and they are outgunned. In 

these circumstances, it is only the providential appearance of a mysterious stranger, a 

glamorous if aging gunfi ghter by the name of Shane (played by Alan Ladd), that saves 

the farmers, saves the community, and saves the family. Shane is a loner who appears 

out of nowhere; he is taken in by Joey’s father as a hired hand (and implicitly, though 

everyone except Joey denies this, as a hired gun). Shane wants to retire from gun-

fi ghting, and he is strongly drawn to Joey’s family as well as to its settled way of life. 

He is touched by its humble efforts at worldmaking, by the embryonic civil society 

constituted by the local community of farming families, and by its family values, of 

which his own existence seems to have been conspicuously deprived. And there is 

an instant mutual attraction between him and Marian, Joey’s mother, which intensi-

fi es his commitment to the miniature civilization of the valley even as it dramatizes 

the impossibility of his own integration into it. Precisely because he loves this little 

germ of America, Shane has to leave it. Most literally, he has to resume his identity as 

a gunfi ghter, and a killer – to revert to being the sort of person who doesn’t belong in 

the civilization he prizes. But before he leaves it, he saves it, and he also gives Joey his 

fi rst lesson in gunfi ghting, teaching him how to shoot – and by extension how to be a 

man, the sort of man who can continue the manly work of winning the West.

The moral is clear: the family can give birth to Joey and raise him physically, but 

in order to grow up to be a real man, he requires Shane to give birth to him cultur-

ally, in the sense of initiating him into the secrets of male authority, introducing him 

into the symbolic order of masculinity, and transmitting to him the essence of mascu-

line wisdom and masculine identity (by teaching him the use of guns, the knowledge 

of when to use them, and by offering him a model both of masculine violence and 

of masculine self- restraint). In this sense, Shane performs the same masculinizing 

function as do the male elders in the Sambia initiation rituals. And his role is every 

bit as necessary: the movie consistently and repeatedly dramatizes the incapacity of 

the family to reproduce itself without outside help, without some magical male inter-

vention from beyond itself. Shane assumes a second- order paternity here, becoming a 

kind of spiritual father to Joey, sponsoring Joey’s temporary entry into the inveterate, 

archaic, immemorial world of male violence, and thereby performing the necessary 

(if dirty) work of male parthenogenesis. In the reproductive economy of the movie’s 

mythic world, Joey has two  daddies.

This is no more than the widely scattered traditions of paedagogy we have exam-

ined seem to require. The paternal function is regularly multiplied in the case of boys, 

and that multiplication is at once normative and necessary – something of a family 

value in its own right. Heather Has Two Mommies may have caused a scandal when 

it was proposed as a vehicle of primary education in the United States, but Shane,
which could perfectly well be subtitled “Joey Has Two Daddies,” is routinely taught 

in middle schools throughout the US without arousing any panic or provoking the 

slightest expression of corresponding  outrage.
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Shane is no simple progress narrative. Like the Westerns of John Ford, it makes 

progress conditional on regression, and it makes civilization dependent on renewal 

through periodic descents into barbarism (that is why Shane serves, rather unfairly, 

as a symbol for everything that is wrong with the frontier myth in the bestselling 

post- 9/11 manifesto, Why Do People Hate America?).21 For all his essential goodness, 

Shane is a morally ambiguous fi gure – though in Stevens’ movie he is initially much 

less sinister and frightening than he is in Schaefer’s novel. Uncivilized and hyper-

civilized at once, he speaks a more refi ned English than anyone else in the fi lm and 

even compliments Marian on her “elegant” meal (she had in fact set out her fancy 

plates and cutlery), as if it had evoked in him memories of dining at the Ritz; at the 

same time, he arrives in the valley dressed entirely in buckskin, and he has to pur-

chase a cotton shirt and jeans at the local community store.22 However necessary his 

appearance may be for the survival of civilization, and of the family, he is irretrievably 

tainted by the outdated, discredited, pre- civilized social order from which he ema-

nates, and once his use- value is depleted, the survival of civilization, no less than the 

survival of the family, requires that he be ejected from them.

Conversely, the civilization that Shane saves is itself a rather peculiar, truncated 

affair. In fact, you can tell that Shane is concerned specifi cally with male initiation 

because father and son in the movie have the same name (in the novel the Joey charac-

ter is ineptly named Bob) and, more signifi cantly, because the American family who 

incarnates its ideal of civilization contains no sisters or daughters. That last peculi-

arity makes Joey’s family different from the other (less heroic) families pictured in 

the fi lm. And this unrepresentative but somehow exemplary American family, whose 

values the movie advances by pre- dating them to the 1880s, installing them retroac-

tively at the origin of everything that is great about America, turns out to be different 

as well from the now- canonical version of the American nuclear family, the one that 

we know from, say, The Simpsons – the family with 2.3 kids, which features at least 

one representative of each sex in each generation, and throws in a female toddler (the 

0.3 of the statistic) for good measure. Instead, the model family at the center of Shane
is the holy family of Mary, Joseph, and Jesus, consisting this time around of Marian, 

Joe, and Joey – plus Shane as the Holy Ghost. It is only when Shane’s potent shadow 

falls across the holy American family that the family succeeds in revitalizing itself 

and reproducing masculinity within itself, guaranteeing the transmission of paternal 

identity from father to son, and insuring its own futurity. Shane’s mysterious visita-

tion is brief and was always destined to be so. Like its sacred model, it doesn’t amount 

to even so much as a one- night stand. Shane, following in the footsteps of the Holy 

Ghost, knows better than to stick around for breakfast: as he says to Joey on his way 

out, immediately after the last night- time battle, “There’s no living with a killer.” But 

that’s the point. Like all teachers, Shane is a social deviant. You might be tempted to 

invite him to move in with you, as Joey does at the beginning of the fi lm, but you don’t 

have to live with him in order to get what you need from him. One night, one semes-

ter will do the job.

Shane’s instruction of Joey is a highly limited, temporally circumscribed affair. It 

does not ultimately displace the family, because it carefully restricts itself to a single 

(though powerful and transformative) intervention, after which Shane clears out and 

Joey graduates and life returns to normal. “You go home to your mother and your 
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father,” Shane tells Joey in the fi nal scene, “and grow up to be strong and straight.” 

With the conferral of that diploma, the movie ends, as Joey fi rst calls out, famously, 

“Shane, come back!” and then, when Shane does not come back, resigns himself to 

Shane’s eternal absence. Indeed, he will have to devote the rest of his life to fi lling it 

himself. In the meantime, a decisive alteration has taken place. Shane has given birth 

to the man in Joey with his gun.

VI

Let’s avoid cheap Freudianism here. No one would ever claim that Shane’s gun is just 

a gun, but at least it’s not a penis. This is America, after all, not New Guinea. But let’s 

also not exaggerate the differences. Consider, for example, the following scene, late in 

the movie, which might be called “Cowboy Confessions”:

“Shane?”

“Hmm?”

“You want me to tell you somethin’?”

“If you want to.” [Dr Shane, the non- directive therapist.]

“I saw your gun in there one day. [Pause.] I took a look at it.”

“Oh.”

“Are you mad?”

“No, I guess not. If I were you, Joey, I’d . . . I’d leave a thing like this alone.”

“I wrapped it up careful in the blanket again.”

“Well, that’s a good boy.”

“Could I see it again?”

Joey’s request triggers Shane’s cataclysmic shooting lesson, which is interrupted by 

Joey’s mother wearing her wedding dress. Shane may not initiate Joey into the sym-

bolic order of masculinity by means of sexual contact but, like the Sambia bachelors, 

he masculinizes Joey by enrolling him in a central institution of male culture, in this 

case the school of hard knocks. Gunfi ghting in Shane is like cock- sucking among the 

Sambia: both are cultural practices connected with initiation into the symbolic order 

of masculinity and heavily laden with phallic meaning. Furthermore, although the 

relationship between Shane and Joey is not sexual, it is not exactly unerotic. After 

all, the entire movie is taken up with Joey’s crush on Shane. Without that crush, and 

without communicating its intensity to the male spectator, the movie could not endow 

Shane’s example with the charismatic power necessary to enable those enamored of 

him (Joey, the male viewer) to accede to manhood by means of identifi cation, emu-

lation, and endless, unfulfi lled desire for him. Shane is a classic male love story: “the 

unforgettable novel of a boy’s love,” as the cover of my Bantam paperback edition of 

the book artlessly puts it.23 Shane’s instruction is as highly charged as Socrates’.

Like Socrates, Shane is hardly innocent of the desire he evokes in others. If Joey 
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develops a crush on Shane, that is at least in part because Shane has methodically set 

about seducing him. Shane’s seduction of Joey begins with the fi rst thing he says to 

Joey at the very start of the movie: “Hello, boy. You were watchin’ me down the trail 

quite a spell, weren’t you? [Joey: “Yes . . . Yes, I was.”] You know, I . . . I like a man 

who watches things goin’ around. Means he’ll make his mark some day.”

How could any boy resist? (The narrator of the novel candidly registers the seduc-

tive force of the remark: “this Shane knew what would please a boy. The glow of it 

held me . . .”24) By interpellating Joey fi rst as a boy (“Hello, boy”) and then, more 

fl atteringly, as a man (“I like a man who watches things goin’ around”), thereby dem-

onstrating that he can either reduce Joey to the status of a boy or elevate him to the 

status of the man whom Shane claims to “like” and who Joey himself already desper-

ately wants to be, Shane displays a head- turning ability to project to Joey a vision of 

Joey that is exactly in line with Joey’s own aspirations for himself. Uniquely among 

all the characters in the movie (with the touching and sinister exception of Ryker, the 

leader of the cattlemen), Shane offers Joey the illusion of being taken seriously as a 

grown man, and in that way he encourages Joey’s own tendency to identify prolepti-

cally with the man he will one day become. Shane even calls him on occasion “Little 

Joe” instead of “Joey.” In effect, Shane re- routes Joey’s identifi catory desire for 

himself as a man, for his own future manhood, through Shane’s eyes. And in so doing, 

Shane makes himself both necessary and desirable to Joey as the ground of Joey’s own 

masculine identifi cation. Moreover, by pretending that his “liking” for Joey is condi-

tional on Joey’s fulfi llment of that very ideal of watchfulness that Joey in fact already 

abundantly fulfi lls – by motivating Joey to model himself after Shane’s own projected 

object- ideal while constituting that object- ideal in such a way that Joey can fl atter 

himself as having already lived up to it – Shane both pressures and entices Joey into 

depending for his own sense of masculine identity on Shane himself and on Shane’s 

“liking” for him.

If the delicate kind of emotional blackmail constituted by Shane’s subtle combina-

tion of fl attery and bullying is supposed to be training in manhood, it certainly works 

well enough: by the end of the movie, Joey is suffi ciently advanced on the path to 

manhood that Shane can entrust Joe and Marian, Joey’s own parents, to Joey’s care. 

Flattering to the last, Shane tells him, “Joey, take care of them – both of them.” But 

Shane’s manhood- building curriculum doesn’t work too badly as seduction, either. 

Less than 15 minutes into the fi lm, Joey – already infatuated – begs Shane to move in 

with him: “I . . . I wish you’d stay here.” Half an hour and one barroom brawl later, 

things have started to get pretty  serious:

“Want to know something, Mother?

[Marian: “What is it? What is it, Joey?”]

Mother, I just love Shane.

[“Do you?”]

I love him almost as much as I love Pa. That’s all right, isn’t it?”

Let us defer answering, for the moment, Joey’s unanswerable  question.

There is more going on here than mere seduction, of course. Shane’s prediction 
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that Joey will make his mark one day anticipates the movie’s own penultimate scene, 

the climactic night- time shootout in which Joey, having spent some time watching 

things going around, alerts Shane to the presence of a concealed gunman and thereby 

saves his life (Shane is merely wounded). As Joey later exclaims, in a vain attempt to 

salvage Shane’s honor and to repair the damage that his rescue of Shane has done 

to his heroic image of him (and, he fears, to Shane’s own image of himself), “He’d 

never have been able to shoot you if you’d ’a’ seen him fi rst.”25 Thus, Shane’s opening 

remark to Joey sounds a theme that will recur throughout the fi lm: it establishes the 

importance of watching – in the senses both of vigilance and of  spectatorship.

Instead of orally consuming Shane’s semen, Sambia- style, like any decent 9- year-

 old in that part of New Guinea, Joey becomes a man by ocularly consuming the visual 

spectacle of Shane’s masculinity, specifi cally his shooting and killing of the bad guys, 

thereby strengthening his own masculine identity by identifi cation with and par-

ticipation in Shane’s act of violence. The social reproduction of the holy American 

family apparently depends on the production and consumption of eroticized specta-

cles of male violence. That is why the family needs Shane. One of the main purposes 

of Shane’s strange visitation is to introduce the riveting spectacle of gunfi ghting into 

the visual economy of Joey’s world, and then to remove guns and gunfi ghting from it, 

once Joey has absorbed his necessary dose.

In the world of the movie, Joey absorbs this necessary dose not through his mouth 

but through his eyes – through watching, through the practice of spectatorship. No 

fi ght ever takes place unless Joey is lurking somewhere, ready to watch it from a safe 

hiding- place, such as his favorite haunt outside the barroom door. It is violence, not 

sex, that constitutes the primal scene in Shane – that constitutes, in other words, 

the object of the greatest voyeuristic fascination, the visual spectacle of the greatest 

transformative power. That’s what makes Shane suitable entertainment for the whole 

family. Moreover, Shane’s erotic relationship with Joey is mediated by Marian, Joey’s 

mother, through her own unconsummated romance with Shane. That’s what makes 

Shane an initiation into heterosexuality and  heteronormativity.

And that’s also what makes Shane’s eroticism particularly creepy. One of the primary 

strategies that the movie uses in order to deny the homoeroticism it systematically 

deploys is to double Joey’s point of view with Marian’s. This it does most obviously 

in the opening scene (when Shane makes his initial appearance) through insistent 

cross- cutting between reaction- shots of Joey and Marian, but it has a large battery of 

other techniques at its disposal for fusing the two characters’ perspectives on Shane, 

thereby justifying its glamorizing and eroticizing of the man who incarnates an 

already ambiguous and contradictory set of masculine gender norms. The effect is to 

position the male spectator simultaneously as hero- worshipping boy and as sexually-

 aroused woman. To say that such a position is awkward for a male spectator to occupy 

under a regime of compulsory heterosexuality, or that it can be occupied only on the 

condition of being disavowed, is barely to begin to describe the notoriously trauma-

tizing power of the movie or to specify the pressures that it brings to bear on the 

younger or the more immature males of whatever age in its audience. The movie per-

versely insists on treating Shane as a masculine role model even as it surrounds him, 

Hollywood- style, with a glamorous, star- quality aura of erotic irresistibleness. The 

result for the male spectator is to make the supposedly identity- affi rming, gender-
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 consolidating experience of masculine identifi cation coincide, as if nothing could be 

more normal, with the urgent and inescapable solicitation of homoerotic desire.

VII

Heterosexual and heteronormative as the world of Shane is, then, the movie’s recipe 

for successful initiation into masculinity is perilously close to the standard scenario 

for its subversion in the developmental psychology of Cold War America – the sce-

nario for the destruction of normative masculinity and even for its transformation 

into homosexuality. Shane argues that in order for a boy to “grow up to be strong and 

straight,” he fi rst has to be seduced and abandoned by an older man. We are not as far 

from the basic postulates of Sambia culture as might at fi rst be supposed. In this light, 

the remaining differences between the two cultures may come to seem increasingly 

trivial. Among the Sambia, to be sure, where there is no homosexuality or heterosexu-

ality, there is also no need for guns at the scene of instruction, but sacred fl utes play an 

analogous role and function as ritual symbols of the penis. It might seem that among 

the Sambia the penis is allowed to appear more nakedly in its own right, but even in 

the Sambia rituals it remains clothed in its symbolism as both breast and phallus, as 

the conduit of masculine essences. The transfer of masculinity from one generation 

to the next in a traditional heterosexual culture cannot be effected by sexual contact, 

obviously enough, but in America no less than in New Guinea it is effected by various 

social and symbolic practices mediated and ritually maintained by the fundamental 

institutions of male culture.26 In the American context, such practices take the form 

of engaging in competitive sports, enrolling in schools and universities (which until 

recently used to be all- male institutions), and going to the movies to watch spectacles 

of male combat such as Shane. Masculinity may not be reproduced by means of sex, in 

the American case, but the means by which it is reproduced are not exactly  unerotic.

Shane, the movie itself, is thus an instance of what it depicts. American boys are 

turned into men not by taking part in semen transactions but by watching eroticized 

spectacles of male violence, including both the spectacles in Shane and the spectacle 

of Shane itself. Sitting in the dark with his candy and soda pop, watching Shane and 

munching away, like Joey outside the barroom door, the immature male spectator of 

the movie is alternately seduced and bullied into manhood. In order for this procedure 

to work properly, to produce the ostensibly intended normative outcome, the optimal 

proportions of seduction and bullying, and the balance between viewing Shane from 

Joey’s or from Marian’s perspective, have to be got exactly right. Otherwise, instead 

of doing what it is supposed to do – instead of turning you into a heterosexual family 

man with a violent streak – Shane is liable to misfi re and turn you into a gay Repub-

lican. (This has in fact been known to happen.) So here’s the fi rst reason that Joey’s 

question – whether it’s all right to love Shane – is so diffi cult to answer.

In America, as in New Guinea, the social reproduction of masculinity takes place 

outside the family – on the playing fi elds, in schools, in movie houses and other cul-

tural institutions. And although the American cultural institutions responsible for 

male initiation do not sponsor sexual activities, the activities they do sponsor (foot-

ball, cinematic spectatorship, high school) are no more innocent of all desire than are 
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the secret male rituals performed among the Sambia. No wonder so many anxieties in 

American culture today attach to the male fi gures outside the family who initiate boys 

into those activities: boy scout leaders, ministers, football coaches, actors, teachers, 

and professors. As in the case of Sambia culture, or Dante’s culture, the American 

family needs such fi gures, but such fi gures aren’t part of the family, can’t be control-

led by it, and have both personal and professional motives of their own. Moreover, the 

activities over which they preside are characterized by an irreducible and undeniable 

erotic volatility. That is a particular problem for a society that employs an erotically 

charged form of male initiation in a strictly heteronormative context and for exclu-

sively heteronormative ends.

(I emphasize that the phenomenon I am describing pertains to heteronormative 

culture and to the social construction of male heterosexuality. Gay men don’t worship 

their male teachers, for the most part, much less do they desire them. Gay men have 

no daddies – let alone two or more of them – and no heroes. Which, by the way, is 

what makes gay politics such a notoriously thankless task for its leaders and repre-

sentatives.)

The anxieties attaching to the male fi gures responsible for initiating boys into mas-

culinity outside the family become most intense in a heterosexual/ heteronormative 

society when those fi gures explicitly represent themselves as sexual subjects. What 

makes the imagined or actual possibility of sex, especially homosexual sex, at the 

scene of instruction in masculinity so frightening, and so obscene, is not just its 

potential for harm or abuse, and not just its breach of heterosexual decorum; rather, 

it directly violates the larger social strategies that heterosexual culture uses to 

implement the process of male initiation and to calm the anxieties clustering about 

it. According to those strategies, boys are initiated into male identity not by sexual 

contact with men but – and here the analogy with the Sambia holds once again – 

by social practices, symbolic representations, and ideological apparatuses attached to 

cultural institutions whose function is both to mobilize and to mediate boys’ desire 

for masculinity – and for men.

Shane itself is a perfect example of this simultaneous mobilization and re- routing 

of male homoerotic desire. After all, it is Joey’s love for Shane that fuels his initia-

tion into masculine identity and helps turn him into a man. And indeed some kind of 

motivational stimulus is going to be necessary in many cultures if boys are to pursue 

masculinity strenuously enough to withstand the various ordeals that their societies 

have devised for those who are enjoined to attain it. Here is where the eroticization 

of masculinity, and of men, comes in. It provides the requisite drive without which 

boys would not be willing to subject themselves to the prolonged and painful process 

that initiation into manhood demands. The problem of male initiation in heterosexual 

and heteronormative culture is getting boys to desire masculinity without also desir-

ing men27 – or without desiring men too much, too long, in the wrong way, or for 

the wrong reasons. In a world where education is inseparable from desire, and where 

erotic bonds between males are both compulsory and prohibited, the negotiation of 

such intense same- sex sentiments among men is bound to be a risky business – a deli-

cate and dangerous and anxiogenic matter. It is the second reason that Joey’s question 

about whether it’s all right to love Shane must go  unanswered.

There should be little cause for surprise, then, if it is those male fi gures who perform 
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initiatory functions in American culture whose heterosexuality is most consistently 

policed – and who cause the greatest anxiety when they fail to represent themselves as 

heterosexual: boy scout leaders, ministers, football coaches, actors, teachers, and pro-

fessors. Hence the various kinds of social pressure brought to bear on those of us who 

are both gay men and teachers, to say nothing of English  teachers.

VIII

Of course, there are safer ways to deal with those anxieties than by teaching a course 

in a Department of English, as I have been doing for some time now at the Univer-

sity of Michigan, called “How to be Gay: Male Homosexuality and Initiation.” It 

matters little, in the light of the observations I have been making here, that my course 

is not at all about sex, that it studies neither the role that eroticism plays in education 

and cultural reproduction nor the role that sex plays in gay men’s initiation into gay 

male identity. Rather, in line with Shane in this respect, the course looks at the social 
processes whereby gay men initiate other gay men into gay male identity. Those social 

processes feature, ironically, non- sexual methods of instruction: for example, the 

introduction of the gay novice to non- standard ways of seeing, to distinctive ethical 

and aesthetic modes of relating to the surrounding culture, to a unique set of sensi-

bilities, and to dissident ways of reading cultural objects (movies, opera, Broadway 

musicals, emblems of fashion and style, embodiments of masculinity). That sort of 

gay initiation would seem to qualify as a stellar example of what I have been calling 

deviant teaching. And so, too, would the class in which such gay initiation is studied. 

For a course that surveys and examines some of the materials that gay men have used 

to create an identity for themselves (both individually and as a group) will necessar-

ily be a course that itself performs the work of gay initiation, insofar as gay initiation 

consists precisely in sharing, circulating, and examining such materials. Students, 

whether gay or straight, whether female or male, who haven’t previously encountered 

those particular materials are, in the very process of studying them, initiated into an 

aspect of gay male culture. Consequently, my own teaching about gay men’s teaching 

could easily qualify as deviant teaching itself.

After everything I have had to say about the anxieties produced in heterosexual 

societies about even non- gay- identifi ed male functionaries whose job it is to initiate 

boys into masculine authority by inducting them into the social and symbolic rituals 

of various erotico- cultural institutions, it will hardly come as a surprise to learn that 

my course on “How to be Gay” attracted a certain amount of hostile attention from 

outside the University of Michigan, or that it was widely interpreted to consist in my 

initiation of my male students into gay sex (no one seemed to care very much about 

what happened to the female students enrolled in it, who typically make up half of the 

class). The American Family Association of Michigan, for example, lobbied exten-

sively for the cancellation of the course, claiming that “the proposed course, which 

openly admits its purpose is to recruit and ‘initiate’ teenagers into the homosexual 

lifestyle, . . . [promotes] a lifestyle of high- risk behavior that is not only illegal but 

many believe immoral, behavior that further increases the burden on taxpayers to pay 

for its public health consequences.” (I suppose it is possible that repeated watching of 
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All About Eve might ruin your health, but there is no law against it, even in Michigan, 

and the university never seriously considered cancelling my class.)

Furthermore, eight Republican representatives in the Michigan state legislature 

sponsored a proposal to set aside 10 percent of the University of Michigan’s budget, 

and distribute it to other state universities, if the university were to hold a class “pro-

moting or facilitating the participation in a sexual lifestyle or practices other than 

heterosexual monogamy.” (A majority of the legislators voted for the measure, but 

its passage required more than a simple majority, and the votes in its favor fell short 

of the requisite number by four.) And, as I write, a bill has been introduced into both 

houses of the Michigan legislature to amend the state constitution in order to bring 

the curriculum of the University of Michigan under the more direct control of local 

politicians. (It, too, seems to have little chance of passing.) I didn’t intend to ask for 

trouble by teaching this course, but I was not astonished to fi nd myself in hot water as 

a result. The risks of attempting such an intellectual experiment at a public university 

in the United States can never be  underestimated.

But unless we are willing to confront and work through the anxieties that surround 

teaching, the anxieties that impede the progress of lesbian and gay studies, and the 

anxieties that make life diffi cult for those of us in this society who are gay men and 

who play a role that our society associates with the initiation of the young, we won’t 

have the slightest chance of defusing them. So, rather than engage in strategies of 

avoidance or denial, my own experiment in deviant teaching is designed to confront 

head- on the fears about gay men who initiate young men into adult male identity – the 

fears that we will recruit, seduce, proselytize, sodomize, corrupt. We can only defuse 

those fears if we are willing to analyze them, to understand them, to fi gure out where 

they come from, what their institutional basis is, and – perhaps most important of all 

– how they are connected systematically to the social and discursive structures that 

organize our  culture.
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CHAPTER  NINE

After Sontag: 
Future Notes on Camp

Ann Pellegrini

One is drawn to Camp when one realizes that “sincerity” is not enough.

Susan Sontag, “Notes on ‘Camp’”1

Morbidity was my fi rst choice.

Susan Sontag, “Women, the Arts, and the Politics of Culture”2

Introduction

The open secret of Bush- era American politics is not that President George W. Bush 

and his Administration have lied, a lot, but that so many Americans, for so many 

years, knew this and did not seem to mind. At minimum, this fact – President Bush 

has lied, a lot – did not matter enough or did not matter to enough voting- age Amer-

icans to result in his defeat in 2004. If many, if not most, Americans have long known 

that Bush does not tell the full truth and have not cared, this apparent indifference 

derives in part from the expectation many Americans now have that their Pres-

idents lie. It is not that Presidential lies have no consequences – after all, William 

Jefferson Clinton was impeached, essentially for lying about sex. Because sex is an 

overburdened site of moral anxiety and regulation, sexual lies partake of a dynamic 

that exceeds the category of the “Presidential lie.”3 However, the relatively free pass 

George Bush received well into his second term for his Administration’s lies about 

weapons of mass destruction and Iraq’s connection to 9/11 is due to more than just 

a chastened press corps, the special volatility of sexual allegations, or a Republican 

majority unwilling to investigate, let alone impeach, its own.4

These are all factors in the differential treatment and reception of Bush’s lies as 

opposed to Clinton’s, to be sure. But, this shrugging acceptance of something less 

than the truth depends as well on the way popular culture has habituated us to the 

manufacturing of reality as entertainment. Are we all postmodernists now, cynically 

decoding and avidly consuming the shimmering surfaces of the real? Against such a 

backdrop, what Bush says matters less than how he says it: “sincerely.” Bush’s sincer-

ity converts surface into depth, where depth is not about facts but feelings. He really 



seems to mean what he says, something that his Democratic challenger in 2004 did 

not. Indeed, one of the reasons that characterizations of Democratic Presidential can-

didate Senator John Kerry as a fl ip- fl opper stuck and worked so well has to do with 

their differing styles of performance. Kerry talked too much and said too little.

Facts be damned, Bush is nothing if not certain. Crucially, the measure of his sin-

cerity is not whether or not what he says is true, but whether or not he conveys his 

own belief in what he says when he says it. In this circuit of feeling, the sincere per-

formance latches onto and generates feelings of accuracy on the other side, confi rming 

worldviews, assuaging conscience. Here, the suture is achieved not through post-

modern ironizing, but through a management strategy that negotiates incongruities 

between feeling and fact. Comedy Central’s Stephen Colbert has dubbed this phe-

nomenon “truthiness.”5 Of course, when Colbert’s faux newsman uses the term, his 

audience is in on the joke. Scare quotes slice the air. In pointed contrast, the phenom-
enon that “truthiness” names is actually profoundly anti- ironic.6 Bush’s notoriously 

garbled speech is an easy hit for late- night comedians (let alone grammarians), but 

for Bush’s true believers his misspeaking lends a down- home folksiness, sense of 

spontaneity, and “truthing” effect to his speech acts. This is a mutually reinforcing 

dynamic; his sincerity puts the “true” in “true believers.” But why? How have per-

formances of sincerity (does he mean it or not) and feelings of accuracy (does this feel
true to me) come to displace questions of fact? As a roundabout way into these ques-

tions, I want to turn, perhaps paradoxically, to the question of “camp.”

The paradox of this turn derives from camp’s own sideways relation to reality. As 

Susan Sontag writes, in her much- discussed 1964 essay “Notes on ‘Camp,’”

Camp sees everything in quotation marks. It’s not a lamp, but a “lamp”; not a woman, 

but a “woman.” To perceive Camp in objects and persons is to understand Being- as-

 Playing- a- Role. It is the farthest extension, in sensibility, of the metaphor of life as 

theater.7

At a historical moment when wink- wink nudge- nudge is the business as usual of both 

politics and commerce, a return to “camp” and its politics of incongruity may seem 

like more of the same. To put a fi ner point on the matter: where politics is so openly 

and cynically performative, what remains of camp as an oppositional strategy? The 

answer to this question depends in large part on whose camp we are talking about.8

I

More than 30 years after its fi rst publication in Partisan Review, Sontag’s “Notes on 

‘Camp’” remains the most infl uential and, for queer critics, the most controversial 

discussion of camp. Not the least of her contested moves is her characterization of 

camp as “apolitical.” To Sontag, camp is an aesthetic sensibility, a style, and precisely 

for this reason, she says, it cannot be or have a politics: “To emphasize style is to 

slight content, or to introduce an attitude which is neutral with respect to content. It 

goes without saying that the Camp sensibility is disengaged, depoliticized – or at least 

 apolitical.”9 For many queers, however, these linked assertions – style over content 

over politics – do not go without saying.
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This does not mean that queer critics speak as one on the subject of camp or its 

politics.10 Far from it. Even as queer critics have uniformly rejected Sontag’s char-

acterization of camp as “apolitical,” they have not always agreed as to what kind of 

politics it represented – or even if “political” can be applied to camp in an unqualifi ed 

way. Esther Newton, for example, in her classic study of pre- Stonewall drag culture, 

Mother Camp: Female Impersonators in America, argues that camp is a concrete “stra-

tegy for a situation.”11 Camp responds to the experience of homosexual stigmatization 

by sending up and theatricalizing the stigma, thereby ameliorating its impact. As a 

survival strategy this is absolutely necessary; but, it is not yet a politics. It is rather a 

“a pre-  or proto- political phenomenon,”12 at odds with the then- emergent politics of 

Gay Liberation.13

Other commentators have been less hesitant. Like Newton, Michael Bronski under-

stands camp to be a survival strategy as well as a distinctive mode of communication. 

But he also sees camp as a “visionary” practice, through which gay men could “re-

 imagine the world around them.”14 In Bronski’s estimation, these joined capacities 

– life- saving and world- making – make camp “not only political, but progressive.”15

The title of Moe Meyer’s edited volume states its claims up front: The Politics and 
Poetics of Camp. The post- Stonewall, Queer Nation moment of this volume is made 

clear in Meyer’s introductory essay, in which he defi nes camp as a uniquely “queer
parodic praxis” through which queers generate conditions for social agency and 

social visibility in the teeth of the dominant order.16 Meyer will go on to distinguish 

between “politicized, solely queer” uses of “Camp” and its “unqueer, apolitical, or 

Pop Culture” appropriations, marking the point with a shift from upper-  to lower-

 case “c.”17 In pointing out how the repackaging of “Camp” into “camp” has blunted 

the former’s critical edge, Meyer is in good company.18

Assessments of camp and its politics are crucially bound to their historical moment; 

camp’s meanings and possibilities have changed over time, and so too have gay, lesbian, 

and queer conceptions of camp. A helpful way through these queer debates over the 

politics of camp is provided by José Esteban Muñoz’s reminder that camp is not 

“innately politically valenced.”19 In some contexts, camp is conservative; in others, 

radical; in still others it may have little or no politics at all – or it might be a little bit 

country and a little bit rock and roll at once. To repurpose a point Diana Fuss makes 

with respect to “essentialism,” the political meaning of camp depends not on some 

ontology of camp, what it inherently is, but on “who is using it, how it is done, and 

where its effects are concentrated.”20

Sontag herself would come to qualify her pre- Stonewall and pre- Women’s Lib-

eration Movement assessment of camp as “disengaged, depoliticized – or at least 

apolitical.” In an April 1975 interview with Salmagundi, she credits “the diffusion of 

camp taste in the early ’60s . . . with a considerable if inadvertent role in the upsurge 

of feminist consciousness in the late 1960s.”21 How so? Sontag elaborates that “the 

camp taste for the theatrically feminine [helped] undermine the credibility of certain 

stereotyped femininities – by exaggerating them, by putting them between quotation 

marks.”22 The word “diffusion” indexes the complex cultural economy of camp as it 

crossed over from its homosexual context of emergence and was absorbed or appropri-

ated by other interests.23 That Sontag was talking about the diffusion of a specifi cally 

homosexual male camp is made clear just moments later in the Salmagundi interview, 
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when she again draws camp and feminism into relation: “What I am arguing is that 

today’s feminist consciousness has a long and complicated history, of which the dif-

fusion of male homosexual taste is a part – including its sometimes witless putdowns 

of and delirious homage to the ‘feminine.’”24 This is an ambivalent commendation, to 

be sure, but the ambivalence is all to Sontag’s point as she urges feminists, including 

herself, to see past what may offend them in camp to take in something of its libera-

tory force:

The theme you single out – the parodistic rendering of women – usually left me cold. But 

I can’t say that I was simply offended. For I was as often amused and, so far as I needed 

to be, liberated . . . Camp’s extremely sentimental relation to beauty is no help to women, 

but its irony is: ironizing about the sexes is one small step toward depolarizing them.25

Sontag’s ambivalence – she is as often offended as amused by camp – is also camp’s. 

In its mode as drag, camp’s idealization of femininity may serve to reinforce misogy-

nist stereotypes of sexual difference. But camp also exceeds such a reduction; as irony, 

camp opens up distance between represented and real, forging a space for an altered 

political and ethical relation. Importantly, at least at this juncture in Sontag’s thinking 

about camp, ambivalence neither equates to moral paralysis nor seeks its resolution in 

a Manichean pitch to one side or the other.

II

We are a long way here from Sontag’s devastating indictment of camp in “Fascinat-

ing Fascism.” Completed in 1974 and fi rst published in abridged form in The New 
York Review of Books in February 1975, less than three months before the Salma-
gundi interview took place, this essay is best know for its blistering critique of the 

fascist aesthetics of Leni Riefenstahl and of the changing cultural attitude that looks 

through fascism to see only beauty.26 “Fascinating Fascism” also includes a brief but 

scathing swipe at feminists unwilling “to sacrifi ce the one woman [Riefenstahl] who 

made fi lms that everybody acknowledges to be fi rst- rate.”27 This assertion played 

no small part in a heated exchange of letters between Adrienne Rich and Sontag, in 

the March 20, 1975 edition of The New York Review of Books, in which they argued 

over Nazism and patriarchal values, the relationship between intellect and feeling, 

“correct” and “incorrect” versions of feminism, and, ultimately, Sontag’s own vexed 

relation to  feminism.28

The word “camp” does not appear in the version of “Fascinating Fascism” pub-

lished in The New York Review of Books. For an explicit discussion of this other bad 

object,29 we must turn instead to the longer, authoritative version of “Fascinating 

Fascism,” which was not published until 1980, in a volume of Sontag’s collected essays, 

Under the Sign of Saturn.30 In the main, the differences between the two published 

versions are minor matters of wording – with one exception. The passage in which 

Sontag spins out links among Riefenstal’s rehabilitation, the ethical dangers of both 

historical amnesia and uncritical connoisseurship, and the sensibility of camp does not 

appear in the version published in The New York Review of Books. This extraordinary 

passage is worth quoting at length from Under the Sign of Saturn:
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Riefenstahl’s current de- Nazifi cation and vindication as indomitable priestess of the 

beautiful – as a fi lmmaker and, now, as a photographer [in The Last of the Nuba] – do 

not augur well for the keenness of current abilities to detect the fascist longings in our 

midst. Riefenstahl is hardly the usual sort of aesthete or anthropological romantic. The 

force of her work being precisely in the continuity of its political and aesthetic ideas, 

what is interesting is that this was once seen so much more clearly than it seems to be 

now, when people claim to be drawn to Riefenstahl’s images for their beauty of compo-

sition. Without a historical perspective, such connoisseurship prepares the way for a 

curiously absentminded acceptance of propaganda for all sorts of destructive feelings 

– feelings whose implications people are refusing to take seriously . . . And so people 

hedge their bets – admiring this kind of art, for its undoubted beauty, and patronizing 

it, for its sanctimonious promotion of the beautiful. Backing up the solemn choosy for-

malist appreciations lies a larger reserve of appreciation, the sensibility of camp, which is 

unfettered by the scruples of high seriousness: and the modern sensibility relies on contin-

uing trade- offs between the formalist approach and camp taste.

Art which evokes the themes of fascist aesthetic is popular now, and for most people 

it is probably no more than a variant of camp.31

Camp, in this formulation, is proto- fascist. In love with beauty for beauty’s sake, camp 

is a structure of feeling to be sure, but it is an empty shell: emptied of history, poli-

tics, and ethics. This beautiful emptiness is what makes it so capable of becoming an 

antiseptic container. “Unfettered by the scruples of high seriousness,”32 camp offers a 

“sniggering” alibi to those who prefer not to grapple with uncomfortable truths.33

We seem, at fi rst glance, to have traveled a long way from the “disengaged, depolit-

icized – or at least apolitical” camp we encountered in “Notes on ‘Camp.’” Nor do the 

alarm bells Sontag rings about camp in “Fascinating Fascism” square with the quali-

fi ed appreciation she offers, in the Salmagundi interview, for camp’s ironic send- up of 

sexual difference. How are we to make sense of these three different moral and politi-

cal evaluations of camp? Part of the answer lies in the fact that “Fascinating Fascism” 

already represents a change of heart, as Sontag backs away from the provocative for-

malist defense she had offered of Riefenstahl’s fi lms in the 1965 essay “On Style.”34

Sontag’s own explanation for these differences has to do with the urgencies of the 

changed cultural moment. Asked by her Salmagundi interviewer to explain the hard-

ened line “Fascinating Fascism” takes against Riefenstahl, Sontag gives a two- pronged 

answer. On the one hand, she still prizes the autonomy of the aesthetic “as indispen-

sable nourishment to intelligence.”35 On the other, “a decade- long residence in the 

1960s, with its inexorable conversion of moral and political radicalisms into ‘style,’ 

has convinced [Sontag] of the perils of over- generalizing the aesthetic view of the 

world.”36 That Sontag’s initial “Notes on ‘Camp’” was part of the very process of over-

 generalizing – or “diffusion” – she here criticizes entirely escapes her notice.37

Arguably, if the sensibility of camp was as dangerously empty as Sontag asserts it 

had become by the time of “Fascinating Fascism,” this may be because it had been 

emptied of its original referent: a homosexual life- world. Stripped of politics and san-

itized of its homosexual associations save as an accident of history, Sontag’s “Camp” 

was ready for its pop- cultural close- up and eventual massifi cation as “style.”
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III

In an essay consisting of 58 notes or theses, an essay dedicated to Oscar Wilde and 

punctuated with epigrams from Wilde, “Notes on ‘Camp’” never mentions – never 

mind analyzes – the “peculiar relation between Camp taste and homosexuality” until 

notes 50 through 53. It is a two- handed acknowledgment, with Sontag giving and 

taking back at once: “Nevertheless, even though homosexuals have been its vanguard, 

Camp taste is much more than homosexual taste.”38 Finally, and most notoriously: 

“Yet one feels that if homosexuals hadn’t more or less invented Camp, someone else 

would.”39

In the eyes of some queer critics, Sontag has elevated this blindspot to the level 

of hermeneutic. D. A. Miller points us to the essay’s opening moments, where, he 

asserts, Sontag “justifi ed her phobic de- homosexualization of Camp as the necessary 

condition for any intelligent discourse on the subject.”40 The passage Miller has in 

mind bears quoting in full:

To talk about Camp is therefore to betray it. If the betrayal can be defended, it will 

be for the edifi cation it provides, or the dignity of the confl ict it resolves. For myself, 

I plead the goal of self- edifi cation, and the goad of a sharp confl ict in my own sensi-

bility. I am strongly drawn to Camp, and almost as strongly offended by it. That is 

why I want to talk about it, and why I can. For no one who wholeheartedly shares in a 

given sensibility can analyze it; he can only, whatever his intention, exhibit it. To name 

a sensibility, to draw its contours and to recount its history, requires a deep sympathy 

modifi ed by revulsion.41

It is tempting to interpret “the sharp confl ict” in Sontag’s sensibility in the light of the 

closet – Sontag’s own. This is scarcely an over- reading given the swirl of gossip that 

long circulated around her “personal” life – those things said and unsaid or, rather 

more nearly, whispered but rarely committed to print.42

This gossip has received posthumous confi rmation from Sontag herself via the 

September 2006 publication of excerpts from her journals in which she discusses her 

passionate affairs with women, her struggles with homophobia, and the relationship 

between her homosexuality and her writing. In an entry dated December 24, 1959, 

Sontag explicitly links the guilt she feels at “being queer” to her “desire to write” 

and concludes: “I need the identity [writer] as a weapon, to match the weapon society 

has against me.” Later in the same entry, she writes, starkly, “Being queer makes me 

feel more vulnerable.”43 Although ostensibly written for herself, Sontag’s journals 

invite and anticipate the prying eyes of others: “One of the (main) social functions of 

a journal or a diary is precisely to be read furtively by other people, the people (like 

parents and lovers) about whom one has been cruelly honest only in the journal.”44

Sontag knew what she was talking about in this December 31, 1958 passage; that very 

day, she had read her then- lover’s “curt, unfair, uncharitable” diary entries about 

her.45

Despite the rumors that have long fl oated around Sontag, queer scholarship on 

camp has tended to preserve her glass closet. The denunciation of Sontag for her 

“phobic de- homosexualization of Camp” is a routine feature of much of the queer 
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scholarship on camp; nonetheless, Sontag’s own interested – dare I say, “peculiar” – 

relation to homosexuality, homosexual camp taste, and the closet is never named as 

such. Having raised this spectre myself, now what? On the one hand, I am expressly 

not interested in reducing “Notes on ‘Camp’” to Sontag’s biography. On the other, 

the rhetorical evasions performed by Sontag do tell us much about how the closet 

works, its losses, rewards, betrayals, and buoyant possibilities, too. Camp was – and 

is? – one such buoyant, often bitchy response to the closet. The closet was camp’s con-

dition of emergence and articulation prior to Stonewall; but, it was not its limit point. 

When Sontag de- gays camp, she denies a precious form of queer resilience, imagina-

tion, and, I want to urge, “moral seriousness” in the face of  vulnerability.

This denial has homophobic effects to be sure, but it seems to me that Sontag’s 

own relation to camp is in no simple way homophobic. To my mind, Sontag’s de-

 homosexualization of camp is neither a matter of simple homophobia (whatever that 

is) nor the closet (whether imagined as internalized homophobia, necessary self-

 protection, or canny careerism). Rather, ambivalence is the structuring condition of 

Sontag’s “Notes on ‘Camp’” and, indeed, of her relationship to camp more broadly. In 

the Salmagundi interview we get a strong sense of the feminist content of this ambiv-

alence. In this, Sontag was hardly the only feminist, then or now, straight or queer, to 

express reservations about gay male camp’s “woman question.” What may be unusual 

in the context of mid- 1970s feminism is Sontag’s continued appreciation of camp, 

despite her reservations, despite, even, the offense she says gay male camp sometimes 

gave her. However, this explanation – feminist ambivalence – does not go all the way 

toward explaining the “sharp confl ict in [Sontag’s] own sensibility,” which she seeks 

to write herself out of by writing about camp in the 1964 essay. What is this “sharp 

confl ict”? I want to suggest that there are in fact a series of confl icts that get layered 

on top of each other in “Notes on ‘Camp.’”

First and foremost is the division between the moral and the aesthetic. If there is a 

through- line in Sontag’s diverse body of work, it is her interest in how aesthetic and 

moral ideas come together and fall apart. This is the problem that preoccupied her 

throughout her long public career, and it is an image of herself that she also carefully 

cultivated. Nearly every obituary of Sontag began by repeating her self- description as 

a “besotted aesthete” and “obsessed moralist.”46 The starkly different feeling qualities 

– “besotted” versus “obsessed” – of Sontag’s dual commitments take the form of a 

forced choice in “Notes on ‘Camp’”: between homosexual aesthetics and irony on the 

one hand and Jewish moral seriousness on the other. This bifurcation erases the dia-

lectical tension she elsewhere seeks to maintain between the moral and the aesthetic. 

Sontag’s inability to recognize camp’s moral seriousness – what I want to call “camp 

sincerity” – is one prominent casualty of this erasure. The possibility of a specifi cally 

Jewish camp is  another.

IV

While Sontag has been rightly criticized for de- homosexualizing camp, her “de-

 Jewifi cation” of camp has attracted scant notice.47 When Sontag turns, at the essay’s 

near- end, to discuss camp’s “peculiar relation” to homosexuality, her promised expla-
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nation takes the form of a curious swerve. In notes 51 and 52 – the dead center of her 

four- note sweep of homosexual camp – she introduces an analogy between Jews and 

 homosexuals:

The peculiar relation between Camp taste and homosexuality has to be explained. 

While it’s not true that Camp taste is homosexual taste, there is no doubt peculiar over-

lap and affi nity. Not all liberals are Jews, but Jews have shown a peculiar affi nity for 

liberal and reformist causes. So, not all homosexuals have Camp taste. But homosexu-

als, by and large, constitute the vanguard – and the most articulate audience – of Camp. 

(The analogy is not frivolously chosen. Jews and homosexuals are the outstanding cre-

ative minorities in contemporary urban culture. Creative, that is, in the truest sense: 

they are creators of sensibilities. The two pioneering forces of modern sensibility are 

Jewish moral seriousness and homosexual aestheticism and irony.)48

The adjective “peculiar” appears three times in one paragraph, in each instance to 

mark a form of relationality: “the peculiar relation between Camp taste and homo-

sexuality,” “a peculiar affi nity and overlap” between Camp taste and homosexual 

taste, and, fi nally, Jews’ “peculiar affi nity for liberal and reformist causes.”49 What 

does this pile- up of the peculiar  accomplish?

Though not “frivolously chosen” (a choosing that would epitomize “Camp 

taste”), Sontag’s analogy is yet a paradox of disavowed likeness: not all Jews are 

like this (liberal); not all homosexuals are like that (camp). Ultimately, the analogy 

between Jewish moral seriousness and homosexual camp pronounces a wishful disi-
dentifi cation, disjoining not just camp taste from moral seriousness, but Jewishness 

from camp and Jews from homosexuals. However, this attempt to distance Jewish-

ness from homosexuals is, I suggest, an implicit recognition that the two identity 

positions are too proximate and, moreover, that their proximity is fi gurable in rela-

tion to camp – fi gurable, even, as the “essence” of camp. For camp, as Sontag herself 

admits, is a practice that produces identifi cation, collapses opposition, and reduces 

 distance.

If Sontag de- gays – and, as I am arguing, de- Jews camp – white gay male writers 

have generally tended to identify it as the preserve of gay men, presumptively white. 

When women fi gure in this gay male world, they do so as the larger- than- life fi gures 

camp cathects, often through acts of female impersonation in which gay men pay 

loving (though this is a love that stings) tribute to a pantheon of divas from Marlene to 

Judy, Bette, Barbra, and Liza (fi rst name only required). However, this way of viewing 

camp’s queerness enacts another and, I would argue, related distinction, between gay 

male camp and lesbian political seriousness.50

Arguably, the separation Sontag enforces between “Jewish moral seriousness” and 

“homosexual aestheticism and irony” makes possible her later shocking linkage of 

camp to fascist aesthetics in “Fascinating Fascism.” Recall that one of the accusations 

Sontag brings against camp in that later essay is that it is “unfettered by the scruples 

of high seriousness.” There are echoes here of Sontag’s earlier description of camp, 

in “Notes on ‘Camp,’” as “the sensibility of failed seriousness, of the theatricaliza-

tion of experience,”51 “The whole point of Camp,” she continues, “is to dethrone the 

serious. Camp is playful, anti- serious. More precisely, Camp involves a new, more 

complex relation to ‘the serious.’ One can be serious about the frivolous, frivolous 
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about the serious.”52 Evidently, this complex relation to the serious does not include 

a more complex relation to moral seriousness. Where “Fascinating Fascism” presents 

camp as in need of moral correction, “Notes on ‘Camp’” describes it as “a solvent of 

morality.”53 However, in neither instance does Sontag understand camp as an ethical 

response in its own right.

V

Sontag identifi es both Jewish moral seriousness and homosexual camp as “self-

 serving” strategies of  assimilation:

The reason for the fl ourishing of the aristocratic posture among homosexuals also 

seems to parallel the Jewish case. For every sensibility is self- serving to the group that 

promotes it. Jewish liberalism is a gesture of self- legitimization. So is Camp taste, which 

defi nitely has something propagandistic about it. Needless to say, the propaganda oper-

ates in exactly the opposite direction. The Jews pinned their hopes for integrating into 

modern society on promoting the moral sense. Homosexuals have pinned their inte-

gration into society on promoting the aesthetic sense. Camp is a solvent of morality. It 

neutralizes moral indignation, sponsors playfulness.54

Left completely out of view are the interrelated structures of dominance – Christian 

dominance and heteronormativity – within which these “hopes for integrating” are 

simultaneously solicited and thwarted. For those Jews and homosexuals who would 

be proper subjects of liberal modernity, the price of admission is the setting aside or 

bracketing of anything that sets them apart from the unmarked center.

Thus, if anyone should feel moral indignation here it is those who are asked to give 

up what makes them different from the norm – and all in the name of democratic 

inclusion.55 Cynthia Morrill states this objection nicely:

Central to Sontag’s claim is the presumption that camp is a discursive mode offered to 

heterosexuals as a means for homosexuals to gain acceptance. What is entirely excluded 

from her analysis is the possibility that Camp might be a discursive mode which enables 

homosexuals to adapt to the conditions of heterosexual homophobia.56

This is adaptation as a mode of survival. In such a context, homosexual camp may 

well fl atter heterosexual stereotypes of who or what homosexuals are.57 Then again, 

it may not. It is best not to be too hard and fast about camp. The cross- over appeal of 

Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, in which gay life- stylists are recruited to make style, 

good grooming, and closet organizers safe for heterosexual men, confi rms that camp 

as appeasement is not a pre- Stonewall relic. In fact, it may be that the ongoing com-

modifi cation of homosexual camp taste has permitted it to be de- politicized without
being de- gayed. Of course, there is a larger liberal story to tell here about the assimi-

lationist rhetoric and ambitions of current gay and lesbian politics.58
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VI

Just before her belated invocation of homosexuality in “Notes on ‘Camp,’” Sontag had 

introduced a stand- in, dandyism, in notes 45–8: “Camp is the answer to the problem: 

how to be a dandy in the age of mass culture.”59 Dandyism in an age of mass culture 

requires an “equivalence of all objects.” The unique object and the mass- produced 

object alike may offer camp appeal. Where the old- style dandy hated vulgarity (in 

Sontag’s colorful phrasing he “held a perfumed handkerchief to his nostrils and was 

liable to swoon”), the modern connoisseur of camp makes do with what he is given. 

“Sniff[ing] the stink” of vulgarity and massifi cation, camp’s connoisseur “prides 

himself on his strong nerves.”60

In linking camp’s possibilities of enunciation to practices of consumption, massi-

fi cation of culture, and what she terms the “psychopathology of affl uence,”61 Sontag 

unwittingly draws camp into the circle of Jewishness (as imagined by the anti- semite), 

where “the” male Jew stands for capital and “the” female Jew for consumption – 

especially via her modern incarnation in the Jewish American Princess, or “JAP.”62

But the spectral trace of the homosexual lingers here as well, and not simply as the 

dandy’s latter- day representative. Rather, as Eric Clarke argues, the homosexual early 

on stood in for consumption and the ethos of “lifestyle.”63 It is not a matter, then, of 

choosing between two stereotyped fi gures, the Jew or the homosexual, but of elabo-

rating what Janet R. Jakobsen has aptly described as the complex “genealogy of their 

interrelation.”64

There is, by now, a rich literature that examines the way fi n de siècle stereotypes 

of male Jews as womanly, sexually degenerate, corrupt, and corrupting dovetail with 

stereotypes of male homosexuals.65 The racial difference of the Jew is thus made 

legible via a highly gendered apparatus of detection and enforced visibility. Through 

the co- construction of homosexuality and Jewishness in the late- nineteenth century 

and into the early twentieth, Jewishness as “race” becomes also Jewishness as “gender 

trouble.” This co- construction also implies the racialization of homosexuality.66

Not for nothing do I invoke the title of Judith Butler’s path- breaking 1990 book 

Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity.67 Butler’s notion of gender 

performativity helpfully shifts the analytic focus from gender as a stable kind of being 

to gender as a compelled (and compelling) series of doings. In “Imitation and Gender 

Insubordination,” an essay published shortly after Gender Trouble, Butler credits 

Esther Newton’s discussion of female impersonation in Mother Camp for showing 

Butler the “very structure of impersonation by which any gender is assumed.”68 This 

insight crucially informs Butler’s conception of gender as an imitative practice whose 

performance fabricates its own origins and passes them off as law. Gender performa-

tives in this sense are not volitional; they are rather a complicated and compulsory call 

and response through which individuals come to embody and, sometimes, up- end 

norms.

Camp is or can be crucial to this possible up- ending. If gender is a citational per-

formance – an imitation with no original – then “man” and “woman” are always 

already in quotation marks. It is just that these scare quotes are not visible to the 

causal observer nor even to the everyday performer, for whom doing gender right may 
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be, quite literally, a matter of life or death. By putting quotation marks between quo-

tation marks, camp throws into dizzying relief the everyday processes whereby gender 

– and the sexual norms fortifi ed by the fi ction of essential (hetero)sexual difference – 

are done and redone.

This is not just about gender or sexuality. Jewishness, too, is a complex doing, 

whose command performances engage stereotypes of Jewish difference, sometimes 

testing them, sometimes enacting them, sometimes doing both at once. Jewish camp 

calls upon – remembers – a history of anti- semitic stereotypes. It is Gilda Radner 

turning the other cheek and fl ashing her “Jewess Jeans,” in a mock commercial on 

Saturday Night Live in 1980. It is Rhonda Lieberman and Cary Leibowitz’s fake 

Chanel show of 1992, in which they transformed Jewish foodstuffs into designer 

dinners – a box of matzos becoming a Chanel matzah meal – and converted ritual 

objects into high fashion statements. Their Chanel Hanukkah menorah, for example, 

was fashioned from a gold Chanel bag, with different colored lipsticks standing in 

for the candlesticks of the traditional menorah.69 And it is Sandra Bernhard’s rhap-

sody to designer products in her one- woman show turned fi lm Without You, I’m 
Nothing.70 Enacting the JAP stereotype as a stereotype, she explodes the closet that 

contains name brand only. Bernhard also makes mischief with models of assimi-

lation, slyly sending up the suburbs, destination for acculturating Jews, and wryly 

testifying to Christmas envy. In one memorable scene in the fi lm, Bernhard dreams 

of a white Christmas and imagines herself as a blonde, volleyball- playing hottie 

named Babe – a shiksa without rival. “Spike it, Babe!” she exorts herself, driving 

hard into the liberal fantasy of the same.

In the wink of a camp eye, these acts of critical appropriation convert the sting 

of stereotype into the sharp wit of social commentary. These performances vari-

ously draw upon a genocidal history of anti- semitic depictions of Jewishness, but do 

so by refusing to refuse the stereotype. Camp’s refusal to refuse recalls Homi Bhab-

ha’s conception of colonial mimicry as “at once resemblance and menace.”71 This is 

a calculated and also ambivalent embrace of the despised love object that is oneself 

or one’s “own.”72 Jewish camp, in the mode in which I am describing it here, is anti-
 assimilationist, complexly queer, and profoundly ethical. It can also be profoundly 

 uncomfortable.

VII

When the joke’s on you, perhaps the best defense is getting there fi rst? This was 

one of Freud’s claims about self- deprecating humor: by turning the joke on itself it 

disarms the anticipated criticism from another. This tendency to direct criticism 

against the self or against a group in which the subject has a share is especially pro-

nounced, Freud writes, among Jews. Freud draws an important distinction between 

jokes told about Jews by outsiders and Jewish jokes told by Jews  themselves:

The jokes made about Jews by foreigners are for the most part brutal comic stories in 

which a joke is made unnecessary by the fact that Jews are regarded by foreigners as 

comic fi gures. The Jewish jokes which originate from Jews admit this too; but they 
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know their real faults as well as the connection between them and their good qualities, 

and the share which the subject has in the person found fault with creates the subjective 

determinant (usually so hard to arrive at) of the joke work.73

Though Freud does not specify who the audience of the self- deprecatory Jewish joke 

is, it does seem to me that he imagines joking among Jews. Crucial to the particu-

lar effi ciency of the Jewish joke told by and among Jews is the proximity of teller and 

hearers alike to the subject of the joke. To be sure, Jewish jokes might be told by Jews 

in mixed company, but in this instance the joke is subject to an appropriation com-

forting to those who have no share in it.

Appropriation is not the only story here. Newton’s analysis of homosexual camp 

humor crucially supplements Freud’s discussion of Jewish wit. “Camp humor,” Newton 

writes in Mother Camp, “is a system of laughing at one’s incongruous position instead of 

crying.” This humor does not “cover up” what is painful or tragic, but “transforms” 

it.74 Newton is writing about homosexual camp, but her basic points regarding the 

moral transformation camp performs apply as well to Jewish camp. Camp embraces 

and even fl aunts a stigmatized identity in order to “neutralize the sting and make it 

laughable.”75 This is not a comforting performance; the humor is often sharp- edged – 

“extremely hostile,” in Newton’s words – and we are invited to laugh at situations that 

do not seem all that funny.76

Camp helps to socialize individual confl ict, by providing it with a shared commu-

nity of interpretation.77 As a system of humor, homosexual camp can have it both ways. 

In “mixed” company, the homosexual camp can get a good laugh out of heterosexuals, 

who think they know what it is they are seeing, and get one over on them at the same 

time.78 Sontag is helpful on this point: “Behind the ‘straight’ public sense in which 

something can be taken, one has found a private zany experience of the thing.”79 At the 

same time, neither “zaniness” nor “privacy” quite gets at camp as a social practice and 

shared “structure of feeling” (to use Raymond Williams’ term). Camp response, even 

if experienced one at a time, is not isolable from the experiences or histories of larger 

communities of interpretation. One has to learn to “read” and “get” camp. Eventually, 

you can try it at home in “private” – but this does not make it any less public or shared. 

Nor does “zany” always capture how camp feels as it fi nds its target.

Perhaps, then, camp does not so much “neutralize the sting” of social disapproval 

as multiply and extend it. The ethical call of camp extends itself in space, asking the 

audience to take up its share of the pain – and pleasure, too. It also extends itself in 

time. The transformed burden is no longer the social stigma “itself,” but the history 

of devaluation and its human costs. This is the sting of memory, which can be a gentle 

pinch or a punch to the stomach, as practiced by a range of Jewish performers and 

artists.80 It is the punch of Sarah Silverman sporting a Hitler mustache in publicity 

stills for her concert fi lm Jesus is Magic or of Da Ali G Show’s Sacha Baron-Cohen in 

drag as the thickly- accented Kazakstani “news” correspondent Borat singing “Throw 

the Jew Down the Well” at a Tucson bar. Contrastingly, it is the wry pinch of Melissa 

Shiff’s interactive 2006 video installation, “Passover Projections,” which inserts Dr 

Ruth and Hadassah Gross, among others, into Cecil B. DeMille’s The Ten Command-
ments and sets them a- walking (and a- talking) through a miraculously parted Red 

Sea.81 “Let my people go- go,” Hadassah Gross  commands.
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VIII

This “punch” and this “pinch” also measure the distance between the CC- and- ginger-

 soaked “terror drag” of New York City cabaret artists Kiki and Herb (Justin Bond 

and Kenny Mehlman) and the rejuvenating ritual drag of Rebbetzin Hadassah Gross 

(Amichai Bau- Lavie).82 Kiki is an aging lounge singer, perpetually on the comeback 

trail. In between rounds – of song and drink – the once- married and thrice- blessed 

with children (only two surviving) Kiki spins harrowing tales of maternal rage, dead 

daughters, and gloriously awful familial dysfunction. It is a discomforting performance 

that exists at the razor’s edge of camp. For many queers, family is an overburdened site 

of longing and loss, and Kiki’s family stories – however fantastical – yet capture some-

thing of this ambivalence. As Shane Vogel points out, a Kiki and Herb “performance 

is both a comic and a disarmingly recognizable spectacle.”83 It is also, in Vogel’s inter-

pretation, a performance that extends itself; the audience is invited – dared, really – to 

collaborate with Kiki and Herb in a project of queer world- making.84 It may not always 

be “pretty,” but Kiki and Herb show us that feeling “safe” or playing “nice” is not the 

precondition for ethical  engagement.

Like Kiki, Hadassah has an elaborated back- story, with its own share of tragedy. 

She is a 75- year- old Holocaust survivor, whose thick accent marks her Hungarian 

birth. (Her age stays the same from performance to performance; her birth- date 

fl uctuates to keep in sync.) A rabbi’s wife and widow six times over, Hadassah is a 

bewigged and bejeweled Sabbath Queen, who joins the naughtiness of cabaret to the 

ritual seriousness of midrash.85 The hybrid performance is a kind of “holy chutzpah,” 

to use Bau- Lavie’s (and Hadassah’s) own words for it. Affectively, Hadassah is a kind 

of anti- Kiki. Where Kiki delights and terrorizes her audience in equal measure, 

Hadassah offers a gentler, even, a “redemptive,” touch.86 Even at its raunchiest, there 

is a sweetness to the performance. For the Israeli- born and Yeshiva- trained Bau-

 Lavie, Hadassah is part of a larger project of reanimating Jewish ritual and history 

for the present. Bau- Lavie is also the president and artistic director of Storahtel-

ling, a New York City- based organization that offers “a radical fusion of storytelling, 

Torah, traditional ritual theater and contemporary performance art.”87 Hadassah is 

not exactly “traditional,” but her – and Bau- Lavie’s – religious sincerity makes it hard 

to take offense.88

Then again, transgression, like camp, may be in the eye of the beholder. Secular 

audiences, queer or straight, Jewish or not, may be discomforted, or distanced, by 

Hadassah’s ritual seriousness. On the other hand, some religiously observant Jews 

might consider her gender impersonation and back- story irreverent, at best. Hadas-

sah’s liberal sprinkling of yiddishisms throughout her performances offers yet another 

point of entry or exclusion, depending upon an audience member’s position as insider 

or outsider. This multiplication of possible responses makes sense because camp 

is not a stable thing. It is rather, as Newton argues, “a relationship between things, 

people, and activities and qualities, and homosexuality.”89 Hadassah’s queerness, in 

my view, is due less to her drag per se, than to the fact that she harnesses it to a reli-

gious project. Ultimately, her merger of traditions of gay male camp to Jewish ritual 

unsettles easy distinctions between the religious and the secular, and between Jewish 
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moral seriousness and homosexual aesthetics and irony. This is Jewish camp, to be 

sure; it is also camp  sincerity.

IX

To repeat, camp is “a relationship between things, people, and activities and quali-

ties, and homosexuality.” It is also a relationship to history and temporality. We get a 

glimpse of this in the “archival drag” of Joni Mitchell impersonator John Kelly, which 

is beautifully discussed by David Román in Performance in America: Contemporary 
US Culture and the Performing Arts.90 As Román underscores, Kelly’s impersonation is 

non- ironic and represents an attempt to keep faith with Mitchell’s artistry, the histori-

cal moment of her songs, and the political hopefulness that soared with her soprano.91

This keeping faith is more than a mere recitation of the past; it represents as well its 

re- imagination for the present. Román introduces the term “archival drag” to regis-

ter the ways in which “theatrical performance lives not just in the memory of those 

who witness it but also in the vestiges, artifacts, and performances that survive into a 

later time.”92 Mitchell’s paean to 1960s utopian imaginings, “Woodstock,” is one such 

vestige of the past, and its possibilities are reanimated in Kelly’s re- performance of 

it, when he switches the location from Woodstock to Wigstock and references histor-

ical realities from his own era, such as AIDS.93 This switch is more than clever word 

play, Román urges; it is an attempt to drag into the present moment not just the past 

as event, but the past as feeling and potentiality. “Archival drag” summons the past for 

the present – and the future. In so doing, Román says, it refuses to “acknowledge the 

fi nality of death – the death of the artist, of the avant- garde, of queer culture.”94

This is not a refusal of death per se, but a recognition of the ways in which we 

carry our dead before us. Another word for this is melancholia. In Freud’s classic for-

mulation, melancholia involves an object- loss that is withdrawn from consciousness 

and absorbed into the ego. Lost, yet unrecognized as loss, the lost object cannot be 

mourned as gone. And yet this non- recognition of loss does not spare the subject of 

melancholia; the unknown loss produces internal work similar to that undergone in 

mourning. All unknowing, Freud observes, “the shadow of the object fell upon the 

ego.”95 In Freud’s initial conception, melancholia is a pathological formation, a kind 

of obsessed over- identifi cation. But his later descriptions of ego formation, in The 
Ego and the Id, seem to normalize melancholia. No longer does melancholia consti-

tute a “pathological” turning away from the world. Instead, “normal” processes of 

identifi cation come more and more to resemble the melancholic model of outside- in, 

offering a picture of a body- self forged in the wake of loss: “the character of the ego 

is a precipitate of abandoned object- cathexes . . . and contains the history of those 

object- choices.”96

Douglas Crimp, Judith Butler, David Eng, and Shinhee Han, among others, have 

all critically repurposed the concept of melancholia, illuminating the larger social and 

political contexts within which loss is lived and negotiated.97 All subjects are forged 

through loss, but not all losses are equally valued. Among other things, depathologiz-

ing and politicizing melancholia allow us to see how socially  disparaged objects live 

on in the psychic realm, and how they are preserved even at cost to the ego who has 
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lovingly (if also ambivalently) internalized them.98 This aggressive and militant pres-

ervation of the lost object is all the more necessary for those who were told that their 

loved ones and their love were mistaken from the start.

X

In its near overlap with “concentration camp,” what I have been calling “Jewish camp” 

is over- burdened with a history of loss. But loss is not the all of it. As Laura Levitt has 

remarked, “Jewish camp” also resonates with the promise of “Jewish summer camp.”99

The levity of Jewish camp need not be a turning away from moral seriousness but 

might even be a life- preserving form of it. The past is burden and buoy at once.

This is a point made in a slightly different way by Albert J. Winn’s series of photo-

graphs “Summer Joins the Past: Deserted and Abandoned Jewish Summer Camps, 

Figure 9.1 Albert J. Winn, “Summer Joins the Past,” girls’ cabin, abandoned Jewish summer 

camp, Pocono Mountains, PA, 2002.
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1997–present.” His images are stark and lush in equal measure. The silver- gelatin 

prints court emptiness, lingering over rough- strewn wooden barracks, graffi ti- covered 

walls, and beds long bereft of their inhabitants. For example, one 2002 photograph 

taken in the Pocono Mountains shows us twin metal camp beds; the bed on the right 

juts forward, out of alignment, out of time, its fi tted sheet pulled up at the top to reveal 

a glimpse of the striped mattress beneath (see Figure 9.1). Another photograph, from 

1997, pushes its viewer into a warren of sleeping cells, a built- in ladder showing the 

way to nowhere in particular. “MEOW” streaks prominently up one of the wooden 

frames. The mattresses are long gone, but the trace remains (see Figure 9.2).

In a 2004 essay describing this series, Winn acknowledges that his images of dere lict 

wooden barracks, empty beds, and broken- down furniture evoke memories of the Holo-

caust, but he also wants “camp” – both the word itself and his images of these “haunted” 

spaces – to generate other sites for collective memory.100 For Winn, a gay Jewish man 

living with AIDS, the abandoned landscapes of his youth at once summon the “vibrancy 

Figure 9.2 Albert J. Winn, “Summer Joins the Past,” cabin interior, deserted Jewish summer 

camp, southern California, 1997.
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of a lost world”101 and also underscore it as lost: “Devoid of the vitality for which they 

were created, the empty summer camps were the reminder of not only lives lived and lost 

but also the loss of an ideal.”102 Awake to ghosts, these empty spaces hold out the promise 

of another vision, the revisionary promise of camp sincerity in its melancholic mode.

Can we choose our ghosts? It seems to me that there is something defi antly melan-

cholic in the way camp sincerity recycles and recirculates our dead. The camp I want 

to resurrect is neither mass- market- ready nostalgia (recycling the past for its kitsch 

value) nor mascot- ready appeasement à la Queer Eye, in which homosexual taste is 

“safely” repackaged for an emancipated heterosexual masculinity. By contrast, camp, 

as I understand it and want it to be, is both “anticipatory,” in its ability to imagine 

different social worlds, and a form of historical memory, in its willful retention of 

despised or devalued love objects. The devalued love objects I have in mind are not the 

outsized divas whom gay male camp celebrated and stung prior to Stonewall (however 

much we might cherish them still). Rather, the devalued love object might be the 

outsized political hopes of queer sexual freedom, as opposed to gay and lesbian “tol-

eration.” Or – and – the devalued love object might be the queer life- worlds in which 

pre- Stonewall camp circulated. Or – and – it might be camp itself, when it is too queer 

or too lesbian or too Jewish, or in my formulation of camp sincerity, too  serious.

To speak of camp as anticipatory is to speak alongside José Esteban Munoz’s 

con ception of queer hope.103 The language of anticipation recalls as well Michael 

Bronski’s earlier identifi cation of camp as “progressive.” By “progressive,” I under-

stand Bronski not to be making “essentialist” claims about camp (as in: the true, the 

good, the politically correct), but rather to be expressing a hope for what camp, as a 

critical act of imagination, might do. Camp engages in creative recycling of the past as 

a way to produce a different relation to the present and the future. “Progressive,” on 

this reading is less about a place on a political spectrum that moves from right to left, 

and more a matter of ethical horizon: what might be.

Postscript

In her wide- ranging Salmagundi interview, Susan Sontag reveals that she had initially 

planned to write a series of notes on morbidity. “Morbidity was my fi rst choice.”104

Unable to face death, she had turned instead to camp, a turning she construed as a 

turning away. In choosing camp, Sontag says, she was “choosing to humor the part of 

[her] seriousness that was being zapped and loosened up and made more sociable by 

camp wit rather than to fortify the part of [her] wit that got regularly choked off by 

seizures of morbidity.”105 The way Sontag frames this choice, as a choice between two 

facets of her own personality, recalls her previous description in “Notes on ‘Camp’” 

of the “sharp confl ict” in her own sensibility. But was this choice really so either/or? 

If we take seriously camp’s capacity to reawaken the dead, then perhaps in turning to 

camp Sontag was writing about death after all.106 This dialectical tension – between 

past and present, morbidity and camp, morality and aesthetics, sympathy and revul-

sion, melancholy and hope – is a space of ethics. It is also a reason to hold onto camp 

in a time of terror. With camp, the past may yet awaken to charge the present and 

reimagine the future.107
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In death, Sontag herself has become an object of camp cathexis and creative exten-

sion. Canadian artist Paige Gratland has put Sontag between quotation marks, as 

“The Sontag” (see Figure 9.3). Riffi ng off of Sontag’s signature look – that shock of 

silver hair – Gratland used “100% real human hair” (so the packaging promises) to 

fashion “feminist hair wear.” The silver- grey hair extension is set on a clip with comb 

teeth, permitting wearers to attach it where they will. “The Sontag” thus transforms 

its wearers into Sontag impersonators, but also gives them considerable interpretive 

leeway. For example, one picture on Gratland’s website shows a man who has attached 

Figure 9.3 Paige Gratland, “The Sontag,” 2004.
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“The Sontag” to his beard.108 The interpretations multiply. The instructions on the 

back of the packaging conclude: “Can be cut to any length that suits you. / Long love 

Susan Sontag / (1933–2004).”

Gratland made 100 copies of “The Sontag,” 100 silver streaks fl ashing up to illu-

minate the present. Susan Sontag, you are missed.
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CHAPTER  TEN

Queer Spectrality

Haunting the Past

Carla Freccero

In Premodern Sexualities, Louise Fradenburg and I raised questions concerning the fan-

tasmatic relationship that we, as scholars of the past and scholars working “queerly” in 

the history of sexuality, might affi rm in relation to the past, “ours” or that of others, in 

the name of pleasure.1 It was an effort, in part, to honor the complex pleasure- positivity 

of queer theory in its resistance to the heteronormatively disciplining discourses that 

came to the fore when AIDS in the US became associated with “homosexuals” and 

“promiscuity.” It was also a way of examining how desires and identifi cations – queer 

theory’s psychoanalytically infl ected terminological legacies – are at work in histori-

cal scholars’ investments in the differences and similarities between the past and the 

present. Finally, it was a way of noting historiography’s (self- ) disciplining force, its 

“repudiations of pleasure and fantasy” in spite – or because – of its queer wishes.2 Thus 

we argued for a queer historiography that would devote itself to a critical re- valorization 

of the places and possibilities of pleasure within the serious and ascetic work of  history.

Insofar as queer historicism registers the affective investments of the present in 

the past, however, it harbors within itself not only pleasure, but also pain, a trau-

matic pain whose ethical insistence is to “live to tell” through complex and circuitous 

processes of working through. Thus we concluded the introduction with an ethically 

impelled wish:

The past may not be the present, but it is sometimes in the present, haunting, even if 

only through our uncertain knowledges of it, our hopes of surviving and living well. 

The questions we are raising about the practice of history may help us understand better 

the living and dying of twentieth- century bodies and pleasures. And we hope that con-

sideration of the ways in which historicisms are currently questioning sexuality, and sex 

studies questioning historicism, will work to affi rm the pleasures of mortal creatures.3

The past is in the present in the form of a haunting. This is what, among other things, 

we imagined for queer history, since it involves openness to the possibility of being 

haunted, even inhabited, by ghosts. What is transmitted in the co- habitation of 

ghostly past and present is related to survival, to “living well,” and to the “pleasures of 

mortal creatures,” survivals and pleasures that have little to do with normative under-

standings of biological  reproduction.



Jonathan Goldberg explores the implications of queering history in his essay in 

the same volume.4 A scene in Eduardo Galeano’s Memory of Fire describes a moment 

in the European invasion of the Americas where the Spaniards are surrounded and 

victory for the Indians is imminent. Goldberg analyzes the exchange between the 

Araucanian chief and Bernal, where the chief predicts the extinction of the Span-

iards on New World territory, whereas the Spaniard declares that reproduction will 

occur and that the resulting mestizaje will complete the task of conquest for the 

Spaniards against their indigenous parents and relatives. This is a moment when, 

Goldberg argues, the question of the future is at stake and the “history that will be” is 

suspended, opened up for multiple possibilities. For although from a position of retro-

spection one might argue for the prescience of the Spaniard’s assertion, nevertheless 

the question of the “outcome” of the history that produces a mestizo Latin America is 

still open to an indeterminate  futurity:

To see that in this moment the history that will be is an open question, not the one fore-

closed by the Spaniard and by those who have written as if he spoke with the voice of 

history, is to become engaged in a scene of revisionary reading made possible not simply 

by Galeano’s text, but by its full imbrication in the multiples of history that enabled him 

to write in the fi rst place. Any number of voices, now, could fi nd themselves in the open 

space of implicit rejoinder.5

Goldberg combines a desire to un- write the retrospection of historical accounts of the 

conquest with a deconstruction of the implicit heteronormativity of historical con-

tinuity, the way historical succession is tied – in Galeano’s fi ctional encounter as in 

second- order historical narratives – to heterosexual reproduction. In its radical dis-

ruption of normative temporal continuities, both for what happens and for how we 

tell what happens, this kind of historical practice that is also a queering of the notion 

of “succession” aims to open up sites of possibility effaced, if not foreclosed, by 

(hetero)normative  historicisms.

Like Goldberg, I wish to explore the ways a queering of history and of historiog-

raphy itself reworks teleological narratives of reproductive futurity that locate in a 

culminating endpoint the “truth” of the past and the present and thus may open up 

spaces of foreclosed possibility. At the same time, I want to think about the question of 

haunting – a mode of “precarious life” – as an alternative model for how queer history 

might proceed.6 I thus want to explore the possibilities of spectrality for queer histo-

riography, why it might describe a more ethical relation to the past than our current 

historicisms permit, and how it might counter the symptomatic fantasy of repro-

ductive futurity (so scathingly interrogated by Lee Edelman in No Future) without 

necessarily adopting its binaristic representation of “death” as the only (compulsory) 

alternative.7 Spectrality counters the teleological drive of heteroreproductive futurity 

on the level of form, a phenomenon of narration scrutinized by Madhavi Menon and 

Jonathan Goldberg, among others, and proposes an alternative mode of non- linear 

temporality that queries the melancholic attachments of some counternarratives of 

queer, on the one hand, and the illusion of a choice between “life” and “death,” on the 

other.8

Jacques Derrida’s Specters of Marx and its application in Avery Gordon’s Ghostly 
Matters and Wendy Brown’s Politics out of History propose a theory of spectrality – 
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and haunting – as a kind of model for a historical attentiveness that the living might 

have to what is not present but somehow appears as a fi gure, a voice, or a (spectral) 

kind of materialization, as a being that is no longer or not yet “present.”9 How might 

the Derridean concept of spectrality reconfi gure familial, nucleated, heteronormative 

temporalities even as it articulates alternatives to a historicism that respects sequential 

chronologies? Spectrality invokes collectivity, a collectivity of unknown or known, 

“uncanny” (both familiar and yet not) strangers who arrive to frequent us. To speak of 

ghosts is to speak of the social.10 Spectrality also acknowledges fantasy’s constitutive 

relation to experience. It suggests that fantasy is the mode of our experiential exist-

ence, that it mediates how we live our desire in the world. Further, haunting, ghostly 

apparition, reminds us that the past and the present are neither discrete nor sequen-

tial. The borderline between then and now wavers, wobbles, and does not hold still.

Ghosts demand. Although (as Fradenburg and Freccero argue) historicisms also 

respond to a demand, this is rarely acknowledged or theorized as an explicit motive 

for the historicist enterprise. To assume the perspective of the ghost – or to include 

haunting in a conceptualization of history’s effects – foregrounds the imperative 

issuing from the other in the labor of the historian. Popular representations, testify-

ing to widely distributed persistent populist acceptance of the ghostly as a domain of 

legitimacy, tell us that the ghost comes back because there is something  unfi nished:

The ghost is . . . pregnant with unfulfi lled possibility, with the something to be done 

that the wavering present is demanding. This something to be done is not a return to 

the past but a reckoning with its repression in the present, a reckoning with that which 

we have lost, but never had.11

The ghost’s demand engenders a certain responsibility. Spectrality is, thus, also a way 

of thinking ethics in relation to the project of historiography.12

Ghosts permit us to mourn; they are, indeed, a sign of trauma and its mourning. 

This is, argues Derrida, not the mourning that opposes itself to organizing in a kind 

of passive despair. Rather, it is “a mourning in fact and by right interminable, without 

possible normality, without reliable limit, in its reality or in its concept, between 

introjection and incorporation.”13 The goal of spectral thinking is thus not to immure, 

but to allow to return, to be visited by a demand, a demand to mourn and a demand to 

organize. Mourning is, in an important way, the work of history.14

We might spend a few moments thinking about two other models of history by 

way of contrast. One is the idea of burial: we bury the dead, giving them monumental 

tombs. Michel de Certeau has commented on this aspect of historiography, arguing 

that the historian posits him/herself as the subject whose writing replaces, covers 

over, or displaces the other about whom his/her discourse is being elaborated. He 

writes:

“The sole historical quest for ‘meaning’ remains indeed a quest for the Other,” but, 

however contradictory it may be, this project aims at “understanding” and, through 

“meaning,” at hiding the alterity of this foreigner; or, in what amounts to the same 

thing, it aims at calming the dead who still haunt the present, and at offering them 

scriptural tombs.15
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Thus de Certeau points to the mastery involved in the project of historiography and 

to the concomitant entombment that accompanies the gesture. In Heterologies, he 

includes a warning that opens the way for the question of spectrality: “These voices 

– whose disappearance every historian posits, but which he replaces with his writing 

– ‘re- bite’ [re- mordent] the space from which they were excluded; they continue to 

speak in the text/tomb that erudition erects in their place.”16 De Certeau suggests 

that the historian’s gesture is a melancholic one, an attempt to entomb within writing 

the lost other of the past. And, as he also suggests, those who are buried – perhaps 

buried alive – will return to haunt us. This melancholic model is also a response to 

trauma – the trauma of historicity17 – yet it is a response that will not acknowledge 

the loss and seeks instead to hush the voices or to “understand” or master them with 

meaning and  discourse.

Another model, which is a kind of corollary to this one, is more directly colonial, 

and involves outright mastery or appropriation. This is a model de Certeau links to 

Western practices of knowledge  production:

A structure belonging to modern Western culture can doubtless be seen in this his-

toriography: intelligibility is established through a relation with the other; it moves 

(or “progresses”) by changing what it makes of its “other” – the Indian, the past, the 

people, the mad, the child, the Third World. Through these variants that are all heter-

onomous – ethnology, history, psychiatry, pedagogy, etc. – unfolds a problematic form 

basing its mastery of expression upon what the other keeps silent, and guarantees the 

interpretive work of a science (a “human” science) . . .18

These models have come under scrutiny within US queer political and historical 

practices relative to an emergent category of being within queer movement politics, 

the trans- sexual/gendered person, and the rape and murder of “Brandon Teena,” 

which became an emblem and rallying cry for trans- politics.19 The traumatic event 

that goes by the proper name of Brandon Teena – itself marked by a kind of belated-

ness20– repeats the violent effacement of difference, usually racial, that constitutes a 

primary trauma in the US national imaginary and in the auto- constitution of queer 

movement.21 Although all movements doubtless take up the dead and carry them into 

battle like a banner, the danger of so doing involves an ethical dimension that queer 

historians might want to honor. In “Brandon”’s case, there is the problematic appro-

priation of identity that consigned him variously to the annals of lesbian history or the 

fl edgling library of the transsexual movement. In either case, precisely the problem 

of identity with which he was involved – and which turned out to be lethal – is a 

problem “solved” by activists and historians’ taking up his life in the name of a given 

– and thus also meaningfully defi ned – category.22 And while the queer appropria-

tion of “Brandon Teena” was certainly melancholic – an attempt to deal with trauma 

by in a sense refusing it, turning it instead into knowledge, into productive organ-

izing – it was also colonizing. Both gestures – the melancholic and the colonizing 

– have worked to foreclose how he, as ghost, recurs in ways that are not so clear, and 

demands of us not a defi nition, but the creation of spaces where categorical defi nitions 

so dependent on gender and desire might prove affi rmingly impossible. Using spec-

trality as our hypothesis, then, we might wonder what we would see and hear were we 

to resist identitarian foreclosures and remain open to ghostly  returns.
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And so too with the more distant past. Like Goldberg, scholars of New World con-

quest or encounter studies have tried numerous strategies to confront ethically the 

“event” of the conquest and to do justice to the historical traumaticity of the event, 

both “for” then and for now.23 Some, such as Beatriz Pastor, invoke Hayden White’s 

study of the rhetorical modalities of historiography to note the inter- contamination 

of historical and fi ctional discourses and thus to read the documents of the conquest/

encounter for the way they narrate not only “events,” but also desire.24 Pastor writes:

In the case of Latin America, to rewrite the history of its conquest . . . implies retracing 

the lost steps, listening to other voices that could have related the history of a discovery 

rooted in dreams and lies, of a New World that, through the very process of its con-

quest, was lost forever.25

Here, writing the history of those without one is a fantasmatic activity that describes 

an impossible wish; it involves following traces that are lost, listening to voices that 

“could have” spoken (but, it is implied, did not), all toward the goal of describing a 

New World that was – and thus is – lost forever. This impossible task of retracing 

and listening, of locating desire in the (not quite total) silences of texts, articulates a 

complex interplay of desire and identifi cation that is also Pastor’s own:

Where are the eyes that could show us the women’s side of the world of war and con-

quest, about which so many famous historians have written so much? And where are the 

words that could break the silence that covers the voices of all those women who, like 

Malintzin, struggled in a world created and controlled by men, without even leaving a 

tiny scratch on the yellowing pages of so many historical documents: words that could 

show us what they were like as people, as women, as voices, as eyes, as tongues?26

Echoing the slogan of anti- Columbian demonstrations, “Where are the Arawaks?,” 

Pastor invokes Doña Marina as the exemplary and overdetermined sign of a silence. 

The multilingual indigenous interpreter about whom so much has been written and 

whose body parts and signature are continually re- appropriated in documents of the 

conquest (she is Cortés’ tongue and he in turn is often referred to by her name) is 

precisely one whose voice may be said to have determined history without, as Pastor 

notes, leaving “even a tiny scratch on the yellowing pages of so many historical 

documents.”27 Like Echo’s voice to Narcissus’ embodiment, Malintzin is the ventril-

oquized word of the conqueror, unable to show us the difference of her “women’s side 

of the world.” And yet, something about this passage strains to hear, even from within 

the mournful lament of a loss. Pastor enacts a kind of automatic writing then, a prac-

tice of scratching the page as an act of listening to lost voices. She is, we might say, 

inhabited by a ghost, the ghost of Malintzin and “the voices of all those women who, 

like Malintzin, struggled in a world created and controlled by men.”

Tzvetan Todorov, who also experiences an ethical imperative in narrating the con-

quest, likewise suggests that what presses upon his project – as upon the Europeans who 

will emerge victorious from their encounter with the Aztecs and Mayans – is a silence 

from the past. Todorov’s work has been criticized – most notably by Stephen Green-

blatt – for an overemphasis on the already civilizationally overdetermined opposition 

between “speech” and “writing,” and between “traditional” or “ritual” and “improvisa-
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tional,” the Europeans representing the latter example in each binary.28 But for Todorov, 

these oppositions are radically unstable to the extent that his attempt to describe differ-

ing worldviews in the domain of communication does not serve the purpose of historical 

explanation. His is a cautionary tale, motivated by moral rather than historical exigen-

cies aimed at the present rather than the past:

The Spaniards win the war. They are incontestably superior to the Indians in the realm 

of interhuman communication. But their victory is problematic, for there is not just 

one form of communication, one dimension of symbolic activity . . . this victory from 

which we all derive, Europeans and Americans both, delivers as well a terrible blow to 

our capacity to feel in harmony with the world, to belong to a preestablished order; its 

effect is to repress man’s communication with the world, to produce the illusion that all 

communication is interhuman communication; the silence of the gods weighs upon the 

camp of the Europeans as much as on that of the Indians.29

Here, the “silence” of (divine) voices weighs upon not only the Europeans of the past, 

but those of the present as well. Voices that once spoke – in the past – withhold their 

speaking in the present. But what is repressed (refoulé) threatens to return; this with-

holding continues to haunt.30

For Goldberg, the queering of the English encounters that will come to be called the 

conquest produces a scene in which the failed conquerors at Roanoke reproduce them-

selves in the future through the “invisible bullets” of disease; he argues that “in this 

auto- erotic scene of conjuring up the desired future, is the body of the Indian, a strange 

specular double for these English shooters.”31 Goldberg’s is a scene of homoerotic 

encounters between the present of the English invaders and their spectral descend-

ants performed across the body of the Indian (man); for Pastor, the spectral body is the 

missing (Indian) woman in a homosocial scene of transaction; for Todorov, fi nally, it is 

the gods, or the Indian woman consumed by Spanish dogs to whom he dedicates his 

book. All three invoke ghosts in scenes where Indian, woman, and god mark the trace 

of a non- speaking yet persistent and insistent otherness caught in, effaced or consumed 

by, these queer colonial encounters. The recurrence of “indigenous” haunting articu-

lated in their writing also signals the repetition of a prior haunting, a haunting that was 

both a memorial and a messianic invocation, the “ghost dance” of the North American 

Plains Indians during their radical displacement and destruction.32 As Gayatri Spivak 

imagines it, this dance that conjured ancestors for a future to come was “an attempt to 

establish the ethical relation with history as such, with ancestors real or imagined.”33

What does it mean, then, for a certain narration of conquest to invoke the fi gure of a 

ghost, a ghost who clearly continues to haunt the moment of reading and writing in the 

 present?

In “Archive Fever: A Freudian Impression,” Derrida remarks that “a spectral mes-

sianicity is at work in the concept of the archive.”34 Further, in a passage that makes the 

notion of the archive constitutively spectral and links that spectrality to the “being” 

of a ghost, he writes: “the structure of the archive is spectral. It is spectral a priori: 

neither present nor absent ‘in the fl esh,’ neither visible nor invisible, a trace always 

referring to another whose eyes can never be met . . .”35 Thus for these writers engaged 

in an ethical relation to a traumatic past event, the trace that is also a calling, a demand, 

a messianic wish or hope, takes the troubled form of a ghost – neither altogether 
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present nor quite absent – conjured by the moment of writing. And it is no coincidence 

that the fi gures invoked in these archival memorials are racially and sexually marked, 

for just as ghostliness designates an ambiguous state of being, both present and not, 

past and not, so too in these accounts racial mixture and sexual – including sexuality – 

difference stand in for, even as they mark the material place of, a critique of originary 

purity, simplicity, and unmixedness.36

If fi gures of ghostliness – one way to think spectrality – appear as a way to relate 

to the past, this past is not, nevertheless, an origin, however much these discourses 

about conquest and traumatic genocidal encounters might seem to suggest this. 

Brown writes:

The specter begins by coming back, by repeating itself, by recurring in the present. It is 

not traceable to an origin nor to a founding event, it does not have an objective or “com-

prehensive” history, yet it operates as a force . . . We inherit not “what really happened” 

to the dead but what lives on from that happening, what is conjured from it, how past 

generations and events occupy the force fi elds of the present, how they claim us, and 

how they haunt, plague, and inspirit our imaginations and visions for the future.37

That force, what I have been calling in the work of conquest or encounter studies writers 

an ethical imperative, is a social force and as such places a demand upon the present. It 

is thus also collective, another way of thinking spectrality’s specifi city as “historical.”

Haunting engages alterity; “what comes back to haunt,” writes Nicolas Abraham 

“are the tombs of others,” ancestors or affi nes, our own or those of others.38 There 

is no “propriety,” no “proprietariness” in ghostliness; the ghost does not, in other 

words, necessarily belong to those who are haunted by it. Rather, “ghosts fi gure 

the impossibility of mastering, through either knowledge or action, the past or the 

present.” Instead “they fi gure the necessity of grasping certain implications of the 

past for the present only as traces or effects.”39 In the writings I have been discussing, 

the past in question can in some sense be said to be, in spite of Goldberg’s salutary 

resistance in particular, defi nitively past, and the longing or loss that marks these dis-

courses with a certain solemnity testifi es to this impression. And yet, each project 

– feminist, multicultural, and queer – also allows itself to be haunted in the context of 

an articulation of political aspirations in the  present.

In commenting on the place from which a ghost emerges in the “cryptography” 

of Abraham and Torok’s theories of melancholia, Derrida remarks, “the crypt is the 

vault of a desire.”40 Abraham, referring to the refused and unknown secret that is 

the encrypted phantom inhabitation, says, “this other . . . is a love object.”41 Pastor, 

Todorov, and Goldberg all show, in different ways, how secret mobilizations of desire 

and identifi cation inspire both the ghosts in their texts and their own spectral endeav-

ors. If desire for – and of – the other is part of what is hidden in the crypt, part of what 

arrives or comes back as insistent and persistent phantom, then a spectral approach 

can make room for, or leave itself open to, the materialization and voicing of that 

desire so that it might thereby appear and speak.

Thus far I have been attending to the ways ghosts, ghostliness, and  haunting appear 

as tropes or fi gures (of loss, of mourning, and also of a “something to be done”) in 

discourses about a particular (and partially imagined) traumatic past, and how those 

fi gures articulate a “hauntology,” a spectral approach to an ethico- historical situation. 
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What might it mean to take such an approach – “historiography as hauntology”42 – 

at a moment when the ghost – which in some ways resembles the ghosts conjured by 

Pastor, Todorov, and Goldberg – seems, from our perspective, to appear proleptically 

in the conjurings of a “colonial” European subject such as Jean de Léry?43 What pasts 

return to haunt this subject in its present and what historico- ethical demands follow 

from that haunting? And further – as I hope to highlight in pausing on the moments 

when History of a Voyage to the Land of Brazil allows itself to be inhabited by return-

ing others – how does this haunting suggest a specifi cally queer spectrality, queer 

both in its uncanniness and in its engagement with desire?44

Jean de Léry, a Protestant minister who, in 1556 at the age of 22, went to the French 

colony commanded by Villegagnon near the Bay of Rio to preach Calvinist doctrine, 

found himself exiled by Villegagnon from the fortress and “at the mercy of” the Tupi-

namba Indians, with whom he stayed as a guest for almost a year. Upon his return 

to France in 1558, he began his ministry. Later Léry directly suffered the bloodiest 

decades of the French religious wars, including the 1572 massacre of St Barthélemy. 

He survived by escaping to Sancerre and, in 1574, published an account of the siege 

and famine of that town, a Protestant stronghold where he ministered.45 In 1578, more 

than 20 years later, he published the fi rst edition of his History of a Voyage to the Land 
of Brazil, claiming that it had been written in 1563 then lost, found, lost again and 

found again.46 The gap between Léry’s fi rst encounter with Brazilian land and people 

and his retrospective account of it is thus marked, both by loss (the inability to hang 

on to or preserve the recorded traces of the event) and by a shattering national event, 

the Saint- Barthélemy, that to this day haunts the French nation as perhaps the fi rst 

modern moment when internal religious division precipitated mass murder.

Léry’s text describes a haunting that differs both from triumphant conquest nar-

ratives such as that of Cortés and from the fearful accounts of indigenous cannibalism 

that threatened and titillated European travelers and observers in the New World. 

Indeed, cannibalism is in some sense haunting’s double, its evil twin. A literaliza-

tion of melancholic incorporation through the ingestion of the other, cannibalism 

is the fl ipside of the excorporation that a ghost might be said to be.47 But cannibal-

ism participates in the fundamental “impossibility” of mourning, in that the desire 

to incorporate the other within the self fundamentally destroys its alterity and con-

sequently negates the other. Cannibalism is an act of erotic aggression, however 

ambivalent, that effaces alterity; haunting is passive, not in the sense of a lack of activ-

ity, but rather in the sense of opening oneself up to inhabitation by the other, and 

it is thus attentive to alterity. In his account of Sancerre, Léry mentions cannibal-

ism – exclusively in order to condemn it – in a gruesome story about starving parents 

who devour their daughter.48 However evoked by Léry’s New World memories, can-

nibalism is not a practice specifi cally tied to those places. On the contrary, when the 

question arises it is in the context of a comic account of miscommunication on the one 

hand and, on the other, a diatribe against the cannibalism exemplifi ed by combatants 

in the wars of religion in France.49 For Léry, the cannibalism that occasions horror 

is not Tupi, it is European and French. Cannibalism, as a crisis of identifi cation and 

desire, becomes, for him, the double emblem of a barbarous Catholicism and a civil 

war.50 Léry thus turns away from cannibalism as the distinctive mark of indigenous 

othering and allows himself to be haunted instead, to live with ghosts and to dream 
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of another order, condemning the cannibalistic order of political revenge. And what 

haunts Léry is the other’s ethical imperative, his demand.

Being haunted is also a profoundly erotic experience, one that ranges from an 

acute visual pleasure to ecstatic transcendence. Léry’s description of Tupi warfare 

(chapter 14) lingers on their physical dexterity and bodily superiority to Europeans; 

it also privileges the effi caciousness and beauty of pre- industrial warfare, praising 

the archery skills of the Tupinamba over and against the use of horses on the one 

hand and artillery on the other.51 Both in relation to warfare and with respect to the 

religious ceremony described two chapters later, Léry and the other Frenchmen are 

positioned with the women as distinct and separate from the men, thus effecting a 

racialized gendering apart from the economy “men, women, and children” that is the 

repeated refrain of the ethnographer’s observations.52 This positioning “elsewhere” 

seems to allow Léry to articulate an erotics in relation to the Tupi men that success-

fully distances itself from that notorious “New World” practice, sodomy, and that 

also cannot quite be described as “homo”- erotic, since sameness and difference here 

do not line up neatly into gender binaristic columns.53

The chapter, “What one might call religion among the savage [sic; wild] Ameri-

cans,” represents, in some respects, the heart of Léry’s book, for it deals with the most 

vexed of early modern questions in relation to the indigenous Americans, whether or 

not they were possessed of religion; it is also the subject closest to Léry’s own fi eld of 

expertise as a Calvinist minister. At the beginning of the chapter, he declares in the 

strongest terms that the Tupinamba are utterly devoid of religion54; nevertheless, the 

chanting ceremony he witnesses – like a voyeur happening upon a sacred scene – has 

all the characteristics of a profound mystical experience and indeed haunts Léry in 

the present of writing, some 20 years after the event:

At the beginning of this witches’ sabbath, when I was in the women’s house, I had been 

somewhat afraid; now I received in recompense such joy, hearing the measured har-

monies of such a multitude, and especially in the cadence and refrain of this song, 

when at every verse all of them would let their voices trail, saying Heu, heuaure, heura, 

heuraure, heura, heura, oueh – I stood there transported with delight. Whenever I 

remember it, my heart trembles, and it seems their voices are still in my ears.55

The voices of the men, much like the (soundless) women’s voices that haunt Pastor, 

still seem to inhabit Léry; they live in his ears, ravishing him and causing his heart 

to tremble, unlike the withdrawn gods of Todorov’s Europeans, who haunt pre-

cisely through their (ominous) silence. While Pastor and Todorov, modern scholars 

of the conquest, struggle and strain to listen to silenced voices from the past – and are 

haunted precisely through this struggle to attend – Léry is so thoroughly penetrated 

by these voices that they remain with him in the present. These lines echo in an aural 

register an earlier passage that also uncannily describes a ghostly mode of appearance: 

“During that year or so when I lived in that country, I took such care in observing all 

of them, great and small, that even now it seems to me that I have them before my 

eyes, and I will forever have the idea and image of them in my mind.”56 The spec-

tral images of the indigenous Americans seem to be superimposed upon the French 

people who Léry does, in fact, have before his eyes; they are with him in a quasi-

 material way, phenomenal but not fully  present.
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This haunting – and its relation to the present of Léry’s French situation – cul-

minates when, at the moment of departure, Léry describes his longing to remain in 

Brazil:

So that saying goodbye here to America, I confess for myself that although I have always 

loved my country and do even now, still, seeing the little – next to none at all – of fi del-

ity that is left here, and, what is worse, the disloyalties of people toward each other . . . 

I often regret that I am not among the savages, in whom (as I have amply shown in this 

narrative) I have known more frankness than in many over here, who, for their condem-

nation, bear the title of “Christian.”57

What might otherwise be understood as a simple and exoticizing expression of nostal-

gia takes on added meaning when the term “Christian” is invoked, for Léry’s original 

mission involved his calling as a minister, and his account, at least on the descriptive 

level, declares the Tupinamba to be without religion. Here, then, at the purported 

end of his voyage, the intervening years have relativized the once absolute difference 

between “heathen” and Christian to the shame, on the one hand, Léry implies, of 

the nation (he uses the political term patrie in the sentence describing his love for 

France), and the honor, on the other, of America and the Americans. Although in one 

respect the discourse deploys the topos of comparison in order to shame the address-

ees into virtuous action, in another, it refuses altogether the possibility of a better 

future “over here” and remains steadfast in its past and persistently present desire 

to return. In the choice between “them” and “us,” he suggests that he would have 

chosen – and still chooses – them.

Léry’s political and religious experience at the hands of his countrymen – a trau-

matic event to which he returns even after the account of Sancerre has been written 

and published – thus fi nds a haunting reminder in the displaced fi gure of the Tupi 

cannibal. But that haunting – the one performed by the Tupinamba on the person of 

Léry – enjoins Léry not to condemn the New World inhabitants who have become 

legendary in the imaginations of European travel narrative readers, but to urge upon 

the present a halt to the genocidal practices of warfare that decimate the homeland 

and – we might understand by implication – the New World as well. Thus we might 

discern in Léry’s “complaint” the formulation of an ethical imperative that articu-

lates itself in excess of – and in uncomfortable contrast to – his providential Calvinist 

 polemics.

Although Léry’s discourse also participates in the colonizing will to know that 

de Certeau describes and the exoticizing movement that makes of the indigenous 

American a pleasurable remainder in the discourse of scientifi c knowledge, he is not 

subject to the “displaced abjection” Goldberg analyzes in relation to the conquer-

or’s project in the New World.58 He does not only wish to penetrate a (perceptually) 

violated body; instead, he also gives himself over to penetration, enacting the becom-

ing- object that Roland Greene describes as occurring elsewhere in his text.59 Indeed, 

in the chapter where Léry recounts his participation in the ritual of the caraïbes
(chapter 16), a curious reciprocity of penetration occurs.60 At the beginning of the 

shaman ceremony, Léry and the other Frenchmen fi nd themselves waiting in the 

women’s house while the men chant in a nearby building; Léry is at fi rst terrifi ed by 

the inhuman sounds issuing from the men. Suddenly the chanting shifts, and Léry is 
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instead drawn to the marvelous harmonies; the women and his interpreters hold him 

back, warning him of possible danger.61 Nevertheless, he takes the risk:

I drew near the place where I heard the chanting; the houses of the savages are very 

long and of a roundish shape . . . Since they are covered with grasses right down to the 

ground, in order to see as well as I might wish, I made with my hands a little opening in 

the covering . . . we all three entered the house. Seeing that our entering did not disturb 

the savages as the interpreter thought it would, but rather, maintaining admirably their 

ranks and order, they continued their chants, we quietly withdrew to a corner to drink 

in the scene . . . I had been somewhat afraid; now I received in recompense such joy, 

hearing the measured harmonies of such a multitude, and especially in the cadence and 

refrain of the song . . . I stood there transported with delight. Whenever I remember it, 

my heart trembles, and it seems their voices are still in my ears.62

Léry makes a small opening in the wall of the men’s roundhouse and, beckoning his 

companions to follow, enters. What begins as a voyeuristic scene of conquest becomes 

instead the receptive witnessing of a marvelous spectacle, one that at fi rst inspires fear 

but then produces ravishment. Like the primal scene Freud describes as the trau-

matic origin of sexuality, the event both terrifi es and excites, precipitating a kind of 

crisis of identifi cation and desire whereby the witness is both penetrator and pene-

trated.63 Léry imagines penetrating the men’s secret round space, only to fi nd himself 

in turn penetrated through the ears by the sound of their voices.

This image of penetrative reciprocity thus delineates a different subjectivity from 

the one informing Goldberg’s conquerors, and it suggests the “self- shattering” 

impulse or jouissance Leo Bersani describes as distinctive and resistive in male “homo-

sexual” subjectivity.64 Bersani, indeed, muses that “same”- sex desire might be what 

permits the possibility of a reciprocity that resists the annihilative effacement of the 

other. “Can a masochistic surrender,” he asks, “operate as effective (even powerful) 

resistance to coercive designs?”65 If identifi cation with the indigenous other man is 

experienced by conquerors as threatening, in need of radical and thus violent oblitera-

tion for difference to be produced – and if this is, in the context of the European–New 

World encounter, a “normative response” – then we might say that Léry’s text enacts 

instead a “sodomitical subjectivity,” a perverse, “masochistic” identifi cation with 

that other he has come – even in the eyes of the French commander Villegagnon – to 

resemble.66

In The Melancholy of Race, Anne Cheng argues that national identity in the US 

is characterized by racial melancholia. The dominant white citizen- subject is mel-

ancholic for having “ghosted,” by consuming, the racial others of the nation; the 

incorporated object – racialized subjects – also internalizes an impossible (white) 

ideal.67 Her work argues for a different relationship to a traumatic history of loss, one 

that does not simply get over it (which, in any case, fortifi es the attachment to loss 

through the encrypting or consumption of the lost object in the self, thereby denying 

loss). What alternative approaches to melancholic subjectivity and its unarticulated 

grief, she asks, might better serve the goal of achieving social justice and allow a 

“working through” that addresses the interimplications of the psychic or subjective 

and the social?

Cheng begins with the question, “What is the subjectivity of the melancholic 
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object? Is it also melancholic, and what will we uncover when we resuscitate it?”68 The 

attribution of melancholic subjectivity to the racialized other is a familiar strategy 

of the victors to legitimize their future and also characterizes a certain melancholic 

discourse of modernity in the West that shores up and retains the centrality of that 

Western subject of modernity.69 Yet Cheng’s question takes seriously the status of the 

incorporated other as object in the dominant melancholic subject and proposes a far 

more unsettling  situation:

It is as if, for Freud, the “object” has, for all practical purposes, disappeared into the 

melancholic’s psychical interiority. In short, one is led to ask, what happens if the object 

were to return – would the melancholic stop being melancholic? That scenario would 

seem to make sense except that, since Freud has posited melancholia as a constitutive 

element of the ego, the return of the object demanding to be a person of its own would 

surely now be devastating.70

“The return of the object demanding to be a person of its own” is one way to think 

about haunting, the object’s return and its demand being what might be said to 

emerge when one is willing to be haunted, to be inhabited by ghosts. Further, the 

mutual recognition, entanglement, and disentanglement entailed by this event suggest 

a more complex relationship between difference and resemblance, alterity and iden-

tity (or “sameness”), than (heteronormative) discourses of identity normally allow. 

For, in order to enable the melancholic object- other to emerge and to demand from 

“within” the self, there must be identifi cation, if not identity, between the subject 

and object. And yet, at the same time, for that object to demand, to become (a ghost), 

somehow to materialize, it must have a subjectivity of its own; it must, therefore, be 

other/ different.71

This fantastic model of an otherness struggling to emerge within and sometimes 

against the self delineates an intrasubjectivity that is nevertheless not incompatible 

with or absolutely different from intersubjectivity. Thus it can be said that the ghost 

arrives both from within and from without as a part of the self that is also – and fore-

most – a part of the world. The ghost’s return is, in other words, not quite material 

yet phenomenal nevertheless and, much like its primary modality, affect or feeling, its 

appearance is the “material and immaterial evidence” of grief.72

To demonstrate this, Judith Butler adapts Freud’s melancholic model of subjectiv-

ity from The Ego and the Id – the same model from which Cheng derives her theory 

of racial melancholia – and describes how “the social” or “the world” enters into the 

subject and becomes a constitutive element of its being.73 She argues that melancho-

lia is precisely what establishes the distinction between the social and the psychic74

and renders “fi ctional” or fantastic the workings of the world within the self.75 Like 

Pastor and Todorov, Butler reminds us that “what remains unspeakably absent inhab-

its the psychic voice of the one who remains,”76 while Cheng concludes with an ethical 

injunction to listen that also invokes the metaphor of the ghostly voices of the absent, 

speaking through the living:

If we are willing to listen, the history of disarticulated grief is still speaking through the 

living, and the future of social transformation depends on how open we are to facing the 

intricacies and paradoxes of that grief and the passions it bequeaths.77
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These cautionary or injunctive insistences point to the persistence, in the present, 

of a melancholia that is perhaps not fi nally capable of allowing the other to return. 

Yet Léry’s queer subjectivity, characterized by a penetrative reciprocity, a becoming -

 object for an other subject and a resultant joy or ecstasy, suggests an alternate path 

to the Western melancholic’s incorporation of the lost other and its permanent, if 

uneasy, entombment within the crypt of  history.

Cheng and Butler’s theories of a melancholic condition that constitutes the subject 

through racial and sexual norms explore the “disarticulated grief” and the foreclos-

ures occasioned by violent repudiations. Léry’s non- foreclosure of either resemblance/

identifi cation or difference permits, potentially, a non- melancholic relation to the 

other (and the world) such that “he” – the other – could indeed become “a person 

demanding a subjectivity of his own.” We might, on the one hand, read the success of 

Léry’s openness to being haunted in the work he does to denounce and put an end to 

civil war, the way that haunting turns him toward a reparative future. His disaffi lia-

tion from and “disidentifi cation” with the nation – a result, in part, of his status as an 

already “minoritarian subject”78 – position him elsewhere than as imperial avatar in 

the New World. At the same time, he does not “go native” (though there were certainly 

many such examples among the truchements de Normandie, some of whom served as 

Léry’s interpreters), but rather returns as “other,” with voices in his head and ghosts 

before his eyes. His text is thus not “salvage” ethnography, the one- way inscription 

and recording of a “disappearing object,” but an enactment of its own difference from 

itself, a textualization of France through Brazil as much as of Brazil through France.79

We might also read the persistence of the ghostly demand to be heard and rec-

ognized in a story that surfaces a century later in France, when a French Tupi 

descendant of the sixteenth- century French–Brazilian encounters is sued for back 

taxes owed to the state.80 Captain Binot Paulmier de Gonneville returned from his 

voyage to Brazil in 1505 with Essomeric, the son of “Lord Arosca,” in tow, the seigneur
having expressed a desire for his son to “go to Christendom.”81 Although Essomeric – 

subsequently baptized as Binot (Gonneville’s baptismal name) – was to have returned 

after two years, Gonneville was unable to provide him with passage. Instead, he made 

him an heir and married him to one of Gonneville’s relations. These are the descend-

ants who are brought to court 150 years later:

It came to pass, in 1658, that a proceeding was brought against the family issuing from 

the savage Essomeric for payment of certain aubaine obligations . . . the defendants 

rejected this claim, objecting that Essomeric, their ancestor, had never been an aubain
[a non- naturalized foreigner] who had established himself voluntarily in France, but 

rather had been forced to remain in violation of commitments that had been made, 

which should exempt his descendants from the taxes that were being demanded.82

One of the descendants, Paulmier, who pleaded the case, had also spent time trying to 

set up a Catholic mission among the Tupinamba in Brazil. Yet here he is unequivocal 

and wins the day: his ancestor was kept in France by force, in violation of Gonneville’s 

promise to provide for his return, and thus the descendants ought to be exempted 

from taxation by the state. This is not reparation or restitution, at least not in any pos-

itive sense. It is a “voice” that “speaks” before the law with a demand for recognition. 

Nor is it the melancholic logic Brown discerns in the impulse to resolve historical 
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trauma through the “discursive structure of wrong, debt, and payment.”83 It is rather 

a “politico- logic of trauma” that responds to a different – we might say haunting – 

demand. It does not, in other words, appeal to the law; rather it refuses the law and 

stages its case “beyond right or law.”84

This anecdote, the new historicist gesture par excellence, illustrates neither subver-

sion nor containment, pointing, as it does, only to the persistence of a demand that, 

like Léry’s queer subjectivity, suspends the difference between difference and resem-

blance, even as it insists on both. Léry thus did have the Tupinamba before his eyes 

in France, though he probably did not see them.85 The story also returns us to Gold-

berg’s admonitions concerning “the history that will be” as a moment of suspension 

that resists the retrospectivity of either triumphant or melancholic modern narratives 

of the conquest, of a choice, that is, between the future and death. For the process of 

ethnic cleansing (through systematic miscegenating rape) that the conqueror of Gold-

berg’s tale invokes produces a far less determinate future than the conqueror imagines. 

Essomeric/Binot Paulmier’s family “talks back” in a voice neither wholly French nor 

wholly “cleansed,” and their rejoinders (to the law, to France) continue through to 

the present. What we might perceive from this moment, then, is a France métissée,
a country not of late twentieth- century diasporic arrivals, but one whose history of 

forced migrations has never ceased to speak and to demand a certain  responsibility.

If this spectral approach to history and historiography is queer, it might also be 

objected that it counsels a kind of passivity, both in Bersani’s sense of self- shattering 

and also potentially in the more mundane sense of the opposite of the political injunc-

tion to act. In this respect it is also queer, as only a passive politics could be said to 

be. And yet, the passivity – which is also a form of patience and passion – is not quite 

the same thing as quietism. Rather, it is a suspension, a waiting, an attending to the 

world’s arrivals (through, in part, its returns), not as guarantee or security for action 

in the present, but as the very force from the past that moves us, perhaps not into the 

future, but somewhere else.

Can we (a “we” not given in advance) live on – survive – beyond categorical imper-

atives in such a state of dynamic suspension, and is there a certain responsibility – in 

the name of “queer” – to do so? And, with our rage and sadness, Derrida urges us to 

perform an exorcism, “not in order to chase away the ghosts, but this time to grant 

them the right, if it means making them come back alive, as revenants who would no 

longer be revenants, but as other arrivants to whom a hospitable memory or promise 

must offer welcome – without certainty, ever, that they present themselves as such. 

Not in order to grant them the right in this sense but out of a concern for justice.”86 In 

the concern for justice, spectrality may allow an opening up – or a remaining open – 

to the uncanny and the unknown but somehow strangely familiar, not to determine 

what is what – to know – but to be demanded of and to  respond.
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PART III

Desire for Gender





CHAPTER  ELEVEN

The Desire for Gender

Robyn Wiegman

I’ve had a diffi cult time settling on a way to begin this essay, which is perhaps a polite 

way of warning you now that what follows is something of a failure. I do not say this 

to marshal your sympathy for what I am about to say. Failure is the means by which 

I arrived at my own thinking, and there is no other way to explain what “the desire 

for gender” means than to drag you through failure too. So let me start at the very 

 beginning.

Questionable Arrivals

I was invited to speak at a conference on heteronormativity. The organizers hoped to 

explore the critical value of de- naturalizing heterosexuality in academic knowledge 

practices and to consider the precision with which heteronormativity as a conceptual 

tool might yield new insights about gender and gender relations.1 While the politi-

cal destination of the conference was decidedly feminist, I found myself traveling in 

a related but different direction. Heteronormativity, it seemed to me, had the great-

est analytic force in contemporary queer studies where, one could say, the entire 

enterprise of imagining new social, political, and identitarian formations of sexu-

ality, gender, and desire had taken shape in contradiction, indeed resistance, to the 

normalizing insistences of heterosexuality. Indeed, I thought it plausible to claim 

that heteronormativity as a theoretical entity made its debut in queer cultural and 

critical venues where the everyday value of being male or female, masculine or fem-

inine, straight or gay was decidedly interrupted by unruly organizations of bodies, 

desires, and identifi cations – so much so in fact that the one thing that queer studies 

could be said to be certain of was its own critical and political alterity to the assump-

tions and operations of a pervasive heteronormic universe. Through the concept of 

hetero normativity, queer studies had been able to take pleasure in its own sustained 

interrogation of past and present violations of the rules of sexuality and gender, and 

important scholarship deployed it as a framework for understanding the charged 

history of controlled reproduction and white racial power in the imperial industrial 

economies of the modern west.2 Wherever queers – homosexuals, gender transients, 

sexual dissidents, non- reproducers, third/fourth/fi fth sexes – pursued a life made 



meaningful not simply by their own acknowledgment of anti- normative desires and 

identifi cations but by a collective intention to garner social space, legal protections, 

religious recognition, and medical assistance for that life’s pursuit, heteronormativity 

– queer studies has been ready to insist – was forced to reveal and defend itself.

But what was gender’s relationship to heteronormativity? From a certain angle, the 

answer seemed obvious: gender was both the effect and the tool of hetero normativity. 

As tool, it was the means by which bodies became naturalized into two- part pairs, 

each with its own affect, ambition, and inclination, each inextricably wed to the other, 

in sexual and social contexts, as male and female. Chrys Ingraham has called this 

“heterogender.”3 As effect, gender was the alibi for the violent impositions of hetero-

sexual scripts; it was the reason for all kinds of social discipline, from sexual divisions 

of labor to sexual prohibitions. To the extent that queer studies had acknowledged 

gender as primarily a heteronormative practice and effect, it worked, quite hard in its 

formative and distinctly theoretical years, to differentiate sexuality from it. In 1990, 

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick famously argued for an understanding of sexuality that rec-

ognized the disciplinary practice of heteronormative compulsion without conforming 

to it, while Judith Butler, in the name of what we might now call queer feminism, 

sought that same year to retrieve an understanding of gender from it.4 Later, Lauren 

Berlant and Michael Warner, on one side of the Atlantic, and Jonathan Dollimore, 

on the other, began to specify the social and psychic operations of heteronormativ-

ity, insisting on the importance of differentiating it from heterosexuality per se.5

All of this work challenged a certain US lesbian feminist analysis of gender, not just 

the essentialism of earlier models, but the assumptions about power, identity, and 

social change that often accompanied them as well. Heteronormativity as a concept 

allowed queer critical projects to extract heterosexuality and the ideology of gender 

that rooted both in nature from nature by opening a whole new terrain of questioning. 

Not just: how might scholars critically calibrate the relationship between and among 

sex, sexuality, and gender without reproducing heteronormativity, but also: how were 

norms made, circulated, lived, desired, transformed, and resisted? Not just: how were 

we fucked by gender, but also: was it possible to fuck without fucking with gender?6

And most importantly: from which conception of power, what theory of the social, 

and whose understanding of both the subject and embodiment would the most effec-

tive and nuanced critique of heteronormativity come?

These questions have produced a great deal of scholarly and social commentary, 

and I’ve wanted to claim, since the very beginning of this inquiry, that the collec-

tive effect has been a political one: yoking together work from different disciplinary 

domains (no matter how dis- articulated from the distinctly anti- identitarian com-

mitments of queer theory) into a shared intellectual project more expansively called 

queer studies. The slide from queer theory to an interdisciplinary fi eld name, queer 

studies, is a temporally short but analytically charged one, and I raise this issue now 

in order to tune your attention to one of the background stories I’ll have to unravel as 

I unravel the failure that is the source of my essay’s argument here. But at present, 

the point is merely this: that heteronormativity as a critical concept and analytic per-

spective has had a powerful and at times suturing political effect on contemporary 

academic queer discourses. It has mediated certain internal struggles by serving as 

that which everyone can stand against, and it has provided the motivation, if not sym-
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bolic rationale, for returning the fi eld imaginary to an object of study that was initially 

more of an obstacle than an opportunity for defi ning the distinct contours of sexuality 

as an intellectual domain. By this, I mean the seemingly gradual, now suddenly ubiq-

uitous, shift from an interest in sex and sexuality disaggregated from gender as the 

primary terrain of analysis to gender itself – not heteronormative gender in its dyadic 

coupledom, but sexy, mobile, proliferate, transitive gender. Queer gender. Gender-

 everywhere- on- the- move.

As I prepared to write a conference abstract, it was this that was most fascinating: 

that while queer theory had established itself by seeking an explicit theoretical terrain 

for sexuality, the critical present of queer studies was bound to excavating all the ways 

in which gender refused to be lived, in psychic and social life, in critical theory as 

well as ethnographic inquiry, according to heteronormative rules. If queer studies 

had become known by “having” sexuality as an object of study of its own, what sense 

could I make of the fact that gender had been resurrected – and reconfi gured – to vie 

with it? Or perhaps I could travel farthest by posing the question a completely differ-

ent way: to what extent was the transitivity of gender a language of and for sexuality 

itself? And when and for whom might this be said to be so?

The Intimacy of Debts

Any critical question worthy of being asked brings with it certain responsibilities for 

its maker, in part because every question produces a maker who must perform the 

task of interrogation. The maker has an obligation, then, to train her attention on the 

critical intimacies – ways of thinking, modes of articulation, contexts, even the use of 

words themselves – that delivered her to the question. This is one way of saying that 

the maker is not the origin of the question but the effect of the question she seeks to 

ask, and in this she is privy to the debts and gifts that carried her toward the question. 

My question’s gift was the title it seemed naturally to offer and the plan for action it 

thereby suggested. I would call the talk, plainly, “the desire for gender transitivity,” 

and I would keep my approach simple. I’d merely explain what the title might mean 

and how its meaning might matter to understandings of sexuality, gender, and norm-

ativity in both feminist and queer critique. But explaining what something means is no 

simple task, especially since asking the question invests heavily in what the question 

positions us to say. Perhaps this is why we learn in our learning how to traffi c only in 

specifi c kinds of questions; we cultivate an enabling avoidance of areas the question 

must disavow or refuse in order to sustain its – and our – capacity to fully know. With 

this comes a grammatical insistence on making statements. The question initiates, 

but only the statement has the power to  fulfi ll.

So I formulated an opening statement: that recent efforts to posit “female mascu-

linity” and its non- identical correlate, “masculinity without men” were only the latest 

manifestations of a queer critical and cultural organization staked, rather profoundly, 

around a desire for gender’s transitivity. The signs of this cultural organization were 

everywhere, not simply in the growth of transsexual politics and cultural practices 

or in the proliferation of boi culture and new transgender embodiments, but in the 

longer histories of sexual inversion, cross dressing, drag, and butch–femme that had 
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dominated the queer cultural lexicon in the twentieth century, especially in the US. 

My aim, however, would not be to establish historical or critical continuity for these 

practices nor to heal (though who could object) the rifts that had emerged between 

trans and queer political articulations and agendas. Rather I would work within the 

conference’s agenda to say something about how such delineations were operating 

today as an incessant, perhaps even aggressive, queer critique of heteronormativ-

ity. This tactic promised to let me share pleasure in the way that the queer pursuit 

of gender transitivity rendered heteronormativity and its dedication to dimorphic 

gender the monotonous height of monotonous sameness. Queer desire, I could lov-

ingly affi rm, was many things, but the heteronormative idea that it was “same sex” 

attraction or, worse, a mimicry of gender conformity was absurd.

At the same time, I assumed that if I made my approach to the transitivity of gender 

expansive – fi guring it as embodiment, psychic identifi cation, and social identity, as 

well as erotic practice and sexual form – I could interrupt some of the ways in which 

gender had become the node around which various antagonisms between feminist 

and queer theory had congealed into monolithic caricature. You know the scenar-

ios: queer theory, feminism typically laments, faces the Left’s exhaustion at the real 

challenge of revolutionary change by throwing a party. It invites and cultivates gender 

dissidence; dresses up individualism to simulate political commitment; celebrates 

the feminine through drag; and always leaves time at the end of the night for some 

gay- male- only canonical fun. Feminist theory, the queer theorist says with a sigh, is 

so indebted to sexual subordination that her masochism requires the repetition that 

masochism always loves. Every act of theoretical or activist engagement returns her 

to original sin: gender hierarchy, sexual oppression, and material inequality. The 

self- righteousness of feminism’s traffi c in material violence, the queer theorist says, 

is a pornography of its own. There have been signifi cant internal lines of discord, 

of course, within such monoliths – feminist sex radicalism, for instance, or queer of 

color critique of queer theory’s anti- identitarian effects – but what I hoped to acknow-

ledge were the profound intellectual and political intimacies that the ongoing debate 

inevitably sustained.7

This meant that my talk would need to pay careful attention to those scholarly pro-

jects that had most ushered me into my own thinking, even if in doing so, I would be 

required to withstand the differences among us that such intimacy routinely gener-

ates. Two kinds of projects seemed, initially, most important: those that had sought 

an understanding of sexuality irreducible to gender identifi cations and identities, and 

those that had sought to capture the sexuality and eroticism of gender identifi cations 

without reiterating either gender or sexuality according to heteronorms. If Eve Sedg-

wick was most often noted for foregrounding the former and Butler for making the 

gender trouble necessary to the latter, Gayle Rubin’s earlier “Thinking Sex” pro-

vided some of the political rationale and analytic capacity that enabled both. My 

debts however were even more recent. Janet Halley, following both Rubin and Sedg-

wick, had made compelling arguments about the importance of “taking a break from 

feminism” in order to develop a queer theoretic in  law that could provide a rigorous 

approach to sexuality shorn of moralisms and romantic domesticities while inter-

vening in the state- based protectionism of MacKinnonite feminism, whose sexual 

harassment legislation had become a tool for homophobic persecution.8 Halley’s 
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work sought to counter the legally institutionalized legacy of second wave feminism’s 

seeming ownership of the category of women by situating “Queer Theory by Men” as 

an antidote to what she took as the suffocating logic of gender as intrinsic hierarchy. 

Her work was an echo of the critique of feminist theories of power already sounded in 

queer theory, but its desire to think and act against the demand for state solutions and 

its critical interest in sex as a scene of psychic dissolution and unknowability were not 

to be dismissed. Most critically, in her critique of the demand for “convergence” in 

political practice and theory – where all indifference, pain, inequality, and hierarchy 

would be analytically and socially ameliorated in one movement or theory, one broad 

law or paradigm – she helped me begin to take incommensurability seriously, espe-

cially the incommensurability between political movements and theoretical projects. 

But more than this, she provided a way to think about divergence as a powerful aspect 

of historical change itself.

For Halley, then, the queer theoretic required the subordination of a social theory 

of gender hierarchy so that sexuality could be conceived as an array of acts, practices, 

and desires, bound for some other destination than coherent identity and person-

hood.9 While her project jettisoned feminism in order to generate the divergence 

between gender and sexuality she sought, other scholars, most notably Judith Halber-

stam, wanted to consider how gender identities and identifi cations, non- normatively 

cast, were deeply imbricated in sexual practices and cultures. Halberstam’s book, 

Female Masculinity, quite soundly critiqued US- based lesbian feminism for its insist-

ence on woman- identifi cation and androgyny, and it laid the groundwork for thinking 

newly about both the gendered and sexual identifi cations of the stone butch.10 Today, 

it still seems possible to say that Female Masculinity was the fi rst critical rendering 

of a stone butch hermeneutic. Its critique of feminism operated less as a threat to 

leave feminism than as a reminder, indeed celebration, of the desire for masculin-

ity that had been living in feminism’s very midst. Such masculinity, of course, was 

critically conceived against two common assumptions: that masculinity was always 

a form, expression, or performance of domination and that it belonged, unequivo-

cally, to men. While Halberstam shared with nearly every tradition in feminism the 

question, “what sexual world did gender create?” her answers always involved the 

suggestion that lived practices were far more complicated, contradictory, and unpre-

dictable than the languages that critics often used to describe them. In her critical 

perspective, queer scholarship needed not to de- prioritize either gender or feminism 

as a self- constituting rule, but to explore in ever more nuanced ways the transforming 

relationship between gender and sexuality – in identifi cations, identity formations, 

sexual practice, public cultures, and embodied life. If her project never fully escaped 

the critical enmeshments of identity, as Halley’s queer theoretic would want, its failure 

to do so could be interpreted as one of its most interesting and important points: that 

gender, not just sexuality, had an erotic life of its own.11 What was compelling about 

Female Masculinity, then, was the way it could be read to shift the stakes of the segre-

gation of gender and sexuality by trying to locate the erotic practice and potential in 

the very terrain that lesbian feminism, along with queer theory, had felt compelled to 

dismiss: gender  identity.

My interest in queer desire for gender transitivity was initially situated in the 

breach between these two kinds of projects. While I agreed, with Halley, that sexuality 
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was indeed excessive to coherent gender identity, and planned to attend, with Halber-

stam, to the sexual life of gender identity, I also wanted to consider queer desire as the 

simultaneous effect and articulation of a social and psychic traffi c in gender transitiv-

ity that could not be reduced to gender identity, whether normative or not. I wanted, 

in other words, to differentiate between the operations of identity formation that were 

coalescing in a series of trans identities and the way that so much of the sexual life 

of queer culture – its iconography, affect, language of desire, even the details of sex 

itself – required a sexual imaginary animated by the lustiness of open- ended, prolif-

erate, transitive gender. My project would thus refuse to oppose sexuality to gender 

or to secure sexuality through gender identity by seeking instead to trace all the ways 

in which queer criticism and culture have been invested in making something sexy – 

bodies, identifi cations, acts, and interpretations – by putting gender on the move. And 

further, I would approach gender’s transitivity not as antithetical to feminist theory 

but as part of a broader Left critical investment in using the analytic domain for gen-

erating world- building projects necessary for emancipatory change. In this case, the 

change that I hoped to help imagine had to do with more precise interventions into 

the operations of heteronormativity, whose past and present confusions over the rel-

ationship between sexuality and gender invited not simply ongoing critical objection, 

but more fi nely argued outrage as well.

So there I was: fi nally equipped with a title, an opening statement, paid debts, 

and the best of critical intentions. I needed only to determine a coherent direction. 

I decided to organize the talk into three sections: the fi rst on heteronormativity as 

a critical tool in contemporary queer theory, the second on the return to gender in 

recent queer scholarly and activist writings, and the third on what it would mean to 

read a desire for gender transitivity as implicated in and politically necessary to each. 

Truly, I thought, the talk would write itself.

The Vertigo of Critique

But critique of any kind is a curious sort of work. The actual labor of it requires en-

durance, and like most endurance we can get tricked by the fantasy of closure necessary 

to sustain us to the end. This means that sometimes we overly invest in the plan as if it 

holds the power of the future’s perfection, or we interpret the cultivation of immunity 

to doubt as sheer bravery and self- assertion. Because our anxieties tend to coalesce 

around the threat of endless postponement, we are relieved by any kind of arrival, 

even those that portray us as disheveled or half dead. Prematurity, on the other hand, 

is hardly a risk, since we assume that it would be a waste of time even to contemplate 

it. The fantasy of closure thus dissuades us from seeing talent in the ability to let the 

process itself prevail. This is the case, I think, no matter how valuable we might ac-

tually fi nd the practice of critical thinking, or how pleasurable it can be to inhabit the 

struggle with language that the labor of writing entails. Closure is, after all, necessary,

not just for the academic professional in need of a recent publication, but also, more 

urgently, for the political demands implicit in Left critique. How else will the failure 

of the future be averted, if we do not fi nd better ways to understand the world we seek 

to change, or if we fail to understand the change we need to imagine or, worse, cannot 
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imagine the change we need to understand? These questions demonstrate the broader 

stakes of any project’s devolution into failure and why we regularly use critique to 

focus more on how other people’s ideas are inadequate to the desires we have invested 

in them than to track the failures and inconsistencies in our own.

So how, you ask, did my own fantasy of closure fail? Had I begun with the wrong 

question? Did my title misconceive? Was my opening statement weak? Or did I 

simply misapprehend what mattered about the question when it arrived into critical 

legibility? These are all possibilities, but most likely I enjoyed, at some level, what the 

question actively allowed me to ignore. There’s pleasure, let’s admit, in thinking that 

we can think our way somewhere, and there’s a lot of pleasure in thinking we can get 

there when others have not. It’s not a pleasure we typically let ourselves acknowledge, 

in part because we are too busy making claims for the world- making labor that cri-

tique entails. I am not saying that critique is neither labor nor world- making; indeed 

I share the belief that it is both. But to openly embrace the pleasure that comes from 

the limits which the question orders – well, that would certainly take us in an unnerv-

ing direction. It would mean recognizing our love of disciplinary blindnesses and 

methodological circumscriptions and our need to reward ourselves by accomplish-

ing tasks that bolster our belief that we can. This might be one way of explaining how 

the process of critique is drained of its temporal presence or why, to put it slightly 

differently, the present is overwhelmed, if not overdetermined, by the anxiety and 

compulsion of arriving at the end. Anticipation may be admissible as a kind of pleas-

ure, but deferrals and dead- ends are serious forms of  deprivation.

Let me sketch, then, the three biggest problems that my initial question gave me 

freedom to ignore. The fi rst emerged from my attempt to locate the specifi city of 

gender transitivity as a desire intrinsic to queer culture, which was connected to the 

second, the fraught translations between identity projects in the public sphere and the 

utopian imaginaries of analytic enterprises. How, after all, could I seek to de- link the 

desire for gender transitivity from an investigation of identity formation when the evi-

dence for the very proliferation of gender mobility that I was poised to praise – where 

transgender is not transsexual is not lesbian is not dyke is not butch is not FTM – was 

taking shape in the rights- bearing logic of contemporary personhood as a set of dis-

crete identities, such that errors in taxonomic precision were increasingly perceived as 

violent political effacements, and the very use of transgender and transsexual rubrics 

was interpreted by some activists as a queer theoretical theft of trans identities and 

political agendas? In this context, how could I pursue a critical inquiry that wanted 

to resist identity consolidations and the disciplinarity of the state (re: Halley) without 

in some sense positioning my project as a rejection, or worse condemnation, of group 

aspirations for recognition and legal protections? And what about the general frame-

work of “queer culture” or “queer desire” to begin with? Did I actually want to collate 

the kinds of proliferations, migrations, and circulations that I had set out to chart 

into a composite entity that could house them all? What traction, then, could desire
wield if there was no capacity for a pursuit of gender’s transitivity that would leave us 

 unfulfi lled?

In a general sense, these questions were not new to critical and cultural struggles 

around identity, as they seemed to refl ect the various incommensurabilities between 

the spheres in which identities are socially produced, analytically conceptualized, 
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experientially inhabited, and both politically claimed and resisted. If I wanted to learn 

to take incommensurability seriously, I would have to refuse the compromises that my 

question offered: I would have to resist the desire not only to cast the desire for gender 

transitivity as a coherent, mutually shared, and historically legible cultural and criti-

cal organization, but also the impulse, consequentially, to simply raise one domain of 

inquiry as intrinsically more vital than the next. The seeming impasse between some-

thing called theory and something called experience could not be resolved, then, by 

something called queer desire, nor could I turn to the concept of “culture” to do all 

of the suturing work. After, all, what was this queer culture that the diversely queer 

belonged to?12 How much tautology (queers belong to queer culture; queer culture is 

crafted by queer hands) could my inquiry  withstand?

While the intractability of the divides generated here – between theory and prac-

tice13 on one hand and the hopeful incoherence of “queer culture” on the other – were 

heavy enough, it was the relation between gender transitivity and heteronormativ-

ity that quite literally stopped me in my tracks. Remember that I had taken queer 

culture to differentiate itself from heteronormativity by rendering legible – as iden-

tity, embodiment, politics, and practice of living – gender’s transitivity, which meant 

casting heteronormativity as the consequence as well as the sustaining force of a reg-

ulatory reduction of gender to sex. Regardless of whether we take this reduction 

as founded on a notion of biological sex, as in early feminist theory, or of gender’s 

ideological production of biological sex, as Butler through Monique Wittig sug-

gests, dimorphism is the reigning, seemingly intractable, consequence: two genders, 

hierarchically arranged, complementary, and naturally ordained. While it seemed 

inarguable to me that heteronormativity so relied on dimorphism that the terms lost 

conceptual yield without the intimacy of their interrelation, I wasn’t sure how to travel 

the distance to this: that a desire for gender’s transitivity characterized queer critical 

and cultural formations alone. This was a problem generated not simply by the terri-

torial overreach I had invested in queer, but by the profoundly overdetermined way in 

which I had situated dimorphism as the heteronormative language of sexed embod-

iment itself. How, after all, was dimorphic gender intransitive when other gender 

formations were not? I had no choice but to consider that in my pursuit of gender 

transitivity, both it – and I – were becoming something other than our original selves.

Objects and Their Wishes

If it seems at least potentially true that a critical question produces its maker, this 

does not mean that there is no struggle between the maker and the question that is 

made. Questions, after all, shape our relation to objects of study, and like any object, 

such objects have wishes of their own. This is one way of saying that even our objects 

of study can refuse what they make of us, or that they can change what they make of 

us as they choose. I’m not ducking responsibility here, just trying to understand what 

the desire for gender transitivity would and wouldn’t let me do. Certainly it resisted 

my use of transitivity as a term without precise defi nition, which necessitated what I 

thought would be simply a brief grammatical detour.

Transitivity, remember, is the property of a verb that must take a direct object; in 
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this, it is the mechanism for mediating the relation between the sentence’s subject 

and the action it takes toward an object. An intransitive verb does all the work on its 

own; it is, we might say, both action and object for the subject. Transitive verbs, some 

of us once learned, were dependent, and back in the days when we were required to 

diagram sentences, we might even have been taught that they were weak because they 

could master no action on their own. Solid writing, many English teachers affi rmed, 

emerged from a vocabulary of sturdy verbs that required nothing. Over time, 

however, many of us learned the pleasure of fi nding words to elaborate the object, of 

sentences that held their breath while they traveled elsewhere. There were all kinds 

of pleasures that came in fi nding objects for our subjects, which is just one way of 

saying that we earned something for ourselves when we learned to constitute a subject 

through the objects that we named. Dependence, it became clear, was the real con-

dition of the subject, and that dependence was not a matter of linguistic structure 

alone. Words meant in context and context proliferated. While I learned early that a 

masculine object was necessary to my sexual subjectivity, it took longer to know that 

this object could never be legibly bio- male – and longer still to understand what that 

object’s gender made (and continues to make) of my own.

What this grammar lesson suggests, among other things, is that no gender for-

mation escapes the subject/object relation because no gendered subject is possible 

without an object on which its ability to act as a subject depends. This is not to sub-

scribe to a notion of sexuality that constructs it as wholly object driven, nor to produce 

the object as materially separate or external to the “self.” Both of these interpretations 

would merely reproduce the fantasy of coherency that the recognition of the subject’s 

profound dependency otherwise suspends. Rather the grammar lesson serves to open 

a space within the framework of my initial question to consider the possibility that 

gender is constitutively, inherently, transitive, both in terms of its embodied produc-

tions and the circuits of desire it circulates within as well. Whatever fi xity it seems to 

achieve in the processes of normalization does not render it intransitive; such fi xity 

merely identifi es normalization as one mechanism for delivering the phantasm that 

masculinity, for instance, is somehow not made referentially male, and vice versa. To 

assume otherwise, especially within queer critique, might say more about a desire for 

political reach than about a distinction (between transitivity and intransitivity) that 

properly accrues to gender itself.

In the political and critical spheres of transsexual analysis, of course, grammar is 

no insignifi cant issue, and the seemingly coercive dimorphism of subject pronouns 

has been under intense debate for quite some time. One trajectory of discussion, char-

acterized by Kate Bornstein, Leslie Feinberg, and Sandy Stone, has always seen the 

bi- polarism of normative gender as an impossible demand that diminishes the fl uid-

ity and intense psychic mobilities of gender.14 Another, keynoted in academic circles 

most prominently by Jay Prosser, has sought to reject abstract celebrations of gender 

instability by granting authority to the desire to render psychic identifi cations in the 

materiality of embodied sex.15 The latter work, in particular, has challenged the queer 

theoretical link between gender instability and radical politics, in part by interrupting 

the notion that transsexual destinations in legible sex are mere instances of heteronor-

mative conformity. J. Bobby Noble has traversed the seeming difference between these 

perspectives by forwarding a critique of both taxonomic impulses and notions of sex/
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gender coherence without relinquishing the ground of struggle as one engaged with 

the everyday political consequences of living trans sexed.16 The “post- queer” artic-

ulation of “incoherence” that Noble fashions has some resonance in Susan Stryker’s 

claim that

If queer theory was born of the union of sexuality studies and feminism, transgender 

studies can be considered queer theory’s evil twin: it has the same parentage but will-

fully disrupts the privileged family narratives that favor sexual identity labels (like gay, 

lesbian, bisexual, and heterosexual) over the gender categories (like man and woman) 

that enable desire to take shape and fi nd its aim.17

The reproductive language that authorizes the divergence between trans and queer 

for Stryker interestingly reproduces queer theory’s earlier analytic move against fem-

inism, which situated feminism’s gender discourse as a family narrative so entrenched 

in heteronormativity that its transcendence by queer theory would perform more 

radical political work. When Stryker writes that transgender studies investigates 

“forms of embodiment and subjectivity that do not readily reduce to heteronorma-

tivity, yet that largely fall outside the analytic framework of sexual identity that so 

dominates queer theory,” it is transgender studies that promises to fulfi ll “a radical 

queer potential.”18

What’s often at work in these fraught moments of divergence between things deeply 

related – feminism and queer theory, for instance, or queer theory and gay and lesbian 

studies, or trans studies and queer theory – is a temporality of emergence that requires, 

by its very logic, a claim to critical succession. While such succession is never more 

than a heart beat away from generational warfare and the psychic modalities of family 

romance (Noble’s forthcoming book is called Sons of the Movement), the point is not 

to seek to cleanse critique of all manner of reproduction, genealogical, metaphori-

cal, or otherwise. I’m more interested in the way that the gender transitivities most at 

stake for me, as I followed my essay’s devolution into failure, revealed some interest-

ing things about the historical engine of divergence itself: that these fraught moments 

were, fi rst, subject constituting, by which I mean that they were productive of new 

positions of critical authority as well as confi rmations of the legibility of new cat-

egories of personhood in the social formation as a whole; and two, that they were 

consolidating in both their critical and political effects, by which I mean that they 

helped organize the target of their critique into the very coherence that would then 

become the target of their critique. This is as true, it seems to me, of queer theo-

ry’s divergence from feminism based on a notion of feminism’s intractable reliance on 

heteronormative gender as it is of transgender studies’ divergence from queer theory 

based on the latter’s seeming failure to differentiate itself from LGBTQ’s identitar-

ian reach. And it will also be true of future divergences within the cross currents and 

contradictions of critical and political organizing under the overlapping but not coeval 

signs of embodiment marked as trans sex or gender, especially in their profound and 

differential imbrications with race.

The purpose of tracing my path from grammar’s transitivity lesson to the tempo-

rality of emergence is not, however, to subordinate the content of the critique of queer 

theory in trans- ed studies nor merely to append the current moment to a tableau of 

prior critiques and their fi eld- forming successions. Rather, I’m interested in how the 
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present nexus served as the route for my own necessary return to the seeming politi-

cal edge on which my initial question depended. For if one of the major interventions 

of transgender studies was its refusal to forward queer as a critically or culturally 

inclusivist noun, the other was its criticism of critical acts that call every alignment 

of sex and gender heteronormative. Hence, if a FTM who dates women cannot be 

called heteronormative in any, well, heteronormative sense, and if the whole emer-

gent archive of trans studies seeks a rethinking of the terrain of gender transitivity 

and embodied sex, what was the bar that separated heterosexuality from sharing in 

the desire for gender transitivity itself?

Perhaps the proliferation of gender transitivity that I set out to track as a queer cul-

tural refusal of heteronormativity was meaningful as something else.

That something else lives now in an erasure: not the desire for gender transitivity, 

as I initially tried to think it, but more sparsely and yet more expansively the desire for 

gender,19 a desire that I now want to say accrues across various domains: not simply 

to queer studies or feminist studies or the acts and identities which either consid-

ers a challenge to the heteronormative script, or to trans studies which takes a desire 

for gender as its inaugural event, not just in those realms of everyday life in which 

the human serves as gender’s most precise object, but also in the practices, modes of 

desire, and discourses of gender within heteronormativity and the compulsory hetero-

sexuality it begets. This is a counter- intuitive claim, as it has been nearly axiomatic 

that what constitutes the normativity of heterosexuality is its gender intransitivity,

such that heterosexuality has been conceived as the normalizing outcome of dimor-

phic gender masquerading as bio- real sex. But what, my grammar lesson had forced 

me to think, was so intransitive about that? Or more to the point: why not read hetero-

normativity as well as heterosexuality as implicated in a broader, if contradictory, 

social and psychic desire for gender, a desire animated by profound, incommensurate, 

and proliferating investments in the look and feel, language and symbolics, mutability 

and achieved stability of gender? To ask this question, of course, begged another: if 

gender was to be acknowledged as a term constitutively, irreducibly, steeped in transi-

tivity, what precisely had my critical project, initiated to account for the creative and 

resistant agencies of queer culture, become? Why, in short, give the desire for gender 

to  everyone?

This last question was the theoretical heart of my essay, but instead of turning my 

attention directly toward it, I feel compelled to follow the failure of my originating 

intentions. After all, my object of study – queer desire for gender transitivity – had 

gone wild, refusing the political investments I had invested in it and producing new 

issues that my initial question had foreclosed, including what to do with so- called 

straight subjectivity, embodiment, and desire, or of those modes of sexual identifi ca-

tion that escaped the logic of the homo/hetero script altogether. Why, after all, was 

my queer theoretic’s interest in gender transitivity predicated on assuming it to be 

distinctly, revolutionarily its own, such that heteronormativity was conceived to be 

so congruent with the subjects it sought to master that only queer life evinced any 

psychic difference from it? And if queer theory turned the tables on heteronormativ-

ity by making normativity itself pathological, what, then, could we understand about 

normalization and the political and psychic work of normality itself?20 Or more to 

the point, what did we really learn by taking the struggle against normativity as the 
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 normative emblem of political good? I was not prepared to encounter these questions, 

nor to let my essay’s failure move my thinking toward this: that making every aspect 

of normativity pathological was to participate in the logic of normalization itself.

Failure, you now see, was the language I needed to rescue myself.

Here, then, is a rather different argument than the one I was prepared for: that 

feminist, queer, and trans- ed studies, along with heterosexuality itself, share a desire 

for gender, and that the evidence for this desire is, quite literally, everywhere. It man-

ifests itself anytime that gender is pursued, whether with passion or aggression, for 

social discipline or sexual pleasure, or for analytic or personal explanation. If feminist, 

queer, and trans- ed studies name and inhabit these manifestations differently, this is 

a refl ection of the desire for gender that they differentially share. What, they all ask, is 

gender? What does it do? Who wants it? What does it animate or congeal? When does 

it fascinate? When does it do us in? By locating the desire for gender everywhere – in 

analytic practices and subject construction, in sex acts and erotic circulations, in iden-

tity formation and in both norms and norm- making processes – I want simply to say 

yes. Yes to gender. Yes to gender as a social system, as a division of labor, as a struc-

ture of inequality; as a mode of dis/identifi cation; as an occasion for sex; yes to gender 

as a habit of thought, as a terrain of recognition; as a source of shame, as a practice of 

pleasure, as a language of being; yes in short to gender as a means to describe, inhabit, 

embody, critique, violate, and resist. And consequently yes to two fi nal directions: one 

that supposes that there’s something to learn from the wildly divergent and incom-

mensurate ways that gender has been wielded as both an object of study and aspect 

of everyday social and psychic life; the other that fi nds it interesting to say that the 

deployment of gender is never different from the political desires invested in it. Let’s 

end with both things fi rst.

Orders of Naming

If every scene of departure entails some kind of arrival, then following my project’s 

path away from the specifi city of queer desire for gender transitivity has brought me 

closer to this: that any pursuit of gender is a complex instance of the work of political 

desire. On every occasion in which it is used, it is invested with powerful trans-

formative hopes, fi rst that it can adequately name the experience to which it refers; 

and second that in being what it names it can provide resolution to the problem that 

its naming calls forth. If it seems somewhat strange to say that gender is thus often 

asked to function analytically as an explanation for itself, this is no more strange than 

what other identity categories are required to do. Race and sexuality, no less than 

the specifi cities they incite – woman of color or lesbian – function simultaneously 

as nominations of persons in everyday life and as distinctly analytic reformulations 

of the social processes of subjection in which these subjects emerge. Identity studies 

were collated initially at the intersection of these two “orders of naming,” as Hortense 

Spillers calls them in a slightly different context: between the experience of living 

within a category and the generation of analytic accounts of the social world that 

could serve as resonant political responses to the oppressive effects of living under the 

category’s rule.21 For Spillers, these two orders of naming are accompanied by a third 
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one, which interrogates the formation of knowledge practices more generally. Those 

who would call this third order deconstructive or, more plainly, theoretical would 

miss the extent to which the issue at stake here – of multiple orders of naming – is not 

about establishing a divide that would pose experience against theory, or materiality 

against interpretation, but about the simultaneity of vastly different scales of critical 

analysis and social life that fail to converge into a single domain of  articulation.

Current critique warfare – between feminist and queer theory no less than between 

queer and trans studies or within the framework of each – might be understood as the 

effect of this failure, which from Spillers’ perspective is both unavoidable and irre-

solvable. The case of my original intention to track queer desire for gender transitivity 

is instructive here, as its formulation within the fi rst order of naming was implicitly 

projected, quite unconsciously I must confess, as having signifi cant second and third 

order effects, such that I inadvertently established a chain of equivalence between 

queer experience, culture, social structural organization, political resistance, and aca-

demic knowledge production all at once. I had planned, let’s recall again, to track 

queer desire for gender transitivity by exploring its existence in everyday life, along-

side current critical debates about transgender. In Spillers’ terms, we might say that 

I was going to plumb the “career of words” that could “express the experience of a 

community in diachronic time, in daily social relationships . . . in subject identity,” 

as evidence that queer cultural practices and theoretical discourses were organized 

around a long- standing desire for gender transitivity. But this claim was already 

excessive to the experience it meant to describe, as the very nomination of the fi eld 

of interrogation as “queer culture” was a second order articulation, being, as Spill-

ers puts it, interpretative “words about the fi rst order” that generated and engaged 

broader “symbolic responses.”22 In fi nding that my relationship to the interpreta-

tive meaning of experience was thus profoundly organized by the politics I hoped to 

attribute to it, my project faltered, as I have suggested, on the terrain of its own polit-

ical desire, leading me to consider whether the desire for gender transitivity belonged 

to queer culture or theory alone.

There is nothing particularly particular about queer desire for gender transitivity 

as the object of study that engineers the failure evoked above. Certainly the issue of 

non equivalence across interpretative orders is resonant throughout all those academic 

domains we attribute, even in their decomposition, to the study of identity. From one 

perspective, we might even say that the demand to make orders of naming equiva-

lent is one way of obscuring the complexity within each order, allowing scholars to 

debate the political effi cacy of experience vs theory, for instance, without addressing 

what each interpretative mode, in justifying itself, must refuse to know. For Spillers, 

the point of defi ning orders of naming is not to render one more basic or important 

than another, but to establish how each is a form “of symbolic value that conform[s] 

precisely to equations of political power,” which means that the relationship between 

them is not a matter of hierarchy or progressive succession, but a difference “of func-

tion.”23 Hence experience as the substance of the descriptive order of naming is 

signifi cant not as data or empirical truth but precisely because of the way that gender 

functions as a powerful interpretative force, compelling subjects through everyday life. 

By suggesting that “gender compels,” as opposed to the more systematic “everyday 

life is compelled by gender,” I am trying to disclose the wish that the desire for gender 
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in this order might be taken to name: that each of us will secure a version of gender no 
different from our self. To call this desire is to hold in check the fantasy of ever arriving 

into self completion, while also foregrounding the way that even the claim to experi-

ence – or what we might better call the experience of experience – is constituted by 

interpretative struggle, between gender norms and the modes of identity and civic 

personhood they produce on the one hand, and the living effect of gender as a psy-

chically volatile, identifi catory mobile, and intensely embodied set of sensibilities on 

the other. In the descriptive order, then, the desire for gender emerges not only as one 

way of approaching the complexity of what transpires as the human subject inevitably 

confronts its status as gender’s most precious object, but as a way of naming the crit-

ical turn to description as a mode of political response, if not resolution for gender’s 

entanglements as well.

This is just one way of saying that the desire for gender as I am now trying to think 

it works differently within different orders of naming, and thereby raises the stakes 

of any kind of critique that tries to inhabit multiple scales of analysis, as each scale 

is variously shaped by its own conceptual framework and critical vocabulary. Most 

crucially, Spillers’ discussion returns us to one of the issues I tagged at the outset 

concerning the slide from queer theory to queer studies, by asking us to understand 

something further about the way incommensurability operates, this time within ana-

lytic practices themselves. Remember that queer theory in its self- named utterance 

took shape as a divergentist critique of both feminist and gay and lesbian studies, and 

sought from within the framework of mostly humanistic inquiry to challenge the 

Enlightenment legacies of a willful, self- knowing subject such that sexuality might 

emerge as something analytically distinct from gender role and both gender and 

sexual identity. In doing so, it resisted the identity practices of knowledge produc-

tion through which one arrives into critique on the epistemological ground of specifi c 

experience, which means that it sought distance, insistently, from the descriptive 

order of naming where the texture of individual life has been most resonantly ren-

dered. Without intimacy with a subject of knowledge, its object relation revolved 

around analytic categories and their discursive travels in networks of power. In these 

attachments, it by necessity sacrifi ced much of the proof- making apparatus that 

interpretative humanism has made politically necessary and familiar. If, today, that 

theoretic and its modality of willful abstraction has been critiqued in turn as a limited 

and exclusionary one, in part because its abstractions do not conform to the validity of 

specifi c cases or instances, or because it fails to name with precision the complexity of 

the social it is implicated in, the question might not be how better to formulate a more 

expansive, inclusive, and fulfi lling theoretic, but how to understand the operations of 

incommensurability that reside in the whole range of analytic practices that have been 

mobilized by, within, and against the critical category, queer, including of course the 

most recent iteration, the post- queer.

It is in this context that I would decipher a distinction between queer theory and 

queer studies, not to produce a hierarchy between orders of naming, but to describe 

with more precision the value of their different functions, as Spillers would say. 

Queer studies marks the return of identity’s insistences to queer theory, often by for-

warding the instance, case, and particular, no less than the rights- bearing individual 

herself, to challenge the distance, abstraction, and resistance to applicability and iden-
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tity that most distinguished queer theory. If it errs by “forgetting” queer theory’s 

anti- identitarian commitments, or if it misbehaves by pointing out that abstraction 

mobilizes identity even when it doesn’t want to, it nonetheless succeeds in establishing 

a relation to its object of study that conforms to the shape of its political desire. If, to 

do this, it must disregard the specifi city and contingency of queer theory’s own polit-

ical operations, it is not that queer theory had no politics (or worse that it had only 

bad politics), but that queer theory’s object investments are today no match for queer 

studies’ own. Incommensurability in the realm of identity studies, in other words, 

is the effect not only of different scales of analysis, but also of the calculus of politi-

cal desire that accompanies the legibility of various objects of study in the fi rst place. 

Hence we can say that the desire for gender differs in different analytic practices not 

in spite of but because of the way that objects of study are pursued as acts and activi-

ties of social justice. While there is a large difference in the scale of the claim and the 

mode in which justice will be delivered across the increasingly differentiated spheres 

of feminist, queer, and trans scholarship, they all partake in a commitment, resonant 

throughout Left academic inquiry, that such inquiry is deeply, inescapably partici-

patory in social transformation as a whole. This is no less true of queer theory, in its 

refusal to concede to humanism’s understanding of subject construction and its dense 

meditations on discourse and power, than of other projects that seek to fulfi ll their 

political investments through identifi cation and affi liation with an object of study that 

can be taken as commensurate with  themselves.

Following Spillers, then, I have fi nally arrived at my fi nal set of questions: What 

allows us to believe that our relationship to an object of study can serve as a practice 

of practicing justice? What power do we thereby grant to critical thinking, and under 

what conditions, in which critical languages, and in the name of whose political desire 

do we determine which thinking can act and which thinking cannot? And, most cru-

cially, what makes us think that our object of study can survive the political desires we 

invest in it? These questions are meant to forward the suspicion, alive now in the rep-

etition of desire throughout this essay, that every act of constituting an object of study 

is constituted by something more than the object’s insistence. Rather, our object rela-

tions are enmeshed in the symbolic work and wildness of desire, which means at the 

very least that objects of study enmesh us in a living relation to our relation to fantasy. 

That such fantasy is often quite explicitly political does not make our object relations 

less fantastical, but it does indicate something about how profoundly tied to the inti-

macies of desire is our pursuit of the politics of knowledge from the outset.

It is in this context that “the desire for gender” serves as a way to name how, as 

gender has been pursued as an object of study, it has proliferated, instead of settled, 

meaning, becoming one thing and then another as it has traveled across differ-

ent domains where it has been wielded, differently, as both explanation and solution 

to the problems it has named. As in all matters of desire, the object of study must 

be granted the possibility of its own ungraspable difference, which says something 

about why it might fail to conform exactly to what has been invested in it. The gap 

or incommensurability generated here, between what the object is constituted to do 

and what it otherwise does – in different orders of knowing, in other psychic lives, in 

the divergentist force fi eld of historical change itself – renders the pursuit of gender 

as an analytic category irredeemably incomplete. And this is the case, I would argue, 
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regardless of the defi nitional framework, or critical content, or political agenda attrib-

uted to its constitution as an object of study. Indeed, in the relentless pursuit of a 

way of making gender comprehensive to the political demand invested in it, critique 

simultaneously liberates gender from the disciplinarity of prior constructions in ways 

that will inevitably discipline it anew. Or perhaps we should say, simply, that gender 

is always made and remade according to the political desire that renders it legible in the 

fi rst place. This is neither to be lamented nor resolved. Rather, the point is that much 

more is at stake in making gender into an object of study than knowing how it oper-

ates in the world; it involves as well paying some kind of attention to our investment 

in the idea that such knowing will generate knowing what to do. Object relations, as I 

use the term here to describe the constitution of objects of study, thus references two 

different levels of interdependence: between the knower and the object of study she/

he critically constitutes and investigates, and between the knower and the idea of the 

transformed future that the relation to the object of study and its analytic purchase is 

meant to secure. If much contemporary debate has been engaged in arguing over the 

terms by which gender as an object of study will be addressed and known, much less 

has been said about the political desires that propel its analytic pursuit altogether. It is 

this story that the story of my essay’s failure has been meant to  explore.

Untimely Destinations

Here, then, are a few fi nal points.

1  Whenever we constitute an object of study as part of the demand to do justice, 

we are traffi cking in a desire for categories to do emancipatory work. If we fi nd 

ourselves repeatedly disappointed when categories congeal into unities, as a cat-

egory to be itself must, perhaps we should stop blaming the category or its user and 

explore instead what it is we expect our relationship to our objects of study to do.

2  If the desire for gender as cast here seems decidedly ludic, wrapping politics as it 

does in the realm of fantasy where desire is routinely thought to live, I can only ask 

what politics are possible without fantasy? The question of politics is never how to 

make our conception of it accord with reality alone, but rather how to inhabit the 

relationship to fantasy that political struggle inevitably  reveals.

3  The desire for gender is not about wanting or not wanting gender. It is meant instead 

to cite the enabling wish for coherence that accompanies Left critical thought 

and, in this, it sets up an encounter with the anxiety that every privileged order of 

naming is supposed to heal: that even our categories won’t always grasp what we 

mean.

4  If the meaning of the desire for gender remains murky, that’s because it is not a 

method to own the things that it has been used to name. On its own, it lacks the 

aim of critical ambition, which is why, in the end, there seems to be only one thing 

of which we can be certain: that the desire for gender will leave none of us alone.
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 1 The conference, “Heteronormativity: A Fruitful Concept?” was held at the  Norwegian 

University of Science and Technology in Trondheim, Norway, June 2–4, 2005, and organ-

ized by Trine Annfelt and her colleagues from the Center for Feminist and Gender Studies 

and the Department of Interdisciplinary Studies of Culture. The organizers described the 

conference goals in this way:

  The claim that heterosexuality is natural has been retold through various cultural 

expressions and heterosexual discourses have been institutionalised as particular 

forms of practice in family relations, identity formations and working life. Research 

has contributed in reproducing heterosexuality as the dominant norm and the role of 

heterosexuality is ignored in social theory despite its prominent place in public debates 

on topics like homosexuality, pregnancy and adoption. In the same way the natural-

isation of heterosexuality is ignored in reception studies of fi lm, literature and other 

media, too.

    The goal of the conference is to inspire, encourage and explore new ideas associated 

with the concept of heteronormativity. How does the theoretical gaze of heteronor-

mativity open up for new questions? What are the theoretical implications and effects 

of heterosexual expectations in different contexts and historical periods? How can 

new understandings of “heteronormativity” help refi ne and deepen feminist analysis 

of gender relations? And can analytical tools like heteronormativity be utilised in the 

humanities and in social sciences alike?

    . . . The destabilisation of heteronormativity represents challenges for researchers 

in many different research fi elds. This conference welcomes interdisciplinary work as 

well as disciplinary based approaches from the social sciences and the humanities.

 2 In recent years, work on sexuality and racial formation has emerged under the nomination 

“queer of color critique,” see especially Roderick Ferguson, Aberrations in Black: Towards 
a Queer of Color Critique (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 2003) and 

José Esteban Muñoz, Disidentifi cations: Queers of Color and the Politics of Performance
(Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1999).

 3 See Chrys Ingraham, “The Heterosexual Imaginary: Feminist Sociology and Theories of 

Gender,” Sociological Theory 12:2 (1994): 203–19. For a useful critique of this concept, see 

Stevi Jackson, “Sexuality, Heterosexuality and Gender Hierarchy: Getting Our Priorities 

Straight,” Thinking Straight: The Power, the Promise, and the Paradox of Heterosexuality,

ed. Chrys Ingraham (New York: Routledge, 2005): 27.

 4 In Epistemology of the Closet (Berkeley, CA: University of California Press, 1990), for 

instance, Eve Sedgwick writes,

  My own loose usage in this book will be to denominate that problematized space of the 

sex/gender system, the whole package of physical and cultural distinctions between 

women and men, more simply under the rubric “gender.” I do this in order to reduce 
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the likelihood of confusion between “sex” in the sense of “the space of differences 

between male and female” (what I’ll be grouping under “gender”) and “sex” in the 

sense of sexuality.

    For meanwhile the whole realm of what modern culture refers to as “sexuality” 

and also calls “sex” – the array of acts, expectations, narratives, pleasures, identity-

 formations, and knowledges, in both women and men, that tends to cluster most 

densely around certain genital sensations but is not adequately defi ned by them –that 

realm is virtually impossible to situate on a map delimited by the feminist- defi ned sex/

gender distinction. (29)

 5 See Jonathan Dollimore, “Bisexuality, Heterosexuality, and Wishful Theory,” Textual 
Practice 10:3 (1996): 323–39; and Lauren Berlant and Michael Warner, “What Does 

Queer Theory Teach Us About X?” PMLA 110 (1995): 343–9, and “Sex in Public,” Crit-
ical Inquiry 24 (Winter 1998): 547–66. In The Trouble with Normal: Sex, Politics, and the 
Ethics of Queer Life (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2000), Warner would 

extend these earlier discussions to explicitly critique the ways in which the mainstream 

US gay and lesbian movement increasingly has sought inclusion in normative structures 

of social and intimate life.

 6 The language here is borrowed from an exchange between Judith Butler and Carolyn 

Dinshaw at the February 7, 2002 panel, “Who Owns Gender?” at New York University 

organized by the Center for the Study of Gender and Sexuality.

 7 Judith Butler’s “Against Proper Objects” (differences 6.2–3 (1994): 1–26) offered a trench-

ant critique of the segregationary logic at work in the introduction to the canonizing 

volume The Lesbian and Gay Studies Reader, pointing out the diffi culty of giving sex and 

sexuality to queer theory and gender to feminism as the objects of study that determine 

and govern each intellectual domain. Since that writing, as I discuss here, a certain inter-

est in gender has re- emerged as central to queer theory, but the emphasis has been on its 

transitivity and incongruence with heteronormative formulations of dimorphic sex. Biddy 

Martin has critiqued the ways in which queer theory’s gender analysis tacitly assumes that 

feminism is the theoretical domain of gender stability. See Martin, “Sexualities without 

Genders and Other Queer Utopias,” in Femininity Played Straight: The Signifi cance of 
Being Lesbian (New York: Routledge, 1996): 71–94.

 8 See Halley, “Sexuality Harassment,” in Left Legalism/Left Critique, eds. Wendy Brown 

and Janet Halley (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2002): 80–104. See as well her 

work on analogies between race and sexuality in civil rights legislation, which extends her 

analysis of the incommensurabilities between identity formations as they are situated in 

the US legal apparatus in “Like ‘Race’ Arguments,” in What’s Left of Theory: New Work 
on the Politics of Literary Theory, eds. Judith Butler, Kendall Thomas, and John Guillory 

(New York: Routledge, 2000): 40–74.

 9 Halley, “Queer Theory by Men,” Duke Journal of Gender, Law and Policy 11 (Spring 

2004): 7–53.

 10 Judith Halberstam, Female Masculinity (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1998).

 11 One of the persistent critiques of Female Masculinity is that, while it presented itself 

on the side of anti- identity theoretical formulations, its deeper intellectual depths and 

instincts seemed to reinforce certain identitarian practices, chiefl y by proliferating 

identities, not deconstructing or transcending them. See especially Rachel Adams, “Mas-

culinity without Men,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 6:3 (2000): 467–78; 

and Jean Bobby Noble, Masculinities Without Men? Female Masculinity in Twentieth-
 Century Fictions (Toronto: University of British Columbia Press, 2004). My interpretation 

of the critical force of Halberstam’s work is interested precisely in what it means about 

gender and sexuality that her project was unable to leave gendered identity behind.
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itics, a political community? What makes queer culture queer? What makes anything 

queer cultural? My point is not to be pedantic, even if you think it is.

 13 I use theory/practice here as a shorthand for what I would prefer to call the conceptual 

categories of lived experience and critical imagination, which might begin to capture 

something of the different forms of abstraction that constitutes both. This formulation is 

counter to much contemporary Left scholarship, which tends to position “experience” as 
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turn requires that “experience” be consciously and concretely delivered. This fl at- lining 

of the complexity of experience requires that we refuse to recognize it as an analytic cat-
egory and leads to rather impoverished understandings of the work of memory, narrative, 

identifi cation, and desire.

 14 See Kate Bornstein, Gender Outlaw: Men, Women, and the Rest of Us (New York: Rout-

ledge, 1994); Leslie Feinberg, Transgender Liberation: Beyond Pink or Blue (Boston, MA: 

Beacon Press, 1999); and Sandy Stone, “The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual 

Manifesto,” in Body Guards: The Cultural Politics of Gender Ambiguity, eds. Julia Epstein 

and Kristina Straub (New York: Routledge, 1991): 280–304. See as well two essays by 

Cheryl Chase, “Hermaphrodites with Attitude: Mapping the Emergence of Intersex 

Political Activism,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 4:2 (1998): 189–211, and 

“Affronting Reason,” in Looking Queer: Image and Identity in Lesbian, Bisexual, Gay 
and Transgendered Communities, ed. Dawn Atkins (New York: Harrington Park, 1998): 

205–20; and the anthology by Joan Nestle, Clare Howell, and Riki Wilchins, eds., Gender-
Queer: Voices From Beyond the Sexual Binary (Los Angeles, CA: Alyson Books, 2002).

 15 See Jay Prosser, Second Skins: The Body Narratives of Transsexuality (New York: Colum-

bia University Press, 1998).

 16 See J. Bobby Noble, “Boys Do Cry: Epistemologies of a Pronoun,” Torquere: The Journal 
of the Canadian Lesbian and Gay Studies Association 3:1 (2001): 27–54; “Sons of the Move-

ment: Feminism, Female Masculinity and FTM Transsexual Men,” Atlantis: A Women’s 
Studies Journal 29:1 (Fall/Winter 2004): 21–8; and “Refusing to Make Sense: Mapping 

the In- Coherence of Trans,” The Journal of Lesbian Studies, 11:1–2 (2006): 183–91.

 17 See Susan Stryker, “The Transgender Issue,” GLQ: A Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 
4:2 (1998): 145–58, and “Transgender Studies: Queer Theory’s Evil Twin,” GLQ: A 
Journal of Lesbian and Gay Studies 10:2 (2004): 212–15, at p. 212.

 18 Ibid., 214, 215.

 19 Much later, well into the writing and rewriting of this essay, I would come across Sheila 

Jeffreys’ essay, “Heterosexuality and the Desire for Gender.” For Jeffreys, “The feminist 

project has always been the abolition of gender, not the reclaiming of it”; hence her essay 

takes open, unapologetic aim at transgender activists who “are not creating a “third” but 

merely recreating the two genders of male supremacy. . . .” (90). My essay is a rebellion 

against the righteous deployment of a singular feminism as a license to determine who one 

can unabashedly hate. See Jeffreys, “Heterosexuality and the Desire for Gender,” Theo-
rizing Heterosexuality, ed. Diane Richardson (Buckingham, UK: Open University Press, 

1996): 75–90.

 20 This is the conundrum of Michael Warner’s The Trouble with Normal (Cambridge: Harvard 

University Press, 2000), which makes a claim for an ethics of queer life that is the critical 

consequence of queer community rejections of the norms of sexual subjectivity, relation-

ship, and affect ascendant in dominant heterosexual culture. But because the ethics he touts 

is dependent on normativity for its own meaning and self- identity, the project does not 

have a way of talking about desires for normativity without consolidating normalization.
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 21 See Hortense Spillers, “Interstices: A Small Drama of Words,” in Black, White and In 
Color: Essays on American Literature and Culture (Chicago, IL: University of Chicago 

Press, 2003): 168. The essay was originally published in Carole Vance’s controversial 

volume Pleasure and Danger in 1984 (London: Routlege and Kegan Paul).

 22 Ibid., 168.

 23 Ibid.
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CHAPTER  TWELVE

Methodologies of 
Trans Resistance

Dean Spade

Introduction

In the past ten years, trans issues and activism have emerged with a new level of 

energy and visibility that crosses the legal, cultural, and activist realms. Trans rights 

protections in the law are growing at a fast pace, with seven US states now explicitly 

naming gender identity and/or expression discrimination as a forbidden category of 

discrimination in statewide protections.1 While only 5.3 percent of the US population 

was covered by gender- identity- explicit anti- discrimination law in 2000, 28 percent 

is as of 2005.2 At the same time, trans representations in the media have been expand-

ing, and trans characters are moving out of the typical roles of criminal and murder 

victim (think Boys Don’t Cry and Law and Order) and into new, if not uncontroversial 

depictions like Transgeneration and Transamerica. More importantly local, state, and 

national trans activism is changing the status of trans people in activist movements. 

Organizations traditionally focused on sexual orientation issues have added trans-

 inclusive language to their mission statements and sometimes organization names, 

and organizations that serve communities in which trans people are included are, in 

some cities, increasingly adding trans- inclusive language to intake forms, surveys, 

and other tools. In general, trans activists and our allies are raising questions about 

trans people’s access to basic necessities and participation in political movements in 

settings that range from needle exchanges and free health clinics to universities, com-

munity centers, and grassroots activist meetings and events.

At the same time, despite these apparent gains, discrimination and violence against 

trans communities are still rampant. A 2003 study by the National Center for Lesbian 

Rights and the Transgender Law Center found that nearly one in every two respond-

ents has experienced gender- identity- based employment discrimination; more than 

one in three respondents had suffered from gender- identity discrimination in a place 

of public accommodation; nearly one in every three respondents had been the victim 

of gender- identity discrimination in housing; over 30 percent of respondents had 

been discriminated against while trying to access health care; more than one in four 

respondents had been harassed or abused by a police offi cer; one in every fi ve respond-

ents had suffered discrimination while attempting to access services from a social 

service provider; and 14 percent of respondents had suffered from  discrimination in 

jail or prison.



Further, many areas of trans rights are facing severe rollbacks with little discus-

sion or attention being paid. Changes in regulations concerning identity documents 

and increased surveillance that have emerged since the advent of the Bush Adminis-

tration’s “War on Terror” threaten to undermine the ability of trans people to change 

our gender on our identity documents, a form of access key to working and living 

safely. In addition, as I discuss in greater depth below, recent changes in immigra-

tion law have made it more diffi cult for trans people to immigrate to the US when 

facing persecution in their home country. Further, the major law and policy changes 

around the country that have endangered poor people and people targeted by the 

criminal justice and immigration systems, such as “welfare reform,” the 1996 changes 

to federal immigration laws, the advent of “three- strikes” laws, and the tactics of the 

“War on Drugs” have had disproportionate effects on trans people due to our dispro-

portionate poverty and overexposure to police violence and arrest. These and other 

conditions related to increasingly conservative, racist, anti- immigrant, and anti- poor 

initiatives from the federal government have had continuing detrimental effects on 

the most vulnerable trans communities in the last decade.

In this complex, contradicting context in which trans people are targets of pro-

tection, violence and representation, many controversies that are familiar from other 

social movements emerge and re- emerge. These controversial questions include: Who 

is included in the term “trans”? What is the relationship between social- change work 

focused on gender identity and expression oppression and sexual- orientation oppres-

sion? What narratives about trans identity should we use in our activist work? How 

is analysis of racism and white supremacy being incorporated or not being incorpo-

rated into work on trans issues? What is the relationship between gender identity and 

expression, anti- oppression work and feminism? With whom should we be allied? 

How should we prioritize different areas of our work, and the multiple constituen-

cies included in any defi nition of “trans communities”? What approach should we 

have to legal and medical regulation of gender, and specifi cally of trans people, as we 

seek change? What incremental changes should we push for, and what incremental 

changes should we avoid because they further entrench our  oppression?

These questions frequently become organized around debates about “movement 

vision.” As has been noted by many other scholars and activists, the rising tide of 

conservatism in the US over the last 25 years has expunged the public imagination 

of the understandings of alternatives to current power relations and racial and eco-

nomic structures.3 The national political conversation has become dominated by a 

Christian conservative version of morality and the public narratives against the con-

tinued attacks on civil liberties, poor people, civil rights, and immigrant rights have 

increasingly articulated only a reactionary position that requests “don’t take this 

away” but very little affi rmative vision of the power- redistributed world we want to 

live in. Within movements, this has often meant a shift toward a conservative agenda.4

This agenda is often seen as necessary by those promoting it, but is frequently noted 

by critics to exclude issues most central to the most marginalized people affected by a 

given issue.5 Within the controversies that arise, questions often center on the scope 

and priorities of the work as well as the legitimacy of the leadership and decision-

 making within  movements.

In this essay, I want to look at these questions of vision and strategy as they apply 
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to social- change work focused on gender identity and expression. I approach these 

questions as an activist and a lawyer working on reducing and eliminating state regu-

lation and coercion of gender through a variety of strategies. Here I explore existing 

tensions and controversies in order to propose a vision and method of analysis for 

examining the complex day- to- day negotiations that come up in the work of indi-

viduals and organizations engaged in resistance to gender regulation and oppression. 

Such proposals are always inadequate and perspective- based, but without attempting 

to build such shared analysis we only end up inheriting conservative norms that yield 

narrow relief.

The diffi culties attendant on fi ghting for basic survival, safety, and political par-

ticipation for a population that is severely marginalized, criminalized, and routinely 

brutalized often deprive us of opportunities to step back and question our vision 

and our methods of achieving it. Too often, I fear, trans activism has borrowed stra-

tegies from the most well- funded, well- publicized lesbian and gay rights work with 

an assumption of its success and a blindness to its shortcomings in our attempts to 

take up opportunities to forward our work. Drawing on existing analyses about move-

ment frameworks for guiding work toward concrete anti- oppression visions, I hope 

to propose some compass points to navigate through the thorny territory in which we 

engage work that is vital for the survival of trans people.

In my analysis, I borrow from the framework laid out by Chela Sandoval in Meth-
odology of the Oppressed.6 Utilizing Sandoval’s analysis of fi ve forms of consciousness 

that have emerged as useful tactics in social justice movements in the last half century, 

I examine how her suggestion that “differential consciousness” is the paradigm that 

best allows movements to draw on the strength of other narratives of resistance and 

utilize these effectively while guided by a concrete commitment to anti- oppression. I 

focus on three examples relevant to current struggles engaged by trans activists: the 

2005 passage of the Real ID Act, the push for gender identity to be included in the 

Local Law Enforcement Enhancement Act (passed by the Senate with gender iden-

tity included in 2005), and the current (2006) negotiations taking place in New York 

City to eliminate the city’s practice of placing transgender women in men’s homeless 

shelters. Using these three examples as starting points, I propose a set of criteria for 

trans activists, that combined with the development of clear visions of what we want 

the world to look like, can help to assess the anti- oppression potential of various polit-

ical acts and campaigns which can be approached using the differential tactic.

Four Forms of Oppositional Consciousness

In Methodology of the Oppressed, Sandoval identifi es the desire of subordinated classes 

to fi nd subjective forms of resistance other than those determined by the social order 

itself (54). Sandoval provides a useful analytical framework for understanding the 

various forms of resistance- consciousness engaged commonly by social movements 

in the US. She outlines four forms or tactics used by social movements, describing 

how fractures within movements often come from battles between groups utilizing 

one form or another and seeing it as the exclusive strategy that should be used (44). 

She then articulates a fi fth form, “differential consciousness,” that she sees practiced 
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in US third- world feminism and that shifts the paradigm, recognizing the usefulness 

of all of the other forms without privileging any one. She suggests that differential 

consciousness provides a new model for social- movement work that opens up new 

possibilities for effective coalitional work that is essential for resistance movements 

operating in a climate of postmodern transnationalization (54).

Sandoval seeks to create a science of oppositional ideology, identifying forms of 

“ideology in opposition that can be generated and coordinated by those classes self-

 consciously seeking effective liberatory stances in relation to the dominant social 

order” (43, 44). Her theory builds on the work of Althusser, acknowledging that the 

citizen- subject always speaks from within ideology, but can also learn to “identify, 

develop, and control the means of ideology . . . [to] marshal the knowledge necessary 

to ‘break with ideology’” (44). Her analysis identifi es fi ve principal categories around 

which oppositional consciousness is organized, which movements use to transform 

power relations, which she calls “equal rights,” “revolutionary,” “supremacist,” “sep-

aratist,” and “differential” (44). For her central example, she focuses on feminist 

movements during the 1970s and 1980s to elucidate the fi ve forms of consciousness, 

but contends that all US liberation movements active during the latter half of the 

twentieth century included expression of these fi ve.

Sandoval articulates the fi rst four forms of resistance  consciousness:

1  Equal rights form: This form says, “we are the same as you.” “Aesthetically, the 

equal rights mode of consciousness seeks duplication, politically it seeks integra-

tion, psychically, it seeks assimilation” (56). This form of consciousness articulates 

that differences between the oppressed group and the dominant group have been 

over- emphasized, and that the oppressed group should be given an opportunity to 

access citizenship as it is currently defi ned within the dominant system.

2  Revolutionary form: This form argues that assimilation of differences is not 

possible within the confi nes of the present social order. It articulates a need to 

restructure society to change what is affi rmed and valued at a deeper level than the 

equality form. Its ultimate aim is to move society away from domination/subordi-

nation power axes.

3  Supremacist form: In this form, oppressed groups assert that their differences 

have provided them access to a higher evolutionary level, and an elevated ethical 

and moral position than those who hold social power.

4  Separatist form: The goal of this form is “to protect and nurture the differences 

that defi ne its practitioners through their complete separation from the dominant 

social order” (56).

The equal rights form and the revolutionary form have more publicly vied for atten-

tion and created more oft- repeated confl icts among activists challenging heterosexism. 

The marriage and military inclusion debates are both useful examples of these splits. 

The best funded, national, legal and legislation- focused gay and lesbian7 organizations 

have supported these two central agenda items, focused on a notion that gays and 

lesbians should be included in the institutions of marriage and the military. Argu-

ments have centered on the fact that “our families are just like yours” or “we can 

perform military service honorably just like straight people.” The benefi ts laid out by 
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advocates of these positions have focused on how inclusion in these institutions would 

provide gays and lesbians with both economic opportunity (employment in the mili-

tary or access to shared insurance benefi ts and other economic trappings of marriage) 

as well as signify a symbolic shift in the perception of gays and lesbians. Marriage and 

military service are seen as keys to full citizenship recognition, allowing gays and les-

bians to claim citizenship equally through military service and to be recognized in 

family formations viewed as equal to heterosexual  marriages.

Activists working to end sexual- orientation oppression but opposed to these agendas 

have utilized the revolutionary form, arguing that the institutions of marriage and 

the military themselves perpetuate heteronormativity and demanding that “queer” 

activist vision be expanded to end state sanctioning of certain family forms (and its 

converse punishment of others) and to overturn the traditionally masculinist and het-

erosexist institution of the military.8 These activists argue that seeking inclusion in 

these institutions further legitimizes the institutions and enhances the marginaliza-

tion of those who remain excluded,9 undermines opportunities to make coalition with 

other communities harmed by these institutions in order to seek out broader change, 

and sells out the broader promise of queer disruption of hetero norms that operate to 

oppress queers and other oppressed groups.

The debates between those utilizing an equality- focused oppositional conscious-

ness and those utilizing a revolutionary- focused oppositional consciousness have 

been central to internal discussions in lesbian and gay activist spaces regarding these 

two agenda items, and have highlighted essential differences in vision that have often 

coincided with race, gender, and class differences. The equality vision was perhaps 

best articulated in Andrew Sullivan’s controversial statement “After we get gay mar-

riage and a few other things, let’s pack up the whole movement and go home.”10 This 

vision sees a world where sexual- orientation differences are downplayed, and state 

policies do not differentiate between gays and lesbians and straight people. The 

“queer” consciousness vision includes a deeper set of changes, including an end to 

state privileging of certain sexual and familial relationships over others such that 

people can form families and have sex how they want without certain fi nancial pen-

alties or incentives ensuing. It also includes an undermining of militarism, and an 

end to a military–industrial complex that has included tactics of sexual violence both 

within its ranks and through sexual exploitation and abuse of people targeted by the 

US around the world. In recent years, publicity about these debates, even in lesbian 

and gay circles, has receded with increased pressure to present a unifi ed front in the 

face of successful counter- moves by the Right wing that have increased expulsions of 

lesbians and gay men (particularly lesbians of color11) from the military and resulted 

in ballot measures that not only preemptively bar recognition of same- sex mar-

riage but, in some cases, undermine existing parental rights of same- sex partners.12

However, the underlying tension between strategies focused on accessing institutions 

key to current understandings of citizenship, and strategies focused on restructuring 

society to eliminate oppressive hierarchies, remain central to debates about issue pri-

orities for eliminating  heterosexism.
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The Fifth Form: Differential Consciousness

The four forms described above, according to Sandoval, have been utilized success-

fully by US social movements for the last fi fty years. However, they have also created 

divisions within movements, like those described in the marriage/military exam-

ples, because groups within movements have believed that these forms are mutually 

exclusive, and battled bitterly over which form is appropriate. Sandoval offers the 

“differential” form as the  alternative.

Sandoval describes that the “differential consciousness” form is different from the 

others, and operates as a kaleidoscope of the others, “a kinetic motion that maneuvers, 

poetically transfi gures, and orchestrates while demanding alienation, perversion, and 

reformation in both spectators and practitioners.” For Sandoval, it is the new subject 

position suggested by Althusser that can function both within and beyond dominant 

ideology (44). Sandoval fi nds the expression of differential consciousness in the US 

third- world feminism of the 1970s and 1980s.

Sandoval paints the history of feminists of color responding to the white femi-

nist movement of the 1970s and 1980s with critical analysis about the homogeneity 

demanded by a movement that exclusively examined gender as a vector of oppression. 

She describes how feminists of color named this phenomenon by articulating that the 

experiences of women of color were neither like those of white women nor those of 

men of color, and suggesting that women of color existed in the “interstices between 

normalized social categories” or as another gender category altogether. This analysis 

“insist[s] on the recognition of a third, divergent, and supplementary category for 

social identity” which Sandoval calls an “in- between space,” and a “third gender cat-

egory” (46–7). The push for “unity” by white feminists, focusing exclusively on their 

oppression as women and denying any intersectional analysis, erased the signifi cance 

of racism and white supremacy. The challenges women of color brought to this erasure 

were often ignored, their analysis dismissed as merely descriptive of their experience 

but not as a paradigm shift in oppositional consciousness (47). The white feminist 

movement’s “inability to reconcile in any meaningful way the challenges lodged by 

US feminists of color indicated a structural defi ciency within feminist praxis” (50).

To explore how women of color developed differential consciousness as a new form 

of oppositional consciousness, Sandoval turns to Aida Hurtado and Cherrie Mora-

ga’s work. Hurtado and Moraga contend that women of color are like guerrilla fi ghters 

trained by doing everyday battle with the state apparatus to survive (59- 60). This 

struggle requires constant evaluation of whom to trust and ally with, what to say and 

do, utilization of sometimes contradictory strategies and narratives to survive. The 

connections between women of color articulated by these writers, which are connec-

tions across culture, language, race, sexual orientation, and class, are ones that do 

not require similar solutions to the problems of oppression, but rather see all tac-

tical positionings as, in the words of Audre Lorde “a fund of necessary polarities 

between which our creativities spark like a dialectic.” In this differential form, the 

various ideological stands are viewed as “potential tactics drawn from a never- ending 

interventionary fund, the contents of which remobilizes power” (60). Differential 

consciousness emerges from the survival skill of
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being able to commit to a well- defi ned structure of identity for one hour, day, week, 

month, year; transform that identity according to the requisites of another oppositional 

ideological tactic if readings of power’s formation require it; . . . to recognize alliance 

with others committed to egalitarian social relations . . . when these other readings of 

power call of alternative oppositional stands. (60)

Differential consciousness undermines the paradigm upon which the other four 

forms rest, in that it privileges none of these forms, but instead creates “conscious-

ness- in- resistance” which Sandoval argues is “particularly effective under global 

late- capitalist and postmodern cultural conditions” (55). Without the kind of analysis 

provided by the differential form, which

shatter[s] the construction of any one ideology as the single most correct site where 

truth can be represented, . . . any “liberation” or social movement eventually becomes 

destined to repeat the oppressive authoritarianism from which it is attempting to free 

itself, and become trapped inside a drive for truth that ends only in producing its own 

brand of dominations. (59)

The differential is a “tactical subjectivity,” utilizing various forms to move power. The 

differential is about traveling across worlds of meaning, shuttling between systems 

of understanding identity, and engaging narratives strategically with an underlying 

ethical commitment to equalize power between social constituencies as its guide (61). 

Differential consciousness sees all four tactics, equality, revolutionary, supremacist 

and separatist consciousness, as technologies of power to be utilized, as “transform-

able social narratives that are designed to intervene in reality for the sake of social 

justice”(61). It abandons the quest for a single narrative of identity and power, and 

engages non- narrative, whereby “narrative is viewed as only a means to an end – the 

end of domination” (63). Sandoval argues that the differential form opens new pos-

sibilities for coalitional consciousness, allowing “affi nities inside of difference [to] 

attract, combine, and relate new constituencies into coalitions of resistance” (63).

Equality and Revolutionary Consciousness in Trans Politics

It is diffi cult to study the law and have radical politics, or be a radical lawyer, without 

bumping up against diffi cult questions about reforming systems of oppression versus 

overturning them. Frequently, legal rights- focused work within anti- oppression move-

ments centrally articulates the equality form discussed above, utilizing long- critiqued 

formal legal understandings of “discrimination” to attempt to remedy oppression.13

Critical race theorists have provided extensive analysis of the limits of formal legal 

equality approaches to white supremacy for achieving meaningful redistribution of 

power. The history of the eroding of the legal gains of the civil rights movement, 

the women’s movement, and the disability rights movement over the last few decades 

demonstrates the limited reach of formal legal equality to remedy the racism, sexism 

and ableism that are still rampant in the US.14 Movement activists commonly note 

that US law’s structure focuses on individual plaintiffs, is often incapable of conceiv-

ing oppression that occurs against whole communities or populations, and usually 
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results in remedies that provide the narrowest possible framework of change. Addi-

tionally, the legal profession is dominated by white people with economic privilege in 

positions of power, and legal recourse remains mostly inaccessible to poor people due 

to the expense of legal representation and the continued cuts to free legal  services.

As trans activists build resistance strategies and organize resources for change, we 

need frameworks for asking essential questions about how to go about our work in the 

current cultural and political conditions. I come to these questions with a strong cri-

tique of the limited vision of the equality framework offered up by the most visible 

and well- funded lesbian and gay organizations, and with a belief that for trans activ-

ists to be effective we should use the history of the lesbian and gay rights movement 

as instructive but not as a roadmap for our activist work. I am interested in think-

ing about how we can identify the places where utilizing narratives derived from 

equality consciousness can be helpful, and also recognize the limits of restricting our-

selves to the vision allowed by that framework. This conversation can disrupt the false 

division that exists frequently in arguments between activists utilizing the four dif-

ferent tactics described by Sandoval, which often posit equality frameworks as the 

only “viable” approach to social change and suggest that any stronger claims or more 

radical visions of the world are idealistic and impossible. I would suggest, instead, 

that while equality narratives have a central role in strategies for social change in 

the current political climate, without a vision for broader change and a commit-

ment to avoid “reforms” that violate that vision, we stand to gain nothing more than 

a retrenchment of current systems of domination with slight adjustments to increase 

inclusion of only the most privileged and least vulnerable people affected by homo-

phobia and  transphobia.

A central critique leveled at the equality tactic’s use in the feminist movement has 

been that its singular focus on gender- universalized white women’s experience as 

“women’s experience” (45). Feminist writers of color suggested that if gender were the 

only category of oppression under analysis, a “female- dominated white America”15

was the vision being promoted by white feminism, a vision deeply unsatisfactory to 

feminists of color (46). Critiques of the universalization of white womanhood were 

often met with charges that women of color were being “divisive” of the  movement.

Similar critiques of single- vector politics have consistently been leveled at the 

lesbian-  and gay- rights movement, and those offering critiques have frequently been 

called divisive as well. Ian Barnard’s provocative 1996 article, “Fuck Community or 

Why I Support Gay- Bashing” discusses this phenomenon. Barnard identifi es lesbian 

and gay politics as well as queer politics as white- centered, noting

Any US politics, no matter how coalitional its compass, that identifi es itself in terms of 

gender and/or sexual orientation only (“lesbian separatism,” “Queer Nation,” “Lesbian 

and Gay Studies”) will be a white- centered and dominated politics, since only white 

people in this society can afford to see their race as unmarked, as an irrelevant or subor-

dinate category of  analysis.16

Barnard expresses rage at the charges of divisiveness leveled at anyone who critiques 

the unifying narrative of white lesbian/gay/queer experience. He illustrates this 

approach with a quote from a white trans woman writing about queer politics in a San 

Diego gay newspaper. Connie Norman writes:
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All right folks, don’t you think it is just about time that we started circling the wagons? 

And I don’t really give a shit if “indigenous peoples” object to my use of the phrase 

“circle the wagons” or not. I don’t give one whit if that phrase comes from the domi-

nating white imperialist culture and therefore is racist in connotation and is the tool of 

language that western culture has used to dominate and oppress people of color and on 

and on and politically correct this and multiculturalism that, I’m just sick of it!

When in the hell are we going to come together as a community and start fi ghting our 

real enemy, homohatred!17

No doubt Norman’s opinion that an analysis of racism and imperialism is irrelevant to 

the unity needed by queer and trans communities to fi ght oppression is more explicit 

than what usually gets said. However, the essence of her message, and the questions 

it raises about the breadth of the vision of movements focused on ending oppression 

against queer and trans people, is all too familiar. These conversations have continually 

emerged regarding what the priorities of LGBT organizations should be;18 what our 

requirements for endorsement should be of candidates who vote for anti- discrimination 

laws or family recognition for queer families but otherwise vote for oppressive poli-

cies;19 what categories of discrimination we will or won’t include in legislation;20 what 

relationships our organizations should have to corporations that do harmful things 

in the world;21 who should be in leadership of sexual- orientation or gender- identity-

 focused organizations;22 and whether or not poor, homeless and youth populations of 

queer and trans people should have access to space in the  “gayborhood.”23

A central question that critiques of single issues LGBT politics have raised is “Who 

benefi ts from the victories of a single- issue queer and/or trans politics?” Critics have 

argued that the limits of the vision of gay and lesbian (and sometimes bi and trans) 

equality espoused by single- issue activism can only yield benefi ts that can be accessed 

by those who already possess racial and economic privilege. Because the agenda fails 

to challenge a broader realm of oppressions affecting queer and trans poor people, 

people of color, immigrants, and others targeted by state violence and maldistribu-

tion of wealth and power, it is only a quest for people who possess privilege but for 

their sexual orientation and/or gender identity to become equal with others who 

possess those same privileges. It has been framed as a quest for those with adequate 

access to housing and employment to maintain it despite being queer or trans, for 

those with access to private health insurance to be able to share it with their same-

 sex partners, for those with citizenship status to be able to share with their same- sex 

partners, for those who feel protected by the criminal justice system to have access to 

its processes to punish those who harm them, etc.24 Given the conditions of late cap-

italism under which we live, where wealth continues to become more concentrated 

and poverty more widespread domestically and globally, the wisdom of a strategy that 

wins rights and protections for a shrinking class of securely housed, employed, and 

state- protected queer and trans people remains dubious at best.25

This critique of the limits of the formal equality sought by single- vector move-

ments has a great deal of resonance for current discussions of trans politics, and 

the questions I outlined at the beginning regarding the scope of the vision of trans 

 liberation.

I want to examine three examples of where these issues emerge from recent trans 

political history in order to trace how the questions Sandoval raises about the  shortfalls 
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of single- vector politics are playing out in trans contexts, and to examine the utility of 

the differential tactic for work to end the coercive systems of gender.

The Local Law Enforcement Enhancement Act of 2005

In 2005, trans activists lauded as a major victory the House passage of the Local Law 

Enforcement Enhancement Act of 2005 (LLEEA). This legislation would put in place 

a federal hate crimes law, and activists celebrated the fact that the version passed by 

the House included gender identity in its laundry list of categories of bias motiva-

tion targeted by the law.26 This law would provide grants to states to enhance their 

investigations and prosecutions of bias- motivated crimes and make it possible for the 

federal government to investigate and prosecute hate crimes that they determine are 

not being adequately investigated by local authorities.27 For proponents of the law, 

namely the National Center for Transgender Equality and the Human Rights Cam-

paign (HRC), its signifi cance lay both in its actual purpose and in the fact that, if 

passed, it would be the fi rst federal legislation explicitly extending the protection of 

oppressed groups to include gender identity as a  category.

Queer and trans activists and organizations who oppose hate crimes legislation have 

offered a critique of this approach, suggesting that hate crimes laws enhance the pun-

ishing power of the criminal justice system, which targets people of color and poor 

people and disproportionately punishes queer and trans people.28 According to this 

analysis, placing reliance on the criminal justice system to resolve violence against 

queer and trans people misunderstands the operation of this violence in our culture 

by focusing attention on individual perpetrators rather than the systemic condi-

tions of oppression that result in widespread violence against our communities at the 

hands of the state, especially those who are targeted by police or who are incarcerated. 

This reframing of the question of violence suggests that enhancing the power of the 

criminal justice system further endangers, rather than protects, sexual and gender 

outsiders, especially since there is no evidence to suggest that hate crimes laws operate 

as a deterrent to crimes motivated by bias. Further, the campaigns to pass these laws 

promote the idea that homophobic and transphobic violence is primarily an issue of 

individual violent people, rather than systemic conditions that endanger the survival 

of queer and trans people. Critics have suggested that it is specifi cally a white per-

spective that has prioritized hate crimes laws as a primary strategy in queer and trans 

politics, informed by the experiences of white and upper- class people who see the 

criminal justice system and the police in a favorable light and seek protection through 

them. Conversely, queer and trans people of color and poor people, who may be tar-

geted by police and experience the violence of the criminal justice system in their 

personal lives or through family or loved ones, are less likely to view the enhancement 

of this system as a means to safety from  violence.

Interestingly, when it came time for the LLEEA to go to the vote in the Senate, 

back- room brokering between the Human Rights Campaign and the bill’s Senate 

sponsors resulted in the elimination of “gender identity” from the bill. This was not 

an enormous shock to trans advocates. Given HRC’s long history of excluding gender 

identity from the Employment Non- Discrimination Act, many questioned the depth 
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of HRC’s committment to trans inclusion. In fact, battles about whether or not gender 

identity should be included in bills that address sexual orientation issues have been 

a divisive issue in many places, with gay- run groups often arguing that cutting out 

gender identity is the only way to get a bill passed and displacing blame onto elected 

offi cials, and trans people asking why this is a legitimate bargaining chip and whether 

there is another strategy that could yield different results.29

The story of the LLEEA, including the analysis of its critics and the ultimate 

exclusion of gender identity provide a location to examine the applicability of San-

doval’s model to trans politics. The critique of hate crimes laws articulated above 

highlights the equality form vs. revolutionary form divide examined by Sandoval. The 

proponents of hate crimes laws utilize an equality framework in choosing to seek these 

laws as their solution to violence. The message of the campaigns for hate crimes laws 

is “We’re human, we deserve to be protected from what the culture has defi ned as 

violence as much as anyone else.” The campaigns typically focus attention on white 

victims of hate violence, like Matthew Shepard and Brandon Teena, and draw on sym-

pathy from those outside the community who can recognize the pain of these victims 

who are oh- so- similar to them but for their sexual orientation or gender  identity.

 Opponents of hate crime laws demand a broader reform, suggesting that oppres-

sion cannot meaningfully be undermined within the current understanding of violence 

and crime propagated by the criminal justice system. They see homophobic and 

trans phobic violence as inherent to the current criminal justice system and broadly 

practiced by the state in other realms, and they promote a vision of change informed by 

the experiences of those most vulnerable to the multifaceted oppression of the state.

The divide between these two forms of oppositional consciousness, as Sandoval 

explains, yields charges of “divisiveness” in part because each viewpoint sees its 

own position as mutually exclusive of the other. From the perspective of proponents 

of hate crime laws, this kind of incremental change, having gender identity named 

in a federal law and having federal law recognize the humanity of trans people and 

name us for protection, is an essential step toward other changes. Changing the whole 

system is unrealistic, and especially in the current political climate it makes sense to 

align with the popularity of “law and order” approaches to social problems to win any 

gains. From the revolutionary perspective, buying into racist, sexist, homophobic, and 

transphobic criminal justice approaches to transphobia and homophobia stands both 

to hurt individual queer and trans people and to strengthen a system that oppresses 

us, while offering no relief from the violence we suffer.

The ultimate exclusion of trans people from the LLEEA I would ascribe to the 

political expediency that is often a feature of the equality form, as has been repeat-

edly demonstrated by the HRC. Their primary concern remains centered on issues of 

sexual orientation, and the battles over “inclusion” of people who experience society’s 

wrath and repulsion because of our violations of gender norms in addition to norms of 

sexual orientation (or as confl ated by culture with violation of norms of sexual orien-

tation) have not yet expanded their narrow single- issue politics. Their agenda focuses 

on the narrow issue of whether gays and lesbians are equally human with straight 

people, and their continued exclusion of trans people underscores their wavering 

commitment to the humanity of trans people. The rhetoric again focuses on incre-

mentalism and expediency – we should take our chance to get something passed now, 
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we’ll come back for you later. Interestingly, the HRC has actually never passed a single 

federal law, despite being the most well- funded LGB organization in the country, 

which begs the question of whether political expediency is, in fact, being served.

The Real ID Act

A second location through which to view the operation of these forms of resistance 

consciousness in queer and trans politics is the passage of the Real ID Act in 2005. 

This new law is part of a slew of “War on Terror” law and policy changes targeted to 

further marginalize and criminalize immigrants. It was passed amid a fl urry of news 

coverage about how terrorists could use false information to get driver’s licenses. The 

Real ID Act accomplishes two major feats worth mentioning here. First, it increases 

barriers to asylum applications. The Real ID Act changes the asylum process to allow 

asylum offi cers to demand that an applicant get corroborating evidence of their per-

secution from their home government. It also reduces the ability of judges to question 

the asylum offi cers’ judgment of an applicant’s credibility, thereby making it harder 

for an applicant who has been treated unfairly to successfully appeal.30 Additionally, 

the Real ID Act functionally accomplishes the creation of a national identifi cation 

card, a move too politically unpopular to approach directly. It does this by creating 

uniform standards for Departments of Motor Vehicles (DMVs) across the country, 

demanding that all states make their DMV IDs the same in order to have those IDs 

be treated as “federal ID” for the purposes of entering federal buildings, boarding 

planes, etc. The law creates federal standards for what type of documents may be used 

to support an application for an ID and requires that states make electronic copies of 

all the documents used to support the application. These electronic copies will then 

be part of a national database available to law enforcement  offi cials.

The implications of these changes for queer and trans people are especially signifi -

cant. Asylum is an important avenue of immigration for many queer and trans people 

who come to the United States after facing more severe violence and persecution in 

their home countries based on sexual orientation or gender identity. Further, changes 

in ID that reduce states’ ability to make their own rules and require the collection of 

documentation into a national database may have a very signifi cant effect on trans-

gender people. Currently, DMV policies vary widely across the country regarding 

sex designation change, often based on what kinds of state and local activism trans-

gender advocates have been able to accomplish. In some states, persons can change 

their gender on their DMV ID only if they can demonstrate that they have undergone 

genital surgery. In others, they may change their ID if they can show that they’ve 

changed a birth certifi cate. In others, only a letter from a doctor is required stating 

that they are transgender and their license should be changed to refl ect their current 

gender. This patchwork of policies is unfair and arbitrary, and it endangers the safety 

and well- being of many transgender people. However, it is far better than a national 

policy that, depending on how it is implemented, might roll back rights and establish 

a national standard that comports with the current worst state standards, or worse 

yet forbids sex designation change altogether.31 Further, the placement of documents 

used in an application for a state driver’s license into a national database stands to have 
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signifi cant implications for trans people, who often submit letters about very private 

medical treatment as well as documents that list former identities as part of these 

application processes. For example, a person seeking a driver’s license might submit 

a birth certifi cate that bears their old name and birth gender, a name change decree 

from a court, and a letter from a medical provider or surgeon discussing why their 

license should refl ect a different gender than their birth certifi cate refl ects. Having 

all of this available to any state or federal agent who can swipe the magnetic strip on 

the back of a license greatly increases the vulnerability of trans people and reduces 

our ability to determine to whom we want to disclose our transgender identities or 

histories. For many, the police are the people we would be most afraid to know this 

information about us.32

Using the analysis laid out above regarding single- vector politics in the LGBT 

context, we can examine how the passage of the Real ID Act, which was a focus of 

much concerted political resistance by many movements on the Left, failed to emerge 

as a “gay issue” in 2005. Post- passage there has been some response to and discus-

sion of the Act, in the form of a few conference panels in some queer political spaces. 

However, overall, this was never and remains not a concern of queer politics nationally, 

as embodied in the well- resourced gay political agendas of the major  organizations.

Analysis about the failure of the best resourced gay and lesbian organizations 

to take up issues of central concern to trans people, people of color, poor people, 

immigrants, and others who are most highly vulnerable to state homophobia and 

transphobia is not new. It has been applied to the long gay silence surrounding welfare 

reform, the occupation of Iraq, the expansion of the prison industrial complex, home-

lessness, and countless other issues. Divides have emerged around these issues, 

particularly when they become highly visible marginalizations such as the rejection of 

plans for a queer youth homeless shelter in San Francisco’s gayborhood, the Castro, 

or the expulsion of queer and trans youth of color from the Christopher Street piers 

in New York by a coalition of gay, lesbian and straight upper- class  residents.

Choices about what to put on the “gay agenda” are actually choices about who the 

constituency of the gay rights movement is and about the ultimate visionary goals of 

this movement. The revolutionary consciousness- minded critics of a gay politics that 

is silent (with a little dash of patriotism thrown in for fl avor) on these issues argue 

that the vision of the gay rights movement articulated by the marriage/hate- crimes-

 statutes/military/ENDA agenda is fundamentally unsatisfying, because its strategies 

interrogate only articulations of “discrimination” on the basis of sexual orientation, 

but have no deeper redistributionist aim. This single- vector politics fails to make a 

broader or more disruptive claim than “our identity group is human.”

Possibilities of Differential Consciousness for Trans Politics

The moment in national trans politics framed by 2005’s stories about the Real ID Act 

and the LLEEA provides an illustration of the operations of equality consciousness 

(the dominant strategy being pursued by the most well- resourced LGB(T?) organ-

izations) and its revolutionary consciousness- minded critics. While on the national 

stage, public debate about the strategies and tactics of the LGB(T?) rights movement 
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has all but disappeared, with equality tactics becoming the dominant framework, 

within movement spaces and among theorists of queer and trans politics the divides 

are all too visible. Within trans politics, specifi cally, these questions are emerging 

with great force, as trans struggles become increasingly institutionalized and familiar 

questions about priorities, leadership, and exclusion come to the fore.

Differential consciousness can offer us an alternative to a repetition of the famil-

iar equality–revolutionary debates that often emerge as incrementalism and political 

expediency versus idealism, as it is framed by equality advocates, or legitimization of 

oppressive institutions versus deep meaningful reform, as it is framed by revolutionary 

advocates. An example of this type of debate is the ongoing discussion about reforming 

health care systems to include coverage of trans health. In her recent book Sex Change, 
Social Change, as well as in a speech to the 2005 Gay and Lesbian Medical Associa-

tion Conference in Montreal, Viviane Namaste offered her critique of efforts by trans 

advocates to secure the inclusion of trans health care in insurance benefi ts.33 Namaste 

looked at the successful 2001 campaign by San Francisco trans activists to get the city 

to cover transgender health care in the health benefi ts provided to city employees. 

Namaste charges that the celebration of the victory of this campaign, as discussed in a 

2001 article by James Green, an activist working for the change, undermines struggles 

for universal health care, and is a strategic mistake because it only reifi es a system of 

health care in which a narrow segment of the population has access to health insurance 

through employment.34 For Namaste, viewing the campaign through the revolution-

ary consciousness framework, fi ghting for a change in the terms of health insurance 

policies that protect a few people only strengthens a system that deprives health care 

to most people, and represents a mis- prioritization of American trans activists, who 

would better spend time joining the fi ght for universal health care that will benefi t 

those with least access to health care of all kinds. 

For activists engaged in struggles to include trans health care in health insurance 

programs, Namaste’s critique misses the multiple benefi ts of this incremental step. 

Nick Gorton, a trans medical expert and physician working on similar campaigns 

nationally, has argued that the real victory of the San Francisco campaign is not in 

the admittedly limited number of people who benefi t from this policy, but rather in 

its role as an essential instance of government recognition of the legitimacy of trans 

health care.35 Dr Gorton identifi es himself as a proponent of universal health care and 

also as an activist focused on access to health care for poor people and people in state 

custody. Dr Gorton sees victories like that of the San Francisco advocates as essen-

tial to building an ongoing case that the state should be responsible for providing this 

care, a point still hotly contested in a context where states have explicit exclusions 

of trans health care from Medicaid coverage and most trans prisoners, foster youth, 

and juvenile offenders are still routinely denied access to hormones and other gender-

 related care. Each victory, in his view, contributes to building a case for the inclusion 

of this kind of health care in various existing programs now, and, increases the pos-

sibility that when the US adopts a universal health care system, trans care will be 

included, a battle still being fought in many Canadian provinces and EU nations.36

Debates like this are occurring across trans politics on many familiar questions: 

Should gender identity disorder be removed from the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 

of Mental Disorders (DSM) because it pathologizes gender variance or is it a vital tool 
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for trans health coverage? Should attorneys utilize disability discrimination claims 

in trans cases because they are more readily received by courts than gender discrim-

ination claims, or should they be avoided because they rely on medical evidence that 

depicts gender identity in a way that excludes many trans people’s experiences? Should 

attorneys fi ght for recognition of marriage rights for heterosexual couples involving one 

trans partner, or work toward abolishing marriage laws that privilege some trans people 

in areas of immigration, health care access, and family recognition? Should trans activ-

ists fi ght for prison reforms to increase the safety of incarcerated trans people, or focus 

energies solely on prison abolition because all reform strengthens the prison system and 

directs more resources toward the creation and maintenance of  prisons?

Differential consciousness as a mode of analysis offers us an option beyond the 

either/or of equality vs. revolutionary, and hopefully could move us beyond the “sell-

 out/unrealistic idealist” name- calling game. The differential offers a possibility for 

engaging in tactical resistance that releases activists from overcommitment to the 

various truth claims underlying the other four positions outlined by Sandoval, instead 

focusing on an underlying commitment to anti- oppression. Differential conscious-

ness is particularly appealing given the conditions of trans survival and trans activism 

that create conditions for shared analysis with US third- world feminists. Trans people 

battle consistently against state violence, which both causes and results from our dis-

proportionate poverty and incarceration. As gender outsiders, trans people face lack 

of recognition by the government, inability to access ID and other basic necessities 

that permit employment, and misclassifi cation in the shelters, group homes, jails and 

prisons in which we are overrepresented. 

The history of our resistance shows continual rejection from our communities of 

origin and activist movements, being labeled as sexists with “male privilege” by some 

wings of white feminism;37 being marginalized and erased as unassimilable by the 

mainstream gay and lesbian rights movement; and facing continued interaction with 

a medical establishment that seeks to disappear us either by denying us trans health 

care or providing it on condition that we strive to pass as non- trans people post-

 transition.38 Trans survival necessitates the utilization of multiple narratives about 

our identities, our beliefs regarding gender and our bodies, our sexual practices and 

proclivities, our relationships to family, and the other information that culture con-

tinually demands or forces we alternately disclose and deny. We may be read as male 

on the subway, female at the welfare offi ce, male at the airport, female at the clinic, 

freakishly gendered in the prison, dangerously gendered in the shelter. To survive 

our day- to- day interactions with the various institutions of power that classify us dif-

ferently and respond to us with simultaneous sexism and transphobia, in addition to 

the racism, xenophobia, ableism, and ageism that the most vulnerable trans people 

face, we are often required to alternate between varying and contradictory narratives 

about our own experience and identity as needed. Sandoval describes how the differ-

ential emerges from the experiences of women of color facing violence at the hands of 

the state and deftly resisting by utilizing multiple forms of consciousness. These con-

ditions resonate in many trans experiences, particularly the experiences of those who 

are most overexposed to police and state violence and control: poor people, people of 

color, immigrants, and incarcerated people.

Differential consciousness also fi ts into a broader picture of trans survival in the 
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context of activism. While differences regarding how gender should be viewed and 

discussed, why people are transgender, and how transgender people should approach 

our lives and our stories exist and manifest in much confl ict in trans communities, 

trans activists are also familiar with working together across these differences with 

other trans people who share common goals. I have worked in dozens of trans activist 

spaces and campaigns where people who understood their identity through a post-

modern gender deconstructive frame worked closely with others who experienced 

being trans as a mental- health impairment as well as others who understood their 

trans identity to be a genetic trait. The differences in these views (and so many others) 

can certainly cause irreparable confl ict on some issues, but frequently trans people 

with varying understandings of gender and their own lives have been able to agree to 

a shared narrative and strategy for accomplishing a goal that stood to benefi t all trans 

people, such as medical access, ID access, or increasing sensitivity and awareness in a 

key institution. Additionally, we frequently are able to utilize these varying and con-

fl icting views as tactics to achieve the changes we seek.

One recent example of the differential at work in trans policy reform negotiations 

occurred in the campaign for homeless shelter access for trans people in New York 

City. New York City’s Department of Homeless Services (DHS) has no written policy 

about the placement of transgender people in its shelters.39 It consistently places trans 

people according to birth gender, and transfers trans people to shelters that comport 

with their birth gender if they pass well enough to get through intake in their current 

gender and then are discovered to be trans later. Former shelter residents, particu-

larly trans women, report rape and sexual harassment in men’s shelters where they are 

placed. The result is that many trans homeless people are afraid to enter the shelter 

system, and remain street homeless and ineligible for DHS’ longer- term housing pro-

grams. Activists have been drawing the city’s attention to this problem for at least a 

decade, without achieving policy change. In 2003, a new coalition of activists began 

a negotiation with DHS, with the goal of establishing a policy that would make self-

 identifi cation and safety of trans people the basis for determining placement in the 

shelter system. Meetings between representatives from the Sylvia Rivera Law Project, 

the New York City Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender Community Services Center, 

Queers for Economic Justice, and DHS occurred over the next two years, often under 

hostile conditions with DHS vacillating between refusal to ever change its practices or 

create a formal policy and suggesting it might do so. The counterarguments of DHS 

were the predictable ones: (1) non- trans women will be uncomfortable if trans women 

who haven’t had genital surgery or “look like men” are in shelters with them and we 

have to respect their rights; (2) we won’t be able to tell who is really trans and who is 

faking it in order to be in women’s shelters; (3) this isn’t really a problem; (4) our com-

puter system is old and gender cannot be changed on it. At times they would suggest 

that they might be willing to allow trans women into women’s shelters based on how 

feminine their appearances were or based on genital surgery. 

The coalition took apart DHS’ position again and again, describing that surgical 

status was irrelevant and created a class bar that homeless people could rarely pass, 

that homeless people frequently had few opportunities to feminize their appearances, 

that it was unethical to allow misunderstandings about trans women on the part of 

other women in shelters to determine the access of trans women, and that fraudu-
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lent or sexually violent intentions of some people should not determine a policy for a 

highly vulnerable group of homeless people. The underlying issue in the negotiations 

was usually stalling and mistrust, sometimes resulting in outright discussions between 

DHS’ attorneys and myself about the fact that they fundamentally did not believe we 

could ever win a lawsuit on the issue and therefore were unwilling to make a change. 

In 2005 the coalition broadened its reach, meeting with a variety of LGBT and 

poverty organizations and drafting a letter to the mayor about the continued failure 

of DHS to make change on an issue that had been identifi ed by the mayor as signifi -

cant. Miraculously, this letter prompted immediate action from DHS, who took all 

the model policies the coalition had provided from jurisdictions in the US and Canada 

and drafted a very conservative version. At our next meeting, they read us the prime 

points of their draft policy in a defensive tone, letting us know that they felt their trust 

had been violated by us going above them, and that they were not interested in working 

together on the policy. The policy included some of the more anti- trans and anti-

 homeless elements from the sample policies we had shared. These included putting in 

some version of the language used by San Francisco’s policy that states “Clients may 

not go back and forth in gender identifi cation for the sole purpose of obtaining shelter 

space.”40 During the meetings, the coalition members utilized varying arguments to 

counter the resistance to change presented by DHS that sometimes could be catego-

rized as equality consciousness positions and sometimes revolutionary consciousness 

positions. Frequently DHS staffers would state that because DHS had long ago issued 

a Request for Proposals for an LGBT shelter, and no one had yet come along with the 

resources to build and run such a shelter, they had done enough. In those instances, 

coalition members would make equality arguments, stating that providing a special 

shelter that could only accommodate a fraction of the trans homeless population was 

not satisfying, and that a policy was required that would make the entire system include 

appropriate placements for trans people. We pointed out that not all trans people desire 

to be placed in LGBT shelters or primarily identify as LGBT or even trans, and that 

opening a LGBT shelter, while a benefi cial thing to do, would not resolve the issues 

we were there to discuss. At other times, our arguments more explicitly focused on the 

problems with the system as a whole, utilizing a revolutionary consciousness frame-

work to point out that having a shelter system that is entirely bifurcated based on binary 

gender creates fundamental obstacles to trans homeless people that the city is obli-

gated to address. In these instances, we would talk about the city creating an alternative 

to their current system of shelter intake which requires male residents to do intake at 

certain facilities and females residents to do intake at others.

For most trans homeless people, who lack identity documents that verify their 

current gender due to the obstacles that exist to changing gender on these documents 

the intake system alone entails being forced to a gender- inappropriate intake facility. 

Our arguments about the obstacle that this bifurcated intake and placement system 

presents borrowed in part from the language contributed by the disability rights 

movement, which initiated a conversation about “access” that suggests that “the way 

things are” entails artifi cial barriers to the full participation of people who could, 

given fair changes, participate in activities and privileges from which they are cur-

rently excluded. This vision moves past an equality model and into revolutionary 

consciousness because it demands that changes be made to the way the world  operates 
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in order to cure oppression. Instead of merely requiring that people terminate prac-

tices of denying job opportunities or housing to people based on their bias against 

people with disabilities, this vision insists that housing or employment conditions be 

restructured to remove obstacles to access for people with disabilities. The demand 

for access to shelters built on these understandings, stated that the shelters are inac-

cessible to trans people even if they don’t turn people away at the door, because they 

place trans people inappropriately and endanger our safety and well- being. Switching 

between equality and revolutionary tactics was key during our negotiations in educat-

ing DHS staff about the issues, providing a range of arguments they could bring back 

to the superiors they had to convince of change, justifying the specifi c policy options 

we sought, and having ready responses to their stalling and defense  strategies.

When DHS returned to us with their draft policy ideas, it was very centrally 

focused in an equality framework. The deputy commissioner opened his remarks with 

a statement that they were committed to placing trans people based on self- identity 

and creating a policy applicable to the entire system because they knew that “sepa-

rate but equal is not equal.” It was no surprise to us that they had clung to our more 

conservative arguments, and the most fraud- presuming anti- homeless passages 

from the sample policies we had provided that they could fi nd. Their draft policy 

focused heavily on making sure that trans people did not “fl ip fl op” genders and that 

identity- based placement had to be a fi rm commitment. Having achieved a major 

long- sought- after victory of getting their commitment to create a written policy and 

to honor self- identity rather than birth gender, appearance, or genital status for place-

ment purposes, the coalition could now bring a focus to the conversation about what 

full access to the shelters, given the bifurcated system, would really mean for trans 

people. We brought up a variety of issues, including that some trans men may not feel 

comfortable in men’s shelters, that people need to be able to transition while in the 

shelter system and come to an individualized decision about if and when they are ready 

to move to a facility that matches their new gender, that some people identify outside 

of binary gender and need to be supported in making decisions about the available 

shelter options that will be safe and appropriate for them. We insisted on more meet-

ings to iron out these policies together and engage in planning for training DHS staff.

The use of differential consciousness in this process accounts for its success, 

because it allowed the coalition members to make a variety of arguments that won 

us commitments from the city in stages moving us toward the achievement of our 

very clear shared goal. Members of the coalition have varying tactical approaches and 

commitments which are refl ections of the different forms of resistance consciousness 

outlined by Sandoval. In terms of the shelter work, these differences included differ-

ent levels of commitment to achieving shelter access for people who identify outside 

the gender binary, varying ideas about the viability and desirability of having a trans-

 specifi c shelter in NYC, and varying beliefs about how aggressively to approach city 

government. However, our shared belief that birth- gender placement is not accepta-

ble and that winning an identity-  and safety- based placement policy was essential to 

the survival of trans homeless people in NYC enabled us to engage differential tactics 

together to navigate the transphobic and change- resistant bureaucracy, providing 

them frameworks for understanding and supporting our position while applying pres-

sure for change from a variety of angles.
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Conclusion

Sandoval’s model helps to highlight key strands of consciousness that frequently 

divide activists working on similar or overlapping issues. In the realm of queer and 

trans politics, the most frequent confl icts occur between equality and revolutionary 

tactics, and often include equality- side activists arguing about the necessity of gradual 

change and incremental steps, and revolutionary- side activists pointing out that those 

steps frequently exclude the most vulnerable people (people of color, homeless people, 

youth, trans people, incarcerated people, poor people) and further legitimate oppres-

sive systems (marriage, military participation, privatized health care, the criminal 

justice system). Sandoval’s analysis opens up space for us to inquire about alternatives 

to this confl ict, and it invites trans activists to imagine our resistance as not having to 

inherit the limits and confl icts of the gay rights movement but to instead build on the 

skills that trans people often utilize to survive by mobilizing multiple tactics with a 

clear vision of anti- oppression as our goal.

Sandoval describes the use of multiple tactics toward the goal of anti- oppression 

as being what holds the differential tactic together. For the purposes of focusing this 

analysis for trans activists, I would like to further elaborate what that commitment to 

anti- oppression might look like, proposing criteria for evaluating decisions regard-

ing issue prioritization and tactics in trans activism. The key fi rst step I propose is the 

need for a clear vision of what we want the world to look like, knowing that this image 

is most useful if it reaches broadly and addresses multiple issues, but also knowing 

that issues will inevitably arise about which individuals, organizations, or movements 

have not yet formulated a vision. At the bare minimum, it seems key to have clear 

understandings of vision regarding issues central to the survival and well- being of 

trans people and other targets of gender enforcement, and key emergent social- justice 

issues on the national and global horizons. This vision would almost certainly include 

principles and positions regarding law and policy reform related to discrimination and 

its enforcement, the effects of the War on Terror and the War on Drugs, the immi-

gration system, the criminal justice system, poverty and the welfare system, taxation 

and the redistribution of wealth, the right to vote and the electoral system, allocation 

of health care, “free- trade” agreements and global issues of labor and environmen-

tal safety. Trans- specifi c issues that would require clear vision might be explored 

by answering: What should gender look like? No gender categories? Binary with 

the option to change? More than two gender categories? Optional gender? Infi nite 

gender categories? Gender as expression but untracked and unregulated by the state 

and coercive institutions? What relationship should medical authority have to trans 

and gender non- conforming people? How, if at all, should prevailing norms about 

sex- segregated facilities (bathrooms, locker rooms, shelters, group homes, prisons, 

dormitories) be changed? Should gender identity disorder be considered a mental 

impairment? What relationship should trans people have to feminist movements? 

What should leadership in trans organizations and the trans movement look like in 

terms of creating a multi- gendered and multi- racial  movement?

With a shared vision in mind that includes all or some of the issues above, organi-

zations or coalitions can approach the criteria below for measuring engagement with 
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political action. In order to determine engagement, trans activists can ask the follow-

ing  questions:

1  What effect would this campaign or action have on the most vulnerable individuals 

in our community or  constituency?

2  Does anyone suffer exclusion if we pursue this goal or strategy? Is any portion of 

our community marginalized by this strategy, framing, or  rhetoric?

3  How does it fi t into the overall vision of what we want the world to look like or what 

we want the specifi c system that this campaign engages with to look like? In this 

question we examine the reform/revolution question: Is this strategy legitimiz-

ing an oppressive system? If so, is that concern offset by immediate gains in terms 

of survival and political participation for our constituency, such that making the 

reform is worthwhile because it will signifi cantly strengthen the ability of our most 

vulnerable community members in leading change that more deeply opposes the 

oppressive institution in  question?

These questions, utilized in combination with a broad vision for the trans  movement, 

may help fl esh out the underlying commitment to anti- oppression that can guide dis-

cussions regarding engagement in various political actions and move us into a principled 

engagement with political action rather than an inherited or reactionary  engagement.

To exemplify the utilization of these criteria, let us look at the examples focused on 

in this section: hate-crimes laws, the Real ID Act, the inclusion of trans health care in 

existing health- insurance systems, and access to homeless- shelters for trans people. 

According to these criteria, campaigns for hate- crimes laws would not fi t within a 

trans anti- oppression campaign. They increase the vulnerability of trans people who 

are already targets of the criminal justice system, especially people of color and poor 

people who are overexposed to police violence and criminal punishment. They provide 

no immediate survival relief to trans people, because they have never been proven to 

prevent hate crimes, but they increase resources to the criminal justice system which 

currently endangers trans people’s  survival.

The Real ID Act, however, would make sense as a target of trans activism, because 

opposing it would benefi t many of the most vulnerable trans people, immigrants 

and those for whom lack of access to ID results in the most severe consequences: 

youth, undocumented people, homeless people, poor people, and people of color. 

Because this legislation endangers the safety and survival of many highly vulnerable 

trans people, because it comports with a vision of reduced surveillance and increased 

privacy of trans people’s medical histories, and because it is about repealing this leg-

islation but not institution- building or legitimizing, it emerges as a wise priority for 

trans  activists.

The Gorton–Namaste debate can also be run through these criteria. While Namas-

te’s critique articulates a strong revolutionary vision, when examined with these criteria 

in mind, Gorton’s reasoning for pursuing trans health care inclusion for city employ-

ees make more sense. For Gorton, building the case for trans health- care inclusion now 

is essential to preparing for its inclusion when universal health care is achieved. Doing 

so strengthens arguments that this health care is legitimate and should be required to 

be included in health care for Medicaid recipients, prisoners, foster youth, and others 
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for whom trans health becomes most unattainable when it remains “elective” and 

uncovered by insurance. Doing so does not legitimate existing health- care systems nor 

strengthen an argument that universal health care is unnecessary. It is, in fact, an essen-

tial precursor step to achieving universal health care that includes trans health care.

Similarly, focusing on trans access to shelters emerges as a clear priority when 

examined through these criteria. Even if the coalition or organization in question has 

a long- term vision of a world in which wealth is redistributed and everyone lives in 

safe permanent housing, accessing shelters and escaping homelessness clearly benefi ts 

highly vulnerable trans people and is essential to their survival and ultimate ability to 

participate and take up leadership in movements for housing equity.

It is likely that these criteria are incomplete, but my hope is that they might be a 

starting place from which US trans activists engaging in any variety of strategies and 

coalitions at the local, state, or national level might begin to formulate clear principled 

understandings and analysis about why we pursue various campaigns and political 

actions. Working from a clear vision of what we want the world to look like, utiliz-

ing differential consciousness, and examining questions of inclusion and exclusions, 

reform and revolution can move us beyond repetitive confl icts about “incrementalism 

and idealism” and toward meaningful change that increases political participation and 

survival for those suffering the most severe consequences of coercive gender  systems.
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Since September 11, 2001, trans activists have reported a number of concerning events. 

The Department of Homeland Security issued a warning to airports to watch out for 

“men in dresses.” The Department of Transportation issued a memo to state DMV’s rec-

ommending that they tighten regulations regarding driver’s license gender change. The 

federal immigration agency (formerly known as INS), changed the rules regarding mar-

riage recognition for immigration purposes, replacing the former policy which recognized 

heterosexual marriages involving trans people if the couple lived in a state that recog-

nized their marriage with a new policy that does not recognize any heterosexual marriages 

involving trans people for purposes of immigration. These changes suggest that while 

major policy changes like the Real ID Act are certainly primarily targeted at immigrants, 

the federal government may be aware of and in support of effects on trans people as well.

 32 For more information on the police brutality commonly faced by LGBT people, see 

Amnesty International, “Stonewalled.”

 33 September 2005 GLMA Conference, Montreal, Canada; Viviane Namaste, Sex Change, 
Social Change: Refl ections on Identity, Institutions and Imperialism (Toronto: Women’s 

Press, 2005).

 34 Ibid., 107.

 35 Discussions with Dr Nick Gorton, June–December 2005.

 36 See website of the Universal Health Care Action Network, www.uhcan.org/.

 37 See Janice Raymond, The Transsexual Empire: The Making of a She- Male (London: 

Women’s Press, 1980).

 38 See Dean Spade, Resisting Medicine, Remodeling Gender, 18 Berkeley Women’s L.J. 15 

(2003).

 39 After this essay was drafted, in January, 2005, the trans community won a signifi cant 

victory with the fi nalization of a new policy from DHS regarding transgender access to 

homeless shelters. The policy includes a commitment to house transgender residents 

based on gender identity and safety rather than birth gender, and makes it explicit that 

residents cannot be forced to wear clothing that comports with their birth gender. The 

policy is available online at www.srlp.org.

 40 Carolyn Plybon, “Transgender Policy for City- Funded Shelters,” San Francisco Depart-

ment of Human Services, October 23, 2003, on fi le with the author.
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CHAPTER  THIRTEEN

The History of Aphallia 
and the Intersexual 
Challenge to Sex/Gender

Vernon A. Rosario

A great deal of media attention has recently been focused on the treatment of inter-

sexuality (a variety of anatomical and physiological conditions historically called 

hermaphroditism). The tragic story of David Reimer (known as the “John/Joan 

case”) fi rst captured public attention in 1997 and was followed by numerous tele-

vision documentaries on intersex conditions.1 Jeffrey Eugenides’ novel Middlesex
featured an intersex heroine/hero and won a Pulitzer prize.2 The Intersex Society 

of North America (ISNA), founded in 1993 (before Reimer’s case was publicized), 

has also done much to publicize the treatment of intersex conditions. The media has 

focused on dramatic cases of sex reassignment, like that of David Reimer who, in fact, 

was not born with an intersex condition. ISNA, on the other hand, has struggled to 

refocus public and professional attention on the more common issue of genital “cor-

rective” surgery rather than neonatal sex reassignment, which is rarely necessary or 

recommended by doctors. The media has also tended to present intersex as a single 

phenomenon or associate it with transsexualism when, in fact, there are a variety of 

syndromes of genital atypicality and the vast majority of affected individuals have no 

indeterminacy about their gender identity. ISNA has struggled to convince the public 

that intersex is not an elective identity position but a variety of objective, biological 

conditions. Along these lines, a group of ISNA affi liated doctors and board members 

have advocated a signifi cant nomenclature change: to discontinue terms employing 

“hermaphrodite” in favor of the term “disorders of sex development” (DSD).3 This 

change is also being endorsed by an international group of medical experts in the 

fi eld.4 The use of DSD would make clear that “intersex” states are medical conditions 

affecting the development of the sex organs, not matters of gender identity, dual sex, 

or sex reassignment. DSD is a brand new term, even to the medical profession; there-

fore, I will continue to use (and tease apart) the term “intersex” in the remainder of 

this essay.

The frequency of “intersex” births is uncertain, partly because there is no stan-

dardized registry of congenital disorders, but also because there is no medical con-

sensus on what conditions to include under the rubric of intersex or what degree of 

anatomical atypicality constitutes an intersex state. For example, hypospadias (mal-

formation of the male urinary outlet) is fairly common (1 in 150–300 live male births), 

but severe hypospadias with female appearance of the genitals is extremely rare.5 So, 



is hypos padias, in general, an intersex condition or not? Whether one argues for broad 

or narrow inclusion criteria has as much to do with politics as anatomy. Using broad 

inclusion criteria, the prevalence of any form of atypical genitalia may be as high as 

2 percent of live births. More conservatively, extreme genital ambiguity for which 

surgery is considered occurs in 0.1–0.2 percent of births.6 For purposes of compar-

ison, the adult incidence of diabetes in the US in 2004 was 0.7 percent. Diabetes is 

a widely known disorder that attracts much media attention and research funding.7

Therefore, depending on how one calculates the incidence of intersex conditions, they 

may affect an even greater number of people than diabetes. Whatever the numbers, 

intersex conditions can cause great physical and emotional distress, yet have been 

largely ignored by the general public until  recently.

The delivery of a child with ambiguous or atypical genitalia poses issues that have 

long challenged surgeons, endocrinologists, and geneticists. There is far less litera-

ture by mental health professionals on the topic, no doubt because the secrecy about 

intersex interventions keeps patients ignorant of their condition or ashamed to discuss 

it. ISNA and other intersex support groups have done much in the past decade to lift 

the veil of secrecy and shame around intersex issues. People with androgen insensitiv-

ity syndrome (AIS), congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), hypospadias, and other 

intersex conditions formed their own support groups in the 1990s and fi nally have 

been able to share their emotional and medical experiences.8 These groups have also 

encouraged doctors to be more open in discussing intersex issues with parents and 

affected children to help them cope with the psychological and medical challenges 

they face.

The inspiration for this essay is a little boy who has been my psychotherapy patient  

since the age of ten. He was born with an anatomical anomaly called penile  agenesis: 

the failure to form a penis in early embryonic development. The mainstream think-

ing in the 1980s was that boys with “micropenis” (less than 2.5 cm stretched length in 

neonates) or aphallia had inadequate genitals for male functioning. Therefore, doctors 

recommended to my patient’s mother that the infant be assigned female sex, undergo 

surgical feminization, and be raised as a girl. Shortly after birth his scrotum was 

shaped to resemble labia and the undescended testes were removed. Eighteen months 

later surgeons removed the small phallus. His mother named the infant Maria. 

However, Maria rebelled against feminine clothes and toys from an early age, and his 

mother fi nally let him take on a boy’s name and gender role at age fi ve. Ever since then 

Mario has been an iatrogenic transsexual: a child with male gender identity in a sur-

gically feminized body. Mario’s family and developmental history are quite complex. 

I have described his history and treatment in great detail in more appropriate clini-

cal contexts.9 In this essay, I am less interested in the details of his specifi c case than 

in trying to make historical sense of his predicament and how this history broadly 

affects infants with intersex conditions. I fi rst review the history of hermaphroditism 

in order to trace the evolution of medical theorizing and treatment of intersex condi-

tions. The history of penile agenesis, in particular, is closely tied to dramatic changes 

in the conceptualization of gender  identity.
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The History of Genital Ambiguity: From “Hermaphroditism” 
to “Intersexuality”

For two millennia, ambiguous genital anatomy has been referred to under the term 

“hermaphroditism.” Since classical times, physicians and biologists have been fas-

cinated by hermaphroditism as it was seen not only as a curiosity of nature but as 

a phenomenon central to the understanding of animal generation, embryological 

development, and sexual differentiation. Biological theories of hermaphroditism also 

refl ect broader historical and cultural constructions of sex and gender. In trying to 

survey the medical history of hermaphroditism we can identify fi ve major approaches 

to sexing the body based on:

1  External genital anatomy (from classical texts until the nineteenth century) deter-

mined by:

(a) the balance of sexual essences (Hippocrates, Galen)

(b) opposed sexual essences (Aristotle)

2  Gendered behavior including sexual orientation (eighteenth to nineteenth century)

3  Gonadal histology (nineteenth century)

4  Genetics (twentieth century)

5  “Optimal gender” (1950s).

These approaches are not historically discrete – diverse elements of these general per-

spectives are sometimes incorporated in any particular theory of intersexes and their 

treatment. For example, adult gender identity and behavior continue to be a factor 

in deliberations about the best sex assignment of intersexed neonates within the 

“optimal gender” treatment paradigm. Nevertheless, it is useful to distinguish these 

conceptual  divisions.

The term hermaphrodite refers to the mythic character of Hermaphroditos. In 

Book IV of the Metamorphoses, Ovid described Hermaphroditos as a male embod-

ying the ideal masculine qualities of his father, Hermes, and the feminine qualities 

of his mother, Aphrodite. In Ovid’s telling, the nymph Salmacis spied Hermaphro-

ditos bathing and immediately fell madly in love. She begged the gods to unite them 

forever. Wielding their cruel sense of humor, the gods took Salmacis’ request literally 

and melded her body to that of  Hermaphroditos.

It is not clear whether this mythical hermaphroditic body possessed both male 

and female parts or was of an intermediary sex. This question has been central to 

biological and philosophical debates about hermaphroditism ever since antiquity.10

Hippocratic texts (fourth century BC) explained that hermaphroditism represented an 

intermediate form in the spectrum between the pure female and the pure male.11 The 

Aristotelian tradition, which held that male and female were of fundamentally oppo-

site natures, insisted that hermaphrodites possessed a supplemental sexual appendage 

opposed to their fundamental sex, analogous to a sixth digit or a third nipple.

From the classical period onward, hermaphroditism was critical to teratology – 

literally, the study of so- called monstrosities, marvels, and prodigies of nature. The 

modern era of experimental teratology began with the systematic research of French 
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naturalist Isidore Geoffroy Saint- Hilaire (1832–6). The scientifi c study of hermaphro-

ditism intensifi ed in the nineteenth century as physicians debated how to distinguish 

“true” hermaphroditism from “pseudohermaphroditism.” A neo- Aristotelian think-

ing underlay the belief at the time that most individuals with ambiguous genitalia 

were really pseudohermaphrodites since they had a “true” sex (either female or male), 

whereas few people had both male and female gonads qualifying them to be “true her-

maphrodites.” The challenge was how to determine the presumed true sex.

Given the high risk of exploratory surgery until the twentieth century, physicians 

relied on anatomical features and stereotypes of gendered behavior and psychol-

ogy. Alice Dreger examines how Victorian doctors struggled to determine the sex of 

ambiguously sexed adults based on genital examinations, but even more importantly, 

the relative masculinity or femininity of their temperament and behavior.12 The sex 

of the patient’s erotic partners was often a dominant criterion since doctors sought to 

prevent the “sexual perversion” of a same- sex  alliance.

Eighteenth- century advances in microscopy had allowed for a new perspective on 

the construction of living organisms. A novel fi eld of biomedical research, histology 

(microscopic structure of tissue), arose in the early nineteenth century with the work 

of Marie François Xavier Bichat. Researchers began to understand gonadal histology 

and were able to visually distinguish testicular from ovarian tissue. By the late nine-

teenth century this became the gold standard for the sexing of genitally ambiguous 

individuals.13 One microscopic surprise was that very few so- called “hermaphrodites” 

were found to possess both testicular and ovarian cells in their gonads. The few that 

did were designated “true hermaphrodites” whatever their external appearance. Most 

other ambiguously sexed individuals were found to have either ovarian or testicular 

tissue; therefore, these patients were designated as “pseudohermaphrodites.” Thus, 

individuals with ovarian tissue, no matter how masculine their external appearance, 

were designated female pseudohermaphrodites. On the other hand, individuals with 

testicular tissue and feminine genitalia were labeled male pseudohermaphrodites. 

However, given the high risks of exploratory surgery until the twentieth century, his-

tological sexing was generally only practical at autopsy. A neo- Aristotelian, binary 

thinking pervades this histological approach: that mammals are either male or female 

and the rest of anatomy – aside from the gonads – is superfl uous as far as the essential 

“true sex” is  concerned.

Advances in microscopy also led to the discovery of startling anatomical similari-

ties between early embryos of animals of different species. For example, pigs, rabbits, 

and human embryos are nearly identical in very early stages of development. This led 

to Ernst Haeckel’s theory that “ontogeny is the short and rapid recapitulation of phy-

logeny.”14 In other words, an individual human’s embryological development repeats 

the stages of evolution from a one- celled organism through lower orders of animals 

and mammals before differentiating into a human. Closely related to this was the 

discovery of the so- called “bi- sexuality” of vertebrate embryos. In early embryonic 

stages the genitals and gonads are “indifferent,” i.e., can develop into either testes or 

ovaries. The embryo is also bisexual in terms of the genital ductal system, i.e, both 

the Müllerian ducts and the Wolffi an ducts are present.15 It is only by the second 

month post- conception in humans that there is differentiation into typical male or 

female anatomy.16 This notion of primitive bisexuality was central to evolutionary 
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models of phylogeny and ontogeny. Charles Darwin, for example, had hypothesized 

in The Descent of Man that “some extremely remote progenitor of the whole verte-

brate kingdom appears to have been hermaphrodite or androgynous.”17 These models 

also strongly infl uenced Sigmund Freud’s model of psychosexual development from 

primitive, “polymorphous perversity” to civilized heterosexuality, as if the individual 

recapitulated the sexual evolution of the species.18

The term “intersexual” also appeared in the late nineteenth century; however, it 

referred to the recently described phenomenon of “psychosexual hermaphroditism” 

or “sexual inversion” – what would later become synonymous with “homosexuality.” 

These three terms (intersexual, psychosexual hermaphroditism, and sexual inver-

sion) were used almost interchangeably at the turn of the twentieth century. For 

example, British sexologist Havelock Ellis wrote of “intersexual love” (referring to 

same- sex love) in his monograph Sexual Inversion (1897) and American psycholo-

gist G. Stanley Hall wrote of “intersexual attraction” between adolescent boys.19 In 

the same vein, Edward I. P. Stevenson (under the pseudonym Xavier Mayne) fi rst 

used “intersexes” in 1908 as the title of his book subtitled A History of Similisexual-
ism as a Problem in Social Life. His work is a defense of same- sex attraction that relies 

on biological models of bisexual embryological development to argue that “similisex-

uals” belonged to a “series of originally intermediary sexes – the so called intersexual 

theory – rather than mere aberrations, degeneracies, psychic tangents, from the male 

and female.”20 The fi rst use of the term “intersexual” to denote diverse forms of ana-

tomical sexual ambiguity or atypicality was in 1917 by Richard Goldschmidt in an 

article on the endocrinology of hermaphroditism.21

In 1905, zoologist Edmund B. Wilson and biologist Nettie Stevens independently 

proposed that distinct X and Y chromosomes determined sex. Wilson discovered the 

X chromosome in a butterfl y while Stevens identifi ed the Y chromosome in a beetle. 

Karyotyping (i.e., the visualization and organization of an individual’s chromosomes) 

could be done in a reliable way in the 1950s. With karyotyping, sexing became pre-

dominantly a genetic matter.22 Most female humans have a pair of X chromosomes, 

while males have an X and a Y. The popular press, the general public, and some 

judges generally stop at the sex chromosomes in their understanding of sex deter-

mination.23 As with the gonadal gold standard of sexing, the chromosomal standard 

betrays neo- Aristotelian foundations: an individual has a “true sex” (despite genital 

anatomy or gender identity) that is either female (XX) or male (XY).

Among biomedical researchers, however, the genetics of sex continues to be an 

ever- more complex challenge. The dominant hypothesis throughout much of the 

twentieth century was that once the bipotential gonads differentiated into a testis, the 

testes produced the necessary hormones for the remainder of male sex differentiation 

of the sexual organs. A quarter- century quest for a testis- determining factor on the Y 

chromosome was fi nally completed in 1990 with identifi cation of the SRY gene (sex-

 determining region of the Y chromosome).24 However, since 1990, testis and ovary 

determination have proven to be far more complex than a single gene and appear to 

rely on over a dozen genes on the sex chromosomes as well as the other 22 pairs of 

chromosomes (designated the “autosomes”).25

The clinical management of intersexed newborns has long been a medical dilemma. 

Historically, as noted above, sex assignment was based on external anatomy. However, 
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the availability of chromosomal testing, hormone assays, and non- invasive imaging 

(such as ultrasound) offer additional data that both informs and further complicates the 

determination of sex and the prediction of future gender. Today we understand much 

about the embryology, endocrinology, and molecular basis of the most common etiolo-

gies of intersex conditions, including congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH), androgen 

insensitivity syndrome (AIS), 5- alpha- reductase defi ciency, and other genetic dis-

orders of sex steroid synthesis. While such biological understanding helps inform a 

decision about the sex assignment of an intersexed newborn, it has not guaranteed that 

this neonatal or subsequent sexing matches the individual’s self- determined gender 

identity in childhood or adulthood. Historically, in certain published cases, erroneous 

sex assignment has led to tremendous psychological  suffering.26

The “optimal gender” paradigm for sex determination is based on a model of gender 

and its plasticity fi rst established at the Johns Hopkins Psychohormonal Research Unit. 

In the 1950s, Hopkins psychologist John Money developed the conceptual distinc-

tion between “sex” (the biological and anatomical attributes of male and female) and 

“gender” (the psychological and socio- cultural aspects).27 Furthermore, he made the 

distinction between “gender identity” (self- identifi cation as male, female, or ambiva-

lent) and “gender role” (“everything that a person says and does, to indicate to others 

or to the self the degree that one is either male or female or ambivalent; it includes but 

is not restricted to sexual arousal and response”).28

Based on ethological research on imprinting and their own experience with her-

maphroditic and genitally ambiguous infants, the Hopkins researchers concluded that 

gender identity was entirely socially malleable during an early period of plasticity. 

They argued that

the sex of assignment and rearing is consistently and conspicuously a more reliable 

prognosticator of a hermaphrodite’s gender role and orientation than is the chromo-

somal sex, the gonadal sex, the hormonal sex, the accessory internal reproductive 

morphology, or the ambiguous morphology of the external genitalia.29

Therefore, they argued that infants born with ambiguous genitalia could be surgically 

“corrected” and then successfully raised as either males or females so long as certain 

conditions were met:

1  gender assignment was done before 18–24 months;

2  the parents were not ambivalent in the gender of rearing; and

3  the children were not confused by knowledge about their intersexed past.30

Relying on results with sex reassignment in transsexuals, Money and his colleagues 

claimed that hormonal treatment beginning in puberty could complete the develop-

ment of secondary sex characteristics and give an outwardly normal sex appearance. 

Money and Ehrhardt illustrated their claims with the case of a “genetic male herm-

aphrodite” who, after undergoing orchiectomy (surgical removal of the testes) and 

initiating estrogen therapy even at eleven years of age, still had a good outcome: “The 

result is a perfectly feminized body, indistinguishable in morphology and appear-

ance from that of a genetic female with her own ovarian puberty – though menses, of 

course are lacking.”31
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Money and his colleagues originally proposed that the appearance and appro-

priate functioning of the genitals was a dominant factor in assigning sex: “a great 

deal of emphasis should be placed on the morphology of the external genitals and 

the ease with which these can be surgically reconstructed to be consistent with the 

assigned sex.”32 Effectively, this meant that doctors recommended that intersexed 

infants with phalluses deemed too small (i.e., less than 2.5 cm) be reassigned as female 

because it was felt that it would be an intolerable psychic burden to be a male with 

a so- called micropenis. On the other hand, doctors recommended that an enlarged 

clitoris (i.e., larger than 1 cm), be “reduced”; although frequently this amounted to 

clitoridectomy.33 Again, this was because, presumably, it would be psychologically 

damaging for a girl to have a phallus- like clitoris. The Hopkins team argued that, 

“Clitoral amputation in patients living as girls does not, so far as our evidence goes, 

destroy erotic sensitivity and responsiveness, provided the vagina is well developed.”34

Unfortunately, there was little long- term follow- up to establish the accuracy of this 

assertion. In all cases, it was essential that a defi nite sex assignment be made early 

(preferably within the fi rst few days, and at the latest by two to three years of age) and 

that the parents not be left with any uncertainty about what gender to raise the child. 

The child should also be protected from any knowledge about his or her intersex 

past to prevent gender confusion. The new standard of care that gradually devel-

oped thanks to Money’s work in the 1950s and still dominates has been termed the 

“optimal gender” policy.35 Under this approach sex assignment is based on a variety 

of factors: reproductive potential (if possible), good sexual functioning, minimizing 

medical procedures, convincing gender appearance, stable gender identity, and psy-

chosocial well- being.

The linchpin of Money’s theories was the now infamous case of John/Joan (actu-

ally named Bruce/Brenda Reimer). Bruce was a non- intersexed boy, one of a pair of 

monozygotic (identical) twins. Due to penile phymosis (constriction of the foreskin), 

Bruce underwent circumcision at 7 months. Because of surgical instrument malfunc-

tioning, his penis was severely burned and eventually sloughed off. Upon Money’s 

recommendation, the parents agreed to reassign their son as a girl. Through multi-

ple interventions beginning at 17 months and continuing through puberty, the child 

underwent orchiectomy, partial vaginoplasty (surgical vaginal construction), and 

estrogen therapy. When Money and Ehrhardt discussed the case in Man and Woman, 
Boy and Girl (1972), they reported that the child (then age 7) had been successfully 

reared as a girl.36 Money later glowingly declared that at age 9, Brenda’s “behavior is 

so normally that of an active little girl, and so clearly different by contrast from the 

boyish ways of her twin brother, that it offers nothing to stimulate one’s conjecture.”37

Money last saw Brenda in 1979 and then the family was reportedly “lost to follow-

 up.” Keith Sigmundson and Milton Diamond tracked down “Brenda” in the early 

1990s, and reported that Money and Ehrhardt’s sanguine assessment of the case was 

thoroughly unwarranted.38 Brenda had rebelled against her gender assignment, had 

a terrible time fi tting in at school, and was frequently suicidal. At age 14 when she 

refused further hormonal and surgical interventions she was fi nally informed about 

her true entire medical history. Brenda decided to become “David” and underwent 

androgen therapy, a mastectomy, and phalloplasty. He reportedly transitioned quickly 

into a male role and married at 25, adopting his wife’s children.39 Tragically, David 
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Reimer committed suicide on May 4, 2004 after having lost his job and separated 

from his wife. He had also been grieving the death, two years previously, of his twin 

brother.40

It is precisely because of cases like this and others where intersexed adults were 

angered by disfi guring surgeries with lingering pain that the Intersex Society of 

North America (ISNA) was launched in 1993 by Cheryl Chase. ISNA members also 

deplored the paternalizing misinformation sponsored by their families and doctors. 

Thanks to the internet, ISNA and other intersex organizations serve as international 

information sources for intersexed individuals, their families, and loved ones. ISNA 

is actively and quite successfully engaged in lobbying physicians and medical organi-

zations to change the interventionist model of treating intersexuality. Like Diamond 

and Sigmundson, ISNA favors surgical interventions only in life- threatening situ-

ations (which are rare) and deferring elective surgeries until the child can decide about 

them.41 Growing numbers of physicians are adopting this more conservative approach 

to intersex surgery until research studies can substantiate the functional and psycho-

logical benefi ts of early genital reconstructive surgery.42

The Medical History of Penile Agenesis

While 1 in 1000 to 2000 neonates are born with anatomically ambiguous genitalia, 

penile agenesis or “aphallia,” is an extremely rare phenomenon.43 A recent review article 

on aphallia noted approximately 60 cases reported in the entire medical literature.44 A 

more restrictive review of the literature from 1966 to 2004 uncovered 33 cases.45 Camp-
bell’s Urology textbook gives an incidence of one in 30 million males.46

The fi rst published case I have discovered dates to 1701 and was recorded by the 

French surgeon Barthelemy Saviard (1656–1702). Under the heading of a “child who 

had no rod,” Saviard described a newborn child born with a small, erectile promi-

nence – like the “rump of a hen” – in place of a penis. This structure had a urinary 

meatus (urinary outlet) and, two months after birth, the phallus had visibly grown. 

Saviard identifi ed the child as a male without hesitation or even any consideration 

of hermaphroditism. Instead Saviard offered a possible etiology that was in keeping 

with centuries of medical theorizing about the power of the imagination in the gen-

eration of “monsters.”47 During the pregnancy, the mother had had a tremendous 

craving for chicken but had not been able to satisfy this appetite. Saviard explained 

that her preoccupation with chickens had caused the penile deformity in the shape of 

a hen’s rump. While this seems like a fanciful notion today, it nevertheless attests to 

the power attributed by Renaissance doctors to psychological forces over bodily phys-

iology. Also of particular importance in this case is that Saviard clearly presents this 

as a male infant with a penile birth defect not as a hermaphrodite. At the time, sur-

gical sex reassignment was inconceivable and there was no question of assigning this 

infant a female sex.

The embryogenesis of the urogenital system was elucidated beginning in the 

nineteenth century, and now is better understood in terms of its anatomical devel-

opment and endocrinological basis.48 As noted earlier, a striking discovery was that 

both male and female genitals develop from the same undifferentiated primordia. The 
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genital tubercle, which begins to form in the third week in both males and females, 

begins to develop in the tenth week into a phallus under the infl uence of 5- alpha-

 dihydrotestosterone. In the presence of estrogen and low levels of androgens (or in 

androgen insensitivity syndrome), the genital tubercle will take on a clitoral con-

fi guration. Agenesis of the penis is a result of complete or partial failure in phallic 

development of the genital tubercle and failure in caudal migration of the urogeni-

tal sinus. Therefore, aphallia is accompanied by an anomaly of the urethral meatus 

(urinary outlet): urethral atresia (narrowing or absence) or placement anterior to the 

anus or within the rectum.49 In other words, there may be no exit for urine or it may 

exit anomalously at the perineum or within the rectum.

The surgical treatment of penile agenesis has undergone a dramatic shift, which is 

evident from examining sequential editions of Campbell’s Urology, one of the leading 

American textbooks in the fi eld. In the third edition, the chapter on “Anomalies of 

the genital tract,” written by Meredith Campbell herself, concludes that “there is no 

satisfactory treatment.”50 She cites surgeon Harold Gilles’s attempts in the 1940s at 

phalloplasty for war injuries, but notes that the most which can be hoped for is an 

acceptable cosmetic result but not a functional penis.51 In the fi fth edition of the text-

book, however, Drs Ducket and Snow conclude the brief section on penile agenesis 

with an unwavering recommendation: “Female gender assignment is recommended in 

the newborn period and elective orchiectomy should be performed prior to puberty.”52

Skoog and Belman, in their extensive review of aphallia, support this policy of early 

sex reassignment by referring to the research of John Money (discussed above) and an 

article by Hugh Hampton Young, Robert Stoller, and colleagues.53

Psychoanalyst Robert Stoller, a professor of psychiatry at the University of 

 California, Los Angeles Neuropsychiatric Institute, was a pioneer in the theorization of 

gender identity, transsexualism, and sadomasochism from the 1960s until his untimely 

death in 1991. In 1964, he described a case of a “hermaphroditic” adolescent who had 

been brought up as a girl, but had always been a tomboy. When her voice deepened 

at age 14 she underwent a medical examination that demonstrated 46 XY karyotype 

(the usual male chromosome pattern), clitoral penis, hypospadias (misplaced urinary 

opening), bilateral cryptorchidism (undescended testes), and bifi d scrotum (split in 

two, giving a labial appearance). Reportedly, the girl took this news without surprise 

and immediately shifted to a male gender role. School performance, interactions with 

parents, and overall psychological adjustment improved dramatically. Stoller coined 

the notion of a male “core gender identity,” which in this case explained the patient’s 

effortless gender shift. He argued that this unalterable sense of gender identity was 

established prior to the Oedipal stage, contrary to classical analytic teachings.54 This 

case suggested that male core gender identity could form in the absence of a penis 

and despite unequivocal parental rearing as female. Stoller, therefore, seriously enter-

tained the possibility of “a congenital, perhaps inherited biological force” in the 

production of gender identity.55

Later the same year, Stoller published the case of an adult “hermaphrodite” in psy-

chotherapy.56 The patient had initially presented herself to Stoller as a butch lesbian 

in her mid- forties, who had always been aware of having been born with an “enlarged 

clitoris” that had never been surgically altered. Stoller reports that thanks to psycho-

therapy she rediscovered her childhood hermaphroditic identity and fi nally agreed to 
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a thorough medical workup that showed she possessed testicles. The patient transi-

tioned gender role to male, left the lesbian community, changed the sex on his birth 

certifi cate, and married. Stoller’s conclusion from the case was that core gender iden-

tity is not limited to male and female, but that a “hermaphroditic identity” is possible 

when parents are uncertain about their child’s sex and the child becomes aware of his 

or her genital uniqueness. Furthermore, Stoller proposed that only individuals with 

this sort of childhood hermaphroditic identity could make an adequate adolescent or 

adult adjustment to sex reassignment. On the other hand, Stoller argued that inter-

sexed individuals with an unwavering male or female core gender identity would be 

emotionally devastated by the information that they are biologically of the opposite 

sex, and would never be able to transition genders  successfully.

Stoller described two cases of penile agenesis in children aged 4 and 15 in 1965. Both 

children had clear and unambiguous male gender identity. The 4- year- old, who had 

a perineal urethrostomy (surgically- created urinary opening) and no genital surgery, 

was vehemently opposed to the idea of sex reassignment to female. The 15- year- old 

had undergone multiple surgical procedures resulting in a severely deformed phallus 

that Stoller described as a “monstrosity of unearthly appearance.” Stoller did not 

recommend sex reassignment of these children, but instead saw them as confi rm-

ing his earlier claim about the fi xity of “core gender identity.” Furthermore, these 

cases supported his argument that the anatomic penis was not essential to the “sense 

of maleness.” Stoller, however, was already greatly impressed by the early work of 

Money and the Hampsons, which he viewed as “most compatible with present- day 

psychodynamic opinion” and therefore reiterated their claim that “gender role is 

determined by postnatal psychological forces, regardless of anatomy.”57 In his two 

cases of aphallic children, Stoller argued that the parents’ gendered rearing of the 

infants had produced a male  identity.

In 1968, Stoller’s belief in a biological determinant of gender identity changed dram-

atically. He published an update on “Agnes,” the case of a female- identifi ed teenaged 

boy who initially claimed to have spontaneously feminized at puberty. Although a 

thorough medical workup failed to establish a diagnosis, the boy was hypothesized 

to have a hermaphroditic condition that would explain the female gender identity and 

bodily feminization. At the patient’s request, she underwent female sex reassignment 

at age 20.58 Several years later Agnes reemerged and admitted to Stoller that she had 

deceived her medical and psychiatric teams. In fact, she had been secretly taking her 

mother’s estrogen pills since puberty. In 1968, Stoller revised Agnes’ diagnosis from 

hermaphroditism to male transsexualism and now rejected the role of a “biological 

force” in shaping core gender identity. Instead, he emphasized a particular constel-

lation of pathological parent–child dynamics in effeminate boys: their mothers had 

been tomboyish, the father was passive and effeminate, both parents were permissive 

about the child’s effeminacy, and the mothers had excessive contact with the boy.59

This signifi cant shift in his thinking is evident in a 1971 article with pediatric urol-

ogist Hugh Hampton Young, a leader in the surgical treatment of intersexes. By 1971, 

Stoller supported female sex reassignment of neonates with penile agenesis. Discuss-

ing four cases of aphallia, Young and Stoller recommended that a team including a 

urologist, endocrinologist, and psychiatrist make a diagnosis within a few days of 

birth and that the female sex assignment be presented “before the parents are aware 
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of the problem.”60 They believed that orchiectomy could be deferred if there was a 

good likelihood of close longitudinal follow- up. Relying on their experience with 

Agnes, they believed that aphallic children could undergo later genital feminization 

and estrogen therapy resulting in completely normal female identity, appearance, and 

sexual functioning.61 They concluded, echoing Money’s team, that gender identity 

is established by the parents and that female rearing would lead to easier and better 

psychological development and peer  relations.

Money and Ehrhardt reiterated this recommendation in cases of agenesis or trau-

matic loss of the penis because, “With an appropriately timed program of surgical 

and hormonal correction, the baby’s core gender identity will then differentiate as 

female.”62 Kessler and McLaughlin at the University of California, San Diego, recom-

mended orchiectomy within the fi rst few years of life and vaginoplasty in adolescence, 

confi dent that this would lead to successful female identity and sexual functioning.63

In 1987, Oesch, Pinter, and Ransley reported on six aphallia cases, recommending 

early female sex assignment and gonadectomy in the fi rst few days of life.64 Skoog and 

Belman recommended that orchiectomy, labial reconstruction, and urethral transpo-

sition be done in the neonatal period.65

Among these publications increasingly pushing for female sex assignment of indi-

viduals with penile agenesis, there is one highly unusual case. In 1973, Rosenblum 

and Turner described a 45- year- old black man from rural South Carolina with no 

prior medical care, who was referred to urologists because of congenital absence of 

the penis. He was married and reported satisfactory marital relations. He claimed he 

could have intercourse and ejaculate by stimulating the dorsal portion of his scrotum 

and pubic area. Psychological testing found that he had “adjusted to his situation in 

a reasonable fashion.”66 He refused to have any surgical “corrective therapy” and did 

not return for follow- up. Ironically, this person’s poverty and rural residence probably 

preserved him from neonatal sex- reassignment and forced him to adapt (apparently 

successfully) to his genital  anomaly.

Aside from Stoller’s case descriptions from the 1960s, there are few accounts of 

psychotherapy with intersexed individuals, particularly children. This is probably 

because of the conspiracy of secrecy around their past.67 Stoller, Money, and others 

who promoted the “optimal sex” paradigm counseled against informing intersex 

patients about their intersex diagnosis and past genital surgeries for fear that this 

information could lead to gender confusion. Doctors and families in the know were to 

maintain a paternalistic veil of secrecy. The intersex individuals were, nevertheless, 

likely to realize that something was unusual about their genital anatomy or sexual 

function, and undoubtedly were likely to be suspicious about their frequent medical 

visits, surgical revisions, and maintenance hormone therapy. However, the atmos-

phere of secrecy would have encouraged them not to inquire about their medical 

condition, or worse, to be profoundly ashamed of it. It is quite likely that many inter-

sex individuals have been in therapy over the past four decades, but never mentioned 

it to a therapist because they were unaware of or were too embarrassed to bring up 

their intersex condition. They may also fear that a clinician will become overly fas-

cinated with or distracted by the intersex history and fail to provide the services the 

patient desires.68 Equally worrisome are cases where a therapist who was privy to 

the patient’s intersex history felt compelled to maintain the secret. How can a thera-
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pist work successfully with someone while withholding critical information from the 

patient? Intersex management teams may also avoid referring their patients for psy-

chotherapy precisely out of fear of having them learn about their past.

Intersex and Gender Identity

Let me return, in concluding, to my patient Mario. In clinical settings I have dis-

cussed in detail the course of his psychotherapy and the challenging psychosexual 

development he is undergoing as a pubescent boy with surgically constructed female 

external genitalia. Rather than focus on his case (since few of my readers in this 

context are psychotherapists), I want to concentrate on the broader theoretical issues 

of how the history of intersex treatment and current intersex politics affects children 

with aphallia and other intersex conditions. First, it is essential to know the medical 

history of hermaphroditism to understand the psychological and biomedical logic that 

dictated Mario’s past treatment. Although the management of intersexes is under-

going signifi cant reconsideration now, partly under pressure from intersex advocacy 

groups (Chase 1999),69 many intersexed children are still assigned a sex and surgi-

cally “corrected” based on the paradigm shaped by John Money, Robert Stoller, and 

other researchers in the 1960s. Their central tenet of the complete psychosocial mal-

leability of gender is coming under increased scrutiny as researchers examine sexual 

dimorphism in the brain.70 Diamond hypothesizes that gender identity is strongly 

determined in utero by the infl uence of sex steroid levels on the developing brain.71

Even John Money no longer claims that rearing exclusively determines gender iden-

tity.72 In 2005, Heino Meyer- Bahlburg reviewed penile agenesis cases in the medical 

literature and their gender outcomes. Remarkably, he found that few case descrip-

tions even systematically assessed gender identity or dysphoria. Of those that did, 16 

patients had been assigned female and 17 assigned male. None of those assigned male 

expressed gender dysphoria or had switched to living as females, whereas 4 out of 16 

patients assigned female expressed gender dysphoria or had switched to a male gender 

role. Given the relative novelty of the “optimal gender” paradigm, only a minority 

of these patients had even reached 18 years of age and therefore had further psycho-

logical development ahead of them when they might become dissatisfi ed with their 

assigned gender. Meyer- Bahlburg, a long- time Money collaborator, cautiously con-

cluded that while social factors in gender assignment play a role, female assignment 

of children with penile agenesis carries a risk of later gender dysphoria and gender 

change.73 Zucker was more decisive in concluding that female sex assignment is not
appropriate treatment in cases of penile agenesis (such as Mario’s), traumatic loss 

of the penis, or micropenis since current accumulated evidence indicates that these 

infants later identify as male in adulthood.74

Stoller’s original concept of core gender identity re- emerges as accurate and, in 

Mario’s case, his mother recalls that he displayed strong male typical behavior since 

infancy and he always said he felt like a boy. As Stoller fi rst suggested, a fi rm male 

core gender identity can develop in early childhood without a penis or, in Mario’s 

case, despite the presence of surgically constructed labioform genitals. Furthermore, 

Mario’s male gender developed despite attempts at enforced female socialization in 
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the fi rst three years of life. Contrary to Stoller’s model, it does not currently appear 

that this knowledge led Mario to an “intersex identity.” He has a strong male core 

gender identity while being fully cognizant of his anatomical difference compared to 

other boys.75

Preschool children certainly manifest a broad spectrum of gendered  behaviors. 

Gender role is heavily policed by parents as well as peers and conventional gender roles 

become more polarized as children age. While gender variant children (so called “sissy 

boys” and tomboy girls) challenge the dichotomized gender roles, it is only rarely that 

even these children are uncertain about their sex. Many adult gays and lesbians also 

recall feeling vaguely “different” in terms of their gender as children, without having 

felt confused about their sex.76 Young children, at least in a Euro- American context, 

do not seem capable of sustaining such a novel and culturally atypical third gender 

identity as being a hermaphrodite or intersex. Stoller’s formulation of the “hermaph-

roditic identity of hermaphrodites,” however, may be a retrospective construction by 

adults that is important, if not essential, to adult intersexuals’ gender identity tran-

sitioning.77 Some intersexual activists, such as Howard Devore, have declared their 

own intersex gender identity as both male and female or a third gender between male 

and female.78 However, the mainstream intersex support groups centered around 

particular diagnoses (such as androgen insensitivity syndrome, hypospadias, or con-

genital adrenal hyperplasia) have intensely debated if not completely rejected the 

intersex label because the affected individuals feel their gender identity is either male 

or female and they do not want to be perceived as gender intermediates. Preves also 

notes that her informants, recruited from intersex support groups, although devel-

oping an identity as intersexed people (that is, they acknowledged to themselves and 

publicly that they had an intersex condition), nonetheless maintained a binarized 

view of gender and “went to great lengths to uphold the sex of assignment they were 

given.”79

Contrary to what some members of these support groups believe, the ISNA does 

not promote intersex as a third gender or inter- gender identity. The misperception 

probably arose from ISNA’s in- your- face activism in its fi rst years, when it used the 

attention grabbing phrase “Hermaphrodites with Attitude.” The gender radical-

ness that intersex support groups reject has instead been exploited by some feminist 

theorists who have seen in the intersex condition a tool for demolishing cultural and 

medical constructions of sex and gender. Suzanne Kessler, for example, utopically 

concludes her monograph declaring: “We must use whatever means we have to give 

up on gender. The problems of intersexuality will vanish and we will in this way com-

pensate intersexuals for all the lessons they have provided.”80 Early in the intersex 

battles, Anne Fausto- Sterling had argued that intersexes demonstrated the spectrum 

of human sexuality and proposed three terms for intersex sex identities.81 After dia-

logue with Cheryl Chase, Fausto- Sterling later retracted that essay as a “tongue in 

cheek” provocation.82

Judith Butler also made use of the intersex phenomenon in a theoretically laden 

essay on the “desubjugation of the subject within the politics of truth.”83 Her article, 

unfortunately, simplifi ed intersex and misrepresented most of her sources. She 

claimed, erroneously, that Cheryl Chase argues that “there is no reason to make a 

sex assignment at all.”84 Butler also unfairly portrayed Milton Diamond as a simplis-
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tic Y chromosome determinist who argues that any infant with a Y chromosome be 

assigned or reassigned male.85 Most ironically for an article entitled “Doing Justice to 

Someone,” Butler persistently referred to David Reimer as “John/Joan” for the sake 

of her discourse theory argument that “he is the human in its anonymity . . . [H]e is 

the anonymous – and critical – condition of the human as it speaks itself at the limits 

of what we think we know.” Only in a footnote did she note that “John/Joan no longer 

operates with a pseudonym,” yet she never names David Reimer.86 In a subsequent 

revision of the essay in Undoing Gender (2004), Butler has replaced Reimer’s name 

throughout without, however, altering her conclusion on anonymity or correcting 

misrepresentations of the biomedical literature. She still sees in the intersex condition 

an opportunity for destabilizing biological notions of sex and gender.87

ISNA, on the other hand, has struggled to shift the focus of intersex politics from 

sex/gender theory battles to practical clinical concerns. Its home webpage in 2004 

made its position on gender unmistakably clear: “WARNING! Do not claim that 

ISNA is or ever has been in favor of three sexes, or no sexes, or eliminating gender.”88

Cases of sex reassignment, such as Mario’s or David Reimer’s, are quite rare and 

not the central focus of ISNA, despite the huge media and academic attention they 

attract. ISNA’s mission is to reduce the stigma and secrecy surrounding intersex con-

ditions and eliminate unnecessary intersex pediatric surgeries. The vast majority of 

these surgeries are done, not to change an infant’s sex, but to make the genitals appear 

more “normal,” that is, more sex- typical. Kessler accurately criticized the sex bias 

underlying this surgical normalization: girls should not have a signifi cant clitoris and 

boys should have a large penis for future vaginal penetration.89

It is as yet not clear how gender identity is determined. There may be genetic factors, 

in utero hormonal effects, as well as rearing effects. All three probably play a role. But 

contrary to Money’s original hypothesis, gender identity most likely is not entirely 

malleable through rearing and genital surgery. Given that in the vast majority of 

all individuals gender identity is quite robust by age 2 or 3 (even if discordant with 

genital sex) there seems little logic to the policy of secrecy surrounding intersex con-

ditions. A little girl informed of her CAH diagnosis is unlikely to have a gender crisis 

and decide she is really a boy. The more pressing issue is coping with the ongoing 

medical attention and medications she needs to stay healthy for the rest of her life. 

Being kept ignorant about her CAH diagnosis is not likely to help her attend to her 

own health care. The secrecy surrounding an intersex diagnosis and any early correc-

tive surgery, therefore, seems misguided and likely to stimulate a distrust of medical 

care and reinforce the child’s feeling that genitals and gender status are unmentiona-

ble and shameful – a common experience for intersexed individuals.90

Testimonials from the intersexed members of the ISNA suggest that those who 

had surgical genital interventions always had a feeling that something was wrong 

with them.91 They had to make sense of repeated doctor visits, genital examina-

tions, unusual genital appearance, scarring, and sensory defi cits. The frequent genital 

examinations alone can be experienced as sexual molestation.92 In other words, the 

paternalistic policy of secrecy, while it may have been well- intentioned, does not 

succeed in letting these children feel “normal.” Medical reassurances that an inter-

sexed child will be a “normal” adolescent or adult after surgical interventions, may 

assuage parents, but are not founded on long- term follow- up  studies.
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There are no simple solutions to the management of infants with atypical or ambig-

uous genitalia. Even without surgical interventions, periodic medical evaluations of 

genital development, gonadal anatomy and function, or urinary fl ow are likely to be 

traumatic for children.93 Wilson and Reiner have suggested a tactic of sex assignment 

based on historical experience and suspected prenatal neurohormonal exposure, with 

only truly essential surgical intervention.94 They recommend that surgical genitoplasty 

be deferred until the patient can participate in a discussion about it. Pubertal hormone 

therapy should also take into account the patient’s self- defi ned gender  identity.

The clinical realities faced by intersexed individuals and their families are enor-

mously challenging. Intersexed conditions are a diverse collection of anatomical and 

physiological atypicalities that in some cases require life- saving corrective surgery 

and in some cases require life- long endocrinological care. While the historical con-

struction of sex, gender, and hermaphroditism certainly inform the current “optimal 

gender” paradigm of treatment, deconstructing these will not make intersexuality 

disappear any more than it will erase the categories of sex and gender. No amount 

of theorizing about intersex or its cultural impact on gender theory will eliminate 

the physical pain, infertility, endocrinological disorders, and emotional distress that 

burden many people with intersex conditions. However, the critical study of inter-

sex can help spur better scientifi c research and clinical management, as well as spare 

intersexed individuals unnecessary surgeries, clinical disinformation, and societal 

 marginalization.
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CHAPTER  FOURTEEN

Gesture and Utterance

Fragments from a 
Butch–Femme Archive

Juana María Rodríguez

“So it is a lover who speaks and says:”

Roland Barthes, A Lover’s Discourse1

This essay is about sex. Not the representations of sex on fl ickering screens or fi ctional 

pages, or the projected practices culled from psychiatric confessions, anthropo-

logical investigation, or court mandated self-disclosure; the sex here is about the 

performance of a sexual archive brought to life through gesture, utterance and inter-

pretation. To move from theoretical investigations of detached textual desire, to a 

critical consideration of an actualized sexual imaginary, necessitates performance as 

the methodological project of investigation. This is not about the sex you have; it is 

outside of you, whoever you may be. Derrida writes, “There is no archive without a 

place of consignation, without a technique of repetition, and without a certain exte-

riority. No archive without an outside.”2 Like all texts from the archive of ephemera, 

this essay is specifi c to a moment and the bodies that inhabit that moment; it is partial 

and in-process; it has been produced for your consumption. Performative writing, 

neither autobiographical confession nor detached critical analysis, functions here as a 

venue through which the imaginative potential of readers and writers “being-in-lan-

guage” together can arise. Feelings and experience are not offered here as evidence, 

authority, or reality.3 Instead, this essay enacts a synchronous dialogue between imag-

ination and analysis, memory and  interpretation.

If, as queer theorists, we understand our academic archives as symptoms of the 

desires and anxieties that animate our intellectual and creative lives, what happens 

when we engage the relationship between the sticky anxious substance of the sexual 

archives we inhabit off the page and the analysis of the sexualities that we produce 

on the page? What questions, methodologies, and audiences emerge through this 

enactment of an erotically embodied academic performance? How do we construct an 

archive of desire? What gestures and speech acts inform how we conceive of the ways 

our racialized sexual bodies fuck in the world? In the visionary analysis recorded in 

her book, An Archive of Feelings, Ann Cvetkovich exposes the productive urgency of 

documenting the excesses of lesbian public cultures, the gaps and fi ssures that divulge 

the psychic lives of queer sexual  subjects.



The archive of feelings is both material and immaterial, at once incorporating objects 

that might not ordinarily be considered archival, and at the same time, resisting docu-

mentation because sex and feelings are too personal or ephemeral to leave records.4

Similarly, in their erotic essay “Sextext,” Frederick C. Corey and Thomas K. Naka-

yama take on the work of making textual the intricacies of their own queer sexual 

sensibilities. They write (in the singular), “My aim is to write aloud desire in an elab-

orate performance that indexes the fl eeting nature of desire in the context of academic 

discourse that attempts (never successfully) to capture and ground that fl ight.”5 That 

sex and feelings resist documentation only adds to the seductive desire to capture 

them in text. We know that their articulations circulate everywhere. They enter us 

through the deep guttural expressions voiced in bars and bedrooms; you hear them 

whispered in conference meeting halls and let loose in high-pitched gasps overheard 

in bathroom stalls, a sudden shout, fuck me. The challenge is not to explain or even 

record, but to invoke the power of their  presence.

In order to ground my own intellectually imaginative fl ight, I begin with an assump-

tion: sexual acts and sexualized bodies have no meaning outside of those we assign 

them. Fingers, fellatio, nipples, assholes, and kissing are texts available for interpre-

tation; names and meaning are assigned, circulated, enforced, toyed with, and trans-

formed but are never absolute. The question that follows from this modest assumption 

is the following: what gives queer sex queer meaning? Or perhaps more specifi cally, 

what makes butch–femme sex so perversely queer? Writing within the cultural and 

sexual logic of butch–femme sociality, a logic that I can neither fully defi ne nor 

explain, this essay retraces fragments from that archive to consider the implications 

of both the assumption and the questions it raises. As Foucault warns,

[I]t is not possible for us to describe our own archive, since it is from within these rules 

that we speak, since it is that which gives to what we can say – and to itself, the object of 

our discourse – its modes of appearance, its forms of existence and coexistence, its sys-

tems of accumulation, historicity, and disappearance.6

Thus we are always enmeshed within the creative limitations of our own discursive 

machinations. Bound within the sweet perverse logic of my own femme formation, 

the interrogation this essay offers can never work to explicate the psychic power of 

desire. Instead it offers fragments – disjointed and non-sequential – of the embod-

ied enactments of a sexual imaginary and the mobile meanings of their articulations, 

the illusive traces that make their presence felt through gesture and utterance. Rather 

than claims to description or explanation, this archive, produced through memory 

and translation, imagination and interpretation, offers an invitation to think along, to 

play with the possibilities of sexual  inquiry.

Within this context the words butch and femme come into meaning from within 

the contradictory contours of an inhabited archive of sexual experiences and social 

embodiments that has everything to do with lived experiences of class, geographic 

location, history, nation, generation, corporeality, language and culture, yet they 

are never reducible to a certain set of correlating attributes. These designations are 

meant neither as culturally specifi c terms for sexualized gender subject positions, 

nor as determining sets of sexually gendered articulations and practices. Rather than 
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 consider butch and femme identities or the practices that have come to be associated 

with these terms, this essay works in the gap of these identitarian logics to consider 

how erotic meaning is produced and made pleasurable through acts and  articulations.

The acts and articulations I describe are not to be read as representative of others 

who also lay claim to the designations of desire known as butch and femme; similarly, 

they may also be claimed or deployed by others with different self-defi ned identifi ca-

tions (transgender, heterosexual, lesbian, bottom, fag). That these sexual moments 

and movements belong to no one and can be accessed by anyone speaks to the impos-

sibility of linking sexual practices to identity formations and the multifarious ways 

that pleasures are imagined, sensed, and formed in language and bodily expression. 

If you feel excluded or addressed, excited or repulsed by the sexual performances that 

are presented here, it is because you have undergone the touch of language, and touch 

is rarely, if ever,  neutral.

In a “Fem(me)inist Manifesto” Lisa Duggan and Kathleen McHugh similarly look 

past the construction of femme as an identity to offer a way of reading femme through 

her performance, play and  pleasure.

It diminishes a fem(me), all fem(me)s, to talk about a “femme” identity in itself. 

How could that be? Fem(me) is neither an ideal nor a category. She makes a scene, an 

entrance, an appearance – she steals the show (she is the show) of difference, but she 

cannot be fi xed as a certain effect in itself.7

This essay follows the femme, this femme, into the sites of her sexual performance. It 

marks not just her entrance into the locus of her desire, but her entry into the imag-

ination of the butches that have shared its enactments. It saunters unabashedly into 

those minute spaces of intimate interaction, the fl eeting gestures and utterances that 

perform their own complex designations of desire that always exceed the names and 

categories we assign them.

Gestures are always partial, incomplete; they never fully establish the  interpretive 

closure of an action; they never pretend to fully articulate their intent. A gesture can 

only suggest, and that suggestion functions as its form of seduction. Titillating, the 

gesture is a risk and an invitation to guess its aspirations. The femme scans her eyes 
downward. The butch grabs his cock. Wordless, this gesture conveys the presence of the 

butch cock and its potential power; it captures the femme’s desire and her recognition 

of the butch’s potential to satisfy that desire. Alone, in the absence of a femme audi-

ence, the butch may shake his cock, hold it, or dress it to the left. These gestures, ones 

repeatedly done in private, become transformed when they function as spectacle for 

a lover. When offered to a femme, each becomes an interpretive sea of possibilities. 

The femme initiates the exchange through her mute gesture of invitation and then 

functions as witness, taking in the performative testimony of the butch’s response. 

Through the widening of her eyes, the femme recognizes and (re)produces the butch 

cock. She endows it with desire and substance as an act of affi rmation and validation. 

The gesture is ephemeral, it has already passed, but its impression lingers in the air, 

and seeps into the skin. It enters the psyche of the other like a threat, or a  promise.

Like Duggan and McHugh, Judith Halberstam, in Female Masculinity, invites 

readers to look beyond identifi cation to critically interrogate the history and signif-
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icance of female-to-female sexual acts. She writes, “The analysis of sexual practices 

does more than simply fi ll in the dirty details; it also destabilizes other hierarchical 

structures of difference sustained by the homosexual–heterosexual binary system.”8

Halberstam turns to tribadism to mark a “history of masculinization of certain female 

sexual practices” associated with masculine women. “Tribadism, with or without a 

dildo, with or without simultaneous digital penetration of a lover, really constitutes 

a sexual practice particular to women” (61). She goes further to state, “the tribade 

partakes in discourses of female pleasure but also violates the category of woman.”9

While Halberstam’s contributions decidedly add to the unwritten ephemera of a 

butch–femme sexual archive, and comprise one of the boldest and most insightful 

sustained interventions into documenting the signifi cance of queer butch sexual prac-

tices, she also stops short of articulating the creative sexual potential of tribadism and 

other sexual acts she describes by declining to consider the verbal or imagined enact-

ments of sex and gender that so often accompany these acts. Instead she uses the term 

a “discourse of acts” to examine the sexual practices that are butch–femme sex. In 

contrast, I am attempting to separate out the different registers of sexual acts from 

verbal and psychic articulations of sexual desire, to understand how they may func-

tion in concert, or as complementary correlates, but never as collapsible  equivalents.

The action, in the absence of the utterance or thought fragment that accompany 

it, fails to fully suggest the succulent array of psychic gender play that tribadism 

can enact. Ultimately it is the psychic utterances that can accompany the gesture of 

mounting the femme, not merely the act itself, that resignify the sexual exchange as 

queer sex – he pushes the tip inside her, she bleeds; he ejaculates, she conceives – this 

range of imagined sexual possibilities, whispered, moaned or sensed in silence, create 

the sexual charge that is regenerated with each ensuing gesture and utterance. What 

is queer here, what is powerful and playful, is the way performative interpretation is 

allowed to restructure the limits of the body and of pleasure. Here the femme pro-

duces a hymen or a fertile womb; she performs insatiability or indifference as an 

interpretation of these tropes of feminine sexual engagement. Likewise queer butch 

bodies live a sexual experience – and live it richly – through the interpretation of their 

own masculine performative acts. That all sex, and all experience, is lived through 

interpretation bears emphasizing, or as Joan Scott states, “Experience is at once 

always already an interpretation, and something that needs to be interpreted.”10 Queer 

sex is thus that which makes this process of interpretation apparent and imbues it 

with the possibility of transforming how we envision sexual  experience.

At times the destabilization of “other hierarchical structures of difference” that 

Halberstam references functions by pointing to the ways in which sexual acts are 

repeated in similar ways across bodies that mark themselves as different. Clearly, 

the linguistic and imaginary articulations of masculine subjective postures I have 

delineated and claimed for butch are also routinely invoked by transmen, queer bois, 

FTMs, het-men and tops of various sexual persuasions and anatomical articulations. 

What might it mean to suggest that the sublime moment when one body penetrates 

another, the exhale that marks the second between anticipation and fulfi llment, is one 

potentially shared by multiply named sexual subjectivities? Likewise, can we imagine 

the sound, the word, the shudder that emanates from the body that has just had its 

edges undone? To suggest that feelings, acts, and words might be shared is not to say 
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that they are the same, the difference functions at the level of the interplay between 

actions, imagination, and the individuality of our own sexual archives. Certainly 

many butches, dykes, and femmes would cringe at the centrality of phallic imagery 

or the masculine pronouns I have used. On a more fundamental level, we know that 

butches and femmes do not only fuck each other; this sexual dyad constitutes only one 

of the many ways gender queer bodies come together. How sexualized gender, perfor-

mative acts, and linguistic utterances come together is never the same, even within a 

single temporally shifting body, and their meanings are never produced outside of a 

particular logic of  interpretation.

As queer racialized sexual subjects, control, defi ance, accommodation, and violence 

have historically formed an integral part of our formation as social beings. Therefore 

these articulations of power can come to bear special meaning in our sexual practices. 

In our psychic lives, familiar tropes of the illicit and the abject come together with the 

particularities of place (the confessional, the dark alley, the classroom) and subject 

position (the pimp, the maid, the neighbor’s son) to create the mise en scène of our 

sexual fantasies. We color these scenarios with details that defi ne our own erotic imag-

inaries, textures and tensions unique to our sexual proclivities and the improvised 

inspiration of the moment. In sex, these narratives can remain hidden behind eyes 

shut tight, or erupt into words or movements that crystallize the erotic mood behind 

these sexual scripts. That these narratives are often steeped in discourses of hetero-

sexual gender and heteronormative sexuality, barely tinted or boldly coated through 

fi gures of racialization, should not surprise us; these are the discourses, images, and 

performative acts that have hailed us as desiring subjects. That we reproduce these 

gestures and utterances – a repetition that always occasions a difference – with social 

bodies that exist outside the logic of gendered and racial normativity produces a gap, 

a performative abyss, that queer sex steps into and (re)marks. Through eroticization 

and pleasure, we are thus presented with the possibility of remarking and reinterpret-

ing the pain and refusal of social intelligibility that constitute our daily lives.

Never already subversive or outside other circuits of power, these queer practices 

of interpretation and resignifi cation expose the complexities of the social, sexual, and 

political vulnerabilities and pleasures that they reveal. By insisting on understand-

ing and experiencing gender and sex as acts of interpretation, queers make evident the 

need and the possibility to disentangle bodies and acts from preassigned meanings, 

creating meaning and pleasure anew from the recycled scraps of dominant cultures. 

Cvetkovich articulates the possibilities that queer sexuality allows in the face of public 

demands for sexual normativity, and situates butch–femme as one such site for this 

reoccupation of the public. She states “Within butch–femme culture, the intimacy 

of sexuality serves as a semipublic sphere that makes up for the failures of the public 

sphere, providing a space for emotional expression that is not available elsewhere.”11

The intimate space of butch–femme sexual practice performs a disidentifi cation with 

the public cultures of erasure and abjection through gestures and utterances that 

redefi nes erotic economies of pleasure. When these performances enter the space of 

the public, we leave the footprints of our sexual misbehavior on the faces of an aghast 

dominant culture who are forced to read the familiar as perverse, to read their own 

gendered acts as invented and  enforced.

En traducción, todo es mentira. The utterances that emerge in sex are always specifi c 
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to a language, and the evocative meaning that language allows. Abre, abrete, abierto
signify “open” differently; the erotic power of intonation and rhythm fails under the 

pressure of translation. To move sexually from one language to another transforms 

all of the other non-linguistic elements of the erotic exchange. Ayyyyyy papi is never 

equivalent to Ohhhhhhh daddy; they register differently in the body, they require 

different forms of vocal expression. Meaning, word, and sound draw upon distinct 

elements of the erotic archive; though likewise charged, they each rely on and create 

another form of psychic  imagery.

Memory erupts in words, and words, articulated in languages that are never fully 

our own, have a character that is corporeal. The vocabulary of sex always implicates 

an inventive recirculation of language; it travels from one body to another, tongue to 

tongue; it is regional, marked by accent, generation, culture, and class; it is easily con-

taminated. Polla, crica, chichar, bicho, follar, pootang, verga, cock, morbo, meter mano, 
cojer, polvo, are words acquired through sexual and linguistic contacts and exchanges. 

Estas palabras transforman la boca, el deseo, lo que es posible imaginar e interpretar. Each 

word was carried into the sexual archive through a body, each word has its own fl avor 

and scent, each enacts a memory and the possibility of making memory anew. When 

we fuck, our languages come together; they commingle and collide in acts of illicit 

translation, interpretation, and reinscription. Cumming across differences always 

occasions new opportunities for the production of erotic  meaning.

Likewise, gestures have a history in cultural memory. Blood-orange nails, the 

melodic clinking of a wrist full of bracelets, the sound, and scent of the femme’s hand 

as she pulls her lover toward her, emerge from an erotic archive that has been peopled 

with mothers and aunts, neighbors, classmates, and lovers who have conveyed the fem-

inine in culturally specifi c ways. Gayatri Gopinath uses the example of the specifi c 

aesthetics of queer racialized South Asian femininity – “bodily signs that have mul-

tiple meanings” – to reveal how localized cultural modalities of femme and feminine 

expression escape the visible sphere of dominant forms of address, rendering them 

outside the normative logic of imaginable desires.12 The butch takes in these “bodily 

signs,” reads them through his own sensory and cultural repertoire; he devours their 

signifi cance and assigns them new meanings. Sexual archives, complicated, detailed 

and continually under revision, come together and rewrite each other with each 

encounter. The effect of these liaisons is never predictable and rarely explainable, the 

power of a single word or gesture can take you by surprise, or take your breath away.

In the sexual exchange, this exacting power is performed through language and 

naming. With the utterance suck my cock, the butch does not ask for recognition 

through fellatio, but demands it. The meaning of this butch cock contains and exceeds 

its phallic potential, it is not the power of the phallus or its ability to structure the 

sexual dynamic, but the material reality of the penis, the embodied fl eshy presence 

that grows between the butch’s legs. In the spaces of language and touch, the femme 

asserts its meanings through recognition and desire. This cock was already present 

in the butch’s imaginary; he had already invested it with sexual signifi cance, as he 

waits for the femme to name it, assert its worth, and kneel before it. The gesture must 

be precise – the movement of the head, the placement of the hands, the action of the 

mouth work in unison to sustain psychic as well as physical pleasure. The femme 

responds to the command by submitting to the power of phallus and the pleasure 
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of the penis, and by taking it all into her mouth, she also signals her own ability to 

destroy that which she ventured to produce. The pleasure of sexual recognition always 

implies a risk. Judith Butler remarks, “Recognition is, however, also the name given to 

the process that constantly risks destruction, and which . . . could not be recognition 

without a defi ning or constitutive risk of destruction.”13 In butch–femme sex, sexual 

vulnerabilities are negotiated through language and gesture as each partner commu-

nicates their erotic desires, a process of reaching for mutual recognition that is always 

utopian, and therefore always presents the possibility of  failure.

Naming the butch’s cock, speaking its name out loud, attempts to ensure that the 

mean ing of the gesture satisfi es the erotic intent of both partners. Of course, the 

butch may receive the gesture and the femme perform it in the absence of spoken 

words, either because the naming threatens other sexual identities (lesbian, woman, or 

stone, for example) or simply because the signifi cance of the gesture is so clear that it 

requires no words to transmit the meaning of the sexual act. Often the desired context 

has been produced outside of the space of sex – the femme grabs her lover’s cock 

under the tablecloth, the butch grinds his dick into his femme’s ass on the dance fl oor, 

or the simple utterance – I’m so hard – ensure that the silences of the sexual moment 

are haunted by the sensory traces of these other articulations. That this gesture can be 

signifi ed another way, as cunnilingus or rimming, for example, demonstrates the way 

gesture and utterance can function to fi x the chain of fl oating signifi ers in the sexual 

exchange. Yet this fi xity is never fully accomplished; perhaps there is no need for 

simultaneous psychic articulation; the butch may experience the act as one of getting 

his balls licked, while the femme may experience the same sexual gesture as some-

thing else altogether. Each partner enters into this sexual dynamic with their own 

repertoire of gestures, movements, phrases, and responses –arching the back, cover-

ing the mouth, staring at the cock as it pushes in – the partners, together though never 

fully in psychic synch, live the sexual moment of climax, real or imagined, through 

their own sexual archive of feeling. Sexual performance may be an attempt to repro-

duce and replicate pleasures imagined or experienced, but repetition is never possible. 

Because we never fully achieve sexual utopia, we are compelled to repeat the journey, 

returning, revisiting, re-enacting the words, gestures and tropes of our  desires.

In his essay “Notes on Gesture,” Giorgio Agamben begins by linking gesture to 

mediality. Here mediality is understood as the medium of communication, the middle 

space between communicative production and reception. “What is relayed to human 

beings in gestures is not the sphere of an end in itself but rather the sphere of a pure 

and endless mediality.” He suggests how gesture interrupts the direction of “means” 

fl owing toward “ends,” marking it instead as the “communication of communicabil-

ity,” a “gag” that marks the failure of speech and the inability to speak, as it reiterates 

the “being-in-language of human beings.”14

Read through Agamben’s analysis of language and gesture, the acts and articula-

tions of butch and femme sexual performances can only work to remain within the 

process of becoming, of means; they are never capable of producing the fi xity of a 

determined sexual end. The interpretive practices that these acts rely upon and 

produce are always open and in process. In this way, butches may perform hetero-

sexual masculinity without that presentation arriving at the production of heterosexual 

maleness, a categorical destination that may or may not be desired. Femmes may 
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incarnate normatively marked feminine sexual submission without that expression 

being directed toward heteronormatively marked sexual “ends.” Read queerly, the 

indecipherability of queer sex, its insistence on producing and transforming its own 

forms of signifi cance, remarks the failure of ends as an insistence on the enjoyment 

of the very imaginative and interpretive possibilities of sexual performance as means. 

For queer life and queer sex, the revelatory exposure of the fi ction of ends becomes an 

erotic site rich in unrestrained potential where the queer gesture works to disengage 

normative correlations between gender and sexuality, and embodied social, cultural 

and sexual  performances.

In his essay “Gesture, Ephemera and Queer Feeling: Approaching Kevin Aviance,” 

José Esteban Muñoz uses queer gesture and ephemera as sites for locating practices of 

queer legibility, feeling, and social and self recognition. Gesture is, of course, avail-

able only within its own temporal present, but like spoken utterances, the gesture 

leaves an impression that haunts the spaces of its absence. Writing about the illusive 

and ephemeral presence of queer dance, Muñoz describes the relationship between 

the ephemeral qualities of dance and the material dimensions of movement. Quoted 

below, I have replaced his use of the word “dance” with the word “sex” to instigate the 

process of thinking about sex as a form of performative embodiment rather than as a 

set of physical acts performed by socially identifi ed bodies.

Sex, like energy, never disappears; it is simply transformed. Queer sex, after the live 

act, does not just expire. The ephemeral does not equal unmateriality. It is more nearly 

about another understanding of what matters. It matters to get lost in sex or to use sex to 

get lost. Lost from the evidentiary logic of heterosexuality.15

Muñoz looks to the performances that fl oat across queer dance fl oors for the enact-

ment of means without ends, gestures that exceed the intentions of their signifi cation 

without ever becoming more than their own momentary expression. Dance, like sex, 

is highly coded motion, recognizable only within certain logics that are determined 

as much by social convention as through individual expression. Sex, like dance, trans-

forms corporeal rhythm and movement into the means through which the desire for, 

and the impossibility of, bodily escape are performed. That this desire for release 

from corporeal restraints emerges through the intense physicality of fully inhab-

iting the body defi es the logic that fi xes corporeal expressions, such as sex, solely 

within the edges of the body. Here interpretation is “another understanding of what 

matters,” a means to make new sense and senses of the body and its movements. 

Getting lost in the motion, using the motion to get lost, marks the possibility of a 

transformative experience, of exceeding the limits of the physical through corporeal 

 expression.

This submission to desire through the body signals the sexual position of the femme. 

Her gestures make manifest her openness to the possibility of possession, of surrender. 

In her desire to get lost in the motion she spreads her legs, she opens her mouth, she 

offers her ass, she allows herself to be fi lled with others’ fi ngers, cocks, dildos, fi sts, 

tongues, objects, words, and imagination. She submits to the gratifi cation others take 

in her submission and offers her compliance as a gift. Each of her orifi ces exists as an 

invitation for the butch’s use and desire. Her utterance, take me, expresses her longing 

to be transported, moved, taken somewhere beyond herself. To be possessed, inhab-
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ited by another body, is to give over corporeal control to another entity that demands 

surrender, like a god demanding devotion. The femme’s desire for submission, her 

yearning for possession, express a desire for subjection, a subjection that works to 

produce her as a femme subject as it articulates her control over the production of her 

subjection. If femme as a sexualized gender and as a corporeal performance can exist 

as a way of being for a butch, it also creates the vulnerability generated by a depend-

ence on that sexual recognition. In this way, it signals both responsibility and risk. 

The femme is responsible for producing gestures and utterances that must be both 

intelligible and desirable to her lover. She must know how to read her lover’s fanta-

sies and anxieties, and offer her own response to that expression. Because the femme 

offers her surrender, the risk of rejection is always a shadow and the mastery that 

marks her submission fails in the face of butch indifference. Femmes survive. Aban-

doning ends and returning to means take her back to memories of fulfi llment, the 

promise of pleasures that lie ahead, and the joys of a desiring  present.

We reach for the touch of joy. We know that memory, interpretation, and desire 

are never fully synonymous or satisfying. The interstices expose the spaces between 

our psychic lives as sexual subjects and our lived experience as desiring carnal bodies 

living our lives in the face of a hostile world. Because we fuck against the walls of vio-

lence, the memory and threat of other forms of touch, of other daily social inquiries 

that constitute us as abject, perverse, colored, illegal, and outside love, it seems worth 

reasserting the intimate signifi cance of queer sex. It is queer sex that exposes the 

intensity of pleasure as la raison d’être for sex, queer sex that crashes the public spaces 

of numbing social conformity, queer sex that makes possible a new lived imaginary of 

sexual bodies and bodily practices. Butches and femmes as gender queer bodies can 

refuse the mandate for unifi ed psychic/corporeal subjectivity to engage the material, 

discursive, and performative space of subjects-in-process.16 By fully inhabiting the 

possibilities of imaginative interpretation, queer sex unmasks the fi ction of unmedi-

ated sexuality as it resignifi es the potential to feel and experience bodies and pleasures 

inside, through, and against “the evidentiary logic of heterosexuality.” Because queer 

desires enter an imagined realm of sexual behavior from outside the legible confi nes 

of sexual normativity, we are thus enjoined to step into the bodies and discourses we 

have inherited and create them anew.

Finally, if, as Butler reminds us through Hegel, “desire is always a desire for rec-

ognition” and recognition is linked to our very sense of personhood, in a world where 

butches, femmes and other gender queers are routinely denied social recognition, 

queer sex becomes a site of possibility where our very existence as humans worthy of 

desire and desirability becomes imaginable.17 Queer sex can only offer the promise of 

intimate recognition as a means of human survival; it can never fulfi ll the contingent 

demands we must make of the state and society; it can never close the gap between 

what we want and what we are capable of experiencing sexually, socially or politically. 

Instead, it is that which reaches out toward the possibility of pleasure as a site of queer 

recognition in a world where that recognition is denied. Queer sex is a gesture – fl eet-

ing, fl irtatious and precarious, that utters the word, come.
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Queer Belongings





CHAPTER  FIFTEEN

Queer Belongings

Kinship Theory and
Queer Theory

Elizabeth Freeman

Does kinship theory matter to queer theory? In state- centered societies, kinship con-

sists of the social policies that recognize some forms of lived relationality – those 

extending from the heterosexual couple and the parent–child unit – with fi nancial and 

other benefi ts; these policies in turn demand certain responsibilities between recog-

nized relatives. Entering this system has been an urgent matter to lesbians and gays in 

enduring same- sex couples and to those raising children within these unions. Defi ned 

more loosely as the set of possibilities for social relations in any given culture whether 

they are addressed by state policy or not, kinship has also mattered to people of all 

sexual orientations whose emotional, fi nancial, domestic, and other ties do not follow 

the lines of dyadic sexual union and genealogical descent. Any responsible family 

policy, any meaningful ethnography of gendered and sexualized social life, and any 

comprehensive theory of kinship must therefore answer to the paradox that lesbians 

and gays both inhabit and exceed the matrix of couplehood and  reproduction.

Kinship theory, on the other hand, is the body of knowledge emerging from attempts 

to abstract the governing principles of relationality – sometimes across cultures – from 

the practices of intimacy observed in a given culture. One question for queer theory is 

whether or not kinship theory, as it has emerged from the domain of anthropology, 

can be queered. Especially as queer theory has been shaped by the work of Michel 

Foucault, it does not understand sexual behavior as simply an expression or violation 

of a given culture’s marriage and descent rules, the way that much of classic kinship 

theory does. Nor does it understand fantasy, desire, or erotic practice as mere parts 

of the whole of such a system, or as offshoots of a gendered division of labor. Instead, 

queer theory recognizes that sexuality is an effect of discourses and institutions that 

generally do not fi gure prominently in foundational anthropological accounts of 

kinship: the politics of state formation itself, racial taxonomies, and such seemingly 

extra- familial spheres as  medicine.

Queer theory developed in response to Foucault’s concept of a “regime of sexu-

ality” emerging in the nineteenth century: this term describes the mobile techniques 

of power, operating beyond the narrow sphere of law, that organize the meaning of 

bodily sensations. The regime of sexuality is distinct from a “regime of alliance,” or 

system of matrimony and generationality regulated by law, that organizes the dis-

tribution of wealth.1 Distinct, that is, from kinship “proper,” as anthropologists and 



linguists generally understand it. For queers, and for queer theory, then, the stakes 

of returning to kinship and kinship theory are high. Dissolving sexuality into even a 

greatly expanded understanding of alliance, we risk losing sight of what has enabled 

us to make and remake alternative social worlds over time. But jettisoning alliance 

altogether, we risk being treated as “legal strangers,” even as symbolic strangers, to 

one another in the here and now.

It is important to emphasize that kinship does not disappear entirely in Foucault’s 

elaboration of sexuality as a discourse. In his view, the modern family actually 

appeared at the intersection between kinship and sexuality. The family helped channel 

the polymorphous effects of sexual discourse into sanctioned alliances; psycho-

analysis, for example, desublimated patients’ libidos only to direct them toward the 

proper expression of “healthy” marital heterosexuality. At the same time, in mass 

culture marriage and childrearing were retooled as sites for the inculcation of pleas-

ures; for instance, American sentimental novels of the nineteenth century and 

beyond extolled the joys of motherhood. Then, too, as a system of affective relations, 

the family itself still “anchors” sexuality, in Foucault’s words, since the incest taboo 

still regulates sexual behavior and shapes normative expectations about gender. And 

at least some aspects of the discourse of sexuality now anchor the family, since the 

psychoanalytic paradigm at the center of sexuality as a fi eld of knowledge insists that 

the parent–child relation founds all erotic subjectivity.2 But Foucault also, and cru-

cially, ties the regime of sexuality and its lived embodiments to capitalism, in that the 

advent of a working class releases other bodies from manual labor and into controlled 

patterns of consumption and self- cultivation, whose social manifestations complexly 

exceed marriage and childrearing. In his words, “Sexuality is originally, historically 

bourgeois.”3

Queer theories focusing on this latter account of sexuality have sometimes led to 

a radical disjuncture between kinship studies and sexuality studies: lesbian and gay 

life emerges as a symptom of the household’s decline as an economic center, and as a 

lever to undermine its fading hegemony.4 In the work of David T. Evans, Rosemary 

Hennessy, Miranda Joseph, and others, a crucial rethinking of sexual identity as a 

“product” of capitalism has not been obviously connected to kinship studies, nor have 

kinship theorists routinely cited these works.5 Meanwhile, queer theories grounded 

in a deconstructive/psychoanalytic paradigm have also decentered kinship, offering 

a vision of sex itself as radically non- relational. In the latter model, most cogently 

argued by Leo Bersani, sex defamiliarizes and estranges, shattering the selfhood that 

would ground any meaningful exchange between two subjects.6 This view – that sex 

negates the social – refutes any notion that erotic activity might provide a homologue 

for, let alone directly produce, expansive fi elds of kin, community, or  democracy.

Is queer sexuality, then, always that which escapes from the kinship grid (or, as 

Judith Butler asks in reversed terms: is kinship always already heterosexual)?7 Dis-

sident sexual acts, identities, fantasies, and orientations can certainly be the basis of 

all kinds of meaningful and passionate attachments on an individual level, whether 

or not one agrees with Bersani that it is bad faith to predicate the social upon the 

sexual. But unlike procreation, these aspects of sexuality and the social forms that 

attend them have not generally worked as “elementary structures,” as Claude Lévi-

 Strauss calls those of kinship.8 That is, they have not been, like the parent–child and 
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the husband–wife unit, the basis of a system of interlocking, detachable small- scale 

social units that can multiply across space into extended families, or through time 

into descent groups.

When we imagine practitioners of non- reproductive sex extending their affi nities 

over space, we tend to use the language of community or even nation, which does 

not distinguish the individual relationships within it. So, for instance, lesbians can 

be “married” just like their straight counterparts, with participating parties under-

standing themselves as spouses, husband and wife, or partners. But we lack names 

that would individuate the participants within larger formations like affairs, ménages 
à trois, friendships, cliques, or subcultures. When we imagine extension over time, 

by contrast, these names are more readily available: lesbians and gays can certainly 

have children or adoptees. But the terms for descent tend to draw not only upon the 

dominant lexicon of kinship but also upon kinship’s most conservative meanings and 

functions. So, for instance, one gay man can unoffi cially take another as an adoptee, 

but only if the adoptee is as young as a genetic offspring would be and the relation-

ship preserves normative generationality; otherwise the two men are interpreted as 

friends or lovers. In fact, the otherwise liberal California courts have conceptualized 

adult adoptions, available since 1951, in terms of biological parent–child relations by 

requiring the adopter to be older than the adoptee – and they did so even when same-

 sex couples used them in the absence of domestic partnership rights from the early 

1980s onward – requiring the adopter to be older than the adoptee.9 And the statutory 

process for adult adoption everywhere makes the relationship irreversible and requires 

the adoptee to permanently sunder his legal bond to his birth parents, both of which 

preserve the fi ction of permanent and unique biological parentage.10 Furthermore, 

even the colloquial terms for non- dominant forms of descent such as mentorship seem 

to preclude the extension of new kinship terms. A mentee’s mentee is not a grand-

 mentee, the way a child’s child is a grandchild. To put all this more simply, queer 

“extended family” tends to collapse into amorphous and generic “community,” while 

queer “descent groups” seem for the most part linguistically inconceivable.11

This lack of “extendability” has often meant that sexual minorities are stranded 

between individualist notions of identity on the one hand and on the other a romanti-

cized notion of community as some amalgamation of individuals whose ties to smaller 

affective units ought to be subordinated to a more abstract collectivity, one often 

modeled on the liberal nation. This may be a fi ne thing, in that kinship itself is fun-

damentally exclusive, depending as it does upon the distinction between those who 

are kin and those who are not kin: perhaps any genuinely democratic culture needs 

to abandon the notion.12 But I want to posit that the process by which small- scale 

relationships become thinkable, meaningful, and/or the basis for larger social for-

mations, and the non- procreative contributions of the body itself to such a process, 

are of crucial interest to queers. Kinship matters for queer theory in a way that Judith 

Butler reminds us that “bodies matter”: (1) a culture’s repetition of particular prac-

tices actually produces what seem to be the material facts that supposedly ground those 

practices in the fi rst place, and (2) when those repetitions are governed by a norm, 

other possibilities are literally unthinkable and impossible.13 Heterosexual gender 

norms therefore “make” kin relations, in that they regulate human behavior toward 

procreation while appearing to be the result of some primal need to propagate the 
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species. Meanwhile, whatever the connections forged by queer gender performances 

and other embodied behaviors “make” remains unintelligible as kinship. Before aban-

doning kinship as incompatible with radical queer theory and politics, I would like to 

examine the possibility that queer bodies make something that might at least theor-

etically extend and endure.

The process I want to describe may appear as much in practices as it does in lin-

guistic terms: my point is not that we need a new set of terms, but rather, a different 

sense of what kinship might be. For as a practice, kinship is resolutely corporeal. Its 

meanings and functions draw from a repertoire of understandings about the body, 

from a set of strategies oriented around the body’s limitations and possibilities. 

Kinship “matters” in the way that bodies “matter”: it may be produced or con-

structed, but is no less urgent or tangible for that. And if kinship is anything at all – if 

it marks a terrain that cannot be fully subsumed by other institutions such as religion, 

politics, or economics – this terrain lies in its status as a set of representational and 

practical strategies for accommodating all the possible ways one human being’s body 

can be vulnerable and hence dependent upon that of another, and for mobilizing all the 

possible resources one body has for taking care of another.14 Even the term “belong,” 

so central to kinship’s basic function of determining who is connected to whom, sug-

gests such literal proximity between bodies, for it comes from the Old English gelang,

translated in the Oxford English Dictionary as “alongside of” or “at hand.”15

In sum, kinship marks out a certain terrain of corporeal dependency: think of the 

cliché that home is where if you have to go there, they have to take you in. Kinship 

delineates the caretaking activities that have not been socialized as services for pur-

chase or as state entitlements – or, more accurately, the kinds of nurture to which, 

despite their having been socialized so that they are available outside the household, 

people have unequal access.16 Kinship is private, unevenly distributed social security. 

A culture’s offi cial kinship system turns these forms of not yet or unequally institu-

tionalized nurture into linguistic terms marking roles that feel like, and are culturally 

and legally recognized as, private, personal, and natural identities: the mother, father, 

husband, wife who is supposed to take you in. This is one reason that fi scal conserv-

atives so often stress “family values”: the government can lower taxes by shifting the 

burden of caretaking onto kin as if this caretaking were a natural expression of pre-

 existing biological ties.

But the fl ip side of an understanding of kinship in terms of dependency is what 

I will call the technique of renewal: as a practice, kinship can also be viewed as the 

process by which bodies and the potential for physical and emotional attachment are 

created, transformed, and sustained over time. The largest and most systematized 

example of kinship as a technique of renewal, of course, is the domestic labor that 

women are expected to do to transform the raw material of a worker’s wages into what 

he needs to labor for another day: a bed, food, clean clothes, etc. This kind of bodily 

renewal literally reproduces the labor force. But kinship also reproduces the cultural 

force insofar as it also recreates and recharges bodies toward ends other than labor, 

such as play, love, and even violence. So does queer life, though perhaps in ways for 

which we do not fully have a vocabulary. Even as lesbian and gay activism demands 

that we continue to fi ght for access to fully institutionalized systems of social repro-

duction such as churches, hospitals, the military, and so on, queer theory needs 
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theories of how our renewal happens on a microsocial level. Especially, it needs to 

continually identify practices of renewal that exceed the state’s major form of “rec-

ognition” and collateral entitlements. Recognition is based upon identity: it asks the 

needy to abstract their needs into a name that grants them legal personhood and 

the privileges attending it. It is cognitive and spatial, insofar as it interpellates the 

needy into an abstract structure of privilege and abjection, legibility and illegibility. 

Renewal, by contrast, is based upon practice: in responding to needs, it makes no 

claims about their bearer. It is bodily and temporal, insofar as it simply makes people 

more possible; renewal grants a future, but one with an uninevitable form.

“Queer belonging,” I would therefore argue, names more than the longing to 

be, and be connected, as in being “at hand.” It also names the longing to “be long,” 

to endure in corporeal form over time, beyond procreation. Though I offer a false 

etymology here, “belonging” contains the verb “to long,” from the Middle Dutch 

langen, to be or seem long; “to ‘think long’, desire; to extend, hold out, offer.”17 To 

want to belong, let us say, is to long to be bigger not only spatially, but also temporally, 

to “hold out” a hand across time and touch the dead or those not born yet, to offer 

oneself beyond one’s own time.18 Longing to belong, being long: these things encom-

pass not only the desire to impossibly extend our individual existence or to preserve 

relationships that will invariably end, but also to have something queer exceed its own 

time, even to imagine that excess as queer in ways that getting married or having chil-

dren might not be. What, then, has kinship theory given us that might be fruitful for 

such a queer theory of  kinship?

The Queerness within Kinship Theory

The most obvious contribution that anthropologists of kinship have made to the project 

of “queering” it (if such a thing is possible) is to recognize that kinship is a social and 

not a biological fact, a matter of culture rather than nature. This in and of itself may 

not be adequate to the project of queering kinship, but it is a founding gesture. As 

David Schneider narrates the history of kinship theory in his classic A Critique of the 
Study of Kinship (1984), early anthropologists still left biology somewhat intact: for 

nineteenth- century scholars such as Lewis Henry Morgan, kinship consisted of a cul-

ture’s way of transforming the basic facts of biological reproduction, assumed to be 

universal, into a set of culturally specifi c symbolic roles. Later, in the early twentieth-

 century work of Arnold van Gennep, “biology” was modifi ed to include whatever a 

culture took to be the salient facts of conception, however removed from Western sci-

entifi c understandings these were and however much they changed historically.19 For 

instance, a kinship system could include trees if trees were understood to contribute 

something to the begetting of a child.

This early understanding of kinship as social rather than physiological certainly 

paved the way for later developments in reproductive technologies to modify kinship 

terminology such that it now includes such terms as “donor,” “birth mother,” and 

“surrogate,” all of which pivot on the distinction between a (physical) progenitor 

and a (social) parent. In fact, reproductive technology is a particularly visible and 

rapidly changing site for the proliferation of new terms that can at least theoretically 
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 interlock and detach, expand over time and space in the ways I have described: donors 

are linked to recipients and genetic offspring; birth mothers can have “blood” grand-

children they may not meet; one can imagine a surrogate mother and the adopting 

parent(s) constituting a family of sorts.20 Yet reproductive technology is still a nar-

rowly biogenetic site for the development of kinship imaginaries: all the terms I have 

mentioned represent people’s proximity to the meeting of egg and sperm. By contrast, 

early twentieth- century anthropological understandings of procreation as differen-

tially culturally constructed allowed researchers to understand the social patterns 

and roles that emerge from radically different senses of exactly what substances each 

parent contributes to a child, how many contributors there are, what count as primary 

modes of nurture, and so on. For instance, in a hypothetical culture that saw a child as 

physically incomplete until her ears were pierced by a stranger, the stranger could be a 

progenitor of sorts. In another hypothetical culture in which the mother was thought 

to bequeath a musical heritage to a child, the act of singing might be seen as central to 

the gestational process. Here, we see the fi rst glimmer of possibility that even “pro-

creation” might be thought outside of heterosexual genitals, body fl uids, genes, etc. 

This, as I shall argue below, may have farther- reaching implications for queer life 

than do the reproductive technologies that allow for an expansion of existing kinship 

roles based on biogenetic  procreation.

Within anthropology, the most famous paradigm detaching kinship from bio-

genetic procreation is probably that of Claude Lévi- Strauss, though he claimed to be 

elaborating only the social symbolics emerging from biological facts.21 Rather than 

being a matter of descent based in bodily substance (however that is culturally under-

stood), kinship for Lévi- Strauss is a matter of alliances forged within practices of 

exchange. He argued that social life is based upon the exogamous exchange of women: 

in his model, the marriage tie between those not biologically related to one another 

becomes the cornerstone for – the elementary structure of – ever larger social and 

political structures. Eve Sedgwick has made the most of this insight for queer theory, 

in her concept of “homosociality” or the way that sublimated erotic bonds between 

men who supposedly rival one another for a woman can found larger entities such as 

corporations and fraternities.22 The Lévi- Straussian model also indirectly informs 

John D’Emilio’s account of how same- sex community emerged: far from being the 

fulfi llment of a natural drive in a complete social identity, in this account the “homo-

sexual lifestyle” depends upon relations of exchange expanding beyond the household 

such that fi rst men and eventually women could get their basic needs met outside of 

the conjugal- procreative family.23 In other words, in modern industrial capitalism the 

exchange of factory- made goods in some ways supplanted the exchange of women. 

It eliminated the need for women as the primary processors of raw materials, com-

mercializing their services and ramifying into a network of relations upon which men 

could rely and within which they could commingle, developing sexual practices and 

styles among themselves and even choosing to rely entirely on these instead of on 

natal or conjugal family. Much later, as the work of Kath Weston clarifi es, these very 

bonds that supplanted marriage and parent–child ties could be understood and repre-

sented as kinship of a sort.24

David Schneider’s Critique takes furthest the model of kinship as purely social, 

asking whether kinship itself is in fact a modern Western paradigm. For the dis-
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course of kinship that he rejects assumes that fi rst, a culture has a sexualized concept 

of procreation, and second, it considers procreation central to the way that people 

ally with one another and culture unfolds over time. The ethnocentric bias in these 

assumptions leads Schneider to ask whether kinship ought to be a privileged domain 

for analyzing culture at all – for in the absence of a procreative mandate, he argues, 

kinship would be coextensive with culture itself. Indeed, Schneider even questions 

Emile Durkheim’s model of kinship as a completely social tie extant only in law and 

morality, asking what, in the absence of a physical bond, would distinguish a kin rel-

ationship from any other voluntary one.25 Again, we can see the promise of such 

insights for theorizing lesbian and gay life, in which, despite numerous scientifi c 

attempts to fi nd a gay gene, procreation cannot account for how queers make other 

queers. While the Right- wing idea that queers expand our numbers by “recruiting” 

otherwise unwilling subjects is ludicrously simplistic, it is also the case that concepts 

or activities such as “bringing someone out,” “Daddying,” and sexual apprenticeship 

create networks of social bonds and modes of continuity between people of different 

ages. The very pliability of these terms, each of which has a double meaning, seems to 

prove Schneider’s point that without procreation, kinship and cultural reproduction 

are one and the same. We might, then, best be done with kinship  altogether.

Though Schneider does not discuss this, even the Lévi- Straussian theory of kin-

ship as grounded in a purely social exchange of women is in some sense still too 

dependent upon an unacknowledged biologism. As Gayle Rubin argues in her ground-

breaking essay “The Traffi c in Women,” Lévi- Strauss presumes that the cultural roles 

of “exchanger” and “exchanged” correlate with rigid distinctions in anatomical sex, 

but it does not explain the process through which this came to be so.26 Rubin’s critique 

is pivotal to an anthropological and feminist understanding of kinship as not just the 

exchange of pre- existing women, but crucially, the mode in which “women” are pro-

duced as such through the division of labor and via the Oedipal confl ict. The incest 

taboo is certainly central to this process, as Lévi- Strauss makes clear, but so is com-

pulsory heterosexuality, or a prior taboo on homosexual relations. In Rubin’s model, 

“kinship” and “gender” are inseparable, however analytically distinct, and kinship 

is a mode not just for the exchange of women but for their enculturation as women: 

“Kinship systems are observable and empirical forms of sex/gender systems.”27 Her 

concept of a “sex/gender system” actually answers Schneider’s question of what dis-

tinguishes kinship from other social and cultural relationships: kinship is, in a sense, 

the alibi for biology itself, in a way that religion, politics, and economics are not, or at 

least not always. In other words, kinship makes bodies not only (or not even primarily) 

through procreation, but also through the process of gendering them male or female. 

It is a regulated system for making people look like they were born into an anatomi-

cal sex that is actually an effect of particular modes of production and their attendant 

social  relations.

This model of kinship as a “sex/gender system” had such far- reaching effects 

for feminist, lesbian/gay, and queer theory that to calculate them would require an 

essay of its own. For the purposes of this section of my essay – that is, for track-

ing the contributions of kinship theories advanced before the institutionalization of 

LGBTQ studies to a later queer theory – it is important to note that when Rubin 

grounds kinship in compulsory heterosexuality, she implicitly acknowledges that 
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social formations among gays and lesbians cannot be called “kinship” in the Lévi-

 Straussian sense. She makes this point explicit in a later interview with Judith Butler, 

in which Rubin distinguishes between “the social relations of support, intimacy, and 

enduring connection” among gays and lesbians described as kinship by anthropol-

ogists in the Schneiderian tradition, and the Lévi- Straussian model of kinship as a 

“way of generating a social and political structure from manipulations of marriage 

and descent.”28 But “The Traffi c in Women” does provide a way of thinking about 

kinship as a technique of renewal, of sorts: the sex/gender system “renews” human 

fl esh into humanity, insofar as human beings are culturally intelligible only in terms 

of the gender binary.

The concept of the “sex/gender system” has allowed feminism and lesbian/gay 

studies to focus on the acquisition of cultural identities through practices and in spaces 

that go beyond familial socialization. The result is a rich set of psychoanalytic and eth-

nographic accounts of how subjects become gendered, indeed, can become subjects 

at all only in and through the process of becoming gendered. These accounts culmi-

nate in many ways in Judith Butler’s theory of gender itself as “performative,” or a 

set of acquired, repeated behaviors that are retroactively constituted as inborn and 

originary.29 But it is also notable that the feminist and lesbian/gay focus on identities 
entailed a certain turning away from the rubric of association. Community histories 

describing how identities emerged and changed in the spatial confi nes of particular 

cities, bars, and other places continue to thrive.30 But other explanations of how sub-

jects of particular identities come together in more virtual “spaces” to create ordered 

social worlds, transmissible over time, have often been predicated upon technolog-

ical developments increasingly capable of abstracting subjectivity from the body. 

One example here might be Benedict Anderson’s powerful assessment of the role of 

print culture in the formation of national senses of belonging, or “imagined commu-

nities,” which was subsequently borrowed to clarify how queer constituencies could 

develop beyond the gay ghetto.31 Another example might be analyses of cinema as a 

technology of engroupment, one crucial to the development of a widespread, decade-

 spanning queer “camp” sensibility.32

This concept of kinship- like association as “imagined community,” though, so far 

depends upon literacy and/or upon equal access to technologies of visual represen-

tation among possible members. So this paradigm has left somewhat of a conceptual 

lacuna for critical race theory, even as critical race theory has offered key concep-

tual and historical contributions to kinship theory. These contributions are worth 

exploring before returning to the problem of access to various media. In a classic 

essay, drawing from Orlando Patterson’s concept of African Americans as subject to 

“social death,” Hortense Spillers reminds us that captive persons of African descent 

were wrested from their kinship structures, denied access to the kinship system of 

the United States and other imperial powers, and therefore unintelligible as gen-

dered (and thus human) beings.33 At the same time, she argues, they were dispersed 

into a kind of horizontal relatedness and hence into “certain ethical and sentimental 

features” that tied them to others.34 Spillers does not specify the “ethical and sen-

timental features” that have both defi ned and connected African Americans across 

space and through time. But her formulation suggests that while literacy and print 

culture have been important to the development of African American patterns of 
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belonging and resistance, the latter cannot be reduced to the former. Other schol-

ars such as Paul Gilroy have offered more concrete examples of how belonging is 

enacted among those oppressed by racism, suggesting, for instance, that music and 

dance enact such “ethical and sentimental features” by tying diasporic subjects to 

one another through bodily or kinetic means, forming interpretive communities who 

speak in sound or movement.35

Nor can critical race theory necessarily afford to abandon kinship theory in the way 

that a white- centered queer theory might want to. First, racial, ethnic, and working-

 class communities have maintained expansive notions of kinship that supersede 

the genealogical grid, a fact refl ected in many ethnographic studies of these com-

munities.36 Second, another important development in kinship theory has been the 

understanding that in the US the racial caste system itself was coextensive with 

the denial of kinship rights and recognitions to African Americans under slavery.37

This denial took the lethal form of destroying indigenous African kin networks, 

refusing any legal standing to the intimate associations that African Americans did 

form, and turning enslavement into a stigmatic, quasi- biological “property” passed 

on by the mother. After slavery, it has also taken the more tacit and seemingly 

benign form of forcing African Americans to comply with the heteronuclear model 

of family in order to qualify for the entitlements of full citizenship.38 Just as the 

sex/gender system makes people look like they were born into one of two anatomi-

cal sexes, the racial caste system makes people look like they were born with inferior 

or superior bodies that predict social and economic limitations or privileges: but as 

the law that slaves followed the condition of their mother reveals, these systems 

always interlock in a “sex/gender/race” system in which disadvantage seems like 

a biological inheritance. Under slavery the system of racialization also depended 

upon kinship in ways that are crucially different from the system of gender. Rather 

than naturalizing bodies for the marriage market, race slavery destroyed, distorted, 

and misrecognized indigenous regimes of alliance and descent to produce bodies 

that, by virtue of seeming without kin, were marketable, and that by virtue of being 

marketable, seemed bereft of kin. And even while slave owners accomplished this, 

they justifi ed their actions with another familial discourse, paternalistically claim-

ing that their slaves were children who could not survive without them.

Given all this, bodies have been central to conceptualizing the renewal of African 

American individuals and collectivities beyond the dominant kinship grid. A powerful 

example of this is Toni Morrison’s sense of historical “re- membering,” of how the 

legacy of a bodily stigma unwillingly endowed over time might provide the grounds 

for imagining African American futurity in terms of new corporeal potentialities.39

The very term “re- membering” suggests that the knitting together of individual 

bodies that have been ideologically and physically objectifi ed, fragmented, or shat-

tered is linked to the renewal of collective life. Again, it suggests an embodied but not 

procreative model of kinship that has powerful resonances for theorizing in a queer 

mode.
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Queering Theories of Lesbian and Gay Kinship

The fi eld of lesbian and gay studies in anthropology, meanwhile, has produced a body 

of recent ethnographic work of its own on the informal kinship structures generated 

by same- sex couples and the children they rear. The most famous of these works is 

undoubtedly Kath Weston’s Families We Choose. Weston claims that lesbians and gays 

posit “families of choice” against a background of “biological family,” such that gay 

kinship is neither an imitation nor entirely independent of the latter. Gay kinship, 

she notes, neither contests the centrality of kinship to culture and its meanings, nor 

asserts the deeply constructed nature of biological “facts.” Instead, it appropriates 

and transforms the terminology of “straight” kinship, emphasizing the elements of 

freedom, creativity, and fl exibility – and thereby shifting the discourse on “straight” 

kinship as well. Gay kinship, then, transforms rather than merely derives from its 

heterosexual  corollaries.

But as Weston notes, “‘Choice’ is an individualistic and, if you will, bourgeois 

notion that focuses on the subjective power of an ‘I’ to formulate relationships to people 

and things, untrammeled by worldly constraints.”40 It is part of a liberal discourse that 

privileges subjects unfettered by various forms of difference and dependency: since the 

eighteenth century, the Anglo- European, heteronormative family itself has consisted 

of what Jürgen Habermas calls “a private autonomy denying its economic origins.”41

Within the ideology of family, the humanity cultivated within the bourgeois household 

supposedly provides the grounds for transcending social confl ict and stratifi cation. 

The ideal family is then embodied in the democratic polis whose participants relate 

to one another as “purely human” beings divested of special interests.42 In turn, the 

state acknowledges particular people, entitling them to privileges and benefi ts, insofar 

as they are able to claim their humanity on this basis: not as a “special interest” group 

but as heretofore misrecognized or unrecognized members of a people, a public, a citi-

zenry, the human race.43 But the kind of divestment that this form of equality demands 

relates powerfully and fundamentally to the body. As Lauren Berlant has argued, to be 

public, to exercise the democratic citizenship of which “private” choice is an entitle-

ment, one must divest oneself of bodily specifi city and local attachment: “the desire to 

become national seems to call for a release from sensuality – this is the cost, indeed the 

promise, of citizenship.”44 Weston implies, then, that to privilege “choice” as the core 

of kinship is to privilege those with the fewest bodily differences and local attachments 

that would preclude the full exercise of this autonomy. “Chosen family” is a peculiarly 

queer- unfriendly model, however friendly it may be to bourgeois lesbians and gays. 

For it presumes a range of economic, racial, gender, and national privileges to which 

many sexual dissidents do not have access – often by virtue of their sexual dissidence 

itself – and it does not acknowledge what I have referred to as the centrality of bodily 

dependence and renewal to  kinship.

However, one anthropologist of American lesbian and gay kinship has advanced a 

theory in which Anderson’s theory of mediated communities, Morrison’s sense of a 

resolutely embodied collectivity renewing itself through bodily strategies, and Wes-

ton’s model of “families of choice” might meet one another. Corinne Hayden argues 

that lesbian parents procreating through artifi cial insemination do not reject the bio-
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logical component of kinship, but in her words “disperse” it among a donor, a birth 

mother, and a second parent.45 Even more interestingly, she takes up Claire Riley’s 

1988 suggestion that the role of a second female parent in lesbian families offers a 

novel way into thinking kinship.46 Hayden argues that the co- parent’s role is “kinetic” 

rather than “genetic.” In her analysis, an act such as choosing the donor or performing 

the insemination that begins the process of gestation “places [the lesbian co- parent] 

squarely in the realm of (male) authorship . . . in the image of agency and biological 

creativity.”47 In other words, while birth mothers gestate, co- mothers  generate.

Hayden’s phrase “kinetic kinship” resonates with Butler’s eventual call for a theory 

that could make good on David Schneider’s 1984 statement that kinship consists of 

“doing” rather than “being.”48 The crux of the issue for queer theory might be this: 

what would it mean to “do kinship”? How could that be separated from hetero-

 procreation without losing sex, eroticism, and other bodily modes of belonging, 

exchange, and attachment? Here is where Pierre Bourdieu’s model of “practical 

kinship” might make a crucial intervention into structuralist models of kinship such 

as Lévi- Strauss’ or even later paradigms grounded in symbolic anthropology, such as 

Schneider’s account of American kinship as an amalgamation of shared bodily sub-

stance and codes of conduct.49 For Bourdieu, kinship is, effectively, “the utilization 

of connections” as a realization of, or even substitute for, “those uses of kinship which 

may be called genealogical [which] are reserved for offi cial situations ordering the 

social world and . . . legitimating that order.”50 In sum, kinship is a set of acts that may 

or may not follow the offi cially recognized lines of alliance and descent, and that in 

any case take precedence over the latter in everyday life.

Offi cial kinship, Bourdieu argues, is relatively inert in everyday life.  Practical 

kinship, on the other hand, is ubiquitous. It is also individual, private, strategic, 

directed toward the satisfaction of material interests, immanent in the actors per-

forming it (that is, not replicable in and as “roles” into which anyone could step), 

and dependent upon continuous realization and maintenance to exist at all.51 Practical 

kinship would seem far removed from the paradigm of kinship as shared biogenetic 

substance that dominates Euro- American culture, and much closer to the paradigm 

that compliments the biogenetic one in Schneider’s account: the idea of kinship as a 

code of conduct. But what interests me about Bourdieu’s model is that he grounds 

practical kinship in a specifi c form of “shared substance” between bodies, the concept 

of habitus that he borrows from Marcel Mauss.52 This term roughly translates as a 

learned bodily disposition, stance, or schema. Moreover, as the remainder of this 

essay will argue, the importance of temporality to habitus provides a way of thinking 

about queer belongings in a temporal as well as a spatial sense: as modes of duration 

not only for otherwise mortal bodies, but between bodies otherwise separated in time.

Performing Becoming Belonging

Habitus is, in Bourdieu’s words, a kind of “plastic art . . . a mimesis, a sort of symbolic 

gymnastics”: the term names the way that bodies become similar and hence attuned 

to one another outside of a theory or even of language itself.53 As a practice, habitus 

“communicates, so to speak, from body to body; i.e. on the hither side of words or 
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concepts.”54 Especially given the emphasis on bodies here, we might think of this 

“communication” less as a verbal transaction and more as a kind of contagion, in the 

sense that diseases are communicated. In these fi rst intimations of what Bourdieu 

will eventually develop in the term habitus, he focuses on the sense of honor, describ-

ing it as “nothing other than the cultivated disposition, inscribed in the body schema 

and in the schemes of thoughts, which enables each agent to engender” the particular 

set of practices germane to honor.55 Again, the term “cultivated” suggests an organic 

but not reproductive sense of transmission: the somatic schema is passed on through 

time, handed over through space, in ways other than genetic. And indeed, habitus 

implies both time – the repetition inherent in a “habit” – and space – the sense of 

enclosure and completeness that comes with having a disposition, with living in and 

as a kind of “habitat” that is the normative body itself.

In that habitus produces bodies that are like other bodies, it is a replicative system, 

but not a heterosexually reproductive one. It is a representational technology of sorts, 

but a metonymic rather than a metaphorical one: a subject acquires a bodily schema 

through proximity, through the physical motions of imitating or being directed in 

an activity, which process may or may not result in a self- understood or culturally 

symbolized identity. This is in contrast to the logic of substitution inherent in con-

ventional ideas of representation, where a subject recognizes him-  or herself in terms 

of an identity available within a classifi cation system, a scene of interpellation, or the 

state’s recognition of an identity. It is also important to note that what gets transmit-

ted in habitus is not a potentially detachable part of some pre- existing body, such 

as semen or genes. Indeed, habitus is closer to Schneider’s “code of conduct.” But 

Bourdieu leaves open the possibility that these two modes of embodiment are not dis-

tinct from one another. First, the concept of habitus implies that codes of conduct are 

themselves embodied and materialize in bodily norms rather than in explicitly cod-

ifi ed rules. But more to the point, habitus suggests that “natural” substance is built 

up, accrued, and, crucially, transmitted in and as culturally specifi c practices rather 

than as, or in addition to, procreation. Whereas the procreative model treats the pro-

duction of culture as if it were an extension of biological reproduction or childrearing, 

the model of habitus invites us to think of biological reproduction as simply one pos-

sible mode of cultural production. And it does so especially in light of anthropological 

understandings that what counts as biology is a cultural matter fashioned after histor-

ically and socially specifi c understandings of how bodies, minds, souls, spirits, and so 

on  interpenetrate.

In her important analysis of how anthropological analyses of kinship mobilize the 

idea of substance, Janet Carsten cites two modes of cultural transmission that resonate 

with this sense of habitus as non- reproductive corporeal transfer. One is Roy Wag-

ner’s 1977 study of “analogic kinship” among the Daribi in Melanesia: there, mobile 

and detachable objects can analogize bodily substance, the movement of these objects 

between giver and recipient serving to consolidate ties understood as both visceral 

and spiritual.56 Items such as shells or meat are, Carsten writes, “used as mediators 
in lieu of substantial fl ow,” initiating and confi rming the traffi c of much less tangi-

ble, but no less material, substances.57 In short, they are metaphors. Here, though, 

objects seem to indicate what she calls “a gap in the analytic vocabulary of kinship,” 

in that they fi gure human relationships with material that originates from them in the 
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form of a secondary possession rather than some primary personhood, or as substance 

rather than as form. In other words, these objects imperfectly express as metaphor a 

more properly metonymic fl ow of corporeal material between people.58 But Carsten 

also cites a study that articulates a paradigm closer to Bourdieu’s: Mariott and Inden’s 

1977 study of notions of body and soul in India, where conduct has the capacity to 

transform substance, and gifts transfer not only the character of the giver but some of 

the giver’s physical qualities.59 What is transmitted here is a partial aspect of the giver 

her-  or himself, in a directly metonymic relation. These accounts of bodily material-

ity and its possible transmission in Melanesia and India are useful narratives outside 

their original ethnographic and disciplinary contexts. As experiments in thinking, 

the descriptions offer a way to account for some expressions of queer belonging in the 

West that don’t rely on the dominant theory of kinship, or that “materialize” kin rela-

tions beyond heterosexual reproduction. I am not arguing that Western queers are 

“like” the Melanesian or Indian objects of ethnographic studies, but rather that the 

writers of these studies challenge dominant notions of what kinship is while retaining 

its grounding in bodily  relations.

One powerful example of Carsten’s paradigm, in which objects serve to suture kin 

relations, might be group photography. Though the practice of group portraiture – 

often referred to as “family photography” – is certainly saturated with and vital to 

a dominant ideology that kinship reveals itself in physical resemblance and codifi ed 

loving gestures, it has also been key to documenting queer liaisons. One has only to 

glance at the photographs of people in same- sex pairs or clusters in the 1994 New 

York Public Library exhibit on lesbian and gay history, “Becoming Visible,” to see the 

ligaments of queer attachment and the semiotics of subculture made visible in the way 

subjects touch one another, or particular bodily stances appear over and over.60 For 

example, the gesture of one woman lighting another’s cigarette with her own, which 

appears several times in the book version of the exhibit, at once captures a sanctioned 

mode of touching, a woman’s appropriation of a male gesture, a phallic symbol, and 

a means of materializing sexual tension in the form of smoke or fi re. Furthermore, in 

the way these photographs presumably function as tangible evidence of queer life for 

those who privately collect and preserve them, and in the way that they must have 

been handed down generations or across the boundaries of households to reach the 

curators at all, these photographs actually established connections similar to the ones 

they represented. As anthropologist Mary Bouquet elaborates in the same volume in 

which Carsten’s essay appears, photographs “circulate as a kind of substance that par-

allels other constitutive substances of kinship” and “what are taken to be the visual 

traces of a relation, posed or unposed . . . somehow become part of that relation.”61

This is a metonymic notion of reproduction that not only draws from the procre-

ative register of meaning, but in some ways turns refl exively back upon it by insisting 

that all kinship may, indeed, be a matter of poses, gestures, performance. It sug-

gests that not only queer belongings but also mainstream families themselves come 

into being through visual technologies rather than pre- existing them. Indeed, the 

very history of the modern, privatized family – distinct from but overlapping with 

both the regime of alliance and descent and the regime of sexuality – is a history of 

just such self- elaboration through publicity. The contemporary family photo is in 

many ways an extension of the eighteenth- century family letter, which was meant 
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to  circulate beyond the private sphere it supposedly revealed and was often copied 

or even intended for publication at the outset.62 In so traveling, these objects beckon 

the viewer into the ostensibly inaccessible scene they portray, inviting her to feel 

connected with the subjects portrayed, to feel emotions toward her own loved ones 

according to those suggested in the document, or both.

But Bouquet does not simply celebrate this possibility. Instead, she suggests that 

anthropology has relied upon the conventions of the Euro- American family photo-

graph to defi ne what kinship looks like. The analytic parallel to the photograph within 

the regime of the visual, rather than the literary, turns out to be the family tree: the 

kinship diagram is the abstract version of a family portrait, with the lines of con-

nection and transmission overtly symbolized. Anthropology then “proves” kinship 

by representing those practices that can be best objectifi ed by this symbol- system 

of genealogy. Procreative “seeding,” as Bouquet calls it, lends itself much better to 

this system of documentation than “the hard work of kinship that goes on after the 

event.”63 To put it more simply, kinship diagrams have no codes for wet- nursing, or 

visiting the sick, or tending to the aged. The conventions of reading photography, 

likewise, rely most on physical resemblance, read as genetic replication, as evidence 

of kinship. And though photography can at least suggest the hard work of kinship, 

Western viewers tend to translate physical proximity, touch, look, and other gestural 

evidence as evidence of individual love rather than as the material of transindividual 

cultural practices, the “work” of  habitus.

Bourdieu’s account of habitus likewise appears within a critique of the structural 

accounts of kinship that inform the family tree. Thus it’s crucial that in contrast to 

photography, the “substance” in which habitus seems to traffi c is not apprehensible 

in visual terms, or even in spatial ones. Instead, it appears within and as a set of stra-

tegies that are effectively temporal. Focusing upon the exchange relation in response 

to Levi- Strauss, Bourdieu clarifi es that exchange can only produce social ties if “the 

countergift [is] deferred and different.”64 It is, in fact, the waiting for a fi nite period and 

not the moment of exchange itself that solidifi es practical kinship: specifi c amounts 

of time, neither too short nor too long, bind people to one another and into groups. 

This is presumably as true for “biological” kin as it is for others: what Bourdieu calls 

practical kinship consists of the “utilization of connections” or, we can surmise, the 

calling in of various favors and debts, whether these be those of a child to its mother 

or between a pair who have met once or twice.65 Bourdieu does distinguish between 

kinship as “the sum total of the genealogical relationships kept in working order” 

in this manner, and “the non- genealogical relationships which can be mobilized for 

the ordinary needs of existence (practical relationships),” but this division seems 

unnecessary.66 The point is that “kinship” itself is actually “the fi eld of relationships 

constantly reused and thus reactivated for future use.”67 Kinship consists of relation-

ships renewed, and their very renewal is what is relational at all.

This sense of constant reusing and reactivating relationships is as important to 

habitus as the sense of deferral that Bourdieu emphasizes, for it suggests a tempo-

ral mode more dynamic than simple waiting. In his second chapter, Bourdieu fi nally 

offers a succinct defi nition of his central concept: habitus is “the durably installed 

generative principle of regulated improvisations.”68 Here, of course, “generation” is a 

cultural and not a biological matter: the phrase evokes J. L. Austin’s and Jacques Der-
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rida’s understanding of speech and even being itself as performances enacted under 

particular cultural constraints, but open to the possibility of improvisatory “resigni-

fi cation.”69 But also, the phrase captures the dynamic between the stasis of waiting, 

which appears in the term “durably,” and the mobility of “improvisation” that is key 

to habitus. Habitus sediments practices that are, Bourdieu insists, temporally struc-

tured: practices are “defi ned by the fact that their temporal structure, direction, and 

rhythm [are] constitutive of their meaning.”70 In fact, he argues that games, contests, 

and riddles, all of which depend upon timing and offer fl exible positions from which 

to test various strategies and their attendant subjective elements, are a primary means 

by which a culture transmits its dominant dispositions, its “practical mastery.”71

These rituals of bodily call and response, gestural as well as verbal riposte and reply, 

are modes of cultural belonging, and it is not diffi cult to see why those who share 

in them come to feel like kin. Such familiar African American rituals as signifying, 

playing the dozens, and rapping, in fact, may be at least part of what Spillers invokes 

when she speaks of the “sentimental and ethical features” that bind members of a 

diasporic African  population.

And these, too, have a temporal component that allows us to imagine queer forms 

of “being long” as well as of belonging. Bourdieu writes that “If witticisms surprise 

their author no less than their audience, and impress as much by their retrospective 

necessity as by their novelty, the reason is that the trouvaille appears as the simple 

unearthing, at once accidental and irresistible, of a buried possibility.”72 In other 

words, humor “calls in” a previous, effaced or forgotten relationship between signi-

fi ed and signifi er. Bodily humor, which might include such performances as clowning, 

slapstick, dance, or costuming, may summon up a residual, or partially lost, relation-

ship between the raw body and particular cultural meanings or material. In fact, I 

have argued elsewhere that queer camp, perhaps especially the form known as drag, 

effects precisely this kind of cultural work in somatic form, summoning an obsolete 

gendered disposition and juxtaposing it with the dominant one.73 The wearing of a 

faded form of masculinity or femininity upon one’s own body constitutes precisely 

the sort of transubstantial kinship that Carsten locates in Melanesia: in a drag per-

formance, the qualities of, say, David Bowie or Madonna are both “passed on” and 

modifi ed. Bourdieu goes so far as to posit that emotions themselves, “those forms of 

interaction seemingly most amenable to description in terms of ‘intentional transfer 

onto the Other’ such as sympathy, friendship, or love,” are matters of synchronized 

morphology, or bodies that have acquired the same dispositions because they are 

located in the same place in the social structure.74 Seen in this light, drag perform-

ances seem to be a matter of not only performing but also enacting, summoning, 

even willing “sympathy, friendship, or love” between the dead and the living who 

occupy rhyming abjected, or foreclosed places in a social structure that cannot, pace
Bourdieu, be reduced to “the economic bases of the social formation in question” but 

is, as Rubin insists, equally determined by the sex/gender system.75 As well, these 

performances are ritualized modes of handing down possibilities for queer embodi-

ment to audiences who may not know the exact referent, or even care about it, but for 

whom historical disjunction itself may serve as an opening into a differential future.

Bourdieu writes that a key structural exercise, or “game” inculcating a culture’s 

habitus, takes place in the reversible world of kin relations: in the passage from 
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seeing oneself and acting as, for example, a nephew to one’s father’s brother, to seeing 

oneself and acting as an uncle toward one’s brother’s son. Interactions with relatives, 

Bourdieu claims, permit the subject to acquire competence over certain “transfor-

mational scenes” in which he or she moves from one position in the symbolic order 

to “the symmetrically opposite position.”76 This is still a structuralist account, of 

course, in that it depends upon binaries assumed to be mutually exclusive. Perhaps 

queer life offers few such obvious possibilities, few symmetries of the sort granted by 

uncle/nephew and other such pairs that are governed by the binaries of gender and 

the hierarchies of generation. And clearly, there is no single bounded queer habitus, 

disposition, or bodily schema in quite the way that there might be in more geograph-

ically bounded cultures, though certainly places like Northhampton, Massachusetts 

or San Francisco’s Castro district offer partial boundaries of this sort. But let us 

remember that habitus is less a state of being locatable in space, than a practice locat-

able in and as time. Specifi cally, it is the practice of exchanges that themselves are 

not so much transactions, as they are riffs on the time- spans allotted to owing and 

bestowing, dependency and renewal. Bourdieu’s account of kinship’s reversible world 

implies that these time- spans seem to be the least fl exible, the least improvisational, 

in the case of intergenerational ties: the latter seem most likely to follow the dictates 

of offi cial kinship rather than being open to practical kinship. A child will move from 

nephew to uncle, from daughter to mother, but rarely the other way. Similarly, a child 

may not cross from one gendered position in the symbolic order to another: from 

nephew to aunt, from daughter to father.

By contrast, in queer life such gendered and even generational crossings, at least, are 

eminently possible: consider the male- to- female transsexual who has been a nephew 

but becomes a niece and then an aunt, or the aging, biologically male “house mothers” 

of Jenny Livingston’s 1990 fi lm Paris is Burning, who acquire their maternal role as 

homage to their longevity rather than their youthful fecundity.77 As well, queer ways 

of attaching to larger structures and thus belonging, and of acquiring and passing 

on dispositions over time and thereby “being long,” may consist of a set of structural 

exercises that emerge from a world reversible in historical terms rather than just gen-

dered or procreatively generational ones. For instance, when the drag queen Vaginal 

Creme Davis dresses in little- girl gear as the eponymous Bad Seed from the 1956 

fi lm, she moves not only across gender and generation but across time.78 Davis evokes 

a certain outdated strain of sanitized white 1950s hyperfemininity, perhaps best cap-

tured by the uncrossed legs that reveal the double protection of a pair of panties worn 

outside the reinforced white crotch of her tights. At the same time, her snarled pig-

tails, open legs, spiked mules, and challenging gaze suggest the more contemporary 

specter of the sexually violated child poised for erotic revenge. Furthermore, the orig-

inal fi lm was motored by the archaic and racist discourse of inherited criminality: the 

child anti- heroine cannot help her bad behavior, which is genetically passed on by a 

criminal grandmother. But in Davis’ hands, this becomes exactly the right vehicle to 

express a mixed- race queer rage whose militancy lies not in a program for revolution 

but in the way it might – like a disease, a bad gene, a psychotic episode – unpredicta-

bly incite the spectator’s disavowed desires. In other words, the sanitized creepiness 

of 1950s childhood becomes one of many ways to fi gure the apocalypse of a sexual and 

racial anarchy “out of the past” that would liberate Davis, her friends and her fans.
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These are not only practices of queer habitus, but claims to kinship. Many queer 

bodily schemas seem to “channel” archaic or futuristic ways of being in the world: the 

New Romantics of the 1980s, the robotic voguers and space- aged ravers of the 1990s, 

the defi ant little girls of feminist neo- punk. I read these as forms of alliance with and 

inheritance from bygone or not- yet eras and discarded bodily dispositions. They mark 

our dependencies on those we will not meet because they are dead, or cannot meet 

because they are not born – and their capacity to renew us anyway.
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CHAPTER  SIXTEEN

Forgetting Family

Queer Alternatives to Oedipal 
Relations

Judith Halberstam

In his absorbing documentary, The March of the Penguins (2005), about the astonish-

ing life cycle of Antarctica’s Emperor penguins, Luc Jacquet frames the spectacle of 

the penguins’ long and brutal journey to their ancestral breeding grounds as a story 

about love, survival, resilience, determination and, yes, family. Emperor penguins, 

for those who missed the fi lm (or the Christian Right’s perverse readings of it), are 

the only remaining inhabitants of a particularly brutal Antarctic landscape that was 

once covered in verdant forests but is now a bleak and icy wilderness. The survival 

of the penguins depends now upon a long trek that they must make once a year, in 

March, from the ocean to a plateau 70 miles inland where the ice is thick and fast 

enough to support them through their breeding cycle. The journey out to the breed-

ing grounds is awkward for the penguins, which swim much faster than they waddle, 

and yet, the trek is only the fi rst leg of a punishing shuttle they will make in the next 

few months back and forth between the inland nesting area and the ocean where they 

feed. The fi lm’s effectiveness depends upon several factors: fi rst, it plays to a basic 

human curiosity about how and why the penguins undertake such a brutal circuit; 

second, it provides intimate footage of these animals that seems almost magical given 

the unforgiving landscape and practically pornographic given the access the direc-

tor provides to these creatures; and fi nally, it cements the visual and the natural with 

a sticky and sentimental voice- over about the transcendence of love and the power of 

family that supposedly motivates the penguins to pursue reproduction in such inhos-

pitable conditions.1

Despite the astonishing footage, the glorious beauty of the setting and birds them-

selves, The March of the Penguins ultimately trains its attention on only a fraction of 

the story of penguin communities because its gaze remains so obstinately focused 

upon the comforting spectacle of “the couple,” “the family unit,” “love,” “loss,” and 

the emotional architecture that supposedly welds all these moving parts together. 

However, the focus on family is misleading and mistaken, and, ultimately, it blots out a 

far more compelling story about cooperation, collectivity and non- heterosexual, non-

 reproductive behaviors, a story to which we will return later. Several skeptical critics 

remarked in reviews that, amazing as the story might be, this was not evidence of 

romantic love among penguins and “love” was targeted as the most telling symptom 

of the fi lm’s annoying anthropomorphism.2 But “family,” the most insistent framing 



device in the fi lm, is never questioned either by the fi lmmakers or the critics. Indeed, 

Christian fundamentalists have recently promoted the fi lm as a moving text about 

monogamy, sacrifi ce and childrearing.3 And this despite the fact that the penguins are 

only monogamous with their mates for one year, and that they promptly abandon all 

responsibility for their offspring once the small penguins have survived the fi rst few 

months of arctic life. Why should we be suspicious of emotion- laden family rhetoric 

in stories about animals? How is family deployed in contemporary popular culture 

as well as in academic cultures to gloss a deeply reactionary understanding of human 

interaction and why might we do well to forget family in our theorizations of gender, 

sexuality, community and politics? 

A recent article in The Nation by Lisa Duggan and Richard Kim argues that con-

temporary marriage politics manage to unite conservatives by consolidating support 

for the nuclear and conjugal family through marital support programs and a revival of 

covenant marriage while dividing progressive groups by creating anxiety and confl ict 

about the status of same- sex marriage rights. According to Duggan and Kim, the pro-

 marriage and pro- family campaigns have had to counter rocketing divorce rates and 

the reality of diverse household forms in the US, and they have done so by anchoring 

the conventional family to fi nancial security in the absence of a welfare state. Duggan 

and Kim  explain:

The net effect of the neo- liberal economic policies imposed in recent decades has been to 

push economic and social responsibility away from employers and government and onto 

private households. The stress on households is intensifying, as people try to do more 

with less. Care for children and the elderly, for the ill and disabled, has been shifted 

toward unpaid women at home or to low- paid, privately employed female domestic 

workers. In this context, household stability becomes a life- and- death issue. On whom 

do we depend when we can’t take care of ourselves? If Social Security shrinks or disap-

pears and your company sheds your pension fund, what happens to you when you can 

no longer work? In more and more cases, the sole remaining resource is the cooperative, 

mutually supporting household or kinship network.4

The family takes on new signifi cance in this scenario as it becomes a sole source of 

support in the shift away from public and toward private networks of economic relief. 

In this context, Duggan and Kim propose, gay and lesbian activists should not be 

pushing toward marriage but arguing along with other progressives for the recogni-

tion of household  diversity.

Alternative kinship, indeed, has long been a cause célèbre among gay and lesbian 

groups and queer scholars and while some anthropologists like Kath Weston, Gayle 

Rubin, and Esther Newton have applauded the effort and creativity that goes into 

making new kinship bonds in queer communities, other scholars, mostly psycho-

analytic theorists like Judith Butler and David Eng, have examined the family as a 

disciplinary matrix and have linked its particular forms of social control to coloni-

alism and globalization.5 Why, many of these scholars have asked, does the nuclear 

family continue to dominate kinship relations when in reality people are enmeshed 

in multiple and complex systems of relation? In her work, Kath Weston notes the way 

that the kinship discourses invest in normative temporalities which privilege longev-

ity over temporariness, permanence over contingency, and so on. These normative 
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conceptions of time and relation make permanent (even if estranged) connections 

take precedence over random (even if intense) associations. And so an authenticat-

ing notion of longevity renders all other relations meaningless and superfi cial and 

family ties, by virtue of being early bonds, seem more important than friendships. In 

the realm of kinship, terms like “casual” signify time as well as mood and terms like 

“enduring” signify relevance as an effect of  temporality.

Queer interventions into kinship studies have taken many forms: some call for new 

models of family (Butler’s Antigone as a substitute for Oedipus, Weston’s chosen fam-

ilies as a substitute for blood bonds); others call for the recognition of friendship ties 

as kinship; and still other scholars ask that we recognize the difference that gay and 

lesbian parents make to the very meaning of family. But, few scholars call for a de-

 emphasis on family or a rejection of the family altogether. In what follows, I would 

like to advocate a “forgetting of family” in a number of different scenarios in order to 

allow for the possibility of other modes of relating, belonging, caring, and so on. 

Generational Models

In academia and in culture in general, we think in terms of cycles of production that 

loosely conform to generational cycles – as one generation phases out, another begins. 

This tends to set up generational groups in an oppositional or Oedipal relation by 

assuming that all relations between the old and the new are Oedipal. The Oedipal 

frame is particularly damaging and inappropriate when applied to queer culture if 

only because it presumes a heteronormative frame (a frame in other words that sees 

older and younger people as parents and children only) for a community which is res-

olutely NOT structured by parent/child relations. Let me give an example: soon after 

the Showtime cable drama, The L Word, began, New York Magazine proclaimed that 

the new series offered images of women who are decidedly “not your mother’s les-

bians”!6 Another story in the same edition discussed the new phenomenon of “boi” 

culture and proposed to tell us why, as the byline put it, “some young lesbians are 

going beyond feminist politics, beyond androgyny, to explore a new generation of sex 

roles” (24).7 The L Word and “boi” culture both advertise themselves in terms of a 

much- needed Oedipal displacement of those older models of queer, and especially 

lesbian, culture in serious need of upgrades. The sleek lipstick lesbians of The L Word,

are not “your mother’s” lesbians apparently because they are beautiful, ambitious, 

monied, reproductive, classy, urban; the fashionable “bois” at clubs like Meow Mix 

in New York and The Lex in San Francisco have similarly gone “beyond feminism” 

because they are “young, hip, sex positive, a little masculine and ready to rock.”8 One 

boi describes the relationship of bois to butches as generational and, for her, while 

bois are into fun and sex, butches are “ . . . adult. If you’re a butch, you’re grown-

 up. You’re man of the house.”9 What are we to make of these new forms of trans and 

lesbian culture? Why is feminism posited as both an embarrassing mother who must 

be pushed aside and a humorless butch aunt who stands in the way of the pursuit of 

pleasure? Are there other models of generation, temporality, and politics available to 

queer culture and  feminism?

Of course, to say that this year’s lipstick lezzies are not your mother’s lesbians is to 
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posit a rigidly Oedipal frame for generational change. And indeed this Oedipal frame 

has stifl ed all kinds of other models for thinking about the evolution of feminist pol-

itics. From women’s studies professors who think of their students as “daughters” 

to next wave feminists who see earlier activists as seriously “out of touch,” Oedipal 

dynamics and their familial metaphors snuff out the potential futures of a powerful 

feminism. Many women’s studies departments around the country, indeed, currently 

struggle with the messy and even ugly legacy of Oedipal models of generationality. In 

some of these departments the Oedipal dynamics are also racialized and sexualized, 

and so an older generation of mostly white women might be simultaneously hiring 

and holding at bay a younger generation of, often queer, women of color. The whole 

model of “passing down” knowledge from mother to daughter is quite clearly invested 

in white, gendered, and hetero-  normativity; indeed the system inevitably stalls in 

the face of these racialized and heterosexualized scenes of difference. And while the 

“mothers” become frustrated with the apparent unwillingness of the women they 

have hired to continue their line of inquiry, the “daughters” struggle to make the older 

women see that regulatory systems are embedded in the paradigms they so insist-

ently want to pass on. The pervasive model of women’s studies as a mother–daughter 

dynamic ironically resembles patriarchal systems in that it casts the mother as the 

place of history, tradition, and memory and the daughter as the inheritor of a static 

system which she must either accept without changing or reject completely.10

Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick proposes one way in which queer cultures have managed 

to sidestep the stifl ing reproductive logics of Oedipal temporality. In an essay on the 

perils of paranoid knowledge production, Sedgwick calls attention to the temporal 

frame within which paranoid reasoning takes place; arguing that paranoia is antici-

patory, that it is a reading practice which is “closely tied to a notion of the inevitable.” 

Sedgwick tells us that paranoid readings and relations are “characterized by a dis-

tinctly Oedipal regularity and repetitiveness: it happened to my father’s father, it 

happened to my father, it is happening to me, and it will happen to my son, and it will 

happen to my son’s son.”11 By contrast, Sedgwick claims, queer life unfolds differ-

ently. She writes: “But isn’t it a feature of queer possibility . . . that our generational 

relations don’t always proceed in this lockstep?”12 While obviously, heterosexual rela-

tions are not essentially bound to “regularity and repetitiveness,” the bourgeois family 

matrix, with its emphasis on lineage, inheritance, and generation, does tend to cast 

temporal fl ux in terms of either seamless continuity or total rupture. And by casting 

generations of feminism as somehow at odds, both young and old feminists engage in 

paranoid models of  interaction.

The stability of heteronormative models of time and transformation has effects all 

over the map of social change; as J. K. Gibson- Graham point out in their feminist 

critique of political economy, if we represent capitalism, heteropatriarchy, and racist 

economies as totalizing and inevitable, as seamless and impermeable, then we have 

“little possibility of escape” from those systems, and few ways of accessing a “non-

 capitalist imaginary.”13 And as Roderick Ferguson argues in his book about queer of 

color critique, the normative temporal and spatial frames of historical materialism 

have ironically forced a congruence between Marxist and bourgeois defi nitions of 

“civilization,” both of which cast racialized non- normative sexualities as anterior, 

and as signs of disorder and social chaos within an otherwise stable social system.14
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The contingency of queer relation, its uncertainty, irregularity, and even perversity, 

promise new models of generation. 

So what alternatives to family models and normative kinship are available to us as 

we try to produce feminist and queer models of politics and relation? For the second 

half of my essay, I want to give some examples of popular culture texts which refuse 

the normative temporal logics of progress, deterioration, supersession, replacement, 

and hindsight while recognizing other possible non- Oedipal logics including a focus 

on the ephemeral, the momentary, the surprise, simultaneity, contradiction, inter-

generational exchange. Queer temporalities, I argue in a new book, emerge from the 

specifi cations of lives lived beyond the hetero- reproductive matrix.15 In my book I 

identify several sites as saturated with assumptions and possibilities in relation to 

queer temporality: fi rst, transgenderism as a different understanding of selfhood, 

development of the self, normative time and so on; and second, queer subcultures 

as sites where queers reinvent notions of time, space, embodiment, community and 

relation. Both transgender bodies and queer subcultures function as places within 

which normative temporal modes are either shaken up or confi rmed and from which 

different models of adulthood, maturity, and feminist practice emerge. In order to 

point to concrete models of anti- family discourse that are present and readable within 

popular culture, I want to look at two fi lms and see what they have to say about “for-

getting family”: Finding Nemo (2003, Pixar Animation Studio) and 50 First Dates
(2004, directed by Peter Segal) both represent characters who forget their families 

with radically different  results.

Let me say at the outset of my discussion of 50 First Dates, that I am not at all inter-

ested in endorsing this fi lm particularly given its racist depictions of native Hawaiians, 

its colonial depiction of Island culture and its transphobic use of queer characters. 

However, precisely because the fi lm stages its drama of memory loss against the back-

drop of Hawaii, and its narrative of heteronormativity against the seeming perversity 

of transgenderism, the trope of forgetting becomes interesting and potentially dis-

ruptive of the dominant narrative. 50 First Dates features Drew Barrymore as Lucy, a 

woman affl icted by short- term memory loss due to an injury to her “temporal lobe.” 

Adam Sandler is Henry Roth, a zoo veterinarian by day who romances tourists by 

night. And Hawaii operates as the setting for Roth’s promiscuity as the island seems 

to offer an endless supply of single women looking for a few nights of fun. Hawaii is 

thus cast as the place of pleasure without responsibility, a paradise of course, but one 

that must be left behind during the white male’s quest for adulthood. Henry’s dating 

exploits are watched with voyeuristic glee by his native Hawaiian friend Ula, played 

by Rod Schneider in brownface, who has kids and a wife; and Ula, far from represent-

ing an alternative Hawaii or an alternative model of kinship, is just cast as a buffoon 

whom marriage has reduced to a kind of infantile state. Other native Hawaiians serve 

as friendly onlookers to the scene of white romance and one immigrant Chinese man 

is cast as a crazy guy in the local restaurant who watches Henry and Lucy’s romance 

and makes wry and pointedly critical comments about Henry (“stupid idiot” being 

the most frequent). Since Henry is a zoo veterinarian, a panoply of animals take up 

minor roles in the comedy.

The basic premise of the fi lm rests upon Lucy’s memory loop which forces her to 

relive the same day, the day of her accident, over and over again and Henry’s desire 
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to interrupt that loop by using her desire for him as a way of stalling her memory loss 

and replacing it with the permanent and long- term scenarios of marriage and family. 

Amazingly, there are at least three characters in this fi lm who are cast as transgender 

in some way or another and these transgender characters serve no obvious purpose in 

terms of advancing the narrative – like the animals Henry works with in the zoo, they 

are merely supposed to represent the diversity of nature and culture!

50 First Dates, it must be said, unlike other recent comedies set in Hawaii like the 

cartoon Lilo and Stich for example, has no particular interest in the geo- political sig-

nifi cance of its Island setting. Lilo and Stich at least weaves its narrative of family and 

kinship through complex subplots about native hostility to tourists, the infl uence of 

US popular culture on colonized locations, and the paternalistic function of the state. 

50 First Dates, on the other hand, utilizes Hawaii as a kind of blank slate, a place 

emptied of political turmoil and a perfect metaphor for the state of mind produced 

by the erasure of memory. Unwittingly, of course, the fi lm’s emphasis on short- term 

memory loss does raise issues about national memory and histories of coloniza-

tion; and the fi lm allows the discerning reader to understand the status of Hawaii 

in relation to state authorized forms of forgetting. Tensions between Hawaii and 

the mainland, between native Hawaiians and white Americans, between the history 

of colonization and the narrative of statehood are all wiped away like the damaged 

memory of the fi lm’s romantic heroine. And yet, those tensions linger on and cannot 

be resolved as easily as the romantic obstacles.16

Henry’s solution to Lucy’s memory loss problem is to create a videotape for her to 

watch every morning which gives her a quick account of world news and then reminds 

her of the traumatic accident and its aftermath which has left her in her affl icted state. 

At certain points, Lucy tries to replace the video record with her own diary in order 

to “tell herself” the narrative and to steer clear of the “Stepford wives” implication of 

the image of the woman being programmed every morning to perform her familial 

duties. And yet, the narrative cannot pull itself clear of the “brainwashing” motif and so 

ultimately it reveals heterosexual romance to be nothing more than the violent enforce-

ment of normative forms of sociality and sexuality. Forgetting, surprisingly, stalls the 

implantation of heteronormativity and creates a barrier to the conventional progress 

narrative of heterosexual romance. The fi lm, unconsciously, analogizes US imperialism 

to heterosexuality and casts memory as the motor of national belonging. By implication 

then, forgetting, when directed at a dominant narrative rather than at subaltern knowl-

edges, could become a tactic for resisting the imposition of colonial rule. 

In her book about Hawaiian resistance to American colonialism, Noenoe Silva 

studies the erasure of local histories through the imposition of English language his-

tories and interpretations of indigenous culture. Of the struggle between English 

texts about Hawaii and oral accounts she writes: “When the stories told at home do 

not match up with the texts at school, students are taught to doubt the oral versions.”17

Obviously then forgetting has been a colonial tactic in the past and has produced 

a hierarchical relationship between foreign and native knowledges; but in order to 

remember and recognize the anti- colonial struggles, other narratives do have to be 

forgotten and unlearned. I am suggesting that a “stupid” fi lm like 50 First Dates
unconsciously reinforces the power of forgetting and it disrupts the seamless produc-

tion of white settlers as “native Hawaiians” by demonstrating how national memory 
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constructs those “locals” as “natives.” When Lucy “forgets” Henry, she forgets 

patriarchy, heterosexuality, gender hierarchies; the fi lm despite itself allows us the 

occasion to think about forgetting as a tactic of anti- colonial resistance.

The host of transgender characters in the fi lm also reveals how dependent norma-

tive heterosexuality is upon the production of non- normative subjects. From Alexa, 

Henry’s androgynous and sexually ambiguous assistant at the zoo, to Doug, Lucy’s 

steroid pumping brother and to John/Jennifer, an female- to- male transsexual from 

Lucy’s past, the transgender characters represent the dangers of life outside of the 

nuclear family. In order for Lucy and Henry’s bizarre and even disturbing courtship 

to seem authentic and chosen, these other characters must model a kind of freak-

ish excess which is then associated with too much freedom (the single and predatory 

Alexa), not enough maternal guidance (Doug) and adolescent angst (Jennifer/John). 

The native Hawaiian characters are similarly cast as sexually depraved (Ula), fet-

ishistically phallic (Nick), and physically repugnant (Ula’s wife). Hence, Henry and 

Lucy, despite their potentially perverse arrangement, can occupy the place of the 

ideal family by turning short- term memory loss less into a metaphor for the constant 

training that women endure in order to become mothers and wives and more into the 

necessary preamble to national and familial stability. That the new family sails off at 

the end of the fi lm to another utopian colony/state, Alaska, suggests that they go in 

search of new “blank” landscapes upon which they hope to write their persistent tales 

of whiteness, benevolence, and the inevitable reproduction of the same.

The transgender body, in 50 First Dates, seems to represent anxiety and ambiva-

lence about change and transformation in general. If Lucy is stuck in one time loop 

through memory loss, Henry creates another for her within domestic heterosexuality. 

The trans characters edging the semi- sinister narrative then suggest that change can 

mean loss of tradition, family, history. Another memory loss narrative however shows 

that change and memory loss can produce distinctly queer and alternative futures. 

Finding Nemo tells the story of a clownfi sh family that, in the fi lm’s tragic opening, 

is decimated by a hungry shark. The mother fi sh and almost all of her eggs are con-

sumed leaving a very anxious adult male fi sh, Marlin, with one slightly disabled 

offspring (he has a small fi n on one side), Nemo. Marlin, whose voice is supplied by 

Albert Brooks, becomes understandably paranoid about the safety of his only son and 

he nervously and even hysterically tries to guard him from all of the dangers of the 

deep. Inevitably Nemo grows tired of his father’s ministrations and, in a fi t of Oedipal 

rebellion, he tells his father he hates him and swims off recklessly into the open sea 

only to be netted by a diver and placed in a fi sh bowl in a dentist’s offi ce. Marlin, his 

paranoid fears now realized, begins a mad search for his missing son and swims his 

way to Sydney, Australia. When he fi nally fi nds him, he and Nemo orchestrate a fi sh 

uprising against their human jailors and they work out a different, non- Oedipal, non-

 paranoid mode of  relation.

Like Chicken Run, then, the Gramscian cartoon about organic chicken intellectu-

als, Finding Nemo weds its story of family to a tale of successful collective opposition 

to enslavement, forced labor, and commodifi cation. And like “stupid white guy fi lms” 

like 50 First Dates, Finding Nemo both thematizes the limits to masculinist forms of 

knowing and posits forgetting as a powerful obstacle to capitalist and patriarchal modes 

of transmission (forgetfulness literally stalls the reproduction of the dominant in these 
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fi lms). Finding Nemo also makes queer coalition, here represented by a seemingly 

helpful bluefi sh named Dory whose voice is supplied by the very queer Ellen Dege-

neres, into a major component of the quest for freedom and the attempts to reinvent 

kinship, identity, and collectivity. Dory accompanies Marlin on his quest for Nemo. 

Dory, however, suffers from “short- term memory loss” and so only remembers inter-

mittently why she and Marlin are swimming to Australia, and her odd sense of time 

introduces absurdity into an otherwise rather straight narrative and it scrambles all 

temporal interactions. When explaining her memory problem to Marlin, Dory says 

she thinks she must have inherited it from her family but then again she comments, 

she cannot remember her family so she is not sure how she came to be affl icted. In her 

lack of family memory, her exile in the present tense, her ephemeral sense of know-

ledge, and her continuous sense of a lack of context, Dory offers fascinating models of 

queer time (short- term memory), queer knowledge practices (ephemeral insights), and 

anti- familial kinship. By aiding Marlin without desiring him, fi nding Nemo without 

mothering him, and going on a journey without a telos, Dory offers us a model of 

cooperation which is not dependent upon payment or remunerative alliance. Dory, lit-

erally, swims alongside the broken family without becoming part of it and she helps 

to repair familial bonds without being invested in knowing specifi cally what the rela-

tions between Marlin and Nemo might be. The fact that they are father and son is of 

no more interest to her than if they were lovers or brothers, strangers or  friends.

I focus here on Finding Nemo because I believe that popular culture, particularly 

non- earnest and non- serious popular culture, can offer narratives and images for the 

project of thinking through what J. K. Gibson- Graham call “non- capitalist imagi-

naries.”18 Furthermore, Finding Nemo, covertly harbors a transgender narrative about 

transformation. Clownfi sh, we learn from a new book by transgender theoretical ecol-

ogist, Joan Roughgarden, are one of many species of fi sh who can and often do change 

sex. Roughgarden’s wonderful study of evolutionary diversity, Evolution’s Rainbow,

explains that most biologists observe “nature” through a narrow and biased lens of 

socio- normativity and they therefore misinterpret all kinds of bio- diversity.19

Transsexual fi sh, hermaphroditic hyenas, non- monogamous birds, homosexual 

lizards all play a role in the survival and evolution of the species but mostly their func-

tion has been misunderstood and folded into rigid and unimaginative familial schemes 

of reproductive zeal and the survival of the fi ttest. Roughgarden explains that human 

observers misread competition into often cooperative activities, they misunderstand 

the relations between strength and dominance and they overestimate the primacy of 

reproductive dynamics. In the case of the clownfi sh, according to Roughgarden, the 

mating couple does tend to be monogamous; so much so that if the female partner 

should perish (as she does in Finding Nemo), the male fi sh will transsex and become 

female. She will then mate with one of her offspring to recreate a kinship circuit. 

Roughgarden explains clownfi sh behavior, along with all kinds of other such morphing 

and shifting, less as evidence of the dominance of the reproductive circuit and more as 

an adaptive affi liative process that creates stable community rather than familial struc-

tures. Roughgarden’s models of animal community deliberately break with Darwinian 

readings of animal behavior that have coded human values like competition, restraint, 

and physical superiority into interpretations of eclectic and diverse animal  behaviors.

This brings us right back to the penguins and their long march into the snowy, icy, 
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and devastating landscape of Antarctica. It is easy, especially given the voice- over, to 

read the penguins as little heroic families striving to complete their natural and pre-

 given need to reproduce. The voice- over, indeed, provides a beautiful but nonsensical 

narrative that remains resolutely human and refuses to ever see the “penguin logics” 

that structure their frigid quest. Morgan Freeman’s baritone voice over lends credi-

bility and heft to the rather fantastical and ideologically skewed narrative that the fi lm 

tells. And so, we tend to believe it when the penguins mass on the ice to fi nd partners, 

and the voice over asks us to see a school prom with rejected and spurned partners on 

the edges of the dance fl oor and true romance and soul mates in its center. When the 

mating rituals begin, we are told of elegant and balletic dances while we see awkward, 

diffi cult and undignifi ed couplings. When the female penguin fi nally produces the 

valuable egg and must now pass the egg from her feet to the male’s feet in order to 

free herself to go and feed, the voice- over reaches hysterical pitch and sees sorrow and 

heartbreak in every unsuccessful transfer. We are never told how many penguins are 

successful in passing the egg, how many might decide not to be successful in order 

to save themselves the effort of a hard winter, how much of the transfer ritual might 

be accidental and so on. And so the narrative goes ascribing stigma and envy to non-

 reproductive penguins, sacrifi ce and a Protestant work ethic to the reproducers, and 

always seeing family rather than the larger group.

Ultimately, the voice- over and the Christian attribution of “intelligent design” to the 

penguins’ activity has to ignore many inconvenient facts: the penguins are not monog-

amous: they mate for one year and then move on. The partnered penguins fi nd each 

other after returning from feeding by bird calls not by some innate and mysterious cou-

pling instinct. And, perhaps most importantly, the non- reproductive penguins are not 

merely extras in the drama of hetero- reproduction: in fact, the homo or non- repro or 

non- familial penguins are totally necessary to the temporary reproductive unit! They 

provide warmth in the huddle, probably extra food, and they do not leave for warmer 

climes but they accept a part in the penguin collective in order to enable reproduc-

tion and to survive. Survival, indeed, in this penguin world, has little to do with fi tness 

and everything to do with collective will. And once the reproductive cycle draws to a 

close, what happens then? The baby penguins are protected by the parents in terms of 

warmth but the parents do nothing to stave off attacks by predators – there the young 

penguins are on their own. And once the baby penguins reach the age when they can 

also take to the water, the parent penguins slip gratefully into another element with not 

even a backward glance to see if the next generation follows. The young penguins now 

have fi ve years of freedom, fi ve glorious, non- reproductive, family- free years before they 

too must undertake the long march. The long march of the penguins then is neither 

proof of family bonds nor evidence of intelligent design; it is, in fact, a resolutely animal 

narrative about cooperation, affi liation, and the appeal of forgetting family. 
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CHAPTER  SEVENTEEN

Between Friends

Jennifer Doyle

“Let us cease speaking of friendship, of the eídos of friendship,” Derrida writes, “let us 

speak of friends.”1 Writing friendship as a category with specifi c attributes, he implies, 

works against the recognition of particular friends – thinking categorically irons out the 

texture of friendships themselves. The philosophical discourse that Derrida explores 

in The Politics of Friendship often deploys friendship to shore up borders between 

an “us” and a “them” and is furthermore constricted by the tenacious opposition of 

“éros and philía.”2 The effect of these oppositions on our thinking about intimacy is 

at the heart of my subject here: queer friendships between men and women as a form 

of attachment that can disturb both the presumption of an “us” and a “them” and 

the opposition of desire and friendship. Interestingly, in the work of the philosophers 

explored by Derrida, women are the others against whom friends take shape. Thus, 

he writes, philosophical writing on friendship is carved out against the “double exclu-

sion of the feminine, the exclusion of friendship between a man and a woman and 

the exclusion of friendship between women.”3 These two exclusions from friendship 

have their stories – but these two stories are linked by the problem of the feminine.4

Traditional philosophy dismisses the second sex as incapable of friendship for their 

subordination to love. Friendships with women, Montaigne explains, are theoretic-

ally possible, but “the ordinary capacity of women is inadequate for that communion 

and fellowship which is the nurse of that sacred bond; nor does their soul seem fi rm 

enough to endure the strain of so tight and durable a knot.”5 “She is at once tyrant 

and slave,” Derrida writes (paraphrasing Nietzsche’s Zarathustra), “and that is why 

she (still) remains incapable of friendship. She knows only love.”6 Friendship with 

women is impossible, it seems, because women want not friends, but lovers. Love 

here is understood as a feverish erotic attachment, as fundamentally hierarchical (in 

the overestimation of the love object, for example) and is therefore set in opposition to 

the more egalitarian model of brotherhood – which provides friendship’s background. 

Derrida ruminates on what it might mean to think outside of these phallogocentric 

structures of belonging – implicitly, for him, it means to fi nd more “brothers” in the 

world. He writes, “I have more than one ‘brother’ of more than one sex, and I love 

having more than one, each time unique, of whom and to whom, in more than one 

language, across quite a few boundaries, I am bound by a conjuration and so many 

unuttered oaths.”7



One might counter that there is already a world out there of “sisters” – in important 

ways, the distinction between eros and philia more powerfully structures homo social 

discourse about men’s relationships to each other. Discourse on women, desire, and 

friendship is differently articulated. The term “sister,” as a term of endearment, 

a mode of address, has long been unmoored from gender in gay circles. We might 

even fi nd a silver lining to the overdetermined association of women with love in the 

history of sexuality, in which categories like “companions,” “roommates,” “friends,” 

and “lovers” expand and bleed into one another to shape what Adrienne Rich once 

imagined as a “lesbian continuum.”8 Certainly Rich’s gesture in her writing at that 

time marks a powerful instance by which the distinction between fi liation and erotic 

attachment has been deliberately refused to a political, and feminist, end.

“A book on radical feminism that did not deal with love would be a political failure.” 

So writes Shulamith Firestone in The Dialectic of Sex. Love, she contends, “perhaps 

even more than childbearing, is the pivot of women’s oppression today.”9 This pro-

posal runs against some of the intuitions of mainstream feminism and leads more 

toward the insights of queer scholarship on friendship, romantic intimacy, and the 

political importance of nurturing forms of relationality outside domestic and patri-

archal structures. The problem, Firestone suggests, isn’t sex (as noun or verb), but 

everything that surrounds it.

This essay explores three friendships between men and women in order to ask how 

they push against the pressures of heteronormative ways of being; in order to ask, 

in other words, how they push us to consider not the importance and complexity of 

sex, but everything else that surrounds it. Belonging not quite to straight culture, not 

quite to gay and lesbian culture (although certainly more at home in the latter than 

the former), such friendships, at their best, indicate both the fragility and the tenacity 

of queer modes of being.

A Fictional Couple: Lily and Selden

Lily Bart’s demise can be traced back to an impulse. At the opening of Edith Whar-

ton’s The House of Mirth (1905), the novel’s heroine runs into her friend Selden at 

Grand Central Station and decides to go back to his apartment for conversation and 

a cup of tea. His invitation at the least spares her the awkwardness of fi nding herself 

alone with two hours to kill waiting for her train. The sequence of events that, over 

the course of Wharton’s story, leads to Lily’s fall from social grace and to her sui-

cidal collapse begins with her spontaneous acceptance of this invitation from a friend. 

Later, on her way out of his apartment, she runs into social climber Sim Rosedale, 

who happens to own the building. She snubs him (an anti- Semitic refl ex) and in the 

process makes up a story explaining her presence at this building, lest he think she was 

up to anything as untoward as meeting a bachelor alone in his apartment. As she con-

jures up a fi ctional seamstress at that address, she realizes that he knows she is lying, 

and that she will have to pay for this – for the impulse, for the snub implied in the lie, 

for the failure to have grasped the pleasure Rosedale would have taken from being in 

her confi dence, for her failure to calculate in advance what this meeting with Selden 

will cost her. “Why must a girl pay so dearly for her least escape from routine?” she 
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asks herself. “Why could one never do a natural thing without having to screen it 

behind a structure of artifi ce.”10 Nearly all the misfortune heaped upon her over the 

course of the novel can be traced back to this double mis- step: meeting Selden in 

his apartment alone, and then failing to recognize in Sim Rosedale not an enemy, 

but a potential ally. Rosedale will share his bit of gossip about Lily with Gus Trenor 

(husband to one of her friends). Trenor will, under the guise of investing a little of 

Lily’s money, put her in his debt with the expectation that she will pay him back 

not with dollars, but with sexual attention. As she attempts to navigate Trenor’s mis-

reading of her character, he fl ings the following at her: “Gad, you go to men’s houses 

fast enough in broad daylight – strikes me you’re not always so deuced careful about 

appearances.” Mortifi ed, Lily realizes that “Rosedale had spoken then – this was how 

men talked of her.”11 She realizes that, in essence, she is little more than a salacious bit 

of gossip confi rming friendship between the men who give and receive information 

about both her value and her virtue. Lily, who has been lured to the Trenors’ home at 

an awkward hour under false pretenses, manages her escape; Selden, however, catches 

sight of her as she makes her exit and, ironically, assumes the worst.

It is possible to read Wharton’s novel not as a melodrama about the failure of a 

romantic couple (Lily and Selden) to couple, but as a painful meditation on the 

restrictions that handicap friendships between men and women. Romantic expecta-

tions held in place by patriarchal convention dwarf such ties and contort what might 

have been complex and fl eshy friendships into stunted forms of intimacy. Elaine 

Showalter suggests as much when she reads Selden as not quite the “New Man” he 

ought to be, and Lily as a similarly aborted version of the “New Woman.”12 Both are 

unable to reconcile themselves with or free themselves from convention, and so their 

intimacy becomes frozen with ambivalence. The men and women of The House of 
Mirth fail each other most profoundly not as lovers but as friends. Lily herself says as 

much when she explains to Selden:

“Don’t you see . . . that there are men enough to say pleasant things to me, and that 

what I want is a friend who won’t be afraid to say disagreeable ones when I need them? 

Sometimes I have fancied that you might be that friend – I don’t know why, except that 

you are neither a prig nor a bounder, and that I shouldn’t have to pretend with you or 

be on my guard against you.” Her voice had dropped to a note of seriousness, and she 

gazed up at him with the troubled gravity of a child.

“You don’t know how much I need such a friend,” she said.13

If I could wish an alternative life for Lily and Selden, it would be one that might 

permit intimacy without the threat of marriage, a romance divorced from the imper-

ative to reproduce. For at every moment in the novel in which these two characters 

come together in friendship, one or the other stumbles into a marital gesture from 

which both quickly retreat, and around which their friendship ultimately collapses. 

These proposals are particularly surprising given that Lily’s attraction to Selden is 

underwritten by his “detachment” from that very market, a detachment that in an 

only slightly different novel might make Selden read more clearly as “gay.”

Miss Bart was a keen reader of her own heart and she saw that her sudden preoccupation 

with Selden was due to the fact that his presence shed a new light on her  surroundings 
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. . . He had preserved a certain social detachment, a happy air of viewing the show 

objectively, of having points of contact outside the great gilt cage in which they were 

all huddled for the mob to gape at. How alluring the world outside the cage appeared to 

Lily, as she heard its door clang on her! In reality, as she knew, the door never clanged: 

it stood always open; but most of the captives were like fl ies in a bottle, and having once 

fl own in, could never regain their freedom. It was Selden’s distinction that he had never 

forgotten the way out.14

What is that “cage” and “bottle” if not the trap of marital economy? One might read 

Lily and Selden’s fondness for each other as particular to the attachments that form 

between some gay men and particular kinds of women – a coupling against the pres-

sures of heteronormative structures in which mutual recognition converts not into a 

proposal, but into a lifeline. Within such a friendship one’s sexual being is not merely 

acknowledged, but nourished in its full complexity.15 That said, their relationship 

never becomes quite this. With this novel, it is important to remember that Wharton 

never completely articulates for us the nature of their connection. When Selden 

appears at Lily’s bedside at the novel’s conclusion only to fi nd that she has died of an 

overdose, he kneels over her and a word passes between them; but that word is unspo-

ken: “He knelt by the bed and bent over her, draining their last moment to its lees; 

and in the silence there passed between them the word which made all clear.” We 

might imagine that the word that passes between them is “love.” Just before this mel-

odramatic ending Selden fi nally takes in the full complexity of their relationship to 

each other, and Wharton  explains,

It was this moment of love, this fl eeting victory over themselves, which had kept them 

from atrophy and extinction; which, in her, had reached out to him in every struggle 

against the infl uence of her surroundings, and in him, had kept alive the faith that now 

drew him penitent and reconciled to her side.16

But, still, we can ask: What kind of love of this?

Perhaps Wharton’s portrait of their connection has more in common with repre-

sentations of queer literary couples than with representations of heterosexual romance. 

Geoffrey Sanborn, for example, in his essay on the friendship between Ishmael and 

Queequeg, writes that Moby Dick is

both an idealization of autonomy in friendship and an effort to use that perspective to 

rethink the nature of love. Rather than a warm, unifying force that makes us see our 

separateness as an accident or a mistake, love in Moby Dick is a shock that fades as rap-

idly as it comes, a thing that can never fully enter either our language or our identity. 

By stressing the reasonableness of friendship and the uncanniness of love, and by con-

ceiving of a relationship that is an unpredictable compound of these elements, Melville 

points us toward a world in which human relationships neither emerge from nor justify 

the existing social order.17

Their friendship, writes Cesare Cesarino, “is open- ended as well as end- less: it is not 

oriented toward any pre- ordained telos and does not function according to any prede-

termined rules.”18 If, as Cesarino writes, Queequeg and Ishmael’s friendship unfolds 

in the heterotopic space of the ship, a space apart from “wife” and “fi reside”19 and an 
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open container of possibility, Lily and Selden’s friendship is thwarted and, in fact, 

ruined, by the heterosocial space of New York, an empty “bottle” and a trap, in which 

a girl must “pay dearly for her least escape from routine.” Over the course of the 

novel, Lily and Selden are increasingly alienated from one another. They never enjoy 

either the camaraderie or the intimacy that attends Ishmael and Queequeg’s friend-

ship. In the difference in the ecosystems of the two novels we see something of what is 

at stake in them – the basic conditions of possibility for friendship itself.

Joan Nestle and John Preston open a collaborative essay on friendships between 

lesbians and gay men with a 1964 letter written by a woman expressing gratitude for 

her friendship with the letter’s recipient. The letter closes with the following lines: 

“As a person you are rare. I don’t know if you realize it or not, but it is almost impos-

sible for a girl to be a friend to a boy.”20 These particular friends share experiences of 

homophobia, of course, but her remark on how “impossible” it is to be friends with 

boys speaks to a larger problem, one that can alienate gay men from lesbians, just as it 

does men from women more generally. Received wisdom would have us imagine that 

friendships between men and women – and especially between gay men and straight 

women – are restricted by romantic burdens of expectation (in which one or both 

parties use the relationship to retreat from “real” romance, or in which one or both 

parties invests the relationship with unrealistic romantic hopes that stand in the way 

of friendship). It seems far more likely to me, however, that friendships between men 

and women (queer or not) are more often stunted by the absence of feminism than 

by the absence/presence of sexual desire. In fact, with a feminist ethic in place and 

a queer sensibility, the presence/absence of desire between friends seems less like a 

spoiler and more like a starting place.21 Nestle and Preston’s essay closes with lines 

from a letter from the same woman to her friend Bob. Her words recall the intensity 

and eroticism of queer friendships: “Your magnifi cent letter! I kissed it and tried to 

think of how I could convey in words the love I feel for you. There is no way I can tell 

you how much I need you in my life – don’t ever step out of it.”22

The “queerness” of queer friendship is surely composed of more than the sexual 

identities of its practitioners. As a number of people have observed, queer friendships 

between men and between women tend to disturb the mechanisms of homosocial cul-

tures. Such friendships between men, for example, surface what Eve Sedgwick has 

described as the “coercive double bind” that structures the homosocial, in which “to 

be a man’s man is separated only by an invisible, carefully blurred, always- already-

 crossed line from being ‘interested in men.’”23 In his interview “Friendship as a Way 

of Life,” Michel Foucault furthermore considers how the experiences of marginalized 

(and often criminalized) sexual communities alter practices of friendship to extend 

an ethic of sexual generosity across one’s practice of everyday life. Living outside the 

structuring apparatus of marriage, two men, for  example,

face each other without terms of convenient words, with nothing to assure them about 

the meaning of the movement that carries them toward each other. They have to invent, 

from A to Z, a relationship that is still formless, which is friendship: that is to say, the 

sum of everything through which they can give each other pleasure.24

In this interview, Foucault argues that homosexuality’s threat to the dominant order 

has far less to do with the sodomitical sex act than it does with the queerness of the 
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forms of relationality which surround that act: “To imagine a sexual act that doesn’t 

conform to law or nature is not what disturbs people. But that individuals are begin-

ning to love one another – there’s the problem.”25 This, he speculates, is why where 

heterosexuality is represented as a complex set of highly ritualized practices (romance, 

marriage, family, etc.), homosexuality is often reduced in representation to a single act 

(sodomy). He writes:

One of the concessions one makes to others is not to present homosexuality as anything 

but a kind of immediate pleasure, of two young men meeting in the street, seduc-

ing each other with a look, grabbing each other’s asses and getting each other off in a 

quarter of an hour. There you have a kind of neat image of homosexuality without any 

possibility of generating unease . . . it cancels everything that can be troubling in affec-

tion, tenderness, friendship, fi delity, camaraderie, and companionship, things that our 

sanitized society can’t allow a place for without fearing the formation of new alliances 

and the tying together of unforeseen lines of force. I think that’s what makes homo-

sexuality “disturbing”: the homosexual mode of life, much more than the sexual act 

itself . . . These relations short- circuit [the institution] and introduce love where there’s 

supposed to be only law, rule, or habit.26

Foucault is speaking here of how expressions of affection and attachment between 

men trouble patriarchal ideology by unmasking the intense policing of intimacy 

between men in heteronormative culture. Threaded throughout the writings of a 

range of sex radicals are statements not unlike Foucault’s – observations of the ways 

that patriarchal and heteronormative cultures shut down intimacy between men in 

particular and force a kind of sexual intelligence onto those whose desires are prohib-

ited and managed out of existence by virtue of one’s exile from the normal.27

As the disaster of Lily and Selden’s relationship indicates, queer friendships between 

men and women surface something else. This is in part because at fi rst they appear as 

a “couple” and so rather than invent new forms of relationality, they often must fi rst 

deconstruct the forms of relationality that are imposed upon them. The problem with 

Lily and Selden, then, is not only that they don’t know how to be friends, but that 

they don’t know how not to be a couple.

Poetry Lovers: Diane and Freddie

Poet Diane di Prima and dancer/choreographer Freddie Herko were famous friends. 

Steven Watson writes, “They had lived together, been neighbors, and shared a lover 

(Alan Marlow). They even staged a very private wedding, exchanging cheap silver 

rings before a Brancusi statue in the Museum of Modern Art.”28 Of their vows, di 

Prima remembers that “the feeling was that we would help each other out, try to take 

care of each other in the craziness of our lives. Wherever we went.”29 Di Prima pub-

lished The Freddie Poems (1974) after Herko’s death (horribly, famously, he leapt from 

a window in a methamphetamine- fueled jetée).30 Written between 1957 and 1969, this 

volume tracks the shifting nature of their ties to each other. Sometimes they seem 

like lovers, sometimes siblings, sometimes friends. She writes, in 1959’s “Poem for 

Roommate”:
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we’re like an old couple

who have been married for years

most of the time I don’t even dislike your lovers31

And, in the same year, in an untitled poem, she both distances their relationship from 

that of a married couple, and asserts the intensity of their romantic attachment to 

each other:

you do not do

what man

for woman does

you make

nothing more simple

but love

the desperate

childcourage

in your

face

grabs me like hooks

and holds me

to your side

Written before the last stage of Herko’s addictions, which leave the poet worried and 

sounding like a mom (“yes, now you are 28, you are shooting A / you are getting 

evicted & there is another coldwave” [“Formal Birthday Poem: February 23, 1964”]), 

these poems luxuriate in that “impossible” connection between a man and woman – in 

which by circumventing “what man / for woman does,” Herko makes love, for di Prima, 

“simple” and steadfast. As she hovers over this aspect of their friendship, di Prima fl irts 

explicitly with the boundary between eros and philia:

So much of space between us two

We kiss the planets when we kiss

No closeness ever shuts this out

So much of space between us two

We kiss the planets when we kiss

And all the ether knows your hand

And dust from Saturn foils my tongue

So much black light caresses us

No closeness ever shuts this out

But mouth from shoulder, thigh from thigh

Explosive air unwinds our love

So distance holds, so love is safe (September, 1957)

If they “kiss the planets” when they kiss, the celestial space between them is in part 

generated by the difference of their desire – the eroticism that animates these poems 

is an excitement at their being not quite a couple. As she represents their mimicry of 
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coupling (wife and husband, mother and father, mother and son), di Prima under-

scores the “not quite- ness” of that mimicry – the play is in their approximation and 

not in the replication of coupledom.32

A powerful wish for belonging writes itself across The Freddie Poems – for the poet 

to belong to Freddie, for Freddie to belong to the poet. As she works that wish over, 

di Prima invokes, dismantles, and rearticulates heterosexuality’s set- pieces: dom est-

icity, marriage,  reproduction.

Sex is often built up as intimacy’s destination, and, at the same time, friendship’s 

obstacle. The hyper- valuation of sex as the hallmark of intimacy and relational fulfi ll-

ment, combined with the geometries of compulsory heterosexuality, produce a phobic 

mythology for these relationships in which women are represented as seeking out gay 

male friends as a “last resort” and as a poor substitute for the “real thing”33 (thus the 

title to one poem, “To my husband, if it should come to that”).

In sketching the outlines of relationships between these particular friends, I have 

been stalling, putting off the term most often used to represent the women in these 

friendships: “fag hag.” As an already existing category, it places them conceptually 

within a model of parasitic friendship. The fag hag is an overdetermined fi gure, her 

relationship to gay culture is diagnosed as stunted, as a narcissistic refusal to submit 

herself to the competitive economy of heterosexual culture, as an expression of her 

incapacity for romantic intimacy. As a stereotype (the insecure straight woman who 

retreats into asexual friendships with similarly stunted homosexual men) the fag hag 

obscures the full range of relationships between women and gay men and, indeed, the 

complexity of queerness itself. She serves as a symbolic distraction – a fl attened out 

caricature who stands in for all women, including lesbians, in queer bohemia. (The 

fag hag thus erases lesbian friends and lovers from the scene.) When women in gay 

spaces are identifi ed as “fag hags,” their queerness may be contained and dismissed 

as a supplement to the “real” story: a story about the men in the scene and their rel-

ationships to each other, in which she fi gures merely as part of a sham romance. And 

so, even as I’ve on occasion turned to the term myself, as the handiest category repre-

senting the structure (if not the texture) of my relationships with gay men, I’ve done 

so with deep  ambivalence.

Screen Partners: Viva and Warhol

The fi lm Blue Movie (1968) complicates our sense of what relationships between 

women and men might look like in queer bohemia. It is one of the most mythologized 

of Andy Warhol’s fi lms. In what is often heralded as “the fi rst theatrical feature to actu-

ally depict intercourse,” Viva and Louis Waldron make love, talk, cook, and shower in 

a lazy portrait of lovers spending an afternoon “in.”34 According to Viva, the idea 

for the fi lm was hers. In talking with Warhol about a particularly euphoric romantic 

encounter, she suggested that he make a movie about it. Viva’s weekend lover refused 

to participate in the fi lm – so Warhol suggested they use Louis Waldron instead. After 

some hesitation (about how “it wouldn’t be the same”), Viva agreed.35 Blue Movie
is the last fi lm that Warhol ever made himself. The fi lm was in limited commercial 

release during the summer of 1969, when it won acclaim and notoriety for its frank 
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and tender homage to sexual intimacy. That same year, the fi lm was seized by the 

police and declared obscene by a panel of judges.36 Warhol published a complete tran-

script of the four reels that make up the fi lm, along with over one hundred stills.37

Endorsed with statements from the New York Post like “Warhol has gall. He shows 

what the Swedes and Danes don’t or won’t or can’t,” Blue Movie (the book) is framed 

as a direct comment on and response to both porno culture and  censorship.

The fi lm shows both more and less than what one might expect, given its reputa-

tion. It shows “more” in that it is a fairly personal portrait of Viva and Louis Waldron, 

its stars. It shows “less,” in that it doesn’t actually read as pornographic. As Callie 

Angell notes, although the fi lm

contains an act of intercourse, the fi lm itself is almost a deconstruction of pornography, 

concentrating on the affectionate relationship between its stars and presenting what 

Variety called “the climactic scene- of- scenes” quite casually, in the middle of what is 

basically four long reels of talk.38

Only a small fraction of the fi lm is centered on sex – the overwhelming majority of the 

screen time is taken up by aimless banter, story- swapping, and a fairly lengthy discus-

sion of politics and the war in Vietnam. (Warhol called the fi lm his “war movie.”)39

The fi lm is surprising in its intimacy, in its attention to the delicacy of the scenario 

it explores – lovers spending an afternoon in, lovers who clearly know each other but 

aren’t really a couple. It is a strangely moving portrait of the banality of coupling (as 

an act, not as a destination) – and of the generosity that sometimes lies just under-

neath that banality. Between these friends- who- are- lovers, it is okay to be boring, 

lazy, and somewhat  incoherent.

The fi lm’s mythological status in Warhol studies is partly a refl ection of its in-

accessibility. Even for those who work on Warhol’s fi lms and who are in the habit of 

using the archives in which many of them are stored and managed, Blue Movie has 

been nearly impossible to see because Viva did not want the fi lm to be screened.40

Until 2005, Viva had, in fact, explicitly forbidden even archival study of the fi lm.41 In 

general, while Warhol/Morrissey productions like Trash and Heat are in commer-

cial release and can be legally rented at local stores, the rest of his output is not easy to 

access. Bootleg DVDs of Bike Boy, Beauty # 2, and other fi lms pop up in fl ea markets 

and bookstores – but, in general, the circulation of his fi lm output is tightly control-

led. The restricted circulation of Warhol’s fi lms remains one of the more interesting 

ironies around his work. In spite of his eye for mass reproduction and the art of pub-

licity, in making his fi lms Warhol ignored the formality of getting talent releases from 

the people who appeared in them. While this is hardly uncommon for underground 

fi lmmakers, because Warhol was such a celebrity and because the Factory entourage 

includes some very smart, complex, and unpredictable personalities, the distribution 

of many of the fi lms is hesitant. Thus the medium most associated with manufactur-

ing celebrity, the medium that produced the Warholian “Superstar,” becomes, within 

the arena of Warhol studies, the hardest to access; it becomes, in a way, the most 

underground and private. With the strong contrast between the fi lm’s high- profi le 

release and its dramatic evaporation from the public sphere, Blue Movie is perhaps 

the fi lm most impacted by this strange confl uence of facts.

The fact that so many of the people who animate Warhol’s fi lms technically have 
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some right to control their circulation directly affi rms the work of those scholars who 

argue the necessity of approaching Warhol’s fi lms as collaborations and complicates 

the portrait of Warhol as having simply exploited those in his circle who star in them 

(like Edie Sedgwick, Brigid Berlin, Ondine, Joe Dallesandro, and, of course, Viva). 

The collaborative nature of Warhol’s fi lms is easy to acknowledge but hard to write 

about. Warhol studies has generally been just that: scholarship about Warhol – about 

his homosexuality, his effeminacy, his genius, his affect – readings that revolve in 

essence around the production of increasingly complex portraits of the artist. Even 

the affi rmations of his status as a “producer” rather than the “author” especially of 

his fi lms seem to reinforce Warhol’s status as auteur rather than open up the fi eld to 

scholarly consideration of the performances especially of women like Viva.42

Looking at this fi lm in particular I am struck by how powerfully it works as a docu-

ment of Warhol’s relationships with his friends and their relationships to each other. In 

many of his works we might wonder at their cruelty. “What did they get out of this?” 

we ask as we watch people pick on and at each other in Chelsea Girls, Beauty # 2,

Bike Boy and I, A Man. Bullying dominates these fi lms, as men and women are pitted 

against each other to offer campy renditions of the battle of the sexes, in which the 

virago nearly always  triumphs.

Blue Movie, however, is entirely different in tone. Here, the “battle between the 

sexes” is deployed fl irtatiously, teasingly. Steven Watson writes “Both the pleas-

ure and the battle between the sexes are evident from the outset, played out in the 

running issue of whether or not Viva will suck Louis’ cock.”43 Louis brings up the 

question of the blow job several times over the course of the fi lm: he begins by com-

menting on the last time Viva gave him a blow job, it was only to stop after a minute 

or two to complain about how boring it was. Watching this interaction, I was struck 

by how much sense Viva’s decisions made to me: to go down on him in this context 

would have subjected Viva to a different power dynamic than that which dominates 

the fi lm; at the very least, she would not have been able to talk, and talk is really what 

Viva does best. (She makes no analogous demands on Louis.) So, Viva evades the 

topic deftly, eventually taking the subject over by offering to show Louis a new tech-

nique as they shower in the last reel.

Viva: Move back . . . because I’m going to kneel down to show you the new blow job 

technique . . . Oh, this water is getting me wet. [Viva kneels down, takes Louis’ cock in 
her hands, and blows on it as though infl ating a balloon.]

Louis [laughs] That’s a blow job?

Viva: Yes. Isn’t it  fabulous?

Louis: Yeah, but it hurts a little.44

This moment distills for us both the jokey mood of their encounter and the thing 

that makes this fi lm feel distinctly feminist: the visibility of Viva’s agency throughout 

the work. In those reels in which Warhol is behind the camera, Viva makes frequent 

eye contact with him and seems to coordinate the action in a dialogue of gestures 

exchanged between herself and his off- screen presence. Their exchange of looks 

places us in conspiratorial relation with the action on screen – we are enlisted, along 

with Warhol, as Viva’s collaborators. Furthermore, in the “sex” reel (when Warhol 
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positioned the camera on a tripod at the foot of the bed and left the room), it is clearly 

Viva who directs the action. As they negotiate how they should “do it,” Viva reminds 

Louis of a previous  encounter:

Viva: Oh. Well, be like you were the fi rst half of the fi rst night . . . (she whispers 
something to Louis; they laugh) Hahaha . . . let me take off your pants.

Louis: Do you think I should?

Viva: Well, certainly not if you can’t get a hard- on.

Louis: Yeah, but you’re going to do that. You’re going to make it hard. Because you 

know how.

Viva: No, I’m not. I’m going to take a  sunbath.

Louis: A  sunbath!

Viva: Mm- hmm . . . [Louis removes his briefs] OOOOoooo [pointing at his cock] how 

disgusting . . .  eeOOOOOO.

Louis: You don’t think it’s  disgusting.

Viva: Right in front of this – lens! How could you do that?

Louis: You can’t see  anything.

Viva: Turn over. Turn over. Turn OVER.

Louis: Which way? Oh, this way?

Viva: On your hip.

Louis: Like that?

Viva: You’re so – you’re such an  exhibitionist.

Louis: Why? What’s wrong?

Viva: We don’t want to see your ugly cock and balls. We just want to see . . . smooth, 

pure skin.

Louis: Well, who’s ‘we’?

Viva: “Us.”

Louis: Me and you?

Actually, “we” is us: Viva and Louis, but also Warhol, and the fi lm’s audience. Viva’s 

direction moves their bodies across the bed and the screen – with the camera at the 

foot of the bed, fucking in the position Louis takes at fi rst (missionary, with feet to the 

camera), would have presented the spectator with a murky shot of legs and genitals. 

Viva’s plan gives us a prettier picture of their bodies horizontal across the screen.

As the mechanics of fi lming sex is made visible to us, as we bear witness to the 

ongoing negotiations between the person behind the camera and the people in front 

of it, and between those people on the screen, we are invited into the fi lm’s visual and 

erotic scenario. Where commercial fi lm erases the traces of its own production in 

the service of an abstract, objectifying, and unifi ed gaze, Laura Marks argues that in 

independent and experimental fi lms like Blue Movie,
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a viewer’s identifi cation with the look of the camera is more volatile, because it is more 

likely to be closely aligned with the look of the fi lmmaker, partly because many fi lm-

makers are both director and cinematographer, but also because the entire project is 

more hands- on and more intimate than commercial cinema.45

The result is “a sort of coalition” between audience, fi lmmaker and subject around 

a shared erotic identifi cation.46 In another reel, after they shower, Louis bends over 

the bathroom sink and washes his face. Viva stands behind him, pretends to fuck him 

from behind, and slaps his ass – turning to wink and laugh at Warhol behind the 

camera. Her overtly conspiratorial and fl irtatious dialogue with the camera stands as 

an open invitation to the fi lm’s audience to imagine ourselves as a part of the architec-

ture of this scene, to imagine everyone on the screen as “in” on both her joke and her 

 pleasure.

But I like Blue Movie for more than this. As I suggest above, I am taken in by its basic 

scenario: by the relaxing intimacy of coupling without coupling, by the idea of there 

having been a space and a time in which sex between men and women appears easy and 

fun. This version of heterosexual intimacy strikes me as particularly queer – as some-

thing that perhaps only a gay man might dream up in dialogue with a  girlfriend.

We see something of the difference in the sexual possibilities for gay men and 

straight women in Samuel Delany’s account of a trip to Times Square porn theaters 

Figure 17.1 Between Friends,” Andy Warhol. Pictured: Viva (standing) and Louis Waldron 

(bent over the sink). Copyright 2006 The Andy Warhol Museum, Pittsburgh. All rights reserved.
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with Ana, a curious friend. Delany describes how they wander a theater together, and 

then split up for a few minutes. When they reunite, he asks her what she thought of the 

experience. Delany writes:

The fi rst thing she said was, “There really were guys giving other guys blowjobs down-

stairs in the orchestra! I thought you were kidding when you fi rst told me that. I thought 

it was all going to be going on in dark corners . . . It was interesting . . . It was more 

relaxed that I thought it was going to be. I thought it would be more frenetic – people 

just grabbing each other and throwing them down in the shadows and having their way. 

But it was so easygoing. And you didn’t tell me . . .” She paused.

“Didn’t tell you what?”

“ – that so many people say ‘no.’ And that everybody pretty much goes along with 

it.”

“I guess,” I said, “when so many people say ‘yes,’ the ‘nos’ don’t seem so important.”47

There is a poignancy to Ana’s surprise at the fact that “no” provoked disappointment, 

but not anger or violence. In her surprise I think I recognize the degree to which 

women feel, in everyday life, under a certain kind of pressure to say “yes” and haunted 

by the fear of a punishment for saying “no.” Furthermore, her presence, in this par-

ticular setting, was accepted. This, in and of itself, upends how straight culture tends 

to think of gay spaces (as rigorously exclusionary, as dark corners devoted to frenetic 

sex).

Ironically, given that her conversation with Delany is about “nos,” their exchange 

lets us imagine what a culture of sexual generosity might look like. Implied in this 

anecdote is a high level of trust between Delany and his friend: neither seems afraid 

of what the other might think. I can only imagine Delany bringing along a woman 

with whom he felt safe, as a gay man, to share his attachment to a space that very 

much defi nes him as a gay man. Similarly, not only does the Ana of this anecdote 

enjoy a momentary reprise from the relentlessness of the daily routines of compulsory 

heterosexuality, she feels safe in Delany’s company, as a woman – not safe from men 

(this is how some women’s attachments to some gay men are often read), but safe from 

 judgment.

This last anecdote points toward the place of sexual generosity in queer friend-

ships, as an antidote to the stinginess of heteronormative ways of being. Delany 

opposes the lubricious and lazy generosity of queer public sex to “the system of arti-

fi cial heterosexual scarcity” that structures much discourse on sex and sexuality.48 In 

contrast to spaces like the old porn theaters in Times Square which fostered casual 

sexual contact between men, Delany asks us to imagine the sexual environment gen-

erated by a world in which “every encounter involves bringing someone back to your 

house.” In this case, he writes,

the general sexual activity [of that] city becomes anxiety fi lled, class- bound, and choosy. 

This is precisely why public rest rooms, peep shows, sex movies, bars with grope rooms, 

and parks with enough greenery are necessary for a relaxed and friendly sexual atmos-

phere in a democratic metropolis.49

Of course, the stingy city he asks us to imagine here is one of heteronormative design 

– it is the city women are asked to inhabit. It’s Lily Bart’s city. As women like di Prima, 
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Viva, or Delany’s friend Ana gravitate toward gay underground culture, they are 

drawn in no small part to the difference in the way that sex circulates within this other 

city – not as a scarcity, but, in fact, as a latent possibility strewn across the metropolis. 

With sex dispersed across such a landscape, uncoupled from the domestic, it becomes 

possible to imagine and pursue, indeed to organize one’s life around other forms of 

 intimacy.
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CHAPTER  EIGHTEEN

Queer Regions

Locating Lesbians in Sancharram

Gayatri Gopinath

In the summer of 2005, I attended at San Francisco’s Castro theater a sold- out screen-

ing of Sancharram (The Journey), an independent feature fi lm by the Chicago- based, 

South Asian diasporic fi lmmaker Ligy Pullappally. I had heard that Sancharram was 

a lesbian- themed fi lm set in Kerala, a state which runs along the south- western edge 

of India, where my family is from and where I regularly visit. But nevertheless I felt 

an unexpected jolt of intense recognition as the lights dimmed and the fi rst scene 

opened with a shot of an old tharavad (an ancestral, joint family household), its dis-

tinctive architecture of sloped tiled roofs and solid teak pillars looking remarkably 

like that of my own family. As the camera panned a landscape of lush forests and 

waterfalls, I was convinced that the fi lm was set in precisely the same small town in 

central Kerala where my own tharavad is located; the fi nal credits confi rmed my sus-

picion. Watching this familial, familiar landscape, oddly defamiliarized in the context 

of viewing it translated onto the screen, at the Castro, surrounded by an apprecia-

tive queer San Francisco fi lm festival audience, made me wonder about the ways in 

which representations of the regional (Kerala, in this case), and its particular logics 

of gender and sexuality, become intelligible within transnational circuits of reception 

and  consumption.

This essay represents a preliminary attempt to explore this interface of regional-

ism and queerness in the context of globalization. A brief genealogy of the concept 

of regionalism may be useful here in order to situate what follows. Christopher 

Connery, in an infl uential 1996 article that theorizes the space of the Pacifi c Rim, 

helpfully traces the beginnings of “critical regional studies” to the late 1970s, when 

the term was initially used to identify newly emerging areas of economic growth 

(such as Silicon Valley). As such the term mapped what Connery calls “the materi-

ality of capitalist space.”1 In keeping with this understanding of the region, the term 

has been deployed by economists and political scientists to identify new areas of capi-

talist expansion and free trade regimes. Such work defi nes the region as “territorially 

based subsystems of the international system” (such as the European Union) that coa-

lesce around shared economic and geopolitical imperatives, as well as around a certain 

cultural coherence.2 However, within the postmodern social theory that emerged in 

the 1980s, such as the work of Edward Soja and Kenneth Frampton, the notion of 

the region gained currency as a way of marking a disruption of precisely this logic 



of global capitalist expansion.3 In these works, “critical regionalism” named those 

“spaces, genres and enclaves of cultural preservation and community identity to be set 

against global technologies of modernization or image cultures of the postmodern.”4

In other words the region signifi ed a space of resistance that challenged the infi ltra-

tion of the local by the marketing strategies of transnational corporations. In one of 

the major texts in critical regional studies, Michael Storper and Richard Walker cri-

tiqued this tendency to situate the regional against the transnational, and argued that 

such an approach tended to reify and fi x the “local” as a naturalized, pre- given entity; 

this reifi cation of the local and the sub- national ignored the more complex, dynamic 

interplay between the sub- national, the national and the global.5

More recently, following Storper and Walker’s critique, area studies scholars working 

on South Asia have revivifi ed the concept of the region as an alternative to a reductive 

binary opposition between the local and the global. Such a binary posits the global as 

the site of movement, cosmopolitanism, and the universal, as opposed to the local as a 

site of apparent fi xity, parochialism, tradition, and purity. In their deployment of the 

regional in relation to India, for instance, K. Sivaramakrishnan and Arun Agrawal 

assert, “The local is produced in systematic articulations of social, economic and 

cultural processes that may have a far more regional character than a resolutely inde-

pendent local one or a thoroughly overdetermined global one.”6 The regional is thus a 

useful category for Sivaramakrishnan and Agrawal in that it allows for a simultaneous 

consideration of different spatial scales and the interplay between them: the local, the 

national, the transnational, and the global. For Sivaramakrishnan and Agrawal, the 

regional is a strictly relational term rather than a pre- given entity, one that is mean-

ingfully constituted only in relation to these other scales.

The question of the regional has also animated some of the most interesting recent 

work in US area studies scholarship. In her impressionistic ethnography of the Appa-

lachian coal- mining area of West Virginia, for instance, Kathleen Stewart writes of 

this region as constituting an “Other America”:

The narrative space that I am calling here a “space on the side of the road” is the site of 

an opening or reopening into the story of America. In West Virginia, and in other like 

“occupied,” exploited and minoritized spaces, it stands as a kind of back talk to Ameri-

ca’s mythic claims to realism, progress, and order.7

Stewart’s imaginative recasting of the relation between the regional and the national 

is echoed in the emergent scholarship in “new Southern studies,” which has theo-

rized the place of the US South as “America’s abjected regional other.”8 In a new 

study on the crucial role of geography in producing hierarchies of black masculin-

ity, for instance, literary critic Riche Richardson points out that “the region has been 

a neglected term in pondering the variables that intersect in shaping identity such as 

race, gender, class, nationality and sexuality” in the US.9 Richardson argues that the 

casting of black masculinity as pathological is intimately linked to the dominant con-

struction of the South in the national imaginary as a “pariah region of the nation” 

onto which fantasies of racial, class, and sexual deviance are projected. Richardson 

also critiques Soja and other postmodern geographers for their emphasis on the urban 

rather than the rural in their formulation of the region. She argues that it is only 

by turning to the rural American South, and by situating the region within a trans-
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national frame, that we can begin to unravel the construction of US racial identity 

and the workings of globalization more broadly.10

Conventional models of area studies, of course, have been reliant on a notion of the 

region from their inception. These models have tended to take entities such as “South 

Asia” or “Latin America” or indeed the “American South” as preconstituted, fi xed, and 

stable referents that are bounded, geographically circumscribed, and naturalized. The 

new articulations of the region emerging from South Asian studies and American 

studies, however, push against these nation- centered, area studies models by insisting 

on the contingent nature of the region and its interplay with different spatial scales. 

The work of South Asia and American studies scholars that I have cited above rever-

berate productively with one another in their troubling of the global/local dyad and 

of dominant nationalist scripts. As such, they suggest a transregional mode of analysis 

that mines the connections, for instance, between different “Souths,” both globally 

and locally  inscribed.

I would like to extend this conceptualization of the region by foregrounding ques-

tions of gender and sexuality in a transnational frame, and by considering what model 

of transnational queer/feminist studies emerges when we use the region, rather than 

the nation or the global, as the starting point of our theorizing. Regionality can be a 

useful concept through which to explore the particularities of gender and sexual logics 

in spaces that exist in a tangential relation to the nation, but that are simultaneously and 

irreducibly marked by complex national and global processes. Stewart’s narration of an 

“Other America” from the vantage point of a minoritized region, as well as Richard-

son’s study of black male sexuality in the rural South, fi nd remarkable and unexpected 

resonance with the work of queer Kerala scholar T. Muraleedharan. Muraleedharan 

is interested in excavating the alternative forms of gender and sexuality that are elided 

in dominant articulations of Indian “tradition” and “culture.” Kerala becomes the site 

of his excavation because, as he states, it is “the farthest, geographically as well as cul-

turally, from the Hindi speaking/metropolitan mainstream of contemporary India and 

hence an ideal location to examine the fi ctional foundations of our imagined tradition 

and nationhood.”11 All three scholars, then, use the space of the region as a way of 

decentering and destabilizing dominant nationalist narratives, and of foregrounding 

“other” narratives that tell an entirely different story of gender, sexuality, and nation-

alist subjectivity. We can build upon their deployment of the concept of the region 

by asking how these alternative narratives that emerge from a regional rather than a 

national frame are not irreducibly particular and self- enclosed, but rather are produced 

precisely by the collision of the local, the national, and the transnational. The fact that 

we can see echoes and overlaps between projects that are situated in vastly different 

geographic contexts suggests the uses and scope of theorizing queer sexualities from 

a regional perspective; such a perspective provides us with an alternative mapping 

of sexual geographies that links disparate transnational locations and that allow new 

models of sexual subjectivity to come into focus. This alternative mapping speaks to 

what Françoise Lionnet and Shu- mei Shih have termed “minor transnationalism,” 

where “the transnational” is understood not through the connectivities between dom-

inant metropolitan locations or through a vertical relation of oppositionality/resistance 

between dominant and minority cultures, but rather through minor to minor engage-

ments that avoid the center, the dominant, and the metropole.12
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It is precisely such a mapping that Judith Halberstam proposes in her critique of 

what she terms the “metronormativity” of queer studies. Arguing that the empha-

sis on the urban as the center of queer life and subjectivity obscures nonmetropolitan 

(particularly rural) sexual formations, Halberstam suggestively speculates, “could 

there be some level of correspondence between a nonmetropolitan sexual system in 

rural Indonesia and one in rural Nebraska? And could both regions be considered 

other in relation to the dominant metropolitan model of gay male sexual exchange?”13

Halberstam’s query raises the possibility of a transregional analysis of sexuality that 

counterposes a model of a “global gay” subject who is imagined as always and every-

where male, elite, urban, and cosmopolitan.14 Shifting our critical lens from the gay 

male public cultures of the global city, such as Mumbai, Delhi, London, or New York, 

to nonmetropolitan locations that are just as saturated by global processes although 

they may appear to be “purely local,” allows us to foreground those spaces and bodies 

that are elided within dominant narratives of global gayness. These “other” sexual 

cultures may not be readily intelligible as either “public” or “gay”: they may well be 

enacted by female subjects and take place not in the bar or the club but rather the con-

fi nes of the home, the beauty parlor, the women’s hostel.

Thus for those of us who are deeply invested in producing forms of knowledge 

that shatter the boundaries between feminist and queer critique, I would suggest that 

it may very well be through a regional, rather than a national or global frame, that 

we can most easily produce a paradigm of transnational queer/feminist studies that 

avoids continuously privileging gay male subjectivity, practices, and desires. The 

intersection of queer and feminist critiques that I signal with this admittedly unwieldy 

moniker of “transnational queer/feminist analysis” makes a double intervention. 

On the one hand, as I have suggested, it displaces the primacy of a metronormative, 

gay male subject as the “proper object” of queer studies in a global frame. On the 

other hand, it also troubles the taken- for- grantedness of the category of “woman” 

that underlies some strands of transnational feminist scholarship; such scholarship 

also inadequately theorizes the workings of heterosexuality in the production of gen-

dered and racialized subjects. In her book Pedagogies of Crossing, Jacqui Alexander 

provides us with a corrective to these problematic tendencies in both queer and fem-

inist scholarship. Her work asks us to consider what she terms the “meeting ground 

occupied . . . by the oppositional and the hegemonic.”15 For Alexander, this meeting 

ground is apparent in the complicity of a universalizing, liberal feminist agenda with 

US imperialism, for instance, or that of white gay tourism with colonial, racist scripts 

of native others. She argues that it is only by bringing “sexuality studies into polit-

ical conversation with transnational feminism in a way that cuts a path through an 

existing disciplinary segregation”16 that we can be attuned to, and dismantle, such 

 complicities.

In keeping with Alexander’s call to mine the crossings of queer studies and trans-

national feminist studies, I would like to turn now to Pullappally’s 2004 fi lm Sanchar-
ram. The fi lm provides us with a point of departure from which to consider the necessity 

of a regional frame in producing the crossing of queer and transnational feminist ana-

lyses that Alexander urges. Filmed entirely in Malayalam (the offi cial state language of 

Kerala), Sancharram depicts a burgeoning love affair between two schoolgirls growing 

up in a small town in rural Kerala, and it was screened at fi lm festivals both in India 
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and in the US to critical acclaim. Not since Deepa Mehta’s Fire (1996) has a feature 

fi lm set within India dealt so explicitly with the theme of lesbian desire. Signifi cantly, 

as of this writing, it is the only queer fi lm that is not in English or in Hindi, but in a 

regional language, to circulate transnationally on the international fi lm festival circuit. 

As such, the fi lm raises interesting questions around the discursive production of both 

queerness and regionalism within both national and transnational  contexts.

We can situate the fi lm within multiple cinematic and ideological genealogies. The 

fi lm clearly follows a trajectory charted by South Asian feminist, diasporic directors 

such as Mira Nair and Deepa Mehta, both of whom are based in the diaspora but 

whose fi lms are set in India. Both Nair’s 2001 fi lm Monsoon Wedding, and Mehta’s 

1996 fi lm Fire garnered much acclaim and major audiences outside of India, many of 

whom took their representations of Indian life, culture and “tradition” at face value 

rather than as diasporic reimaginings of “home” space.17 Pullappally’s fi lm parts 

ways with these other diasporic invocations of “India,” in that her imagined India 

is neither urban nor North Indian (both Nair and Mehta set their fi lms in metro-

politan Delhi) but resolutely rural and South Indian. Juxtaposing Sancharram with 

Fire and Monsoon Wedding suggests the need to “provincialize” the urban, Hindi-

 speaking, North Indian contexts where the latter fi lms take place;18 it underscores 

precisely the regional and particular nature of the diasporic representations of “India” 

that circulate transnationally and that ostensibly stand in for the nation writ large. 

Viewing the metropolitan context of Fire and Monsoon Wedding as, in fact, just as 

regionally infl ected as is Sancharram dislodges the universalizing tendency within 

Indian nationalist discourse that presumes the representative status of urban, Hindi-

 speaking North India.

Sancharram must also be situated within the tradition of Malayalam cinema, a 

major regional fi lm industry in India with its own representational regimes of gender 

and sexuality that are at times at odds with those of popular Hindi cinema.19 More 

importantly, for my purposes here, is the way in which the fi lm’s representation of 

queer female desire and subjectivity functions quite clearly within a global human 

rights- based framework; to that extent, it mirrors both the uses and limits of such a 

framework. Pullappally has stated that she created the fi lm in part as a way to raise 

national and international awareness about the rash of double suicides of young 

women in Kerala that has garnered some Indian media attention in the past decade.20

This media attention is due in no small part to local queer activist organizations 

such as the Kerala- based sexual minority rights group Sahayatrika. Deepa V. N., the 

founder of the organization, has documented at least 24 deaths of young women in 

the past eight years in Kerala, all of whom appear to have taken their lives after being 

forced into marriages or to separate from their female lovers. Interestingly, at least 

some of these double suicides involve a non- gender normative partner, but neither 

Deepa V. N., in her appraisal of Sahayatrika’s mission, nor Pullappally’s fi lm, as I will 

discuss, fully explore the gendered dimensions of these deaths.21 While Deepa V. N. 

notes that many of those who contact Sahayatrika are in fact transgendered, she still 

tends to privilege the rubric of “women- loving- women” to frame both the suicides as 

well as the work that Sahayatrika does more generally.22 This subsumption of gender 

non- normativity under the generalized sign of “lesbian” on the part of an activist 

organization such as Sahayatrika is echoed in the fi lm’s fi ctionalized meditation on 
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the suicides, and may be due to the way in which both Sayahatrika and Sancharram
ultimately adhere to a global LGBT and feminist rights- based discourse that fails to 

suffi ciently trouble the category of “woman.”

The various genealogies that converge in a text like Sancharram can only be traced 

through what I have called a queer diasporic frame, one that would allow us to read 

the multiple registers within which the fi lm gains meaning: the local, the regional, the 

national, the diasporic, and the transnational.23 Indeed what becomes apparent when 

considering the interrelation between these various registers is that the fi lm is marked 

by transnational feminist and gay rights discourses even as it is rooted intensely in 

the regional. The fi lm in effect supersedes a national frame; instead it interpellates a 

transnational lesbian and gay viewership in its framing of the struggle of its heroines 

through these transnational discourses. Sancharram therefore allows us to consider 

the formation of a transnational lesbian/feminist subject through the use of a regional 

linguistic and aesthetic idiom. My purpose here is not to excoriate either the fi lm or 

activist organizations for their invocation of a Euro- American human- rights- based 

framing of queer sexuality. Indeed, bringing into national and international visibility 

the unmarked deaths of scores of young people due to the violence of heteronorma-

tivity is indisputably a necessary and laudable project. But as Anna Lowenhaupt 

Tsing’s recent book Friction: An Ethnography of Global Connection argues, the aspi-

ration to the universal on the part of subaltern populations is a double- edged sword: 

“Universalism is implicated in both imperial schemes to control the world and liber-

atory mobilizations for justice and empowerment . . . Universals beckon to elite and 

excluded alike.”24 Tsing looks specifi cally at what she calls the “accomplishments of 

the universal” in the form of the Indonesian democratic movement of the 1980s and 

1990s that relied on a liberal, “universalizing rhetoric of rights and justice” even as it 

transformed the meaning of liberalism in the process.25 In the same vein, Deepa V. N., 

founder of Sahayatrika, is herself well aware of the double- sided nature of rights dis-

course, but nevertheless argues that it is an effective strategy in the context of Kerala, 

“simply because it draws attention to notions of ‘humanness’ and personhood that are 

popularly, politically and legally denied to lesbians and other minorities.”26 Yet at the 

same time, as Tsing crucially reminds us, “teaching a language of universal rights can 

foreclose other trajectories.”27 It is precisely those trajectories both opened up and 

foreclosed by aspirations to the universal, as articulated in Sancharram in the form of 

a transnational feminist and gay rights discourse, that I seek to examine and interro-

gate here.

The fi lm’s plot centers on the studious, writerly Kiran and the outgoing, fl irtatious 

Delilah, two young women in a small rural town whose friendship begins as children 

when Kiran’s Hindu, Nair28 family moves next door to Delilah’s Christian one. Kiran 

eventually realizes that she is in fact sexually attracted to Delilah; she is initially so 

disturbed by this realization that she agrees to help a neighboring male friend, Rajan, 

win Delilah’s affections by writing love poems to Delilah that Rajan passes off as his 

own. This triangulated relation of passing and substitution comes to an abrupt end 

when Delilah discovers the charade, and, to Kiran’s astonishment and joy, recipro-

cates Kiran’s affections. Once both families fi nd out about their romance, however, 

Delilah is pushed into an arranged marriage and Kiran to the brink of suicide. The 

fi lm’s ending shows Kiran standing precipitously on the edge of a waterfall, dressed 
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in a plain white kurtha, in the clothes of renunciation and mourning. However, she 

chooses not to kill herself but instead to embark on her own sancharram or journey, 

presumably away from the home and its oppressive gender and sexual  ideologies.

As is evident from this brief synopsis, the fi lm quite seamlessly slots into a famil-

iar telos of “global gayness” that I referenced earlier, albeit with a lesbian rather 

than gay male subject at its center. Over the past decade, many scholars working at 

the intersection of queer, postcolonial, and transnational feminist studies have cri-

tiqued rights- based discourses of a “global gay” subject as hinging on an identifi able 

“lesbian” or “gay” subject who leaves behind a space of gender/sexual oppression in 

order to emerge into a space of liberation and freedom; this emergence into an out, 

visible, public, gay or lesbian identity marks the subject’s entry into modernity. In the 

case of Sancharram, the fi lm’s ending implies that Kiran leaves behind the regional, 

provincial, and non- metropolitan not so much in order to enter a modern nationalist
subjectivity but rather to enter into a modern transnational lesbian subjectivity. Signif-

icantly, one of the fi lm’s fi nal scenes shows Kiran holding clumps of her waist- length 

hair that she has just cut off, and letting the strands catch in the wind and fl ow into 

the water. We then see her as she walks away from the camera, her hair now stylishly 

coiffed to shoulder length. This scene brings together a global gay discourse with a 

liberal feminist discourse, in that it quite clearly signals Kiran’s rebirth and renewal as 

a transnational feminist subject, as well as a lesbian one. Indeed the poem that Kiran 

writes to express her growing attraction for Delilah is entitled “The Awakening,” 

an apparent reference to Kate Chopin’s 1899 classic novel of feminist individuation 

which, of course, also ends in suicide. While Kiran becomes increasingly more mas-

culine as the fi lm progresses, particularly in relation to Delilah’s sensuous femininity, 

this last scene pulls back from any hint of gender non- conformity and instead posi-

tions Kiran as a modern, metropolitan lesbian/feminist subject rather than a queer 

– or butch – one. Indeed, she emerges here as the “authentic” lesbian/feminist subject 

of the fi lm, while Delilah, we can only presume, remains mired in the deadening 

strictures of normative femininity and heterosexuality. This ending makes clear why 

Sancharram is so readily intelligible to an international audience. The overwhelm-

ingly queer, non- South Asian audience at the Castro theater, where I initially saw the 

fi lm, was clearly enthralled by it, despite, or perhaps because of, the particularities 

of its rural Kerala setting and its evocations of Kerala “tradition” and custom. The 

fi lm translates its regionalism for an international audience through its adherence to a 

standard “gay international” and “feminist international” narrative, one that presup-

poses the freedom of the urban, the metropolitan and the “West” as opposed to the 

backwardness of the rural, the nonmetropolitan, and the “nonWest.” To an extent, 

then, the fi lm allows itself to be read as depicting the tragic fates of proto- lesbians in 

the global South who have no recourse to the liberatory discourses of “lesbian” iden-

tity in the global North.

The fi lm’s implicitly developmentalist narrative of sexuality dovetails in interest-

ing ways with the more general developmentalist discourse within which Kerala has 

gained international prominence and recognition.29 The so- called “Kerala model” of 

development has been exhaustively cited and studied by economists and political sci-

entists since the mid- 1970s, who have lauded its unusually low birth rates, and high 

female literacy and life expectancy rates, as a paradigm of an alternative model of 
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development, one that does not follow along the lines of neoclassical economic doc-

trine.30 While scholars have productively used the “Kerala model” to critique the 

notion that states in the global South must follow along a similar developmental tra-

jectory as those in Europe and North America, this championing of Kerala as a model 

of gender equality and social justice has also had the inadvertent effect of effacing 

the ongoing struggles on the part of women, sexual minorities, and tribal commu-

nities who contend with systematic forms of dispossession and violence.31 While 

Sancharram’s representation of the opprobrium faced by the two girls repudiates the 

notion of Kerala as a haven of sexual and gender egalitarianism, ironically it does so 

only through upholding a developmentalist narrative of sexuality that reinscribes the 

North/South status quo.

Both the fi lm as well as adherents of the “Kerala model” collude to a certain extent 

with the current marketing of Kerala as an idyllic locale and prime tourist destination 

for North American and European travelers. Indeed the fi lm’s evocation of Kerala – 

through images of an idyllic, lush, impossibly rural landscape, complete with curious 

religious rituals and ancestral homes – must be situated within this current moment 

of globalization and Kerala’s new status as tourist haven. One outcome of India’s 

embrace of free- market liberalization policies starting in the early 1990s has been the 

aggressive marketing of a romanticized vision of Kerala as “god’s own country,” as 

the slogan of the Kerala tourist board puts it, a land of banana palms, leisurely back-

water cruises, Ayurvedic spas, and yoga retreats. Sancharram in a sense traffi cs in this 

latest incarnation of Kerala within a global consumer imagination through its depic-

tion of a space seemingly untouched by outside infl uences and in an anachronistic 

relation to the nation. The fi lm opens, for instance, with a fl ashback where we see the 

arrival of Kiran and her parents to the small Kerala town; her parents have left behind 

a cosmopolitan life in New Delhi in order to take possession of the mother’s thara-
vad. While the fi lm jumps forward in time to the present day and Kiran as a young 

woman, the fi lm’s portrayal of Kerala remains curiously dehistoricized and decon-

textualized. There is no sense of the rapid industrialization and global processes that 

have impacted even the most remote areas of Kerala. As Anna Tsing’s work on rain-

forest dwellers in Indonesia has made apparent, “even seemingly isolated cultures . . . 

are shaped in national and transnational dialogues”; furthermore, she argues, “global 

forces are themselves congeries of local/global interaction.”32 Tsing’s comments 

are useful in underscoring the ways in which the fi lm strategically effaces Kerala’s 

complex history as a site marked by various stages of  globalization.

The regional, as Tsing and other theorists of the globalization have amply dem-

onstrated, is always crosscut by the global, and this is nowhere more evident than 

in Kerala. T. Muraleedharan, for instance, argues that Kerala has occupied a mar-

ginal relation to the Indian nation even as it has always cultivated, and been central 

to, transnational linkages.33 While a thorough accounting of this history is outside the 

scope of this essay, it is necessary here to at least gesture to the global infl uences that 

produce Kerala as a transnational location. Modern day Kerala bears the traces of 

extensive premodern trade routes with West Asia, China and Europe, and sits at the 

crossroads of Islamic, Jewish, Hindu, Buddhist, and Christian cultural infl uences. In 

the latter half of the twentieth century, Kerala rose to international prominence with 

the institution of a democratically elected Communist government in 1957. One of the 
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latest phases of Kerala’s engagement with the transnational took place in the 1970s, as 

countless skilled and semi- skilled laborers sought employment in the Gulf countries; 

remittances from overseas workers have radically shifted the local landscape of Kerala 

over the past three decades.34 Given this long history of Kerala’s imbrication within 

a global economy, what are we to make of the strategic effacement of this history by 

a diasporic text such as Sancharram? Indeed, within the diasporic imaginary of the 

fi lm, the regional emerges as a pure, reifi ed, inviolate space; this diasporic, nostal-

gic evocation of Kerala easily slots into the current selling of “Kerala” as a brand and 

product for the global  marketplace.

Thus far I have argued that the fi lm is marked by and reiterates various discourses 

of globalization, even as it produces the regional as a site completely untouched by 

these discourses. However if we move away from the fi lm’s narrative resolution, 

where Kiran emerges as a prototypical lesbian feminist subject, we fi nd that the dom-

inant, developmentalist narratives of regionality, gender and sexuality evident in 

Sancharram are not the only ones at work in the fi lm. Indeed a queer diasporic lens 

can resituate the fi lm outside of the hegemonic interpretive frames of global rights 

discourse in order for other narratives to come into focus. One scene in particular 

encapsulates both the developmentalist logic of the fi lm and its resistance and repu-

diation of this logic. Here Kiran and Delilah meet for the fi rst time after Kiran has 

divulged her love to Delilah. The scene takes place in the water tank where the two 

girls habitually bathe, and is the fi lm’s only “sex” scene. As Kiran and Delilah sit on 

the steps leading down to the water, Delilah tentatively reaches out to touch Kiran’s 

face. The camera is in continuous motion, panning from left to right and back again, 

accompanied by an evocative and haunting syncopated soundtrack of fl utes and 

drums. The scene fades to black at key moments, selectively revealing images of strik-

ing visual beauty that appear almost as still photographs: the refl ection of water and 

the play of light on skin, strands of wet hair, eyes closing, a hand caressing a leg. On 

the one hand the scene encapsulates the fi lm’s problematic collapsing of various tem-

poralities as it nostalgically evokes Kerala as a space outside of history. This scene 

thereby highlights the fi lm’s own “inauthentic,” diasporic imprimatur: middle- class 

girls in this particular time in Kerala would be unlikely to bathe in a water tank reg-

ularly, as the characters in the fi lm do. In this sense the fi lm echoes Deepa Mehta’s 

diasporic reimagining of middle- class urban life in New Delhi in Fire, where the 

set up of middle- class housewives working in the family take- away, which is under-

neath the family home, may have been more reminiscent of households in immigrant 

Toronto neighborhoods than in modern- day New Delhi. Sancharram’s evocation of 

seemingly “timeless” and unchanging traditions also echoes the ways in which the 

Malayalam “parallel cinema” movement in the 1990s fetishized the “local” and the 

picturesque as an anxious response to processes of globalization that had drastically 

reshaped Kerala culture since the 1970s.35

On the other hand, the scene suggests that regional sexualities may in fact elude 

the discourses of visibility and modernity that so mark dominant nationalist narra-

tives, as well as transnational narratives of global gay or feminist subjectivities. The 

scene does not in fact “show” us much: the camera gives us glimpses, fragmented 

shots of a hand on a waist, a foot hitting the water. The blankness between these 

 syncopated images on one level speaks to the demands placed on Pullappally by the 
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Indian censor board: she has stated that she was particularly cognizant of the need to 

evade the scrutiny of the board, and was careful to avoid showing lips ever meeting in 

this scene or others.36 But on another level, the scene’s refusal to “show” lesbian sex in 

this scene, and its privileging of the soundtrack over the image track, also gestures to 

the alternative desires and subjectivities that exist beneath the threshold of the visible. 

These desires evade the scrutinizing gaze of the state, and cannot be contained within 

developmentalist nationalist, gay or feminist  narratives.

This scene, and others in the fi lm that reference the ways in which gender-segre-

gated spaces allow for forms of female homosocial intimacy that tip quite seamlessly 

into homoeroticism, speak to what T. Muraleedharan has called the “pleasurable inti-

macies” of the socially sanctioned homosocial spaces that exist in rural India, and 

in Kerala in particular. Muraleedharan has written extensively on the sexual and 

gendered organization of the Nair community in Kerala, a matrilineal, landown-

ing community that enjoyed social dominance in Kerala throughout the nineteenth 

century. In a series of laws enacted between 1887 and 1976, the colonial and then 

postcolonial Indian state legislated matriliny out of existence in Kerala. The ration-

ale given by the elite Nair male reformers who championed these changes in the late 

nineteenth century was that it was only by dismantling its “barbarous” system of 

female- centered households and through the establishment of monogamous, patrilin-

eal conjugality that Kerala could integrate itself into the “modern” time of the nation. 

The Malabar Marriage Bill of 1887 sought the legalization of Nair marriages so that 

they would have the same status as Hindu marriages. Prior to the Bill, a Nair woman 

would enter into an “alliance” (or sambandham) with a man of her choosing. The Bill, 

as well as the subsequent Malabar Marriage Act of 1896, represented “an attack on 

the extant, mother- centered family form.”37 The Madras Marrumakkathayam Act of 

1933 further dismantled the Nair matrilineal system, which was fi nally formally abol-

ished in 1976.

I reference this history here not to romanticize Kerala’s matrilineal past as an 

idyllic proto- feminist site; indeed feminist scholars of Kerala have carefully detailed 

the complexities and contradictions of this kinship system, and the fact that there 

can be no direct or transparent relation between matriliny and female agency.38

Nevertheless, it is worth asking to what extent and in what forms this particular 

past continues to shadow contemporary sexual and gendered logics in Kerala. For 

instance, Muraleedharan and other queer Kerala scholars have suggested that despite 

its destruction at the hands of the colonial and postcolonial legal apparatus, ves-

tiges of Kerala’s alternative organization of gender and the various sexual practices 

to which it gave rise continue to be apparent in various forms in rural Kerala. As 

Deepa V. N. has argued, Kerala’s matrilineal past points to the “historical relativity of 

the construction of the ‘modern’ family in Kerala as patrilineal, nuclear and monog-

amous and the variety of practices which have existed outside of this.”39 Sancharram 
obliquely references this complex history of gender and sexuality in Kerala, not only 

in its depiction of the homosocial/homoerotic intimacies between the two girls, but 

also in the sidelining of the men in the fi lm: both Kiran and Delilah have compli-

cated relations to their mothers and grandmothers while the men in the family remain 

somewhat peripheral and removed. But the fi lm also cautions against recuperating 

this matrilineal past as an idyllic or utopian proto- lesbian space. This becomes partic-
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ularly apparent in the interactions between Kiran and her mother, who presses upon 

her the family jewelry that has been passed on from one generation of women to the 

next. These are attempts on the part of the mother to impart not only a matrilineal 

inheritance to Kiran but also a normative femininity and an adherence to a reproduc-

tive imperative; indeed the fi lm makes clear how matrilinity, normative femininity 

and a reproductive logic are inextricably intertwined. Kiran’s refusal to abide by the 

standards of normative gender and sexual logics, and her mother’s subsequent, violent 

rejection of her when her affair with Delilah comes to light, underscore the limits and 

boundaries of this matrilineal  inheritance.

Nevertheless, Sancharram points to the ways in which the normalizing power of 

nationalist and transnational discourses of gender and sexuality do not necessarily 

shut down all possible spaces for gender and sexual alterity. The fi lm’s suturing of 

queerness to the regional disrupts not only the global/local dyad by pointing to the 

imbrication of the two terms; it also disrupts the binary relation between diaspora and 

nation. I have elsewhere characterized this inevitable pairing of diaspora and nation as 

one that is marked by a hierarchical relation between the two terms. Within dominant 

nationalist discourse, the nation is equated with authenticity, purity and originality 

while the diaspora can only be read as impure, inauthentic and sexually and morally 

perverse.40 Sancharram intervenes into the diaspora/nation nexus by inserting the 

third term of the regional into this equation; the regional in fact dislodges the nation 

from its primacy as diaspora’s invariable locus of origin and return. By making the 

regional the locus of queer female desire, the fi lm queers the space of home and 

origin in much the same way that Fire does in its North Indian, urban context. But by 

transforming the equation of diaspora/nation to diaspora/region, the fi lm is able to 

circumvent the nationalist ire that a fi lm like Fire, set in the nation’s capital and made 

in Hindi, provoked from the Hindu Right. The fact that Kerala exists as a tangential, 

“other” space in relation to the Indian nation means that representations of a “queer 

Kerala” will never bear the burden, for better or for worse, of representing the nation 

as a whole. The fi lm therefore suggests the productive potential of suturing queerness 

to a regional idiom, in that it allows for the circumvention of the strictures and exi-

gencies of nationalist discourses of gender and  sexuality.

In closing, I would like to briefl y return to the point at which I began this essay, 

with my own positionality as a diasporic viewer of Sancharram. The fi lm prompts 

a consideration of the relay between regionality and diaspora: how does a diasporic 

viewer engage with the fi lm’s rendering of a “home” space that itself has been fi ltered 

through Pullappally’s own diasporic sensibility? While an unknowing international 

viewership may very well take the fi lm’s rendering of rural Kerala at face value, as an 

authentic and mimetic refl ection of the “real thing,” a diasporic viewer may have a 

far more complicated relation to the fi lm’s representation of the regional. In my own 

case, the fi lm’s gesturing to a prior logic of gender and sexuality that continues to 

shadow and haunt the present has particular, poignant resonance. The key pieces of 

legislation enacted in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries that sounded 

the death knell for the matrilineal system in Kerala were in fact authored and enacted 

by my own Nair male ancestors, civil servants in the British colonial state (my great-

 great grandfather, C. Sankaran Nair, and his son, R. M. Palat, were the architects 

of both the 1887 Malabar Marriage Bill and the 1933 Madras Marumakkathayam 
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Act). My family was directly complicit, then, in a reformist project that systemati-

cally established heteronormative, patriarchal familial relations as the cornerstone of 

national integration and modernization. As a diasporic viewer, then, I enter into the 

text of the fi lm bearing this particular inheritance. Sancharram evokes those pasts 

that stubbornly refuse to reconcile themselves within a national present; as such, it 

gives me a certain kind of access to an effaced history that I catch glimpses of during 

my periodic visits “home,” but that is talked about around the family dinner table as 

shameful and uncivilized, distasteful and unrespectable, passed over and buried as 

quickly as possible. But this access that the fi lm grants me as a diasporic viewer is 

hardly unmediated; as a diasporic text itself, one that translates the particularities 

of the region for transnational consumption, the fi lm is marked by its own complici-

ties. Indeed, a queer diasporic reading of the fi lm would allow us to hold in balance its 

seemingly contradictory and opposing elements: its adherence to a developmentalist, 

rights- based model of gender and sexuality and its critique of this model; its stra-

tegic use of the marginality of Kerala within a national imaginary in order to suggest 

an “Other India” (to paraphrase from Kathleen Stewart), and its appeal to a trans-

national viewership; its nostalgic evocation of a mythic Kerala that never was, and its 

detailing of the violences of heteronormativity that simultaneously mark this space. 

The regional, fi nally, as it intersects with the global, the diasporic and the particular, 

traces uneven and unpredictable “frictions,” to use Anna Tsing’s term; I suggest that 

we can productively explore these frictions and through them recognize the cross-

 currents of place, time, and embodiment that rub against the grain of conventional 

 narration.
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CHAPTER  NINETEEN

The Light That Never 
Goes Out

Butch Intimacies and 
Sub- Urban Sociabilities in 
“Lesser Los Angeles”1

Karen Tongson

Take me out tonight

Where there’s music and there’s people

And they’re young and alive . . .

The Smiths, “There Is a Light That Never Goes Out”

This musical citation from 20 years ago, 1986 to be exact, might feel like yet another 

spasm of memory born of the bustling nostalgia industry epitomized by the endless 

loop of commemorative programming on cable networks like VH- 1, MTV’s more 

mature and sentimental sibling network. Thanks to these clever manufacturers of 

memory, everything that has made us feel good, guilty, tingly, or strange from the 

“Totally Awesome 80s” all the way up to just this past week thanks to the rapid-fi re 

refl ections on the popular culture digest, “Best Week Ever,” is available “on demand” 

in the fl ickering, ephemeral archives of our televisions sets, made smarter in recent 

years by our Tivos, which let us hoard such moments until cluttered and burst-

ing hard- drives insist we make room for more. What, if anything, do such plebian 

electro- comforts have to do with re- shaping our queer imaginaries, with dreaming 

new practices of queer studies into fruition? Do I really mean to suggest – in an eerie 

evocation of the creepy cinematic crescendo in Wim Wenders’ Until the End of the 
World, where the fi lm’s protagonists glare obsessively at their own dreams on mini 

TV- sets in playback mode – that “the light that never goes out” might have some-

thing to do with a television set?

No, not entirely. And absolutely, yes.

This essay’s efforts to trace the contours of sub- urban modes of queer sociabil-

ity, affi nity, and intimacy require that we take several detours through the terrain 

of sometimes solitary and isolated practices of popular consumption and memory-

 making that provide the form and content for what I refer to in its broadest sense as 

“queer sub- urban imaginaries.” Before we can launch the movement, however, before 

(in the spirit of the “Light That Never Goes Out”) we can even accept the car ride 

alongside an other, implicitly so signifi cant that the thought of mutual annihilation en 



route to a vibrant destination is utterly divine, “And if a double- decker bus / Crashes 

into us / To die by your side / Is such a heavenly way to die,” we must enumerate the 

desires that compel the remote, queer, sub- urban subject to seek out that somewhere 

else “where there’s music and there’s people and they’re young and alive.”

The fi rst section of this essay provides a genealogy for what I have described else-

where as a queer developmental topos that maps the queer subject’s compulsory 

relocation from “nowhere” (suburban and rural spaces), to “somewhere,” namely the 

queer city, which is not always but most often represented in queer historiography as 

the vertical and bustling metropolis (particularly New York and San Francisco).2 I 

argue that by revisiting genealogies for queer urbanity – a stylistic as well as spatial 

disposition informed by paradigms of taste – we can begin to see how canonical gay 

and lesbian spatial histories help produce and perpetuate the classed, gendered, and 

racialized structures of metronormativity that collaborate, if sometimes unwittingly, 

with an ethos of urban gentrifi cation.3

I ultimately turn to emergent narratives of queer of color sociability and self-

 creation beyond the vertical metropolis in lands of sprawl. I will, at various instances, 

mouth along with Morrissey and The Smiths’ “There Is a Light That Never Goes 

Out,” as well as a few other pop favorites, that serve as a conceptual soundtrack for the 

relocations, displacements, and reclamations of space that foment intimacies among 

remote and sequestered racialized queer subjects – some quarantined collectively.4

This critical experiment with a kind of intellectual karaoke, as it were, methodo-

logically mimics and reproduces the trivial exchanges, the social fabrications, and 

the popular affi nities that cohere in the spatially “disadvantaged” queer subject’s 

profound encounters with media forms like music and television. These are encoun-

ters that are perhaps out of time as well as out of place, encounters both vexed and 

resplendent. If the racialized queer sub- urban subject is presumed to be “out of touch, 

out of time” (to summon another lyrical echo from the mid- 1980s, this time cour-

tesy of the venerable “blue- eyed soul” duo, Hall and Oates), we must nevertheless 

resist reading such spatially circumstantial anachronism as the pitiable consequence 

of not being where it’s at. Neither can these anachronisms be easily assimilated into 

structures of postmodern irony or clever self- referentiality. In other words, not every 

popular reverberation or citation is accompanied by a wink and a nudge. In some cases 

the nod to the popular may be distinctly unpopular if it comes with tears of guiltless 

sincerity and (or) a ticklish naïveté.

Insofar as properly inhabiting urban space as a queer subject demands impecca-

ble timing, and an uncanny ability not only to be of the moment, but to anticipate 

the next one, a theory of sub- urban timing, or a lack thereof, would require another 

take on time and its relationship to style and execution. This essay’s perspectives on 

a presumed “belatedness” in sub- urban contexts is inspired by Elizabeth Freeman’s 

work on “temporal drag” and other freighted forms of queer temporality such as her 

“erotohistoriography.”5 Freeman seizes moments of temporal incongruity – written 

upon and yet sometimes also beyond bodies – to explore “how queer relations exceed 

the present,” as we grasp toward “pleasurable interruptions and momentary fulfi ll-

ments from elsewhere, other times.”6 Sometimes we come to appreciate the wrong 

past – even someone else’s past – at the wrong time in the wrong place. If the corre-

spondence between now and then, here and elsewhere, fails to achieve an aesthetic 
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symmetry and a historical coherence linked to the progress of time and its subtexts 

of modernity and progressiveness, the pleasure we derive from elsewhere and from 

“other times,” can fail to signify as enlightened, effective, and radically queer.

Racialized bodies, accented idioms, and the ephemeral material of personal archives 

sometimes fail to ease seamlessly into what is in- style, “modern,” and of the moment. 

In his remarkable book Global Divas: Filipino Gay Men in the Diaspora, Martin 

F. Manalansan IV offers a telling anecdote about the uneven material distribution of 

stylistic effects, affects and temporalities between white gay men and diasporic Fil-

ipino gay men in New York. One Pinoy bakla remarks that when white muscle fags 

sport the tattered “grunge look” it’s “trendy,” but “When we wear it we just look poor 

and dirty.”7 The sartorial failure to capture a trend is, to invoke Freeman’s nuanced 

use of the term, a real “drag” insofar as it makes legible a temporal belatedness 

reputed to inhere in classed, racialized, and gendered bodies. For Freeman, “drag” 

resonates as “retrogression, delay and the pull of the past upon the present,” which 

she locates in the “gravitational pull” the term “lesbian” appears to “exert upon” the 

more in- touch and innovative “queer.”8 This essay extends Freeman’s theorization of 

temporal drag to reconsider the subjective stances and identities literally left behind, 

like so much detritus, in the wake of “queer’s” institutionalization. Race, class, and 

specifi c incarnations of female masculinity like butchness – especially racialized 

forms of butchness – continue to “burden” queer with their stubborn attachments 

to certain styles, forms, histories, and narratives from elsewhere, from beyond the 

purview of the queer metropolis and its purported  innovations.

The primary texts that both inspire and exceed the limits of this essay come from 

the performance projects of the Butchlalis de Panochtitlan (BdP), a southern Cali-

fornia- based Latino/a dyke performance quartet featuring Mari “Big Papi” García, 

Raquel “Raquelito” Gutiérrez, Claudia “C- Rod” Rodríguez, and Nadine “Nadino” 

Romero.

The BdP explore butch intimacies that transpire amidst the contested landscapes 

of “lesser Los Angeles” and its aggregate of scattered sub- urban municipalities. In the 

spatial designation “sub- urban” I’ve used thus far throughout this essay, the hyphen 

that separates the “sub” and the “urban” admittedly bears a tremendous  rhetorical as 

Figure 19.1 “Butchlalis de Panochtitlan” (left to right, Rodríguez, Romero, García, Gutiérrez). 

Image courtesy of the artists.
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well as historical burden. Any discussion of suburban space in the American West, 

particularly California, can no longer be conceptualized in terms of a more familiar 

historical relationship between Northeastern suburbs and cities, or between prima-

rily white, middle- class bedroom communities, and the architecturally concentrated 

urban economies that inspired “white fl ight.”9 Los Angeles, once regarded as an 

urban anomaly for its sprawling and sometimes acquisitive relationship to neighboring 

municipalities, is now the paradigm for what Edward Soja has named the “post-

metropolis,” as well as its variants.10 Southern California’s built environments, literally 

sub- urban and horizontal in character, as well as its post- agricultural military, tech-

nology, and service- based economies, have come to inspire the designation “exurb” or 

“edge city” for many of the sprawling cities throughout the West and Southwest. Fur-

thermore, the intra- national migrations of post- agricultural, post- industrial workers 

from the East and Midwest to the West and Southwest, combined with the immigra-

tion of both “skilled” and “migrant” labor populations from the Pacifi c Rim, Mexico 

and Central and South America (among other socioeconomic and historical factors) 

have led to a pronounced shift in the ethnoracial make- up of southern California’s 

suburban communities. I lack the space in this essay to elaborate on all of the material 

conditions that engendered southern California’s racialized and re- demographized 

sub- urban municipalities. Instead, I focus on the remarkable resilience of traditional 

“suburban” versus “urban” spatial paradigms in queer studies as part of my own pre-

liminary attempt to re- imagine spaces and temporalities in queer  representations.

The Butchlalis de Panochtitlan, for example, characterize their own work as a re-

mapping of queer of color social space in southern California. On their website, www.

butchlalis.com, the BdP maps the thematic investments of their work onto the specifi c 

neighborhoods, “second cities,” and suburbs clustered around Los Angeles, or as Soja 

describes the sprawling metropolis, the “conurbated city.”11 In their own words, they

explore the liminal space of queer boi- dom and the identities and the neighborhoods 

we claim and are claimed by. Sketches include gestures toward Working Class Butch 

Latina/o Identities (City Terrace); Interracial Desire (Montebello); Family Guilt-

 Latino Queerness (East Los Angeles); Bar Culture/Softball Culture (El Sereno); 

Gentrifi cation (Silver Lake); Class/Classism (all of LA Metro).12

In their full- length programming, such as the Highways Performance Space produc-

tions, “Teenage Papi: The 2nd Coming of Adolescence” (May 6–7, 2005) and “Teenage 

Papi: The Remix” (January 26–9, 2006), the BdP stages a series of responses, some 

comedic, others decidedly dramatic, to the dislocations that come as a consequence of 

the bloated southern California real- estate market, and exacerbated by the gentrifi cation 

of queer of color social spaces by white creative classers.13 The gentrifi cation of social 

spaces and lived environments in southern California has re- demographized not only 

the city, but also its suburbs and exurbs near and far, from Bell Gardens to  Riverside.14

The rich soundscapes and multimedia enhancements (slides, and both found and 

original fi lm footage) that accompany BdP’s sparsely adorned stage- sets draw from 

an expansive repertoire of visual citations and popular and subcultural music. At 

times their song selections are culturally embedded in what Juana María Rodríguez 

calls “Queer Latinidad.”15 At other moments their soundtrack is culled from sources 

seemingly incongruous, or distinctly Anglo- American, but evocative of circuits of 
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affect formed locally after a series of migrations not only between nations but also 

between freeway exits in the sprawling southern California landscape. For example, 

the piece “DRRRTY White Girls” features, in BdP head honcho Raquel Gutiérrez’s 

own words, “Two East LA butches who happen to be aging KROQ fl ashback party 

jotas still bumpin’ the Smiths [and] wearing Morrissey t- shirts.”16 The memorialized 

encounter between east LA butches, and white, liberal- arts educated “Riot Grrls” in 

Pomona, California – one of BdP’s characters Lolo remarks, “She went to one of those 

fancy private colleges . . . Vicky Lawrence College or some other lady’s name” – con-

cludes with an homage to Morrissey, or “the Moz” as a musical echo of the encounter 

between white subcultures, and the communities rendered sub (or beneath) bourgeois 

cultures both queer and  heteronormative.

The OC Weekly columnist, Gustavo Arellano likens Morrissey’s tremulous tenor 

and occasional falsetto to the voices heard in Mexican ranchera music, which critiques 

bourgeois culture from a populist perspective through lyrics soaked in metaphor and 

passionate imagery.17 But this explanation – and explanations of this character – pre-

suppose that the racialized youth are transformed into electrifi ed, quivering masses 

upon fi rst hearing The Smiths and Morrissey, because they already have ranchera
running through their veins or deeply imprinted in their cultural memory. It presup-

poses a racially coherent, authentic, and self- aware subject that always has “home” 

or a diasporic point of cultural origin as an affective coordinate, while presuming 

that one national context, Mexico, offers the foundation for a broader Latino/a inter-

subjective affi nity with Saint Morrissey from Manchester, England. For Gutiérrez 

(half- Salvadoran, half- Mexican and self- identifi ed as “matrilineally Salvi cultured, 

Figure 19.2 Promotional fl yer for BdP’s “Teenage Papi: The 2nd Coming of Adolescence” at 

Highways Performance Space, Santa Monica, CA. Image courtesy of the artists.
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not Chicano/a”18), Morrissey functions as a reference point because he invokes with 

his own brooding suburban outsiderhood a version of southern California spiritually 

signifi cant to a spectrum of queer Latinas and Latinos – from “City Terrace to Whit-

tier, Pico Rivera to Lynwood, Long Beach to Maywood and thru the 5/10/101/60 

FWY interchanges.”19 As the BdP’s work demonstrates, such moments of self-  and 

mutual- discovery – through a pop song, through a fi gure or voice so seemingly 

remote both spatially and temporally from who “we” are – might make us so okay 

with staying, so captivated by the company we’ve cobbled together in our nowhere 

spaces, that we yearn for the “pleasure and privilege” of a “10- ton truck” smashing 

into us to make it last  forever.

Gay Urbanity Makes History

How did “the city” – in particular, vertical cities like New York and San Francisco – 

come to be viewed as the natural habitat for queers, particularly in the United States? 

What discursive events and institutionalized histories spawned the movements to, 

within and beyond the city’s parameters in the queer imaginary? Admittedly, this 

question in all of its intellectual and historical breadth cannot be answered with any 

comprehensiveness in the limited space of this essay. Instead I’ve chosen to isolate key 

moments in the institutional emergence of queer studies, particularly in queer his-

toriography. While we certainly cannot ignore the role European sexology played in 

constructing “the homosexual” as a cosmopolitan, urban type – sexologists in Britain 

and on the continent, such as Havelock Ellis, Richard von Krafft- Ebing, Karl Ulrichs, 

Charles Féré, Max Nordau, and Georg Simmel among others, situated their research 

almost exclusively in urban capitals from London to Paris to Vienna20 – US histo-

ries of space and sexuality in the twentieth century provide collective and community 

models for gay identity that also establish a special character to queer urban life.

The locus classicus of gay urban studies is George Chauncey’s expansive and formi-

dable tome, Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay Male 
World 1890–1940.21 Published in 1994, Chauncey’s social and cultural topography of 

New York City surfaced alongside two watershed community studies of lesbian and 

gay cultures also situated in the state of New York: Elizabeth Lapovsky Kennedy and 

Madeleine D. Davis’ history of lesbian life in Buffalo, Boots of Leather, Slippers of 
Gold: The History of a Lesbian Community22 and Esther Newton’s Cherry Grove, Fire 
Island: Sixty Years in America’s First Gay and Lesbian Town.23 Marc Stein, himself 

a noted historian of local gay cultures in Philadelphia, makes a compelling case for 

how the nearly simultaneous emergence of these local histories, timed serendipitously 

if not intentionally with the twenty- fi fth anniversary of the 1969 Stonewall riots, 

indexes decidedly regional responses to an ur- narrative of gay identity and activism 

in the nation- state offered a decade earlier in John D’Emilio’s 1983 book, Sexual Poli-
tics, Sexual Communities: The Making of a Homosexual Minority in the United States, 
1940–1970.24 Stein writes,

D’Emilio’s book, more than any other, established the framework in which most US 

LGBT historians have operated for more than two decades . . . Since 1983 US LGBT 
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historical scholarship . . . has developed in multiple directions, but much of it has taken 

the form of local studies that respond to D’Emilio’s national narrative.25

Stein claims that such focused attention to regionalism and local phenomena from 

the 1990s on becomes a method for “resisting the hegemony of the nation- state” in 

the production of gay “minority” histories.26 The critique of the nation- state enacted 

through regional emendations of the national narrative of gay and lesbian movements 

(both spatial and political) remains a pivotal dimension of work produced during the 

nascent days of LGBT studies’ institutionalization from the mid- 1990s on. Yet there 

is also a reproducibility to D’Emilio’s community- building, national paradigm, which 

I would argue helped establish “the city” as the exemplary site for queer politics and 

culture in the United States, and gay men as the exemplary subjects of the nation’s 

spatio- sexual  culture.

The topography of organized activism in D’Emilio’s Sexual Politics, Sexual Com-
munities is routed between the United States’ emblematic gay cities, San Francisco 

and New York. In D’Emilio’s history, both the gay “movement and the subculture” 

congealed in San Francisco in the mid- 1960s in concert with other leftist countercul-

tural protest movements agitating for civil rights and civil liberties.27 San Francisco’s 

example as a site where political movements cohered and became inextricable from 

the subcultural life of the city ultimately “set the stage” in Marc Stein’s words, for the 

Stonewall riots in New York City at the close of the decade, while anticipating “trans-

formative mass movements of the 1970s throughout the nation.”28 In the nation- state 

narrative of gay identity formation and political organization, then, San Francisco 

and New York come to function as mutual centers where politics and styles of living 

converge and achieve saliency as mutually constitutive aspects of twentieth- century 

gay movements, both political and  cultural.

As the timeline of US gay and lesbian history expanded to include pre- World War II 

manifestations of community, more site- specifi c histories of gay “world making” and 

culture- building arose as supplements to D’Emilio’s history of an emergent gay iden-

tity politics. Perhaps more than any other work, Chauncey’s Gay New York fi rmly 

established New York City as the gay cultural capital of the United States.29 The 

rhetoric of Chauncey’s book confl ates a “gay world” writ large, and the gay commu-

nities and scenes cultivated in New York City from the turn of the century to the 

beginning of World War II. Throughout his introduction the phrase “gay world” is 

substituted for New York, implicitly establishing the patterns of association and “cul-

tural style” historically situated in New York City as a template for a national gay 

ethos and culture. One among many examples of this conceptual slippage between 

the “gay world” and gay New York occurs when Chauncey describes the parameters 

of his study:

This book maps two distinct but interrelated aspects of what I call the sexual topogra-

phy of the gay world in the half- century before the Second World War [and] the spatial 

and social organization of that world in a culture that often sought to suppress it . . . 

The fi rst project of the book, then, is to reconstruct the topography of gay meeting 

places, from streets to saloons to bathhouses to elegant restaurants, and to explore the 

signifi cance of that topography for the social organization of the gay world and homo-

sexual relations generally.30
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The “sexual topography” Chauncey meticulously reconstructs in his history, from the 

Bowery, to Central Park, to Greenwich Village, to Harlem and beyond is what com-

prises – to add emphasis to his words – “the gay world.” As expansive and brilliantly 

detailed as his account of the bustling and thriving communities of New York is, his 

rhetoric of “world making” makes it easy to see how subsequent scholars, writers, and 

readers have transposed the forms and styles of living he documents in Gay New York 
into a template for archiving the enriching, active, and, by extension, activist modes 

of queer life. The specifi c venues and spatial contexts in which the sexual and social 

transactions of gay men transpire in Chauncey’s narrative – the streets, saloons, bath-

houses and “elegant restaurants” of Manhattan – take on an exemplary status, and 

register a disproportionate impact upon queer spatial imaginaries, upon “the social 

organization of the gay world and homosexual relations generally.”

To be fair, Chauncey insists that New York and its sexual culture cannot be viewed as 

a “typical” model: “I do not claim that New York was typical, because the city’s immense 

size and complexity set it apart from all other urban areas.”31 Yet  Chauncey’s study 

romantically clings to the city’s exceptionalism, its “complexity,” and its “dispropor-

tionate infl uence on national culture.”32 Thus, while no other place could possibly be 
New York City, New York City nevertheless becomes the spatial coordinate and cul-

tural standard to which all queer subjects implicitly orient themselves. Despite his 

cautious equivocation about New York’s representativeness, Chauncey ultimately 

concludes his introductory chapter by speculating that the city functions as an urban 

“prototype” for the rest of the nation’s gay communities: “Nonetheless, New York 

may well have been prototypical, for the urban conditions and cultural changes that 

allowed a gay world to take shape there, as well as the strategies used to construct that 

world, were almost surely duplicated elsewhere.”33

By focusing on Chauncey’s Gay New York, I do not mean to belittle his crucial 

contribution to the study of gay and lesbian cultures in the United States. Nor do 

I seek to underestimate New York City’s cultural value in both national and inter-

national histories of queer life. It is precisely because of New York’s well- documented 

status as the consummate coordinate of queer spatial discourse that we should pay 

close attention to how queer scholarship orients itself to the city’s styles of living. It 

is not simply the city itself that functions as a conceptual ideal in queer rhetorics but 

the way the place is experienced, inhabited, and lived that become touchstones for a 

certain quality of queer life. The “cultural style” Chauncey refers to as the primary 

mode for transacting and tracing gay relations in the city – codes of dress, languages 

of innuendo, a sophisticated system of looks and stares, a stylistic circumspection 

mixed with the spectacular – provides, like the city itself, a prototype for the exem-

plary queer subject, the urbane gay subject, who helps create a metropolitan milieu.34

Love among the Ruins: Contact, Creativity, and 
Klub Fantasy

Vibrant street- life, incidental contact, and the expression of sexual liberty remain 

the cornerstones of the queer spatial imaginary, even as the corporate redevelop-
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ment of emblematic cities like New York threatens to eradicate and reformulate the 

city’s sexual cultures. Samuel Delany’s Times Square Red, Times Square Blue (1999), 

for example, mourns the lost interclass and interracial contact that thrived in Times 

Square’s porn theaters and the city streets surrounding them.35 While the fi rst section 

of the book memorializes the porn theaters that facilitated transient intimacies, the 

second half offers an impassioned argument on behalf of revivifying urban contact, a 

concept he borrows from the urban historian Jane Jacobs’ work on The Death and Life 
of Great American Cities.36 Contact for both Jacobs and Delany produces an ethics of 

mutual regard, an incidental empathy and “a web of social pleasantry”37 across race 

and class boundaries. Contact is a mode of relating and interaction that functions best 

– for Jacobs and Delany it transpires exclusively – amidst the walking cultures, small 

business sectors, and densely populated neighborhoods of “great American cities” 

like New York. What Delany doesn’t quite register in his eloquent lament for an urban 

queer sexual subculture under erasure at the hands of bureaucratic and corporate 

interests, is the extent to which his and others’ idealized forms of urban sociability 

and mobility are complicit with homonormative and neoliberal discourses promoting 

urban gentrifi cation.38

The sheer density of urban street life and “human capital” great cities have to offer 

– and here we can think of the incidental, creative exchanges represented as contact 

in Delany’s and Jacobs’ work – is precisely what public policy planners like Richard 

Florida have promoted as an urban “amenity” to the prosperous new “creative class” 

of highly educated tech- workers and skilled “knowledge- industry” workers.39 Chief 

among the creative class – or to use Florida’s sci- fi  phrasing, “the super- creative core” 

– are “scientists and engineers, university professors, poets and novelists, artists, 

entertainers, actors, designers and architects, as well as the thought leadership of 

modern society.”40 In many respects, the same improvisational modes of life, the same 

temporal and spatial innovations recorded and championed in historical accounts of 

gay urbanity have been incorporated into new models of urban planning aimed to 

entice members of this creative class to revive presumably ailing neighborhoods (pri-

marily working- class and racialized neighborhoods) in American cities. It comes as 

no surprise that one of the tell- tale indices Florida and his team of researchers use to 

measure a city’s desirability is something called the “Gay Index”:

Gays, as we like to say, can be thought of as canaries of the creative economy, and serve 

as a strong signal of a diverse, progressive environment. Indeed, gays are frequently 

cited as harbingers of redevelopment and gentrifi cation in distressed urban neighbor-

hoods. The presence of gays in a metropolitan area also provides a barometer for a broad 

spectrum of amenities attractive to adults, especially those without children.41

At once silly and ominous, Florida’s intrepid gay canaries nevertheless speak volumes 

about how queer forms of inhabiting and transforming space function as “subcultural 

capital” in urban economies of spatial “rehabilitation.”42

The urban queer temporalities I alluded to in the fi rst part of this essay – an 

anticipatory temporality that innovatively extracts itself from “normative” reproduc-

tive and labor logics43 – actually overlaps with what Florida and others have begun 

to articulate as an idiosyncratic but nevertheless newly normative temporality for a 

post- industrial economy. The post- industrial creative laborer has, as Florida implies, 
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much in common with pioneering gay urbanites insofar as the traditional family unit 

(parents with children) no longer structures her leisure time. Furthermore, the cre-

ative laborer eschews the requisite spaces and built environments of “family life” and 

family entertainment (presumably the suburbs and the single- family home), seeking 

instead a range of built environments and stimulating activities during precious 

downtime since the creative labor clock exceeds the industrial 40- hour work week. 

After conducting focus groups comprised of creative workers, Florida comes to the 

conclusion that the urban spaces desirable to workers on the creative clock offer easy 

access to amenities via foot traffi c and public transportation: “Many of the young cre-

ative workers did not have cars and wanted to locate in regions where they did not 

need one . . . [C]reative workers working long hours need to be able to access ameni-

ties almost instantly on demand.”44

Contact with a “diverse” group of others (to use Florida’s formulation) further en-

riches the lived environments for creative classers and encourages their occupation 

of spaces otherwise deemed unsafe, or unevenly developed. Diversity itself – a diver-

sity one encounters through walking culture – becomes an “urban amenity,” a crucial 

component of what provides the grain for, and an experiential quality to, the creative 

class urban lifestyle: “focus group respondents noted the importance of diversity 

and the attractiveness of regions that refl ect, and are supportive of, diversity.”45 The 

 racialized and working- class communities inhabiting the “distressed neighborhoods” 

rehabilitated by upwardly mobile queers (Richard Florida’s gay “canaries”) and the 

heterosexual creative classers hot on their heels, serve literally as local color, if they 

are not immediately displaced and relocated. Residential dwellings are not the only 

spaces susceptible to this ethos of renovation. Social gathering places like bars and 

clubs also become “fl ipped” or turned over (to use the parlance of gentrifi cation), in 

order to accommodate the economically advantaged communities who choose to re-

territorialize so- called distressed urban  neighborhoods.

To read Richard Florida’s depiction of diversity and “tolerance” as urban ameni-

ties – as expressions of an ethically enhanced taste – alongside Samuel Delany’s and 

Jane Jacobs’ models of contact is not to suggest that the latter are conscious collabo-

rationists with urban gentrifi cation. Rather, pursuing such connections underscores 

the intersections that make strange bedfellows of both neoliberal and progressive 

ideologies, as well as both normative and queer spatial formations.46 In the spirit of 

inquiry Roderick Ferguson has named “Queer of Color Critique,”47 this genealogy 

of the imbrications among queer and normative accounts of space and styles of living 

reveals how the sometimes confl icting imperatives of race, class, gender, and sexuality 

frustrate the lifestyle imperatives produced by canonical accounts of queer urbanity 

and creativity. The cultural value assigned to urban modes of queer life – to its mobil-

ity, style, innovation, improvisation, liveliness, and “contact” – has appreciated urban 

property values while depreciating modes of racialized queer sociability that transpire 

in other spaces, and that rely on other affi liative practices for “contact.”

Driving in your car

Oh please don’t drop me home

Because it’s not my home

It’s their home and I’m welcome no more . . . 48
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The queer performance group, Butchlalis de Panochtitlan (BdP), responds very 

specifi cally to the “diversity fetishes” that inform the queer and creative class gentri-

fi cation of social spaces in Los Angeles, a city not considered prototypically “queer” 

because of its sprawling topography, purportedly absent “street life,” and limited 

walking cultures. The BdP also commemorate the aftershocks of gentrifi cation in 

the city’s sub- urban peripheries both near and far. For example, the sketch “Softball 

Diamond Girl (Me Haces Sentirrr . . . )” is set in the predominantly Latino, working-

 class suburb of El Sereno, a community overshadowed by the wealthier white suburb 

of South Pasadena in the storied controversy over the construction of the I- 710 Long 

Beach Freeway in the 1990s.49 Nevertheless, the BdP offers an optimistic vision of 

sociability, intimacy, and contact stubbornly immune to urbane gay social and spatial 

economies. The sketch is framed visually with a slide that invokes the infamous 

Chavez Ravine scandal: Thousands of Mexican Americans, many of whom inhabited 

the rural valley at the cusp of downtown Los Angeles for generations, were dis-

placed in the late 1940s and early 1950s, ostensibly to provide space for public housing 

projects. When all was said and done, the site became LA Mayor Norris Poulson’s 

(1954–61) costly precious housewarming gift to the city’s newest New York trans-

plants, the Dodgers baseball organization.50

In addition to commemorating a community literally bulldozed to make way for 

what Richard Florida would call a “traditional” urban amenity – a sports stadium51

– the BdP draws a profound historical correlation between the spatial and cultural 

violence of civic- sanctioned, large- scale relocation projects, and the creative class 

gentrifi cation of leisure sites in communities of color. The textual aside that appears 

at the bottom of the slide – “and the Short Stop will always be a fucked up cop bar” – 

calls out one of Echo Park’s bars of the moment, the Short Stop on Sunset Boulevard. 

Formerly an off- duty watering hole for the LAPD’s notorious Rampart Division, the 

Short Stop has since been tastefully renovated with mid- century low- brow accoutre-

ments (like classic Dodgers paraphernalia) for its clientele of scruffi ly- stylized white 

Figure 19.3 “Dodger’s Pennant.” Image courtesy of the artists.
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creative classers. As the slide implies, the creative class clientele who self- consciously 

chug Pabst Blue Ribbon pints for a buck on Dodgers game- nights with never a 

thought about the communities they’ve priced out of Echo Park, are no better than 

the cops who abuse their state- sanctioned power to intimidate the neighborhood’s 

inhabitants of color.

While these sordid and corrupt histories of urban antagonism provide a concep-

tual frame for the BdP’s “Softball Diamond Girl (Me Haces Sentirrr . . . ),” the sketch 

itself, set in the Latino working- class enclave of El Sereno, offers a vision of refuge in 

sub- urban venues of sociability. The sketch translates the Chavez Ravine slide’s invo-

cation of the fraternal and patrilineal tropes associated with baseball, “the American 

pastime,” into a scene of intergenerational Latino/a butch intimacy that transpires 

through the venerable lesbian pastime of inter- league softball. In the dialogue 

between Coach (Raquel Gutiérrez), a stoic, yet heart- scarred older butch, and Jessy 

(Claudia Rodríguez), a young, aspiring papi “player” who is also reeling from a recent 

heartbreak, the BdP re- evaluate what “contact” might mean for sequestered and for-

gotten subjects, and for potentially immobile subjects (Coach has a “trick knee” and 

hobbles around, if rather pimp- tastically, with a cane):

Jessy: Damn Coach, I didn’t know you played.

Coach: Been 10 years.

Jessy: So you think you’ll ever get back in the game?

Coach: I got a trick knee, but I’m healed now. And you will too.52

Softball in this sketch – a signifi er for working- class, old- school dyke recreations with 

a presumed lack of complexity and stylistic fl ourish in queer imaginaries – becomes a 

rich metaphor for love in its variegated forms, a love and regard that persists despite 

the encroachment of wholesale changes to the spatial and emotional landscape of El 

Sereno. It is literally about a love among “players,” a different kind of affi liative inti-

macy among dykes who have a love for “the game” in all of its connotations. The 

conversations that transpire in sports metaphors, and in both popular and cultural 

shorthand – Jessy, who Coach calls “koo koo for cha cha puffs,” only needs to invoke 

the “Los Bukis songs fl ooding my head” for Coach to understand that the young play-

er’s heart and mind are vulnerable to doing some “crazy vato shit” 53 – gestures to the 

multiple circuits of affect foreshadowed by the sketch’s subtitle, “Me Haces Sentirrr.”
The line which translates as “you make me feel,” is pulled from the Spanish lan-

guage disco break in the 1986 freestyle radio hit, “Diamond Girl,” performed by 

Nice ’N’ Wild. In the most defi nitive scholarly account of the freestyle genre to date, 

Alexandra Vazquez provides an affective cultural topography for this dance- pop 

form derided for its overproduction and its association with racialized working- class 

women and queers in “urban and suburban transnational hubs in the US.”54 Vazquez 

herself vividly locates freestyle’s sonic power “in public spaces outside of the home: 

on the dance fl oors of middle schools, at the mall, in youth centers, in headphones, in 

their parents’ cars probably hijacked for the evening.”55 The song “Diamond Girl,” 

one of the few freestyle mega- hits featuring male vocals, has now become something 

of a retro staple at Latin clubs and on southern California radio, and provides the 

soundtrack for the opening moments of the BdP’s sketch. “Diamond Girls,” with its 
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tinny beat and synthetic Casio- toned jams, sets the tone for how these butches make 

each other feel through their popular archives of desire, and through their shared 

regrets about “playing the fi eld,” despite landing the femmes of their dreams. The 

English lyric that transitions into the Spanish disco break frames the question of 

who actually makes “me” feel.56 A robust, male tenor with an urgent R & B vibrato 

sings: “I’ll always be your diamond girl. You’re my diamond girl.” The grammatical 

ambiguity of “I’ll always be your diamond girl,” presumably lacking the comma (e.g. 

“I’ll always be your diamond, girl”) that would cast the male lover as the “diamond” 

and not the “diamond girl” – such grammatical subtlety is understandably elusive 

in recordings of dance hits – provides the opportunity to imagine a different set of 

“lovers” in this scene. There is a transitivity to who is whose “diamond girl” in the 

modulations of butch feeling rendered in the sketch. In some sense, Coach and Jessy 

are each other’s “diamond girls,” even as their bond is formed in part by a dialogue 

about the femmes who’ve broken their hearts, like “la catorce [#14] in all her chach-

alisciousness.”57 Indeed, Jessy even asks Coach at the end of the sketch, “what are you, 

some kind of mom butch or something?,” to which Coach cockily responds, “Nah kid. 

I’m all puro papi!” as she takes her baseball cap off and holds it over her heart.58

Through their conversation soaked in sports metaphor and peppered with idio-

matic improvisations on pop phrases in Spanish and English, this intergenerational 

pair of butches allows each other to feel, to express their sentiments in ways that 

might otherwise be subsumed in the macho game playing of butch–femme seduction. 

The BdP also seems to disavow any butch policing around the pronouns used to refer 

to these characters that are, after all, featured in a sketch titled “Softball Diamond 

Girls.” It’s as if the layered spatialized and racialized memory invoked by their cita-

tion of the freestyle song title becomes a more signifi cant expression of the characters’ 

butch bond than an orthodox articulation of female masculinity through the studious 

use of English  pronouns.

Yet their nonchalance about masculine pronouns paired with their unabashed 

attachment to the feminized, “disposable pop” genre of freestyle also comes with 

their insistence on acknowledging the racialized masculinities – the machismo sur-

vival mechanisms – that inform such butch bonds. In their powerful opening piece, 

“Cockfi ght,” the BdP actually eschews the butch competitiveness of white masculini-

ties, and asks us instead to consider the machismo intimacies that create communities 

of support and foment different models of contact, be it through structures like “the 

gang” or the extended family: “En Lak Ech Tu Eres Mi Otro Yo” (“Don’t Laugh Fool. 

You Are My Other Me”), insists the BdP’s own “Big Papi,” Mari García.59 Nadine 

“Nadino” Romero subsequently utters these lines as she gestures to her fellow Butch-

lalis, as well as to members of the crowd: “I look for myself in her and him. She is my 

father and so is he. He is my son and so is she. She is my brother and so is she.”60

Indeed, the “you” who makes “me” feel in “Softball Diamond Girls (Me Haces 
Sentirrr . . .)” can be the other macho/a – whether father, brother, mother, even lover 

– who offers solace on the softball fi elds of El Sereno when no one else, when no place 

else, is there for you.61

Such moments of simple, yet profound practices of sub- urban affi liation in BdP’s 

performances – an affi liation that extends “the family” through ethno- racial para-

digms, and reframes “incidental contact” through such vehicles as incidental music, 
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be it freestyle or “The Moz” – are nestled among humorously scathing critiques of the 

gentrifi cation that has left Los Angeles’ eastside in “ruins” for queer of color subjects, 

even as the area’s built environments have been renovated. The intimacies mediated 

through “the popular” and “the cultural,” remain the BdP’s touchstones for navigat-

ing one’s way through spaces once ignored or disregarded as “nowhere,” and since 

transformed by creative classers into “somewheres.” The characters Lolo and Perla, 

the same East LA butches who found themselves surrounded by “DRRRTY White 

Girls” in the BdP’s fi rst full- length production, “Teenage Papi: The 2nd Coming of 

Adolescence,” are our intrepid guides through this reconfi gured landscape. As Perla 

laments in “DRRRTY White Girls,” “This was our slum, our home . . . not that we 

had a choice.”62 Now that the pricey eastside neighborhoods of Echo Park and Silver 

Lake are no longer their “slums,” no longer contain their homes, Lolo and Perla in 

“Teenage Papi: The Remix” commute to their former bar and club haunts from an 

unspecifi ed  elsewhere.

The sketch, “Lolo and Perla Return to Avenge Klub Fantasy” begins with an off-

stage voice- over invoking the “ruins” of a Latino/a club space, Nayarit Nite Club in 

what has historically been the Latino and working- class neighborhood of Echo Park. 

The Nayarit has since been converted into a live music and dance venue frequented 

by hipsters and re- christened with minimalist panache as “The Echo”:

Figure 19.4 A scene from “Cockfi ght” featured on the fl yer for “Teenage Papi the Remix.” 

Image courtesy of the artists.
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Enter with song: “La Chona” by Los Tucanes de Tijuana

(Voice- over: Nadine Romero) Little do our patrons know that we stand on the ruins 

of a racialized queer space – Klub Fantasy at Nayarit – do you know it? Have you ever 

been? Were you there?63

As the lights come up, Lolo and Perla are dancing vigorously to a banda party anthem, 

“La Chona.” Clad in a fringe- tastic suede jacket, Perla (Claudia Rodríguez) ecstatically 

busts her banda- quebradita moves, and Lolo (Raquel Gutiérrez) robustly works the 

punta or what she calls “the bastard skanking version of the two.”64 Both are thrilled to 

be in what they presume is still a “lesbian Latina club . . . [or] a Latina lesbian club,”65

until the retro- rock refrains of Black Sabbath’s “Paranoid” interrupt their  reverie:

Lolo: Uhh, Perla, you sure we’re in the right place?

Perla: (Looks around, shocked) Dude, oh my god, I didn’t know it was all dirty punk 

chicks n’shit! Not again! This sucks!

Lolo: You think this sucks, I’m the one that looks like a fashion pendejo wearing 

my dad’s guayabera at a goofy punk rock dyke club! Nobody better order a fuckin’ 

margarita from me or I swear I’ll wail on their asses. (Pauses, looks around) . . . But you 

know I love me some punk rock hynas with the titty tats! (stoner laugh)

Perla: The fuckin’ lady standing outside selling weenies wrapped in bacon threw me 

off. I thought this was the right place. (Dramatic pause) I’m screwed, ’ey!?

Lolo: (Smart- alecky) This is the right place, dude. It’s just the wrong crowd, or at 

least the NEW crowd. This isn’t your tias lesbianas veteranas crowd, you know? We 

ain’t gonna see your mom and my mom in their Sunday best here. We ain’t even gonna 

see the Lucha Villa and Thalia impersonators either, man!

The BdP’s “Lolo and Perla Return to Avenge Klub Fantasy” not only re- enacts the 

compressed temporality of spatial turnovers – the bar scene changes as quickly as the 

bars of one song cover over another – but the sketch also invokes the cross- cultural 

encounters both fraught and titillating that make legible the classed and racialized 

politics of competing styles in queer social spaces. Lolo’s quip about wearing a guay-
abera at a “punk rock dyke club” not only captures the sensation of being out of place 

in a shifting social economy, but also calls attention to the racial signifi cations that are 

incorporated into the practices of nightlife service economies in southern California. 

When Lolo remarks, “Nobody better try to order a fuckin’ margarita from me or I’ll 

wail on their asses,” she underscores the fact that Latino/a service workers are essen-

tially asked to perform some version of racial “authenticity” as part of their service. 

For Gutiérrez, the contested national origins of the guayabera – “Filipinos think they 

made it, Cubans think they originated it . . . don’t know for sure, and Mexicans think 

they did too”66 – enriches the problem of reading race and nationality through itera-

tions of style as it functions in a “NEW crowd,” in a new social and spatial  economy.

Lolo may have chosen to wear a guayabera for a night on the town in what she 

thought would be a queer Latina space, but the shirt risks being read in the trans-

formed spatial context of the white dyke club in Los Angeles as a “Mexican uniform” 

– as but another atmospheric amenity (like a good margarita) that conjures up the 

old “fl avors” of a once racialized space, while relegating race itself to the dustbin of 
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history. Even though she’s in the “right place” with “the wrong crowd,” and caught 

in a bourgeois- boheme milieu likely to mistake a Latina butch in a guayabera as a 

Mexican waiter in his service uniform, Lolo eschews a rhetoric of racial victimization, 

and instead launches her own fantasy scenario about hooking up with an inappropri-

ate object of desire, a white, “punk rock hyna” with slammin’ “titty tats.”67

Lolo’s churlish response to the encounter marks her refusal to be the object of 

consumption for someone else’s taste. Lolo instead asserts her agency as a subject of 

taste who consumes the white queer subcultures that have invaded her queer of color 

venues. Or perhaps more fi ttingly, Lolo, with her “creepy cabron voice,” raunchy 

jokes, and her fraternal butch razzing of Perla (“Yeah dude, you and your feminist 

politics missed out, ’ey?!”),68 produces herself as an agent of tastelessness who very 

literally “acts out” against the club’s new social order informed by white liberal curi-

osity, and fi ltered through a studied indifference masquerading itself as subcultural 

cred. In “DRRRTY White Girls,” it is Perla who plays the bad subject of taste when 

she boasts about her rascally intervention in yet another gentrifi ed Echo Park dive, 

Little Joy’s: “They still had that juke box, so me and my homegirl put in $5.00 worth 

of Vicente Fernandez . . . he’s not Morrissey or nothing; but it was worth it cause it 

only took $2.50 to clear out the place.”69

In both of BdP’s Lolo and Perla sketches, the titular butch characters extract 

themselves from the gentrifi ed space and time that, though seemingly predicta-

ble, still manages to catch them off guard (“Not again! This sucks!”). During their 

nights on the town, Lolo and Perla retrace the path of creative class gentrifi cation 

“all up and down Sunset,” in bars “crowded with young white folks with bed- head 

hair and wrinkled clothes on purpose,” both queer and straight.70 How they choose 

to extract themselves from the languid, if not explicitly hostile takeover of their social 

spaces, however, does not necessarily take the form of movement, of leaving these 

places behind or relinquishing their ownership of the social environment. Rather, 

Lolo and Perla transport themselves from the scenes of spatial conquest unfolding in 

the present tense by activating their own memories, their own retrospective fantasies 

about owning the scene back in the day, which in some instances may just have been 

yesterday, or the day before.

In other words, Lolo and Perla enact their own racialized “temporal drag” upon 

these gentrifi ed spaces, whether sartorially (the fringed suede jacket, the guayabera),

musically (through Vicente Fernandez or Morrissey on the jukebox), kinetically (with 

their banda- quebradita and punta dance stylings), or sexually (with a cheeky, interra-

cial butch chauvinism directed at the indifferent “DRRRTY white girls,” as well as 

with their lascivious reminiscences about the crushes they harbored for tranny/trav-
esti performers who ruled the stage at Klub Fantasy). The broader cultural history 

they conjure among the ruins of these queer racialized spaces is also a history of love, 

a history of their friendship as it has been archived in the contours of these spaces, 

and as it has been transacted through a shared popular and cultural memory that 

sustains them amidst such alienating topsy- turvy contexts. In lieu of the space that 

actually was Klub Fantasy, they create their own club through their own  fantasies.

Ultimately, all Lolo and Perla can really do is to keep moving on without actu-

ally leaving anything behind. “Movement” for subjects like Lolo and Perla does not 

necessarily connote “choice,” “freedom” or “mobility” – the hallmarks of democratic 
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citizenship – as it so often does in queer urban rhetorics. In many instances, their 

movements are predicated upon the force wrought by other people’s choices, tastes 

and desires. “Lolo and Perla Return to Avenge Klub Fantasy” ends with the friends 

hoping to outpace the movements of the creative class, and preparing to take their 

car to another place with their music, and their people who are young (or not so much 

anymore) and alive (or at least surviving):

Lolo: We’ll just grab the Ranchola and go to this other spot in Pico- Union. No 

freiges ’cause they only sell beer there, but the trasvestis are fuckin’ FINE!

Perla: Where?

Lolo: (all suspicious) Well, I don’t want to say the name out loud in here. ’Cuz you 

never know dude (Looking around) . . . we might be in this same, EXACT situation a 

year from now.

Maybe the light that never goes out is about never getting there, never arriving at that 

somewhere. Just maybe it’s about the journey itself; about the desire to be taken out, 

but never arriving, never fi nding IT; fi nding something else instead and gladly risking 

oblivion in the process. Maybe it’s about studiously avoiding the encroachment of too 

many somewheres while protecting the nowheres you call your own.

Reading space vis à vis queer studies now requires shifting our spatial fantasies 

about sexuality from one kind of street- life to another: to the compensatory forms of 

motion and contact in spaces seemingly (if not actually) bereft of the urban luxury 

known as “walking culture.” Driving in your car through lonely stretches of Texas, 

Arizona, California, or elsewhere. Driving in your car with someone else, with signifi -

cant others (not necessarily lovers – or are they?). Rollin’ deep with your homies, with 

your bros literal or fi gurative, desperately seeking excitement elsewhere, somewhere, 

but realizing that it might just be all about the ride, the inevitably aimless transport of 

accidental reverie – and all about who you’re riding with.
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Performing Theory, 
or Theory 
in medias res





CHAPTER  TWENTY

“Serious Innovation”

A Conversation with 
Judith Butler

Jordana Rosenberg

The following interview aims to give readers a sense of Judith Butler’s current work, 

political concerns, and both her latest and landmark interventions into the oeuvre 
of Continental philosophy. In these discussions, we continually return to the ques-

tion of how queer studies – central questions of which have been shaped by Butler 

herself over the years – continues to inform and ground her inquiries. In consider-

ing such wide- ranging topics as political transformation, lived resistance to social 

norms, desire, alterity, and the intersection of psychoanalytic and philosophico-

 ethical paradigms, Butler reminds us that sexuality is at the root of her theorization 

of subject- formation and social existence. The disruption caused by “sexual lives that 

call into question the grids of intelligibility” is, for Butler, an enduring point of entry 

into ontological and ethical questions in general, an approach she designates as “dis-

tinctively queer.”

Jordana Rosenberg: Prior to the publication of your two most recent volumes, Undoing 
Gender1 and Precarious Life,2 the concept of “psychic life” had emerged from your 

work as perhaps the most frequently cited theoretical keyword since “performativ-

ity.” If we had to isolate one concept that reverberates in your recent work, it might 

be transformation. In “Beside Oneself: On the Limits of Sexual Autonomy,”3 you 

offer the following: “To intervene in the name of transformation means precisely to 

disrupt what has become settled knowledge and knowable reality, and to use, as it 

were, one’s unreality to make an otherwise impossible or illegible claim” (27). If in 

Gender Trouble,4 subversion functioned as the subversion of gender norms (and thus 

as a specifi c intervention into feminist theory), how do you see this early emphasis 

on subversion in relation to your recent work on transformation? Do subversion and 

transformation inform and inhabit the same aims and methodology? Do their objects 

differ?

Judith Butler: You know, it is diffi cult for me to keep track of myself, so I am mainly 

dependent on other people for readings of what I have done and am doing. What you 

are saying may well be true, and I apologize if I cannot seem to “own” the trajectory 

of my work as an author probably should. It has worried me that this might seem to 

be a kind of authorial irresponsibility, but I guess I have to disagree with those who 



imagine authorship as a kind of protracted intention. I see some of the shifts that 

you rightly point to as symptoms of a certain kind, and in my view, publication is a 

bit like putting one’s symptom out in the public domain to see what can, fi nally, be 

done with it. My sense is that at the time that I concentrated on subversion, in the late 

1980s and early 1990s, I was concerned to dispute a certain model of emancipatory 

politics that imagined that power might be once and for all overcome. It is proba-

bly important to remember that I was steeped in Adrienne Rich before I heard Gayle 

Rubin in 1979 and was introduced to the work of Michel Foucault. Subversion meant: 

working within the norms that existed in order to defeat the aims by which they are 

originally mobilized. I was interested in accepting the norms of compulsory hetero-

sexuality as the inevitable fi eld of political agency, for instance, so in my insistence 

that one could not, by fi at, move outside those norms, I chose “subversion” as a way of 

insisting on working within them.

The problem with that kind of immanent strategy became clear, though, even 

within those texts in which it predominates. Since I would also want to say that one is 

produced by and produces dominant norms not only to defeat their mobilizing aims 

but in order to open up new possibilities. I think that this futural gesture doubtless sig-

nifi es a move beyond the politics of subversion and toward a politics of transformation. 

Of course, if it was possible to say that “women” or “men” come to signify differ-

ently, then I am imagining a renewal of the norms in the direction of a more expansive 

project, and so something of a liberatory aim remains lodged in this idea of subver-

sion or, alternately, subversion starts to give way to transformation. It would be one 

thing to say that transformation becomes more important to me later, but I think that 

perhaps the use of subversion as a category was always linked to this futural gesture, 

and so one might fi nd transformation implied by the category of subversion used in 

the early work. I am not sure.

I do think that although I always disputed normative foundations of a certain kind, 

I never disputed normative trajectories, that is, I always was drawn to the idea of norm-

ativity as aspirational. One could, with Jacques Derrida and Drucilla Cornell, speak of 

“justice,” for instance, as “futural.” One could even say that the feminist “we,” despite 

its inability to describe an existing unity, not only held out for the idea of such a “unity,” 

but became the linguistic means through which such a hope for unity was instigated and 

articulated. I’ve had to become more courageous in recent years, asking, for instance, 

what we make of the notion of “life” – of wanting a livable life – even though the poli-

tics of the Right has seized upon that language in noxious ways. I think it is doubtless 

important for the Left, even for feminism, to reclaim and redefi ne the terms of “life” 

in order to make claims for sustainable social and environmental relations. But in these 

cases, the meaning of “life” is itself renewed and rearticulated, subject to a transforma-

tion, by virtue of the new political framework in which it is  mobilized.

Similarly, I am interested in Foucault’s question, “What, given the order of being, 

might I become?” And there, the notion of “becoming” is not some metaphysical 

postulate, as some Deleuzians would have it, but a prerogative of social conditions, 

including discursive power. There is an “order” to being that can foreclose or mobi-

lize my becoming, and my own capacity for self- transformation is thus linked with 

a transformation of that order. If I cannot “be” according to the order of being that 

exists, then I do somehow exist, but I exist as a person who somehow lives a shadow 
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reality. Making a claim from such a position is, of necessity, illegible and impossible 

at fi rst, but it is not, for any structural reasons, inevitable. After all, the “monstrous” 

and “illegible” do appear on the social and political horizon, causing much concern, 

and they show us something about the limits of current regimes of  intelligibility.

I do not mean by this to invest the “monstrous” and the “illegible” with emancipa-

tory potential: after all, if they continue to be seen in these terms, then they remain that 

which must be managed or expelled. I think that the reduction of Islam, for instance, to 

barbarism or a “force of darkness” is precisely a refusal to understand its internal com-

plexity and the various means through which its claims are made. I worry that the clash 

of civilization thesis (Samuel P. Huntington)5 and the liberal version (Thomas Fried-

man), circulate such reductions for the purposes of justifying violence on the part of 

the US and its allies. What is important here is that a limit of cultural intelligibility is 

exemplifi ed by such fi gures, which means that the sphere of cultural intelligibility – the 

order of being in which we live – has to be revised by virtue of another kind of contact 

with what it considers to be its outside. It’s only through that kind of contact – what 

I’ve called “cultural translation” – that one’s “being” is disrupted in the direction of 

the new.

Jordana Rosenberg: One of the obvious virtues of your engagement with “the terms 

of life” is that it allows you not only to shake “life” loose of its stranglehold by the 

Right, but to create the possibility for a renewed engagement with the question of 

“being,” particularly the gestalt of this being in its specifi cally social context. Can you 

say more about the stakes for you today of translating key philosophical terms into 

social contexts? Does the importance of “cultural translation” hold true at the level of 

the disciplines: that is, do you consider yourself to be disrupting the “being” of phil-

osophy in the direction of the new, and in what ways do you see a continued attention 

to sexuality as vital to this  project?

Judith Butler: Let me try to think fi rst about the part of your question that is about 

translating key philosophical terms, such as “being,” into social contexts. I’m not 

exactly aware of doing this since, for me, the movement actually takes place in the 

opposite direction. I think that philosophical problems arise precisely within the 

social context in which one stammers with the claim, “I am,” or one asks the question 

of what, in the given order of being, can I “be”? For me, queerness has always been 

the site in which I have come to ask this question, although it is probably equally true 

about Jewishness, but in a different way. It can clearly arise in the midst of trying to 

live racial categorization or in the midst of a life rendered precarious by class. It seems 

to me that it is precisely in the quandary that attends the problem of living, whether 

I might live in this form or in this way that one comes to understand something of the 

social regulation of ontological terms.

What is most diffi cult perhaps is to understand the kinds of social bonds that can be 

wrought by those who live in modes of suspended or shadow ontologies, but I think it is 

through the recognition of this as a shared experience that the social dimension can start 

to be enunciated. If I don’t lose track of the differential order of ontology – that one that 

establishes livable lives according to certain norms and not others – that conditions my 

entry into a philosophical problem such as ontology, then it follows that  philosophical 
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issues will be infl ected with questions of social survival and the task of living and fl our-

ishing. So I don’t bring philosophy to social existence, but try only to articulate what has 

been for me an entry into philosophical issues through vexed social issues.

Sexuality is key to this whole process for me, and perhaps it skews the way in which 

I think about social categorization more generally. Once it became clear to me that 

sexual lives are not explicable through recourse to the established dictates of gender 

and then, further, by the established norms of sexual identity or orientation, the ques-

tion arises, what kind of subject is this whose sexuality is not ordered by established 

norms governing the constitution of subjects. Put another way, how do certain kinds 

of sexual lives call into question the grids of intelligibility that have conventionally 

ordered sexual existence? I suppose this last question, one that I consider distinctively 

queer, continues to trouble and guide me.

Jordana Rosenberg: Finding language for “the kinds of social bonds that can be 

wrought by those who live in suspended or shadow ontologies” is an enduring, pas-

sionately wrought commitment of your work, one that I think we can see informing 

Gender Trouble as much as Precarious Life. In “Violence, Mourning, Politics”6 discus-

sion of a politics grounded in the interdependencies that are revealed in the experience 

of grief, you argue that despite your “affi nity for the term relationality, we may need 

other language to approach the issue that concerns us, a way of thinking about how we 

are not only constituted by our relations but also dispossessed by them as well.” How 

do you see your emphasis on dispossession intervening in (or extending) other tra-

ditions within queer theory? Would you like to say a bit more about your recent (or 

future) work around the stakes of “life,” particularly as it informs a politics grounded 

in the experience of “unreality” – an unreality that is both the condition we seek to 

redress as well as the way in which we seek to redress it (one “uses” one’s unreality to 

make an “otherwise impossible . . . claim”)?

Judith Butler: I suppose I would have to say that, psychoanalytically considered, our 

most primary relations to others are not quite relations. If by “relation” we assume the 

primacy of an ego or an “I” in its relation to another, then the ego is already consti-

tuted. But if it turns out that the ego is only constituted on the basis of prior relations, 

then we can certainly still talk about “relations,” but we have departed from one of its 

conventional usages. Of course, there are those who think that thinking the problem 

of community or affi liation within politics has little to learn from a psychoanalytic 

perspective, since the presumptively dyadic situation of the child does not translate 

into the adult social world. But here I would counter and ask whether it is true that 

there are adults who have never been children, who have never been formed, or who 

understand the conditions of their formation as leaving no animated trace in the life 

of the adult. I should like to meet such “adults” since, I would have to say, I have never 

been in relation to them.

In a way, psychoanalysis insists upon an animated spectrality in every contem-

porary relation, but it also questions whether the ego is primary or formed. If one 

eschews those forms of ego psychology that accept the primacy of the ego, then we 

would miss the sense of the relationality as the basis not only for the formation of the 

ego but for the relation to the world more generally. If we accept that that primary 
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relation is one in which there is no clear boundedness from the start, where there is 

need, dependency, but also a fundamental blurring of the boundary between what is 

and is not “I,” then we are talking about a kind of enthrallment with what is other, 

one that is without judgment and which, invariably, makes us generally without good 

judgment when we fall in love.

It is only later, as adults, that we can name a passion as a form of “dispossession,” 

that we can understand something about the ideal of being self- possessed and see 

how it is wracked and undone in the course of our passionate relations with others. It 

is only in reference to the ideal of self- possession that the claim about dispossession 

makes any sense. And though it would seem that one would have to be possessed of 

oneself to be dispossessed of oneself, that seems not to be the case. Dispossession is 

more primary, and it is that primariness that confronts us when we seek to pursue our 

autonomy beyond its reasonable limits.

I think that this idea of a primary dispossession in and by the other works well as 

a critique of those forms of atomistic individuality that are bequeathed to us from the 

liberal political tradition. It also works well as a point of view that might leverage a 

critique of rights- claims that invariably assume that ontology. Individuals who grieve 

together, especially when their losses are shared or overlapping, when they have lost 

someone to the same disease or the same war, tend to understand their grief not only 

as private, but as elucidating fundamental ties. In this way, one fi nds in grief that 

one is tied to the one who is gone – indeed, as you know, for Freud, the one who is 

gone becomes a part of the ego itself, especially if we consider that melancholy of 

this sort provides a condition for the formation of the ego. But in grieving together, 

a triadic relation is formed, since there are the ones who are gone, but also the ones 

who remain, and each of us maintains a relation to both. The bonds that are con-

fi rmed among communities who grieve together do not redeem the loss, but they do 

point to possibilities of solidarity that emerge on the basis of loss. I take it that this 

was one of the important insights and contributions of David Eng and David Kazan-

jian’s remarkable anthology, Loss, that was published by the University of California 

Press a few years ago.7

The question of life is a diffi cult one, but let me try to approach it through two dif-

ferent angles. Psychoanalytically, the need to live, a need that is itself alive, bound 

to life, defi ned by livingness and so does not have “life” as its object, compels us to 

attach to others who guarantee our existence. This needful attachment is fully stupid, 

fully dependent on others who are ordered by a social world we never chose. And 

yet we need this domain of unfreedom in order to live and to survive. I am wonder-

ing how much of this predicament remains with us as we attach to identity categories 

and political self- understandings. To the extent that survival becomes an issue, it 

makes sense that with a certain amount of need and stupidity, we are compelled to 

attach ourselves to those social norms that hold out the promise of continuing exist-

ence. This strikes me as a way in which we are all exploitable in relation to prevailing 

norms. It is also why it sometimes feels as if one is risking one’s life when one refuses 

such norms or engages in serious  innovation.

Oddly, one refuses and innovates so that one might live, and yet because life is 

already regulated by social norms (part of what is meant by “bio- power” in Foucault’s 

sense), it also feels, sometimes at the same time, that one is risking one’s life.
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Jordana Rosenberg: I appreciate your designation of the stupidity of attachments as an 

“unfreedom.” Does your concept of “unfreedom” beg a “freedom” as its answer? If 

so, how would you specify this “freedom” in a way that might depart from the liberal 

political  tradition?

On another note, perhaps, I suppose I wish to think about the difference between 

judgment and “good judgment,” particularly in love. Does the “good judgment” that 

one does not show in falling in love trope this originary condition of being “without 

judgment”? Would it be possible or of interest to you to speak to the role “love” plays 

in your recent or current thought on ethics and  dispossession?

Or we could think about the ways in which love/enthrallment fi nds its way into 

recent work on ethics. Alain Badiou’s Ethics,8 for example – and I recognize the 

ways in which my bringing up Badiou is provocative precisely because he is explic-

itly opposed to a Lévinasian9 discourse of alterity – proposes an order of seemingly 

analogous fi elds of practice (art, science, love and politics) which each contain the 

possibility of a radical break. Love and politics, according to Badiou, are aligned in 

the index of the event – that which marks the possibility of a transition into a new 

order, if we remain faithful to it.

So we might ask: are you interested to consider the ways in which love functions in 

your work or in other work in the philosophical tradition? This might lead us back to 

the question, again, of the continued usefulness of queer studies now, of its heritage, 

of its specifi c interventionary  possibilities.

Judith Butler: I suppose that the fi rst point I would make is that I don’t presume to 

be working unambiguously with the Lévinasian tradition. In fact, in my most recent 

work, Giving an Account of Oneself,10 I suggest that there may be a critical encoun-

ter between Emmanuel Lévinas and Jean Laplanche. Laplanche actually criticizes 

Lévinas for writing as if the adult were never a child, and I think that they both 

approach the question of primary impressionability in different ways. So, for instance, 

Lévinas uses the language of enthrallment and obsession, and these are understood 

to be relationalities prior to judgment, to be sure, but they do not belong to infancy 

or childhood, and there is no way to understand the adult as one who can never fully 

overcome the primary conditions of his or her emergence. Although you do not ask 

this question, I’ll take advantage of this forum to say that I am always somewhat 

amazed by the debate on children that has emerged within recent queer politics, i.e. 

whether there is a normalization effected by gay families, whether the child stands for 

the future, that those who debate this issue on both sides seem to forget that they were 

once children and that this condition is not one that is ever successfully outgrown. 

This is another matter, but it does affect the way we understand both the historicity 

of the person and of the  passions.

So I would always temper any use of Lévinas with a more psychoanalytic per-

spective, one that considers not only need, but the formation of desire as taking place 

through impingements that we do not choose and that remain constitutively enig-

matic to us. When Laplanche refers, for instance, to the enigma of the other, he is 

speaking at once about an enigma that signals an alterity or density or indeciphera-

bility of my own desire and the desire for and of an Other. What we might designate 

as a crucial confusion here is one without which desire cannot proceed. It is why ego 
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psychology and other supports for liberal individual ontologies cannot hold, and I 

suppose that queer theory in its interrogation of the primacy of sexuality to the forma-

tion of the subject – and the ways in which desire makes that formation less than fully 

coherent, belongs among these efforts to displace an “I” who would somehow know 

what fuels its desire and make good judgments on the basis of that self-  knowledge.

I suppose that there is judgment in acts of love, but I think perhaps there is also a 

failure of judgment or even a belatedness of judgment when, for instance, judgment 

takes form retrospectively in the form of remorse (either over what was lost and ought 

to have been preserved or what was had and ought to have been avoided). So I think 

that primary enthrallment, the undergoing of impingement does not just happen 

earlier in life or at levels that do not pertain to adult sexuality, but that it seizes upon 

the cognitive subject and arranged for its undoing. That we sometimes must judge in 

the midst of this seizure, indeed, that we must judge in the midst of this seizure sug-

gests a model of agency and judgement that is radically conditioned and constrained, 

but also imperative and provisionally possible. This is why, for me, agency emerges 

only at the site of a vexation where the very distinction between free will and deter-

minism no longer makes sense.

I do not know whether I would say that “love” is at the basis of ethics, only because 

I am unclear about what love is and have not actually been brave enough (or stupid 

enough?) to broach it as a topic. I understand falling in love in terms of a disposses-

sion that is not only primary, but reiterated through life, and that fi nally can only be 

understood in terms of an iterable structure. It interests me because it works as a kind 

of repetition, though not a repetition of the same (and so there is some hope). But 

I do think that there is a relation of exposure and vulnerability that holds between 

humans, a source of aggression but also of providing shelter. This exposure is not 

static, though: it establishes need and, in refracted ways, emerges in desire. Desire of 

course is never just the desire of the subject, though, since it is animated by an alterity 

that is and is not its own.

It is true that I cannot move in the Pauline directions that Badiou does, if only 

because I do not accept that the law alone produces desire. But we might meet more 

congenially in Spinoza, especially in the consideration of Spinoza’s claim that desire 

is the desire to persist in one’s own being. Although I think the formulation rules out 

the death drive (a death drive- ish thing to do), it also opens the way to thinking about 

the problem of persistence. Although Lévinas always takes his distance from Spinoza, 

I would insist that the precariousness of life is already there in the problem of desire, 

of a dependency without which endurance is not possible, of an exposure to destruc-

tion that marks our own capacities to destroy and be destroyed, but also the need to 

shelter what is precarious in human life and discern the conditions not only for sur-

viving, but for fl ourishing. There are social conditions that make this more and less 

possible, which is why the terms and institutions that “recognize” us can work to 

destroy and to sustain, sometimes ambivalently and at once. The problem of desire 

thus leads us into considerations of primary enthrallments as they reiterate through 

a life, and how such lives emerge or do not in the light of specifi c social organizations 

of sexuality. So whereas I do not know whether love leads to ethics (perhaps this is the 

site of my invariable stupidity), I feel more sure that desire leads to  politics.
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Jordana Rosenberg: Even without situating love as the basis of ethics, might we not 

agree that love makes a number of interesting appearances, particularly as an index 

of the ethical in contemporary and recent philosophy? But now you bring in Spinoza! 

Who in fact does conceive love itself alongside determination – more specifi cally, love 

as an awareness of the determined nature of totality, self- included. Of course Spinoza 

does not count love as one of the passions, but perhaps this was your point.

Following the Spinozist line,11 we might locate transformation in the histori-

cal necessity and material of determination. Spinoza calls this “free necessity,” and 

this points us to the oft- cited use that Marx makes of him in the Grundrisse.12 That 

“determination is negation” suggests that the introduction of a particular determi-

nation into the apparent self- identity of substance is to negate this self- identity and 

reveal the connectedness of the world of things. So here we have a model of total-

ity, but an infi nite totality that contains within it the possibility for transformation 

through  negation.

So then in Spinoza we might have a model of love and totality in which love is at 

the basis of an ethics – in fact, a politics – that includes the immanent (but not suffi -

cient) conditions for transformation. But what about Laplanche?13 I think there’s an 

intriguing encounter waiting for us between Spinoza’s imbrication of love and total-

ity and Laplanche’s insistence on sexuality/desire as indexing the non- totalizable. 

In my understanding, for Laplanche sexuality is non- totalizable, or represents the 

non- totalizability of the subject because it is determined by the implantation of the 

enigmatic message of the other – enigmatic because coming from the other’s uncon-

scious and so illegible even to the other. Thus, as you point out above, one has to 

make choices in the midst of a “seizure”; one has to judge without being able – in the 

Laplanchian scenario – to understand the ways in which one’s subjectivity is deter-

mined. This seems a very different model than my understanding of the Spinozist 

one, and thus it’s fascinating to me that you’ve brought them together above.

Judith Butler: I am not sure if I can say precisely how Spinoza works with the ques-

tion of Marxism and with psychoanalysis, but I do have some thoughts that are in 

rudimentary form. The fi rst is that I understand the Marxist turn to Spinoza on the 

part of Etienne Balibar, Antonio Negri, and some others to be a concern with the 

problem of the multitude. And the multitude is precisely what does not work as a 

totalizing concept. The multitude is insurgent, but also unwieldy and unbounded. 

Neither a pluralistic collection of individuals nor a social totality, the multitude seems 

to appear as a concept that brokers the two without being defi ned by either. I appre-

ciate the way in which it works as a notion of democratic dynamism, how it moves 

beyond identities both particular and national, and how it opens the idea of a political 

future precisely because it is non- totalizable, not even in its instances. The critique of 

totality strikes me as important for this notion of the future, since something is always 

remaindered, and some “outside” that is not fully determinable in advance precondi-

tions futurity itself. So I think there has been a signifi cant appropriation of Spinoza 

that does not see him as tied to a notion of totality. The idea of the “multitude” – 

something Spinoza suggests briefl y, and very late in his career – seems to suggest that 

very break.

I always appreciated Spinoza’s claim in the ethics that desire is the essence of the 
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human and that desire is self- perpetuating and self- persisting. But it is too happy a 

formulation for me in the end, if only because there is no account of what is called 

the death drive, of something both repetitive and deteriorating in its effects. When 

he writes about suicide, for instance, Spinoza insists that no human can take his own 

life, that one takes one’s life under the infl uence of others, others who have become, 

somehow, internal. But it is always something external to desire that works to destroy 

the self. I suppose that one could see in this formulation a nascent understanding 

of psychoanalysis, that is, of the “it” that works through the self, the foreignness or 

alterity that nevertheless constitutes this self that I am and that, as foreign, incites me 

internally in ways that I can neither fathom nor  explain.

I suppose that Laplanche could enter the picture here, since his view is that those 

primary others whose desire works upon me prior to my having my own desire, 

become installed internally as externalities. These externalities, impinged upon me 

from the outset, become the ground and incitement for something I later come to call 

“my desire.” This last is a necessary misnomer, since to have a desire that is mine, 

it must start as the other’s desire, a desire that is impressed upon me from outside 

but which resides internally as a constitutive alterity of this self. This alterity is what 

repeats in what I desire, and it is this repetition that I cannot fathom as my own, even 

as it establishes any and all desire that I might call my own.

I am not sure that this can be called a Spinozistic position, since Spinoza is 

always explaining away that externality. I suppose the one way to bring Spinoza and 

Laplanche together would be through Gilles Deleuze, especially his short piece, 

“What Can a Body Do?” that deals with expression. There he writes that “what a 

body can do corresponds to the nature and limits of its capacity to be affected.” This 

means, of course, that being impinged upon from the outside is a precondition of any 

concept of agency. It means as well that the greater the capacity to be affected, the 

greater the capacity to act. He writes further in his discussion of fi nite modes that we 

begin life with inadequate ideas and that inadequate ideas (an idea of which we are not 

the cause) can only be experienced by “passive feelings”: “a feeling of which we are 

not the adequate cause is necessarily a passion.”

So here we can see a Spinozistic formulation that clearly suggests that what is 

externally impressed upon the human, the human drive, shifts register as it takes 

form as passion, and further shifts register when it assumes the form of agency. The 

agency is formed on the basis of “inadequate ideas” – indeed, there is no other way 

to understand formation. And this crucible of passivity and passion is thus a precon-

dition of any more active mode. This means as well that active modes are never fully 

freed of their formation in  passivity.

For Laplanche, there is a problem of translation in what he calls seduction, in the 

susceptibility to the other and the assimilation of the “signifi ers,” however muddled, 

that come to represent the other in the course of one’s own desire. The shift from the 

other as outside to a foreignness constitutive to who I am (something that might cor-

relate to melancholic incorporation in Freud), is supplemented by another shift, one 

that takes someone as the object of desire, and so reconstitutes the “cause” of one’s 

desire outside oneself. The other always arrives internally through an act of transla-

tion, and desire only takes another object through another  translation.

For Laplanche, this is a way of understanding what happens in the transference, and 
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it clearly differs from most object relations theorists, including Winnicott and those 

who base their views on his. The transference involves fi nding oneself in the orbit of 

another or even besieged by some other, and coming to see that this actual other is res-

onating with a more fundamental alterity, the one that occupies and incites one’s own 

desire. There is a way that the self is implicated in a sociality that is not merely outside 

the self, as its context or historical condition. We are talking about a sociality which 

at once interrupts and constitutes what we call the self. This indexes a vulnerability 

to impingement that we cannot wish away, one that makes us the selves we are, and 

which also dispossesses us in the making. In my view, this suggests that we cannot take 

actions that seek to foreclose the possibility of such an impingement, we cannot fortify 

our defenses without losing sight of what it is to be formed as a subject at all. My wager 

is that there is vulnerability at work in the formation of the subject that implicates us in 

a set of non- consensual relations that are part of our sociality, and that this constitutes 

a pre- liberal domain of sociality, and a measure of unfreedom at the heart of agency 

and selfhood. Questions of self- determination thus miss the mark insofar as they fail 

to recognize that this self and its agentic capacities to determine itself are the direct 

effect of what impinges upon the self against its will and what works its way with that 

self’s desire despite its knowing. This means that there is no choice but to apprehend a 

constitutive social bond, one that is not based on reciprocity or choice, but in regions of 

unfreedom that implicate us, even make us responsible, at levels that we never chose. 

There is a chance here to think more carefully about what it is to “be social” and what 

it means to assume responsibility for the precarious character of life, given that we are, 

prior to any choice, in each other’s hands.
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CHAPTER  TWENTY- ONE

Materiality, Pedagogy, 
and the Limits of 
Queer Visibility

Amy Villarejo

This essay examines what I have begun to call the pedagogy of the visual, the work 

visual culture does in strengthening and loosening the ties that bind the idea of queer-

ness to a broad sense of political and ethical engagement. Queer media studies, as the 

fi eld that might have much to say about this visual pedagogy, needs to make good 

on the promise of “queer” as a term that opens onto multiple relationships, multi-

ple ways of understanding the visual logic of queer representations, sexual rhetoric, 

ideas of affi liation and kinship, and modes of indebtedness. “Queer” has to be able to 

say something in a world in which “difference” and “hybridity” are routinely com-

modifi ed, along with our very capacity to pay attention. Queer media studies needs 

to have an analysis not only of adult pleasures and habits but of childhood and of the 

arrangement of desire that childhood makes possible, and it needs to say something to 

children in China as well as to adults in the Castro. In order for “queer” to make a dif-

ference, a queer politics must be vigilant against the logic of likeness that underwrites 

market- driven understandings of communities, so that “queer” doesn’t become yet 

another “niche” that preserves the sameness of the mainstream. Resisting the logic of 

likeness also means deploying queer over and again against the analogizing of queer-

ness with race, a move that whitens queers even as it smothers the particularity of 

lifeworlds and lived oppression with the liberal calculus of  inclusivity.

The box we call television – for it is one of the most complicated objects for queer 

media studies – cannot separate the private from the public: on the one hand, the micro 

attachments, tastes, identifi cations, misrecognitions, and investments of individu-

als, on the other, the momentum of national politics and global markets. Television’s 

role in this pedagogy of the visual is therefore complicated. Imagine TV as a site of 

transcoding, where that commodity that is our collective attention is bought and sold 

(this is, after all, what ratings measure, and what advertisers and networks trade), but 

where we as spectators also are not entirely equivalent to that commodity. TV proc-

esses our attention and returns it in the form of a certain pleasure, distraction, or 

hum, within which we nonetheless and perhaps shamelessly seek a refl ection of our-

selves. It therefore makes no good sense to dismiss the pleasures of television, but 

neither does it seem to me right to follow in the footsteps of hermetic textual analysis, 

reading (for an audience of academic interlocutors) a television program or episode 

at a time for its “queer value,” that is to say the extent to which it affi rms queer lives 



through its representations. The task instead is to understand how the organizational 

and televisual logics of nations and markets are related to the logics of queer subjectiv-

ity, to see what kind of difference queer might make.

In this essay, I undertake, fi rst, a brief critique of queer visibility as the central dis-

course through which scholars have tackled queer television. In its second section, 

I bolster that critique with similarly brief industrial analysis, suggesting that queer 

media studies return to the models provided by cultural studies research, whereby 

readings of individual texts nestle within rigorous and fully elaborated contexts, 

including material/industrial contexts. And in its third section, I offer an equally 

brief reading of the fi rst season of Showtime’s serial melodrama, The L Word, which 

demonstrates how television texts bear a material trace of their industrial origins. My 

hope is that the three sections in the aggregate will point to new models other than 

individual readings for queer media  studies.

The Limits of Queer Visibility

Why not talk about media in terms of queer visibility? Queer visibility is an inad-

equate name or translation for the transcoding I seek to describe for at least three 

reasons. I see these three critiques of the idea of visibility as vitally interconnected, 

so that to focus on the political effects of media representations is also to ask about 

the benefi ts and costs of such representations as well as to inquire about historical 

precedents and what constitutes meaningful change. First, then, “visibility” tends 

to be promoted in identitarian terms as an unquestioned good: It is simply better to 

have more gay people on TV than fewer. The cheerleader impulse embedded in the 

idea of visibility tends, as a result, not to ask enough about the costs of such images or 

likenesses, particularly the ways in which conformity to normative representations 

and image repertoires can have devastating psychic and political consequences. Since 

media scholars and makers began to discuss the shift from “positive” to complex 

queer representations in the 1980s and early 1990s (in the fi lms Basic Instinct, for 

example, or Swoon), we have emphasized that “positive” portraits of gay people fre-

quently meant sanitized, desexualized, normative, whitened, lightened, or otherwise 

well- behaved folks accommodating to a liberal embrace. We have questioned who got 

to make the decisions about what was acceptable, “positive,” or laudatory. And it also 

turned out that some of our desires did not correspond neatly with the liberal imag-

ination: some of us delighted as much or more in “negative” representations – nasty 

sex and butch boys and nelly queens and other delicious inheritances of queer culture 

that disrupt normative requirements and expectations.1

Second, “visibility” at best fi nesses, at worst elides, the lack of fi t between the two 

senses of representation that it seeks to capture: representation in the sense of “por-

trait” (as in “media representations”) and representation in the sense of “proxy” (as in 

“political representation”). “Visibility” as a paradigm has encouraged the earlier ref-

erenced hermetic analysis of television programming featuring gay content, frequently 

claiming subversive, emancipatory, or even “revolutionary” effects without demon-

strable proof of those effects in political or public processes. The slippage between 

these senses is indeed one motivation for a critique of visibility as politics, since the 
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task of understanding the effects of televisual representation on legal decision- making, 

for example, or on welfare policy, is particularly diffi cult and pressing. Furthermore, 

both ideas of representation (portrait and proxy) are themselves fraught as we face a 

society in which the functional mode of interpellation – through ideological appara-

tuses, through the institutions of civil society (including family and kinship) – has 

changed, insofar as capital has been invested at an affective level. The labor of the 

production, circulation, and manipulation of affect, with its emphasis on the corpo-

real (not simply “the body” but sub- individual bodily capacities and also machinic 

assemblages of bodies), becomes crucial in understanding contemporary networks of 

biopower; it compels a shift in political thinking, as well, from the bounded, identi-

tarian body to a process of intensifi cation of the perception of the body, its capacities 

and assemblages.2 One concrete way of thinking about this shift has to do with the 

social bodies constructed through the HIV/AIDS pandemic, a legacy inherited by any 

current discourse of queerness. We are compelled to understand how orifi ces become 

invested with fear, how a syringe can be criminalized, how continents become stitched 

together through sexualized and maternal bodies, and so on.

Third, “visibility” is aligned with a continuist notion of historical change: more 

and more gays on TV means that things are getting better and better; it was never like 

this in the bad conservative fi fties, and so forth. Now it is true that the historical ana-

lysis of cinema and television is no easy task, since the archive on which such study 

ought to be based is evanescent, fl eeting: even with TiVo and DVDs of television pro-

gramming, it is diffi cult to see more than a tiny fraction of television’s constant fl ow. 

But even that history of television we have been able to forge suggests that the con-

tinuist paradigm distorts a medium that is in constant and unpredictable fl ux, looping 

over itself in odd contortions. For one thing, gays and lesbians have been on television 

for an awfully long time. In the early 1950s, emigré philosopher Theodor Adorno 

wrote about butch shop clerks and “single” schoolteachers in the circulation of gay 

stereotypes in the comedy series, Our Miss Brooks.3 If the stereotypes were legible to 

viewers and to the admittedly keen eyes of Adorno, we might reasonably conclude 

that they must have been exposed to frequent images of queer lives, enough so that 

these images could congeal into the material for situation comedy (which generically 

depends upon such typing). And programming has emerged over the past sixty- odd 

years through enormously interesting styles: programming from television’s “golden 

age” runs the generic gamut but featured some remarkable social commentaries. A 

decade earlier than Adorno’s stereotypes the spate of social dramas produced in the 

American anthology format generated a realist aesthetic comparable only to some of 

the grittier drama produced now as cable originals or by the British outside of the 

BBC. These moments alert us to the uneven nature of programming that can foment 

social change and make viewers conscious of the contradictory nature of the television 

experience (at once the socialization of our previously “free” time and also the experi-

ence of content that can foster critical awareness). The more uncritically we embrace 

an idea of continual progress the more we accept the logic of market research and the 

promotion of “spending power” as a substitute for social power.

Visibility politics thus rely upon a binary logic of positive and negative; they elide 

the complexities of representation and crumble when faced with the limits of represen-

tation, and they fl atten history into the march of progress. If these three consequences 
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fail to convince us of the need for new models for queer media studies, digital tele-

vision will. Digital television has upended every known model for understanding 

audiences, advertising, market segmentation, and programming logic. But it is not 

necessary to embrace the mechanistic language of organizational structure, or to jet-

tison useful abstractions we have learned from textual analysis, or to abandon our 

experiences of watching television to understand this massive upheaval or its effects 

of which I will here mention two before defi ning digital television more carefully. One 

of the effects of current shifts in the television industry, for example, has to do with 

the contradictory role that the nation currently plays. On the one hand, the idea of 

national culture is at best a heuristic, the projection of a collectivity onto fragments 

and markets, and at worst an analytic distraction from the many media cultures – 

global and local, offi cial and unoffi cial – in which the industry and its audiences are 

organized. At the same time, the idea of national culture is in play daily in Congress, 

where the grid for digital television is daily revised, contested, and re- regulated. Simi-

larly, the notion that one can distinguish adequately between programming “content” 

and advertising needs a thorough overhaul and not just because that “content” is 

saturated with product placements or because our screen is loaded with graphic self-

 promotions and branding. (Watch any NFL broadcast and try to fi nd a surface, a 

cup, a wall, an inch of ground free of branded imprint.) It is that the processes of pro-

duction in certain market segments are now literally driven by corporate demand. 

In a return to the model of direct program sponsorship during the heyday of the 

anthology drama I mentioned earlier – such as Kraft Television Theater, or West-

inghouse Studio One – sponsors now shop for low- cost series at the pre- production 

stage in which to invest, counting on those series to garner enough of an audience 

share to generate a consistent profi t against higher- cost competitors. This new model 

and others sure to come, in turn, require different forms of understanding, different 

types of audience research in order to gauge expected return. Voracious in its quest 

for product to fi ll its ever- expanding grid, itself the product of compression technol-

ogies and virtually limitless satellite bandwidth, television is adapting its conceptions 

of spectatorship and its own forms of analysis at lightning speed. Scholars are playing 

catch up and soon will not be able to situate even the most nuanced and careful read-

ings of individual texts within the morphing horizon of the industry. What follows is 

a summary of the stakes of such understanding, focused on the industrial and policy 

valences of the term “diversity.”

Understanding Digital TV

A good source for understanding the complicated technical and political issues associ-

ated with the development of digital media is a report issued by the Clinton- appointed 

Advisory Committee on Public Internet Obligations of Digital Television Broadcast-

ers. This report, an e- version of which is linked to many academic and media policy 

websites (including www.benton.org), defi nes digital television and situates new tech-

nologies in the history of political debates about media in the United States. To situate 

The L Word or recent queer television programming within that broader discussion, 

we need a working defi nition of digital television. Digital television (DTV) is a new 
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technology, infrastructure, and format for television broadcasting that delivers supe-

rior picture and sound, expands the broadcast spectrum (and uses it more effi ciently), 

and creates opportunities for interaction with other applications. DTV has implica-

tions for programming, for the system of competition within the media industry, for 

advertising, and for the public, whose interest is ostensibly protected by governmental 

regulation by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

DTV is related to, but not identical with, high- defi nition television (or HDTV):

Digital television is a new technology for transmitting and receiving broadcast television 

signals. Using an additional 6 megahertz (MHz) of broadcast spectrum temporarily 

granted by Congress and the FCC for a period of no fewer than 9 years, broadcasters 

will be able to develop a diverse range of new digital television programming and serv-

ices while continuing to transmit conventional analog television programming on their 

existing allotments of spectrum, as required by the Telecommunications Act of 1996.4

Our current analog standard will, by February 2009, slowly be replaced by the digital 

standard, preferred for its “greater accuracy, versatility, effi ciency, and interoperabil-

ity with other electronic media.”5 Many operations will continue to broadcast in both 

standards while consumers will have to replace outmoded equipment, and ultimately 

broadcasters will sell off the bandwidth freed by the digital standard; this is where we 

are going to see religious programming. Unlike analog signals, digital signals generate 

no interference or “noise” and appear, within the spectrum, as a perfect signal. They 

also have the potential

to provide new kinds of video and data services, such as subscription television pro-

gramming, computer software distribution, data transmissions, teletext, interactive 

services, and audio signals, among others. Referred to as “ancillary and supplemen-

tary services” under the Telecommunications Act of 1996, these services include such 

potentially revenue-producing innovations as stock prices, sports scores, classifi ed 

advertising, paging services, “zoned” news reports, advertising targeted to specifi c tele-

vision sets, “time-shifted” video programming, and closed-circuit television services.6

With its widened spectrum and enhanced picture and sound quality, digital television 

provides opportunities for expanded television programming; witness the hundreds 

of television programs simultaneously available via pay television services such as 

cable and satellite delivery. Despite the greater quantity of programming, however, 

digital television depends upon the same basic technological model and infrastructure 

solidifi ed in the Communications Act of 1934. The cornerstone of current television 

regulation policy, even as it has been amended by the Telecommunications Act of 

1996, the Act of 1934 consolidated telecommunication regulation “in the public inter-

est, necessity and convenience.” Its fundamental gesture was to hand over the nation’s 

airwaves – its broadcast spectrum – to commercial operators in exchange for which 

those operators agreed to concessions on ownership regulation and content regula-

tion in the interest of invigorating public life and participatory democracy. Amateurs, 

independents, non- profi ts, and renegades have battled for a place in the American 

media landscape ever since. These Davids fi ght Goliaths like the Federal Com-

munications Commission (created through the 1934 Act) which, especially in its 
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Republican guises, has pursued scheme after scheme of deregulation, seeking to grant 

ever increasing power to corporate conglomerates with ever larger shares of major 

American broadcast markets. “Markets” are commercially- defi ned entities rather 

than geographical areas: there are 210 United States “Designated Market Areas” 

defi ned by Nielsen Media Research in which a given commercial broadcast signal 

reaches and attracts  viewers.

The L Word’s parent, Showtime, belongs to one such Goliath. Its parent company, 

Viacom, is a self- described “leading global media company” (Viacom Corporate Fact 

Sheet): its brands include Paramount Pictures, Paramount Home Entertainment, 

CBS Television, Paramount Television, the Viacom Television Stations Group, which 

operates 39 television stations and holds duopolies in major markets such as Boston 

and Philadelphia, UPN, MTV1, MTV2, Nickolodeon, BET, Nick at Nite, TV Land, 

NOGGIN, The N, VH1, Spike TV, CMT, Comedy Central, The Movie Channel, 

Flix, Sundance Channel, LOGO, Simon and Schuster, and Infi nity Broadcasting, 

which operates 185 radio stations that reach 76 million listeners daily. Viacom is part 

of a television industry that generated a mind- boggling $41.8 billion in advertising in 

2002, according to the US Bureau of the Census. Nearly 100 percent of homes in the 

United States have televisions, and increasing percentages of those homes (between 

an estimated 60 and 77 percent) subscribe to a form of pay  television.

A staggeringly large conglomerate such as Viacom is subject, then, to the regu-

latory framework for television enforced by the FCC, a framework that includes 

broadcast and cable ownership limits (or “caps”) set in order to ensure that no single 

cable company dominates the marketplace or monopolizes the channels made availa-

ble to subscribers. These caps function, then, both to ensure competition and to foster 

a diversity of content. While Viacom has contested in court some of the congressional 

limits on ownership, it remains subject to the local rule that specifi es that a company 

may own two stations in the same market as long as eight independent voices still exist 

and neither station ranks within the top four. At the same time, at the national level, 

Viacom’s broadcast stations may not reach in excess of 35 percent of the nationwide 

audience; its ownership of cable stations faces similar caps still to be determined in 

litigation.7

This regulatory framework is based upon a “public trustee” model for broadcast-

ers. Because the broadcast spectrum is limited, and because the spectrum is allocated 

by government decision to a fi nite number of broadcasters in an environment of 

increasing and acute competition, each broadcaster assumes some share of the public 

interest. The government may require a licensee “to share his frequency with others 

and to conduct himself as a proxy or fi duciary with obligations to present those views 

and voices which are representative of his community and which would otherwise, by 

necessity, be barred from the airwaves.”8 Public policies aimed at strengthening the 

fi duciary or trustee responsibilities of commercial broadcasters have included initia-

tives with the following aims:

•  to foster diversity of programming

•  to ensure candidate access to the airwaves

•  to provide diverse views on public issues

•  to encourage news and public affairs programming
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•  to promote localism (local news)

•  to develop quality programming for children

•  to sustain a separate realm of high-quality, noncommercial television programming

•  to promote access for the disabled (close- captioning).

The view policy makers have of “diversity” of programming or views has only the 

slightest relationship to the language of the academic humanities; the strengthen-

ing of fi duciary responsibility is largely to do with ensuring localism and access. To 

the extent that queer media scholars can intervene in this longstanding model of the 

public trustee, they can insist on funding for public (non- commercial) television and 

for children’s programming and advocate local news that responds to local concerns 

rather than simply promote queer visibility as an aspect of “diversity.”

Industrial analysis helps us to understand why Viacom’s plans to start a gay cable 

network, Outlet (changed subsequently to LOGO) might, on the one hand, be a boon 

for independent producers of LBGTQ media and for careful readings of new fi lms 

and series but it also, on the other hand, will cement these types of industrial produc-

tion arrangements that limit how queer media will move in corporate circuits. Tom 

Freston, the chairman and CEO of MTV and the man charged with developing the 

new gay network’s mission, describes it this way in an internal memo to his staff:

The name Outlet represents the overall mission of the new channel, which is to serve 

as the premiere media “outlet” for entertainment and information to the more than 

14 million gay and lesbian adults in the United States. Outlet will offer a variety of 

programming that represents the broad diversity of this community, including fi lms, 

documentaries, and popular series. Outlet will also feature original programming cre-

ated especially for the channel across all programming genres.

In press releases, Viacom compares the new network, launched in June of 2005 and 

funded with a combination of advertising and subscription revenues, to channels 

targeting other “niche” or “specialized” markets, words meant to describe the racial-

ized segmentation of BET and Telemundo. As much as one may want the ostensible 

freedom to watch unlimited re- runs of Queer as Folk, it seems likely that the pro-

gramming on offer will, like Dana (the tennis player) on The L- Word, demand the 

prior approval of Subaru. (In the interests of full disclosure and as a gesture against 

critical piety, let it be known that I am a Subaru owner.) “Authentic, smart, inclusive 

and open- minded,” LOGO’s programming is precisely the kind of savvy queer TV 

the new digital world will bring to us.

Why might a gay channel be profi table to Viacom? Cable requires lower ratings than 

network television for advertising revenues. While a prime time series (Ellen, Will and 
Grace) needs to sustain ratings of 9 or 10, cable programming, including The L Word,

can generate revenue with ratings below 1. Remember that a rating point is equivalent 

to a single percent of all television households, which means 1 percent of roughly 105.5 

million, or 1,055,000. Second, despite signifi cant academic evidence to the contrary, 

Viacom trusts market research that mistakenly claims that both the median income 

and the amount of disposable income are actually higher for gay couples’ households 

than they are for straight households. The gay market, what market researchers call 

gay “spending power,” is worth $450 billion, according to Viacom.
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A second point, then, in addition to adumbrating an outline of necessary indus-

trial analysis, is to suggest that queer studies needs rigorous economic analysis and 

intervention into audience research policy not to bolster corporate organization but 

to subject those forms of organization to critical scrutiny. The essays in the volume 

Homo Econonomics offer a starting point for a queer social science that explodes nor-

mative and positivist assumptions, and we need that work desperately in queer media 

studies, for it seems that we or our queer organizations have just abdicated.9 The 

Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation, or GLAAD, announced that they 

would, in fact, discontinue funding for academic study of gay issues in the media, 

opting instead to shift the focus of their Center for the Study of Media and Society 

to “commissioning market research and large- scale polling studies.” That is, instead 

of instigating and supporting studies of queer media in which we pursue critical 

questions, experimental answers and complex representations, GLAAD may seek 

to support commercial investments in queer media that promise class mobility and 

simplifi ed politics. Queer media studies needs to generate an economic analysis of 

stratifi cation that can redress the so- called “research” undertaken by market studies 

and polling groups who benefi t from overemphasizing the riches of the gay market. 

The move by GLAAD to discontinue funding of such research further imperils the 

production of accurate and dense understandings of discrimination and stratifi cation. 

It is in the interests of market researchers to paint a picture of white male subur-

banites with money to burn; it is in our interests to counter such a representation 

(whether on TV or in the press) with research for social justice. We need to press our 

institutions – public and academic – to generate knowledge against the insular logic of 

the market and to put our resources into public venues.

A third point, then, related to my brief mention of the fi ction of a single national 

culture, is that queer media studies require a global and comparative watchfulness. 

Viacom’s other deal of the spring of 2005 was with China: they announced a joint 

venture that will bring Viacom products (in this case the Nickelodeon programs Cat 
Dog and The Wild Thornberrys) to the largest television broadcaster in the world. 

China Central Television reaches 386 million households in China, a market into 

which Viacom plans to move increasingly, adding its brands incrementally to the 

Chinese broadcast grid. Like it or not, our queer representational future is tied to the 

peculiar collar of Cat Dog. Or The L Word.

The L Word as Televisual Allegory

As I write this, The L Word continues and its second season is recently available on 

DVD, although this section limits itself to the fi rst season. What “the L word” will 

have meant – as a text and as a puzzle suggested by the title – we will only be able to 

know retrospectively; but the gambit, of course, is that the “L word” is “lesbian” more 

than it is any of the l- words that appear in the series’ title sequence (love, lust, linger, 

looking, luxurious, literary, life, labyrinth, lips, letting to, liberal, laughter, lashes, 

lattes, lap, lingerie, lady, lure, Los Angeles). This serial turns the spotlight on the 

interwoven lives of a group of Los Angeles women, many of whom are lesbians, and 

it puts a West Hollywood spin on cherished tropes of lesbian culture, from the Dinah 
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Shore golf weekend to loving cats to coming out. If you haven’t seen it, here is the syn-

opsis, from Showtime’s own promotional  materials:

Jenny Schecter (Mia Kirshner) is a gifted young writer of fi ction who has just graduated 

from college and arrives in Los Angeles to begin her “adult life” with her boyfriend 

– soon to be fi ancé – Tim Haspel (Eric Mabius). Tim and Jenny reside in West Holly-

wood, next door to Bette Porter (Jennifer Beals) and her partner Tina Kennard (Laurel 

Holloman). Bette and Tina have been a couple for seven years and are trying to fi nd the 

perfect sperm donor to help them start a family as they struggle with their relation-

ship. Bette and Tina’s close network of friends includes Shane McCutcheon (Katherine 

Moennig), who is the resident heartthrob; Dana Fairbanks (Erin Daniels), a profes-

sional tennis player not yet out of the closet; bisexual journalist Alice Pieszecki (Leisha 

Hailey); and Bette’s half- sister Kit Porter (Pam Grier), who is a musician and a recov-

ering  alcoholic.

The series’ creator, Ilene Chaiken, is an “out” lesbian, committed to telling stories 

about lesbian lives, and she has enlisted, among others, lesbian director Rose Troche 

(whose fi rst feature fi lm, Go Fish, was a breakout success in 1994) and writer/actress 

Guinevere (“Guin”) Turner (who starred in Go Fish). Critical responses to The L 
Word concentrate upon the series’ appeal to women, its place in the history of recent 

gay and lesbian television, heir as it is both to Ellen and to Queer as Folk, and, most 

frequently, on the politics of representation I discussed in my opening section. Wish 

lists abound in the discourse of visibility and demands for representational inclu-

siveness. Literary scholar Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick enumerates her own list, one that 

happens to be close to mine:

No doubt, everyone will have a wish list. I would like to order up some characters with 

body hair, ungleaming teeth, subcutaneous fat, or shorter- than- chin- length haircuts. 

Oh, and maybe with some politics. I would like to see a lot more of Pam Grier. I hope – 

especially in a West Coast production – that the show’s sense of race will extend beyond 

black and white. I would like it if not every character came equipped with a handy 

sexual label like bisexual Alice or the self- proclaimed male lesbian Lisa.10

Sedgwick and others who have written thoughtfully about The L Word conclude that 

these representational demands actually pale in light of the series’ capaciousness and 

openness: it genuinely seems to embrace the richness of lesbian stories in a friendly, 

complex, and realist hug. Through the characters of Bette and Kit, racism and also 

questions of racial identity (if sketched in black and white) become central plotlines. 

Both actors, Jennifer Beals and especially Pam Grier, bring fascinating racialized 

and queer resonances to The L Word through their star personae: Beals in Flash-
dance (the 1983 musical in which Beals starred as a ballet- aspiring welder) and Grier 

in the string of 1970s “Blaxploitation” fi lms for which she is famous, from The Big 
Doll House (1971) – the defi nitive “women behind bars” action fi lm – to later fi lms 

like Black Mama, White Mama (1973) and Foxy Brown (1974). The sexy strength, 

gender non- conformity, forms of excess, and outrageousness inherent in these roles 

have translated into a queer following for each of these African American actors, a fol-

lowing the series exploits knowingly (by playing up the “women in prison” excess on 

the DVD compilation, for example).
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Questions of gender and sexual identity are also central plotlines, developed through 

a number of characters on The L Word. While much fan ink has been spilled over 

whether Shane’s odd haircut is suffi ciently butch, the series’ creative personnel seem 

devoted to exploring the fl uidity of gender, for example, through their introduction 

of the drag king character Ivan (Kelly Lynch), who seduces Kit toward the end of 

the fi rst season. A writer who contributed to a forum on Queer TV Style in the aca-

demic journal GLQ found that “improbable, electrifying seduction . . . the queerest 

moment on television that [he] had seen in a long while.”11 And while the emphasis on 

the drag king character may represent a knowing nod to expansive queer West Coast 

lives as well as to academic queer theory and the popularity of Judith Halberstam’s 

work on female masculinity,12 others of the series’ characters consistently confront 

questions of identity and sexual life in the major narrative arcs: Jenny, understood by 

many as an avatar for the straight viewer, struggles with what it means to be or have 

been straight but to fall for a woman; Alice struggles with what it means to be bisex-

ual in a friendship circle of lesbians (and to have a lesbian boyfriend, Lisa!); Dana 

struggles with coming out in the world of professional women’s sports, and so on. If 

these fairly commonplace elements of lesbian life seem unable to speak to the various 

subgroups and frequently marginalized peoples in the broader lesbian spectrum, it 

nonetheless seems churlish to scold the series’ creators for their earnest pursuit of the 

mainstream. Especially since many of The L Word’s fans avidly followed Los Angeles 

serial dramas such as Melrose Place, week after painful week!

In the opening section I described The L Word as a melodrama, which is both a 

genre and a worldview. It is characterized, of course, by moral polarities, an empha-

sis on sentiment, a calculus of suffering and victimization, a strong dependence upon 

non- verbal modes of expression (gesture, music, looks, costuming), and the coding of 

public antagonisms or confl icts into personal or individual terms, all of which are tied 

to the domestic sphere and to femininity. Peter Brooks, in his infl uential work, stresses 

melodrama’s links to the rise of the bourgeoisie and to a modern worldview, one which 

attaches importance to personal, emotional, and familial bonds above public net-

works or ties, developed and articulated within the realm of sentiment.13 If melodrama 

displaces public confl icts into the realm of the private sphere, it does not, however, rig-

orously separate them or see the domestic sphere as an escape from the public realm, 

as a “haven in a heartless world.”14 To the contrary, melodrama – like television – is 

adept at orchestrating the interpenetration of the public and private worlds, since 

the division between them is in fact a product, as are melodrama and TV, of capital-

ism’s industrial form and the civil society that emerges from it. Familial concerns and 

ideology, including the centrality of sex and sexual life, are entwined with issues of 

morality, religion, ethics, justice, and work. And melodrama folds political concerns 

such as censorship and homophobia into personal and psychological  narratives.

The L Word is a melodrama for a digital age. Its most overt sense of a network or 

set of ties among strangers comes in an early drawing Alice makes of the web that 

emerges from Shane’s sexual life. Plotting each of Shane’s conquests as a point, Alice 

draws lines of connection, a visual form of Six Degrees of Separation, to link them 

together. Locating the “public” in the tissue of connection resulting from affection-

ately mocked serial lesbian relationships, The L Word otherwise makes use of private 

spaces and intimate grammars in and through which to elaborate them. The Planet 
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café is the aptly- named center of the series’ universe, from which characters retreat 

to orbiting locales: the writers (both Alice and Jenny) to their laptops, Dana to her 

country club, Shane to her salon, Bette to the California Arts Center (CAC), and 

so on. Ultimately, of course, they go “home” to those warmly- lit bungalows whose 

shadows conceal the petty treasons, betrayals, seductions, and agonizing confl icts 

that drive the series onward. Even the treason that is coded mostly clearly in polit-

ical forms is a personal one: in an early episode, Shane’s ex, Lacey (Tammy Lynn 

Michaels), protests Shane’s neglect of her by making “anti- Shane” posters and fl iers 

(and even a chant) to warn other women about her duplicity. Activism here turns lit-

erally into a personal  vendetta.

What is interesting in The L Word, not to be bemoaned but explored, is how the 

characters’ movement between home and work, family and friends, invokes some of 

the material of lesbian life that has been central to lesbians’ political aims, only to 

defuse that material or transcode it into this loosely- defi ned sense of “connection” 

that is the series’ most apt fi gure. The series’ interest in art is one such site of the 

processing of political material, in which the series allegorizes its own position. In the 

GLQ forum on queer television, Nyong’o further notices how the arc involving Bette’s 

sensational art show for the CAC that is picketed by right- wing activists for featuring 

“homosexual pornography” references the famous controversies over Robert Map-

plethorpe’s photographs and the Brooklyn Museum’s Sensation exhibit, both central 

to gay activism around censorship and homophobia. In the L- Word episode that ini-

tiates the arc called “Longing,” however, the work of art in question (a video piece 

in which the artist, naked on her knees, has sex with a standing Jesus) divides its 

viewers into those who see it as sacrilege and those, like Bette, who fi nd in it aes-

thetic rapture. That dyad ultimately constructs Bette’s reception of the artwork as 

perverse; it further contributes to an indictment of pleasure, and it ultimately, “illus-

trates a cultural logic of victimology that is increasingly disquieting as the show’s 

season progresses.”15 Rather than using the political controversy to spark aware-

ness and instigate action, in other words, the episode contains an exploration of what 

“homosexual pornography” might involve in public antagonisms over art in order to 

emphasize the individual character’s suffering and  victimhood.

The series does, indeed, effect such a containment. But fans also seize on an 

element of this episode that may appear marginal. Bette’s ability to curate the show 

at the CAC results from brash, risk- taking steps she takes to foil a sexist, conserva-

tive museum administration. Penetrating the inner sanctum of art doyenne Peggy 

Peabody (Holland Taylor), Bette discovers that an old- girls network, and an old-

 dykes network more specifi cally, is the ticket to her own hotly- pursued success. The 

knowing dialogue, which results in an intimate solidarity between the two characters 

leveraged by Bette as professional advantage, is much- loved and therefore much-

 reproduced on fan  websites:

Peggy: I was a lesbian in 1974.

Bette: Just 1974?

Peggy: Just 1974. That was all I needed.

Bette: Well, you know, that is what we refer to as a “has- bian.”16
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Quite contrary to a “logic of victimology,” this dialogue emphasizes a kind of insider 

sisterly empowerment, a way of transcoding lesbian belonging into a form of connec-

tion that may seem politically vacuous but is ultimately enabling. Holland Taylor’s 

luminous presence enlists a secondary reading involving affect: a bond framed seduc-

tively as a critique. My own reading of the episode wants to see both in play at once: 

the episode does, as Nyong’o suggests, retreat from any detailed treatment of queer art 

in the public sphere, yet it stages its own sense of what queer art is in this exchange: a 

playful processing of identity politics (referenced through “1974” as the heyday of cul-

tural feminism) into a world in which lesbianism sits astride enormous wealth, A- list 

beauty and A- personality business acumen equally comfortably, all the while cajol-

ing its critics to lighten up. To return to Brooks, the social implications of the truth of 

this exchange, like the social implications of melodrama’s truths more generally, “may 

be variously revolutionary or conservative, [but] it is in all cases radically democratic, 

striving to make its representations clear and legible to everyone.”17

That legibility is important to the series’ success on television. The fans’ reading 

of the exchange is a window onto their investments in the series as elaborating ver-

sions of lesbian life that simply are not circulated elsewhere. What The L Word offers 

them is more signifi cant than their readable social implications, such that the offer-

ing alone has earned the series devoted followers. The most active fans have initiated 

their own critical commentary on The L Word, commissioning a series of articles 

by some prominent commentators on cinema and popular culture for a forthcoming 

book. A parody of the series called The D Word18 relocates the action to New York, 

“while keeping all the same dyke- a- licious ingredients: dyke drama, dyke love, and 

dyke angst, all wrapped up in the familiar soap opera format.”19 The book project and 

parody attest to the generative and productive elements of the series, even if they are 

not framed in explicitly political terms; insofar as the series invites these forms of 

response through its legibility, it may live on by earning ratings that generate profi ts 

for its parent.

The tennis- player character, Dana, provides a second example of how The L 
Word transcodes the contradictory features of commercial culture into a thematic 

arc: the question of corporate sponsorship. If the arc involving Bette draws a picture 

of lesbian history with roots in 1974, this arc, again emblematizing the position of 

The L Word itself, treats more recent elements in the development of queer culture 

involving the evisceration of public cultural institutions and the dependence of queer 

culture upon corporate support. Drawing upon sponsors from Subaru to Absolut, 

from Charles Schwab to Coors, the major cultural organs of the LBGTQ world, 

like their straight counterparts, have witnessed massive decreases in public support 

for the arts and culture. Turning to corporate substitutes means fusing subcultural 

and community imperatives with the profi t- driven methods and logics of their bene-

factors, with which the original organizations were frequently at odds. In the case 

of Dana’s character, this tension appears in the Manichean form of her evil, homo-

phobic agent who serves as a mouthpiece for corporate interests and as a censor of 

Dana’s emerging, and increasingly public, sexual identity. Secondary foils come in 

the form of Dana’s right- wing parents, to whom she comes out in midseason (episode 

8, “Listen Up”).

Dana’s character allows access to the world of professional women’s sports, long 
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held by both lesbians and homophobes to be a bastion of hidden lesbian sexuality. 

That world, in turn, opens onto the logic of commodifi cation of women athletes, 

whereby they are purged of lesbian (especially butch) signifi ers, their strength ren-

dered palatable to the public by feminizing and straightening their public images. As 

much, of course, could be said for The L Word, a refl exivity upon which the series 

comments in its relentless attention to Dana’s image as a vehicle for molding identity. 

Insofar as Dana represents authenticity, naïveté, a goofy earnestness, and an unques-

tioned private lesbian identity, her character perfectly embodies a core strength tested 

by homophobic commercial exploitation and parental, personalized homophobia. 

These two (the homophobia of the commercial sphere and familial homophobia) are 

explicitly linked by identifying the Fairbanks parents with the conservative geography 

of Orange County and local Republican  politics.

As with the long plotline involving Bette’s art show, the political impulses of the 

series’ treatment of Dana’s coming- out process are contradictory. Again appealing to 

insider language and knowledge, the series features a fi ctional advertisement in which 

Dana appears for the car manufacturer Subaru (a strong supporter of gay media 

linked to the gay VISA card, the Rainbow Card, for which lesbian superstar athlete 

Martina Navratilova is the celebrity spokesperson). The ad, in turn, appears in The 
Advocate, one of the major mainstream national glossy publications and a frequent 

ground for measuring normative gay culture. “Get out and stay out,” the advertise-

ment’s slogan, depends similarly upon knowing the code, a knowledge the series 

exploits for a laugh.

The setup in “Listen Up” is as follows: the group learns, upon the advertisement’s 

publication, that Dana has not come out to her parents. On the occasion of her moth-

er’s acceptance of an achievement award by her women’s group, Alice accompanies 

Dana to the festivities (both in hotel drag) so that Dana can prepare her parents for 

the ad by coming out to them in person. From the beginning, the episode explodes 

commonsense assumptions: the women’s group – a cherished emblem of the women’s 

liberation movement – is, in fact, the Orange County Republican Women’s Coalition. 

Generational tensions are also not static: Dana’s brother taunts her with the maga-

zine in hand, aware of her predicament, yet later he offers a joint to Alice and Dana on 

the roof of the hotel, where the younger crowd escapes the stiff reception. And when 

Dana is approached by a woman at the reception to sign the magazine for her son 

(appropriating the women’s lib slogan that was hijacked by the cigarette maker, Vir-

ginia Slims, “we’ve come a long way, baby”), Dana’s mother, Sharon, initially delights 

in Dana’s fame, only to ask, a few beats later, what the tag line, “Get out and stay out,” 

actually means.

Dana’s response captures perfectly the slide of commercial culture: “It’s for 

women who are like me . . . out . . . - doorsy . . .” Of course, her parents learn the 

truth from a weepy Dana a few moments later in the episode, but it is this capacity of 

the image not to be defi nitively tied to lesbian identity that The L Word fi nds enabling, 

indeed depends upon in order to stay alive. There is an underside, too, to the puta-

tively straight image. When Sharon confronts her daughter’s lesbianism, her response 

(to be quickly decoded by Shane) discloses her own secret: “We all have feelings for 

our girlfriends. It doesn’t mean you have to act on them.” A response familiar to gay 

and lesbian adolescents everywhere, Sharon’s line also reveals the series’ interest in 
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the open secret, the unspoken core, the foundational lie. It is not so much that this 

plotline takes something seen to be authentic in Dana, later twisted or exploited by 

her corporate sponsor, as that it invites its viewers to understand how an honest “out” 

identity can be forged through the exposure and publicity of corporate culture, too.

Is this plotline a defense of the series’ own commercial identity and investments? 

Of course. But it is also an exploration of the very real situation of much of lesbian 

and gay culture that is lodged in corporate giants, able to take bites at stereotypes and 

shibboleths while preserving, almost intact, the very system of anti- democratic, cor-

porately controlled media that frequently distorts our images and attempts to silence 

our political initiatives. What tools seem useful for analyzing this situation? One pos-

sibility is a juggling act I have tried to sketch in this essay’s form, where one can be 

aware of two realities at once, two registers on which we might speak of queer media. 

At the macro level, the level of media policy, what would be required is daily activism 

and awareness: encourage independent media, help them stay alive, support public 

cultures in the face of deregulation. At the micro level, the level of the analysis of a 

single series appearing at the moment on our television screens, what is required is a 

healthy sense of contradiction and an awareness that affect, gesture and silence speak 

more powerfully, at times, than political truths.

But digital television, with its expanded spectrum and hundreds of offerings, has 

already taught us, I want to argue, how to juggle multiple realities, divergent stories, 

and not just at the level of what is on television. At that level alone, queer television is 

not just The L Word. It’s the return of Martha Stewart, it’s Da Ali G Show, it’s (alas) 

Queer Eye for the Straight Guy, it’s Transgeneration (an eight- part documentary series 

on transgender- identifi ed college students on the Sundance Channel), it’s reruns of 

ER, and so on. It’s also the footage of queens in the French Quarter of New Orleans 

after Hurricane Katrina, barbeque tongs in hand, defi antly surviving, or protesters at 

the White House, surrounding Cindy Sheehan as she’s arrested. But to think about 

television as pedagogy is to think beyond programming, about the instructor as a 

transcoder, a site where the public and the private converge, where affect is traded as 

freely as images and where we learn to recognize that part of ourselves that does not 

correspond neatly with stories or images (much less correct ones), knowing just as 

well that we are thereby stitched in (even paying for) the moment in the service of cor-

porate interests and profi ts. Digital television teaches contradiction and disjunction: 

were our political lives defi ned entirely by our habits of watching two or three epi-

sodes of Law and Order nightly, we would worry. And knowing something about how 

the new world of television will be structured, we have the opportunity to intervene 

politically as citizens of a country that is shaping global media cultures. Media policy
might return to the tables of queer media studies, replacing readings that claim sub-

versive benefi ts without taking action, and it might return with a sense of urgency to 

study al Qaeda alongside Viacom. What the pedagogy of the visual might ultimately 

offer is a sense of political responsibility born from experiences other than recogni-

tion, born from analyses other than readings, born from commitments to something 

we cannot fully know or  anticipate.
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CHAPTER  TWENTY- TWO

Melos, Telos, and Me

Transpositions of Identity in the 
Rock Musical

James Tobias

It is as if in endlessly retracing the course of our disappointment, we might still keep 

open those junctures where a different outcome still seemed possible, one on which, 

say, Arnold won the contest, or Louise became Tulsa’s partner, or Rose, at the end of 

the “Turn,” took off a wig. Hence, too, like Boy Rose, we turn and go off, in the Star 

Mother’s train, to seek somewhere else, at some other show, the recognition that this 

one has almost but not quite given us. . . . [W]ho can say it will never turn up?

D. A. Miller, A Place for Us1

“I ain’t never goin’ back.”
Hedwig and the Angry Inch2

Telos and Melos or Origins of Love

On her way from being a sideshow act entertaining scandal- seekers and startling 

diners at an unappetizing “homestyle buffet” cum rock club in middle American 

Kansas City, to receiving star billing in a swank New York City nightspot where she 

delivers an anthemic “last waltz” to America’s cultural capital, the eponymous heroine 

of Hedwig and the Angry Inch (Mitchell, 2001) crosses territories both familiar to and 

untrammeled by fi lmic melodrama or musical biopic, rock musical or rockumentary. 

Public rancor and intimate division motivated in some imaginary holdover of Cold 

War superpower geopolitics; child abuse both sexual (by her father) and emotional 

(by her mother); surgical mutilation by a crank doctor; betrayal and abandonment 

at the hands of a fi rst love; lost homes and irretrievable origins; sex experienced as 

illicit, sad, angry, or failed relation of gendered, raced, and classed confl ict; delusions 

of star grandeur, tawdry tabloid fame, and celebrity stalking; stolen authorship and 

misbegotten millions at Hedwig’s expense; emotional and physical manipulation of 

her closest friends, her lover, and her agent, to the extent of holding her ex- patriot 

band mates hostage and threatening them with deportation; a terrible car crash; an 

apparently only imagined reconciliation with her “better half”; after all this, the long 

suffering, long suffered Hedwig disappears, stripped naked but for a small tattoo, into 

the dim light of an empty street.



Along the way, there is more than simply a series of melancholic episodes alternat-

ing with stage spectacle in the narrative of this wounded, troubled person. Hedwig
proceeds not by citing the narrative rules of melodrama or musical, but through mul-

tiple violations in both substance and form whereby those classical fi lm genres are 

fi ltered through post- classical formulae like rock opera and rockumentary to indicate 

in retrospect that the fates of those earlier genres have long been sealed. These later 

forms come undone too, presented neither in reverence to rock style as spectacular 

transgression (as the rock opera delivers in one way or another) nor in service to doc-

umenting the behind- the- scenes genius of the rock performer (the contract signed 

by the rockumentary). And as if Hedwig’s thorough plundering of pop music, fi lm 

style, and narrative form weren’t enough, the fi lm’s combinatoire of rock and drag as 

sex–gender perplexity, with its easy and constant deployment of marginal cinema and 

video musical forms and its encyclopedic proclivity for intertextual reference, also 

delights in the outright bastardization of classical texts (Plato’s Symposium) and sacri-

legious invocation of the Bible (apparently, both standard and Gnostic).

Musicality has held, for numerous critical and cultural accounts, a potentiality for, 

or a critique of, utopian and dystopian imagining.3 For Adorno, musicality says “we,” 

in spite of music’s specifi c conditioning in historical production.4 But Hedwig’s take 

on generic and gendered expression as extended musical detour might seem more a 

dystopian crash of Deleuzian virtuality into the ubiquitous mediatedness of a con-

temporary moment. The fi lm’s jagged, palimpsestic setting of Western philosophy, 

spirituality, and gender expression as a mediatic scrambling of past, present, and 

future modes suggests a lurching narrative engine outputting personhood as murder-

ous telos, a failing actualization offset only in an occasional, momentary kaleidoscopics 

of selfhood exploding as musical epiphenomenon. And when Hedwig disappears, 

so disappears, perhaps, our potential for identifying personhood as anything but a 

fragmented, contingent self- awareness, the blind spot of a mediatic supersystem engi-

neering “us” via an insistent program of melancholic immersion in false nostalgia 

alternating with a manic misdirection of spectatorial attention away from any secure 

ground where personhood might come to rest.

So just what is it about the fi lm that makes it so much fun? How can it be called 

“realistic,” as one Midwestern programmer of the fi lm justifi ed his presentation of 

Hedwig to high school students? And what is it about the fi lm that has inspired web 

pages far and wide, live re- performance in the cinemas of Los Angeles in the manner 

of The Rocky Horror Picture Show, and revivals of the original play? The short answer 

is that what matters in Hedwig’s story is melos, not telos. If the fi lm short- circuits the 

telos of personhood as a production of fi xed identity, as fetish or fi xation, then it is 

melos which provides a musical path through identity as fetish, though experience as 

programmed effect. The fi lm’s melos, before giving a path to each scene of musical 

self- imagining, also provides the vehicle to move along the narrative path, in order that 

we may pass along toward larger ends less easily discernible (of narrative, of histori-

cal determination). By melos I don’t mean, necessarily, the melodic shaping of acoustic 

material, or the properties of musical sequencing as opposed to those of unstructured 

noise. Instead, melos here unfolds narrative rhetorics in relation to a performative aes-

thetics. Hedwig’s ruse of melos is twofold: the fi lm takes drag as the face of affective 

mobility and pop music as the expression of an audience having been affected.
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In the fi rst case, Hedwig’s drag is not Butler’s melancholic heterosexual allegory.5

Drag here is the intimacy of a self becoming public, in differential recapitulation and 

repetition: the face of non- normative sex- gender appearing, having been once deferred 

in a reading of Stonewall as “gay liberation,” now working as a genderqueer trans-

 drag in 1990s festivals like Wigstock, and fi lms documenting Wigstock (Wigstock: The 
Movie, 1995), say, or revisiting San Francisco’s seminal Stonewall- era Cockettes (The 
Cockettes, 2002). Hedwig originates in New York’s early 1990s queer nightlife scene 

as Stonewall is reconceived no longer as the breakthrough moment of gay liberation’s 

visibility and viability, but as a tactical street battle fought by drag queens and kings, a 

motley milieu of gay, lesbian, and pre- Gender Identity Disorder(GID) trans- persons.

In the second case, rock for Hedwig, similarly, is not the singular event of an irrup-

tive historical moment, but rather is rock on radio, on record albums, or in fi lm and 

other visual media, and it is similarly reconceived. If rock in fi lm often signals a histori-

cal moment of cultural transformation, whether accurately or nostalgically, for Hedwig,

rock is the public face of an anterior cultural transformation (“the 1960s,” “sexual rev-

olution”) that believes itself to have been radical but in fact only achieves that radical 

profi le by renegotiating its premises. The story, then, is not quite that of rock reca-

pitulated as sexual liberation, but rather, of 1970s rock’s denial of its glam renovation 

sourced from the queer cultures it would quickly, loudly disavow. For this fi lm, rock’s 

image is that of Bowie’s glamour, but also of his commodifi ed  “bisexuality.”

Rock’s denial of its queer audiences is not the moment of cultural transformation 

rock history likes to retell, nor the musical speech of the rock star’s individual genius, 

but a cultural tendency within rock’s industrial integration (witness Elton John’s 

detour from 1970s glam pop into tragic heteronormativity and musical irrelevance by 

the mid- 1980s, balanced by his later comeback in the sphere of transmedia cultural 

production with Disney’s 1994 The Lion King, and culminating with his tastefully 

public “gay marriage” in December 2005; or the less spectacular cycles of closeting 

and outing of various other rock personae).6 Rock’s expressive denial of its histor-

ical queer expression, as Hedwig re- tells this story, has to be located in the powers 

not of production, but of reception; this denial is the audience’s “betrayal,” fi nally, of 

its own pre- recorded desires, of its potentiality, of itself. More precisely, this expres-

sive denial construed as a dynamic of reception indicates the distance between the 

identity of an audience formation and the identity of a social or cultural formation, 

with which audience identity must be confused or overlaid in order to assert, manage, 

and record the historical relevance of mass cultural musics. This same tendentious 

dynamic provides the narrative thematics of Todd Haynes’ Velvet Goldmine (1998), 

which attempts more romantically and less successfully than Hedwig to recover 1970s 

rock’s queer ear in the same millennial moment of rock- in- fi lm revisionism.

Drag and rock as accreted historical materials, then, are not, primarily, powers of, 

sources for, signs or symptoms of, expressive productivity. Synchronized in late 1990s 

rock cinema, drag and rock speak, as if a record playing backward, of the opposite: 

Velvet Goldmine or Hedwig narrate the audience having become both obstacle and 

vehicle to cultural legibility, a jamming frequency within reception against expression 

of and for the audience, a blocking and bridging which the audience is able neither 

to incorporate nor to disavow. In this sense, and in this study, reception does not 

mean interviewing audiences about what they remember liking or disliking in fi lm 
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or popular music, recovering personal letters as evidence for fi lm or recording cul-

tures, parsing journalistic sources written about fi lm or music, or combing imdb.com 

for ambiguities or antinomies of fan insight or authorial defense. In Hedwig, reception 

is the thematic of the fi lm, its narrative impulse, and the form of its conclusions. As 

many market researchers will admit, and as Hedwig presupposes, reception is simul-

taneously willed from within and forced from without.

So Hansel (Hedwig as a child) listens, head in the chamber of a gas oven, to rock on 

radio in the walled- off concentration camp of 1960s’ family life in an imaginary “East 

Berlin”;7 Hansel eagerly receives (orally/anally) fi rst love Luther’s “candy,” which he 

gags on and spits out; Hedwig performs live only to have her own alienated music 

sung by a bigger star, Tommy Gnosis, break into her act. In her next to last number, 

her musical self breaks down as if a scrambled radio broadcast had taken over her own 

channelized vocal production. Each of these key moments is a fi gure of reception. 

Reception forced: the culture industries’ dialectic of enlightenment; reception willed: 

the countering powers or praxes of listening as deferred, yet again immanent, speech. 

Reception, then, for my purposes here, is both the corporeal reception of biopolitics, 

and the immanent speech therein prepared.

Neither of these dual faces of reception can be directly accessible to contemporary 

techniques of reception studies; in fact, as I show below, Hedwig offers a meta- critics 

of the dynamics which compel those analytical techniques. And the fi lm asserts a 

larger point, as well. Receptions of will and of force are the dynamics of ascesis in mass 

mediation.8 These dual aspects of reception entail a problematics of narrative rhetor-

ics encoupled with performative aesthetics, animating the corporeal on both sides of a 

mediatic screen: specifi cally, queer praxes of audiovisual musicality presenting as lis-

tening and as vocalization. Modeling immanent speech in terms of reception, the fi lm 

suggests reception as an annunciatory dynamic.9 Within commodity culture, musical 

reception as modulation or resonance, in coming up against the reaction formation its 

own expression invites, is put on ice, so to speak. At the same time, against both its 

own partitioned history and its own false mediation, musical reception as a narrato-

logical resource can profi le a praxis of expression amidst and against cultural reaction: 

the commodity’s own frozenness points both to a hardening reaction in culture, and 

to meaning’s hibernation below the popular horizon as it helps prepare the coming 

thaw, the future. Taking this dynamic of mediatic contemporaneity as a problem of 

“closet epistemologies” tends to produce hermeneutic inadequacy, suggesting the 

absurd need to fi nd a “gay Socrates,” as Sedgwick points out.10 More broadly, “closet 

epistemologies” ultimately fail because these direct a critical desire to discover what 

would be something like slave narratives or female voicing where instead there are his-

torical expressions of sexed corporeality becoming emergent in divergent series and 

events. With the leading edge of sexed, gendered personhood being the screaming 

baby tossed out in the bathwater of the hyper- production of the musical self as mega-

 star (Elton on your walkman, Madonna on your MP3), culture’s hardening reaction 

formation stands alongside refi gured marginalization, but is also turned aside by his-

torical being undergoing continued transformation.

So, Hedwig draws on reception grounded not so much in memory or culture but 

rather as resounding affect of sexed expressivity placed between a cultural rock and 

mediatic ice. Presenting as rock revival, and as drag transfi gured, Hedwig stands 
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and gives a contradictory face to Adorno’s musical “we,” a “me” delivered from the 

morass between, on the one hand, political marginalization newly reconfi gured (after 

gay and lesbian identity is largely depathologized in 1974, Gender Identity Disor-

der is listed as a new pathology in 1980, with additional revisions in 1987 and 1994), 

and on the other, mediatic misrepresentations freshly charged after HIV/AIDS.11

Originating at roughly the moment of punk’s expanded production as grunge in the 

early 1990s, Hedwig’s refi guring of genre and gender as drag rock makes so much 

sense. Drag and rock are not “new” idioms, and are not arresting because of their 

ability to marshal productivist political or musical expression, but rather because they 

work through a contrary “paragrammatics” within received systems of sexed gender 

and musical genre.12 The work of affective transitioning is contrary but sensible. 

Working gender expression against narrative genre gives the fabrication of selfhood 

as a singing, dancing distortion. Contrary: a pseudo- autobiographical prosopopeia as 

“defacement” transposed to cinema by way of Carmen Miranda’s “walking alienation 

effect.”13 Sensible: impossible to fi x in or as representation, but so long overdue.

Surprised by the familiar sense of a scene which we nonetheless have not seen 

before, of course, the audience will want to sing along (and some do), when, in a 

key musical fl ashback, song lyrics appear on screen, the timing of their enunciation 

indicated by a bouncing wig. That number, exemplary in its contrarian sense of the 

powers of reception, is “Wig in a Box,” where Hedwig remembers, before ever singing 

in public, the future members of her band, whom she has not yet met at this point in 

the diegesis, joining her in her lonely trailer park home in a “surprise” appearance. 

Accordingly, “the making of the band,” “The Angry Inch,” is given as a nonsensical 

event in which the future formation of the band (otherwise without exposition in the 

narrative) and a past memory of abandonment are commingled in the act of “putting 

on the wig” while singing and listening to clearly pre- recorded music. 

Drag and rock are paragrammatically woven together in this scene which happens 

somewhere between melodrama and rock opera, but not within either. As the wig 

“comes down from the shelf,” Hedwig puts on her make- up and immerses herself 

in the music of the eight- track player or a funky phonograph, while from outside 

the trailer, in come the band members, handing her the musical implements of self-

 poesis. They too come complete with their own toy instruments, as if out of a box. 

Within the short space of the song we move from Hedwig’s singing about listening’s 

power to recoup the self’s non- performing investments in the work- a- day world (her 

life as supermarket cashier) to the lyric, “I ain’t never goin’ back,” whereupon the 

band blows down the side wall of the trailer home “box,” forming a rock stage, com-

plete with blazing footlights prepared to be stomped out, Johnny Cash- style. During 

this sequence, Hedwig morphs numerous times in sync with the lyrics, presenting 

as “Miss Beehive 1963,” where her two- foot tall wig recalls the phallic cosmetology 

of the singing lipstick from Fox’s 1943 Dolly Sisters; or, again, in a more televisual 

aspect, deploying the double fl ip folds of a 1970s Farrah Fawcett hairdo.

By the end of the number, Hedwig, backed by the band, presents as an all- white 

Tina Turner, and, shaking in controlled musical extasis, triumphs on the rock stage of 

her imagination. The song itself is also transfi gured by this point: the fi rst, tentative 

piano chords suggest the intro to Carole King’s “Natural Woman,” but the rousing 

conclusion suggests Turner’s “Proud Mary,” performed with all the retro- rock brio of 
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the fi nale of Bowie’s “Suffragette City,” though with the menacing descending minor 

chords of that tune substituted for with the rock boogie jubilation typical of a T- Rex 

stomper or Rocky Horror’s “Time Warp.”

The wig here, as Foucault observed of sodomy, is a “confused category.”14 As an 

emblem of a making up of the self, it is strongly feminizing; further, signaling self-

 presentation as artifi ce and as ascesis, the wig is both phallicizing and invaginating, 

depending on lyrical orientation. The topological surfaces and the rhetorical fi gures 

of sex and gender are not necessarily correctly or consistently mapped. Hedwig’s 

hairpiece is antidote to and capstone of Hedwig’s body as both wall and bridge: her 

neither/nor, both/and corporeality a transposition of sexed desire and gendered 

expression. Feminization in Hedwig is a transposition, keying gay male receptivity 

into post- op transgender contradiction.

Always in this fi lm, the careening narrative speaks as a monologistics of Hedwig’s 

paragrammatic voicing which, totalized at key moments in her transforming aspect, 

searching out, occupying, and destroying melancholic, neurotic, or otherwise unsus-

tainable subjectivities as occasions for staging impossible movements between generic 

and gendered identifi cations, returns mediated sociality as song. “Wig in a Box’s” 

set piece and performance fold into the time- warped narrative line of the fi lm both 

to motivate Hedwig’s own relentless move forward against the melancholy continu-

ally pulling her backward, and to let the audience in on the joke: warped narrative 

sung as speech reversed. So this sequence motivates us as an audience to sing along 

with the warping of mediatic expression, the deformed or scratched record of histor-

ical inscription, and gives us occasion to actively redress our own cinematic silence 

(and perhaps, our own reception of the programmed melancholia which Miller insists 

is a queer deferral written into the heteronormative Broadway musical script, as in 

the epigraph, above). This musical negotiation, capable of defl ecting both subjective 

stasis and historical incapacitation, is not altogether dissimilar, although it is very far 

advanced, from Flinn’s account of the utopian potentiality of nostalgic listening for 

Julie, the heroine struggling with contradictions of maternal affect in the classical 

Hollywood melodrama, Penny Serenade (1941).15

Flinn describes Julie’s musical negotiation of gender constraints as melancholic 

immer sion enduring for the length of that classical Hollywood melodrama. Penny 
Serenade is a long series of episodic fl ashbacks narrated to outdated pop; only at the 

conclusion does musical nostalgia produce agency, a change of course for Julie. In 

Hedwig, with “Wig in a Box,” a single musical episode both collapses and explodes 

the impossible movement from inside (abandonment, stasis, melancholia, nostalgia) 

to outside (publicity, action, vocality, expression), which typifi es the kaleidoscopic 

temporalities of this fi lm’s road trip. The “making of the band” in “Wig in a Box” 

not only recognizes its own form as cognate with contemporary media fabrication of 

musical commodities, but reveals its own artifi ce, lays bare its plan for an exit from 

the dialectics of media production super- positioned over and against audience recep-

tion, and recognizes its audience to affi rm our capacity to sing the recognition of our 

deferred historical presence.16

So Hedwig’s affectation of melancholic isolation or scandalous publicity  suggests 

only larger and smaller degrees of staging the two- fold ruse by way of which Hedwig 

can keep on talking. It’s the horrors of losing the microphone, of losing her musical 
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support, of having Yitzak sing, of letting manager Phyllis decide the agenda, of nemesis 

Tommy Gnosis ventriloquizing her music, which constitute the obstacles that the tra-

jectory of the fi lm must surmount. What, though, does the fi lm’s musicality affect, 

what does it feel? Neither the violations of history experienced as melancholy nor a 

liberated future projected on the identitarian models of the rights discourses of our 

historical past can entirely frame Hedwig’s back- assed forward movement toward some 

unknown destination.

Nor are the Biblical and classical references gratuitous. Rather, Hedwig explains 

her narrative aim early on by singing a properly etymological, anthropological, and 

metaphysical praxis of affective interrogation: “I want to know / the origins of love.” 

Later comes the antiphonic refrain. Over the end credits, and after the rock- operatic 

catharsis that reprises Zeus’ lightning bolt to banish Tommy Gnosis from Hedwig’s 

head, restores the Gnostic cross to Hansel’s (John Cameron Mitchell’s) forehead, 

and transforms that cross into a tattoo of a Janus- like diagram of one self receiving 

its other only to be again transformed, Mitchell’s voice sings: “I am / the origins of 

love.” The story told, Hedwig out of the picture, the audience reads the long list of 

contributors to the fi lm, the transposition from vertiginous desire to affective mobil-

ity complete.

Altman has famously described the transition between the fi lm musical’s image-

 centric diegetic reality, where oppositions are established in the narrative, and its 

music- centric fantasy episodes, where cause- and- effect relationality comes undone, 

as an “audio dissolve.”17 It’s on the basis of the transformation of reality into fantasy 

via the audio dissolve that the musical obtains its ability to reconcile ideological con-

fl icts, and so, structurally, a critical hermeneutics of the audio dissolve lead to the 

viewer’s (the critic’s) ability to grasp the syntactic and semantic categories whose con-

tents supply the conventions of the genre and whose transformations indicate the rise 

and the fall of the genre over historical time. Semantic contents become syntactic 

categories by virtue of becoming familiar; when the development of semantics into 

syntax is fi nally fl attened, it indicates that the historical relevance of the genre has 

played out, and that the generic conventions have fi nally consumed their own nar-

rative productivity. The music’s mythological capacity to express “marriage” (of the 

male and female leads, of the audience and the form) is depleted. The “interpretive 

community” of the genre, Altman suggests, has moved on.

In Hedwig, though, the transition between sequences grounded in the space-

 constrained image and sequences given over to musical temporality (which has to 

become “auditory” in order for Altman’s interpreter to recognize the musical’s syn-

tactic and semantic categories and transformations) becomes distended, repeats, 

carries what will turn out to be false nostalgia spectacularly entwined with futural 

movement. The fi lm as a whole obtains, as a macro- form, to an aesthetics of sensible 

(if not realistic) transition. And every single transition in the fi lm, whether moving 

back to East Berlin to introduce “Origins of Love” or to Junction City to fi nd the 

“Wig in a Box,” or moving forward to provide the “time is passing” modality of Hed-

wig’s and Tommy’s burgeoning success as a duo, is musically motivated by chordal 

strains and harmonic modulations borrowed from the musical material of “Origins of 

Love.” The transition, here, is not a category of meaning that is collapsed as an audi-

tory opportunity for interior character exposition or ideological reconciliation, but is 
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rather expanded to the task of complicating the systematics of genre formation with 

those of gendered audience formation.

So Hedwig’s micro- form (repeating kernels of nostalgic immersion and futural 

breakage) and its macro- form (the trip from desire to affective knowledge) don’t 

mutually resolve the syntaxes of genre or identifi cations of gender in a happy ending, 

but instead, transpose “love” from being a function of desire to being the capacity for 

expressing personhood. The musical “me” moves from wanting to know “the origins 

of love” to having become them. More, the fi lm’s meta- critics of transitioning also 

exemplifi es the blocking- and- bridging mobility instanced in Hedwig’s fi lmic body. 

Finally, since the fi lm isomorphically conducts that affective mobility both through 

its narrative center, that is, Hedwig’s body, and throughout its narrative course writ 

large, it presents a homoerotics of the transposition: a queer reception of transgender 

expression.

And if all of these spiraling transpositions make us dizzy, well, they should: for 

these are nothing but the sex- gendered dynamics programmed into Hitchcock’s 

Vertigo (1956) applied to a reverse formatting of audience participation as a reception 

of mediatic historicity, and visualized as rock music. These transpositions indicate 

the “secret” knowledges within hardened genre and gender formation, the displace-

ments of affect between audience formation and social formation, and so, the “gnosis” 

of media reception. Hedwig’s is neither the classical musical’s tripping toward Broad-

way triumph nor a cynical musical journey to America’s over- mediated heartland 

(as in Robert Altman’s Nashville, 1974). It’s an angry, loving bridge out of sexed and 

gendered hell, and its convoluted course follows because in crossing that bridge we 

are never afforded the immediate ability to look back. As Hedwig sings, inviting 

Tommy and her audience to follow her voice: “Remember Mrs Lot, when she turned 

around.”

Ultimately, as Phyllis, Hedwig’s manager, says, but not as she means, it is all about 

New York, the Oz where the original Hedwig stage show made it, and jumped from 

off- Broadway to the cinema screen. Hedwig’s New York City denouement, recapitu-

lated in the fi lm’s conclusion to be as surprising, and as predictable, as a reconciliation 

of Tommy’s studied rock distortion with ABBA’s calculated distraction, releases all 

those in thrall to move on – including Hedwig, her childish alter- ego Hansel, her 

nemesis, Tommy Gnosis, director/star John Cameron Mitchell, and the audience. 

Gnosis as musical affect is the expressive capacity both to create and to disappear, 

to account for an impassible history and to gift an indeterminate future. Reception’s 

gift is love granted as deferred knowledge of personhood; the work of affect, a poesis 

practiced as musical imagining, which wrests vocality back from listening’s distant, 

mediatic origins. Hedwig’s gift of gnosis is the intimate knowledge of a public self: 

queer, glam personhood, screened in public, at last. This publicity is not legible as a 

melancholic musical narrative projected from the chain of disavowals accruing from 

fi xing a self’s sexual orientation on the basis of gender, and fi xing gender on the basis 

of biological sex. Instead, Hedwig’s blocking and bridging affectivity, and her open-

 ended destination, diagram the contradictory sensibility shared between queer male 

receptivity and transgender personhood: feminization as transposition trumps any 

biological scaffolding of sexed, gendered desire.

But violences of mediation underwrite both the musical fi lm and the gendered 
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personhood sacrifi ced to love within this story. Hansel’s failed sex- change surgery 

develops from a plan to alter his identity with a “simple cut- and- paste” job on his 

mother’s passport; the lyrics and style of the shattering, penultimate song empha-

size identity mediated in cinema and the body as “collage, a montage.” Formally, 

techniques of collage and montage have, time and again, been subject to deadening 

appropriation, as David James notes. Speaking of rock theatrics in the music video 

promotional clip, James suggests that the music video appropriates avant- garde fi lm 

and video strategies but by way of producing a denial of the political project with 

which such avant- gardes traditionally have been aligned: socialist revolution. MTV 

clips borrow from the historical avant- gardes their non- standard angles, palettes, 

and textures; the representation of supposedly deviant youth subcultures and minor-

ity groups; and the parodying of commercial fi lm and television narratives. James 

observes that these stylistics, so claimed, tend strongly toward a sense of closure, 

against the open- ended techniques and parodic elements that they have appropri-

ated, and so deploy a lip- sync, for example, which helps to assert the presence of the 

performers’ voice: “the quasi- sexual center of pop’s power.” On the one hand, the 

multiplicity of musical strategies and the heterogeneous visual accoutrements of rock 

culture make up one half of rock’s identity, James argues; the other half is “its sim-

ilarly diverse and similarly totalized functions within the economic and ideological 

systems of capital.”18

Clarifying what is at stake for studies of commodity fi lmmaking and projects of 

popular music more political in their origins and intents, James suggests that tracking 

sound–image relations in various periods might generate the framework for a history 

of the rock and roll musical. Such a history would consider the various subcultures’ 

own attempts to produce themselves cinematically in the context of the assimilation 

of rock music, stars, and so on into the industrial cinema. The point is not to think 

of music- fi lm or music- video merely as the illustration of the music – which is inev-

itably routed via the record and so via the corporate form – but to investigate the 

degree to which the principles that produced the series of social and aesthetic projects 

mobilized as popular music were also manifested in fi lm and in the practice of fi lm-

making.19

Hedwig’s transpositionality, especially in terms of its transformation from a highly 

elaborated drag musical for the small stage of queer off- Broadway theater to fi lmic 

rock musical, does exactly the kind of work which James describes, but with a twist, 

and an added difference: Hedwig clarifi es contemporary possibilities for queer speech 

even as it presents a heretofore subvocalized queer history of rock, in a gesture of 

powerful distortion, as a music of spectacular visibility.

Charting, along with its erotics, an ethics of reception, Hedwig suggests a sig-

nifi cant difference attributable to queer aesthetic praxes, which can be seen now to 

surmount the distribution of commoditized affectivity, commoditized identity. 

Hedwig shifts the conceptual orientation of lip- sync as denial of audience to an affi rm-

ative accounting of the affective antagonisms of queer listening for identity in popular 

music. In doing so according to an ethos of reception as opposed to a principle of 

production, though, it gives a non-  or anti- representational fi guration of a social, 

aesthetic, and corporeal project that has tended to surface as contingent, arbitrary, 

sporadic, or fragmented. Hedwig, the fi lm, mediates its own theatrical rock perform-
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ance as potentiality to include, within the trajectory of the rock musical that never 

was, the practice of lip- sync and playback as a primary point of access for queer trans-

positions of the musical image. The fi lm plays with synchronization of image and 

voice across multiple forms and processes of rock mediation since part of what rock 

has mediated is gender expression itself. And crucially, Hedwig uses rock as an audio-

visual commodity form to speak a musical cinema tracing transpositions in gender 

which obtain in only confl icted versions of individual history inasmuch as the cor-

poreal mediation of gender expression produces individuals apart from their own 

totalized, commodifi ed, and insufferable past identities. The fi lm conclusively marks 

the ways that sexed, gendered personhood, through socio- political shifts in gender 

expression and normativity, is no longer necessarily defi ned against heteronormative 

sexuality. Deviance from heteronormativity or citational performativities of gender 

open onto transpositions between gay or lesbian politics and transgender politics.

This opening is not “new” but newly public. Throughout the compulsive  recycling 

of the mediatic bargain bin of throw- away audiovisuality, Hedwig’s “me” sings the 

audience’s deferred presentation of its own history of reception. This matter of 

reception certainly does not surface as art fi lm, avant- gardist or aesthetic experimen-

tation (the “modern”), nor does it offer itself as hypertextual resource immediately 

accessible for further elaboration or dissemination in commodity production (the 

“postmodern”). Any queer reception is only “powerful” to the extent that it has been 

historically undervalued, disappeared, forgotten, misdirected, or misappropriated in
reception, and yet continues to inform and transform in arenas of reception that go 

relatively uncharted. Cultural and subcultural production relate to each other in the 

same ratio of reception which divides audience formation from social formation. As 

Hedwig moves through this ratio to express the musical gnosis of media reception, it 

is as if the product of identitarian fi xity and continued marginalization were divided 

by an ongoing series of charmed parameters in the common denominator of mass 

media audiences, to effect a virtual communication between listening subjects con-

ventionally situated behind a mediatic version of Berlin’s lost wall. It is as if the US 

Armed Forces radio had, once upon a time, broadcast the message of rock as a call 

to transgender liberation. Feminization as transposition means that sexed- gendered-

 orientation becomes an ethical relation, not an identity, a deviation, or a citation. 

Gender becomes a conduct which re- produces personhood through both blocking 

and bridging queer bodies.

Hedwig’s “Origins of Love,” though, are not a Deleuzian refrain  deterritorializing 

telos in melos, but are a receiving both more nomadic and more grounded: Hedwig is the 

refrain of barred personhood transposed into spectacular corporeality by being vocal-

ized as a demythifi cation of sex- gender difference. Music’s deferred “we” becomes the 

impossible, but no longer deniable, articulation of “me.” Hedwig fabricates the origins 

of love, and forwards the dissemination of this gnosis as deferred historical know-

ledge (as rock musicals have tended to do); and yet at the same time, Hedwig actively 

indetermines love as futurity. The fi lm individuates massifi ed song all over again; fol-

lowing the bouncing wig to sing along, audience members discover the image of their 

voice (even if we don’t actually vocalize sound) before the screen, as if recovering from 

amnesia. From “we,” in spite of the narrative cinema, to “me,” wrought in narra-

tive design potentially as participatory as it is spectacular, as capable of immersing 
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its  audience in the mass mediatics of the spectacular as it is of recognizing the audi-

ence and its history, Hedwig’s narrative entertains a transposition: a transformation in 

knowledges otherwise inaccessible, being, as they have been, frozen out.

Transpositions: Ethics and Erotics

If Hedwig’s musical transposition of the corporeal and the mediatic does supply a 

meta- critics of reception, what would the implications of this meta- critics of recep-

tion be, if, as I’m arguing, the fi lm is resolutely ungraspable within media studies’ 

various productivist frameworks, whether materialist, psychoanalytic, formal, or cul-

tural? Considering Kuhn’s 2002 reception study of British cinema- goers of the 1930s 

and 1940s is illuminating. With regards to methodology and content, Kuhn’s study is 

synthetic: materialist, feminist, and often confi rming psychoanalytic concerns, but 

when not, generally drawing productively on cultural studies accounts of audience 

tactics (or fan culture). Filmgoers are identifi ed as heterosexual and as either male 

or female.20 Gendered sex means heterosexual identifi cations and courtship rituals; 

genres are remarkably differentiable (“horror” opposed to “musical”) even when sub-

jects habitually attended and understood fi lms belonging to different generic types 

(fi lm genre as industrial and demographic designation, not a hermeneutics of recep-

tion). Contradictions appear as heterosexual, national, and class difference (although 

a small number of Jewish fi lm- goers are mentioned as subjects as well – the study 

attends to “ethnicity”).

Viewer accounts of mediatic memory are vocalized, Kuhn tell us, in four enun-

ciative modes: impersonal; past/present; repetitive; anecdotal. First, impersonal 

accounts stress Fred Astaire’s dancing as professional, for example. This mode allows 

viewer knowledge a “sociological” status: the Astaire musical is “impressive,” “beau-

tifully executed,” an exemplar of an American fi lm industry “thumping out these 

wonderful, spectacular fi lms that they did do, that, em, the people were living at the 

same time under the shadow of the cloud of war.”21 Was military activity both shadow 

and cloud? Or is there more going on than Kuhn can draw from the subjects whom 

she has chosen and the methodology channelizing their speech?

Next, past/present comparisons indicate the importance of cinema memory as cul-

tural memory; viewers remember musical fi lms as being so much more spectacular, 

but see that contemporary musicals no longer “put the money on the screen.” Third, 

repetitive enunciation indicates collective as well as habitual audience response: 

“we all used to sit there and sigh”; or men might gather in the rear of the cinema to 

watch couples make out in the courting row farthest back or in the balcony. This talk 

refers to narrative/spectatorial effects, cinema as cultural memory, and fi lm spaces. 

Kuhn suggests that psychoanalytic readings in a limited way confi rm the pleasure 

of spectatorial effects, such as scopophilia. The “psychical confi guration of fetish-

ism, which includes disavowal (simultaneous hanging onto and renouncing the belief 

that the woman has a penis) is what fuels the fetishist’s perpetual fascination with 

what lies under the woman’s skirt.”22 Scopophilia applies both to Blue Angel’s “crotch 

shots” of Dietrich and to the tunnel of dancers’ legs through which Busby Berkeley’s 

musical camera enjoyed traveling, the “semantic unit par excellence” of the American 
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fi lm musical.23 Finally, anecdotal accounts narrate particular events: “on a particular 

movie- going occasion, this event happened.” Here, the holder of the narrative places 

himself as a protagonist of a particular memory of cinema- going: being thrilled to 

have been with a particular (heterosexual) date, for example.

Memories of the Astaire/Rogers musicals emphasize the third mode of memory 

discourse, in which “repetitive- effects” types of stories are recalled, Kuhn notes. 

Kuhn suggests that the Astaire/Rogers fi lms were remembered not simply as fi lms, 

but in relation to her respondent’s remembered experience of the dance hall as well. 

The musical cinema suggested an idealized version of the kinds of movements one 

might have wished to make in the dance hall; in this way, Kuhn supposes the cinema 

to have provided a Foucauldean “heterotopia”:

In [the Astaire fi lms’] elegant and apparently seamless combination of kinesis and het-

erotopia lies the ultimate dance fantasy: the everyday, the local, the rooted, and the 

communal – for the adolescent of the 1930s, the crowds in the dance hall – all fade from 

consciousness as, along with the dancers on the screen, you are carried into the space of 

imagination where you are utterly graceful and where the dance of courtship proceeds, 

with never a false step, towards its climax. The sensation imbues your body, and carries 

you out of your local picture house onto the familiar streets of your neighborhood, and 

you are moved to dance along the pavement all the way home.24

As Kuhn explains in her introduction, she sees cinema memory as cultural memory, 

the past “remembered as a landscape across which cinemas are dotted like beacons in 

the night, and where all journeys begin and end at home.”25

How does Hedwig map heterotopia (and remembering that Foucault seems to have 

had the bathhouse in mind when he coined the term, as Halperin suggests)?26 Hedwig 

“remembers” temporal improbability, not a super- coherent spatial fantasy as kinesthe-

sis guiding subjects from a liminal space toward the domestic sphere. In regards to 

the sociological register of “memory,” where viewers remember the “professionalism” 

of American cinema, Hedwig has another point of view of the American media: at 

the cafeteria/rock club, as the band hungrily helps themselves to all the trimmings, 

Hedwig fl ashes a slide of a tabloid headline wherein she accuses Tommy Gnosis of 

stealing her songs, and explains that it took this “hit- piece” to make audiences take 

notice of her authorship. But, as she snarls at two apparently closeted gay male diners 

who defensively huddle down into their plates, “now you’re interested, ha?” Hedwig 

goes on, preparing a transition to the imaginary East Berlin that will present her own 

“past/present” discursus as “Origins of Love.” Hedwig remembers this musical 

version of her abusive hetero- childhood in the form of an excremental diary scrawled 

on toilet paper, which is charmingly animated in the fi lm as visual music. We might 

see the temporal improbability of Hedwig’s memory as a consequence of the violences 

of reception, of getting access to, even inadequately recorded or prohibitively ordered 

sexed, gendered inscriptions of histories, large or small; Kuhn’s own careful study, 

which brilliantly, resiliently heterosexualizes the mapping of “cinema memory” to 

“cultural memory,” is evidence enough of that even now.

In a subsequent cafeteria appearance in Miami Beach, after a sudden jump forward 

from East Berlin, Hedwig stages her answer to the “repetition effect” of scopophilia. 

She has just recounted how, as Hansel, she fell for American soldier Luther and his 
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Gummy Bears, the candy a “rainbow colored carnage” which she gagged on and spit 

out. Now, in this number, “Sugar Daddy,” Hedwig takes on the uniform from waist 

up, presenting in a shimmery grey “military” blouse and necktie, hair tightly coiffed: 

a wacked WAC. Earlier in the fi lm, the “uniform” appeal of American masculinity 

was suggested in Luther’s seductive Black vocality, the rhetorics of fairness and equal-

ity transposed as interracial man- boy love. Now, Hedwig’s costume expresses instead 

the rupturing conditionality which the desiring dream of sexual equality imagined 

as “uniformity” covers over. Singing in up- tempo country mode, but high stepping 

in sensible sneakers rather than cowgirl boots, from one table of (Jewish?) retirees 

to the next, she swings a cowgirl skirt over one elderly man’s head and, rhythmically 

swishing the skirt’s fringe, announces triumphantly as she obscures the bespectacled 

customer in a scopophilic excess that is obscured to us: “It’s a car wash, ladies and 

gentlemen!”

If Busby Berkeley’s crotch shot is the semantic unit par excellence of the show musical, 

Hedwig’s body replaces that scopophilic grammar with her own rhythmic mood swing-

ing: her tour of cafeteria performances is a musical series of present moments, each a 

cathexis of improbable past and indeterminable future. Later, after Hedwig’s music 

teaches Tommy love as musical poesis, she demands he fulfi ll his part of the bargain, 

demanding he partake of the scopophilic pleasure which would recognize her as 

love’s transformative potentiator, not as desire’s operational object: “Love the front of 

me!” Telling this memory of her demand might count as an “anecdotal” instance (in 

Kuhn’s terminology), something that happened one day listening to a neighbor sing 

out of a nearby trailer window (Parton’s “I Will Always Love You,” a song heard in 

numerous fi lms over the years, with Whitney Houston’s anthemic version so famously 

attached to The Bodyguard, but here, sung loudly, for three days, “on a loop”). This 

anecdote about love only partially achieved and shortly denied turns out to have 

supreme importance. It sent Hedwig, we now know, on her “American tour”: Tommy 

fl ees, having felt in his hand but never faced with his eyes the surgical remainder that 

is less than a penis but is more than a clitoris.

In Kuhn’s view, scopophilia in cinema is recalled according to a de Certeauvian 

rationale: it marks the ways that people “make do,” and so “get by,” on the way to 

inscribing cinema memory as cultural memory. But while Hedwig’s musical “angry 

inch,” like the cinema for Kuhn’s subjects, is all she has “to work with,” this combi-

nation of lack and excess cannot be framed for recognition, authorship of self, or love, 

to say nothing of some untroubled recollection accessible to cultural memory. The 

problematics of her angry inching toward New York, though, replacing the semantics 

of the musical with a transposition of genre against gender as she goes, is spectac-

ular. In these spectacular moments of unpassability becoming impossibly bridged 

Hedwig puts its own “money on the screen.” Heterotopic kinesthesia here is neither 

remembered, nor acted out on a walk home. Hedwig’s “heterotopia” is that of the 

rock listener seeing musical cinema in disjunctive transposition, and of seeing oneself 

sing along. “Ain’t too much of a difference, between a bridge and a wall,” she sings at 

one point. And her mediatic kinesthesia, blocking and bridging, is a complex gesture 

leading not homeward, but from a back alley, through the repetitive memory work of 

late night gatherings, and back to the queer street.

Hedwig’s disappearance from the musical stage at the fi lm’s close indicates that 
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her impossible negotiation of “star- status” as a thrice- complicated confl ict of author-

 status, sex- gender expression, and historical becoming remains unfi xed: anti- telic. 

The pleasures of song, of distortion, and of musical visuality suggest not so much mel-

odramatic nostalgia investing a search for personal origins only fi nally to be denied, 

but rather, as the fi lm narrates the displacement of one frustration by another, that it is 

the pleasure of vocalizing a trajectory through these frustrations which matters more 

than the narrative projection of melodramatic setting as fantasy. Hedwig replaces uni-

versalist critique with transpositional ethics, playing back, as musical narrative, the 

melodrama of origins in relation to an unlikely assertion of “having been,” that is, of 

having been “there,” of having been “original,” and of having been appropriated. This 

musical assertion plays against the ultimate telos of identity fi xed in cinema memory 

as Kuhn describes it, or in media memory more generally: that of audience reception 

of generic expectations.

What kinds of expectations might we hold? In the fi lm melodrama, you are not 

supposed to know what you know; you are the subject who is supposed to know igno-

rance. You can’t know that which you nonetheless must suspect and so hope against: 

the end of the crisis of origins. In the fi lm musical, song and dance narrate conti-

nuity as surprise, the suspension of cause- and- effect; you are supposed to hear as 

if you have never heard before, and to see as if you were doing nothing by hearing 

in this way. In the rock show, you may sing along, but you sing “like you have never 

sung before,” because while the beat will undoubtedly go on (on the CD, at the next 

concert in the next city or town), you will never be “here,” at this event, again. With 

music television generally and the music video specifi cally, you may weigh in with 

your interpretive or gestural literacy of the music involved, but only by way of ren-

dering your musical response as lifestyle, youth cultural, or subcultural identifi cation 

before, during, or after playback, so your gesture is deferred in favor of the artist’s 

originality, as undeniable as it is commodifi ed – until a certain obviousness of repeti-

tion in production (“lack” of a presumptive cultural relevance; warmed over aesthetic 

craft; accidental exposure of lip- sync, playback, or music generation technologies, on 

the one hand, or their overuse, on the other) works against affective engagement by 

destroying the illusion that the music, its history, and its performance somehow arise 

with your momentary engagement.

In Hedwig, by contrast, and by virtue of its assertion of presentational artifi ciality, 

failed conventionality, and pseudo- folk historicization, you are supposed to know that 

the loss of historical presence is both insufferable and superable. By virtue of your 

presence as audience to Hedwig’s wiggy impersonation of queer history as a process 

of mediatic reception, you are expected to sing along. As I have described above, at 

one point, you are given the words to her signature song – as if you only needed to be 

reminded of it. With the lyrics on screen, you can be surprised by your own, possibly 

collective, voice. What is designed to surprise here surpasses gender conventionality, 

the various generic syntaxes and semantics of music in fi lm, and the gestural con-

ventions of rock’s audience response, how-  and wherever it is mediated (in concert 

or as recording). Hedwig’s surprise is history’s mediation of sexed, gendered recep-

tion as musical stylization which elicits inter- articulated, popular queer knowledges 

working both within and in excess of capital’s variegated production of “structures of 

feeling.”27
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What surprises, though, is the historicity of and for affective expression as such, in 

the face of a commodifi ed and propertized self: sex- gender, rock, cinema, song. This 

surprise is, fi nally, the historicity of the audience’s surpassing its own unremembered 

song and yet having access to that song’s technique. This musical stylization of histo-

ry’s mediation as audience knowledge is what engages, what surprises, what opens up 

– like an unexpected, forgotten, or unwanted gift: a “wig in a box,” as it were. Singing 

the song, it is as though, all along, we have had access to the very histories of mediatic 

recognition which Miller has traced as suspended expectation (as in the epigraph at 

the beginning of this chapter).

Hedwig’s ethical solicitation of the affective capacities which audience reception 

possesses for troubling sex- gender expectations indicates a queer aesthetics, queer 

style. In traversing each situation, depicted as transition from feminized gay youth 

to less- and- more than male- to- female transgender, Hedwig’s receptive masculin-

ity courts and counters an aggressively improbable phallic femininity to constitute 

musical allure, an openly brazen invitation.28 But it’s not only Hedwig’s fi lmic body 

which solicits this complex ethical encounter for receptive masculinity. So do an 

array of other aspects of the narrative. Frequently, Mitchell- as- Hedwig’s aggressively 

voiced masculine femininity speaks to, and of, receptive masculinity, while har-

monizing with Schorr’s visibly masculine presentation of backing vocals which are 

acoustically keyed to a higher, “feminine” vocal register. Throughout the narrative, 

forward motion comes as such antiphonies dissolve the phobic trauma of reception for 

a gay male body. These forward motions suggest the complex fruitfulness of ethical 

negotiations between “gay” and “trans” presentations of queer sex- gender. At stake 

here is how queer time passes.

Hedwig’s songs project a fi ctive past for a contingent present, leading to sudden, 

unexpected futures, which may recapitulate stasis, or, and often at the same time, 

indicate the unexpected spin of the future having transformed the ground on which 

she stands. If queer subjectivity and queer corporeality are radically contingent, this 

contingency comes via variegated historical identifi cations in which any present 

movement takes shape in simultaneously retroactive (historicizing) and potential 

(futural) modalities.

There’s a curious historical spiral blooming here. Generally, from the perspective 

of disciplining heteronormative sex and gender within an economy of the “secret,” 

the transsexual can appear to be the new homosexual. A number of sources suggest 

that male femininities, evidenced in cross- dressing, the sexual behavior of the “fairy,” 

or male homosexual subjects testifying to the desire for female body, can be located 

in relation to the “instincts” of sexual subjects identifi ed, after the mid- nineteenth 

century, as “homosexual.”29 Cross- gender desire for either sexual or gender expres-

sion (say, the receptive male) once was parsed as symptom of homosexuality; 

analytics of “inversion” collapsed, by virtue of a double negativity embedded in that 

term, “inverted” sexual orientation and “inverted” gender expression: “homosexual” 

and “transsexual.” Recently, however, discursive revisions of same- sex activities have 

meant that desires once identifi ed as pathologically “homosexual” are no longer neces-

sarily considered as such. Now, rather than the transvestite being identifi ed under the 

rubric of (homosexual) inversion, the ground of feminist, gay and lesbian, and ethnic 

and racial interventions in the medical, legal, and religious spheres mean that the trans-
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sexual or transgender individual passes out of the realm of “inverted” sexual expression 

to occupy the more recently clarifi ed ground of the trans- person. The transsexual now 

“comes out” as transgender.30 More recently, this reconfi gured dynamic of “uncloset-

ing” plays out clearly in the 2005 Sundance Channel broadcast of Transgeneration.31

Hedwig suggests – against the disciplining of sex- gender expressivity as cumu-

lative deviancy in relation to class, race and ethnicity, and biological gender – that 

dominant constructions of sex- gender deviance necessarily give way to understand-

ings of plural sex- gender identifi cations negotiated in terms of one another, and that 

now, these negotiations are no longer relegated to an overdetermined negativity which 

would become oppositional as some generic deviance. That is, the contemporary 

counter- articulation of sex and gender as open resistance to the determination of sex-

 gender “secrecy” (constraints which the family home, the school, the workplace, the 

military, or the media- saturated public stage of celebrity, to mention those most rele-

vant here, have historically hosted) indicates that the discursive resources of “coming 

out” have become broadly available to persons choosing gender reassignment surgery. 

The “out” gay or lesbian, within the dynamic of dysfunctional logics of sexed and 

gendered “closeting,” is the “old” transgender.32 In other words, in our histories of 

sexuality, the future of sex has happened again, and this future is the elaboration of 

gender identities transitioning against the backdrop of increasingly “normalized” gay 

and lesbian sexualities determined more in relation to visibility (for example, legal 

permissions or proscriptions of kinship as “gay marriage”), and less to dynamics of 

closeting, deviation, or transgression (the fall 2006 Mark Foley and Ted Haggard 

scandals provide measured evidence of the more retrograde aspects of these long his-

torical transformations, as each of these men became “scandalously public” on the 

basis of the conservative positions contradicted in their sexual exposure, rather than 

solely on the exposure of evidence of their sexuality itself). 

Specifi cally in regards to recently transformed logics of sexed and gendered audio-

visuality, what Hedwig does with the “new” fi lm musical is radically different from 

various other recent exemplars which collectively exhibit so much interest in the 

powers of musical reception. Dancer in the Dark (2000) deconstructs the audience 

reception of the Hollywood “show musical” by transposing it against a dystopian 

version of the “fairy tale musical.” Dancer’s Selma was entranced to come to America 

by the movie musical but dies because she will not obey the logics of justice and of 

care which are actually lived here. Dancer demands reception of an altogether differ-

ent fi lm than the one it seems to present, a fi lm whose resolution would have a musical 

fi nale which, as Dancer’s fi nal provocation to its audience makes clear, we cannot now 

actually hear: the sound of an American anti- death penalty show musical that is rep-

resentationally accurate. Danish director von Trier’s point is clear: for Americans, 

his deconstruction of the show musical is to be received as the antithesis of an escap-

ist “folk musical.” Moulin Rouge (2001) challenges its audience to recognize the songs 

it receives from pop music history – though you can only sing along if you recog-

nize the remix, and happen to know the words! Chicago (2002) passes the reception 

of the fi lm musical through a post- feminist lens, and appeals von Trier’s judgment of 

American musical cinema ideology (“guilty!”) by having its singing, dancing murder-

esses escape state death to join forces on an all- female, happily scopophilic stage (“not 

guilty!”).
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Hedwig’s troubling of sex and gender logics turns any genre revisionism, or any 

epistemology of the closet for that matter, inside out – much as male- to- female gender 

reassignment surgery turns the penis outside in – by articulating the unfi nished-

ness of transgender identity as a new route “to the street” for gay male expressivity. 

In Hedwig, this troubling is never refl ected as believable interiority. Instead, in the 

drag styles of the contingent stages improvised in queer watering holes or nightclubs 

like the ones where Hedwig was inspired, Hedwig mediates experience, from (fi ctive) 

intimate memories to (fi ctive) public appearance, as a historical problematic of sex 

localized in the individual body, and gender located in public, framing the queer 

ethics and aesthetics of personhood as a renewed mediation of corporeal geopolitics, 

circulating somewhere between diaspora and cosmopolitanism.33 What is crucial is 

that Hedwig’s damning of denial (in rock, in fi lm, and in fi lm genre and reception 

studies!) takes high camp and low rock to claim a decidedly middlebrow acceptance 

of sex- gender transpositions. Hedwig challenges its audiences to deny three deviations 

from any naturalized orders of generic identity in relation to genre.

First, Hedwig differentiates queer musical cinema from the revised fi lm musical 

precisely by applying generic identifi cations originating in other cinematic forms than 

the musical: specifi cally, rock theatrics, of course, and album covers, but also visual 

music animation, and the melodrama. In other words, where the fi lm musical tends 

to use music to suspend cause and effect narration, Hedwig works through variegated 

sound–image stylistics to narrate not impossible origins but undetermined futurity. 

Hedwig transforms the ideologically suspect suspension of cause and effect in the 

fi lm musical, escapist precisely in terms of the generic limitations through which it 

operates. Personhood is not depicted in terms of a determination of biological or nat-

uralized sex sustained through generic (and recently, mostly dystopian) variations on 

the theme of boy- meets- girl. Instead, it’s fi gured in terms of the instabilities of pop 

music and cinema mediating gender expression and audience expressivity.

Re- ordering telos and melos to construct an other “me” means that the  mediation 

of gender expression doesn’t operate within the formal boundaries of narrative form, 

but (somewhat more like the way rock opera works in a proscriptive allegorical mode, 

although without the additional props and pointers Hedwig packs in) critically points to 

the cultural limits conditioning sex- gender expression and through which conditions 

queer expression struggles.34 For example, Hedwig plays a trailer- trash non- conformant 

gender identity sung as country music in relation to the histories of anti- Black and 

anti- Semitic violence in order to both suggest and problematize affi liations between 

homophobic, classist, sexist, and racist violence – violences which are at least partially 

perpetrated through the very commodities of mediatic identity that invite queer lis-

tening. In this way, the larger problematic of gender mediation is centered between, 

and received through, other analytics. These receptions do not necessarily appropri-

ate Black kinesics or feminist politicizations of the personal to produce false or faulty 

representations, but rather suggest transpositions of the effi cacies of those gestures, 

expressed diagrammatically in processes of mass cultural reception.

Second, Hedwig marks another transposition, one tangling with the ongoing project 

of representing gay and lesbian histories. While belonging to a historically specifi c 

moment and while replaying historical antagonisms between less well defi ned queer 

audiences and their identifi cations with media commodities, in deploying moments 
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of identifi cation with musical mediation and turning them against established align-

ments of sex, gender, and gender expression, the fi lm refuses to render its own 

moment in terms of established positions for gay and lesbian identities. Hedwig also 

turns productivities of media reception grounded in musical affect to a diagrammatic, 

nonrepresentational negotiation of gay and queer identity, more precisely, of the drag 

queen and the drag king – a negotiation that would have been impossible in these 

terms at an earlier historical moment. In Hedwig, gay masculinity becomes mobile 

in terms of a divorce from its own commodifi ed agency; a queer male body is born 

thanks to an ethics and an erotics shared with transgender politics, received in audible 

and visible confl icts of genre and gender expression.

Finally, these transpositions of identity are accompanied by a third: Hedwig marks 

the difference of mediatic music and image by applying the active reception prac-

tices associated with an earlier milestone of gender- and- genre- fucked rock musical, 

The Rocky Horror Picture Show (1975), to the phobic critique of rock operatic corpo-

reality most clearly epitomized by Tommy (1974). At issue here is the way that Hedwig
emphasizes sexed and gendered personifi cation as denaturalized image and sound: 

the lip- sync experience often derogatorily associated with drag and with music tele-

vision alike.

So: just how is Aladdin Sane brought to bear on Dolly Parton through transgender 

politics to produce a queer male body? Hedwig’s mother was wrong: it’s not just a 

“simple cut-  and- paste job.”

Hedwig’s transposition of listening against viewing receives the praxis of queer aes-

thetics as an erotics as well as an ethics of relation. This erotics and ethics shares with 

contemporary queer theory an important demonstration of affect’s power to resitu-

ate “historical” desires, acts, and narratives. But in taking up a transposition between 

gay male vocality and transgender politics, Hedwig delineates an open- endedness, a 

futurity, as antiphon to a homophobic and trans- phobic past, where presentist queer 

theorizations may refuse past, or future, or both. The difference is in receiving affec-

tive knowledge as a disjunctive musical ratio of the mediatic and the corporeal, versus 

grasping desire as heteronormative projection.

Miller, in Place for Us, rewrites the Broadway musical within his critique to refuse 

the seriated disappointment which the musical inscribes; he imagines, by refusing 

that past, another kind of ending: perhaps one that Hedwig opens out, with the help 

of its audience.35 Edelman, on the other hand, and to whose recent work I turn to 

here, works against heteronormative histories’ “futurist” desire. Edelman argues that 

desiring futurity works fundamentally against queer embodiment. To desire futu-

rity as heteroreproductive “nature” indicates a pervasive, violent fantasy of salvation; 

the future of the “child” is a projection screening exclusively a fi ctive, heteronorma-

tive past, actively negating queer corporealities in the present. Edelman’s synthesis of 

deconstructive and psychoanalytic analytics aims to reveal a “structural position” for 

a queer critique of heteroreproductive futurism.36

Against that futurist fantasy, Edelman aims “sinthomosexuality,” a  bastardization 

of linguistic orders moving through language, through symbolic orders, through 

desire: the Lacanian sinthome is conjoined with and overlaps the textual shape of 

“homosexuality.” The sinthome, Edelman explains, is Lacan’s intentional resurrection 

of an archaic writing of “symptom” to emphasize the inscriptive mechanisms (more 
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generally for my purposes here, the mediatic operations of technesis) enabling the sub-

ject’s engagement with the pleasures of the symbolic. Lacan’s archaic usage exposes 

repetition within the symbolic order and, accordingly, the operations of the death 

drive, to defl ate the subject’s fantasy of immortality.37 Sinthomosexuality, then, is a 

queer “site where the fantasy of futurism confronts the insistence of a jouissance that 

rends it precisely by rendering it in relation to [the death] drive.”38 Where the future 

appears in the face of the child, sinthomosexuality fi nds an “impasse” of language and 

history disavowed in the fantasy of salvaging the body politic. To succeed in that dis-

avowal, homosexuality, and non- procreative sexuality generally, is called in to die in 

place of the inevitable symbolic death of the subject of language and of history. Dis-

fi guring this fantasy, by revealing the means of its inscription, sinthomosexuality can 

“pass beyond, pass through” the violent promise of salvation.39

Ungainly progeny of Edelman’s concourse between the texts he receives and the 

writing device with which he prepares his reception by his reader (he includes a pro-

nunciation guide!), his linguistic and textual bastardization is born in the negativity 

of the present he engages. Of course queers must insist on equal rights, insist on 

“our capacity to promote the social order’s coherence and integrity,” and this insist-

ence is for the present: we must not wait for a tomorrow that is “always another day 

away.”40 When culture fantasizes its own continuance in the fi gure of the child, the 

social order always hears queer sexuality as violation, its own worst nightmare, so 

Edelman writes out this violation as a demand. Sinthomosexuality, a fabricated “word 

without a future,” is a queer site created for the reception of a critical reading project 

– a synthetic rather than a Platonic or maternal chora, perhaps.41 Edelman introduces 

this rhetorical device in order to de- realize familiar narrative fantasies which frame, 

one way or another, futurity against the intrusive, repetitive mechanism of the death 

drive.42 But the deployment of sinthomosexuality as rhetorical device that can traverse 

and open out the narrative setting of futural fantasy comes within a larger frame; it 

operates between two important movements in No Future. Edelman fi rst introduces 

his aim of revealing the violent irony at work in cultural identifi cations for which “the 

Child has come to embody the telos of the social order,” and concludes with the dis-

astrous effects of continued identifi cation with puerile futurism: “endless blows”: 

“Somewhere, someone else will be savagely beaten and left to die.”43 Sinthomosexual-

ity, then, is a device for refl exive reception launched in reading queer irony through to 

an identitarian telos in the social: continuing homophobic violence. The launch of this 

device and opening is propelled not in a call for the reader’s identifi cation with the 

writer’s voice, but rather, between these two powerful moments. One affective gesture 

lays bare the scene of queer reading, another gesture punctuates its end.

In the fi rst gesture, Edelman engages a literally orgiastic beratement of structuring 

negativity. Irony is transvalued as an erotically charged textual assault against sym-

bolic futurism:

Fuck the social order and the Child in whose name we’re collectively terrorized; fuck 

Annie; fuck the waif from Les Mis; fuck the poor, innocent kid on the Net; fuck Laws 

both with capital ls and with small; fuck the whole network of symbolic relations and 

the future that serves as its prop.44
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Symbolic Law, and laws, before capital, or Kapital, then; Edelman’s sinthomosex-

ual preference is for Lacan’s dialectic of desire over Adorno’s negative dialectic. But 

the future bounces back. Because sinthomosexuality designates the conjoined, over-

lapping indicators of the technical and the sexual woven into salvation fantasies 

organized around the fi gure of the child, sinthomosexuality paradoxically continues 

to be organized in relation to that futurity. “What keeps [sinthomosexuality] alive . . . 

is the futurism desperate to negate it.”45

“No future” cannot be simply a statement against phobic symbolization; it is also 

a naming of demands for impossible recompense, impossible justice, of impossible 

coherence. And Edelman doesn’t simply dispense with futurity by diverting fan-

tasies of symbolic control toward the death drive, which these fantasies are already 

practiced in refusing to face, or toward the dumb pleasure of “fucking negativity.” 

The future always boomerangs back into frame, even as irony. Edelman shows that 

the ironic can point analytically to the inhuman real, to the unintelligible catachresis 

of language or history. But the problem, if the tactical power of an indeterminately 

oppositional queer theory rests in the ironic, is that the ironic is relentlessly allego-

rized as a legible past for futurity’s child.46 So the rhetorical movement of any merely 

oppositional queer theory is arrested, held in bondage to the negating future it aims 

against. Negation recoups irony, while hardly thinking about it.

So, in an affective gesture emblazoning the essay’s last words, irony turns to escape 

language and suspend history; irony serves not its own ends, but as a pivot at which 

point writing sacrifi ces symbolic meaning and turns to musical sense.

Somewhere, someone else will be savagely beaten and left to die – sacrifi ced to a future 

whose beat goes on, like a pulse or a heart – and another corpse will be left like a man-

gled scarecrow to frighten the birds who are gathering now, who are beating their 

wings, and who, like the drive, keep on coming.47

That scarecrow on the fence might trivially be Dorothy’s symbolic prop on the child’s 

path home through Oz, but, at greater depth, is an unspoken invocation of Matthew 

Shepard’s death. The name of this death is whispered as an anonymous index of the 

universalizing violence of futurist fantasy. The point seems clear: Edelman rewrites 

the universalist, liberatory slogan “we are everywhere,” in terms of a universal dis-

 identifi cation with the future: “Futurism makes sinthomosexuals, not humans, of us 

all.”48

The power of this argument lies, for me anyway, not so much in the design of 

a laborious rhetorical device (the neologism “sinthomosexuality” seems designed to 

be diffi cult to say or rewrite) but more in the way it frames the device within affec-

tive gestures that work by the essay’s end to suspend the symbols of language within 

sensible gestures of its rhythmic reproduction. Edelman places the rhetorics of irony 

in the hands of affect, and affect is never troubled by its momentary totality; that is 

the only way affect can affect. So universal beratement (“Fuck the whole network”) 

is answered by the “drumbeat” of continuing violence, a violence that nonetheless is 

suspended in ending.

Just as the catachreses of language or history disappear in irony’s being allegorized 

away as futurity, the syntax of that last sentence fi nishes off the semantics of opposi-

tionality in No Future to resolutely refuse familiar hope: “another corpse being left.” 
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Yet in the same gesture, the writing takes another tack, marking both a mediatic iden-

tifi cation (Miller’s Oz?) and a historical trauma (the violence against Shepard’s body) 

by fl uctuating between representation and rhythm. Musicality picks up this opposi-

tion and provides sense against meaning: words turn and circle, repeating, hunting 

futurism’s subject between music and language.

Rearranging Edelman’s phrases best telegraphs the musical effect I am receiving: 

“future’s beat,” “a pulse,” “a heart,” “a beating of wings,” “the drive,” “still coming,” 

“goes on.” Violence’s meanings are suspended, almost visible, as sense hums, mechan-

ically. If in this suspension No Future’s time runs out, the affect of this writing does 

offer more than rhetorical devices. It answers the telos of identity, the symbolic iden-

tifi cation achieved in projecting inaccessible history as legible future, with the melos 
of violence suspended. The beating dies out, but the resonance of having followed 

that beat echoes as the reader hovers now on the blank remainder of the page – along 

with the birds. In closing No Future by aiming the affective sense of queer theory 

between music and language, Edelman leaves an opening for some future that cannot 

be written.

Who or what, after all, are these birds, beating wings, gathering “like the drive”? 

The circulating warrants of queer embodiment’s violation? The ghosts of the inhuman, 

murdered Shepards haunting the negative? Or does this “drive” open out dissolute 

history’s fantasy of our disappearance, to indicate another time as yet unsigned? Neg-

ativity, whatever its direction (homophobic or identitarian; exclusive or oppositional), 

is apparently only unidirectional as regards the sign, so that it cannot offer irony as an 

affi rming ground. Rather, moving writing into music by ending this way, something 

like horror – or like unfamiliar hope – is subvocalized within beratement, as berate-

ment stops speaking. Immanence, another futurity’s hope, lies here disturbed, the 

whispered rhythm of the unwritten.

Sinthomosexuality is a rhetorical device for opening a “structural position,” but the 

affective charge Edelman passes through the setting of murderous fantasy suggests a 

larger calculus of erotics and ethics shared across queer aesthetics as praxes. So let’s 

call sinthomosexuality an instance within a larger set of transpositional tactics or stra-

tegies, recognizable as they transpose musicality for representationalism: the rhetorical 

effect here is not all metaphoric, certainly not merely metonymic substitution, but the 

passing, the massing, of language and history into musicality as an affective disorder-

ing of phantasmatic signifi cation. This disordering is not a rhetoric of hyperbole, of 

overstatement. This passing passes through and beyond: it is a “dia- bole,” a moving 

expression of the powers of reception, a labor of difference. Hedwig works reception 

as the immanence of an agency that can only be grasped as having become produc-

tive after it becomes determined, and confl icted, in material and technical labors. 

Where studies of reception like those of Kuhn cannot recover anything other than 

what has been written into cinema or cultural memory, Hedwig suggests the praxis of 

an affective temporality distinct from that of historicizing force. While this affective 

temporality of the diabolic frustrates productivist frameworks, it is also not bound in 

or to historical violence, and does not mark erasure. The affective labor of Hedwig’s 

transpositional corporeality implies a larger, passional dimension of the present, sen-

sible, but not individual. Here, Deleuze’s exploration of sensible time is relevant:
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The future and past are rather what is left of passion in a body. But, as it happens, the 

passion of a body refers to the action of a more powerful body. The greatest present, the 

divine present, is the great mixture, the unity of corporeal causes among themselves. It 

measures the activity of the cosmic period in which everything is simultaneous: Zeus is 

also Dia, the “Through” (l’à- travers) or that which is mixed, the blender.49

For Deleuze here, a greater and divine present is an affective corporeality that is the 

cause of its own differential expression. Hedwig’s achievement is to take this greater 

present into the moment of audience reception, and so to delineate the diabolic 

“Origins of Love” as a mixed temporality delivering narrativity expressing speech 

as a public knowledge: more specifi cally, the song of the audience. That song, as the 

title of the penultimate track indicates, is an “exquisite corpse,” Hedwig’s body as the 

object and objective of Zeus’ fury. Expressing what would be normally a marginaliz-

ing narrativity as a speech that is all too often barred in the very moment- to- moment 

progress of cinematic reception, Hedwig’s ethical body is a practical futurity. This 

praxis of the powers of reception confounds productivism, futurist fantasy, and his-

torical heterodominance, suspending them in a commingling of horror and hope, to 

diabolic effect. Transition, transversal, transposition: the diabole deploys reception 

against production, a blocking, bridging affectivity against self- same desire; it trans-

poses orders of signifi cation and sense: image into music, melos over telos.
Perhaps, then, the fi lm anticipates Edelman’s critique of the child as futurist fantasy 

by asking in advance: “and what if the child is queer?” Or is the ward of queer 

kinship, or simply grows up listening more closely to the distant wave of the radio-

phonic than to the familiar legacies of the patriarchal image or the mother’s mirroring 

voice? Taking her own star turn, Hedwig turns away from the sexed gender expres-

sion of the musical as genre, and turns that expression out: “Look at me Kansas City: 

I’m the new Berlin Wall!” Hedwig extends the affective work of the diabole, indicating 

the powers of reception out of which we craft transitions, our poesis. Hedwig grasps a 

particular moment at which transforming women’s, black, or class struggles provide 

not merely identifi cations, but affects of love and of freedom, to be received in trans-

position by gay or lesbian struggles, to be transposed in further futural movements: 

transgender politics. In setting these transpositions as musical image, Hedwig seeks 

out a gay male corporeality continuing to receive its potential despite actual legacies 

of violence or loss (whether personhood barred to the social generally, or more specifi -

cally, continuing homophobic violence, HIV/AIDS as mismanaged crisis, new denials 

of rights) precisely by leaving the stage, and granting the spectacularity of the wig, to 

female masculinities. Hedwig is not “destiny’s child,” but the bastard and bastardiz-

ing of history’s sexed expression as transposition: liberation histories’ “love child.” If 

Hedwig fi nally exits to the street in Hansel’s transformed return, with Mitchell now 

all grown up, that departure indicates an immanent moment paradoxically grasped 

in reception, not a historical erasure. History’s bastard love child has gotten her legs. 

Her history, still struggling, will come later. For now, and for as long as our present 

remains violently bound to our past as its impossibility, the future is ours.
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 CHAPTER  TWENTY- THREE

Promising Complicities

On the Sex, Race and 
Globalization Project

Miranda Joseph and 
David Rubin

Miranda Joseph (MJ): As stated in a widely circulated brief description, the Sex, 

Race and Globalization (SRG) Project, which took place at the University of Arizona 

from 1999 to 2005, sought to  explore:

the imbrication of sexuality, gender and race with economic, political and information 

processes across local, regional, national and transnational scales. Noting that global 

movements of capital, information and people are facilitated, blocked, and diverted by 

sexual, racial and national categorizations, even as cultural formations are reshaped by 

“globalization,” we seek to describe and explain the links between exploitative economic 

practices and structures of sexual, gendered and racial inequality1

This project, then, might be said to be symptomatic of what has been called the 

“trans national turn” in sexuality studies. If, in 1999, when this project was fi rst con-

ceived, Elizabeth A. Povinelli and George Chauncey could say, in their introduction 

to the “Thinking Sexuality Transnationally” issue of GLQ, that “recently, there has 

been a small but discernible ‘transnational turn’ in lesbian and gay studies and queer 

theory,” it is now possible to see this approach as central, or at least central enough to 

be provoking calls for critique and evaluation.2 For instance, the guiding statement 

written by Anne Allison and Tina M. Campt for a recent conference at Duke Uni-

versity, “Sexual Citizens or Transnational Queer Subjects? – Sexuality Studies and 

the Emergency of Empire,” while acknowledging that this turn “has inaugurated 

important new conversations about sexuality in the context of empire, knowledge 

hierarchies, subalternity, and capitalist development,” also suggested, in the tactful 

form of a question, that it might “reinscribe other or older inequitable relations of 

power and dominance, both within the academy and beyond it.”3 In this essay, we 

take up the call to evaluation by reviewing the SRG  Project.

David and I approach this evaluation as differently positioned insiders to this project. 

David was a graduate student participant in the various conferences and seminars that 

composed the public face of the project. I served as the (sometimes heavy- handed) 

Director; however, I did not conceive or plan the project alone. The SRG Project was 



guided by an ever- changing interdisciplinary planning committee including both 

faculty and graduate students. Many people contributed ideas and writing to the grant 

application in the fi rst place and infl uenced the selection of the fellows, the conference 

themes, and the choice of conference participants. Janet Jakobsen and I had a partic-

ularly strong infl uence on the original articulation of the project.4 Several University 

of Arizona faculty and graduate students, including Dereka Rushbrook (geography), 

who also had a substantial role in the writing of the grant application, Sallie Marston 

(geography), and Sandy Soto (women’s studies), because of their persistent and gen-

erous participation on the planning committee, had a notable impact.5 In her role as 

Acting Director in 2002–3, Laura Briggs (women’s studies) substantially shaped the 

“Mapping Insurgencies” conference that took place that year. And in any given year, 

the fellows had considerable infl uence on the conference themes. As the project was 

collaborative throughout, it is appropriate that the refl ective engagement with it that 

David and I offer here has also been collaboratively produced. We bring different 

perspectives to this task and by bringing those together we hope to provide a richer 

reading of the project than either of us might have produced alone. But I should also 

say that although the essay is written in two voices, in fact we had a hand in each 

other’s prose and more importantly, both of us were infl uenced by the many conversa-

tions we have had, before and during the actual  writing.

Before embarking, we feel it is crucial to acknowledge the impossibility of reduc-

ing the enormous quantity and diversity of scholarship produced and presented to any 

set of coherent tendencies or problematics. Including the grant- writing process, the 

SRG Project sprawled over more than six years (spring 1999–spring 2005), featured 

fi ve conferences (by the most narrow count), more than 25 seminar presentations, 

six (highly productive) postdoctoral fellows – Radhika Mongia, Rosemary Hennessy, 

Julia Sudbury, Nayan Shah, Ashley Tellis, and Laura Gutiérrez – and a disserta-

tion fellow, Jessica Weinberg. We specifi cally encouraged incoherence by deliberately 

including scholars and scholarship not previously identifi ed with queer studies. 

Drawing in scholars from across the qualitative social sciences (quantitative work was 

almost completely excluded) and humanities, we included sexuality studies, trans-

national feminist studies, border studies, migration studies, globalization studies, and 

some work in ethnic  studies.

I say some ethnic studies because, while we were inclusive to the point of  incoherence 

in some respects, our conjunction of “race and globalization” turned out to have an 

exclusionary effect. Our formulation led us to include as fellows and conference par-

ticipants, and apparently encouraged fellowship applications from, scholars working 

on racial formations in the context of Asian and South Asian diasporas, migrations, 

and borders (especially between the US and Latin America), and post- 9/11 US 

nationalism and imperialism. However, we were not sought out by scholars of US-

 oriented African American studies or Latino studies and we invited relatively few to 

participate in our conferences (in saying this I do not want to erase the important 

contributions to our discussions made by those US ethnic studies scholars who did 

participate). Further, while the meanings of queer and of globalization came under 

explicit scrutiny at various points in our discussions, race was never so directly 

addressed within the formal spaces of the project. However, the absence of Chicano 

studies scholars in particular was the subject of signifi cant criticism in other spaces 
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such as the Executive Committee of LGBT Studies at the University of Arizona, the 

unit that sponsored but did not control the project. And while a case might be made, 

and in fact has been vociferously made by scholars within US ethnic studies, for a 

postnationalist approach to racial formation, the fact of the matter is that by situat-

ing race in relation to globalization (and maybe this is true for transnational sexuality 

studies more generally) we produced exclusions that were experienced as such and 

contested.6

David Rubin (DR): Faced with the quantity and diversity of the scholarship that 

might be said to have been part of the project, we have jointly chosen to limit our-

selves to considering the work produced by the fellows or presented at the conferences 

(that is, we did not even attempt to look at the 25 seminar presentations). And even 

then, rather than trying to speak to all of the work produced and presented, we have 

instead selected a small handful of papers that speak to the particular issues we have 

chosen to focus on, recognizing that there are many other issues we might have taken 

up, many other paths through this rich array of  scholarship.

We start out together from a challenge offered by Antonio Viego in his paper “The 

Invert Is an Historian of the West,” an especially stimulating contribution to the SRG 

conference “Queer Imaginaries” that took place in April of 2004.7 In his paper, Viego 

reads the twists and turns of Freud’s theory of inversion in the Three Essays on the 
Theory of Sexuality as a prefi guration of a contemporary trajectory of theorizations 

of queer subjectivity; he suggests that Freud positions the invert as the embodiment 

of an erased history, the history of “the sexual instinct” before its components are 

amalgamated into a “normal” sexuality. Viego argues that what he calls the histori-

cist turn in contemporary queer studies tends to privilege ego- psychological models 

for understanding the psyche and thus turns away from the more poststructuralist 

and especially Lacanian- inspired inclinations of queer theorizing, in a sense follow-

ing Freud’s trajectory of erasing a complex history of sexual subjectivity in a process 

of normalization. And Viego hypothesizes that this historicist turn has resulted in a 

hollowing out of the subject and in particular of racialized subjects, reducing such 

subjects to mere moments in a structure, “transcriptions of social and historical con-

tingencies,” as he puts it.

Viego situates his critique in relation to another one: “the story some folks have 

crafted for queer studies,” he writes, “has to do with the promise of a profound radi-

cality that some feel wasn’t quite delivered.” “Queer theory and queer studies might 

be read,” Viego continues, “as having promised to deliver a radical critical method-

ology that in its brief history has not come to fruition.” In the course of his critical 

consideration of this possibility, Viego wonders whether the queer turn to histori-

cism can deliver the goods that some fi nd missing in queer studies in its current 

confi guration. Contrasting Lacanian and historicist conceptions of the subject, Viego 

argues that historicism will ultimately fail to deliver because it undermines a poten-

tial to attend to (queer) excesses (of subjectivity, desire, and language) that might be 

resistant to or disruptive of the structures that constitute sexual subjects, and the gay/

lesbian subject in particular, as coherent objects of knowledge and subjects of capital-

ist  consumption.

Viego defi nes “historicism,” citing Joan Copjec, as “the reduction of society to its 
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indwelling network of relations of power and knowledge,”8 and offers a quote from 

Rosemary Hennessy’s Profi t and Pleasure: Sexual Identities in Late Capitalism as 

exemplary of such queer historicist work: “For the historical materialist, the codes of 

cultural difference, or the cultural signifi ers on which meaning, consciousness, and 

identity depend, are socially and historically produced.”9 Viego argues that although 

historicism is a useful heuristic, it also has at least one crucial shortcoming: in its 

tendency to lean toward a kind of structural- functionalism, historicism leaves little 

room for reckoning with what, in Lacanian parlance, he terms the “leftover,” “the ill 

fi t between language and the body that introduces wrinkles and gaps that generate 

desire.” For Viego, the failure of historicist queer studies to attend to the unconscious, 

the excess beyond what language can account for, leads it away from its radical poten-

tial and toward complicity with “how the state adjudicates on various forms of injury 

for minoritized subjects.” That is, ironically, queer studies has come to take “comple-

tion and wholeness as still potential goals.” And for Viego, this immediately makes 

the queer subject available as a liberal capitalist  subject:

People’s rights and entitlements, and people’s understanding of other people’s rights 

and entitlements are mostly based on the reconstitution of individuals as consumers and 

populations into markets. The ego’s dream of wholeness and completion is answered by 

the promises held out by endless varieties of commodities. . . . The ego is capitalism’s 

best friend, its fi nest tool, its most yielding  surface.

Part of what capitalism promises the subject, then, is that the dream of full self-

 presence can be made real. Viego argues that excess – the leftover – can disrupt this 

capitalist fantasy of self- completion. Whereas some social constructionist argu-

ments posit subjectivity to be a product of relations of power and knowledge within 

a bounded totality (an episteme, in the Foucaultian lexicon), and thereby tend to 

reify subjectivity as a plentitude of meaning, Viego’s Lacanian account seeks to hone 

in on that which, within the structure of subjectivity, refuses self- consciousness 

and prevents the subject from realizing full self- presence. What is at stake here is 

a conception of something internal to subjectivity and the social relations of its 

(re)production that the language of subjectivity persistently attempts – and necessar-

ily fails – to overcome. For Viego, this excess offers a challenge to the universalism of 

liberal humanism by marking both the subject and sociality as always already incom-

plete, non- totalizable. And it is this incompleteness that Viego wants to nominate as 

queer. What queerness signifi es is a resistance not only to the lures of the normal and 

the identitarian, but also to the lure of  totality.

Miranda and I take up Viego’s challenge in what at fi rst appear to be rather different 

ways. I am interested in the question of how to read the language, the critical idiom, 

of the various turns or tropes of queer studies. More specifi cally, I am curious about 

how to read Viego’s formulation of the problem of contemporary queer studies as an 

undelivered promise, a formulation that raises the issue of the performativity of prom-

ising. As is well known, J. L. Austin’s famous manual on speech act theory, How to Do 
Things with Words, discusses promising as a case in point of the performative power 

of language.10 Made under the right temporal, institutional, and discursive circum-

stances, Austin tells us, a promise will put into practice – it will felicitously perform 

– what it preaches. Austin’s argument has come to occupy a crucial place in the history 
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of queer theory. Both Eve Sedgwick and Judith Butler, for instance, despite their many 

differences, wonder what it means that the paradigmatic instance of the reiterative 

force of performativity – the vow, the promise – is at once the vehicle of heteronorma-

tivity’s ritualistic naturalization and the wrench that can apparently throw the whole 

system out of gear.11

Though Viego does not comment explicitly on this theoretical legacy, his text does 

indicate that the speech act of promising may hold continuing relevance for critically 

thinking about what kind of accounts queer studies can offer that can provide more 

nuanced readings of subjectivity in relation to other structures. In this regard, Viego’s 

text recalls a passage from Bodies that Matter in which Butler asked, “If performativ-

ity is construed as that power of discourse to produce effects through reiteration, how 

are we to understand the limits of such production, the constraints under which such 

production occurs?”12 Butler’s query is about the discursive limits of agency, about 

what it means to produce meaningful action in a context where meaning is shaped by 

structures like language and desire but also history, the nation- state, the psyche, and 

global capital. Agency, for Butler, is not necessarily reducible to the intelligible, the 

willful, or the human, especially insofar as these are always already normative cat-

egories, but Butler’s conception of agency does include an aspiration to expand the 

fi eld of possibilities for all three. As it turns out, a similar aspiration is evident in some 

of the scholarship produced and presented in the SRG Project, and, for this reason, I 

want to refl ect on the themes of promising, performativity, and agency in that work.

MJ: By contrast (with David’s response to Viego’s rhetoric), I will explore some 

examples of what Viego might call historicist analysis, to see how the scholars who 

participated in the SRG Project have handled the relation between subject and 

structure and, more specifi cally, how they read capitalism and the nation- state. Are 

capitalism and the nation- state in fact reduced to legible and determining structures 

or sets of positive relations? Or, has a methodology been brought to bear that articu-

lates capitalism, nation- state, and subject as over-  and underdetermined? Copjec uses 

the term “historicist” specifi cally to refer to, and critique, Foucault for his “concep-

tion of a cause that is immanent within the fi elds of its effects,” for excluding the 

possibility of “a surplus existence that cannot be caught up in the positivity of the 

social.”13 Viego’s use of Hennessy – a Marxist, not so much a Foucaultian – as his 

example raises the question, to which my sections of this essay are a somewhat indirect 

answer, of whether various particular Marxisms, Hennessy’s and others, are vulner-

able to this critique.14 While I am not interested in joining Copjec’s Lacanian critique 

of Foucault, nor in making Viego’s Lacanian perspective the standard by which to 

judge the work produced and presented in the SRG Project, it does seem possible and 

useful to distinguish between Marxist accounts that read subjectivity and social for-

mations as positive effects of economic processes and more dialectical accounts that 

attend to the negative, to the ways that the present is not fully present to itself, deter-

mined as it will be by its futures or by what has been preserved, what “remains” (as 

David Kazanjian and David Eng put it, in their “Introduction” to Loss).15

The question of how subjectivity and social formations are read is as much a ques-

tion of the epistemology and methodology brought to bear as it is a question about 

the outcome of that reading. Such questions both informed the SRG Project and per-
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sisted in it. Viego’s critique echoes the concern offered by Povinelli and Chauncey 

that “globalization studies often proceed as if tracking and mapping the facticity of 

economic, population, and population fl ows, circuits, and linkages were suffi cient 

to account for current cultural forms and subjective interiorities”;16 their phrasing, 

by naming the fi eld of globalization studies and the insuffi ciency of empirical data, 

makes the epistemological and methodological issues more clear, if maybe too clear, 

reiterating an opposition that the SRG Project hoped to disengage. In our grant appli-

cation we wrote:

No single discipline can address the complex of material and symbolic, local and global 

forces that constitute contemporary everyday relations. We fi nd especially unhelpful 

the polarized caricatures of empiricism and postmodernism that have dominated the 

debates and discussions between humanities and social science scholars.

In a certain sense, Viego’s challenge asks whether the project succeeded in escaping 

these disciplinary boundaries and  oppositions.

My exploration of various articulations of subjectivity in relation to capital and 

nation- state, as it turns out, converges with David’s exploration of promising in that a 

central difference between two tendencies that I will identify shortly turns on differ-

ent readings of the potential of the queer subject to be the revolutionary subject, that 

is, on the issue of what queer  promises.

In their introduction to Queer Globalizations: Citizenship and the Afterlife of Col-
onialism, a project with which the SRG Project was directly continuous, Martin 

F. Manalansan IV and Arnaldo Cruz- Malavé argue that “these essays seek to fore-

ground the complicity, rather than the contradiction, between the ethical values of 

domination embedded in the structures of home, nationalism, and religious belong-

ing and the putatively value- free values of global economic expansion.”17 While their 

characterization of all of the work collected in the volume as foregrounding complicity 

rather than contradiction suggests that their understanding of these terms is some-

what different from the elaborations I am about to offer, my essay and Janet Jakobsen’s 

in the same volume both do so explicitly, taking up what Jakobsen characterizes as 

“Spivak’s incitement [in “Scattered Speculations on the Question of Value”] to think 

through the relationship between domination and exploitation as one of complicity 

rather than analogy (where cultural values are read as analogous to the economic).”18

Spivak makes this argument by contesting the analogy between consciousness and 

labor- power, between the idealist and materialist predication of the subject, and by 

insisting that value is not merely a representation of labor but also a differential from 

use- value.19 In doing so, Spivak is working to articulate a Marx for whom “the work of 

the negative” is central. That is, the interpretation of Marx that informs analyses of 

complicity is designed not to be vulnerable to the Copjecian critique.20

Jakobsen uses the notion of complicity to argue against the binary opposition of 

religion and the secular that has been central to queer politics; and I use it against the 

presumption that the local and heterogeneous are opposed to capitalism, contending 

that “difference is already accounted for by capitalism; it is the complicity, the rel-

ationships, among localities and between local and global that we must articulate if we 

are to work the points of weakness, of contradiction and crisis, within capital.”21 This 

approach might be understood to imply a certain pessimism; and certainly claims 
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that queers by virtue of being queer (heterogeneous, different, excessive vis- à- vis the 

dominant) will be inevitably counterhegemonic are challenged here (despite Jakob-

sen’s suggestion that, after all, homosexuals can end western civilization as we know 

it). In articulating the SRG Project, this pessimism about queerness was in a sense 

extended to queer theory, which we argued overemphasizes fl uidity at the expense of 

material  constraints.

DR: In fact, we might read Viego’s claim that the promise of queer theory and queer 

studies has not been “quite delivered” as being precisely a claim about a problem of 

material constraints. Performativity, as Butler and many others have stressed time 

and again, doesn’t happen in a material vacuum.22 One of the defi nitions the OED
provides for deliver is “to put forth in words.”23 With this defi nition in mind, one 

way to read Viego’s usage of “deliver” would be as a metaphor of linguistic trans-

mission, a metaphor that raises the question of what conditions must be met in order 

for a promise to be put forth in language. From this point of view, it would not be a 

far stretch to imagine that Viego’s invocation of delivery is an invocation of the mat-

erial and linguistic diffi culties that can beset the sending and receiving of words. A 

promise is like a letter, Viego intimates. It can always not arrive on time or not arrive 

at all, be delivered to the wrong address, or get misplaced.24

Even if a promise somehow steers clear of such destinies, it always remains an open 

question whether or not what a promise signifi es has “arrived,” has been properly 

received, properly understood. Indeed, the transmission – the delivery – of language 

across distance, or telecommunication, delivers language – and delivers the rhetoric 

of promising – to signifi catory possibilities that structurally exceed the boundaries 

of any unitary meaning.25 Delivery perpetually becomes différance.26 But différance
is not the unencumbered, unmediated “free play” of meanings; as Derrida carefully 

demonstrates, it “is” the already mediated, ultimately undecidable, and therefore 

always decisive materialization of the effects of specifi c uses of language within par-

ticular practices and contexts of  reading.

What matters for us, more than any promise’s potential heterogeneity of mean-

ings, is the particular kinds of relationships promising constitutes subjects in and as. 

As Miranda might say, promising entails complicity. The common understanding of 

complicity is that it is something bad. To be complicit, it is thought, is to partake 

of wrongdoing. This is basically the fi rst defi nition the OED provides for complic-

ity. However, the second defi nition offered is “involvement with another.” Whereas 

the fi rst defi nition emphasizes unlawful activity or immorality, the second points to a 

more value- neutral notion of relationality or boundedness. The English etymology of 

complicity can be traced back to the fi fteenth century, via French, where it came from 

the Late Latin complex, which the OED translates as “accomplice or close associate.” 

I was surprised to learn that accomplice apparently originally referred to someone 

bound to another person and did not necessarily evoke an illicit connotation. To be 

sure, the two defi nitions have become entangled over time. Yet this intertwining of 

the transgression of law and morality with the politics of belonging may suggest some-

thing useful. Perhaps complicity can be seen not so much as a hindrance to political 

and intellectual work per se, but rather as an embodiment of power relations where 

relationality is at stake, where the dimension of alterity is at play, where the chance for 
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reiteration- with- a- difference resides. As Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak suggests, when 

complicity is approached with a deconstructive sensitivity to enabling violations, the 

close reader can mine complicity for critical resources from which to build a more just 

articulation of the ethical relation.27

In “A Crisis of Mobility: Migration and Queer Tourism Post 9/11,” Jasbir Puar 

raised the questions of ethics and complicity in a discussion of what might be read 

as the explicit and implicit promises of the discursive formation of mobility in the 

aftermath of 9/11. Puar’s paper addresses the production and regulation of mobility 

through the overlapping and intertwined circuits of the international gay and lesbian 

tourism industry, on the one hand, and post- 9/11 immigration control on the other.28

In a climate of globalization wherein fi nancial and cultural capital equal mobility, 

Puar argues, access to mobility gets distributed in profoundly uneven and unequal 

ways. According to Puar, the “safe spaces” promised by the gay and lesbian tourism 

industry currently come into being against a backdrop of increasing restrictions on 

immigrant mobility that have been the result of post- 9/11 discursive and legislative 

shifts. Reading a set of advertisements from the gay/lesbian tourism industry, Puar 

contends that the advertisements give mobility the aura of safety through the contin-

ued “whitening” of the fi gure of the cosmopolitan gay/lesbian tourist. Meanwhile, 

Puar suggests, heightened efforts in the aftermath of 9/11 to contain the borders of 

the nation- state enact a discourse of racialization that expands and tightens the dis-

ciplinary regulations of immigration control. The production of space and time for 

white- normative lesbian and gay tourism works in complicity with the labor that 

materializes the regulatory space and time of immigrant governmentality. By reading 

the discursive formation of lesbian/gay tourism in relation to that of immigration 

control, Puar poses the question of how queers of color, working- class people, and 

their allies might stage a political and ethical intervention into that  complicity.

MJ: In articulating the SRG Project, we were not merely concerned that fl uidity or 

mobility might be materially constrained. We were concerned that, as Puar’s discus-

sion of gay/lesbian tourism also suggests, queer theory might be overly celebratory of 

the radical potential of mobility and fl uidity as unmediated resistance. In the grant 

application, to suggest the complicity of mobility with the strategies of capitalism, 

we quoted Arnaldo Cruz- Malavé’s presentation at our “A Queer World” conference 

(in 1999),29 where he pointed out that, for back and forth migrants between the Car-

ibbean and New York, mobility and fl uidity do not represent empowerment; such 

migrants can be described, Cruz- Malavé argued, as “defeated but not cornered.”30

That the framework of complicity has an epistemological dimension, or episte-

mological implications, emerged at the conclusion of the “Migration” conference in 

a discussion of disciplinary accountability and the disciplinary process and project 

of that interdisciplinary conference. After asking explicitly what objects of study we 

were jointly constituting, Nayan Shah answered his own question by noting,

I think we’ve been interested in how norms are created; I haven’t heard as much about dis-

rupting the norms; I haven’t really sensed a strong queer studies here, like, “Let’s think 

about things that are unintelligible and unknowable . . . we’ll let them fl ourish rather than 

knowing them.” . . . It feels like a different moment than maybe a few years back.31
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In saying this, Shah would seem precisely to confi rm that the kind of work gath-

ered and supported under a rubric such as SRG isn’t queer in Viego’s sense. While 

some participants argued with his assessment,32 I accepted and tried to account for 

it, suggesting that the discussions over how to know (as opposed to celebrations of the 

unknowable) that provoked his intervention were in fact driven by the

much more sober political moment [vis- à- vis the 1990s], in which we are recognizing 

that movement is both forced and punished, that makes it harder to be optimistic about 

the kinds of things queer theory was so optimistic about, even just a few years ago.33

However, my “historical moment” argument is contested by the fact that, in its pes-

simism about the promise of queerness, our project, in conception and in some of the 

key work produced by fellows and conference presenters such as Rosemary Hennessy, 

Radhika Mongia, Geeta Patel, and Geraldine Pratt, which I will discuss momentar-

ily, stands in clear contrast to a body of work that has developed around the notion 

of contradiction, work which otherwise shares many of the same concerns and stra-

tegies. And, in fact, while I deploy a contrast between complicity and contradiction to 

explicate a difference between bodies of scholarship that appear more pessimistic and 

those that appear more optimistic about the radical potential of queer, contradiction 

and complicity could be seen as two sides of the same coin. For many Marxists (Marx, 

Mao, Althusser), contradiction is the inevitable internal difference within every unity, 

a difference that might, under certain circumstances become a politically meaningful 

antagonism. Complicity is the (inevitable?) unity – or at least relationship – between 

apparently opposed forces. As in the case of contradiction, the political meaning of 

that relationship is importantly underdetermined, or rather, determined only in and 

by particular historical  conjunctures.

According to Manalansan and Cruz- Malavé, the approach that focuses on contra-

diction presumes “a binary opposition between the familial space of national, religious, 

and ethnic belonging and the public, secular, and rational (or rationalized) sphere of 

the market” and requires queers to take sides (generally for the sphere of the market).34

However, in recent years a number of scholars have elaborated a theory of contradiction 

that is not based on a simple binary opposition between a domain of culture and a 

domain of politics and economics and that, to the extent that the binary is sustained, 

places queers on the side of culture. Lisa Lowe and David Lloyd, in the “Introduc-

tion” to The Politics of Culture in the Shadow of Capital, articulate “culture” as a 

“political” force emerging dialectically from capitalism “when a cultural formation 

comes into contradiction with economic or political logics that try to refunction it for 

exploitation or domination.”35 In giving “culture” this role, Lowe and Lloyd specif-

ically seek to displace “class antagonism as the exclusive site of contradiction” and, 

with it, the international proletariat as the revolutionary subject.36 Where Lowe and 

Lloyd seek to proliferate sites and agents of contradiction, in Aberrations in Black: 
Toward a Queer of Color Critique, Roderick A. Ferguson builds on their argument 

to articulate the “queer of color” as, in effect, the new revolutionary subject.37 The 

concept of contradiction works here to sustain a sense of optimism or radicality for the 

queer subject (and queer theory) by describing this subject as produced by capitalism 

but also as (maybe uniquely) expelled, excluded, othered, and thus (inevitably?) posi-

tioned against it. As this approach was represented in the SRG project by Chandan 
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Reddy, who participated in the “Mapping Insurgencies” conference in spring 2003, 

contradiction importantly opens the question of the  political.

Reddy proposed that in order to understand the politics of sexuality in the context 

of the convergence of neoliberalism with imperialism one must explore the logics 

and rationalizations that make the mode of accumulation appear just.38 To do so, he 

quite rightly suggested that we must think Marx (especially the Marx of the Eight-
eenth Brumaire) and Foucault, accumulation and governmentality, together. After 

presenting a highly nuanced reading of the forms and contents of such logics and 

rationalizations, he proposed that the neoliberal imperial formation is nonetheless rife 

with contradictions. Among these contradictions is the constitution of the queer of 

color as a fi gure for the non- national subject position. And fi nally, he argued that it is 

the role of “the queer of color challenge” to name these contradictions. The queer of 

color does appear here as a moment in a structure, a fi gure more than a subject. Reddy 

addresses the issue of the relation between subjectivity and structure explicitly in his 

essay “Home, Houses, and Nonidentity: Paris is Burning”; there he argues that “the 

social grouping ‘queers of color’ can engender subjective formations based on cultural 

logics analogous to the standpoints developed by mapping the critical genealogy of 

the US ‘home.’”39 That is, he does not suggest that structural positions (standpoints) 

are or produce subjects but rather that the process of subject formation might operate 

analogously with the process of structural mapping such that in each realm queers of 

color have a particular epistemological leverage (a critical standpoint vis- à- vis “gene-

alogical excavation” and a critical memory vis- à- vis cultural logics).

In making this analogic argument, Reddy might seem to be suggesting that the 

subject is fully knowable by way of a reading of a legible set of social relations in pre-

cisely the way Viego is concerned to critique and to be separating cultural logics 

and critical genealogies, subjectivity and structure, as if they were discrete, parallel 

tracks, rather than intertwined. However, Reddy’s invocation of Marx’s Eighteenth 
Brumaire and his use of the phrase “queer of color challenge” points us in a different 

and (I would contend) more useful direction, that is, toward a certain political inde-

terminacy. Marx’s Eighteenth Brumaire argues for the political indeterminacy of the 

lumpenproletariat, their exploitability, in signifi cant part because of their heterogene-

ity, for political purposes that are not a direct expression of their class position.40 In 

articulating “queer of color” as a “challenge,” a throwing down of the glove as it were, 

Reddy suggests that it is an invitation, which may or may not be taken up, to fi ght.41

Not surprisingly, those who emphasize the complicity of subjectivity with struc-

ture are sometimes less optimistic about the likelihood of a critical positionality and 

agency emerging from daily life in capitalism. In her paper “Risky Lives,” Geeta 

Patel, like Reddy, addressed the construction of subjects under neoliberalism.42 She 

argued that “we have to rethink [the] common understandings” that presume that 

capitalism and sexuality/personhood are separate things that converge (in the world 

or in scholarly analysis). Rather, she proposed that neoliberal fi nancial regimes, and 

in particular insurance and a whole array of related fi nancial technologies for risk 

management, depend on and produce a particular sort of personhood, a particular 

conception of self and life: “All of these fi nancial confi gurations make sense for people 

who already believe in their effi cacy.” But, she asked, “How do these forms of sub-

jectivity emerge?” In buying insurance, she suggested, “people buy into ideas that 
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manifest for them . . . how their life ought to be lived, who they live their lives with 

. . . and strategies for converting loss and risk into something else.” “None of these 

ideas and strategies,” she says, “are self- evident: they all have to be inculcated. All are 

attended by disciplining, pedagogy.” (Like Reddy, she is clearly working at the inter-

section of analyses of accumulation and governmentality.) She then offered a reading 

of advertisements and self- help literature aimed at teaching people to want and need 

insurance, to be the sort of person who invests, invests in herself, her future. “The 

person becomes an enterprise . . . Self- investment is made through mitigating the 

risks of life, not understood just as those encountered by liberty and happiness . . . 

but understood as risks to health and work, like accidents, illness, unemployment and 

death.” Patel is particularly concerned about the pervasiveness of this discourse of risk 

and the fi nancial apparatus that it enables because the funds pooled through insurance 

and pension programs are absolutely enormous. This system does not in fact protect 

people (or certainly not all people) against loss (and, in the wake of the suicides of 

indebted farmers in India, she suggests, maybe especially not against unmanageable 

debt), and it shapes both social groups and political movements. Whereas for Reddy 

the upshot of neoliberal imperialist subject formation is that it dialectically produces 

a subject in contradiction with itself, for Patel, those most oppressed, most “differ-

ent,” are most “at risk,” most vulnerable, to the discourse of risk. “What happens,” 

she asks, “when danger and risk . . . become the places through which these com-

munities shape their intimate solidarities?” In place of political movements that seek 

to mitigate risk (and she suggests that liberal rights- seeking movements do this), she 

urges us to ask “what kind of self do we want?” That is, she concludes by throwing 

out a  challenge.

DR: One of the interesting things about the verb “to want” is that it can mean either 

desire or need. Whereas a great deal of scholarship continues to view desire and need 

in oppositional terms (reducing desire to the cultural and need to the economic), 

Patel challenges us to think about the two in ways that are neither so clear cut nor 

simply so binary. In the conclusion to “Risky Lives,” she writes, “I want us to collec-

tively conduct citizen’s juries that adjudicate a range of promises for a future life, with 

social, political, fi nancial, legal sustainability included as life ecology in those prom-

ises. I also want to pick up on Ratna Kapur’s demand and plea to place pleasure fi rmly 

at the heart of sexual politics and to include pleasure in the necessities for a sustain-

able life.”

Here, Patel is in a certain way beginning to answer her own question about what 

kind of self she wants. One might even say that the kind of self that Patel wants is 

perhaps linguistically performed, or at least foreshadowed as a speech act, by her 

text. This is a self that claims pleasure as well as social, political, fi nancial, and legal 

goods as necessities, that articulates a desire to be accountable to others, to the rela-

tion between self and other, to “us,” and to what “I want [for] us”: citizen’s juries, 

collective adjudication, an “I” agential enough to think critically about what kind of 

“us” it wants, not for itself alone, but for and in terms of collectivity. The subject of 

Patel’s enunciation is constituted in and through the labor and performance of the 

inscription of wanting; that this self is performative means precisely that it is without 

transcendental guarantees.43 What we might understand to be at stake in the above 
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passage is thus the question of how to queer the discourse of sustainability, and how 

to make that queering a deconstruction of neoliberal economies of desire, need, and 

personhood.44 By posing these questions, Patel not only complicates neoliberalism as 

a fi nancial regime, but also as a metaphysical  discourse.

When Patel asks “What kind of self do we want?” she might seem to reinstate the 

neoliberal subject that she has been at pains to critique; earlier in her paper Patel 

stresses the utterly pervasive nature of the neoliberal discourse of risk, the way it 

makes “choice” – for instance, the choice to buy insurance and protect oneself against 

the risk of loss – no choice at all. However, in the context of her critique of neoliberal 

subjectivity, her question might be read differently, that is as a strategic reappropri-

ation of the terms of neoliberalism. Though Patel argues that neoliberalism effaces 

“promises for a future life,” she also appears to suggest that critical engagement 

with its discursive and fi nancial mechanisms can disclose the potential promises of 

sustainability. From this perspective, Patel’s work directs us toward theorizing com-

plicity with globalization as precisely “that which we cannot not want,” to cite Spivak’s 

well- known formulation, as something extremely dangerous that is also potentially 

useful.45 The question is not whether there is an “outside” to complicity (there isn’t), 

but rather how to take the resources that complicity provides and set them to work 

differently. In the most optimistic moment of her otherwise pessimistic critique, 

then, complicity for Patel does not mean giving up faith in the power of the promise 

to deliver futurity and its unpredictable différance. Rather, complicity becomes an 

opportunity to turn neoliberalism inside out and on its head, to reiterate its prom-

ises otherwise. To be sure, deconstructing complicity offers no absolute guarantees 

for a “better”  globalization of the globe, but it does crucially provide a way to rethink, 

rearrange, and redeploy the desires and needs that shape the political economies of 

self and belonging.46

MJ: If Reddy is interested in the subjects produced in contradiction with neoliberal 

imperialism and Patel with subjects produced in complicity with neoliberal fi nan-

cial regimes, Rosemary Hennessy walks an interesting line between them. In a recent 

essay, “The Value of a Second Skin,” that is part of the larger study of the role of sexu-

ality in labor organizing in the maquiladoras (factories in export processes zones in 

Mexico) that she pursued while an SRG fellow, she, like Patel, specifi cally rejects the 

separation of “desire and labor” as an historical effect of capitalism itself.47 She argues 

that where queer theory has primarily investigated queer subcultures as local, non-

 normative, and particular as against the global, we must instead recognize that while 

“capital accumulation is global in scale . . . it proceeds by way of strategies aimed at 

specifi c local sites.” And she explicitly builds on Jakobsen’s discussion of Spivak to 

describe how, “Through social processes of abjection, domination becomes complic-

itous with exploitation because it produces embodied subjects that can be exploited.” 

However, through ethnographic encounters, Hennessy observes these exploited sub-

jects as, once in a rare while, leaders of resistance movements, “campañeras who 

refuse to ‘put up with this,’” who “re- narrate the scripts of abjection.” Focusing not 

on the subjects of fi nance capital but on the subjects of industrial production in export 

processing zones, she articulates a queer of color subject who emerges not as a replace-

ment for an outdated proletarian subject but rather who is the proletarian subject. For 
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instance, she offers a detailed representation (that I do not have space to reproduce or 

even begin to do justice to here) of Carmen (also known as Andres), a feminine man 

who self- identifi es as a worker and a homosexual, who worked in a factory as one of 

many such men included in a feminized but not all female labor force, who was partic-

ularly humiliated and mistreated as a homosexual even as he observed women being 

abused, and who led a successful strike against the factory. Hennessy also, however, 

reports that such a leadership position for an out gay man (as for out lesbians) is highly 

unusual and that explicit identifi cation of strike leaders as gay or lesbian can be used 

to disrupt worker solidarity. For Hennessy, then, it is possible but not yet probable 

that the conjuncture of “the immense challenge of unmet need, the resources of tra-

ditional knowledge, and the legacy of radical intellectual thought” will be developed 

into critical social  ontologies.

Hennessy’s work is by no means unique in deploying evidence produced through 

ethnographic techniques such as interviewing and participant observation; in 

fact, the pervasiveness of these methods across the wide range of interdisciplinary 

scholarship was so great as to provoke discussion at the end of the 2002 “Migra-

tion” conference (the discussion of disciplinarity that provoked Shah’s comment 

quoted earlier). Ethnography was praised precisely for the ethical standards that 

some claimed it imposed on the scholar: an immersion in the power dynamics one 

wishes to study (Shah) and a responsibility to “do justice” to the complexity and par-

ticularity, “the contradictions,” that, as Patricia Zavella put it, one encounters in the 

fi eld. Zavella argued that what is “compelling about ethnographic work is that you 

are forced to consider how you historicize and contextualize the structures of feeling 

in which communities experience themselves.”48 This argument was interestingly 

resonant with a claim made by Neville Hoad in his presentation at the “Queer Imag-

inaries” conference, for an ethics of close reading as a practice that requires one to 

“risk watching one’s enabling abstractions and assumptions come under the pressure 

of the singular.”49 Explicitly aligning himself with Viego’s pursuit of “excess,” Hoad 

argued that “Imaginative fi ction is useful for me because it provides a site where 

the horizons of the imaginable become visible, where one can fi nd an archive for 

the complex lived experience of never completely determining social abstractions.” 

The imperative to critique given abstractions was widely shared among the schol-

ars present in these discussions; however, the discussion of ethnography opened a 

debate over the status of “the particular” and its ability to do this critical work. Hen-

nessy, for instance, distinguishing “abstraction as reifi cation” from abstraction “that 

does the work of unpacking reifi ed abstractions,” suggested that particularities also 

need to be unpacked through a “tracing out of the levels of social relations that are 

involved.”50 And, in an earlier moment, also at the “Migration” conference, Geral-

dine Pratt pointedly asked of a set of presentations deploying ethnography: “What 

narrative conventions are being used to construct the story you’re being told?”51 But 

Pratt’s own presentation made clear that the identifi cation of narrative conventions 

need not yield “fi xed” objects of  knowledge.

In a presentation at our “Migration” conference entitled “Family Values, Leaky 

Bodies and Double Standards: Filipina Domestic Workers in Vancouver, Canada,” 

Pratt described the construction and deployment of non- heteronormative subjects in 

complicity with capital and the nation, even while marking the moment at which they 
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might begin to re- narrate the discourses by which they are constituted for exploita-

tion.52 Pratt drew on her long- term study of participants in the Live- In Care Giver 

Program, a work- visa program, to explore the complexity of the discursive construc-

tion of subjects in relation to state- regulated labor and migration. While, in part, 

accepting Bonnie Honig’s argument that “discourses about immigrants function to 

renormalize heteronormativity” and that “Foreigners function as a supplement to 

the nation, returning the nation to itself, to heteronormativity,” Pratt argued that 

the discourse about immigrants should not be, as it has been, reduced to a binary of 

good (conjugal heteropatriarchal) immigrant vs. bad (non- heteropatriarchal- to- be-

 stopped- at- the border) immigrant. With regard to foreign domestic workers, Pratt 

argued, the discourse is far more self- contradictory: “By turns, immigrants are mas-

culinized [as economic providers for their children in the Philippines], sexualized [as 

husband stealers], and denied certain rights of heterosexual privilege [the presence of 

child and husband, accoutrements that would actually open economic opportunities 

available to ‘good immigrants’].” She said,

It is epistemologically uncertain whether Filipina domestic workers are seen to have a 

self- contained autonomous body and are therefore deserving of individual rights . . . 

Employers both want and don’t want their nanny to replace them as substitute moth-

ers, employers both want and don’t want another woman in the house . . . it is this very 

unsettledness of being inside and outside mothering, inside and outside conjugal fam-

ilies, of being both martyrs and whores, that produces [Filipina domestic workers] as 

stigmatized, low- cost labor in  Vancouver.

While this contradictory discourse works against claims by domestic workers for 

individual rights, Pratt argued, “domestic worker activism in Canada is unsettling 

existing regimes of nation and conjugal patriarchy” “by insisting on group rights.”

Pratt’s argument might be understood to support Reddy’s claim that the queer is 

constituted as the non- national subject. However, if the Filipina migrant worker 

functions as the non- national supplement to the nation in Canada, Rhacel  Parrenas’ 

presentation, “The Care Crisis in the Philippines: Children and Transnational Fam-

ilies in the New Global Economy,” at that same conference made clear that such 

workers are national, even when working abroad, vis- à- vis the Philippines, where again 

they are subject to contradictory discourses, valued as citizens for the remittances they 

send back while criticized as mothers for failing to care for their own children.53 While 

the position of the nonheteronormative subject vis- à- vis the nation starts to seem 

pretty multivalent, it is also the case that Pratt’s argument unsettles our presumption 

of the heteronormative stability and unity of the nation itself. The project of recasting 

the nation- state as itself “in process” is at the core of the book Genealogies of Globali-
zation by Radhika Mongia, who was an SRG Fellow in 2001–2.54

Mongia’s project traces the emergence of state control over migration. While state 

authority to regulate migration is now completely naturalized, she makes it clear 

that the establishment of this authority was a contested process and furthermore 

locates its emergence not in Europe or the US but rather in the British colonies as 

they attempted to sort out how to facilitate but also control the migration of Indian 

laborers between the colonies after the abolition of slavery in 1838. The various chap-

ters in her book (parts of several of which were presented in different forums over 
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the course of the SRG project) take up different technologies – the labor contract, 

health  regulations, the marriage contract, the passport – reading the global archive of 

debates over the establishment of each and observing the complexities of subject and 

state formation entailed by each set of  debates.

DR: In her chapter entitled “The Migration of ‘Free’ Labor: Contracting Freedom,” 

Mongia takes up what might be understood to be a special form of the promise: the 

contract.55 She argues that abolition brought on a global experiment: could free labor 

be as advantageous to the capitalist as slave labor? In order to ensure a continuous 

and growing supply of labor in the plantation colonies, a system of indenture was 

immediately established, that is, a system that depended on state- legitimated and 

monitored labor contracts. As Mongia tells the story, the state’s authority to regu-

late and monitor these contracts, which it did in order to establish that the labor was 

really “free” (deploying a problematic binary opposition of slavery and freedom), and 

thus to regulate migration, was innovative and highly contested. The use of contracts 

in this context produced a change in the legal legitimation of contracts more gener-

ally, making consent (as opposed to equality, for instance) the singular measure of the 

validity of a contract. And, she argues, the complex process of constituting inden-

tured labor as free depended on the ambivalent discourse regarding colonial subjects, 

which cast them as simultaneously British subjects and not, innocent or ignorant and 

alternately, duplicitous or deceitful. Like Pratt, rather than seeing subjects constituted 

by state and capital as known, knowable, and fi xed, Mongia argues that the expansion 

of capital accumulation and state power actually depended on an epistemologically 

uncertain  subject.

Mongia might be read as suggesting that the labor contract becomes excessively 

productive, generating state authority, the possibility of free labor and thus liberal 

capitalism itself, and subjects that are simultaneously overdetermined and under-

determined (by capital and the state). In this regard, Mongia shares with Pratt the 

suspicion that excess does not imply automatic or a priori resistance or disruption to 

“structures” but rather may be an element in the very formation of them. In addition, 

for Mongia, Patel, and for Pratt, forms of subject- producing power such as nationalism
and capitalism exist in a process of ongoing, interactive formation – and this implies 

that they can never become fully determining structures. The work of these schol-

ars enables us to begin to theorize agency as conditioned but not pre- programmed by 

contexts of unfreedom that, in their very incoherence and incompleteness, give rise to 

various possible sites (such as decolonization, labor organizing, counterpublicity, and 

dissident citizenship) of performative  insurgency.

In linking the performativity of promising to a theory of subject formation that 

takes capitalism and the nation- state seriously as powerful but never fully totalizing 

abstractions, I am in a certain way returning to Viego’s question about delivery. By 

way of conclusion, I want to take my earlier reading in a slightly different direction. 

In arguing that the “story some folks have crafted for queer studies has to do with 

the promise of a profound radicality that some feel wasn’t quite delivered,” and that 

queer studies “might be read” this way, Viego also indicates that this story might, like 

any narrative, be read with a different set of infl ections. Even as he notes the discon-

certing potential for complicity between queer theory, historicism, ego psychology, 
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and capitalist accumulation, Viego’s text sustains the temporal openness of the future 

perfect tense; with the deceptively simple word “might,” a modal verb, Viego’s text 

holds out for the possibilities of futures that cannot be predicted, that remain unde-

cidable, from the point of view of contemporary critical knowledge. One cannot know 

in the present what queerness will have been. That is, Viego acknowledges the impor-

tance of thinking and articulating a politics of the possible, rather than the actual, as a 

key component of a queer practice of reading.56

By describing the promise of queer studies as a promise that has not been “quite 

delivered,” that has not “come to fruition,” Viego’s text also focalizes the double-

 ness of what is precisely a promising promise: a promise that is more than a vow or a 

contract because it is promising in the additional or supplementary sense of “having 

potential.” Potentiality is always a double- edged sword; when a teacher says that a 

student has potential, this usually means the student could be working harder, but 

isn’t (as of yet), or that the student, if she works hard, might really go places. In fi gur-

ing queer studies right on the edge of the blade, as it were, as a promise of potentiality, 

Viego’s text gestures toward queer studies as what might be yet to come, a kind of 

queer studies perpetually “à- venir.”57 This is neither a postponement of the political 

nor a slip- sliding into the vagaries of some semiotic relativism. Rather, to articulate a 

politics of the possible, the possibilities of what “might be read,” perhaps constitutes 

one of the major ethical and political challenges for a queer studies to come. Rather 

than relying on the promise of queerness, we are called to queer the  promise.

The promise of queer studies as we conceive it, then, certainly entails thinking 

about how to enact reading as an ethical activity, and not just of imaginative literature, 

as Hoad suggests, but also of the fi eld’s own commitments and the relationships such 

commitments entail. As the discussion of disciplinarity at the “Migration” confer-

ence made so clear, critical agency is committed to, indeed constituted by, particular 

involvements with others. Though these involvements sometimes take the form of, 

for lack of a better term, complicity, the SRG scholarship reviewed here suggests 

that particular involvements can nevertheless be the site of a critique – and a struggle 

– that still counts for something. What the SRG Project helps us to argue for is a con-

ception of queer studies situated in medias res, in the midst of the work, working out 

new strategies and tactics, identifying the points of weakness and strength, the para-

doxes and aporias, and the potential sites of intervention made possible by the uneven 

histories and enfolded textures of the present. In medias res is where reading happens, 

and reading, if it happens, poses the question not only of what our relations to others 

and otherness might mean, but also, and more importantly perhaps, of what our rela-

tions to others and otherness might be able to do.

MJ: In the midst of the work . . . the scholarship reviewed here lays out a challenging 

agenda of work yet to be done. Largely refusing the Lacanian- historicist opposition 

that Viego articulates (and likewise the disciplinary opposition between empiri-

cism and postmodernism that we described in our grant application), and offering 

less optimism than Viego for the political potential of unknowability to unravel the 

normalized subject of capitalism, the presentations and essays we have examined 

do consistently mark out a crucial space of political indeterminacy. At least some of 

the work that I have categorized as focusing on complicity is not as pessimistic as it 
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might fi rst appear in that, while the inherently radical queer subject is challenged, 

another promising subject occasionally appears: the subject of collective struggle. 

In our reading, this work suggests that the relationships identifi ed through the ana-

lysis of complicities are not determined – this is not economism – rather they are an 

indication of possibilities that we must actively develop, against the odds. Whether 

contradiction or complicity are centered, whether we focus on Reddy’s throwing 

down of the “queer of color challenge,” or Patel’s call for citizen juries, or Hennessy’s 

and Pratt’s engagements with ‘workers’ collective action, this scholarship presents a 

“pessimism of the intellect and optimism of the will” pointing toward and inciting us 

to take up the work of political  articulation.
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CHAPTER  TWENTY- FOUR

Queerness as Horizon

Utopian Hermeneutics in the 
Face of Gay Pragmatism

José Esteban Muñoz

I begin this essay on futurity and a desire that is utopian by turning to a text from the 

past. More specifi cally, those words that emanate from a spatio- temporal coordinate 

that the philosopher Ernst Bloch referred to as the No- Longer- Conscious, a term 

that attempts to enact a more precise understanding of the work than the past does; 

what can be understood as the performative force of the past. A 1971 issue of the gay 

liberation journal Gay Flames included a manifesto by a group calling itself Third 

World Gay Revolution. The text, titled “What We Want, What We Believe,” offered 

a detailed list of demands that included the abolition of capital punishment, the abo-

lition of institutional religion, and the end of the bourgeois family. The entire list of 

sixteen demands culminated with an especially radical and poignant request when 

compared to the anemic political agenda that dominates contemporary LGBT poli-

tics in North  America:

(16) We want a new society – a revolutionary socialist society. We want liberation of 

humanity, free food, free shelter, free clothing, free transportation, free health care, 

free utilities, free education, free art for all.

We want a society where the needs of the people come fi rst.

We believe that all people should share the labor and products of society, accord-

ing to each one’s needs and abilities, regardless of race, sex, age or sexual preferences. 

We believe the land, technology and the means of production belong to the people, and 

must be shared by the people collectively for the liberation of all.1

When we consider the extremely pragmatic agenda that organizes LGBT  activism in 

North America today, the demand “we want a new society” may seem naïve by present 

standards. Many would dismiss these demands as impractical or merely utopian. 

Yet I contend that there is great value in pulling these words from “the No- Longer-

 Conscious” to arm a critique of the present. The use of “we” in this manifesto can be 

mistakenly read as the “we” implicit in the identity politics that emerged after the 

Third World Gay Revolution group. Such a reading would miss the point. This “we” 

does not speak to a merely identitarian logic but instead to a logic of futurity. The 

“we” speaks to a “we” that is “Not- Yet- Conscious,” the future society that is being 

invoked and addressed at the same moment. The “we” is not content to describe who 



the collective is but more nearly what the collective and the larger social order could 

be, what it should be. The listing of particularities in this instance “race, sex, age or 

sexual preferences” are not things in and of themselves that format this “we,” indeed 

the statement’s “we” is “regardless” of these markers which is not to say beyond such 

distinctions or due to these differences but, instead, beside them. This is to say that 

the fi eld of utopian possibility is one in which multiple forms of belongings in differ-

ence adhere to a belonging in  collectivity.

Such multiple forms of belonging- in- difference and expansive critiques of social 

asymmetries are absent in the dominant LGBT leadership community and in many 

aspects of queer critique. One manifesto from today’s movement that seems espe-

cially representative of anemic, short- sighted and retrograde politics of the present 

is “All Together Now (The Blueprint for a Movement),” a text written by pro- gay-

 marriage lawyer Evan Wolfson. Wolfson’s single- minded text identifi es the social 

recognition and fi nancial advantages offered by traditional marriage pacts as the key 

to what he calls “freedom.”2 Freedom for Wolfson is mere inclusion in a corrupt and 

bankrupt social order. Wolfson cannot critique the larger ideological regime that rep-

resents marriage as something desirable, natural, and good. His assimilationist gay 

politics posits an “all” that is in fact a few: queers with enough access to capital to 

imagine a life integrated within North American capitalist culture. It goes almost 

without saying that the “all” invoked by the gay lawyer and his followers are norma-

tive citizen- subjects with a host of rights only afforded to some (and not all) queer 

people. Arguments against gay marriage have been articulated with great acumen by 

Lisa Duggan and Richard Kim.3 But it’s the website’s invocation of the term freedom 

that is most  unsettling.

Wolfson and his website’s rhetoric degrade the concept of freedom. Homonor-

mative cultural and political lobbyists like Wolfson have degraded the political and 

conceptual force of concepts like freedom in the same way in which the United States 

government has degraded the terms “freedom” and “liberation” as excuses for the 

encroachment of Middle East foreign borders in many of the extraterritorial disputes 

of the past half century. I invoke Wolfson here not so much as this essay’s problem 

or foil, but merely as a recent symptom of the erosion of the gay and lesbian political 

imagination. Wolfson represents many homonormative interests leading the con-

temporary LGBT movement toward the goal of “naturalizing” the fl awed and toxic 

ideological formation known as marriage. The aping of traditional straight relational-

ity, especially marriage, for gays and lesbians announces itself as pragmatic strategy 

when it is in fact a deeply ideological project that is hardly practical. In this way gay 

marriage’s detractors are absolutely right, gay marriage is not natural, but then again, 

neither is marriage for any  individual.

A similar, but more nuanced form of what I am referring to as gay pragmatic 

thought can be seen in Biddy Martin’s work, especially her psychoanalytically inspired 

diagnosis that queer critique suffers from an androcentric bias in which queerness 

presents itself as the “extraordinary” while at the same time fl eeing the charge of 

being “ordinary.”4 Being ordinary and being married are both anti- utopian wishes, 

desires that automatically reign themselves in, never daring to see or imagine the 

Not- Yet- Conscious. This line of thought that I am identifying as pragmatic is taken 

from its vernacular register. I am not referring to the actual philosophical tradition of 
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American pragmatism of Charles Peirce, William James, or John Dewey. However, 

the current gay political strategy I am describing does share an interest in empiri-

cism with this school. Gay pragmatic organizing is in direct opposition to the idealist 

thought that I associate as endemic to a forward dawning queerness that calls upon a 

No- Longer- Conscious in the service of imagining a  futurity.

The not- quite- conscious is the realm of potentiality that must be called upon, 

insisted upon, if we are ever to look beyond the pragmatic sphere of the here and now, 

the hollow nature of the present. Thus, I wish to argue that queerness is not-quite-

 here, it is, in the language of Italian philosopher Giorgio Agamben, a potentiality.5

Alain Badiou, refers to that which follows the event as the thing- that- is- not- yet-

 imagined and in my estimation queerness too should be understood to have a similar 

valence.6 But my turn to this notion of the not- quite- conscious is again indebted to 

Bloch, and his massive three- volume text The Principle of Hope.7 That treatise, both 

a continuation and an amplifi cation of German idealist practices of thought, is a crit-

ical discourse. Which is to say that it does not avert or turn away from the present. 

Rather, it critiques an auto- naturalizing temporality that we might call straight time.
Straight time tells us that there is no future but the here and now of our everyday 

life.8 The only futurity promised is that of reproductive majoritarian heterosexuality, 

the spectacle of the state refurbishing its ranks through overt and subsidized acts 

of reproduction. In No Future, Lee Edelman advises queers that the future is “kid 

stuff.”9 While I believe that there is a lot to like about Edelman’s polemic – mostly its 

disdain for the culture of the child – I ultimately want to speak for a notion of queer 

futurity by turning to Bloch’s critical notion of utopia.

It is equally polemic to argue that we are not quite queer yet, that queerness, what 

we will really know as queerness, does not yet exist. I suggest that holding queerness 

in a sort of ontologically humble state, under a conceptual grid wherein we do not 

claim to always already know queerness in the world, potentially staves off the ossi-

fying effects of neoliberal ideology and the degrading of politics brought about by 

representations of queerness in contemporary popular  culture.

A posterior glance at different moments, objects, and spaces might offer us an 

anticipatory illumination of queerness. We cannot trust in the manifestations of what 

some would call queerness in the present, especially as embodied in the pragmatic 

debates that dominate contemporary GLBT politics. (Here, again, I most pointedly 

mean US gays and lesbians clamoring for their right to participate in the suspect insti-

tution of marriage and, maybe worse, to serve in the military.) None of this is to say 

that there are not avatars of a queer futurity, both in the past and the present, espe-

cially in sites of cultural production. What I am suggesting is that we gain a greater 

conceptual and theoretical leverage if we see queerness as something that is not yet 

here. In this sense it is useful to consider Edmund Husserl, phenomenology’s founder, 

and his invitation to look to horizons of being.10 Indeed to access queer visuality we 

may indeed need to squint, to strain our vision and force it to see otherwise, beyond 

the limited vista of the here and now.

To critique an overarching “here and now” is not to turn one’s face away from the 

everyday. Roland Barthes wrote that the mark of the utopian is the quotidian.11 Such 

an argument would stress that the utopian is an impulse that we see in everyday life. 

This impulse is to be glimpsed as something that is extra to the everyday transaction of 
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heteronormative capitalism. This quotidian example of the utopian can be glimpsed 

in utopian bonds, affi liations, designs, and gestures that exist within the present 

moment. Turning to the New York School of Poetry, a moment that is one of the cul-

tural touchstones for my research, we can consider a poem by James Schuyler that 

speaks of hope and desire that is clearly utopian. This poem, like most of Schuyler’s 

body of work, is clearly rooted in observation of the affective realm of the present. Yet 

there is an excess that the poet also conveys, a type of affective excess that presents 

the enabling force of a forward dawning futurity that is queerness. In the poem “A 

Photograph,” published in 1974 in the collection Hymn to Life, a picture that resides 

on the speaker’s desk sparks a recollection of domestic bliss.

A photograph

Shows you in a London

room; books, a  painting,

your smile, a silky

tie, a suit. And more.

It looks so like you

and I see it every day

(here, on my desk)

which I don’t you. Last

Friday was grand.

We went out, we came

back, we went wild. You

slept. Me too. The pup

woke you and you dressed

and walked him. When

you left, I was  sleeping.

When I woke there was

just time to make the

train to a country dinner

and talk about  ecstasy.

Which I think comes in

two sorts: that which you

Know “Now I am ecstatic”

Like my strange scream

last Friday night. And

another kind, that you

know only in  retrospect:

“Why, that joy I felt

and didn’t think about

when his feet were in

my lap, or when I looked

down and saw his slanty

eyes shut, that too was

ecstasy. Nor is there

necessarily a downer from

it.” Do I believe in

the perfectibility of

man? Strangely enough,
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(I’ve known un- 

happiness enough) I

do. I mean it.

I really do believe

future generations can

live without the in- 

tervals of anxious

fear we know between our

bouts and strolls of

ecstasy. The struck ball

fi nds the pocket. You

smile some years back

in London, I have

known ecstasy and calm:

haven’t you too? Let’s

try to understand, my

handsome friend who

wears his nose awry.12

The speaker remembers the grandness of an unspectacular Friday in which he and his 

addressee slept in and then scrambled to catch a train to a dinner out in the country. 

He attempts to explain the ecstasy he felt that night, indicating that one moment 

of ecstasy, a moment he identifi es as being marked both by self consciousness and 

obliviousness, poses a potentially transformative charge. He then considers another 

moment of ecstasy in retrospect, a looking back at a “No- Longer- Conscious” that 

provides an affective enclave in the present that staves of the sense of “bad feelings” 

that mark the affective disjuncture of being queer in straight time.

Later in the text there is a moment of deeper introspection that I want to cite as an 

example of a utopian desire inspired by queer relationality: “Do I believe in / the per-

fectability of / man? Strangely enough, / (I’ve known un- / happiness enough) I / do. 

I mean it, / I really do believe / future generations can / live without the in- /tervals 

of anxious / fear we know between our / bouts and strolls of / ecstasy.” Moments of 

queer relational bliss, what the poet names as ecstasies, are viewed as having the ability 

to rewrite a larger map of everyday life. When “future generations” are invoked, the 

poet is signaling a queerness to come, a way of being in the world that is glimpsed 

through reveries in a quotidian life that challenges the dominance of an affective world, 

a present, full of anxiousness and fear. These future generations are, like the “we” 

invoked in the manifesto by the Third World Gay Revolution group, not an identitar-

ian formulation but, instead, the invocation of a future collectivity, a queerness that 

registers as the illumination of a horizon of  existence.

The poem speaks of multiple temporalities and the affective mode known as ecstasy, 

which resonates alongside the work of Martin Heidegger. In Being and Time Heidegger 

refl ects on the activity of timeliness, and its relation to ekstatisch (ecstasy), signaling for 

Heidegger the ecstatic unity of temporality – past, present and future.13 The ecstasy 

the speaker feels and remembers in “A Photograph” is not consigned to one moment. 

It steps out from the past and remarks upon the unity of an expansive version of 

temporality; hence, future generations are invoked. To know ecstasy in the way in 

which the poem’s speaker does is to have a sense of timeliness’ motion, to under-
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stand a temporal unity that is important to what I attempt to describe as the time of 

queerness. Queerness’ time is a stepping out of the linearity of straight time. Straight 

time is self- naturalizing temporality. Straight time’s “presentness” needs to be phe-

nomenologically questioned and this is the fundamental value of a queer utopian 

hermeneutics. Queerness’ ecstatic and horizonal temporality is a path and a move-

ment to a greater openness to the world.

It would be diffi cult to mistake the poem for one of Frank O’Hara’s upbeat rever-

ies.14 O’Hara’s optimism is a contagious happiness within the quotidian that I would 

also describe as having a utopian quality. But Schuyler’s poetry is not so much about 

optimism, but instead about a hope that is distinctly utopian and distinctly queer. The 

poem imagines another collective belonging, an enclave in the future where readers will 

not be beset with feelings of nervousness and fear. These feeling are the affective results 

of being outside of straight time. He writes from a depressive position, “(I’ve known 

unhappiness enough),” but reaches beyond the affective force fi eld of the  present.

Hope for Bloch is an essential characteristic of not only the utopian but also the 

human condition. Thus I talk about the human as a relatively stable category. But queer-

ness in its utopian connotations promises a human that is Not- Yet- Here, thus disrupting 

any ossifi ed understanding of the human. The point is to stave off a gay and lesbian 

anti- utopianism which is very much tainted with a polemics of pragmatic rights dis-

course that in and of itself hamstrings not only politics but also desire. Queerness as 

a utopian formation is a formation based on an economy of desire and desiring. This 

desire is always directed at that thing which is not yet here, objects and moments that 

burn with anticipation and promise. The desire that propels Schuyler’s “A Photo-

graph,” is born of the No- Longer- Conscious, the rich resonance of remembrance, 

distinct pleasures felt in the past. And thus past pleasures stave off the affective perils 

of the present while they enable a desire that is queer futurity’s core.

Queerness is utopian and there is something queer about the utopian. Fredric 

Jameson described the utopian as the oddball or the maniac.15 Indeed to live inside 

straight time and to ask for, desire, and imagine another time and place is to repre-

sent and perform a desire that is both utopian and queer. To participate in such an 

endeavor is not to imagine an isolated future for the individual but to instead partici-

pate in a hermeneutic that wishes to describe a collective futurity, a notion of futurity 

that functions as a historical materialist critique. In the two textual examples I have 

employed we see an overt utopianism that is explicit in The Third World Gay Rev-

olution manifesto and what I am identifying as a utopian impulse that is perceivable 

in Schuyler’s poetry. One requires a utopian hermeneutic to see an already operative 

principle of hope that hums in the poet’s work. The other text, the manifesto, does 

another type of performative work, it does utopia.

To “read” the performative, along the lines of thought fi rst inaugurated by J. L. Aus-

tin, is to implicitly critique the epistemological.16 Performativity and utopia both call 

into question what is epistemologically there and signal a highly ephemeral onto-

logical fi eld that can be characterized as a doing in futurity. Thus a manifesto is a call 

to a doing in and for the future and the utopian impulse to be gleaned from the poem 

is a call for “doing” that is a becoming: the becoming of and for “future generations.” 

This rejection of the here and now, the ontologically static is indeed, by the measure 

of homonormative codes, a maniacal and oddball endeavor. The queer utopian project 
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addressed here turns to the fringe of political and cultural production to offset the 

tyranny of the homonormative. It is drawn to tastes, ideologies and aesthetics that 

can only seem odd, strange or indeed queer, next to the muted striving of the practical 

and normalcy- desiring  homosexual.

The turn to the call of the no- longer- conscious is not a turn to normative histor-

ical analysis. Indeed it is important to complicate queer history and understand it 

as doing more than the fl awed process of merely evidencing. Evidencing protocols 

often fail to enact real hermeneutical inquiry and instead opt to reinstate that which 

is known in advance. Thus, practices of knowledge production that are content to 

merely selectively cull from the past, while striking a pose of positivist undertaking 

or empirical knowledge retrieval, often nullify the political imagination. Jameson’s 

Marxian dictate, “always historicize”17 is not a methodological call for empirical data 

collection. Instead, it is a dialectical injunction, suggesting we animate our critical 

faculties by bringing the past to bear on the present and the future. Utopian herme-

neutics offer us a refi ned lens to view queerness insofar as queerness, if it is indeed 

not- quite- here, is nonetheless intensely relational with the past.

The present is not enough. It is impoverished and toxic for queers and other people 

who do not feel the privilege of majoritarian belonging, normative tastes, and “rational” 

expectations. (The question of rationalism will be addressed shortly.) Let me be clear 

that the idea is not to simply turn away from the present. One cannot afford such a 

maneuver and if one thinks they can, they have resisted the present in favor of folly. 

The present must be known in relation to the alternative temporal and spatial maps 

provided by a perception of past and future affective worlds.

Utopian thinking gets maligned for being naively romantic. Of course much of it 

has been naïve. We know that any history of actualized utopian communities would be 

replete with failures. No one, other than perhaps Marx himself, has been more cogni-

zant about this fact than Bloch. But it is through this Marxian tradition, not beside or 

against it, that the problem of the present is addressed. In the following quotation we 

begin to glimpse the importance of the Marxian tradition for the here and now:

Marxism, above all, was fi rst to bring a concept of knowledge into the world that essen-

tially refers to Becomeness, but to the tendency of what is coming up; thus for the fi rst 

time it brings future into our conceptual and theoretical grasp. Such recognition of ten-

dency is necessary to remember, and to open up the No- Longer- Conscious.18

Thus we see Bloch’s model for approaching the past. The idea is not to attempt to 

merely represent it with simplistic strokes. More nearly, it is important to call upon 

the past, to animate it, understanding that the past has a performative nature, which 

is to say that rather than being static and fi xed, the past does things. It is in this very 

way that the past is performative. Following a Blochian thread, it seems important to 

put the past into play with the present, calling into view the tautological nature of the 

present. The present, which is almost exclusively conceived through the parameters 

of straight time, is a self- naturalizing endeavor. Opening up a queer past is enabled by 

Marxian ideological tactics. Bloch explains that

Marxism thus rescued the rational core of utopia and made it concrete as well as the 

core of the still idealistic tendency- dialectics. Romanticism does not understand utopia, 
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not even its own, but utopia that has become concrete understands Romanticism and 

makes inroads into it, in so far as archaic material in its archetypes and work, contain a 

not yet voiced, undischarged element. 19

Bloch invites us to look to this No- Longer- Conscious, a past that is akin to what 

Derrida described as the trace.20 These ephemeral traces, fl ickering illuminations 

from other times and places, are sites that may indeed appear merely romantic, even 

to themselves. Nonetheless they assist those of us who wish to follow queerness’ 

promise, its still unrealized potential, to see something else, a component that the 

German aesthetician would call cultural surplus. I build on this to suggest that the 

surplus is both cultural and affective. More distinctly, I point to a queer feeling of 

hope in the face of hopeless heteronormative maps of the present where futurity is 

indeed the province of normative reproduction. This hope takes on the philosophical 

contours of  idealism.

A queer utopian hermeneutic would thus be queer not only in its aim to look for 

queer relational formations within the social. It is also about this temporal project that 

I align with queerness, a work shaped by its idealist trajectory, indeed it is the work of 

not settling for the present, for asking and looking beyond the here and now. Such a 

hermeneutic would then be epistemologically and ontologically humble in that it would 

not claim the epistemological certitude of a queerness that we simply “know” but, 

instead, strain to activate the No- Longer- Conscious and to extend a glance forward to 

that which is forward- dawning, anticipatory illuminations of the Not- Yet- Conscious. 

The purpose of such temporal maneuvers is to wrest ourselves from the present’s stul-

tifying hold, to know our queerness as a belonging in particularity that is not dictated 

or organized around the spirit of political impasse that characterizes the  present.

Jameson has suggested that for Bloch the present is provincial.21 This spatializa-

tion of time makes sense in relation to the history of utopian thought, most famously 

encapsulated in Thomas More’s description of utopia as an island. To mark the 

present as provincial is not to ridicule or demean the spots on queerness’ map that 

do not signify as metropolitan. The here and now has an opposite number and that 

would be the then and there. I have argued that the then that disrupts the tyranny of 

the now is both past and future. Along those lines, the here that is an unnamed yet 

always implicit metropolitan hub requires the challenge of a there that can be regional 

or global. The transregional or the global as modes of spatial organization potentially 

displace the hegemony of an unnamed here that is always dominated by the shadow of 

the nation- state and its mutable and multiple corporate interests. While globalization 

is a term that mostly defi nes a worldwide system of manufactured asymmetry and 

ravenous exploitation, it also signals the encroaching of the there on the here in ways 

that are worth  considering.

The Third World Gay Revolution group was an organization that grew out of 

the larger Gay Liberation Front at roughly the same time that the Radicalesbians 

also spun off from the larger group in the spring/summer of 1970. While they took 

the name Third World Gay Revolution, the group’s members have been described 

by a recent historian as people of color.22 Their own usage of the term “Third 

World” clearly connotes their deep identifi cation with the global phenomenon that 

was de- colonization. It is therefore imperative to remember this moment from the 
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No-Longer- Conscious that transcended a gay and lesbian activist nationalist imagi-

nary. For Heidegger “time and space are not co- ordinate. Time is prior to space.”23 If 

time is prior to space, then we can view both the force of the No- Longer- Conscious 

and the Not- Yet- Here as potentially bearing on the here of naturalized space and 

time. Thus, at the center of cultural text like the manifesto “All Together Now (The 

Blueprint for a Movement)” we fi nd an ideological document and its claim to the 

pragmatic as being the product of a short- sighted here that fails to include anything 

but an entitled and privileged world. The there of queer utopia cannot simply be that 

of the faltering yet still infl uential nation- state.

This is then to say that the distinctions between here and there that the world of 

the here and now organizes are not fi xed – they are already becoming undone in rela-

tion to a forward- dawning futurity. It is important to understand that a critique of 

our homosexual present is not an attack on what many routinely name as lesbian-

ism or gayness, but, instead, an appraisal of how queerness is still forming, or is in 

many crucial ways formless. Queerness’ form is utopian. Ultimately, we must insist 

on a queer futurity because the present is so poisonous and insolvent. A resource 

that cannot be discounted to know the future is indeed the No- Longer- Conscious, 

that thing or place that may be extinguished but not yet discharged in its utopian 

 potentiality.

Bloch explains the Kantian nature of his project as the “saving” of a  “rationalist 

core.” It is worth remarking that Kant’s rationalism is not merely held up in this 

instance, indeed rationalism itself is refunctioned. No longer is rationalism the ruler 

used by universalism to measure time and space. In Bloch’s work rationalism is trans-

formed via a political urgency. Rationalism is not dismissed but it is unyoked from 

a politics of the pragmatic. Herbert Marcuse discussed the “irrational element in 

rationality” as an important component of industrial society’s nature. Irrational-

ity causes “established institutions” to fl ourish, and marriage is perhaps one of the 

very best examples of an institution that hampers rational advancement and the Not-

 Yet- Imagined versions of freedom that heteronormative and homonormative culture 

prescribe.24 In his analysis the advancements in rationality put forward by techno-

logical innovation were counteracted by gay pragmatic political strategies telling us 

not to dream of other spatial/temporal coordinates but instead to dwell in a broken-

 down present. This homosexual pragmatism takes on the practical contours of the 

homonormativity so powerfully described by Lisa Duggan in her treatise on neoliber-

alism, The Twilight of Equality.25 Within the hermeneutical scope of a queer utopian 

inquiry rationalism is reignited with an affective spark of idealist  thought.

Abstract utopias are indeed dead ends, too often vectoring into the escapist dis avowal 

of our current moment. But a turn to what Bloch calls the No- Longer- Conscious is an 

essential route for the purpose of arriving at the Not- Yet- Here. This maneuver, a turn 

to the past for the purpose of critiquing the present, is propelled by a desire for futur-

ity. Queer futurity does not underplay desire. In fact it is all about desire, desire for 

both larger semi- abstractions like a better world or freedom but also, more imme-

diately, better relations within the social that include better sex and more pleasure. 

Some theorists of postmodernity like David Harvey have narrated sex radicalism as 

a turning away from a politics of the collectivity toward the individualistic and the 

petty.26 In his A Brief History of Neoliberalism Harvey plots what he views as the 
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condition of neoliberalism. In his account “The narcissistic exploration of self, sexu-

ality and identity became the leitmotif of bourgeois urban culture.” In this account 

the hard- fought struggles for sexual liberation are reduced to a “demand for life-

style diversifi cation.” Harvey’s critique pits the “working- class and ethnic immigrant 

New York” against elites who pursue “lifestyle diversifi cation.”27 The experience of 

working- class or ethnic- racial queers are beyond his notice or interest. Harvey’s failing 

is a too common error for some, but not all, of a recalcitrant unreconstructed North 

American left. The rejection of queer and feminist politics represented by Harvey and 

other reductive Left thinkers is a deviation away from the Frankfurt School’s inter-

est in the transformative force of eros and its implicit relationship to political desire. 

The failings and limits of commentators like Harvey have certainly made queer and 

utopian thinkers alike weary of Left thought. Thus I suggest a turn to previous modes 

of Marxian philosophy, such as the work of Marcuse or Bloch. The point is not to 

succumb to the phobic panic that muddles Left thinking or unimaginative invocations 

of the rationalism cited by neoliberal gays and lesbians. The point is to once again pull 

from the past, the No- Longer- Conscious, described and represented by Bloch today, 

to push beyond the impasse of the  present.

I swerve away from my critique of the failures of imagination in the LGBT activist 

enterprise and many voices in gay and lesbian studies to an example like Harvey for 

a very specifi c purpose. Harvey represented more expansive and nuanced critiques 

in his previous work on postmodernity.28 That writing was thoughtfully critiqued by 

queer theorists like Judith Halberstam.29 But Harvey’s work has become, like that of 

many Marxist scholars, all too ready to dismiss or sacrifi ce questions of sexuality and 

gender. Furthermore, these mostly white writers have, as in the example I have cited 

above, been quick to posit race and class as real antagonisms within a larger socio-

 economic struggle and sexuality and gender as merely “lifestyle diversifi cation.” In 

many ways they are performing a function that is the direct opposite of white neolib-

eral queers who studiously avoid the question of ethnic, racial, class, ability or gender 

difference. This correspondence is representative of a larger political impasse that I 

understand as being both the toll of pragmatic politics and anti- utopian  thought.

Concrete utopias remake rationalism, unlinking it from the provincial and prag-

matic politics of the present. To take back a rationalist core, in the way in which Bloch 

suggests we do in relation to romanticism, is to insist on an ordering of life that is not 

dictated by the spatial/temporal coordinates of straight time, a time and space matrix 

that, unfortunately, far too many gays, lesbians and other purportedly “queer” people 

reside in.

To see queerness as horizon is to perceive it as a modality of ecstatic time in which 

the temporal stranglehold that I describe as straight time is interrupted or stepped out 

of. Ecstatic time is signaled at the moment one feels ecstasy, announced perhaps in a 

scream or grunt of pleasure, and more importantly during moments of contempla-

tion when one looks back at a scene from one’s past, present, or future and knows it as 

ecstatic. Opening oneself up to such a perception of queerness as manifestation in and 

of ecstatic time offers queers much more than the meager offerings of pragmatic gay 

and lesbian politics. Seeing queerness as horizon rescues and emboldens concepts like 

freedom that have been withered by the touch of neoliberal thought and gay assimi-

lationist politics. Pragmatic gay politics present themselves as rational and ultimately 
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more doable. Such politics and their proponents often attempt to describe themselves 

as not being ideological. But they are extremely ideological, and, more precisely, rep-

resentative of a decayed ideological institution known as marriage. Rationalism need 

not be given over to gay neoliberals who attempt to sell a cheapened and degraded 

version of freedom. The freedom that is offered by an LGBT position that does not 

bend to straight time’s gravitational pull is akin to one of Heidegger’s descriptions of 

freedom as unboundness. And more often than not, the “rhetorical” deployment of 

the pragmatic leads to a not- doing, an anti- performativity. Doing, performing, engag-

ing the performative as force of and for futurity is queerness’ bent and ideally the way 

to  queerness.
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